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Microbiology and Laboratory Diagnosis

Keith Cartwright

1. Introduction
1.1. Historical Background

In 1887, Anton Weichselbaum, a Viennese doctor, was the first to report the
isolation of meningococci from patients with meningitis (1). Shortly after, came
the first description of lumbar puncture in living patients (2), leading to the iso-
lation of meningococci from acute cases of meningitis. Three years later, Kiefer
grew meningococci from the nasopharynx of cases of meningococcal disease,
and from their contacts (3), a finding of immense significance in advancing
understanding of the epidemiology and pathogenesis of the disease. Early
serological typing systems demonstrated that there were important differences
between meningococci in terms of their virulence (4).

1.2. Meningococcal Carriage and Disease

It is believed that meningococci only occur in humans. They have never
been isolated from other animals, possibly owing to their inability to acquire
iron from any other than human sources (transferrin and lactoferrin). Their
fastidious nature makes it most unlikely that there are any important environ-
mental reservoirs. Meningococci form part of the normal commensal flora and
can be isolated from the nasopharynx of approx 10% of individuals overall.
Nasopharyngeal carriage is age-dependent, peaking in late teenage and early
adulthood at 20–30% or more, but with low prevalence in the young and in
the elderly. It is not clear whether acquisition of a new meningococcus in the
nasopharynx results in respiratory illness. Meningococci may also be isolated
from the urethra and from the rectum from time to time and appear to be
capable of causing urethritis.
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Invasion is a rare phenomenon, though probably more frequent than would be
suggested by the measured rates of disease. It is well-recognized that a small pro-
portion of young children may present in hospital with a mild febrile illness that
resolves rapidly without antibiotic treatment and from whom a meningococcus is
subsequently isolated from blood cultures. For both ethical and logistic reasons,
blood culture studies of febrile (but otherwise healthy) children in the community
are difficult to mount. Were they to be undertaken with large numbers of partici-
pants, it seems likely that they would identify at least a small number of febrile
children from whose bloodstream a meningococcus could be isolated.

Is it important to confirm the diagnosis in cases of suspected meningococcal
infection? The answer must be in the affirmative, both for the optimal management
of the patient and his or her contacts, and also for the epidemiological added value.
Though meningococci are almost invariably sensitive to penicillin, the exclusion
of other causes of meningitis and septicemia remains a key rationale for the full
microbiological investigation of both these conditions. Without a detailed under-
standing of the range of meningococci causing human disease, and the age groups
affected, development of effective vaccines is impossible.

1.3. The Changing Pattern of Meningococcal Disease Diagnosis

Diagnostic algorithms in suspected meningococcal infection have changed
considerably in the UK over the last 10 years. The drivers have been changes
in clinical management and changes in disease epidemiology, allied to techni-
cal advances in the laboratory.

In the UK and in other countries where most patients with suspected meningo-
coccal disease present first to a primary care medical practitioner, a substantial and
increasing proportion of patients are being treated with a dose of parenteral benzyl-
penicillin. To date, all but one of the published studies (together with unpublished
data) support the efficacy of this early management step. Though beneficial,
administration of benzylpenicillin prior to the patient’s admission to hospital
normally renders blood cultures sterile.

It has been suggested that general practitioners administering benzylpenicil-
lin to patients with suspected meningococcal disease should take blood cul-
tures prior to administering the antibiotic, sending them in to hospital with the
patient. This diagnostic step is theoretically possible, but would present a num-
ber of logistic difficulties. It is probably not warranted now that good
nonculture diagnostic techniques are available (see Subheading 2.1.).

1.4. Microbiological Investigation as Part of the Early
Management of Meningococcal Infection

There is strong evidence to support the view that delay in the active manage-
ment of meningococcal infection is a major factor increasing the risk of a poor
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outcome. Studies in various countries have documented some of the reasons
for delay in treatment. One of the most frequent reasons for failing to institute
prompt treatment is the fear that initiation of antibiotic treatment may adversely
affect the microbiological investigations. As a consequence, a patient may
arrive in hospital, be subjected to initial clinical evaluation and may be sus-
pected of having meningococcal meningitis. A lumbar puncture may be
ordered, and antibiotics withheld pending the results of the lumbar puncture. In
a busy pediatric or adult medical unit, this may take an hour or two, or some-
times longer, to arrange. This is unacceptable. As soon as meningococcal
infection is suspected, blood cultures should be drawn, a drip set up, and intra-
venous antibiotics commenced. A lumbar puncture (if deemed appropriate) can
then be carried out at the earliest available opportunity. Because it takes at
least an hour for antibiotics to begin to arrive in the sub-arachnoid space (even
when given by the intravenous route), the chances of isolating a meningococ-
cus (or other bacterium) from the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) are still high. Even
if CSF cultures are negative, the diagnosis may be confirmed by microscopic
examination of CSF, by latex agglutination tests, or by amplification of micro-
bial DNA by polymerase chain reaction (PCR).

It is also not widely appreciated that meningococcal DNA is cleared only
slowly from the CSF in meningococcal meningitis. If the patient is too unwell
or too unstable for lumbar puncture to be contemplated at the time of admis-
sion to hospital, and if the diagnosis has not been established within the first
24–48 h, a lumbar puncture is still likely to give a positive PCR result even on
d 3 or d 4 of inpatient management. Such a late lumbar puncture will only be
needed rarely, but the possibility should be borne in mind.

1.5. Changing Perceptions of Lumbar Puncture

Lumbar puncture is now used less frequently, especially by pediatricians (5).
This change in clinical practice has arisen from a combination of concern over its
perceived dangers, together with a sense of its lack of contributory value in some
situations. Coning, frequently fatal, may occur in about 1% of cases of meningo-
coccal meningitis where lumbar puncture is undertaken, and lumbar puncture may
exacerbate hemodynamic instability in a patient verging on the brink of shock.
There is also an increasing understanding that analysis of CSF may provide little
additional information relevant to the management of the acutely ill patient (espe-
cially if fever and a vasculitic rash are present and a diagnosis of meningococcal
infection is overwhelmingly likely). Add to this the fact that the results of all initial
examinations (protein, glucose, cell count, and Gram-stained smear) may be nega-
tive and yet a meningococcus may be grown on the following day from 5–10% of
patients (5), and the exercise of caution over the use of lumbar puncture in children
is very understandable.
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The same is not true in adults with symptoms and signs of meningitis. Here,
the epidemiology of bacterial meningitis is very different (6). A wider range of
pathogens is possible, including the pneumococcus, and other more arcane bac-
teria such as Listeria monocytogenes. A few patients with pneumococcal men-
ingitis may have a vasculitic rash and their infection may be confused on
clinical grounds with meningococcal meningitis or septicemia. The overriding
importance of accurate diagnosis of meningitis in adults is the risk (small as
yet in the UK, but substantial in countries such as Spain, France, and South
Africa) of true penicillin, or penicillin- and cephalosporin-resistant infection.
Lumbar puncture is still the most important investigation in adult patients with
suspected bacterial meningitis (7).

2. Specific Clinical Issues Impacting on Microbiological Diagnosis
2.1. Effect of Early Parenteral Antibiotic Treatment
on Diagnostic Investigations

In the 1980s, the great majority of patients in the UK with suspected menin-
gococcal meningitis were not treated with benzylpenicillin prior to hospital
admission. In such patients (both adults and children), blood cultures were posi-
tive in about 50%, and if meningitis was present and a lumbar puncture was
undertaken, the CSF would either yield Gram-negative diplococci on the
stained smear, or a meningococcus would be isolated on culture in more than
90% of cases.

Alternative diagnostic methods had to be devised to cope with patients with
negative blood cultures, and in whom lumbar puncture was contraindicated.
Throat swabs have proved of great value in this situation, giving a positive
result in up to 50% of patients, a proportion that is largely unaffected by prior
benzylpenicillin treatment (7). Per-oral swabs give a better yield than per-
nasal swabs. If the intention is to isolate a meningococcus, the swab must be
plated out as soon as it is obtained. A swab taken in the middle of the night
cannot be left to be cultured in the morning.

If a skin rash is present, aspiration of an affected area of skin may yield
diplococci on a Giemsa-stained smear, or in a somewhat smaller proportion of
cases, a positive culture. Agglutination of latex particles coated with meningo-
coccal serogroup-specific antibodies by meningococci of the homologous
serogroup can be made more sensitive by inducing better agglutination by
means of ultrasound enhancement.

Demonstration of a rising antimeningococcal antibody titer between acute
and convalescent serum samples may also be helpful for epidemiological rea-
sons, though it does not provide information at the time that it is needed for the
acute management of the patient.
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However, the test that has emerged from the status of a research tool into
one of fundamental utility is the detection of meningococcal DNA following
its amplification by PCR. In the UK, the Public Health Laboratory Service
(PHLS) Meningococcal Reference Unit (MRU) located at the Manchester
Public Health Laboratory provides this test. From an initial experimental clini-
cal service in 1996, the service has grown such that there were more than 16,000
requests for meningococcal PCR in 1999. The PCR test can be carried out
on peripheral blood or on CSF, and is thought to be specific for meningo-
coccal DNA.

2.2. CSF with Polymorphs but no Organisms Seen or Grown

Another common clinical situation is that in which a febrile child or adult is
subjected to lumbar puncture to exclude the possibility of meningitis, and tur-
bid CSF is obtained, in which neutrophils are observed on microscopy and
from which no bacteria are grown. Though neutrophils may occasionally pre-
dominate in viral meningitis, the presumption is that most such patients have
bacterial meningitis. Most will be treated empirically with a third-generation
cephalosporin such as cefotaxime or ceftriaxone, but the need to establish (if
possible) a more accurate diagnosis lies in the possibility that pneumococci
(with the small attendant risk of treatment failure with either penicillin or with
cephalosporins) may be the cause of the meningitis.

Antigen-detection tests may be of value here and their sensitivity may be
enhanced considerably by the use of ultrasound. Agglutination tests are prob-
ably inherently less sensitive than PCR tests. Meningococcal PCR testing of
CSF is now widely used in the UK and multiplex PCR tests that will detect
DNA from meningococci, pneumococci and from Haemophilus influenzae
type b are now being evaluated.

2.3. Unusual Presentations of Meningococcal Infection

Patients with meningococcal infection may occasionally present with syn-
dromes other than meningitis or septicemia. Urethritis, conjunctivitis, and
pneumonia are all possibilities, as are septic arthritis, endophthalmitis, peri-
carditis, and other infections of deep, normally sterile, tissues. Isolation of a
meningococcus from a normally sterile site is diagnostic, but more difficulty
arises in the interpretation of the significance of a meningococcus isolated from
a superficial site. Clinical and microbiological judgement may be required, but
if there is doubt, and particularly if the meningococcus is present in substantial
numbers, and is well-endowed with capsular polysaccharide, the isolate should
be treated with a high degree of suspicion. For example, primary meningococ-
cal conjunctivitis should be treated aggressively, because there is a high risk of
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invasive disease if this is not done. In the US in recent years, there has been an
increase in meningãíoccal infections owing to serogroup Y strains, and these
may have a particular predilection for the respiratory tract.

Chronic meningococcemia is now very rare, accounting for about 1% of all
cases. It is normally diagnosed clinically at first. Blood cultures may need to be
repeated frequently before a positive culture is obtained. Meningococcal blood
PCR will probably be positive in the periods immediately after live meningo-
cocci have been cleared from the bloodstream.

2.3. Clusters

When a sporadic case of suspected meningococcal disease occurs, it is, of
course, impossible to say if it will be followed rapidly by another. For this
reason (as well as for clinical reasons), all suspected cases of meningococcal
disease should be investigated as fully as possible.

There is an ever-present risk that a sporadic case of meningococcal infection
may be followed by others in the same family, school, or community. The
public-health management of clusters of cases is made much more difficult
when the diagnosis is uncertain in one or more of the cases. A typical situation
with which public health-medicine specialists have to cope is that in which one
or more suspected but unconfirmed cases in a school or other defined commu-
nity is followed by a confirmed case (or vice versa). Trying to manage the
possible cluster in such circumstances is extremely difficult. If one or more of
the cases has died, pressure from the community for intervention may be
intense, but might not be justified on epidemiological grounds, were good
diagnostic information to be available from all cases.

Having an accurate knowledge of the characteristics of the responsible
strains is of fundamental value in guiding the management. For example, two
or more cases of serogroup C disease occurring within a few days of each other
within a defined small community would warrant consideration of the use of
vaccine in addition to chemoprophylaxis. This would not apply if the cases
were caused by serogroup B strains, or to a mixture of capsular serogroups.

2.4. Postmortem Diagnosis

Because of the aggressive and rapid nature of the infection, some patients
with suspected meningococcal infection will die before, or very shortly after
arrival in hospital, and before there has been a chance to carry out any investi-
gations. It is the author’s experience that a microbiologist is rarely involved in
the investigation of such cases, only getting to hear of them many hours,
or even days later, by which time chances of a positive culture are remote.
Requests for autopsy are often declined by grieving relatives. Blood and/or
CSF PCR tests should be of great value in this situation, though they are as yet
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formally untested. Aspiration, microscopy, culture, and PCR testing of any
areas of skin rash are also worth considering.

2.5. The Impact of Changing Epidemiology on Diagnosis

When a patient is suspected of having meningitis, and when there is no
microbiological diagnosis, knowledge of the local epidemiology can be of great
help in guiding management of both case and contacts. For example, in the
UK, the introduction of conjugated Hib vaccines in 1992 has almost eliminated
invasive Hib infections in all age groups, and not just in children. The intro-
duction of conjugated meningococcal group C vaccines in November 1999 will
result in a rapid fall in the incidence of meningococcal disease owing to this
serogroup. Consequently, the relative (though not the absolute) risk of a case
of meningitis of unknown etiology proving to be owing to a pneumococcus,
with the attendant possibility of penicillin resistance, will rise.

3. The Future
3.1. Nonculture Detection of Meningococci from Throat Swabs

Though it is believed that most, if not almost all invasive meningococcal
disease follows initial colonization of the upper respiratory tract, meningo-
cocci can only be cultured from throat swabs in about 50% of cases. PCR test-
ing for detection of meningococci in throat swabs is currently under
development at the PHLS Meningococcal Reference Unit. It may prove a use-
ful addition to the available range of diagnostic techniques.

3.2. PCR Tests for Penicillin Resistance

Clinical isolates of meningococci remain sensitive to penicillin, despite a
small decrease in sensitivity in strains submitted to the England and Wales
reference laboratory over the last few years. To date, there have been only a
handful of reports of -lactamase producing meningococci from clinical cases
(and no cases of treatment failure owing to this cause) and none of these strains
has survived for detailed examination today. Nevertheless, the risk of penicil-
lin resistance remains, with the potential for treatment failure. There would be
some value in having available a molecular method for detection of penicillin
resistance, and in particular, the capacity to identify -lactamase producing
strains. Such a test could be carried out in conjunction with screening and
serogroup-specific PCRs.

3.3. DNA Chips

The pace of development of molecular diagnostics makes it seem increas-
ingly likely that DNA chips for the diagnosis of meningococcal disease (and
for a wide range of other meningitis pathogens) will become available within
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the next few years. As with meningococcal vaccines, their use in developing
countries is likely to be restricted by cost factors.
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Isolation, Culture, and Identification
of Meningococci from Clinical Specimens

Per Olcén and Hans Fredlund

1. Introduction
Humans are the only natural reservoir for meningococci. The appropriate

specimens that should be taken for isolation of meningococci are dependent on
the clinical question. The most appropriate specimen and/or laboratory tech-
niques for microbiological diagnosis in an acutely sick patient with suspected
invasive disease like meningitis/septicemia (1) may be quite different from
those required for diagnosis of the cause of a local infection in eye, upper res-
piratory tract, lower respiratory tract, or urogenital tract, or for the study of the
carrier state of healthy persons.

Culture still forms the backbone of diagnosis in spite of major improve-
ments in nonculture diagnostic methods (see Chapters 3–5), the latter being
especially valuable when cultures are “falsely” negative. This can occur for a
number of reasons, most often owing to antibiotic treatment before culture, but
might also be related to transport media and isolation media. Necropsy tissues
and fluids are also particularly difficult (2,3).

Culture is very important because the availability of an isolate growing in the
laboratory will allow species designation, antibiotic-susceptibility testing (see
Chapter 6), and characterization of an isolate for public-health and epidemiological
purposes (see Chapters 8–22). An evident factor of importance is also that almost
every microbiological laboratory can perform cultures for meningococci.

2. Materials (for Diagnostic Sampling Procedures)
In patients with suspected invasive meningococcal disease, it is logical to

take cultures from the suspected primary site of infection (throat/nasophar-
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ynx), and sites of septic metastasis (e.g. cerebrospinal fluid [CSF], joint fluid,
etc.) in conjunction with blood cultures. Other superficial/local sights should
also be considered if clinical signs and symptoms are suggestive (e.g., skin
scrapings or aspirate from petechiae or purpuric rash, conjunctiva, middle-ear
fluid, secretions from sinuses, sputum, urogenital).

2.1. The Referral Note Accompanying the Sample(s)

Recognition or suspicion of meningococcal disease in the clinical setting
requires laboratory confirmation whenever possible as this information can be
critical for managing the individual patient, outbreak management, epidemiologi-
cal purposes, and for vaccine evaluation. Providing the laboratory with appropriate
information can aid this process. Besides basic information (patient identification,
sample, date, and sender) the clinical data, tests requested, and diagnostic questions
can be crucial in directing the optimal handling and reporting of the specimen in the
laboratory.

For throat and nasopharyngeal cultures, it is mandatory to request explicitly
culture for meningococci. This is most important because many bacterial colo-
nies of the normal flora look the same as meningococci, which can be in a
minority. The inclusion of selective culture medium is therefore necessary.

It is also important to inform the laboratory if antibiotics have been given
prior to sampling and if any antibiotic treatment is planned, because this will
direct appropriate antibacterial-susceptibility testing. The clinicians’ contact
details should always be available so that information can be directed to the
appropriate individual.

2.2. Blood Cultures

A number of blood-culture systems with different indicator systems are in
general use. Most of them utilize bottles containing culture media into which
the blood is inoculated (4,5). The manufacturer’s instructions should be fol-
lowed for the use of these blood-culture systems. For meningococci, media
with higher concentrations of sodium polyanethol sulfonate (SPS) should be
avoided. Any blood-culturing system must be evaluated for its ability to sup-
port growth of fastidious bacteria like meningococci.

Detailed descriptions of the procedures for collection of blood for culture is
outlined in laboratory methods published by the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC) in Atlanta, and the World Health Organization (WHO)
in Geneva (6,7). The following general points should be noted:

1. The concentration of meningococci in blood can be low, less than 1 cfu/mL (see
ref. 8). It is therefore important that the cultured blood volume is as large as
possible. For smaller children, 1–3 mL is sufficient, whereas 5–10 mL should be
recommended from adults.
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2. The concentration of meningococci in blood is probably not constant over time.
It is therefore recommended that two blood cultures are performed to increase
the likelihood of catching live meningococci.

3. In critically ill patients, it is only feasible to take one blood culture, preferably
prior to antibiotics. In benign recurrent meningococcaemia blood cultures may
have to be repeated several times, preferably at the early phase of chills and fever
in order to obtain a positive result.

4. Inoculated blood culture bottles are kept at room temperature until delivery (as
fast as possible) to the laboratory.

5. If certified incubators are available at clinics outside the laboratory, the bottles
may be kept at 35–37°C to start the growth process before delivery to the laboratory.

2.3. Cerebrospinal Fluid

In patients with signs/symptoms suggesting meningitis/meningoencephali-
tis, a lumbar puncture is usually performed (9), providing that there are no
absolute contraindications, such as signs of raised intracranial pressure, sub-
stantial hemodynamic instability, or known coagulopathy. The concentration
of meningococci in CSF varies considerably between patients from 0 up to 107

cfu/mL (10). When antibiotics have been given intravenously for treatment, it
can be assumed that meningococci stay alive somewhat longer in CSF than in
blood. As a result, lumbar puncture might reasonably be deferred for a few
hours until the patient has been fully assessed and contraindications to lumbar
puncture excluded. The following general points should be noted:

1. CSF is collected in 3–4 sterile tubes preferably with  1 mL CSF/tube.
2. Culture bottles can also be inoculated with CSF at the bedside.
3. Examinations are performed for CSF white blood cells, the proportion of poly-

morphonuclear/mononuclear white blood cells, glucose, protein, lactate (1 tube);
microbiological diagnosis (2 tubes) and 1 extra tube, just in case.

4. Transport should be as rapid as possible to the laboratory (minimize “needle to
laboratory time”) with the sample at room temperature.

5. Trans-isolate (TI) medium (11) was designed to allow survival of sensitive bac-
teria in ambient temperature even in tropical settings for long times. In this
medium, meningococci can stay alive for weeks after inoculation with infected
CSF, thus allowing safe transport from remote areas to diagnostic laboratories
far away (6,7).

2.4. Throat and Nasopharynx

The optimal place from which to take a swab for culture of meningococci in
patients and healthy carriers is not known. With good selective culture media,
however, it is clear that carriers with or without local symptoms carry menin-
gococci on the tonsils more often than in the nasopharynx with sample taken
via the nasal route (12). Antibiotic activity is decreased on the membranes of
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the throat and perhaps the upper respiratory tract and meningococci can subse-
quently survive there (13) for some hours (14) in spite of effective treatment of
invasive meningococcal disease with high doses of parenteral antibiotics. For
this reason, throat cultures should be routinely performed for all cases with
suspected meningococcal disease (14). General observations include:

1. The swab used must be proved to be nontoxic to Neisseria gonorrhoeae and
meningococci and is often provided with charcoal as the absorbing material for
toxic substances.

2. The charcoal destroys most of the quality of direct microscopy (DM) and should
subsequently not be used if this is requested.

3. If a swab has to be transported it must be in a high-quality reduced medium, such
as different variants of Stuart transport medium (15), kept and transported at room
temperature.

4. In scientific/epidemiological studies of healthy carriers, when it is important to
find almost all carriers, direct inoculation on culture media at the bedside and
immediate incubation (at least placed in a CO2 atmosphere), e.g., in a candle jar,
is recommended.

5. It has been calculated that 90% of the material on a swab is lost by just putting it
in a transport medium (12). Subsequently, up to 40% of meningococcal carriers
can turn out culture-negative when using Stuart transport medium if the sample
is kept at room temperature for 24 h before inoculation of culture media, as com-
pared to direct inoculation (12).

6. It is also well known that taking more than one culture from the same site gives
additional yield in the case of hemolytic streptococci (16). It would be surprising
if the situation was different for meningococci.

7. In some studies, it is important to know if several strains of meningococci are
carried at the same time (see Chapter 19).

2.5. Maculopapular Skin Lesions: Petechiae, Echymoses

Meningococci are well known for their propensity for hematogenous spread,
with adhesion/trapping in the periphery, and damage of vessel walls. This is
most noticeable in the skin where maculopapular eruptions without pustulation
and/or extravasation of blood will give the characteristic picture ranging from
single petechiae to extensive cutaneous bleeding. Differential diagnosis con-
cerning the hemorrhagic skin lesions differs from place to place and over time,
but disseminated streptococcal disease, measles, hemorrhagic viral diseases,
conditions causing thrombocytopaenia, coagulopathies, and vasculitis should
always be considered. In patients with dark skin, the manifestations can be
difficult to detect and the conjunctiva, oral cavity, hand palms, and foot soles
may be the only locations where these lesions can be seen.

Meningococci can be isolated from fresh skin lesions. A high diagnostic
sensitivity is reached by direct immunofluorescence (IFL) (3). Owing to lack
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of high quality and commercially available IFL conjugates, this method has
only rarely reached the status of a routine diagnostic procedure. The number of
preserved meningococci is fairly low and Gram staining/methylene blue stain-
ing may be used (17,18). The use of acridine orange (AO) staining (19) has not
been evaluated. Culture from lesions can be helpful. After scraping away the
outer epidermis, if possible without causing bleeding, a swab is taken prefer-
ably with direct inoculation of culture media. Alternatively, if the lesion is
deeper, aspiration may be used with a fine-gauge needle (17).

2.6. Joint Fluid

Arthritis, usually of a big joint, sometimes results from the systemic spread
of meningococci giving signs/symptoms in the acute phase. A so called “reac-
tive arthritis” (sterile) can also be seen after a few days of treatment. In these
cases, a diagnostic aspiration of the affected joint is recommended with further
handling undertaken as for CSF. Joint fluid could be inoculated into bottles at
the bedside, but it is also important to keep some of the fluid in a sterile tube
for diagnosis at the laboratory as direct microscopy after Gram and AO stain-
ing should be done on the fresh material.

2.7. Other Samples

For other body fluids, the principles are the same as for joint fluid. In cases
when very small volumes are aspirated, it is suggested that the material is
directly inoculated into a blood-culture bottle. This procedure can include
aspiration and reinstallation of a few mL of the broth from the bottle in order to
wash out aspirated material from the inside of the needle.

Diagnostic cultures from urethra, cervix and rectum are often taken with a
request for N. gonorrhoeae. Single patients harbor meningococci (20), with or with-
out symptoms, probably encountered from the throat (compare gonococci in throat
cultures). Meningococci can cause lower respiratory-tract infections and may con-
stitute approx 1% of community-acquired pneumonia in Western countries (21,22).
On rare occasions, meningococci can be isolated from almost any site (23).

3. Methods for Laboratory Diagnostic Procedures
3.1 Culture Media for Meningococci

Chocolate agar is a rich non-selective medium that is generally used for
demanding aerobic bacteria like meningococci, gonococci, and Haemophilus
species (24,25). A formula that is used in accredited clinical diagnostic labora-
tories has the following constituents: 36 g GC II agar base, 10 g haemoglobin
powder, 100 mL horse serum, 10 mL IsoVitalex enrichment, and 900 mL of
high-quality water.
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This medium can be modified to be fairly selective for meningococci (and
gonococci) by addition of a mixture of antibiotics like vancosin - colistin -
nystatin (VCN Inhibitor, 10 mL/L of agar). Some laboratories also add
trimethoprim. For a detailed presentation of different media, see the CDC/
WHO protocols (6,7).

3.2. Identification of Meningococci by Culture

Plate cultures are inspected after overnight incubation at 35–37°C in humid
5% CO2 and after 2 d. The broth cultures are inspected daily for turbidity indi-
cating growth or according to the specific suggestions from the manufacturer.
If bacterial growth is suspected DM after Gram staining is conducted and two
drops of the broth spread on culture media (see Subheading 3.1.).

Meningococcal colonies are smooth and nonpigmented and, after 18–24 h
incubation, 1–2 mm in diameter. From a nonsterile site, the size is dependent
on the presence of other competing bacteria. The colonies look the same on
chocolate agar medium (nonselective) and selective medium including antibi-
otics and have a distinctive smell.

Suspected colonies are tested for fast oxidase activity and those giving posi-
tive results subjected to Gram staining and microscopy for Gram-negative
diplococci. Colonies suspected to be meningococci are subcultured and bio-
chemically tested for degradation of glucose and maltose without degradation
of fructose and lactose (ONPG-test) by in house prepared test-plates or com-
mercially available testkits like Rapid NH or api NH. Reference strains for
control of all the reactions must always be included. A rapid system which
does not require growth but utilizes the preformed enzymes in a heavy suspen-
sion can also be used (26). In this system, the individual high-quality sugars
are kept in buffer with a pH-indicator. Ready made mixtures can be kept frozen
in a mictrotiter format, thus facilitating practical use. Some meningococcal
isolates do not degrade maltose in the system used, thus behaving like gono-
cocci (27). In inexperienced hands, these isolates can then be wrongly identi-
fied as N. gonorrhoeae, a diagnosis that may have serious consequences. On
rare occasions, degradation of glucose can be weak or absent.

For problem isolates, additional tests have to be performed, including
assays for meningococcal antigens like serogroup/type/subtype, biological
requirements, genogroup/type/subtype, or additional genetic methods. Refer-
ence laboratories provide essential support in these situations.

3.3. Sensitivity Testing for Antibiotics

Sensitivity testing for antibiotics used for treatment of patients and for pro-
phylaxis (prophylactic treatment) of proven or suspected meningococcal carri-
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ers at risk should be performed (see Chapter 6). Commonly tested antibiotics
are penicillin G, ampicillin, a cephalosporin such as cefotaxime or ceftriaxone,
chloramphenicol, rifampicin, and a quinolone. The E-test (AB Biodisk) has
proven itself to give reliable MIC values (28) providing a high-quality medium
is used and an experienced technician performs the test. Sulphonamide is sel-
dom used these days for treatment or prophylaxis, but sensitivity/resistance
(breakpoint 10 mg/L) is an additional characteristic of an isolate that is used
for epidemiological purposes. Tests for -lactamases with, for example, a chro-
mogen cephalosporin test (29) should be performed, in spite of the fact that
less than 10 such strains have been reported so far in the world (30).

3.4. Grouping of Meningococci

Serogrouping or genogrouping (31–33) should be done as soon as possible
because this provides valuable information concerning the risk of clusters of
cases and the possibility of the use of meningococcal vaccines as a prophylac-
tic tool (see Chapter 9). Uncommon groups also indicate possible immune
defects, including complement deficiencies, in the host, which can be of
importance in the short as well as long perspective.

3.5. Blood Culture

A great number of systems for blood culture are available (4,5). In a Euro-
pean survey among reference laboratories, the Bactec and the BactAlert sys-
tems were predominantly used (European Monitoring Group on Meningococci,
1998). In the laboratory, blood cultures are incubated at 35–37°C for 7–10 d. If
there are indications of bacterial growth, a bottle is opened and material taken
for DM by Gram stain (see below) and eventually AO staining (19). Tests for
meningococcal antigens/DNA can be used on blood-culture material to
strengthen the meningococcal suspicion when typical diplococci are seen and
also if clinical suspicion is high despite negative cultures (see Chapter 4).

One drop of blood-culture material is inoculated on chocolate agar, spread,
and incubated at 35–37°C in 5% CO2-enriched humid atmosphere. The plates
are inspected after overnight incubation at 35–37°C in humid 5% CO2 and
after 2 d. In situations with high clinical suspicion of meningococcal bacter-
emia, the inoculated bottles can be subcultured as mentioned on chocolate
medium after 2–4 and 7–10 d despite lack of “signs” of bacterial activity.

3.6. Cerebrospinal Fluid

DM and culture are the main methods used. They are sometimes supple-
mented by specific nonculture tests, either immediately after receiving the CSF
at the laboratory, or when the cultures are negative after 2–3 d in spite of per-
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sistent suspicion of meningococcal disease. Some of these methods are described
in other chapters of this book and comprise antigen-detection methods includ-
ing latex- and co-agglutination techniques (10); direct immunofluorescence with
specific conjugates (3,10); enzyme immunoassays (34,35); and DNA amplifi-
cation methods like PCR for different target sequences like the 16S rRNA gene
(36–38) and the ctrA gene. A protocol for the laboratory processing of CSF samples
is shown in Table 1.

3.6.1. Direct Microscopy

1. Apply a drop of CSF on each of the clean microscope slides.
2. Let the drops air dry.
3. Fix by heating in a bunsen burner flame from below.
4. Mark the sample area with a wax crayon or by engraving.
5. Apply Gram and AO stains according to local protocols. Gram staining can be

performed as follows:
a. Flood the slide with crystal violet.
b. After 1 min wash the slide with water.
c. Flood the slide with Lugol’s iodine.
d. After 1 min decolorize the slide with 95% alcohol.

Table 1
Protocol for Laboratory Processing of CSF Samples

Clear CSF
(centrifuge if < 1 mL at 600g Turbid CSF
for 10 min) (no centrifugation)

1. Microscopy: make two slides for 1. Microscopy make 3–4 slides for
a. Gram staining a. Gram staining
b. Acridine orange-staining b. Acridine orange-staining

c. Slide for teaching/extra
2. Culture 2. Culture

a. Chocolate agar a. Chocolate agar
b. Anaerobic blood-agar plate for b. Anaerobic blood-agar plate for

anaerobic incubation anaerobic incubation
c. Broth inoculation c. Broth inoculation

d. Consider direct inoculation
for antibiotic sensitivity testing

e. Consider optochine test (on
blood-agar medium) when
suspecting pneumococci

Consider antigen detection Consider antigen detection
Consider DNA detection Consider DNA detection
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e. Wash the slide immediately with water.
f. Counter-stain for at least 15 s with carbol-fuchsin.
g. Wash with water.
The stains may be purchased commercially or prepared according to CDC/WHO
(6,7) or the Clinical Microbiology Procedures Handbook (24), alt. Manual of
Clinical Microbiology (25).

5. Dry the slides by using filter paper outside the sample area and air dry.
6. Read the Gram-stained slide ×1000 in a high-quality, clean light microscope and

the AO-stained slide in a high-quality, clean, and optimally adjusted fluorescent
microscope ×400–1000.

AO stain is commercially available and staining is performed by flooding
the fixed slide with the solution and washing after 2 min with water. After
drying, the slide can be read at a magnification of ×400–1000.

In 60% or more of untreated cases of meningococcal meningitis, Gram-
negative diplococci of Neisserial shape can be seen extracellularly and also
phagocytosed in neutrophile granulocytes, thus suggesting the diagnosis (10).

With AO staining, the detection level (expressed as bacterial concentration) can
be judged to be 10 times lower as compared to Gram stain, which can be calculated
to give a diagnostic sensitivity of at least 70%. AO staining is more easy to read
(compared to Gram staining) because Gram-negative bacteria give low contrast to
the red-stained debris/protein material commonly seen in meningitis.

The less time there is between LP and slide-making, the better the quality of
DM slides. This fact can be used to secure sample quality in field situations by
making the slides (without staining) bedside just after LP.

3.6.2. Culture

Culture is performed by placing two drops (about 100 µL) on a high-quality,
rich, nonselective solid-agar medium like chocolate agar, spreading the plate,
then incubating at 35–37°C in humid 5% CO2. A candle jar (39) in 35–37°C is
another way to create acceptable incubation conditions in laboratories without
CO2 incubators. Enrichment is achieved by inoculating a ~200 µL of CSF in
blood-culture bottles (with nutrient additive owing to lack of the blood) or a
broth medium like Müller-Hinton broth for 7–10 d. Just as with blood cultures,
blind sub-cultures onto agar could be performed at intervals. It is wise to try to
keep some original CSF in the refrigerator/freezer for any further diagnostic
procedures.

3.7. Joint Fluid

Owing to high concentration of white blood cells (polymorphonuclear leu-
kocytes dominating) and high protein levels, the Gram-stained samples can be
difficult to interpret, especially for Gram-negative bacteria. In these cases,
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staining with methylene blue (25) can be superior owing to less denaturation of
the material. The ability of meningococci to stay intact for a while intracellu-
larly after phagocytosis can be helpful in the interpretation. AO staining gives
an easier picture than Gram staining and with typical diplococci side by side
it is easy to determine the presence of pathogenic Neisseria (do not forget
N. gonorrhoeae). Culture is performed as for CSF (see Subheading 3.6.). Joint
fluid can, if necessary, be studied further with nonculture methods (see Chap-
ters 3 and 4).

3.8. Urogenital Samples

The culture media for gonococci readily allow meningococci to multiply
and can cause confusion, both species being rapidly oxidase positive Gram-
negative diplococci (20). Growth characteristics (bigger colonies) and species
diagnostic tests (sugar degradation or agglutination/co-agglutination tests) will
in most cases give clear-cut results, but further characterization is sometimes
needed with serological, biological, or genetic methods.

3.9. Reporting of Clinical Isolates

In many countries, meningococcal isolates from normally sterile sites should
be reported from the diagnostic laboratories to a National Health Authority and
the strains sent for further characterization to a National Reference Laboratory
in order to get reliable epidemiological data.

3.10. Storage Meningococcal Isolates

It is often useful to preserve the strains of meningococci in the diagnostic
clinical laboratory at either –70°C or freeze-dried for any additional examina-
tion in the near or far future (6,7). A reliable medium for storage for many
years in –70°C has the following composition: 30.0 g Trypticase soy broth,
3.0 g yeast extract, 0.5 g agar No. 2, 700 mL water (RO), 300 mL horse serum.
Mix the first four items. Adjust pH to 7.5 with 2 M NaOH. Sterilize at 121°C
for 15 min. Allow to cool to +50°C in water bath. Add horse serum and mix.
Check pH 7.50 ± 0.1. Dispense in sterile tubes, 2 mL/tube.

3.11. Selective Media

Because of the possibility of meningococcal infection, it is always a good
strategy for culture diagnosis to include a very rich nonselective culture
medium, such as chocolate agar, for most clinical samples. A high-quality,
selective medium like VCN(T) (see Subheading 3.1.) should be included for
culture concerning pathogenic Neisseria from normally non sterile sites and
when mixed infections can be suspected. This includes necropsy material.
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PCR Diagnosis

Malcolm Guiver and Ray Borrow

1. Introduction
Nonculture diagnosis is of increasing importance in maximizing case ascer-

tainment of disease owing to Neisseria meningitidis (1). In the United King-
dom (UK), greater use of pre-admission antibiotics has lead to a steady decline
in the total number of cases confirmed by culture, compared to the number
reported to the Office for National Statistics (ONS). In addition, since the
introduction of serogroup C oligosaccharide-protein conjugate vaccine (2) in
the UK and its imminent introduction elsewhere, it is necessary to maximize
case ascertainment to determine the true level of disease in the population and
establish the impact of vaccination programs. Although serodiagnosis is avail-
able for confirmation, results are retrospective and often inconclusive (1).
Amplification by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) provides a rapid, highly
sensitive, and specific method for detecting meningococcal DNA from clinical
samples. A number of assays have been described, some of which provide
additional information about serological markers such as serogroup, serotype,
and serosubtype (3–10). The introduction of PCR at the UK Public Health
Laboratory Service (PHLS) Meningococcal Reference Unit (MRU) has
resulted in a dramatic increase in the number of confirmed cases of meningo-
coccal disease (11). In 1998 an additional 56% of cases were confirmed by
PCR alone compared to those confirmed by culture only.

To take advantage of the sensitivity offered by PCR appropriate, DNA
extraction procedures on suitable clinical samples must first be carried out.
Protocols for the optimal extraction from cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), ethelyne
diamine tetraacetic acid (EDTA) whole blood, plasma, and serum are described
here. Evaluation of the Qiagen and Gentra capture column systems described
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in this chapter show that they perform equally well for EDTA blood extraction.
However, for CSFs, plasma- and serum-increased sensitivity is achieved by extrac-
tion with DNAzol extraction and ethanol precipitation. Alternative capture column
methods provide for more reproducible results, reduce the operator variation asso-
ciated with precipitation methods, and are more readily automated. Although CSF
is still the preferred sample for optimal recovery, extraction of meningococcal DNA
from an EDTA blood sample offers sensitive detection without the risk associated
with lumbar puncture. Plasma and serum samples offer less optimal recovery of
meningococcal DNA. A comparison of plasma and EDTA blood samples for the
detection of meningococcal DNA for cultured confirmed cases showed 65% were
detected using plasma compared to 93% from EDTA blood. It is also worth noting
that although PCR can detect nonculturable organisms, an early sample will
increase the chances of detection. A recent study of hospitalized cases of meningo-
coccal disease in which serial samples were taken showed that meningococcal
DNA could still be detected by PCR 3 d after initiation of antibiotic therapy
(unpublished observations).

Some of the first meningococcal PCR assays were based upon the insertion
sequence (IS) element IS1106 (7) and were adapted to a PCR enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assay (ELISA) format to increase specificity and sensitivity for the
nonculture confirmation of meningococcal infection (8,9). IS elements were cho-
sen as gene targets for nonculture diagnosis of bacterial infections owing to the
presence of multiple copies within the bacterial genome, which, it was hoped, would
increase sensitivity (12). However, the inherent genetic mobility of these elements
(13) may result in their transfer among species and genera (14) and, during an
evaluation period of the IS1106 PCR ELISA, a number of false-positive results
were caused by organisms other than N. meningitidis (15).

Serosubtype and serotype information may be obtained by amplification and
sequence-specific probe detection of either the porA or porB gene, respectively.
Methods for the amplification by PCR of porA (4) and porB genes (16) have been
described but, owing to the large amount of sequence variation in these genes, and
the correspondingly high numbers of serosubtypes or serotypes, a probe-based sys-
tem is not advised and sequence-based typing is more appropriate (16–19).

Amplification of the 16S rRNA gene using conserved nucleotide sequences
for detection of all bacterial causes of meningitis has been described (5). How-
ever, contaminating bacterial DNA present in some of the PCR reagents
restricts the level of sensitivity achievable with this target (20) and conse-
quently it is presently not recommended as a suitable target for amplification
of bacterial DNA from clinical samples.

In developing PCR assays, we have focused on two gene targets: firstly the
ctrA gene, which forms part of the capsular biosynthesis locus (21); and the
sialyltransferase gene (siaD), which encodes the gene responsible for the poly-
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merization of sialic acid to the polysialic acid chain (22). The meningococcal
capsule is a highly conserved virulence factor and the capsular operon includes
a gene (ctrA) that encodes for a conserved outer-membrane protein (OMP)
involved in the transport of the capsular polysaccharide (21). The ctrA gene is
therefore an ideal target for detection of meningococci by PCR and conserved
regions of this gene have therefore been exploited, enabling the amplification
of a product from all clinically significant serogroups, thereby providing an
initial screening test for all samples. Serogroup-specific sequences within the
siaD gene have been exploited in designing PCR assays for the identification
and discrimination of operons encoding serogroups B, C, Y, and W135 (10,23).
A PCR assay has been described for serogroup A, although the authors have no
experience with this assay (24).

Using these gene targets, assays have been developed using three detection
systems: agarose gel-based detection, PCR ELISA-based detection, and auto-
mated amplification and detection using a fluorescent-based PE-ABI Taqman™

system. The first PCR assays described to detect meningococcal DNA were
based upon agarose-gel electrophoresis followed by visualization with
ethidium bromide and ultraviolet (UV) light (4–7). Agarose gel-based systems
offer a low cost option, but they are not suitable for high throughput, are labor-
intensive, and are more prone to contamination problems. Sensitivity and speci-
ficity can be enhanced by Southern blotting and probe hybridization, but this is
a cumbersome and time-consuming procedure.

ELISA-based detection of amplified products using liquid-phase probe
hybridization provides equivalent sensitivity and specificity to Southern
hybridization (8). The Boehringer-Mannheim PCR ELISA system developed
for the detection of meningococcal DNA is in a microtiter plate format, and
enables rapid processing and high throughput of samples (8–10). During
amplification, the PCR product is labeled with digoxigenin that is subsequently
hybridized with a biotin-labeled probe that specifically binds to its comple-
mentary sequence. Hybridized probes are immobilized on to streptavidin-
coated plates and subsequently detected by anti-digoxigenin peroxidase
conjugate and enzyme substrate. Post-PCR processing of amplified products
still presents a potential contamination risk. It is therefore recommended
to treat PCR reaction mix with uracil DNA glycosylase to reduce the risk of
contamination.

Development of the homogeneous TaqMan or 5 -exonuclease assay, which
incorporates a fluorescent-labeled probe, enables detection of accumulated
product during the amplification process (“real-time PCR”). This assay has
been developed as an automated PCR amplification and detection system (25).
The PE-ABI 7700 instrument is a closed tube system that eliminates post-
PCR processing and consequently virtually eliminates contamination owing to
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amplified product. The 96-well microtiter format enables high throughput and rapid
processing of samples. The TaqMan assay utilizes a dual-labeled fluorescent probe,
the 5 end of which is labeled with one of several reporter dyes such as FAM (6,
carboxyfluorescein) and the 3 end with the fluorescent dye TAMRA (6 carboxy-
tetramethylrhodamine) (26–29). The spatial proximity to the reporter dye quenches
the fluorescent emission and during amplification of a specific target sequence the
primer is extended towards the probe. The probe is digested by the 5 exonuclease
activity of Taq polymerase, releasing the reporter dye and producing a relative
increase in fluorescent signal. Automated monitoring of the fluorescent signal is
possible using the PE-ABI sequence detection system 7700 during thermal
cycling. The monitored reporter signal for a reaction is identified as positive when
the fluorescent signal exceeds a background threshold level. Amplification at this
point is exponential and has been shown to be the most reliable approach to quanti-
tating input target (28–29). Taqman assays have been described in the detection of
several pathogenic organisms including hepatitis C (30), Salmonella species (31),
Listeria monocytogenes (32), Escherichia coli 0157�H7 (33), and Mycobacterium
tuberculosis (34).

The Taqman ctrA assay has been shown to be specific for N. meningitidis,
whereas the IS1106 assay gave false-positive results with a number of
nonmeningococcal isolates (25). Sensitivities of the Taqman ctrA, IS1106, and
siaD assays, when testing samples from culture-confirmed cases, were found
to be 64, 69, and 50%, respectively, for plasma and CSF samples. Using EDTA
samples, a sensitivity of 93% for the ctrA and 89% for the siaD assays was
achieved compared to culture-confirmed cases (25).

The following methods describe nonculture-based PCR detection of menin-
gococcal DNA and serogroup determination from clinical samples. Protocols
for DNA extraction from a range of sample types, PCR amplification and
detection using low cost agarose gel electrophoresis, a PCR ELISA system,
and the fully automated Perkin-Elmer Applied Biosystems (PE-ABI) Taqman
Sequence Detection System are described.

2. Materials
2.1. DNA Extraction

2.1.1. DNA Extraction Using DNAzol from Clinical Samples

1. DNAzol Molecular Research Center (MRC) Cincinnati USA (Cat no. DN 127)
or Life Technologies, (Cat no 10503-035). Store at room temperature.

2. Polyacryl carrier, MRC (Cat. no. PC-152) Helena Biosciences (Cat no. PC-152).
Store at +4°C.

3. 95% ethanol.
4. Aerosol-resistant tips.
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5. 1.5-mL Sarstedt tubes with hinged screw cap (Cat no. 72.692.105) or equivalent.
6. Sterile fine-tipped pastets.

2.1.2. Preparation of Positive Amplification Control Material

1. Spectrophotometer capable of measuring optical densities (ODs) at 650 nm.

2.1.3. Preparation of Extraction Controls

1. Human plasma negative for meningococcal DNA.

2.1.4. Extraction of DNA from Whole Blood and Plasma

1. Whole blood extraction kits from Qiagen (Crawley UK, Cat. no. 29104), or:
2. Gentra Systems Capture column kit available from Flowgen (Lichfield UK, Cat.

no. D5-0400);
3. Grant Dry block heater available from Flowgen (Cat no. B5-0700). (Gentra cap-

ture columns require a heating block that completely covers the column matrix).

2.2. Amplification and Detection by Agarose-Gel Electrophoresis
and Ethidium Bromide Staining
2.2.1. Equipment

1. Aerosol-resistant tips.
2. Thermocycler (Perkin-Elmer 9600 thermal cycler or MJ thermal cycler, MJ

Research Inc., Watertown, MA, or equivalent).
3. Sterile 200-µL thin-walled PCR tubes (Anachem, Cat. no. SL-7501 or equivalent).
4. Autoclaved 1.5-mL microfuge tubes.
5. UV transilluminator.
6. Gel-electrophoresis tank.

2.2.2. Reagents

1. Agarose.
2. 10X Loading buffer: 50% glycerol, 0.4% bromophenol blue in distilled deion-

ized water.
3. 1X TBE buffer: 100 mL of 10X TBE (Sigma, Cat. no. T4415 or equivalent) and

900 mL distilled deionized water (ddH2O).
4. 10 mg/mL ethidium bromide (Sigma, Cat. no. E1510 or equivalent) (see Note 1).
5. Platinum Taq DNA polymerase (Life Technologies, Cat. no. 10966-026). 10X

PCR buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.4, 500 mM KCl) and 50 mM MgCl2 are
supplied with the enzyme.

6. 10X dNTP solution. Set of dATP, dCTP, dGTP, and dTTP supplied at 100 mM
each (Boehringer Mannheim, Cat. no. 1 277 049). A solution containing each
dNTP at 2 mM is prepared by diluting the individual dNTP 1�50 (100 µL of each
dNTP to a final volume of 5 mL). Aliquot the diluted dNTP mix and store at
–20°C.
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7. 100 bp molecular weight markers (e.g., Pharmacia).
8. Xba I restriction enzyme and 10X reaction buffer (New England Biolabs).

2.2.3. Primers

Primers should be stored in lots at –20°C at a concentration of 20 µM.

2.3. PCR ELISA Detection of Meningococcal DNA

2.3.1. Equipment

1. Perkin-Elmer 9600 thermal cycler or MJ thermal cycler, MJ Research Inc.,
(Watertown, MA) or equivalent.

2. Sterile 200-µL thin-walled PCR tubes (Anachem, Cat. no. SL-7501 or equiva-
lent).

3. Sterile DNA-free 1.5-mL microfuge tubes.
4. Heated microtiter plate shaker (e.g., Labsystems iEMS shaker with heated lid,

Cat. no. 5112220).
5. Microtiter plate washer (e.g., Labsystems Wellwash, Cat. no. 5160 770) (see

Note 2).
6. Microtiter plate reader (e.g., Labsystems Multiskan or similar).

2.3.2. Materials

1. Platinum Taq DNA polymerase (Life Technologies, Cat. no. 10966-026). 10X
PCR buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.4, 500 mM KCl) and 50 mM MgCl2 (sup-
plied with the enzyme).

2. 10X Dig labeling Mix plus, Boehringer Mannheim, (Cat. no. 1 835 297) and
Uracil DNA glycosylase (supplied with the enzyme; see Note 3).

3. PCR ELISA (Dig detection) (Boehringer Mannheim, Cat. no. 1636 111).
4. 1.2-mL Microtiter tubes (CamLab, Cat. no. QP/845-F)

2.3.3. Primers and Probes

Primers should be diluted to a concentration of 20 µM and stored in multiple
small volumes at –20°C. Primers listed in section Table 1 for the ctrA, siaD B,
siaD C, and siaD W135/Y assays are used for PCR ELISA detection. In addi-
tion the biotinylated probes listed in Table 2 are required:

Concentrated probe stocks are stored in multiple small volumes to prevent
repeated freeze/thawing. A further working dilution should be made by adjusting
the concentration to 750 pmol/mL which is equivalent to a 0.75 µM solution.

2.4. Detection of Meningococcal DNA by PE-ABI TaqMan System

2.4.1. Equipment

1. Microamp PCR 96-well reaction plate, PE-ABI (Cat. no. N801-0560).
2. Microamp optical caps, PE-ABI (Cat. no. N801-0935).
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3. Aerosol-resistant tips.
4. 0.5-mL PCR tubes, Anachem (Cat. no. M-1516/1000) or equivalent.
5. Microamp optical caps, PE-ABI (Cat. no. N801-0935).
6. Microamp capping tool, PE-ABI (Cat. no. N801-0438).

2.4.2. Materials

1. Sterile water.
2. Taqman Universal Master Mix, PE-ABI (Cat. no. 4304447). (TaqMan(tm) Uni-

versal Master mix contains AmpliTaq gold, 5 mM MgCl2, Uracil DNA
glycosylase and dNTPs.)

2.4.3. Primers and Probes

Taqman probes require HPLC purification. Primer and probe for the ctrA
assay are the same as those used for agarose and PCR ELISA detection
described in Subheadings 2.2.3. and 2.3.2. Primers and probe sequences for

Table 1
Primers for Gel-Based PCR Detection

Gene Primer
Target Direction Nucleotide Sequence of Primer

ctrA Forward 5 - GCT GCG GTA GGT GGT TCA A -3
ctrA Reverse 5 -TTG TCG CGG ATT TGC AAC TA-3
siaD C Forward 5 -GCA CAT TCA GGC GGG ATT AG-3
siaD C Reverse 5 -TCT CTT GTT GGG CTG TAT GGT GTA-3
siaD B Forward 5 -CTC TCA CCC TCA ACC CAA TGT C-3
siaD B Reverse 5 -TGT CGG CGG AAT AGT AAT AAT GTT-3
siaD W-135/Y Forward 5 - CAA ACG GTA TCT GAT GAA ATG CTG GAA G 3
siaD W-135/Y Reverse 5  -TTA AAG CTG CGC GGA AGA ATA GTG AAA T 3

Table 2
Additional Primers for PCR ELISA

Gene
Target Nucleotide Sequence of Primer

ctrA 5  biotin-CAT TGC CAC GTG TCA GCT GCA CAT-3
siaD B 5  biotin-CAA TGG TGG AAA ACA CTG AAA TG-3
siaD C 5  biotin-TGG ACT GAC ATC GAC TTC TAT TG-3
siaD Y 5  biotin- CTA ATC ATG ACA TCT CAA AGC GAA GGC-3
siaD W-135 5  biotin-TGA TCA TGA CAT CAG AAA GTG AGG GAT T 3
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the siaD B and C TaqMan assays are listed in Table 3 and are different to those
described for the agarose and PCR ELISA based detection. Stocks of primers
and probes should be stored at –20°C in small volumes to reduce freeze/thaw-
ing of these reagents to a minimum. 10X concentrations should be prepared
from the concentrated stocks and stored at –20°C. Fluorescent-labeled probes
are light-sensitive and exposure to light should be minimized.

3. Methods
3.1. DNA Extraction

Depending on the sample to be extracted for PCR, different methodologies
are required (see Note 4). Clinical samples may be transported to the testing
laboratory unfrozen as long as the sample is received within 4 d.

3.1.1. DNA Extraction from CSF and Sera Using DNAzol

DNAzol is a guanidinium isothiocyanate-based DNA extraction medium
available from Molecular Research Centre Ltd. The protocol has been adapted
for use in the extraction of bacterial and viral DNA from cultures, CSFs,
plasma, and serum samples. Aerosol-resistant tips must be used throughout the
procedure. Aliquot DNAzol solution in 10–20 mL volumes in sterile univer-
sals and stored and room temperature.

1. Prepare an appropriate amount of extraction solution by pipetting 1 mL of
DNAzol for every sample to be extracted into a sterile universal. Add 10 µL of
polyacryl carrier for every 1 mL of DNAzol solution. Mix the solution thor-
oughly.

2. Using a 1-mL Gilsen pipet add 1 mL of extraction solution to a labeled 1.5 mL
capacity hinged cap Sarstedt tube. Include a negative and positive control for
each extraction series. A positive extraction control should be included in every

Table 3
Primers for Use with the PE-ABI TaqMan System

Gene Primer
Target Direction Nucleotide Sequence of Primer

siaD B Forward 5 - TGC ATG TCC CCT TTC CTG A-3
Reverse 5 - AAT GGG GTA GCG TTG ACT AAC AA-3
TaqMan 5  FAM-TGC TTA TTC CTC CAG CAT GCG CAA A-3

siaD C Forward 5 - TGC TTA TTC CTC CAG CAT GCG CAA A-3
Reverse 5 - TGA GAT ATG CGG TAT TTG TCT TGA AT-3
TaqMan 5  FAM- TTG GCT TGT GCT AAT CCC GCC TGA-3
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run. A negative extraction control should be included after every fifth sample
tested (see Subheading 3.1.3.).

3. Pipette 100 µL of CSF, plasma, or serum into an appropriately labeled tube con-
taining DNAzol extraction solution. Close caps and vortex the tubes thoroughly
and incubate at room temperature for 10 min.

4. Pipette 500 µL of ethanol into each of the samples and control tubes. Close caps
and mix each tube and leave at room temperature for 10 min. Spin in a microfuge
at 12,000g for 10 min at +18°C.

5. Remove the supernatant using a fine-tipped sterile pastet being careful not to
disturb the pellet and discard in to a universal. Waste should be stored for appro-
priate professional disposal.

6. Add 1 mL of 95% ethanol to each tube, close the cap, and mix to dislodge the pellet.
Spin the tubes for 5 min at 12,000g at +18°C. Remove the supernatant and discard.

7. Re-centrifuge the tubes for 10 s at 12,000g and carefully remove any residual
ethanol with a pipet tip.

8. Resuspend the pellet in 50 µL of sterile injectable water. Allow the pellet to
resuspend for at least 10 min. Extracts may be stored at +4°C for 1–2 d, and at
–20°C for long-term storage.

3.1.2. Preparation of Positive Amplification-Control Material

1. Plate cultures of serogroups B, C, W-135, and Y N. meningitidis grown on blood
agar and incubate at +37°C overnight in an atmosphere of 5% CO2.

2. In a Class 2 microbiological safety cabinet, prepare a suspension of each culture
in 2 mL of sterile distilled water, using approx 4–5 colonies.

3. Transfer each suspension to a spectrophotometer cuvet and read its OD at 650 nm
with a cuvet of path length of 10 mm. Cover the open top of cuvet if the spectropho-
tometer is outside a microbiological safety cabinet.

4. To standardize the meningococcal suspension to an OD of 0.1, the concentration
of the suspension is adjusted as in the following example: if the OD were 0.670 take
0.1 mL of the meningococcal suspension and add to 0.57 mL of sterile water.

5. Dilute each suspension to by 1�1000 by first adding 10 µL to 990 µL of sterile
water then add 100 µL of the 1�100 dilution to 900 µL of sterile water. This
produces a suspension that contains approx 1000 cfu/mL.

6. Boil the suspension for 15 min and cool before dividing into 20 µL samples.
Store at –20°C.

3.1.3. Preparation of Extraction Controls

1. Follow the procedure for the preparation of amplification controls (Subheading
3.1.2.) to step 4.

2. Dilute the bacterial suspension to 1�100 by adding 100 µL to 9.9 mL of sterile
water. Add the 10 mL of bacterial suspension to 90 mL of plasma or serum nega-
tive for N. meningitidis by PCR analysis. Divide into 200 µL samples and store
at –20°C.
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3. Store a similar batch of PCR negative plasma or serum samples without adding
the N. meningitidis suspension to be used as a negative extraction control.

3.1.4. Extraction of DNA from Whole Blood and Plasma

Commercially available whole-blood extraction kits are available from
Qiagen or Gentra Systems Capture column kit from Flowgen. Gentra capture
columns require a heating block that completely covers the column matrix.
Both systems extract from 200 µL of whole blood. The manufacturers’ proto-
cols should be followed. Both protocols generate a final eluate of 200 µL. These
methodologies do not co-purify PCR inhibitors (see Note 5).

3.2. Amplification and Detection by Agarose-Gel Electrophoresis
and Ethidium-Bromide Staining

Amplification by PCR and detection by agarose-gel electrophoresis can be car-
ried out using the primers described in Table 4. Note that the same primers are
used for the amplification of serogroups W-135 and Y, and that Xba I restriction
digest following amplification is carried out to distinguish these serogroups.

3.2.1. PCR Amplification

The reaction mix contains Platinum Taq polymerase, which is inactive prior
to heating to +95°C, and therefore enables a “hot-start” PCR to be carried out.

1. Preparation of reaction mix. Prepare a batch of PCR reaction mix and add the
appropriate forward and reverse primers for the relevant gene target. Prepare two
more PCR reaction mixes than the number of samples and controls to be tested
to allow for pipetting loss. Divide into samples of 45 µL volumes and store in
200 µL PCR reaction tubes.

2. Template addition. Add 5 µL of extracted DNA, or negative or positive control
sample to the 45 µL of PCR reaction mix.

Table 4
PCR Reaction Mixture Used in the Gel-Based
Electrophoresis Method (see Subheading 3.2.)

Reagent Volume for 1 reaction (µL) Final concentration

Sterile distilled water 30.1
10X buffer 5 1X
dNTP mix (2 mM each) 5 0.2 mM
Forward primer 1.25 0.5 µM
Reverse primer 1.25 0.5 µM
Platinum Taq polymerase (5 U/µL) 0.4 2 U
MgCl2 (50 mM) 2 2 mM
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3. Cycling conditions. For amplification of the ctrA gene sequence the thermal
cycling conditions are as follows: 95°C for 2 min followed by 45 cycles of 95°C
for 15 s, 60°C for 30 s and 72 for 1 min, and a final extension of 72°C for 5 min.
For amplification of the siaD B, C and W135/Y sequences thermal cycling are:
95°C for 2 min followed by 45 cycles of 95°C for 20 s, 58°C for 40 s and 72°C
for 1 min, and a final extension step of 72°C for 1 min.

4. Restriction digest of W135/Y PCR products. To distinguish between serogroups
W135 and Y the amplified product is cut with the restriction endonuclease Xba I.
To 7 µL of the PCR product add 1 µL of Xba I, 2 µL of 10X buffer (New England
Biolabs), and incubate at +37°C for 2 h.

3.2.2. PCR Product Detection

1. For detection of ctrA PCR products prepare a 3.5% agarose gel in 1XTBE contain-
ing 0.5 µg/mL of ethidium bromide. For examination of siaD B, C, and W135/Y
amplified products prepare a similar gel containing 2% agarose. For safety pur-
poses, add ethidium bromide after the gel has melted and cooled.

2. Add 1 µL of 10X loading buffer to 10 µL of the PCR products and load gel. Include
100 bp size markers. Electrophoresis is carried out by applying 100 volts constant
voltage until the bromophenol blue dye marker has migrated towards the end of the
gel. Following electrophoresis, examine the gel using a UV transilluminator.

3. Following electrophoresis examine the gel using a UV transilluminator. For the ctrA
primer set an amplified product of 111 bp is expected. For the siaD B and the siaD C
assays amplified products of 457 bp and 442 bp are expected, respectively. Xba I
digests of the amplified siaD sequence from serogroup Y meningococci produce two
fragments of 438 and 260 bp. Serogroup W135 siaD sequence is not restricted by
Xba I and the intact amplified product remains at the predicted 698 bp.

3.3. PCR ELISA Detection of Meningococcal DNA

3.3.1. PCR Amplification and Digoxigenin Labeling

1. Preparation of reaction mix. Prepare a batch of PCR reaction mix (see Table 5)
and add the appropriate forward and reverse primers for the relevant gene target.
Prepare two more PCR reaction mixes than the number of samples and controls
to be tested. Aliquot 45 µL volumes into 200-µL PCR reaction tubes.

2. Template addition. Add 5 µL of extracted DNA, negative and positive control to the
45 µL of PCR reaction mix. Amplification is carried out as described in Subheading
3.2.1., Step 3, except that an additional incubation steps of 50°C for 2 min is
carried out at the beginning for all assays. This allows the UNG included in the PCR
ELISA to inactivate any potentially contaminating PCR product.

3.3.2. PCR ELISA Detection

All reagents required for the ELISA-based detection, except the biotinylated
probe, are provided in the Boehringer Mannheim PCR ELISA kit. The
digoxigenin-labeled PCR products are denatured and subsequently hybridized
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to their respective biotinylated probe. For the siaD W-135/Y assay, the
serogroup-specific biotinylated probes are reacted separately with samples of
the same amplified product.

1. Set out an appropriate number of microtiter tubes in the 96-place rack (see Note 6).
Carefully pipet 20 µL of denaturation solution to the base of each of the tubes, then
pipet 20 µL of the digoxigenin-labeled PCR product and mix by pipetting up and
down 2–3 times. For the siaD W-135/Y assay, prepare duplicate tubes of denatured
PCR product for each sample. Leave at room temperature for 10 min.

2. During this period prepare the probe solution. Biotinylated probes are stored as
undiluted stocks and as diluted aliquots at a concentration of 750 pmol/mL. Pre-
pare hybridization solution by adding 10 µL of the 750 pmol/mL probe stock to
1 mL of the hybridization buffer (solution 4, blue cap). For each specimen and
control tested, 210 µL probe in hybridization buffer is required. Prepare probe
solution to the nearest whole number of mL required. For example, for 40 PCR
samples prepare 9 mL of probe solution by adding 90 µL of 750 pmol/mL probe
stock to 9 mL of hybridization solution 4.

3. After 10 min denaturation, add 210 µL of diluted probe to each of the microtiter
tubes. Using a multichannel pipet, transfer 200 µL to streptavidin-coated
microtiter strips. For the siaD W-135/Y assay, add the diluted serogroup Y probe
to one of the denatured PCR products and W-135 diluted probe to the other.
Cover wells with adhesive plate sealer and incubate in shaking incubator for 1 h
at +37°C.

4. Wash the plate 5 times using a microtiter plate washer. Prepare wash buffer by
adding 1 wash tablet (bottle 5) to 2 L of distilled water. Store at +4°C.

5. Add 200 µL of dilute conjugate to each well and incubate for 30 min at +37°C in
a shaking incubator. Conjugate is supplied freeze-dried and should be prepared
at least 15 min before use by adding 250 µL of distilled water to each of the vials.
For use, reconstituted conjugate is diluted 1 in 100 in conjugate diluent buffer
(vial 6, red cap). Dilute only enough for the number of wells required plus one.

Table 5
PCR Reaction Mixture Used in PCR ELISA (see Subheading 3.3.)

Reagent Volume for 1 reaction (µL) Final concentration

Sterile distilled water 28.1
10X buffer 5 1X
Forward primer (20 µM) 1.25 5 µM
Reverse primer (20 µM) 1.25 5 µM
Platinum Taq polymerase (5 U/µL) 0.4 2 U
MgCl2 (50 mM) 2 2 mM
10X dig labeling mix plus 5 1X
Uracil DNA glycosylase (1 U/µL) 2 2 U
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For example, for 40 wells prepare working strength conjugate for 41 wells by
adding 82 µL of conjugate to 8.2 mL of conjugate buffer.

6. Wash the plate 5 times as before.
7. Add 200 µL of substrate to each well. Seal with adhesive plate sealer and incu-

bate in microtiter plate shaker for 30 min at +37°C. Substrate is prepared by
adding 1 substrate tablet (vial 9) to 5 mL of substrate diluent (bottle 8, green
cap). Allow 5 min for tablets to dissolve.

8. Read the plate using an ELISA plate reader at 405 nm with a reference filter of
492 nm.

9. Samples with OD readings equal to or greater than twice the OD of the negative
extract control are considered positive.

3.4. Amplification and Detection of Meningococcal DNA
by PE-ABI TaqMan System

Refer to the “User Manual” for detailed description of the operation of the
ABI 7700 system.

1. TaqMan PCR reaction mix. Prepare a batch of PCR reaction mix (see Table 6)
and add the appropriate forward and reverse primers and the TaqMan probe for
the relevant gene target. Prepare two more PCR reaction mixes than the number
of samples and controls to be tested. Aliquot 23 µL volumes into the microtiter
reaction plate.

2. Template addition. Pipette 2 µL of extracted samples and controls into the appro-
priate wells. Include a negative and a positive amplification control for each run
(see Subheadings 3.1.2. and 3.1.3. for preparation of controls).

3. Cycling conditions. The microwell plate is placed into the thermal cycler of the
PE-ABI ABI 7700 and subjected to the following thermocycling parameters:
50°C for 2 min, 95°C for 10 min, followed by 45 cycles of 95°C for 15 s and
60°C for 1 min. These are the default settings for the thermal cycling parameters.
Note the default setting for the number of cycles has to be changed to 45 for each
run. The sample volume of 25 µL should be selected but can be saved as a default
setting.

Table 6
PCR Reaction Mixture Used in the TaqMan PCR Method

Reagent Volume for 1 reaction (µL) Final concentration

Universal master mix 12.5 µL 1X
Forward primer (2 µM) 2.5 µL 0.2 µM
Reverse primer (2 µM) 2.5 µL 0.2 µM
TaqMan probe (1 µM) 2.5 µL 0.1 µM
Sterile distilled water 3.0 µL
Total 23 µL
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4. Result analysis. Examine the control amplification plots to validate the run. The effi-
ciency of the extraction procedure can be assessed by recording the cycle-number
amplification was detected (Ct value) of the positive extraction control. The typical
cycle number at which a positive extraction control batch is detected can be deter-
mined. Detection of amplification occurring later in the thermocycling profile indi-
cates problems during the extraction process leading to reduced sensitivity. Similarly,
the efficiency of the amplification process can be determined by examining the cycle
number at which the amplification control is detected as positive.

4. Notes
1. This agent is a mutagen and should be stored in a contained area. It should only

be handled with gloves and disposed of with the appropriate safety measures
(e.g., charcoal-based columns) (35).

2. A microtiter plate washer is not essential and adequate washing can be achieved
by using a multi-channel pipet to add washing buffer. Alternative microtiter plate-
heated shakers may be used; however, the heated lid facility of the Labsystems
iEMS shaker, which eliminates condensation on the underside of the plate sealer,
avoiding cross-contamination between wells, is preferred.

3. PCR is an extremely powerful technique that can suffer from cross-contamination
especially from amplified products. Every precaution should be taken to minimize
this risk. Amplification reactions should be prepared in a DNA-free environment that
is in an area separate from the analysis of the amplified products. Use of aerosol-
resistant pipet tips is recommended. Automated closed tube systems such as the
TaqMan reduce the contamination risk to a minimum. Additional precautions to
reduce this risk are employed, such as pre-incubation of PCR reaction mixes with
uracil DNA glycosylase. Amplification is carried out with deoxyuridine triphosphate
(dUTP) instead of deoxythymidine triphosphate (dTTP). Uracil-glycosidic bonds in
DNA containing dUTP are hydrolyzed by UNG, creating abasic sites from which
Taq DNA polymerase cannot extend (36). The PCR ELISA and the TaqMan both
include UNG treatment as a precaution against contamination. The agarose-based
assay described has not been developed with UNG treatment. UNG treatment can be
include but will involve optimization of the assay with dUTP instead of dTTP.

4. In addition to the samples that are suitable for detection of meningococcal DNA,
we have had success in extracting joint aspirates, pus, and pleural effusions using
the DNAzol protocol. A sample of CSF and/or EDTA blood should also be ana-
lyzed in addition to these samples.

5. Substances that can reduce or inhibit the PCR reaction may lead to false-negative
results. There are a number of approaches to determine if inhibitors are present
by demonstrating the potential for PCR amplification to occur in negative
samples. A co-purified human genomic housekeeping-gene target (e.g., -actin)
can be used or an unrelated DNA sequence may be added to the amplification
reaction. PE-ABI provide an exogenous internal control reagent (Cat. no.
4308323) for use with the Taqman system, which allows PCR inhibition to be
detected. Low concentrations of primers are used to avoid competing with ampli-
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fication of the meningococcal target. The control sequence is detected using a
VIC-labeled probe that can be distinguished from meningococcal FAM-labeled
probe. A survey of clinical samples received for meningococcal PCR and
extracted using protocols described here was performed and revealed that no PCR
inhibitors were present (24).

6. Denaturation of the digoxigenin-labeled PCR product can be carried out in
microfuge tubes, however transfer to PCR ELISA microtiter plate strips using a
multichannel pipet is possible using the microtiter tubes and rack from Camlab,
which is more efficient, especially if a large number of samples are tested.
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Detection of Meningococcal Antigen
by Latex Agglutination

Michael A. Sobanski, Rosemary A. Barnes,
and W. Terence Coakley

1. Introduction
Meningococcal meningitis and septicemia are serious infections with sig-

nificant morbidity and mortality. A sensitive affordable test is required to pro-
vide evidence of meningococcal disease at the earliest opportunity to improve
local management and give early warning of potential outbreaks of disease.
Culture of organisms is considered the gold standard for diagnosis but is slow
(24 h or more) and increasingly influenced by prior antibiotic treatment.
Recently, the development of polymerase chain reaction (PCR) has improved
diagnosis but this sensitive assay is costly, is not available at most primary care
institutions and is not feasible for developing countries. Conventional latex
agglutination (LA) enables rapid detection of bacterial antigen in cerebrospi-
nal fluid (CSF) (1,2) and can also be used to test specimens of blood (3,4) or
urine (5) and for serogroup determinations on primary cultures (6,7). We dis-
cuss here test-card agglutination and also describe a new technique based upon
LA in an ultrasonic standing wave that retains the speed of direct antigen test-
ing while significantly increasing sensitivity.

1.1. Test-Card Latex Agglutination

The polystyrene microspheres employed (typically 0.2–1 µm in diameter)
in conventional test-card agglutination have been coated with antibody that
reacts with the group-specific capsular polysaccharides of Neisseria
meningitidis serogroups A, B, C, Y, and W135. Antibody-coated microspheres
cross-linked by antigen form agglutinates large enough to be visualized with
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the naked eye, against a “contrasting” background on a test card or glass slide (2).
LA can be used by nonspecialist laboratories with minimal specimen pre-
processing. Several commercial kits are available containing latex reagents that
differentiate between the most common meningococcal serogroups encountered,
thus choice of kit is determined by the geographical variation of prevalent strains.
Two meningococcal reagents are available from Abbott-Murex (Wellcogen), the
first coated with polyclonal antibody (PAb) to meningococcal serogroups A, C, Y,
and W135 and the second coated with monoclonal antibody (MAb) specific for
meningococcal serogroup B and Escherichia coli K1 (8). The Pastorex meningitis
kit (from Bio-Rad, formerly Sanofi Diagnostics) contains separate, color-coded
microspheres that differentiate between meningococcal groups B, C, and A infec-
tion plus a single combined reagent specific for groups Y and W135. Both the
Slidex meningite (bioMerieux) and Directigen™ (Becton Dickinson) meningitis
kits enable differentiation between serogroup A, B, and C disease.

1.1.1. Sensitivity and Specificity

It has long been established that LA is more sensitive than counter-current
immuno-electrophoresis (1,2,5,9,10) or coagglutination (11) and has been
shown to be equally sensitive to reverse passive haemagglutination (10) and
radioimmunoassay (9). LA has proved to be extremely effective for identify-
ing serogroups of cultured meningococci (6,7); however, the published
values for the sensitivity of conventional agglutination testing in CSF vary
considerably, with values ranging from 11–95 % for “in house” assays and
32–96% for commercial kits (see Table 1). Although antigen detection in CSF
is generally more sensitive, there can be some usefulness in testing blood (16)
and even concentrated urine (17); although the lower concentration of antigens
present makes testing these fluids inherently less sensitive. Meningococcal dis-
ease in its most serious form of sepsis without meningitis accounts for up to
40% of all disease cases. CSF is an inappropriate specimen in this condition;
moreover, lumbar puncture is contraindicated in severely ill patients.

Specificity is influenced by method of specimen collection (18,19) and also
sample processing (20). In clinical studies, the specificity of meningococcal-
antigen detection by LA in CSF, ranged from 96–100% (2,8,10,15). Cross-
reactivity has been demonstrated among isolates of N. meningitidis, and E. coli,
Bacillus pumilis, and Moraxella nonliquefaciens (21–23). Antigenic similarities
between N. meningitidis B and E. coli K1 polysaccharide (24) is considered useful
in that E. coli K1 is a likely cause of bacterial sepsis in neonates (25).

1.1.2. Clinical Utility

Although most workers consider that LA on CSF is a useful adjunct to other
microbiological investigations (7,15,17) and recommend routine use, some
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believe its role to be beneficial only in antibiotic-treated patients (26) or where
no microbiological evidence of infection exists (13,27). The simplicity of the
test is in its favor (1). Other workers have demonstrated that the test was no
more sensitive than Gram stain (14,12,28) and suggest its use only where Gram
staining fails to confirm infection (12,19,27). Staining confirms the presence
of diplococci but cannot indicate causative serogroups. Some authors are of
the opinion that bacterial antigen detection does not provide useful informa-
tion in clinical practice (19,29) and has little influence on patient care (19,27).

The cost of antigen testing where other laboratory indications are positive makes
nonselective routine screening controversial (19,27). Moreover, in one study, uti-
lizing antigen detection in urine, false-positive reactions owing to contamination
by skin and perineal flora led to inappropriate clinical interventions (19). It has
been suggested that cost could be reduced by restricting latex testing to cases where
no organism is identified and to patients with abnormal CSF leucocyte counts
(27,30,31). This represents an absolute indication and as such LA tests on CSF
should be available in all routine diagnostic laboratories. This suggestion takes no
account of other potential benefits such as preliminary serogroup information that
could affect management of patients and their contacts.

1.2. Ultrasound-Enhanced LA

Recently, the speed and sensitivity of antigen detection by LA has been
improved by performing assays in a noncavitating ultrasonic standing-wave
field (32,33). Antibody-coated latex particles suspended in the wave are sub-
jected to physical forces that promote formation of aggregates by increasing
particle–particle contact and hence agglutination in the presence of antigen
(34). Ultrasound-enhanced LA has been applied to detection of soluble and
particulate antigen of bacterial, fungal, and viral origin (33,35–39) with sensi-

Table 1
Sensitivity of Detection of Meningococcal Antigen in CSF,
Blood, or Urine from Patients with Culture-Proven Disease
and from Culture-Negative Patients with a Clinical Diagnosis
of Meningococcal Disease

Sensitivity in Sensitivity in
Body culture-proven patients with a Latex
Fluids case clinical diagnosis reagents used Reference

CSF 96–32% 44–27% Commercial (3,11–16)
95–11% 57–29% In house (1,2,4,9,10)

Serum 60–36% 22% Commercial (3,16)
Conc. urine 56–31% 10% Commercial (16,17)
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tivity increases in the order of 100-fold greater than that achievable through con-
ventional test-card latex agglutination testing (see Table 2). The latex suspension
(diluted eightfold) and test specimen are mixed and exposed to a 4.5 MHz radial
standing-wave field within a glass capillary held on the axis of a tubular ultrasonic
transducer (33). Suspended latex particles experience physical forces that act to
localize particles at submillimetre separations (half an acoustic wavelength). Fol-
lowing treatment the sample is expelled onto a nonadsorbing surface and stirred
lightly to disturb aggregated particles not bridged by antibody-antigen interaction.
Shearing forces are required but must not be so great that they separate antigen
cross-linked beads. The sample is examined microscopically for agglutination.

Exposure of Wellcogen latex reagents for detection of meningococcal capsular
polysaccharide (in buffer) to standing-wave ultrasound gave sensitivity enhance-
ments of up to 64-fold in comparison to standard agglutination (38) raising the
possibility of using serum rather than CSF for antigen detection. Similar enhance-
ments were observed with test particles for detection of meningococcal antigen
from both bioMerieux and Sanofi LA kits (unpublished observations) and with
Phadebact (Boule Diagnostics) staphylococcal co-agglutination test reagents (38).
Detection of N. meningitidis serogroup polysaccharide in clinical samples has been
possible with increased sensitivity in comparison to the test-card method and with-
out nonspecific reactivity (16,38,40). Recent studies showed that the number of
cases of meningococcal disease identified using ultrasound enhanced agglutina-
tion rose fivefold in comparison to conventional LA and was complementary

Table 2
Diagnostic Particle Agglutination Tests Enhanced
by Standing-Wave Ultrasound

Analyte Method Enhancement

Meningococcal (group A, B, LA (Murex) 32–64-fold sensitivity increase
   C, Y, W135) polysaccharide
Pneumococcal polysaccharide LA (Murex) 16-fold sensitivity increase
E. coli O157 polysaccharide LA (Oxoid) 1024-fold sensitivity increase
Aspergillus galactomannan LA (Bio-Rad) 1024-fold sensitivity increase
Candida mannan LA (Bio-Rad) 250-fold sensitivity increase
C-reactive protein LA (Microgen) 256-fold sensitivity increase
Rotavirus outer-coat antigen LA (bioMerieux) 16-fold sensitivity increase
Anti-CMV antibodies LA (CMVScan, 32-fold test-time reduction

    Becton Dickinson)
Hepatitis B surface antigen Hemagglutination 23-fold test-time reduction

    (Wellcome)
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in-use to PCR assays (41,42) for detection of meningococci (40). In 90 patients
with clinically diagnosed meningococcal disease, the sensitivities of culture,
ultrasonic immunoassay, test-card LA, the meningococcal specific (ctrA) PCR
and the serogroup-specific (siaD) PCR assays were 28, 50, 10, 67, and 48%,
respectively. In a subset of cases with microbiologically confirmed disease
(26 patients) the relative sensitivities rose to 76, 19, 88, and 69% for ultra-
sound enhanced, conventional LA, ctrA PCR and siaD PCR assays, respec-
tively. There was good agreement between the results obtained with PCR and
the enhanced latex assay and no discrepancies were observed when both
assays provided serogroup characterization.

1.2.1. Prognostic Value

The serum antigen titer had been shown to bear some relationship to clinical
outcome (43,44). However, the poor sensitivity of conventional assays for polysac-
charide antigen has limited the prognostic value of antigen measurement. In recent
work, serum antigen concentration has been estimated using ultrasonic immuno-
assay by titration and serial testing of antigen-positive specimens (45). Further
refinement of the correlation between antigen level and outcome may result from
investigation of the dependence of antigen concentration on the time interval since
antibiotic administration. Ultrasound enhancement is not only cost-effective and
convenient for countries that lack the resources needed for culture or PCR facilities
(40) but could otherwise be used to provide serogroup confirmation and prognostic
information rapidly following hospital admission.

Instructions for performing test-card LA and ultrasonic immunoassay are
presented together with photographs and light micrographs of clinical speci-
mens tested by both methods to assist operator interpretation of results.

2. Materials
2.1. Sample Preparation

1. Sterile microcentrifuge tubes and fixed-speed microfuge (14,000g).
2. Sterile syringes (2 mL) (Becton Dickinson, Oxford, UK) and sterile Microlance®

3 (23 G) needles (Becton Dickinson).
3. 0.2-µm Millex-GS (cellulose acetate/nitrate mixed esters) Millipore filters

(Sigma, Poole, UK).
4. 0.1 M di-sodium ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid (EDTA) pH 7.0.

2.2. Latex Agglutination

Several commercial kits for detection of meningococcal antigen are avail-
able. The discussion here is confined largely to the use of reagents from the
Wellcogen bacterial antigen kit (Murex-Abbott Diagnostics Ltd., Dartford,
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UK) for direct detection of meningococcal polysaccharide in body fluids. Other
commercial kits will be referred to where methods diverge significantly from
those described for the Wellcogen kit.

2.2.1. Kit Reagents

Kit reagents should be stored at 4°C for the duration of the recommended kit
shelf life (see Note 1).

1. N. meningitidis serogroup B/E. coli K1 test latex reagent.
2. N. meningitidis serogroup ACYW135 test latex reagent.
3. Control latex suspensions, similar to the two meningococcal test latexes, coated

with antibody against Bordetella bronchiseptica.
4. Freeze dried polyvalent meningococcal capsular polysaccharide positive control

reconstituted in sterile phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) containing preservative
(145 mM NaCl, 5 mM phosphate, 0.1% sodium azide, pH 7.4).

5. Test cards, mixing sticks.

2.2.2. Ultrasound Enhanced Latex Test

1. Test and control meningococcal latex reagents diluted 1/8 in PBS (containing
0.1% sodium azide).

2. Serially diluted positive control meningococcal antigen made in PBS (containing
0.1% sodium azide).

3. 2-mm internal diameter round glass capillary (transferpipettor) tubes (Fisher Sci-
entific, Loughborough, UK) (see Note 2 and Subheading 2.3.).

4. A 2-mL syringe (Becton Dickinson, Oxford, UK) attached to a piece of 2-mm
bore silicone rubber tubing (Fisher Scientific) approx 30 mm in length to form an
airtight seal on the glass capillary.

5. 0.2-mm pathlength rectangular cross-section glass microslides (Camlab, Cam-
bridge, UK).

6. Mixing sticks (of the type used with many test-card kits).

2.3. Ultrasonic Equipment

The ultrasound apparatus has been described extensively in the literature
(32,33). Essentially, a lead zirconate titanate tubular transducer (PCA4; Mor-
gan Matroc, Wrexham, UK), with a fundamental thickness resonance frequency
of 1.5 MHz, is mounted as illustrated in Fig. 1. The transducer encloses a res-
ervoir which is filled with distilled water up to a level of about 1 mm from the
transducer’s upper edge. A locating well at the base of the reservoir and a
central hole in the lid of the chamber hold the glass capillary (containing the
test sample) on the axis of the transducer in the high acoustic pressure region
of the sound field (33). The transducer is driven at 4.5 MHz at an output power
of about 3 watts (VA) by applying voltage to the inner and outer electroded
walls of the transducer. A recently developed compact voltage generating
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device (Immunosonic, Electro-Medical Supplies, Wantage, UK) is now com-
mercially available.

The light micrographs presented and the guidance discussed here aim to
inform operator interpretation of the test and are based on our experiences
using in-house test equipment (where the transducer is driven by the output of
an RF amplifier [ENI model 240L, ENI, NY] using a Hewlett-Packard 33120A
frequency synthesizer). Conclusions are consistent with observations, now
made routinely here, using the Immunosonic prototype equipment (see Note
2). Representative fields of view were captured using a Leica Q500MC image-
analysis system and depict images as viewed microscopically under the ×10
objective (Adobe Photoshop software and image analysis were used for pre-
sentation purposes only).

3. Methods
3.1. Sample Preparation

Where practicable, collect specimens immediately and store at 4°C until
testing (separate plasma from whole blood before storage to avoid hemolysis).
Sample processing is required for both conventional LA and ultrasonic immu-
noassay to liberate bound antigen from immunocomplexes and to eliminate
cross-reactive material that could potentially compromise test specificity
(20,46). Processed specimens may be stored at –20°C but must be centrifuged
(at 14,000g) for 5 min before testing (see Note 3).

3.1.1. Serum or Plasma

1. To one volume of serum/plasma (see Note 4), add three volumes of 0.1 M EDTA
in a heat resistant tube.

Fig. 1.  A schematic cross-section of the ultrasonic chamber showing the tubular
transducer and water to couple ultrasound to the on-axis capillary. The transducer was
20 mm in height with a wall thickness of 1.9 mm and an internal diameter of 31.5 mm.
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2. Heat in a boiling water bath for 5 min.
3. Allow to cool and transfer the boiled sample using a wide-bore pipet tip to a

microfuge tube.
4. Centrifuge for 5 min to pellet precipitated protein (using a fixed-speed

microcentrifuge).
5. Carefully draw the supernatant using a needle into a syringe so as not to disturb

the precipitate.
6. Clarify by filtration (see Note 5).

3.1.2. CSF

1. Transfer samples to heat-resistant microcentrifuge tubes and boil for 5 min.
2. Allow to cool and centrifuge the specimen for 5 min in a microfuge.
3. Aspirate supernatant into a second tube using a needle and syringe and filter if

sample is of sufficient volume (see Note 5).

3.2. LA Test

3.2.1. Test-Card Procedure

The sample should be of sufficient volume for testing with both meningo-
coccal test latexes and the appropriate control reagent if agglutination is
observed. If a negative control is required, it should be examined alongside the
agglutinated test specimen. The Wellcogen kit instructions recommend simul-
taneous execution of test and control experiments.

1. Shake latex suspensions before use, preferably using a vortex mixer.
2. Holding the dropper bottle vertically, place one drop of each meningococcal test

latex reagent (approx 40 µL) (and controls, volume permitting) onto a separate
reaction circle on the surface of the test card.

3. Place an equal volume (see Note 6) of processed test specimen (using a pipet)
adjacent to each drop of latex reagent within the same reaction circle.

4. Spread the droplet using a mixing stick to form a pool of reaction mixture that
covers the area of the reaction circle (using a separate mixing stick for each test).

5. Manually rotate the test card using a rocking motion for exactly 3 min. During this
time observe each reaction circle at reading distance for agglutination in the pool of
reactants (agglutination can occur within seconds in high antigen concentrations).

3.2.2. Interpretation of Results

Score a sample as positive if clear agglutination is visible within 3 min of mix-
ing the test latex and the test sample without agglutination occurring in the control
latex reagent with the same patient specimen. The appearance of results using the
test card method (see Note 7) and using a slide agglutination format (see Note 8)
are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. Agglutination of both meningococcal test
latexes with the same patient specimen should be disregarded.
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Fig. 2. Specimens from two patients with microbiologically confirmed meningo-
coccal infection tested using Wellcogen test-card latex agglutination. Patient 1 (group
C infection) tested with (1) N. meningitidis ACYW135 test reagent (+ve); (2)
N. meningitidis B/E. coli K1 test reagent (–ve); (3) N. meningitidis ACYW135 control
reagent (–ve). Patient 2 (group B infection) tested with (4) N. meningitidis ACYW135
test reagent (–ve); (5) N. meningitidis B/E. coli K1 test reagent (+ve); (6) N. men-
ingitidis B/E. coli K1 control reagent (–ve).

Fig. 3. Pastorex latex agglutination test on CSF from a patient with culture-
confirmed meningococcal group B infection. The upper slide (A) shows positive agglu-
tination with the N. meningitidis B/E. coli K1 test reagent. The lower slide (B) shows
the same CSF specimen tested with the N. meningitidis B/E. coli K1 control reagent
(–ve reaction).
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3.3. Ultrasound-Enhanced Latex Test

Test processed samples with both Wellcogen meningococcal test latexes in
succession and set aside microslides for subsequent microscopic examination.

3.3.1. Sonication Procedure

1. Shake latex suspensions (diluted 1/8) before use, preferably using a vortex mixer.
2. Place 25 µL of a processed test specimen (using a pipet) onto a solid nonadsorbing

surface such as a glass slide or the reaction circle on the test card surface.
3. Add 25 µL of test latex suspension (1/8 dilution) to the test-specimen droplet and

mix by aspiration.
4. Carefully draw the 50 µL test droplet into the capillary (without trapping air

bubbles) using a syringe (attached to the capillary via 2 mm bore rubber tubing)
so that the test droplet is positioned approx halfway along the length of the capil-
lary (see Note 2).

5. Place the capillary on the axis of the tubular transducer so that the upper menis-
cus of the test droplet is level with the top of the transducer during sonication
(Fig. 1). When inserting the capillary through the lid ensure that the lower end of
the capillary is held by the locating well (applied pressure on the syringe main-
tains droplet position).

6. Sonicate for 60 s.
7. Remove the capillary from the transducer assembly slowly and carefully so as

not to disturb the sonicated droplet (particle aggregates should be visible within
the droplet see Note 9).

8. Expel droplet slowly (applying pressure on the syringe) onto a solid nonadsorbing
surface.

9. Stir the sonicated droplet with 3–4 rotations using a mixing stick. It is important
that the same level of stress is applied to each test sample to ensure experimental
consistency (see Note 10).

3.3.2. Microscopy and Interpretation

1. Draw the test droplet into a 200-µm pathlength glass microslide by capillary
action (see Note 11).

2. Place the microslide on a glass microscope slide and examine under the ×10
objective of a bright field microscope to assess the degree of agglutination.

Compare microslides side-by-side to establish with which latex reagent (if any)
agglutination occurs (47). If clear agglutination is observed throughout the entire
length of the microslide with a given test latex, test the specimen using the corre-
sponding control latex to check specificity. Score the sample as positive if the
agglutination seen with the test latex is clearly greater than any residual background
clumping observed with the control reagent (see Note 12). The difference between
a negative and a positive result with meningococcal latexes following sonication
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and the difference in appearance between the agglutinated test and control latex is
shown in Fig. 4 (see Note 13). Agglutination of both meningococcal test latexes
with the same patient specimen or agglutination of test and control latexes (see
Fig. 5) should be disregarded (see Note 14).

3.3.3. Estimation of Blood Antigen Level

Ultrasound-enhanced agglutination can provide a rapid prognostic indicator
by sensitive measurement of serum antigen concentration (45).

1. Make a doubling dilution series in PBS (containing sodium azide) using the pro-
cessed blood sample (positive for meningococcal polysaccharide using ultrasound
enhancement).

2. Test each serial dilution using the appropriate test latex reagent only (repeat test-
ing with the control latex is unnecessary).

3. Continue serial dilution and testing using the test reagent until agglutination is no
longer discernible (see Fig. 6). The titer obtained in this manner reflects the level
of antigen present in the original blood sample (see Note 15).

In patients where specific features of meningococcal sepsis are absent and men-
ingococcal antigen is not detected by ultrasound enhancement, the use of other test
latexes (e.g., Murex Streptococcus pneumoniae, Streptococcus group B, or
Haemophilus influenzae) and urine testing (see Note 16) should be considered
(47). Knowledge of patient details and clinical guidance can aid interpretation.

4. Notes
1. Latex suspensions should be checked for deterioration by using polyvalent positive

control (contained in the kit) in place of the test sample and inspected for aggregation
(autoagglutination) before use. The positive control should be reconstituted accord-
ing to the manufacturer’s instructions using sterile PBS containing 0.1% sodium azide
as preservative. Definite agglutination should be obtained with the test latex reagents.

2. A 1-mm internal dimension square glass capillary (microcell) tube (Vitrocom
Inc., NJ, USA) is used with the commercially available sonication equipment.

3. Degradation of antigen in CSF has been reported following storage at –20°C (8)
and even short-term storage in air (at 37°C) has been shown to have a detrimental
effect on LA (48).

4. Hemolyzed or hyperlipidemic blood specimens are not recommended for use by test-
card manufacturers and are unsuitable for ultrasound-enhanced testing. Serum or
plasma specimens are obtained from fresh whole blood by centrifugation.

5. For filtration a minimum volume of 300 µL is required. Use a 19-G needle to
draw the supernatant into a syringe without disturbing precipitated protein.
Remove needle and attach a Millex-GS filter to syringe.

6. In our experience, reducing the volume of latex reagent used in the test-card
procedure (from 40 to 25 µL) saves reagent and is useful when only small speci-
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Fig. 4. Serum from two patients with confirmed meningococcal disease tested using ultrasound-
enhanced latex agglutination with Wellcogen reagents. Patient 1 (group C infection) tested with (A) N. men-
ingitidis ACYW135 test reagent (+ve); (B) N. meningitidis B/E. coli K1 test reagent (–ve); (C) N. meningitidis
ACYW135 control reagent (–ve). Patient 2 (group B infection) tested with (D) N. meningitidis ACYW135 test
reagent (–ve); (E) N. meningitidis B/E. coli K1 test reagent (+ve); (F) N. meningitidis B/E. coli K1 control
reagent (–ve).
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men volumes are available. Removing the dropper from the neck of the dispens-
ing bottle allows latex suspension to be manipulated using standard pipet tips.

7. Fig. 2 shows the test-card results obtained in two patients both with confirmed
meningococcal disease (patient 1 was confirmed as meningococcal group C
infection by SiaD PCR and culture; patient 2 was culture-positive for meningo-
coccal group B). In serum obtained from patient 1, the N. meningitidis ACYW135
test latex agglutinated (Fig 2.1) but the serogroup B test latex and the
N. meningitidis ACYW135 control reagent did not, indicating the presence of
either group A, C, Y, or W135 polysaccharide. Likewise, in CSF from patient 2,
agglutination of the N. meningitidis B/E. coli K1 test latex (Fig. 2.5) and negative
reactions elsewhere indicated the presence of meningococcal group B or E. coli
K1 polysaccharide. The Wellcogen Bacterial Antigen Kit instruction booklet
(Murex, 1995) advises, “As a general rule a positive result with Wellcogen
N. meningitidis B/E. coli K1 against a neonatal specimen suggests E. coli K1
infection; with older patients, meningococcus group B is more likely.” The
opaque appearance of the sample in a negative reaction is seen in Fig. 2.2 and
2.4. Negative reactions with test latexes indicate that antigen, if present, was
below the threshold required for cross-linking of latex particles.

8. It is noteworthy that the Pastorex N. meningitidis serogroup B/E. coli K1 test is
not performed on a test card but using a slide that draws a sample along a channel
by capillarity. Here, an equal volume of reagent and test specimen are first
dropped into a mixing well and drawn into a track to allow better visualization of
fine agglutination (over a 10-min period) when positive (Fig. 3). In our experi-
ence, this procedure offers at most a twofold increase in sensitivity (of antigen
detection in buffer) compared with other commercial test-card methods.

Fig. 5. Ultrasonic testing of serum from a patient with confirmed meningococcal
group C disease showing nonspecific reactivity. (A) Wellcogen N. meningitidis
ACYW135 test latex (+ve); (B) Wellcogen N. meningitidis ACYW135 control latex
(+ve).
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9. In many cases, a positive sample can be identified by eye on expulsion of the
treated droplet from the capillary.

10. The stress required is the amount necessary to dissociate nonspecific clumps formed
with negative controls (but not true agglutinates formed in the presence of antigen)
following sonication. This stress level should be routinely applied to both controls
and test samples on expulsion from the capillary. Stirring is necessary to dissociate
aggregates formed by acoustic forces where no antigen-antibody cross-bridging
occurs.

Fig. 6. Serial dilution and ultrasonic testing of sera from a patient (confirmed men-
ingococcal group C infection) with the Wellcogen N. meningitidis ACYW135 test
latex in (A) undiluted serum (+ve); (B) serum diluted 1/16 (+ve); (C) serum diluted
1/32 (weak +ve); (D) serum diluted 1/64 (negative reaction).
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11. Rapid sample uptake can introduce shearing forces and, to keep extraneous
stresses consistent, the microslide should be held at an angle of about 60° to the
perpendicular.

12. Direct comparison of the agglutinated test reagent and the negative control latex
(examination of adjacent microslides) facilitates identification of positive
samples. It is important for operators to familiarize themselves with the typical
appearance of test reagents as viewed microscopically in negative patient speci-
mens as this serves to avoid sample overreading (47).

13. Figure 4 shows ultrasound results obtained using serum from two patients in
whom meningococcal disease was suspected and where in each case, conven-
tional LA had failed to detect antigen. In patient 1, significant agglutination was
observed with the N. meningitidis ACYW135 test latex (Fig. 4A) but not with the
N. meningitidis B/E. coli K1 test latex (Fig. 4B) or subsequently with the
N. meningitidis ACYW135 control reagent (Fig. 4C). In patient 2, significant
agglutination occurred with the N. meningitidis B/E. coli K1 test latex (Fig. 4E),
whereas agglutination did not occur using either the N. meningitidis ACYW135
test latex (Fig. 4D) or the appropriate control (Fig. 4F). Ultrasound enhancement
therefore detected serum antigen from one of the meningococcal groups A, C, Y,
or W135 in patient 1 and antigen from either N. meningitidis group B or E. coli
K1 in patient 2, in agreement with results obtained microbiologically. (Patient 1
was culture negative but the causative agent was confirmed as N. meningitidis
group C by SiaD PCR on blood (specimens obtained at a different time were also
test-card positive) patient 2 was culture confirmed and meningococcal CtrA PCR
positive.) The meningococcal B/E. coli K1 test particles are typically monodis-
perse (Fig. 4B), in contrast to the appearance of small particle aggregates often
present in the meningococcal ACYW135 test latex (Fig. 4D).

14. Infrequently, as in any immunoagglutination-based test, nonspecific reactions
can occur. When aggregates form as a result of nonspecific agglutination, similar
clumping occurs in test and control latexes and the sample should be scored as
non-interpretable. Figure 5 shows an example of a patient serum sample (subse-
quently confirmed as serogroup C disease by culture) tested ultrasonically (test-
card LA was negative) in which the N. meningitidis ACYW135 test latex
agglutinated but on subsequent testing of the control latex, the degree of clump-
ing with both reagents was judged to be similar. Consequently, the result was
non-interpretable owing to nonspecific reactions. Nonspecific clumping can
sometimes be distinguished from true agglutinates because they are labile and
have a diffuse appearance (47). In our experience, nonspecific reactions are rar-
est in monoclonal-based tests (e.g., the N. meningitidis B/E. coli K1 test latex).

15. Figure 6 demonstrates serial testing of antigen-positive serum from a patient
with confirmed meningococcal C infection (by SiaD PCR on blood). In this
example, agglutination was still discernible at a 1/32 dilution (Fig. 6C) but was
not observed at a 1/64 dilution of serum (Fig. 6D). In sonicated specimens with a
high antigen concentration, large agglutinates with well-defined edges are clearly
visible throughout the whole length of the microslide (Fig. 6A). The background
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particle density increases with decreasing antigen concentration as less particles
are cross-linked and therefore involved in clump formation (Fig. 6C).

16. Samples of urine are boiled (5 min), centrifuged (using a fixed speed
microcentrifuge) for 5 min and clarified by filtration (see Note 5). Urine pH can
be adjusted to 8.0 (to minimize nonspecific agglutination reactions and aid inter-
pretation) prior to centrifugation (38,49). Boiled urine samples of <8-mL volume
may be concentrated using a Minicon® B-15 concentrator (Amicon Corp., UK).
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Meningococcal Serology

Stephen J. Gray, Ray Borrow, and Edward B. Kaczmarski

1. Introduction
Meningococcal serology has been mainly used over the last 20 years in the

field of vaccinology, to evaluate candidate vaccines and quantify individuals’
immune responses. With the increasing usage of pre-admission antibiotic treat-
ment (1), nonculture diagnostic methods such as polymerase chain reaction
(PCR) (Chapter 3), antigen detection (Chapter 4), and serology have become
important tools. Nonculture diagnosis of meningococcal disease is rapidly
becoming of equal importance for the confirmation of meningococcal infec-
tion as the isolation of Neisseria meningitidis organisms (2). This has occurred
at a time when accurate case ascertainment of meningococcal disease has
become a crucial aspect of assessing effectiveness of the recently introduced
serogroup C polysaccharide-protein conjugate vaccine in the UK (3).
N. meningitidis polysaccharide vaccines have been available for over 20 years
(4) and evaluation of candidate vaccines and assessment of levels of antibody
requires accurate and reproducible assays.

Antibody responses to these capsular polysaccharide vaccines have been
measured by a number of serological methods including hemagglutination (5),
immunofluorescence (6), radial immunodiffusion (7), latex agglutination (see
Chapter 4), opsonizing antibody (see Meningococcal Vaccines, edited by A. J.
Pollard and M. C. J. Maiden, Humana Press), complement-fixing antibody (8),
bactericidal antibody (see Meningococcal Vaccines, edited by A. J. Pollard
and M. C. J. Maiden, Humana Press), radioimmunoassay (RIA) (9), and
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA). Meningococcal serogroup A
and C polysaccharide vaccines were licensed using data obtained by RIA and
bactericidal assays. Of those procedures that are quantitative, only RIA and
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ELISA accurately measure antibody levels within the small serum volumes
usually available from infants and young children.

The main format for meningococcal serology over the last 20 years has
been based on the ELISA. The ELISA format has been preferentially chosen
because it is safe, simple, sensitive, reproducible, and specific. In the past, the
radiolabeled antigen-binding assay has been used for quantification of levels
of antibody to meningococcal polysaccharide (10) but the radiolabeled anti-
gen-binding assay has been shown to be subject to inconsistencies in the
method and intensity of antigen radiolabeling (11). Results, however, have been
shown to correlate well with radiolabeled antigen-binding assay data in studies
of Haemophilus influenzae type b (12,13).

Negatively charged polysaccharides, such as meningococcal capsular com-
ponents, do not easily adsorb to polystyrene from which microtiter plates are
manufactured. Thus, various methods have been used to increase binding of
the polysaccharide to the microtiter plate. These methods have included: cap-
ture antibodies (14), coupling the polysaccharide to tyramine (15), coupling
the polysaccharide to poly-L-lysine (16–18), biotinylation (19), and mixing
with methylated human serum albumin (18,20,21).

Much attention has been focused upon standardized assays to evaluate men-
ingococcal polysaccharide and conjugate vaccines in order to avoid the prob-
lems with comparing results generated among laboratories as occurred with
H. influenzae type b (11,22,23). Multi-center comparisons of ELISAs have
resulted in the acceptance of the use of standardized assays for serogroup A
(21) and C (24). These assays may be adapted to discriminate between menin-
gococcal serogroups for nonculture serogroup confirmation.

The use of a poly-L-lysine ELISA for measurement of antibodies against
meningococcal serogroups B and C polysaccharide has been described (11,25)
and illustrates the use of ELISA in trying to improve surveillance of meningo-
coccal disease. Care must be taken, however, with the use of poly-L-lysine
in an ELISA owing to nonspecific binding of some human sera (16,20).
Methylated human serum albumin is now recommended in preference to poly-
L-lysine because it has been shown to give better reproducibility and higher
resulting titers (18).

Attention has also been focused on the class of antibody responses to men-
ingococcal polysaccharides (25). For serogroup C, both IgG and IgM antibod-
ies have been demonstrated following disease (25,26). Serogroup C-specific
antibodies are also induced following oropharyngeal carriage of serogroup C
meningococci (27) or following vaccination with serogroup C polysaccharide
(4) or conjugate (28) vaccines. By drawing upon UK experience with a large
age-stratified serological survey conducted in England and Wales by the Pub-
lic Health Laboratory Service (PHLS) Meningococcal Reference Unit (MRU)
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on samples collected in 1996–1997, it was possible to calculate an appropriate
cut-off for unvaccinated individuals. For vaccinated individuals, limited anti-
body-persistence data are available from infants and children under 5 yr of age
enabling the calculation of a cut-off for this age group.

To date, conflicting results have been reported on the human isotype
responses and duration of responses to serogroup B polysaccharide. Studies
have shown the presence of serogroup B IgM isotype antibodies in healthy
individuals (16,29), whereas others have shown these to be absent (30). Low
levels of serogroup B polysaccharide-specific IgG have been detected in sera
from healthy individuals (16) but not in convalescent sera from patients recov-
ering from serogroup B disease (25). Antibody isotype responses following
serogroup B infection are largely of the IgM isotype (16,25,30). Serogroup
A- and C-specific antibodies may be quantified (in an ELISA format) utilizing
a standard reference serum (31) but there is no such reference serum currently
available for serogroup B-specific antibodies. Few studies have been published
on the age-related responses to serogroup B polysaccharide, the persistence of
those antibodies after disease, or the seroprevalence of serogroup B-specific
antibodies in the general population. In-house assays are often used (25,32,33),
employing different criteria to differentiate serogroups B and C.

The case confirmation of serogroup A disease is not required in most devel-
oped countries but a serogroup A-specific polysaccharide ELISA has been
described for quantification of antibodies following vaccination with serogroup
A polysaccharide vaccines (21). This assay may be modified as for sero-
group C, but the authors’ experience with this assay is for the measurement of
immune responses following vaccination rather than confirming cases of
serogroup A disease.

Outer-membrane vesicle (OMV)-based ELISAs have largely been utilized
to evaluate meningococcal OMV-based vaccines (34) and have been employed
by some workers to confirm meningococcal disease in the absence of a posi-
tive culture result (32,33,35). In our laboratory, the OMV assay is used only as
a screen to which positives are forwarded for the serogroup B and C polysac-
charide ELISAs. Care must be taken with interpretation of positives owing to
the oropharyngeal carriage of meningococci or other Neisseria species (often
commensal) inducing antibodies that may cross-react and may indeed be pro-
tective against meningococcal disease (27). N. meningitidis carriage without
clinical disease may induce both IgG and IgM isotype antibodies (36).

This chapter describes an OMV screening assay from which positives may
be subjected to the serogroups B and C ELISA. Reasonably accurate interpre-
tative criteria (cut-offs) are available now for serogroup C but not serogroup B
anti-polysaccharide antibodies, though the assay described can be used to give
an indication of the likelihood of recent serogroup B disease.
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The microbiological confirmation of the diagnosis of acute meningococcal
disease is by traditional microscopy, culture, antigen detection, and increas-
ingly by DNA detection using PCR-based methods. Meningococcal serology
can be a useful adjunct for corroborative evidence but by its nature is a retro-
spective investigation. We believe serological evidence alone is not suitable to
define cases of meningococcal disease without strong clinical evidence. Ide-
ally the serological tests should be performed on paired sera, the convalescent
sample having been taken at least 10 d after onset. Single, convalescent samples
taken within 6 wk after onset may provide useful results. Clinical details
(including meningococcal vaccine history) and date of onset of symptoms are
crucial for appropriate interpretation.

The methods to be described within this chapter include: a meningococcal OMV
ELISA assay (see Subheadings 2.1. and 3.1.), which measures the level of anti-
OMV IgG and IgM isotype in cases of suspected or confirmed meningococcal
disease to determine acute infections and screen samples for testing in the menin-
gococcal polysaccharide-specific ELISA assays; preparation of methylated human
serum albumin (see Subheadings 2.2. and 3.2.), as required for the serogroup C
polysaccharide-specific IgG ELISA (see Subheadings 2.3. and 3.3.), adapted from
the method of Gheesling et al. (25) (see Subheading 3.3.); modified assays for
serogroup B polysaccharide-specific total Ig (see Subheading 3.4.); and serogroup
A polysaccharide-specific IgG (see Subheading 3.5.).

2. Materials
2.1. OMV ELISA Assay
2.1.1. Equipment

1. Centrifuge-Sorvall RC28S centrifuge (Dupont) or equivalent. With F-28/13 rotor
and appropriate polypropylene centrifuge tubes or equivalent.

1. Sonicator: MSE Soniprep 150 with probe and glass sonication vessels.
2. Shaking environmental incubator, model G25 (New Brunswick Scientific Co.)

or equivalent.
3. Ballotini solid-glass soda balls (4.7–5.3 mm diameter) (Jencons plc., Cat. no.

136-024) or equivalent.
4. Microtiter plates: Falcon MicroTest 111, 96-well, flat-bottom well, (Becton

Dickinson, Cat. no. 3912) or equivalent.
5. Falcon MicroTest 111, flexible lids, (Becton Dickinson, Cat. no. 3913) or

equivalent.
6. ELISA washer: SkanWasher 300, version B (Skatron) or equivalent.
7. Spectrophotometer: Titertek Multiskan MCC (Type 341) or equivalent.
8. PPN Tubes (ICN, Cat. no. 61-226-C2) or equivalent.
9. PPN tubeholder-96 W/Cover (ICN, Cat. no. 61-225-00).

10. 250-mL flasks (4102 Erlenmeyer flasks, polymethylpentene, Nalgene Labware,
Cat. no. 4109-0250) or equivalent.
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2.1.2. Reagents

1. Goat anti-human IgG peroxidase conjugate, (Sigma, Cat. no. A6029), stored at
–20°C in single-use volumes.

2. Goat anti-human IgM peroxidase conjugate, (Sigma, Cat. no. A8650), stored at
+4°C in single-use volumes.

3. Columbia blood agar plates (containing 5% horse blood) (Oxoid, Cat. no.
CM331) or equivalent.

4. BCA protein assay kit (Pierce and Warriner, Cat. no. 2322522) or equivalent.
5. Sodium deoyxcholate, (C24H39O4Na, BDH, Cat. no. 43035) or equivalent.
6. Trizma base [Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane], (C4H11NO3, Sigma, Cat. no.

T8524) or equivalent.
7. Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), (C10H16N2O8, Amresco, Cat. no. AO/0105)

or equivalent.
8. Tween 20, polyoxyethylenesorbitan monolaurate, (Sigma, Cat. no. P1379) or

equivalent.
9. Bovine serum albumin (BSA), Fraction V (Sigma, Cat. no. A7906) or equivalent.

10. Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) tablets (Oxoid, Cat. no. BR14M) or equivalent.
11. Dried skimmed milk powder, “Marvel” (Premier Beverages, Knighton, Adbaston,

Stafford UK) or equivalent.
12. Normal goat serum (Sigma, Cat. no. G6767) or equivalent.
13. Sodium carbonate (Na2CO3, Fisons, Cat. no. S/2920/60) or equivalent.
14. Sodium bicarbonate, (NaHCO3, Sigma, Cat. no. S8875) or equivalent.
15. Dibasic sodium phosphate (Na2HPO4, Sigma, Cat. no. S0876) or equivalent.
16. Citric acid (C6H8O7.H2O, Sigma, Cat. no. C7129) or equivalent.
17. OPD (O-Phenylenediamine dihydrochloride) substrate tablets (C6H8N2.2HCl,

Sigma, Cat. no. P8287) or equivalent.
18. Hydrogen peroxide (30%), (H2O2, Merck, Cat. no.101284N) or equivalent.
19. Sulfuric acid 2.5 M, (H2SO4, Merck, Cat. no. 19167) or equivalent.
20. Phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF) (Sigma, Cat. no. P7626) or equivalent.
21. Propan-2-ol (C3H8O, Merck, Cat. no. 10224) or equivalent.

2.1.3. Buffers

1. Deoxycholate buffer: 0.1 M Trizma base, pH 8.5, 0.01 M EDTA, 0.5% (w/v)
sodium deoxycholate. Warm the sodium deoxycholate to dissolve. Store the
buffer at room temperature.

2. Bicarbonate buffer, pH 9.6: 15 mM Na2CO3, 35 mM NaHCO3. Use sterile double-
distilled water and adjust to pH 9.6, store at +4°C for use within 2 wk.

3. Serum and conjugate buffer (SC): Phosphate buffered saline (PBS) containing:
0.05% (v/v) Tween 20, 1% (w/v) Dried skimmed-milk powder, 5% (v/v) normal
goat serum. Make up the buffer as required, do not store longer than 2 d at +4°C.

4. Substrate buffer (for peroxidase enzyme): 0.2 M Na2HPO4, 0.1 M citric acid,
0.02% H2O2 (30%), 2 mM OPD. (To make 25 mL: immediately before use dis-
solve 10 mg OPD [1 tablet] in 25 mL of substrate buffer made using sterile
distilled water followed by the addition of 4 µL of 30% hydrogen peroxide).
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2.1.4. Sera

1. Test sera. Perform the test on paired sera, the convalescent sample having been
taken at least 14 d after onset. Single, convalescent samples taken within 6 wk
after onset may provide useful results. On receipt in the laboratory, transfer the
test sera to 1.5-mL sterile plastic vials, for storage at –20°C prior to testing. Where
possible storage at –80°C is preferred. The OMP ELISA assay described in Sub-
heading 3.1.4. allows for the testing of 38 sera (in duplicate).

2. Positive control serum (P). The positive control reagent is a pool of several clini-
cal serum samples that were found to be high positives within the OMP ELISA
assay. Aliquots (20 µL) are stored at –20°C or if possible –80C.

3. Negative control (N). The negative control serum is from a single individual with
a nonreactive OMP ELISA result.

2.2. mHSA Preparation for Polysaccharide-Specific IgG ELISA

The mHSA is prepared in accordance with Mandell and Hershey (38) and
Carlone et al. (21). Refer to local safety procedures (EEC Risk and COSHH
assessments) before starting this procedure.

2.2.1. Equipment

1. Protective exhaust-fume hood, Astecair or equivalent.
2. Magnetic stirrer.
3. Glass universal containers (without rubber liners in lid).
4. Centrifuge, (MSE Mistral 2000 or equivalent).
5. “Gyrovap,” centrifuge evaporation unit with solvent trap, (Howe) or equivalent.
6. Freeze-drying apparatus.

2.2.2. Reagents

1. Human albumin: Fraction V, 96-99% albumin (Sigma, Cat. no. A-1653) or
equivalent.

2. Methanol (CH3OH, Sigma, Cat. no. M3641) or equivalent.
3. Hydrochloric acid, concentrated 12 M (HCl, Merck, Cat. no. 101125) or equivalent.
4. Ether ((C2H5)2O, Merck, Cat. no. 10483) or equivalent.
5. Phosphorous pentoxide (P2O5, Merck, Cat. no. 33170) or equivalent.

2.3. Serogroup C Polysaccharide-Specific IgG ELISA

2.3.1. Equipment

1. Flat-bottom, 96-well polystyrene microtitration plates (Cat. no. M129B, Dynex
Technologies Ltd.) or equivalent.

2. Titertek plate sealers, pressure-sensitive film (Cat. no. 77-400-05, ICN) or
equivalent.
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3. Automatic ELISA plate washer, SkanWasher 300 version B (Skatron) or
equivalent.

4. Titertek multiskan ELISA reader, model MCC (type 340) or equivalent.
5. Automated multi-channel electronic pipet (Roche Diagnostics).

2.3.2. Reagents

1. Polysaccharide antigen. Lyophilized N. meningitidis serogroup C polysaccharide
produced by BioMerieux available from NIBSC (National Institute for Biologi-
cal Standards and Control, South Mimms, UK). Alternative sources of
N. meningitidis serogroup C polysaccharide may include other meningococcal
polysaccharide-vaccine manufacturers.

Reconstitute the polysaccharide to 25 mg/mL in pyrogen-free water and store
in 50-µL volumes at –20°C to avoid repeated freezing and thawing.

2. Methylated human serum albumin (mHSA). The mHSA is prepared in accordance
with Mandell and Hershey (38) and Carlone et al. (21) as described in Subheading
3.2.1. Known amounts (approx 0.1 g) are stored freeze-dried at +4°C. The mHSA is
re-hydrated with sterile pyrogen-free water to yield a stock solution of 10 mg/mL.
Stored at +4°C , the mHSA solution should be used within 3 mo.

3. Monoclonal antibody (MAb) to Human IgG Fc PAN (1,2,3,4) HRP conjugated
(Stratech Scientific Ltd., Cat. no.6043HRP) or equivalent. Alternative conjugates
are described (see Note 8).

4. Polyoxyethylene 23 lauryl ether, Brij-35 detergent 30% solution, (C12E23, Sigma,
Cat No. 430AG-6) or equivalent.

5. PBS tablets, (Oxoid, Cat. no. BR14M) or equivalent.
6. Newborn bovine serum (NBBS) (ICN, Cat no. 29-121-54), divided into 20-mL

amounts and stored at –20°C.
7. Pyrogen-free water for injections BP (Phoenix Pharmaceuticals Ltd.) or

equivalent.
8. Dibasic sodium phosphate (Na2HPO4, Sigma, Cat. no. S0876) or equivalent.
9. Citric acid (C6H8O7.H2O, Sigma, Cat. no. C7129) or equivalent.

10. 3,3 ,5,5 -tetramethylbenzidine dihydrochloride, TMB substrate tablets (1 mg),
(C16H20N2.2HCl, Sigma, Cat. no.T3405) or equivalent.

11. Hydrogen peroxide, 30% solution (H2O2, BDH, Cat. no. 101284N) or equiva-
lent.

12. 0.2 M sulfuric acid, (H2SO4, BDH, Cat. no.19815 4Y) or equivalent.

2.3.3. Sera

2.3.3.1. TEST SAMPLE SELECTION

Most sera tested for serogroup C-specific polysaccharide antibody are from
subjects with a high suspicion of meningococcal disease. Unfortunately the
anti-polysaccharide antibody assay to be described has limited throughput (four
test sera per ELISA plate). To target suitable material the PHLS MRU has used
the OMV assay described in this chapter to choose reactive samples for the
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detection of serogroup C polysaccharide-specific IgG antibodies. Ideally the
paired sera should be tested on the same plate.

2.3.3.2. STANDARD REFERENCE SERUM (FOR ANTIBODY QUANTIFICATION)

The international standard reference serum for N. meningitidis serogroup A
and C polysaccharide antibody is a donor human serum pool designated CDC
1992 (31) available from NIBSC and CDC (Atlanta, GA). The total serogroup
C anti-capsular IgG antibody concentration is 24.1 µg/mL. For use re-hydrate
each vial with 1 mL of pyrogen-free water and distribute in 50 µL amounts for
long-term storage at –80°C. Dilute the CDC 1992 serum 1/75 in the SC buffer
ready for addition to the plate. (Diluted 1�1 in the plate, the initial dilution of
the standard reference calibration curve is 1/150 (see plate template, Note 1). It
is worthwhile checking the standard curve and adjusting the starting dilution if
titers are tending towards either the lower or upper asymptote.

2.3.3.3. INTERNAL QUALITY-CONTROL SERUM

A post-vaccination “immune serum” is used as the ELISA assay quality-
control serum. Dilute the quality-control serum in SC buffer to yield optical
densities in the high, middle, and low portions of the standard reference cali-
bration curve. Stock working solutions of the three quality-control dilutions
are prepared, aliquoted, and frozen at –80°C.

2.3.3.4. TEST-SAMPLE PREPARATION

The sera are single convalescent (or paired acute and convalescent samples)
that have been stored at –20°C or if possible –80°C. Dilute the test sera 1/25 in
SC buffer prior to addition to the plates.

2.3.4. Buffers

1. Antigen (polysaccharide) coating buffer: 10 mM PBS, pH 7.4, made with
pyrogen-free water.

2. Wash buffer: 10 mM PBS, pH 7.4, containing 0.1% (v/v) Brij-35, using double-
distilled water.

3. Blocking buffer: 10 mM PBS, pH 7.4, containing 5% (v/v) NBBS, using double-
distilled water. (0.1% Brij-35 may be added to the block buffer and will not
affect the background OD).

4. Serum and conjugate buffer (SC): 10 mM PBS, pH 7.4, containing 5% (v/v)
NBBS, 0.1% Brij-35, using double-distilled water.

5. TMB substrate buffer: 24 mM citric acid, pH 5.0, 50 mM Na2HPO4, 0.02% H2O2

(30%), 31 mM TMB. (To make 10 mL: add 1 mg tablet of TMB to 2.57 mL of
0.2 M dibasic sodium phosphate, 2.43 mL of 0.1 M citric acid, and 5.0 mL of
double-distilled water. Then add 2 µL hydrogen peroxide [30%].)
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6. Computer software: “ELISA” for Windows version 1.07 data analysis software
(provided by CDC), 4-parameter logistic curve model (39).

2.4. Serogroup B Polysaccharide-Specific Antibody ELISA

All equipment and reagents are the same as for serogroup C IgG ELISA
except for:

1. Serogroup B polysaccharide: If a source of purified serogroup B polysaccharide
is available, this may be used, or alternatively E. coli K1 capsular polysaccharide

2. Serogroup control serum: This may be a serum from a culture proven case of
serogroup B meningococcal infection but a pooled serum is preferable. Sera with
levels of serogroup B-specific antibody that are at least 3 times higher than the mean
found in healthy subjects, in specimens taken 2–6 wk after clinical presentation are
regarded as indicative of recently having encountered serogroup B meningococci. At
the PHLS MRU, the positive control pool of sera was assigned an arbitrary value of
3400 AU/mL after comparison with the serogroup C control, CDC 1992.

3. Conjugates: For serogroup B total Ig antibody use a pool of IgG, IgM, and IgA
conjugates (see Note 7) as a low level of IgG isotype antibody is induced in
response to serogroup B polysaccharide (16,25,30).

2.5. Serogroup A Polysaccharide-Specific IgG ELISA

Materials for the are identical to those the described serogroup C polysac-
charide-specific IgG ELISA (see Subheading 2.3.) except for the following:

1. Serogroup A polysaccharide: Can be obtained from NIBSC or various meningo-
coccal polysaccharide vaccine manufacturers.

2. CDC1992 standard reference serum. The serogroup A polysaccharide-specific
IgG = 91.8 µg/mL, whilst the level of total meningococcal polysaccharide-
specific Ig = 135.8 µg/mL (31).

3. Methods
3.1. Preparation of Meningococcal OMV ELISA Antigen

3.1.1. Safety Considerations

Local safety requirements must be followed. EU countries require COSHH
assessment for all procedures. All manipulations of the N. meningitidis isolates
that may generate aerosols must be carried out in a microbiological safety
cabinet to give operator protection.

3.1.2. N. meningitidis Isolates for Pooled OMV Antigen Preparation

The choice of the N. meningitidis isolates to be used for the OMV prepara-
tion is based on epidemiological surveillance of the predominant disease-
causing phenotypes (serotype and serosubtypes).
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3.1.3. Meningococcal OMV Preparation for OMV ELISA Assay (37)
Steps 1–3 must be performed in a microbiological safety cabinet.

1. Sub-culture each of the selected N. meningitidis organisms onto a single Colum-
bia blood-agar plate (containing 5% horse blood) and incubate for 18 h at 37°C in
a 5% CO2 atmosphere.

2. Following incubation, inoculate each isolate on to 20 Columbia blood-agar plates
and re-incubate as described in Step 1.

3. Remove the growth from the agar plates by scraping the surface with a clean
glass microscope slide, into 30 mL of deoxycholate buffer.

4. Transfer the N. meningitidis suspension into a 250-mL polymethylpentene coni-
cal flask containing 20 solid-glass balls (5-mm diameter). Seal the flask with a
screw-capped lid. Then place each flask in two polythene bags inside a sealed
container and carry to a shaking environmental incubator.

5. Carefully but securely attach the polythene-covered flasks to the base plate of the
shaking incubator. Set the incubator at 60°C and 300 rpm for 30 min to separate
the OMVs from the whole cells.

6. Remove the whole cells by transferring the suspension to 10-mL polypropylene
centrifuge tubes and centrifugation at 20,000g for 30 min at +4°C (using a Sorvall
RC28S with a F-28/13 rotor or equivalent).

7. Following centrifugation transfer the supernatant by gentle aspiration into a clean
10-mL polypropylene centrifuge tube (and discard the pellet). Centrifuge the
supernatant again at 100,000g for 60 min at +4°C.

8. Discard the second supernatant and re-suspend the pellet (OMVs) in 0.5 mL of
sterile distilled water.

9. Transfer the re-suspended pellet to a glass sonication vessel and sonicate with 3 bursts
of 10 s duration using the probe attached to a MSE Soniprep 150 (or equivalent).

10. Quantify the OMV (antigen) preparation using a BCA protein assay kit (or
equivalent) and adjust to a protein concentration of 400 µg/mL.

11. Combine the OMVs from each strain in the ratio 1�1�1 to produce a “universal”
OMV antigen reagent for the meningococcal OMV ELISA assay. The mixed
antigen (OMVs) allows the detection of antibodies to the selected serotype and
sero-subtypes. If the OMVs are retained separately individual OMV antigens can
be used to determine antibody responses against each specific isolate.

12. Whether individual or mixed preparations are made, store the OMVs at –20°C.
Samples of 100 µL can be stored for a maximum of 1 yr. Proteolysis of the OMV
preparations may be retarded by the addition of 40 µg/mL of PMSF dissolved in
propan-2-ol.

3.1.4. Meningococcal OMV ELISA Assay Method

This is a semi-automated alternative method for OMV ELISA assay (see
Note 3).

1. Add 100 µL of the OMV antigen at 1/1000 dilution in bicarbonate buffer (see
Note 4) to all wells (columns 1 12) of two flat-bottomed microtiter plates and
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incubate the plates overnight at +4°C. One plate is required for IgG and the other
plate for IgM isotype antibody detection.

2. Wash the plates 5 times with 200 µL of wash buffer. This stage is best suited for
an automated whole plate washer such as the Skatron washer (or equivalent).

3. Block the nonspecific binding sites by the addition of 200 µL of freshly prepared
3% (w/v) BSA in PBS to all wells.

4. Incubate the plates for 1 h at +37°C.
5. Wash the plates 5 times with 200 µL of wash buffer.
6. Prepare 1/100 sample dilutions of the 38 test serum and controls prior to testing

by the addition of 10 µL serum to 990 µL SC buffer. Mix the diluted samples and
add 100 µL to both the IgM and IgG plates (in duplicate) to the wells of a pair of
columns as indicated in the plate template (see Note 4). Add the diluted positive
(P) and negative control (N) sera in 3 sets of duplicates distributed throughout
the plate (see Note 4).

7. Incubate the plates for 2 h at +37°C.
8. Wash the plates 5 times with 200 µL of wash buffer.
9. Add 100 µL of the anti-human IgG peroxidase conjugate at 1/1000 dilution in SC

buffer to all the wells of the IgG plate. Similarly, add 100 µL of the anti-human
IgM peroxidase conjugate at 1/1000 dilution to the IgM plate.

10. Re-incubate the plates for 2 h at +37°C.
11. Wash the plates 5 times with 200 µL of wash buffer.
12. Prepare the OPD substrate solution immediately prior to use and add 100 µL to

each well of both the IgG and IgM plates. Incubate the plates at room tempera-
ture for 12 min.

13. Stop the color reaction by the addition of 50 µL of 2.5 M sulfuric acid to
each well. Read the OD at 492 nm on a Titertek Multiskan MCC (Type
341) spectrophotometer or equivalent, blanking the plate OD readings on
column 1.

3.1.5. Calculation of EIU for OMV ELISA Assay

For both the IgG and the IgM plates subtract the mean OD of the reagent blank
column 1 from each of the test and control wells. Calculate the mean values for the
Positive and Negative controls and use in the following equation:

The cut-off = [Negative OD/(Positive OD - Negative OD)] × 100

Calculate the mean value for each test sample and compare with the cut-off
value.

Calculate the test sera result in EIU (Enzyme Immunoassay Units) as
follows:

EIU = [(Test OD– Negative OD) / (Positive OD – Negative OD)] × 100

If the test sample EIU < than cut-off value the result is positive. If the test
sample EIU > than the cut-off the result is negative.
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3.1.6. Interpretation of OMV ELISA Assay Results

It is necessary to consider both the IgM and IgG isotype antibody values in
relation to the onset date of meningococcal disease (for both acute and conva-
lescent sera where possible). Documenting seroconversion (either by demon-
strating a change in antibody level or by showing a change in antibody isotype
from IgM to IgG) is indicative of an acute episode of meningococcal disease.
For a more detailed interpretation of results, OMV-assay characteristics, and
recommendations, refer to Notes 5, 6, and 7, respectively.

3.1.7. Troubleshooting OMV ELISA Assay

1. If a reduction of positive to negative range is detected between assay runs, see
Note 3.

2. If variable optical densities (ODs) are detected between assay runs, see Note 9.

3.2. mHSA Preparation for Polysaccharide-Specific IgG ELISA

The mHSA is prepared in accordance with Mandell and Hershey (38) and
Carlone et al. (21). Refer to local laboratory safety procedures before starting
this procedure (e.g., Risk and COSHH assessments in the UK). An appropriate
chemical fume hood must be used for the solvent washes and manipulations.

3.2.1. mHSA Preparation Method

1. In chemical fume cabinet (exhaust protective), add 5 g of human albumin to
500 mL of methanol. (The bottle is kept dark by wrapping in aluminum foil).

2. Add 4.2 mL of concentrated (12 M) hydrochloric acid and a magnetic stirrer to
the albumin solution.

3. Tightly seal the bottle and leave stirring for 3 d in the fume hood.
4. Distribute the mixture in 20 mL amounts in glass universals (the internal rubber

seals having been removed) and then centrifuge at 1614g for 5 min.
5. Open the universal containers in the fume hood and remove the supernatant using

10-mL plastic pipets and discard the waste solvent in accordance with local regu-
lations.

6. Add 15 mL of methanol to the retained precipitate before re-centrifugation at
1614g for 5 min.

7. Discard the supernatants, wash the precipitates again in 15 mL methanol, and
re-centrifuge at 1614g for 5 min.

8. Wash the precipitates twice with 15 mL of ether and centrifuge twice at 1614g
for 5 min. (A glass pipet should be used for the removal of the ether.)

9. After the final ether wash, leave the tubes with the lids off in the fume hood for
approx 30 min to evaporate the remaining ether.

10. Transfer the cleaned precipitates (mHSA) into suitable glass tubes and dry under
vacuum in a centrifuge for 20 min (using a “Gyrovap” centrifuge evaporation
unit or equivalent).
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11. Transfer the mHSA to freeze-drying ampoules and placed them in a –80°C freezer
overnight before freeze-drying the following night in the presence of phosphorus
pentoxide. Cap and weigh the vials. Calculate the approximate weight for each
mHSA-containing vial by subtraction of the mean weight of several empty capped
vials. Store the freeze-dried mHSA vials at +4°C. (Date of expiration is not known
but material is still effective after 5 yr).

3.3. Serogroup C Polysaccharide-Specific IgG ELISA Assay

This method is adapted from that described by Gheesling et al. (25).

3.3.1. Serogroup C Polysaccharide-Specific IgG ELISA Assay Method

Day 1: Preparation of microtiter plates prior to serum testing.

1. Coat microtiter plates (Immulon 2 plates or equivalent) with a mixture of mHSA
at a final concentration of 5 µg/mL and serogroup C meningococcal polysaccha-
ride at a final concentration of 5 µg/mL using 10 mM PBS, pH 7.4. (To coat a
single plate with polysaccharide antigen, 15 mL of the mHSA-meningococcal
serogroup C polysaccharide mixture is required.)

2. Add 7.5 mL of 10 mM PBS, pH 7.4, to two new and sterile plastic containers.
To one container add 3 µL of the serogroup C polysaccharide. To the other
container add 7.5 µL of mHSA (from stock 10 mg/mL) and a magnetic stir-
ring bar.

3. Place the mHSA PBS mixture on a magnetic stirrer and then add the polysaccha-
ride mixture slowly drop-wise (while stirring), using a sterile disposable plastic
pipette (or using clean glass burette for larger volumes).

4. Add 100 µL of the mHSA-polysaccharide mixture to each well of the plate using
a sterile reservoir.

5. Cover the plates with plastic film and incubate at +4°C overnight. Plates can be
stored for use up to 14 d after preparation.

Day 2: Serum testing.

6. After overnight incubation wash the antigen-coated plate 5 times with 200 µL of
wash buffer using an automated plate washer (SkanWasher or equivalent).

7. Blot the plates vigorously on absorbent paper.
8. Add 200 µL of blocking buffer to each well.
9. Seal the plates with plastic film and incubate at room temperature for 1 h. The

plates can be kept at room temperature for several hours whilst the test sera and
controls are prepared.

10. Dilute the CDC 1992 serum 1/75 (see Subheading 2.3.3.2.) in the SC buffer
ready for addition to the plate. Diluted 1�1 in the plate, the initial dilution of the
standard reference calibration curve is 1/150 (see Note 1).

11. Dilute the QC serum with SC buffer to yield ODs within the high, middle, and
low range of the standard reference serum calibration curve.
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12. Dilute the samples for serogroup C IgG antibody determination 1/25 in SC buffer
before addition to the microtiter plates.

13. Decant the blocking buffer from a single plate (do not decant and add sera to
multiple plates as antibody binding to the antigen occurs rapidly, before the dilu-
tion series are made).

14. Blot the plate vigorously on absorbent towel.
15. Fill the plate wells, except column 12 (used for quality-control dilutions) with

100 µL of SC buffer (see Note 1).
16. Add 100 µL of the quality-control samples to plate wells A12-B12 (high), C12-

D12 (middle), and E12-F12 (low).
17. Add 100 µL SC buffer to plate wells G12-H12 for use as conjugate control

(Blank).
18. Add 100 µL of the 1/75 dilution standard reference serum to the calibration se-

ries (see Note 9).
19. Mix the contents of plate wells A1, A2, and A3 five times. Transfer 100 µL of the

contents of plate wells A1, A2, and A3 to plate wells B1, B2, and B3 and mix five
times. Continue with the same procedure until complete transfer of 100 µL of the
contents of wells G1, G2, and G3 to plate wells H1, H2, and H3.

20. Mix the contents of plate wells H1, H2, and H3, and then discard 100 µL from
these wells.

21. Dispense the patient sera (4 sera per plate, 8 twofold serial dilutions, in dupli-
cate) into the microtiter plate as follows: dispense the prepared 1/25 dilution (2X)
of the first test patient serum into plate wells A4 and B4 (100 µL per well). Dis-
pense the 1/25 dilution of the second, third, and fourth patient sera into plate
wells C4 and D4, E4, and F4, and G4 and H4, respectively. Mix the contents of
plate wells A5-H5 (column 5) 5 times using an automated multi-channel pipet
with 8 tips. Continue the mixing and dilution procedure through plate wells A11–
H11. (To test 16 patient sera, a two-dilution modification of the microtiter plate
layout has been utilized see Note 10).

22. Discard 100 µL of the contents of plate wells A11–H11 to adjust the volume to
100 µL.

23. Seal the plate and incubate overnight at +4°C.

Day 3: Serum testing continued.

24. Wash each plate 5 times with wash buffer and blot the plate vigorously on absor-
bent paper.

25. Add 100 µL of 1/2000 dilution of human IgG Fc PAN monoclonal antibody in
SC buffer to each well.

26. Seal the plate and incubate at room temperature for 2.5 h. (It is recommended to
check each batch of conjugate for the optimal dilution.)

27. Immediately before use prepare an appropriate amount of substrate solution by
adding one TMB tablet to 10 mL of substrate buffer (see Subheading 2.2.4.5.).

28. Wash each plate 5 times with wash buffer and blot the plate vigorously on absor-
bent paper.
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29. Add 100 µL of the TMB substrate to each well and incubate the plates at room
temperature for 30 min.

30. Add 100 µL of 0.2 M sulfuric acid to each well to stop the color reaction.
31. Read the plates at 450 nm in the spectrophotometer (Multiskan). Adjust the OD

readings to take account of the blank wells G12 and H12. Store the data elec-
tronically for analysis in the ELISA program.

3.3.2. Validation of Data for Serogroup C Polysaccharide-Specific
IgG ELISA

The assay validation (based on Plikaytis et al., ref. 40) is designed for
vaccine evaluation but is applicable to sero-diagnosis and demonstrates the
quality of results that can be obtained with the described assay.

1. Check:
a. for the conformity of the assay standard reference curve compared with pre-

vious assay standard reference curves, and
b. that the assay standard reference curve correlation r2 value is at least 0.990.

Any plate that does not satisfy these checks should be repeated.
2. Quality control: Check that each dilution of the quality control (high, middle,

low) has a within dilution CV 15% and that each within-assay coefficient of
variance (CV) of the dilutions of the quality control is 15%. Also that each
dilution of the quality controls (high, middle, low) as well as the mean of all three
dilutions of the quality control is within ±2 SD of its established mean. Repeat
the assay of any plate whose quality controls do not satisfy the checking criteria.
(Occasionally a quality-control result will be within ±3 SD of its established
mean).

3. Check that each within dilution average OD for an unknown (after subtraction of
the average OD of the blank wells) is the average OD of the blank wells of the
assay. If no unknown within dilution average OD (after subtraction of the aver-
age OD of the blank wells) is the average OD of the blank wells of the assay,
report the antibody level of that unknown as being less than the lower limit of
detectable for that assay.

4. Check that each within dilution average OD for an unknown is 95% of the aver-
age OD of the upper limit of the working area of the standard-reference calibra-
tion. Do not accept any within dilution average OD that does not satisfy this
check.

5. Check that each within dilution CV for an unknown is 15%:
a. if all or the majority of the within dilution calculated data for an unknown

have CVs >15%, re-test the unknown;
b. if one of the two results for a particular dilution of an unknown is not calcu-

lated while the other is calculated, do not accept either result;
c. if only the 1/50 dilution of an unknown is accepted, signify on the report of

that unknown that a 1/50 dilution was used and report the 1/50 antibody level
for that unknown as its final result;
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d. if only the 1/3,200 and 1/6,400 dilutions of an unknown are accepted, re-test
that unknown using dilution series starting at 1/100.

6. Check that the within assay CV for an unknown is 20%:
a. If two or more of the within dilution results for an unknown are accepted, the

ODs of the accepted data increases with increasing serum concentration and
the within assay CV is >20%, signify on the report of that unknown that it is
nonparallel to the assay standard-reference curve and if the initial 1/50 dilu-
tion gives a OD of >0.5 record the median antibody level for that unknown as
its final result; if the OD of the initial 1/50 dilution is <0.5 take the first (1/50)
dilution;

b. If two or more of the within dilution results for an unknown are accepted, the
ODs of the accepted data does not increase with increasing serum concentra-
tion and the within assay CV is >20%, re-test the unknown.

7. Check that the OD of each of the blank wells is <0.1. Re-test the samples if the
OD 0.1.

3.3.3. Data Analysis for Serogroup C Polysaccharide-Specific
IgG ELISA

1. Capture the ELISA OD readings from the Titertek multiskan MCC 340 (or
equivalent) by Multiscan Auto Read Version 5.0 software and process by
“ELISA” version 1.07 data analysis software package (provided by CDC),
4-parameter logistic curve model (39). (See “Program ELISA—User’s Manual”.)

2. Use the calibration factor for total IgG antibody in the CDC 1992 control
sera = 24.1 µg/mL if that standard calibration serum is used. The results are for
total IgG antibody to serogroup C polysaccharide and expressed in µg/mL.

3.3.4. Interpretation of Results

Serogroup C polysaccharide-specific IgG antibody levels following a clini-
cal case are usually in the range 15.0–100 µg/mL within 6 wk after clinical
presentation. Antibody levels of 15 µg/mL in specimens taken 2–6 wk after
clinical presentation are regarded as indicative of recent serogroup C meningo-
coccal infection in patients not recently vaccinated with meningococcal
polysaccharide. For a more detailed evaluation of the assay characteristics and
recommendations, see Notes 11 and 12, respectively.

3.4. Serogroup B Polysaccharide-Specific Total Antibody
ELISA Method

Because no internationally recognized standard-reference serum or antigen is
available, in-house reagents must be produced (see Subheading 2.4.). The assay
procedure is the same as described for the serogroup C polysaccharide-specific
IgG ELISA with the use of the alternative conjugates (see Note 2) and an in-house
defined serogroup B specific control serum (see Subheading 2.4.2.).
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3.4.1. Calculation of Serogroup B Polysaccharide-Specific Total Antibody

Calculate the concentration of serogroup B polysaccharide antibody by
using the “ELISA” data analysis software package (provided by CDC) as
described for serogroup C but using an in-house serogroup B calibration
serum. At the PHLS MRU, the positive control pool of sera was assigned
an arbitrary value of 3400 AU/mL after comparison with CDC1992 (the
serogroup C calibration serum).

For serogroup B ELISA results interpretation and assay characteristics, see
Note 13.

3.5. Serogroup A Polysaccharide-Specific IgG ELISA Method

The assay procedure, results calculation and validation is essentially that
used for determining antibody levels to serogroup C polysaccharide-specific
IgG (see Subheadings 3.3.1., 3.3.2., (21)) with following exceptions:

1. Use serogroup A polysaccharide to coat the plates.
2. The starting dilution of the CDC 1992 standard serum should be 1/350, therefore

a 1/175 2X dilution is made prior to adding to the microtiter plate.
3. For serogroup assay results interpretation, see Note 14.

4. Notes
1. Serogroup C polysaccharide-specific IgG ELISA plate template (see Fig. 2).
2. Alternative conjugates for serogroup C polysaccharide total antibody quantifica-

tion. The IgG peroxidase conjugate listed here may be used as an alternative to
the described MAb Human IgG Fc PAN (1,2,3,4) HRP conjugated in the specific
IgG ELISA or together with IgA and IgM for total antibody quantification
but the specificity of these conjugates is generally lower than the MAb. If
total serogroup C Ig is calculated the value of the CDC 1992 standard reference
serum = 32.1 µg/mL.
a. Anti-human IgA conjugate ( -chain specific) peroxidase (Sigma, Cat. no. A7032) or

equivalent.
b. Anti-human IgG conjugate ( -chain specific) peroxidase (Sigma, Cat. no. A6029)

or equivalent.
c. Anti-human IgM conjugate ( -chain specific) peroxidase (Sigma, Cat. no. A6907)

or equivalent.
3. Alternative protocol for semi-automated screening meningococcal OMP assay.

The meningococcal OMV ELISA as used at the PHLS MRU, makes use of an
automatic sample handler (Kemble, Lifescreen Ltd., Johnson & Johnson) and an
automatic enzyme-immunoassay processor (Omni, Launch Diagnostics) with
appropriate wash buffer. OMV antigen and TMB substrate preparation are simi-
lar to that previously described (see Subheadings 3.1.3. and 2.3.4., item 5,
respectively).
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4. Meningococcal OMV ELISA assay microtiter plate template (see Fig. 1).
5. Interpretation of OMV ELISA assay. The OMV antigen will contain cell

membrane components other than OMPs including lipooligosaccharide and will
therefore detect IgM and IgG isotype antibodies directed against these antigens;
however, the nonspecific quality of the antigen preparation may be of advantage
in widening the range of meningococci that can be detected. The illness-onset
date and clinical details are essential (as for interpretation of any serological assay)
and particularly so with meningococci where carriage and chronic disease are well
documented. It is necessary to consider both the IgM and IgG isotype antibody
values in relation to the onset date of meningococcal disease (for both acute
and convalescent sera where possible). Documenting seroconversion (either by
demonstrating a change in antibody level or by showing a change in antibody iso-
type from IgM to IgG) is indicative of an acute episode of meningococcal disease.
The nonspecific nature of the antigen preparation and the fact that approx 10% of the
population may be carrying N. meningitidis organisms and mounting an anti-
body response as a result with no obvious clinical disease can cause interpretation

Fig. 1. The mean OD for column 1 (A1-H1) is the reagent Blank. The wells A1-H1
are not used for test or control sera. Test and control sera are added to the plate as
indicated 2 12 (A2-H12). The controls (positive = P and negative = N) must be
added to the 12 positions indicated on each plate. Please note that alternative software
analysis packages may require a different template.
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problems. In rapidly fatal cases of meningococcal infection, the OMV assay is
unhelpful, as circulating OMVs from whole or disrupted organisms will bind
any circulating IgM antibodies in vivo. PCR and antigen-detection tests are likely
to be more useful in this instance in the absence of positive culture results.

6. OMV ELISA assay characteristics. The OMV ELISA has been evaluated in a
number of studies, where performance characteristics were assessed using speci-
mens from laboratory-proven cases, blood-transfusion donors, and antenatal
patients. Using specimens from patients with no evidence of meningococcal dis-
ease, in the OMV IgG assay, 42 (13.6%) of 310 sera tested had levels above the
threshold limit giving a specificity of 86.4%. The OMV IgM assay gave reactivity in
12 (4%) of the sera tested giving a specificity of 96%. Because of its superior perfor-
mance, the IgM reactivity was used in subsequent analysis (see Table 1).

These performance characteristics, however, are not matched when applied to
a series of specimens including acute and convalescent specimens from patients
with clinical presentation including rash, a proportion of which are caused by
illnesses other than meningococcal infection (see Table 2) with the specificity
and PPV in particular being adversely affected.

Table 1
OMV IgM Assay Results for Patients With or Without Clinical
Meningococcal Disease

OMV
ELISA         

Clinical and laboratory diagnosis

result +  – Total

+ 59 12 71
– 3 298 301
Total 62 310 372

Sensitivity, 95%; Specificity, 96%. Positive predictive value (PPV), 83%;
Negative predictive value (NPV), 99%.

Table 2
OMV IgM Assay for Patients from a Study of Possible
Meningococcal Disease

OMV
ELISA         

Clinical and laboratory diagnosis

result +  – Total

+ 42 26 68
– 2 38 40
Total 44 64 108

Sensitivity, 95%; Specificity, 60%. Positive predictive value, 61%; Negative
predictive value, 95%
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7. Further interpretation of results and recommendations: The disappointing perfor-
mance of the OMV ELISA in terms of specificity and PPV when applied in the
clinical situation needs to be set against acceptable sensitivity and NPV. This
assay cannot be used as a single diagnostic test for meningococcal infection.
Indeed the demonstration that clinical cases and asymptomatic carriers can show
equivalent responses in all serological and functional assays (assessed in this
laboratory and elsewhere) indicates that, at best, sero-reactivity can only be used
to help support a suspicion of meningococcal infection based on the clinical pre-
sentation. The high sensitivity and NPV of the OMV ELISA mean that this as-
say, which it is possible to automate and thus screen high throughput, can be used
to indicate which of the submitted specimens can most gainfully be tested for
presence of serogroup-specific polysaccharide antibodies. Any sera that are
nonreactive are unlikely to have demonstrable antibody to meningococcal
polysaccharide. The convalescent test sera are generally positive for OMV IgG
(>50 EIU), whereas the acute sera (or plasma) are tested for polysaccharide anti-
bodies if they had high positive (>100 EIU) OMV IgM and IgG responses.

8. Reduction of positive to negative range. If the OMV positive control (P) shows
reduced OD all batch numbers and expiry dates should be checked. The bicar-
bonate buffer and OMV antigen concentration should also be checked. Make and
check the pH of a fresh batch of bicarbonate buffer as it deteriorates after 2 wk.
Titrate the antigen to determine the optimal dilution for the maximum range
between the positive and negative. It is recommended that a new batch of OMV
antigen be prepared each year to maintain the quality of the assay. (For OMV
antigen storage details, see Subheading 3.1.3., step 12).

9. Variable optical density of positive controls between assays. Maintain constant
substrate-incubation conditions. Check all reagents but particularly the substrate
tablets and hydrogen peroxide solution. It is recommended that the hydrogen
peroxide solution is stored at +4°C and replaced every 3 mo.

10. Alternative two-dilution assay for serogroup C polysaccharide-specific IgG
ELISA. The 16-sera per plate are tested in duplicate at two dilutions 1/50 and
1/500 requiring a specific “ELISA” Program template to calculate the concentra-
tions of antibody. The initial (1/50) dilution is made by adding 10 µL of sera to
490 µL of SC buffer, which is then diluted to 1/500.
a. Decant SC buffer from plate and blot the plate vigorously on absorbent towel.
b. Load the patient sera dilutions (100 µL) into the plate after careful mixing to

wells column 4  11).
c. Add the standard reference calibration curve, quality  controls and blanks, and

dilute as described previously. Cover the plates and incubate overnight at +4°C.
d. Use the peroxidase conjugates for total antibody (pooled anti-human IgG,

IgA, and IgM) at a final dilution of 1/1000 for each in SC buffer are in the
assay. Process the plates as described previously using TMB substrate and
spectrophotometer reading.

11. Characteristics of serogroup C polysaccharide-specific IgG ELISA. Accurate
quantification of anti-polysaccharide antibody can be used to infer disease likelihood
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in the spectrum of patient age ranges. The serogroup C polysaccharide-specific anti-
body ELISA has been evaluated. Experience with material from culture proven cases
seen at the MRU and from studies in healthy subjects, shows that antibody levels
following a clinical case are usually in the range 15.0–100 µg/mL within 6 wk after
clinical presentation. The lower limit defined here is approx 5 times the mean level
seen in sera of patients in whom meningococcal infection has been excluded. Anti-
body levels of 15 µg/mL in specimens taken 2–6 wk after clinical presentation are
regarded as indicative of recent serogroup C meningococcal infection in patients
who have not been recently vaccinated with meningococcal polysaccharide
(including meningococcal serogroup C conjugate vaccine). When applied to a
series of specimens (including acute and convalescent specimens) from patients

Fig. 2. The serogroup C polysaccharide-specific IgG ELISA microtiter plate layout
above allows the testing of 4 unknown patient sera for the accurate quantification of
polysaccharide antibody compared to the standard calibration curve. Blank wells are
indicated in G12 and H12. Quality control sera (high, middle, and low) are included to
facilitate the validation of results (see Subheading 3.2.2.). (To test 16 patient sera a
modification to the above microtiter plate layout for use in the “ELISA” program was
made, see Note 12).
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with clinical presentation including rash, a proportion of which were owing to
etiologies other than meningococcal infection, the serogroup C ELISA had the
characteristics shown in Table 3.

12. Recommendations for interpretation of serogroup C polysaccharide-specific IgG
ELISA: As with the OMP ELISA, the C polysaccharide assay cannot be used
as a definitive diagnostic test for meningococcal infection because cases and
asymptomatic carriers can show equivalent and overlapping levels of response. At
best, sero-reactivity can only be used to help support a suspicion of meningococcal
infection based on the clinical picture. Demonstrating seroconversion in a patient
with a compatible clinical syndrome reinforces the diagnostic significance.

Although sensitivity and PPV are sub-optimal, the high specificity means that
when a positive result is obtained, the serogroup C ELISA provides useful
supporting indication of likely cause of disease for individual cases and, more
importantly, in clusters where culture and PCR tests fail to provide laboratory
evidence of infection. It is well-recognized that infants and young children have
poorer immunological responses to polysaccharide antigens than older individu-
als and in these younger patients, lower antibody levels may be seen following
infection.

Tests for serogroup C antibody are being used in the enhanced monitoring of
infection during the phased introduction of meningococcal C conjugate vaccine in
the UK population. Cases reactive in the PHLS MRU screening PCR test (ctrA PCR;
see Chapter 3) that fail to react in the serogroup B, C, Y, or W135 PCR assays (siaD
PCRs; see Chapter 3) have acute and convalescent specimens collected, which are
tested in parallel and the results interpreted according to the following criteria:

Serogroup C antibody result interpretation in patients with a clinical presenta-
tion suggestive of serogroup C disease: Following paired sera testing a >fourfold
rise in IgG antibody to C polysaccharide between the acute and convalescent
sera, the latter with a concentration of specific IgG antibody of greater than 3 µg/
mL is regarded as being highly suggestive of recent serogroup C meningococcal

Table 3
Serogroup C IgG ELISA Results for Patients with Clinical
Presentation of Possible Meningococcal Disease
(Including Rash)

C polysaccharide
ELISA         

Clinical and laboratory diagnosis

result + – Total

+ 13 02 15
– 03 62 65
Total 16 64 80

Sensitivity, 81%; Specificity, 97%. Positive predictive value, 87%; Negative
predictive value, 95%.
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infection. For a single convalescent serum sample with a serogroup C-specific
IgG level of 15 µg/mL in an unvaccinated child under 10 yr of age or 32 µg/
mL in an unvaccinated individual 10 yr of age is regarded as indicat-
ing recent serogroup C meningococcal infection. The levels represent >2 SD
(i.e., the upper 2.5% of the population) above the age specific geometric mean
titer (GMT) found in a large age-stratified serological survey conducted in
England and Wales by the MRU on samples collected by PHLS laboratories in
1996–1997. Single high-titer criteria in vaccinated individuals are more difficult
to define because they will be dependent on time since vaccination and age. Based
on limited antibody-persistence data from infants and children followed up in
PHLS trials, the criterion of 15 µg/mL would be >2 SD above the GMT 6 mo
post-MCC vaccination for those under 5 yr of age. No single high-titer criteria
are proposed for older vaccinated individuals.

13. Interpretation of serogroup B polysaccharide total antibody ELISA results: Serologi-
cal responses following serogroup B cases are typically lower than those seen fol-
lowing serogroup C disease, generally falling in the range 1,000–4,000 AU/mL.
Studies of antibody isotype response following serogroup B infection have shown
that most of the antibody produced is IgM and in some cases the peak level may be
achieved within 10 d of presentation. When applied to a series of specimens includ-
ing acute and convalescent specimens from patients with clinical presentation
including rash, a proportion of which are caused by illnesses other than meningococ-
cal infection the serogroup B ELISA had the characteristics shown in Table 4.

As with the OMV and serogroup C polysaccharide assays, the serogroup B
ELISA cannot be used as a definitive diagnostic test for meningococcal infection
because cases and asymptomatic carriers can show equivalent and overlapping
levels of response. At best, sero-reactivity provides laboratory support when there
is suspicion of meningococcal infection based on the clinical picture. Demon-
strating seroconversion in a patient with a compatible clinical syndrome bolsters
the diagnostic significance.

Table 4
Serogroup B Total Ig ELISA Results for Patients
with Clinical Presentation of Possible Meningococcal
Disease (Including Rash)

B polysaccharide
ELISA         

Clinical and laboratory diagnosis

result + – Total

+ 19 05 24
– 10 59 69
Total 29 64 93

Sensitivity, 66%; Specificity, 92%. Positive predictive value, 79%; Negative
predictive value, 86%.
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Sensitivity, PPV and NPV for the serogroup B ELISA are not as high as for the
serogroup C ELISA however when positive this assay provides useful supporting
indication of likely cause of disease for individual cases and in clusters of infection
where culture and PCR tests fail to provide laboratory evidence. It is well-recognized
that serogroup B meningococci cross-react with E. coli KI (41). Serogroup B polysac-
charide is known to be an intrinsically poor immunogen in infants, and young chil-
dren in general have poorer immunological responses to polysaccharide antigens than
older individuals following infection. Performing both serogroup B and C assays in
parallel usually gives a mutually exclusive result.

14. Interpretation of serogroup A polysaccharide-specific IgG ELISA. This assay is
essentially a modification of Carlone et al. used for determining antibody levels
to serogroup C polysaccharide (21). Antibody responses following serogroup A
disease in different age groups have not been previously reported therefore guide-
lines cannot be given. This would also vary considerably by country depending
on the prevalence of serogroup A disease. Care must be taken in that other bacte-
rial species have polysaccharide structures similar to serogroup A polysaccha-
ride and may induce cross-reacting antibodies (42,43).
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Antibiotic Susceptibility Testing

Colin Block

1. Introduction
At the start of the Third Millennium, consensus has yet to be reached

regarding the best techniques for meningococcal susceptibility testing and their
standardization. Worse, there is no general agreement as to the definition of
resistance, or perhaps more accurately, nonsusceptibility, to antibiotics of clini-
cal importance. Even such widely known organizations such as the National
Committee for Clinical Laboratory Standards (NCCLS) and other national and
regional bodies have not seriously tackled the meningococcus to date. The rea-
sons behind this are several:

1. There is uncertainty as to the clinical significance of reduced susceptibility to
certain agents. Reports of treatment failure have been few and solid data are lack-
ing (1–6). Failures of chemoprophylaxis have also been reported, although this
has been associated with easily detected high levels of resistance to rifampicin,
for example (7).

2. Different drugs may have different clinical applications (therapy or chemopro-
phylaxis) with different antibacterial objectives (elimination from tissues, blood,
and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) in disease, and eradication from the  pharynx in
prevention).

3. There is lack of uniformity in the selection of drugs to be tested. Laboratories
of different kinds in different geographical regions perform different types of
tests.

The result has been a huge variation in the range of test categories, the meth-
ods used to perform them, and the breakpoints or definitions used in their inter-
pretation and the issuing of reports.
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1.1. The Need for Uniformity

A survey of reference laboratories carried out in 1999 for the European
Monitoring Group on Meningococci (EMGM) revealed extensive differences
in methods and breakpoint values. In addition to 21 European laboratories,
centers in Australia, Iceland, Israel, Russia, and the United States also contrib-
uted data. Thirteen of the 26 respondents used the Etest as their primary test
method, 7 deployed the disk diffusion test, 2 laboratories each used agar dilu-
tion or broth microdilution, and 1 each macrodilution or agar breakpoints. Four-
teen variations of five well-known media formulations were in use. Breakpoint
definitions for susceptibility categories were inconsistent as well. Examples
for penicillin and rifampicin are given in Table 1.

One upshot of all this is that much of the vast quantities of data being pro-
duced in different centers cannot reliably be compared. Another consequence
of the lack of agreed-upon methodology concerns diagnostic microbiology
laboratories and their role in susceptibility testing of meningococci. Most such
laboratories will be hospital-based. Should these laboratories be testing at all?
This depends on the environment in which a clinical microbiology laboratory
operates. A good way to illustrate this is to ask how important it is to have a
quick result. In an area where access to a reference laboratory is limited, and
resistance to the drug used for chemoprophylaxis is known to occur, it may be
essential to perform the test immediately in order to support the public-health
response to a case of meningococcal disease or an outbreak.

Table 1
Breakpoints in Use by Reference Laboratories
for Susceptibility of N. meningitidis to Penicillin
and Rifampicin

Susceptibility
Number of laboratories using breakpoint

breakpoints (mg/L) Penicillin Rifampicin

0.003 2 —
0.06 13 1
0.13 3 2
0.25 1       —
0.5 1 2
1.0 1 9
2.0    — 2
4.0   — 2

No. of laboratories
responding 21 18
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1.2. Selecting a Method

Methods that have been used are disk diffusion, broth dilution, agar dilu-
tion, Etest (AB Biodisk, Solna, Sweden), partly automated methods,

-lactamase detection, and molecular methods. Despite several studies that
have tried to optimize disk-diffusion testing (8–10), especially for the detec-
tion of reduced sensitivity to penicillin, convincing arguments have been
put forward that this method should not be recommended (11,12). There
are insufficient data regarding kit-based semi-automated methods to support
their use.

Routine -lactamase detection is currently probably not essential, consider-
ing that strains producing such enzymes have been encountered extremely
rarely, in Canada (13), South Africa (14), and Spain (15,16). Recently, the
plasmids encoding these TEM-1 -lactamases in two epidemiologically related
Spanish isolates have been sequenced (17). -lactamase testing should be man-
datory for strains with unusually high minimal inhibitory concentrations
(MICs) for penicillin G. The MICs of the Canadian and South African isolates
were reported to be 256 mg/L, while the first Spanish isolate had a penicillin
MIC of 8 mg/L (18). The related disease and carrier isolates from the second
Spanish report also had relatively modest MICs of 2 mg/L (16). Testing for

-lactamase production is a simple procedure, usually carried out using a chro-
mogenic cephalosporin, and will not be discussed further here.

Molecular detection of drug resistance has not as yet come into regular
service in reference laboratories. Activity in this area has involved penicillin
(19–21) and rifampicin (22), but further work will be required before tech-
niques such as PCR diagnosis of resistance become a practical option.

MIC determinations remain the methods of choice, the agar dilution or broth
microdilution being recommended as suitable for reference work. Tests should
be selected on the basis of a number of considerations:

1. The use to which susceptibility data will be put, e.g., a) clinical or public health
decision-making for individual events, b) research or comparison with data from
other sources;

2. Reference laboratory or clinical diagnostic laboratory;
3. Workload, staffing, support, etc., and
4. Cost.

2. Materials
2.1. Antibiotics

1. Only powders that have been assayed and are identified by generic names and lot
numbers, and are labeled with expiry dates and potency per mg of powder should
be obtained (see Note 1).
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2. Penicillin (benzylpenicillin), a third-generation cephalosporin (e.g., ceftriaxone
or cefotaxime), a fluoroquinolone (e.g., ciprofloxacin or ofloxacin) and rifampi-
cin would comprise an appropriate minimal list of drugs for testing (see Note 2).

3. Powders should be stored desiccated at –20°C or lower, or according to the
manufacturer’s instructions.

4. Prepare stock solutions for storage at a minimum concentration of 1,280 mg/L.
Place convenient volumes in small plastic vials suitable for freezing at –60°C or
lower (see Note 3). Calculate the weight of powder or volume required according
to the following formulae:

weight (mg) = volume (mL × required concentration (mg/L)/assay potency (µg/mg)

or

volume (mL) = weight (mg) × assay potency (µg/mg) /required concentration (mg/L)

All the aforementioned drugs except rifampicin should be dissolved and diluted
in sterile distilled water. Further dilution for use may be done in broth medium if
required. Rifampicin should be dissolved in absolute methanol and diluted fur-
ther in sterile distilled water.

5. For Etest, see Subheading 2.2.3.

2.2. Media (see Note 4)

2.2.1. Agar Dilution

1. Mueller-Hinton agar supplemented with 5% whole defibrinated sheep blood (see
Subheading 2.2.4.) is an acceptable medium (see Note 5). For testing
sulphonamides, lysed horse blood should be substituted for sheep blood.

2. The dry powder is available from many suppliers and should be shown to be
acceptable by complying with recommendations of a reputable organization such
as the NCCLS (23).

3. The sheep blood formulation of the product selected should support good growth
of N. meningitidis and at the least should yield MIC results within the limits for
recommended quality-control organisms (see Subheading 2.3.) (24,25).

2.2.2. Broth Microdilution

1. Cation-adjusted Mueller-Hinton broth (CAMHB) with 5% lysed horse blood is a
good choice (see Subheading 2.2.4. and Note 7). This medium is currently used
by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), Atlanta, GA. (Dr. F.C.
Tenover, personal communication). The NCCLS suggestion for this medium is
to use 2–5% lysed horse blood (24,25). This formulation, with lysed horse blood,
is appropriate for testing sulphonamides, subject to appropriate quality-control
measures.

2. Mueller-Hinton broth is available from many suppliers and may be purchased as
either a dry powder or a prepared medium. The medium may conveniently be
purchased pre-adjusted to yield correct concentrations of calcium and magne-
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sium ions. Instructions for adjusting media with inadequate concentrations of
Ca2+ and Mg2+ are given in the NCCLS document M7-A5 (24) (see Note 8).

3. The finished medium should support good growth of N. meningitidis and at
the least should yield acceptable results with recommended quality-control
organisms (see Subheading 2.3.) in performance of antimicrobial susceptibility
testing (24).

2.2.3. Etest

1. The manufacturer of Etest (AB Biodisk, Sweden) currently recommends Mueller-
Hinton agar supplemented with 5% sheep blood (in Subheading 2.2.1.) or 1%
hemoglobin + 1% Isovitalex (26). It should be noted that the German study (see
Note 5) found that Mueller-Hinton agar with Isovitalex alone failed to support
the growth of 4.5% of their 110 strains (27).

2. The manufacturer requires that the depth of the agar for the Etest should be 4 ±
0.5mm.

3. Etest strips of the desired antibiotics should be purchased with due attention
to expiration dates and shelf life, and stored according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. Strips should have MIC scales that span the selected interpretative
breakpoints for N. meningitidis.

2.2.4. Blood for the Media

1. Care must be exercised in selecting suppliers for sheep and horse blood. Products
should be shown to be sterile and free of antimicrobial substances before prepar-
ing media for the above tests.

2. Horse blood should be lysed by repeated freezing and thawing under sterile con-
ditions. It is useful to aseptically mix the lysate with sterile distilled water in
equal volumes. Because the reaction mixture has to be clear to allow reading of
the wells, the diluted lysate may be clarified by high-speed centrifugation before
adding the appropriate quantity to achieve the 5% working dilution.

2.2.5. Organism Storage

1. Sterile 20% or 30% glycerol should be available in aliquots suitable for mixing
1:1 with heavy meningococcal suspensions in Tryptic Soy Broth (TSB). TSB is
available from many suppliers, ready-made or as dry powder.

2. Aliquots of the mixture are frozen in sterile cryopreservation vials at –70°C. Suit-
able vials are available from many suppliers.

3. A medium used for freeze-drying, made up of TSB + 6% lactose (C. E. Frasch,
personal communication), has successfully maintained meningococcal cultures
at –70°C for many years at the Israel National Center for Meningococci.

2.3. Reference Organisms

1. The following selections from the NCCLS recommendations (24) may be used
for controlling the MIC procedure:
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a. For penicillin: Staphylococcus aureus ATCC 29213 and Enterococcus faecalis
ATCC 29212. S. aureus ATCC 25923 has been added for the Etest (28).

b. For ceftriaxone: Escherichia coli ATCC 25922.
c. For rifampicin: S. aureus ATCC 29213 and E. faecalis ATCC 29212.
d. For ciprofloxacin or other fluoroquinolone: S. aureus ATCC 29213 and

E. coli ATCC 25922 or Pseudomonas aeruginosa ATCC 27853.
2. Although no consensus yet exists as to meningococcal strains for quality control,

the following have been used in various studies:
a. N. meningitidis serogroup C ATCC 13102. This strain is now recommended

for the Etest by the manufacturer in a 1999 draft application sheet. Reference
MIC values (quality-control ranges) in mg/L are shown in Table 2.

b. N. meningitidis serogroup B ATCC 13090 (CIP 104218). This strain is rec-
ommended by the NCCLS for media QC (29).

c. N. meningitidis serogroup A ATCC 13077 (NCTC 10025).
3. Sources: The organisms mentioned above may be obtained from the American

Type Culture Collection (ATCC), the National Collection of Type Cultures
(NCTC) in the UK, the Pasteur Institute Collection (CIP) in France, other
national collections, and some commercial suppliers.

2.4. Barium Sulphate Turbidity Standard

1. Barium chloride: 1.175% [w/v] BaCl2 2H2O.
2. Sulfuric acid: 0.36 N H2SO4 - 1% [v/v].

2.5. The Inoculator for the Agar Dilution Test

Manually or electrically operated devices are commercially available (e.g.,
Mast Diagnostics, Bootle, Merseyside, UK). These consist essentially of a set

Table 2
Reference Etest QC Ranges for N. meningitidis
serogroup C ATCC 13102

Agent  MIC Range

Penicillin G 0.016–0.064
Cefotaxime 0.002–0.004
Ceftriaxone <0.002
Chloramphenicol 0.25–1
Ciprofloxacin 0.002–0.008
Doxycycline 0.032–0.25
Rifampicin 0.008–0.064
Sulphadiazine 0.25–1
Trimethoprim/sulphamethoxazole 0.008–0.064
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of inoculating pins, mounted on a plate, which deliver 1–2 µL volumes to the
agar surface. The pins pick up a volume of the suspension from a set of wells
filled with the adjusted inoculum. These wells are usually provided in a metal
or plastic (Teflon®) block.

3. Methods
3.1. Inoculum Preparation

The aim of standardizing the preparation of inocula is to minimize the effect
of variations in inoculum density on interpretation of the results. A widely
agreed-upon means of limiting such variation is to use a turbidity standard
(0.5 McFarland), most often in the form of a barium-sulphate suspension.

3.1.1. Preparation of Turbidity Standard

1. Add 0.5 mL of the BaCl2 solution to 99.5 mL of the sulphuric acid working
solution while stirring. The suspension should yield an optical density (OD) of
0.08–0.1 at 625 nm.

2. Add suitable aliquots to tubes of the same dimensions as those used for preparing
the bacterial suspension. These tubes must be sealed and stored in the dark. Tubes
should be replaced each 3–4 wk, unless their turbidity has been shown to be
unchanged.

3. Mix tubes on a vortex mixer before use, to achieve an even suspension. Discard
tubes in which aggregated particles have appeared.

3.1.2. Inoculum Preparation

The method used by almost all reference laboratories polled in the EMGM
survey was the so-called direct colony suspension method. The following pro-
cedure is acceptable:

1. Make a suspension in sterile, normal saline from meningococcal colonies grown
for 18–24 h on a nonselective medium.

2. Adjust the suspension to match the 0.5 McFarland standard, either visually or
using a spectrophotometer. A good method for visual matching is to observe the
tubes in good light against a background such as a white paper or card printed
with parallel black lines.

3. Each laboratory should determine and monitor the colony-count equivalent at
this turbidity by periodically performing plate counts on suspensions made using
one of the standard strains of N. meningitidis mentioned in Subheading 2.3.

3.2. Agar Dilution Method

This method is especially suited to the testing of large numbers of isolates.
Antibiotic dilutions are prepared in agar in a series of plates, on each of which
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a large number of test organisms may be inoculated simultaneously using a
multipoint inoculator. References strains are included in each set of inocula.

3.2.1. Preparation of Plates (see Note 6)

1. Preparation of the antibiotic dilutions:
a. Prepare a doubling dilution series of the antibiotics in sterile distilled water.

The dilution scale is selected to span the interpretative breakpoints used for
each drug. The volume prepared is determined by the amount of agar to be
used for each dilution (see Step 1c). Calculate the dilutions on the basis that 1
part of antibiotic solution is added to 9 parts of molten agar.

b. Prepare the agar according to the manufacturer’s instructions. After autoclav-
ing in convenient containers (e.g., Erlenmeyer flasks) in volumes appropriate
for the number of plates of each concentration to be poured, the agar is held at
48–50°C in a water bath and the sheep blood and antibiotic solutions added
aseptically.

c. Mix the agar, blood, and antibiotic solution well and pour Petri dishes, on a
levelled table, to a depth convenient for the method of inoculation (some
multipoint devices require a minimum height of the agar surface to produce
satisfactory contact with the inoculating pins). The volume required per plate
will also depend on the size of the plate, and should be determined empiri-
cally.

d. The pH of the prepared medium should be between 7.2 and 7.4.
2. Plate storage: If not used immediately, store plates at 2–8°C in sealed plastic

bags. For reference work, the NCCLS recommends storage up to 5 d. The antibi-
otics suggested for testing (see Subheading 2.1.) are not known to be particu-
larly labile in storage, so that each laboratory might wish to determine its own
optimal storage times for reference or routine work. Because reference strains
are included in each run, over the full dilution range, deterioration of the plates
should not go undetected.

3.2.2. Inoculation Adjustment and Preparation for Inoculation

1. The inoculum of each organism placed on the plate should be as close as possible
to 104 colony forming units (cfu)/spot. Each laboratory should calculate the
required adjustment of the 0.5 McFarland suspension according to their counts
made of these suspensions as outlined in Subheading 3.1.2.

2. Place a sufficient volume in each well of the inoculum block to permit adequate
pick-up by the pins during the entire process of inoculation.

3. A convenient way to ensure correct orientation of the plate for reading is to fill
one well in the inoculum block (e.g., the upper left-hand well) with India Ink
instead of with a bacterial suspension.

4. Streak a sample of each inoculum on blood agar for overnight incubation in 5%
CO2 as a purity check. In situations where variability in inoculum densities is
a problem, it may be necessary to perform abbreviated colony counts on the
inocula to detect significant deviations from the desired 104 per spot.
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3.2.3. Preparing the Plates for Inoculation

1. Bring the plates to room temperature before inoculation.
2. Check the agar surfaces for excess moisture. Plates may be dried by holding them

with lids partly open in a laminar flow hood or incubator for 20–30 min.
3. Arrange the plates to be inoculated in convenient stacks as follows: an antibiotic-

free plate first (viability and purity control), then the dilution series of the par-
ticular antibiotic, and finally, a second antibiotic-free plate (to control for
contamination and excessive drug “carry-over” during the inoculation process).

3.2.4. Inoculating the Plates

1. Operate the inoculating device according to its design. The inoculation process
should begin as soon as possible after final inoculum adjustment. The NCCLS
recommends an optimal limit of 15 min for regular nonfastidious bacteria (24).

2. Leave the plates to stand at room temperature for a few minutes to allow absorp-
tion of the fluid from the inoculum, before being inverted and placed in the
incubator.

3. Because the meningococcus is potentially hazardous to laboratory staff, a detailed
written procedure for decontamination of the inoculation equipment should be pro-
vided by each laboratory and personnel compliance strictly monitored.

3.2.5. Controls

Control strains appropriate for each drug tested should be selected (see Sub-
heading 2.3.) and included in each run. The results should be monitored and
corrective action taken according to laboratory policy.

3.3. Broth Microdilution Method

3.3.1. Preparation of Plates (see Note 6)

Preparation of the antibiotic dilutions:

1. Prepare appropriate doubling dilutions in CAMHB from stock solutions in sterile
test tubes in 10-mL volumes. The dilution scale is selected to span the interpreta-
tive breakpoints used for each drug.

2. Dispense the resulting dilutions into sterile U-bottomed microdilution plates (see
Note 9) in one of two ways. If inoculation of the wells is to be performed with a
device that delivers a very small volume of bacterial suspension (no more than
10% of the volume in the well), then 0.1 mL of the antibiotic solution is added to
each well at its final reaction concentration. If the inoculum is to be added by
pipet in a volume of 0.05 mL, then 0.05 mL of the antibiotic solution is added at
twice the final reaction concentration.

3. Use 8- or 12-well series depending on the number of dilutions required. Each
plate should have at least 1 growth-control well and 1 uninoculated well. This
arrangement suits plates in which only one antibiotic is tested. A second layout
(favored by laboratories testing few isolates) might be to have different antibiot-
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ics on the same plate. In this case, each row would require a growth-control well
and a sterility check (uninoculated well).

4. Seal plates in plastic bags and keep frozen at –20°C or less. If plates are to be
kept for months before use, –60°C or less is required. There should be no prob-
lem with stability of the antibiotics recommended earlier. Investigators wishing
to use additional agents (especially carbapenems) will have to adjust storage
times for frozen plates accordingly. Sufficient plates should be frozen to allow
for quality control performance weekly (or with each run if plates are used more
infrequently).

5. Do not store plates in self-defrosting freezers (sublimation of the ice results in
increases in drug concentrations), and thawed plates must not be refrozen.

3.3.2. Inoculum Adjustment and Preparation for Inoculation

1. Prepare 0.5 McFarland suspensions of test and control organisms by the direct
colony suspension method (see Subheading 3.1.2.).

2. Small (0.005 mL) or large (0.05 mL) inocula for each well will be selected depending
on the manner in which the antibiotic solutions were prepared (see Subheading
3.3.1., Step 2).

3. The final inoculum density in each well should be 5 × 105 cfu/mL, so that each
laboratory should calculate the required adjustment according to its counts of 0.5
McFarland suspensions (as in Subheadings 3.1.1. and 3.1.2.).

4. Reservoirs for the suspensions: If single pipets are to be used, suspensions may
be left in test tubes. If multi-channel pipets are to be used, choose appropriate
reservoirs according to the layout of the plate.
a. Laboratories testing small numbers of isolates might well prefer to place sev-

eral different antibiotics on each plate. In this case, only one organism will be
inoculated on each plate and a single-compartment reservoir will suffice (see
Subheading 3.3.1., Step 3). A drawback of this layout is that a second plate
might be needed to run the control strains.

b. If the plate contains only one antibiotic in all the rows, a multi-compartmented
reservoir suitable for the pipet will be required. If the small 0.005 mL inocu-
lum is used, a microwell plate will be suitable.

3.3.3. Inoculation

1. Thaw frozen plates and allow to come to room temperature.
2. Within 15 min of preparation of the inoculum, inoculate each well except the

sterility control wells with 0.005 mL or 0.05 mL of suspension as appropriate.
3. Purity check: streak samples of the inoculum on blood agar for overnight incuba-

tion.
4. Inoculum density check: Dilute 0.05 mL taken from the growth control well in

10 mL (1�1000) sterile broth or normal saline, and perform a surface count using
0.1 mL spread evenly on a blood-agar plate. A count of 50 cfu/mL would reflect
an inoculum density of 5 × 105/mL.

5. Seal or cover each plate before incubation.
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3.3.4. Controls

Control strains appropriate for each drug tested should be selected (see Sub-
heading 2.3.) and included in each run. The results should be monitored and
corrective action taken according to laboratory policy.

3.4. Incubation Conditions

There is general agreement that incubation in a CO2-enriched environment
is desirable, because not all strains of N. meningitidis will grow well in room
air, and a proportion of strains will not grow at all. The current NCCLS recom-
mendation calls for incubation in 5% CO2 at 35°C for 24 h (25).

3.5. End-Point Determination and Interpretation

3.5.1. Agar-Dilution Method

The lowest drug dilution at which complete inhibition of growth is observed
is the MIC. It is recommended to ignore the occasional single colony appear-
ing in a spot. This is consistent with the view that the endpoint is determined
by inhibition of more than 99.9% of the inoculum of 104 cfu/spot. A fine film
may be deposited at the site of the inoculum, which should also be ignored.
Other phenomena such as paradoxical growth at some of the higher concentra-
tions, or persistent growth of a small number of colonies after clear inhibition
at the MIC, should be resolved by checking the identity of the growth and
repeating the test.

3.5.2. Broth-Dilution Method

The growth control should show a button of growth at least 2 mm in diam-
eter, or definite turbidity. The MIC is the lowest concentration that completely
inhibits growth in the wells. If sulphonamides are tested, there may be a small
amount of growth. The MIC should be determined by estimating which well
represents 80% reduction in growth when compared with the growth control.

3.5.3. Interpretation

In the absence of generally agreed MIC breakpoints for N. meningitidis, the
MIC value should be reported. The method used to determine the MIC should
be included in the report. The clinical significance of the MIC values should
be interpreted in consultation between the reference laboratory and the party
interested in the results, e.g., when the use of a drug is contemplated for
chemoprophylaxis. A rifampicin MIC of greater than 256 mg/L would unques-
tionably denote resistance (7), whereas values of 0.25–1 mg/L would require
careful evaluation in taking a decision to use rifampicin or an alternative
agent (30).
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3.6. Etest

The Etest has found favor with a number of laboratories, the convenience of
its use being its chief advantage. A number of studies have reported on its
reliability (10,26,31–34), although it should not be regarded as a reference
method. Pascual et al. have shown the susceptibility of the method to varia-
tions in in vitro conditions (28).

When epidemiological circumstances demand urgent results, e.g., in areas
where rifampicin resistance is relatively frequent, some advantage may be
gained by direct estimation of the MIC. This test involves spreading cerebrospi-
nal fluid (CSF) directly onto a suitable agar surface and applying Etest strips.
This procedure should be attempted only when Gram-negative diplococci are
readily visible in the CSF film. The test will give information on high-order
resistance to drugs used for chemoprophylaxis. In all such cases, MIC determi-
nations should be repeated using a proper inoculum before results are finalized
and reported.

3.6.1. Performance of the Test and End-Point Estimation

The Etest is a commercial system and should be carried out according to the
manufacturer’s instructions.

3.6.2. Adaptation to the Conventional MIC Scale

The Etest scale does not follow the usual convention of doubling dilutions
based on 1 mg/L (e.g., 16, 8, 4, 2, 1, 0.5, 0.25,  0.125, 0.0625). This is of little
consequence unless readings are to be compared with MICs determined by
agar- or broth-dilution, in which case Etest readings should be rounded up to
the next conventional value as necessary (e.g., 0.094 mg/L would be read as
0.125 mg/L, 0.38mg/L as 0.5 mg/L, and so on).

3.7. Comment on Safety

Studies of the antimicrobial susceptibilities of N. meningitidis may involve work
with large numbers of cultures, with potential exposure to large numbers of bacte-
ria. In recent years evidence has accumulated that an appreciable risk of laboratory-
acquired meningococcal infection exists for laboratory personnel working with the
organism (35–39). Such infections have been attended by a significant case-fatality
ratio. Acute viral infection may be an important risk factor (40).

A policy for preventing such infections should be adopted by each labora-
tory, and would ideally be founded on the following principles:

1. Awareness of the risks and factors contributing to them.
2. Attention to detail. Meticulous care in handling cultures should be actively pro-

moted, and proficiency and knowledge of personnel monitored.
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3. Containment and personal protective equipment (PPE). Any work with multiple
meningococcal cultures or large volumes of viable meningococci, especially
when aerosol-producing procedures are employed, should be carried out in a bio-
logical safety cabinet. The need for PPE will depend on the availability and type
of safety cabinet. At the least, gloves should be worn (and used correctly!), with
eye and face protection deployed as appropriate. An acceptable procedure should
be developed in each laboratory, based, for example, on the Standard Precautions
advocated in the USA (41,42). Another excellent source is the booklet: Biosafety
in Microbiological and Biomedical Laboratories (BMBL), which is available in
print and on the internet (43,44).

4. Personnel with acute respiratory infections should not be permitted to handle
meningococcal cultures.

5. Immunization. Despite the limitations of currently available vaccines, active immu-
nization of personnel chronically exposed to N. meningitidis should be considered.
Care should be taken to ensure that personnel are aware of the imperfect nature of the
protection, in order to discourage excessive reliance on immunization.

6. A procedure should be adopted for reporting and action in the case of mishaps.
This should include a policy determining the indications for and manner of
chemoprophylaxis.

3.8. Comment on Changing Information

The field of antimicrobial susceptibility testing is constantly evolving. This
results in frequent adjustments to published recommendations and guidelines,
for example, the NCCLS publishes annual updates of tables and recommended
procedures, and its standards are periodically revised or new standards added.
Investigators should familiarize themselves with available resources, especially
regarding such organizations as the NCCLS (located on the internet at
http://www.nccls.org), the European Committee on Antimicrobial Susceptibil-
ity Testing (Eucast), the British Society for Antimicrobial Chemotherapy
(http://www.bsac.org.uk), Swedish Reference Group for Antibiotics (http://
www.ltkronoberg.se/ext/raf/RAFENG/SRGA.HTM), and others.

4. Notes
1. Care must be exercised in the choice of suppliers of antibiotic powders. Apart

from the drug manufacturers, a number of commercial and other sources are avail-
able (e.g., Sigma). Pharmaceutical formulations for administration to patients
should not be used.

2. Choice of antibiotics for testing will undoubtedly vary somewhat in accordance
with regional differences in prescribing practices for therapy and chemoprophy-
laxis. However, in view of the lack of agreed-upon interpretative criteria and
testing methods, it would be wise to limit the range of drugs tested (for reporting)
to those currently in use or useful as epidemiological markers (sulphonamides).
Chloramphenicol would be appropriate in areas where the drug is likely to be
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used, especially in view of the recently reported high-level resistance (45). Newer
agents that have been evaluated for chemoprophylaxis, such as azithromycin,
may need to be added to the list if early promising results are borne out (46). No
doubt, newer fluoroquinolones will come under scrutiny, especially because
reduced sensitivity to ciprofloxacin has already been observed (47).

3. Practical procedures for the storage and handling of powders, and the preparation
of stock and working solutions are given in detail in the NCCLS methods (24)
and tables (25).

4. The ability of media to support adequate growth and to yield consistent results have
been central difficulties preventing agreement on uniform methods. Therefore in
making choices, laboratory directors should try to evaluate batches of media prior to
purchase. This will be much simpler for large reference laboratories, which receive
large numbers of strains and which have developed collections of meningococci.
Although no generally agreed-upon battery of meningococci is available, using regu-
lar Gram-positive and Gram-negative quality-control reference strains for evaluating
susceptibility test performance may not be appropriate for this purpose. Smaller ref-
erence laboratories or clinical laboratories will likely be working with media chosen
for more general testing purposes, so that in each case adequate growth on the test
medium should be a minimum requirement, and referral to a larger laboratory for
confirmation of results will be required. In accordance with accepted quality-
assurance practice, records of manufacturers and lot identification data will allow the
accumulation of useful information regarding sources of good materials, customer
service, and so on.

5. Several different media are in regular use in reference centers all over the world.
It is clear from the literature that supplemented or enriched media best support
meningococcal growth, the debit side being that consistently higher MICs may
be the result, as has been documented in Germany for GC agar (27). The medium
favored by this author is Mueller-Hinton agar supplemented with 5% whole sheep
blood. This is also currently recommended by the NCCLS (24,25).

6. The reader is referred to the appropriate NCCLS document for practical guidance
in preparing antibiotic dilutions in the chosen agar or broth media (25). There is
no doubt that the local experience of each laboratory will determine the manner
of the work to a large degree.

7. Broth dilution tests are much less frequently encountered in reference laboratory
practice. Macrodilution tests using similar conditions, are also infrequently used,
but might be tempting for clinical laboratories that encounter N. meningitidis
very infrequently because they can be performed without maintaining a routine
system for MIC determination. In this latter case, confirmation of results by a
reference laboratory will be required.

8. The need for cation-adjustment of Mueller-Hinton Broth has not been established
for N. meningitidis. CAMHB is commonly available as a medium for testing
MICs in many laboratories.

9. Sterile microdilution trays are available from many commercial sources.
U-bottomed wells are preferred.
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Molecular Approach for the Study
of Penicillin Resistance In Neisseria meningitidis

Luisa Arreaza and Julio A. Vázquez

1. Introduction
1.1. Evolution of Penicillin Resistance in Neisseria meningitidis

Neisseria meningitidis was previously considered extremely susceptible to
penicillin, with most isolates showing minimal inhibitory concentrations
(MICs) of 0.06 µg/mL. However, meningococcal isolates with decreased
susceptibility to penicillin have been reported from asymptomatic carriers
from as long ago as 1964 (1). Since then, meningococcal clinical isolates with
decreased susceptibility to penicillin have been widely described in different
countries, with MICs between 0.12 µg/mL to 1 µg/mL (2–9).

Meningococcal isolates with low-level resistance to penicillin have been
named “moderately penicillin resistant” or strains with “decreased susceptibil-
ity,” but the tendency now is to refer them as “moderately susceptible strains”
(Penms) because of their uncertain clinical significance. In fact, only two treat-
ment failures associated with Penms meningococci have been reported (10,11).

Nowadays MICs are similar to those found several years ago, with most of
the Penms strains showing an MIC of 0.12 µg/mL or 0.25 µg/mL (12), and for
this reason this drug is still regarded as the antimicrobial agent of choice for
treating meningococcal disease (13,14).

Although, microbiologically, it is considered first-line therapy, penicillin is
infrequently the initial antimicrobial agent for meningococcal disease treat-
ment in developed countries, because of the possibility of alternate diagnoses
and better penetration into cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) broad-spectrum cepha-
losporins (e.g., ceftriaxone) are recommended (15).
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Several studies have demonstrated that Penms meningococcal strains also
show an increase in the MICs of narrow-spectrum cephalosporins but no dif-
ferences or very slight increase have been observed for broad-spectrum cepha-
losporins such as cefotaxime and ceftriaxone (16).

1.2. Genetic Basis of Moderate Susceptibility to Penicillin
in N. meningitidis

Resistance to penicillin in meningococci is owing, at least in part, to the
production of altered forms of penicillin-binding-protein (PBP) 2 that have
decreased affinity for this drug (17,18). The PBPs are bacterial enzymes that
are essential for peptidoglycan synthesis. PBPs are targets for -lactams anti-
biotics, which form permanent antibiotic-PBP complexes, preventing the nor-
mal cross-linking of the peptide chains of peptidoglycan resulting in cell death.
Altered PBPs have a reduced affinity for the -lactam and increased drug con-
centrations are required for their in vitro inhibition.

Altered forms of the PBP2 are owing to the expression of different alleles of
the penA gene that encodes for that protein. So, although penA genes from
fully susceptible strains appear highly uniform in sequence, those from Penms

are quite diverse, showing mosaic structures such that very conserved areas
alternate with highly diverse regions (19). Principally this diversity results from
blocks of nucleotide sequence within the penA gene that are up to 23% diver-
gent from the susceptible isolates. The meningococcus is naturally competent
for transformation, and for this reason it is possible that these blocks of DNA
have been acquired by horizontal genetic exchange involving penA genes from
closely related species. The throat commensals Neisseria flavescens, Neisseria
mucosa, and Neisseria lactamica are likely candidates as they appear more
resistant to penicillin than N. meningitidis (20–24).

Further support for the theory that replacement of the penA gene of menin-
gococci with those from the intrinsically resistant Neisseria species can result
in decreased susceptibility to penicillin has been obtained by the demonstra-
tion that the chromosomal DNA from those species can transform penicillin-
susceptible isolates of N. meningitidis to increased resistance to penicillin
(24,25). The mechanism is likely to be the result of different and separate
recombination events because many different mosaic penA alleles have been
found in Penms meningococci (26).

Although modification of the normal PBP2 is the major cause of decreased
susceptibility to penicillin in meningococci, high-level resistant meningococ-
cal strains owing to -lactamase production have been described in the litera-
ture. To date there have been four reports of resistance in meningococcal strains
associated with this mechanism (27–30). The -lactamase gene is borne in a
plasmid and conjugation is thought to be the most common way in which plas-
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mids are transferred (31). The role of Neisseria gonorrhoeae as reservoir for
the mobilization of plasmid-encoded -lactamase has been demonstrated
recently. Complete sequencing of -lactamase-encoding-plasmids in two dif-
ferent meningococcal strains have shown that they are almost identical with
the pJD5 and pJD4 gonococcal plasmids. These results imply that these plas-
mids might have been picked up from a gonococcus in vivo (32).

1.3. Population Structure of Moderately Susceptible
Meningococci Strains

The frequency of Penms meningococcal strains increased rapidly in Spain
from 0.4% in 1985 to 42.6% in 1990. It was thought initially that these strains
were derived from one or a few resistant isolates. Several analyses of the
genetic structure meningococcal in populations have been carried out (16,33).
These studies demonstrated a similar genetic diversity among both fully
suceptible (Pens) and Penms isolates. Apparently, moderate susceptibility to
penicillin did not appear in a new clone distinct from those already established.
It is possible that the mechanism of resistance appeared in more than one line
and further spreading took place by genetic interchange.

Previous studies have suggested a possible association between C�2b phe-
notype and the moderate susceptibility to penicillin. This fact could explain the
high frequency of Penms meningococci strains in Spain, where in the last few
years the majority of meningococcal disease cases have been produced from
strains showing that antigenic expression (34).

Fortunately, MICs are still at a similar level to those found several years
ago, as mentioned earlier (12). Additional changes, perhaps in others PBPs, as
has been described in gonococci, would be necessary to determine high level
of resistance to penicillin (35).

1.4. PCR: A Tool for the Detection of Moderately Susceptible
Meningococcal Strains?

In cases of meningococcal disease, antibiotic therapy must be started as early
as possible because delay in commencing antibiotic therapy may increase the
mortality rate (36,37). For this reason, it is often impossible to recover menin-
gococcal strains from the patients and it is necessary to use nonculture tech-
niques, such as polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-based methods if a certain
diagnosis is to be made. These methods are also becoming increasingly impor-
tant for the detection of antibiotic resistance.

To date the detection of Penms meningococcal strains by a simple PCR pro-
tocol has not been described, although several studies have been done (38).

Although the mechanism of resistance to penicillin in meningococci was
described several years ago, there are few studies in which the penA gene
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sequence is analyzed. Restriction fragment-length polymorphism (RFLP) pro-
files have been used to analyze the diversity of the penA gene in large collec-
tions of Penms meningococal strains (39). This method has limitations because
identity of RFLP pattern does not necessarily indicate the identity of nucle-
otide sequence. For this reason, it is important to sequence the penA gene in
Penms strains belonging to different hipervirulent clones and so try to deter-
mine the most frequent mosaicism and possible relationships between specific
mutations and MIC to penicillin. This information would be very useful for the
design of a simple PCR protocol that could be regarded as a valid method for
identifying Penms meningococcal strains.

2. Materials
2.1. Growth of Bacteria and Preparation of DNA Template for PCR

1. Sterile distilled water.
2. Blood-agar plates.

2.2. Buffers and Stock Solution for PCR

All components of PCR reactions should be prepared in sterile deionized
water dedicated to PCR. This can be obtained commercially.

1. Deionized distilled water.
2. PCR buffer (10X stock): 100 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.3, 500 mM KCl. Commercially

available from Taq polymerase manufacturer.
3. MgCl2: 25 mM stock solution.
4. dATP, dCTP, dGTP, dTTP: each at 10 mM. Minimize freeze-thawing.
5. Primers: A 50 µM solutions of each primer in sterile desionized water. Store

frozen in small volumes.
GCup2: 5 -TTTGCACACGTCATCGGATTTAC-3
GCdown3: 5 -TCGTGAATTCGGGGATATAACTGCGGCCGTC-3

6. Taq DNA polymerase: 5 U/µL (Perkin-Elmer).

2.3. Agarose Gel

1. Agarose: Type II, Medium E.E.O (Sigma)
2. Electrophoresis buffer: Tris-Borate EDTA 10X: 0.9 M Tris base, 0.9 M boric

acid, 0.02 M Na2EDTA.
3. Sample loading buffer: 0.25% bromophenol blue, 50% glycerol, 50% TE Buffer

(10 mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM EDTA, pH 8.0).
4. DNA markers: Ready Load 1kb DNA Ladder (Gibco-BRL), which is suitable for

DNA fragments from 500 bp to 12 kb.
5. Ethidium bromide (EB). Caution: EB is a powerful mutagen and potential car-

cinogen. Always wear gloves when handling the solid or liquids containing the
chemical, and dispose of appropriately.
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2.4. Agarose Gel Electrophoresis

1. Electrophoresis tank, gel frame, well-former and tape as appropiate for system in use.
2. Power supply.
3. UV transilluminator and camera. Caution: Suitable eye and skin protection

should be worn when working with UV.

2.5. Purifying PCR Products

2.5.1. Method I

1. Polyethylene glycol 8000.
2. NaCl.
3. 70% ethanol: store at –20°C.
4. Sterile H2O.

2.5.2. Method II

1. Low-gelling temperature agarose.
2. Quiaquick Gel Extraction Kit (Quiagen).
3. Isopropanol.
4. Sterile H2O.

2.6. DNA Sequencing

2.6.1. PCR

1. BigDye Terminator Cycle Sequencing v2.0 Ready Reaction (PE Biosystems).
2. Sterile H2O.
3. Primers.

GCup2: 5 -TTTGCACACGTCATCGGATTTAC-3
GCdown3: 5 -TCGTGAATTCGGGGATATAACTGCGGCCGTC-3
Fo: 5 -TATACCGCACTGACGCACGAC-3
Ro: 5 -GCCGTCGTGCGTCAGTGC-3

2.6.2. Purifying PCR Products

1. 100% Ethanol: store at –20°C.
2. 70% Ethanol: store at –20°C.
3. Sterile H2O.

2.6.3. Electrophoresis

Automatic sequencer.

3. Methods
3.1. Growth of Bacteria and Preparation of DNA Template for PCR

1. Grow meningococci on blood agar at 37°C in a 5% CO2 atmosphere.
2. Remove cells from agar plates using a swab and suspend in 1000 µL of sterile

distilled water.
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3. Suspensions are boiled for 10 min, chilled, and centrifuged for 10 min at 14,000g
(see Notes 1 and 2).

3.2. Amplification of penA Gene

The PCR protocol allows amplification of a 1.4 kb region of the penA gene
(from codon 183–187 bp downstream of the coding region). The first fragment
of this gene (~600 pb) is highly conserved in Pens and Penms meningococcal
strains, so we do not consider it necessary to analyze it.

3.2.1. Preparation of Reaction Mixes (see Note 3)

1. Add 5 µL of the supernatant of each sample into numbered, thin-walled PCR
tubes (see Note 4).

2. Prepare a master mix for the PCR reaction. The volumes of each component are
dependent on the number of individual reactions to be prepared. The followings
components are added to a separate tube (volumes are given per reaction).

3. H2O  66.5 µL
MgCl2  6 µL (25 mM stock = 1.5 mM final conc.)
10X Reaction Buffer  10 µL
dNTP mix  8 µL (2 µL of each 10 mM dNTP)
PCR primer (GCup2)  2 µL (50 µM primer stock = 1 µM final conc.)
PCR primer (GCdown3)  2 µL (50 µM primer stock = 1 µM final conc.)
Taq polymerase  0.5 µL (2.5 U of enzyme)
Total 95 µL

4. Immediately aliquot the reaction mix to each tube of template taking great care to
avoid cross-contamination. The simplest way is to use a separate pipet tip for
each transfer (see Note 5).

5. Place the tubes into the thermal cycler and close the lid.

3.2.2. Cycling Conditions

Step 1  95°C  3 min
Step 2  94°C  1 min
Step 3  62°C  1 min
Step 4  72°C  2 min
Step 5  Repeat steps 2, 3, and 4 a further 29 times
Step 6  72°C  7 min
Step 7  4°C

3.2.3. Analysis of PCR Products

After cycling, check that amplification was successful by running 5 µL of
each reaction on an agarose gel, with size standards.

1. Prepare a 0.8% agarose gel in 0.5X Tris-borate EDTA (TBE) buffer (see Notes 6 and
7). Add ethidium bromide into the agarose gel at concentrations of ~0.5 µg/mL.
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2. Add 2 µL of loading dye to 5 µL of the PCR product in the wells of a microtiter
plate. Load the samples into the wells of the gel. Load DNA markers to at least
one well, flanking the sample wells.

3. Run the gel in 0.5X TBE at 10 V/cm until the bromophenol blue dye has
migrated approx 4/5 the length of the gel.

4. Photograph the gel using an UV transilluminator to visualize the DNA bands.

3.3. Purifying PCR Products

Before sequencing the amplified DNA it is necessary to remove all the
dNTPs and primers from the amplified DNA. Both, dNTPs and primers can be
removed by different methods.

3.3.1. Method I (see Note 8)

1. Transfer the contents of each PCR tube into a labeled 1.5-mL Eppendorf tubes.
2. Add 60 µL of 20% PEG-2.5 M NaCl to each tube and mix.
3. Incubate for 15 min at 37°C.
4. Pellet the PCR products by spinning in a centrifuge at maximum speed for 20 min.
5. Discard the supernatant and wash the DNA pellet by adding 0.5 mL of 70% EtOH

and spin at maximum speed for a further 5 min.
6. Discard the supernatant and dry pellets in the vacuum dryer.
7. Resuspend the dried PCR products in 20–30 µL sterile H2O. Store at –20°C.

3.3.2. Method II
1. Prepare a 0.8% agarose gel in 0.5X TBE Buffer. In this case we use low melting-

temperature agarose. Add ethidium bromide into the agarose gel at concentra-
tions of ~0.5 µg/mL (see Note 9).

2. Mix the PCR product with loading buffer (~5 µL), load onto the gel and carry out
electrophoresis at 4°C to ensure that the gel does not melt during the run.

3. Examine the gel by ultraviolet (UV) light and locate the band of interest.
4. Using a scalpel or razor blade and cut out a slice of agarose containing the band

of interest and transfer it to a clean, disposable plastic tube.
5. Elute DNA from agarose using Quiaquick Gel Extraction Kit (Quiagen) accord-

ing the instructions provided by the manufacturer.

3.4. Gel Electrophoresis of Purified PCR Product
1. Prepare a 0.8% agarose gel in 0.5X TBE Buffer. Add ethidium bromide into the

agarose gel at concentrations of ~0.5 µg/mL
2. Load 1 µL of sample plus 1 µL of loading buffer in each well. Use as markers

appropriate restriction digests of known quantities of the original DNA.

3.5. DNA Sequence Determination

3.5.1. Cycle Sequencing
1. Add between 1 and 5 µL of purified PCR product into thin-walled PCR tube (see

Note 10).
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2. Dilute the 50 µM stock solution of sequencing primer 1:10 with sterile dis-
tilled H2O.

3. Add 1 µL of the diluted sequencing primer into each tube (see Note 11).
4. Add 4 µL of the BigDye Ready Reaction Termination Mix into each tube.
5. Complete with sterile distilled water until a final volume of 10 µL.
6. Place the tubes in the thermal cycler and close the lid.
7. Cycling conditions

Step 1 94°C 3 min
Step 2 96°C 10 s
Step 3 50°C 5 s
Step 4 60°C 4 min
Step 5 Repeat steps 2, 3, and 4 a further 24 times
Step 7 4°C

3.5.2. Purification of PCR Products

Unincorporated dye terminators must be completely removed before the
samples can be analyzed by electrophoresis. Excess dye terminators in sequenc-
ing reactions obscure data in the early part of the sequence and can interfere
with base calling. Any method that removes dNTPs and primers should work.

In our laboratory purifying is done by ethanol precipitation according the
following protocol (see Note 12)

1. Transfer the contents of each PCR tube into labelled 1.5-mL Eppendorf tubes.
2. Add 30 µL of sterile distilled water and 60 µL of 95% EtOH and vortex briefly to

mix.
3. Keep the Eppendorfs on ice for 10 min.
4. Spin the tubes for 20 min at maximum speed. Immediately after spinning,

remove the supernatant using a pipet.
5. Wash the pellet by adding 500 µL of 70% EtOH to each tube. Spin again at

maximum speed for 10 min.
6. Remove as much of the EtOH as possible (pour and then use a pipet tip) and dry

the pellets in the vacuum dryer (see Note 13).

3.5.3. Electrophoresis

For information on how to perform sample electrophoresis on the automatic
sequencers, refer to the manuals provided by the manufacturer.

3.6. Data Analyses

The DNA sequence is translated into amino acid sequence using the DNA
Star program (DNA Star Inc, Madison, WI). If several sequences (from differ-
ent strains) are available then a multiple alignment should be done (e.g., using
Jotun Hein Method).
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4. Notes
1. Extended boiling reduces the amount of final PCR product, presumably by destroy-

ing the DNA.
2. This very simple method of preparing PCR templates works very well in the

authors’ experience and avoids the need for more complex protocols, such as
those involving DNA extraction.

3. A master PCR reaction mix should be prepared, allowing for control reactions
and pipetting inaccuracies.

4. Remember to set up a negative PCR control, which consists of reaction compo-
nents and water instead of template DNA.

5. Reaction products must not contaminate stock reaction components or they will act
as templates in any reactions set up using the contaminated component solutions
yielding misleading results. Contamination can be minimized following some rules:
always use clean, sterile pipet tips for each reaction component; establish separate
areas for handling of reaction components and products; use positive-displacement
pipets and tips to prevent aerosols; use commercially obtained sterile distilled water
and use aliquotted batches of dNTPs, primers, and PCR reaction buffers.

6. To prepare a 0.8% agarose gel, add 0.8 g of agarose to 100 mL of 0.5X TBE
buffer in a flask. Cover the flask with foil to prevent evaporation and boil to
dissolve the agarose. Allow the agarose to cool to about 55–60°C, then seal the
ends of a gel tray with tape and pour the agarose into it. Position a comb with the
required number of teeth to form wells and allow the gel to set.

7. It is important to use the same batch of electrophoresis buffer in both the electro-
phoresis tank and the gel. Small differences in ionic strength or pH create can
affect the mobility of DNA fragments.

8. This is the protocol that we normally use. However, when more than one PCR
product is amplified (it happens rarely) it would be recommended to use the sec-
ond protocol (Method II).

9. This is the agarose in which hydroxyethil groups have been introduced into the
polysaccharide chain. This modification causes the agarose to gel at ~30°C and
to melt at approx 65°C. These characteristics have been used to develop a simple
technique for the recovery of DNA from gels.

10. The amount of PCR product to use in sequencing will depend on the purity of the
PCR product. The authors recommend ~250 ng. If your purified PCR product is
not concentrated enough and you need to add more than 5 µL, you have to con-
centrate it. You can do this according the following protocol:
a. Mix the PCR product with 100% ethanol (2.5 mL of ethanol per mL of sample)

plus 3 M sodium acetate (0.1 mL of 3 M sodium acetate per mL of sample).
b. Place the Eppendorfs on ice for 10 min.
c. Spin the tubes for 10 min at maximum speed. Immediately after spinning,

remove the supernatant using a pipet.
d. Wash the pellet by adding 250 µL of 70% EtOH to each tube. Spin again at

maximum speed for 2 min.
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e. Remove as much of the alcohol as possible (pour and then use a pipet tip) and
dry the pellets in the vacuum dryer.

f. Resuspend the dried PCR products in 5 µL sterile H2O.
11. The internal primers have been designed (in order to avoid sequencing mistakes)

using DNA Star Program. Because the sequencing fragment shows mosaicism in
Penms strains, it might be necessary sometimes to design new primers.

12. This method of purification is cheaper and faster, although removes less of the
unincorporated dye-labeled terminators than others methods. For this reason, it
can obscure data at the beginning of the sequence.

13. The dried pellets can be stored at –20°C until you are ready to load them onto a
sequencing gel.
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Overview: Epidemiology, Surveillance,
and Population Biology

Martin C. J. Maiden and Norman T. Begg

1. Introduction
A combination of data obtained by classical epidemiological techniques with

insights gained from the analysis of the population biology of Neisseria
meningitidis have proved to be critical in understanding the spread of menin-
gococcal disease. This is a consequence of the natural history and evolution of
this bacterium, which, despite its fearsome reputation as an aggressive patho-
gen (1), is ordinarily a harmless commensal inhabitant of the nasopharynx of
adult humans (2). Further, it has been established that “natural,” (that is to say,
carried) populations of meningococci are highly diverse, with a minority of
genotypes (the “hyperinvasive lineages”) being responsible for the majority of
disease (3). Finally, it is known that distinct hyperinvasive lineages tend to be
associated with particular epidemiological manifestations of meningococcal
disease (4) and some are especially associated with severe disease (the “hyper-
virulent” lineages) (5). These complexities have important implications for
public-health interventions, as different disease epidemiologies, caused by
genetically diverse meningococci, require distinct approaches to public-health
management. For example, the public-health response necessary to combat
large-scale meningococcal-disease outbreaks in Africa (6) is different from that
required during an institutional disease outbreak in Europe and North America,
and prolonged geographical outbreaks in these countries require a different
response again (7). In recognition of the importance of the multi-disciplinary
approach necessary to establish these insights, this section contains chapters
ranging from outbreak management through surveillance and isolate charac-
terization techniques to phylogenetic methods. Together the chapters provide
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the methodologies necessary for monitoring, understanding, and reacting to
the spread of meningococcal disease.

2. Meningococcal Epidemiology
As discussed in Chapters 18 and 21, meningococcal disease is a global prob-

lem that occurs in all human populations studied. This is presumably a reflec-
tion of widespread distribution of carried meningococci throughout the world.
The ubiquity of the disease, however, is accompanied by variation in its epide-
miology in different countries. There is a general pattern of a background level
of endemic disease interspersed by unpredictable epidemics, but within this
pattern the precise epidemiology of meningococcal disease in any particular
time and place is dependent on a number of factors, with the genetic lineages
of meningococci circulating in the carrier state having a major influence
on disease rates. Indeed, meningococcal outbreaks often occur when a new

lineage is introduced into a susceptible population for the first time (see
Chapter 18).

The occurrence of meningococcal disease in epidemics has been recognized
for nearly 200 years (8), although it is intriguing for a disease with such promi-
nent clinical features that the first probable description of a meningococcal
disease outbreak was as late as 1805, when Vieusseux described an epidemic
of cerebrospinal meningitis in Geneva, Switzerland. A major advance in men-
ingococcal disease epidemiology came during World War I, when it was estab-
lished that army recruit camps were at risk from meningococcal disease
outbreaks, especially during periods of overcrowding, which were accompa-
nied by high rates of carriage of meningococci. The vulnerability of military
recruits continues to this day and has proved to be a major motivator for
research into the development of meningococcal vaccines. A number of other
factors that predispose individuals to meningococcal carriage, disease, or both
have since been identified, including passive smoking, recent influenza infec-
tion, hereditary complement deficiencies, and asplenia; these are discussed
briefly in Chapter 22.

A further milestone was the development of the serological typing of men-
ingococci (9), which led to the recognition of different capsules of the organ-
ism (10), and later to the immunological characterization of the highly diverse
subcapsular antigens (11). The serological techniques that played such an
important part in the development of meningococcal biology are described in
Chapter 9. The differential serological properties of capsules of different
chemical composition is the basis of the serogrouping system for meningo-
cocci and the genetical basis for these differences, which has been established,
are discussed in Chapter 13. Molecular studies of the expression of one of the
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most important subcapsular antigens for pathogenesis, the lipopolysaccharide
(sometimes referred to as lipooligosaccharide in the meningococcus) are
described in Chapter 14.

Of the 13 recognized serogoups, only 5—serogroups A,B,C, Y, and W-135—
are associated with disease (1), implicating the capsules defined by these
serogroups as major virulence determinants. Serogroup A meningococci caused
the disease outbreaks in the First and Second World Wars, but meningococci
expressing this serogroup have not caused significant disease in Western
Europe and North America since then (12). These meningococci, however,
continue to be a major cause of disease in Asia and Africa, especially in the
“meningitis belt” of the Sahel region of sub-Saharan Africa, which was
defined in a seminal monograph by Lapeyssonnie in 1963 (13). The epidemiol-
ogy of meningococcal disease in this region has since been extensively studied
and is discussed in Chapter 21. It is characterized by explosive, localized epi-
demics that invariably occur in the dry winter months (the harmattan) and that
often appear and wane over a period of a few weeks. Although most epidemics
in the meningitis belt are caused by serogroup A strains, more localized
serogroup C epidemics also occur (14).

Two serogroup A lineages, known as subgroup I and subgroup III, have
been responsible for successive pandemics of meningococcal disease, which
have spread from Asia to Africa and on some occasions beyond (15–17). These
outbreaks remain the most serious manifestation of meningococcal disease,
with attack rates as high as 1,000 cases per 100,000 during intense epidemics.
In the latest outbreak in Africa during 1996, which was caused by subgroup III,
meningococci a total of 109,580 cases and 11,717 deaths were recorded in
Nigeria alone (18). The annual Haj pilgrimage to Mecca has been associated
with outbreaks of serogroup A disease, notably the spread of serogroup A;
subgroup III organisms in 1987 (19). During 2000, members of the ET-37 com-
plex expressing serogroup W135 capsules have spread by this means (20) as
well. Some of these outbreaks are discussed in Chapters 20–22.

In the Americas (Chapter 22), Europe (Chapter 20), and Australasia (21),
meningococcal disease occurs at substantially lower rates and is more common
in winter than in summer, this seasonal pattern being particularly marked in the
Northern hemisphere. In these areas, the annual incidence of meningococcal
disease is usually between 1 and 10 per 100,000 population, with localized
outbreaks occurring from time to time, where attack rates may rise to as high as
50–100 per 100,000. In addition, some geographic areas experience elevated
incidence of disease, or hyperendemics, over a period of several years. Attack
rates are usually highest in children under 5 yr of age and there is sometimes a
smaller, second peak in disease incidence in teenagers. During outbreaks, the
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age distribution can change, with a shift toward older children and young
adults. The majority of disease is caused by meningococci expressing
serogroup B or C capsules, with disease caused by serogroup B organisms
generally the most common. Disease outbreaks caused by meningococci
expressing each of the disease-associated capsules have been described,
although they are commonly caused by organisms expressing a serogroup
C capsule. During the 1990s, serogroup C meningococcal disease outbreaks
occurred in several countries, including Canada (5), the UK (22), Spain (23),
and the Czech Republic (24). Serogroup Y infections have emerged as a sig-
nificant cause of morbidity in the US in the last few years (see Chapter 22),
and other serogroups may sometimes predominate (for example, serogroup A
infections are common in Russia [25]). The case-fatality rate is usually about
10%, although it may be higher, particularly during outbreaks.

The application of multi-locus enzyme electrophoresis (MLEE, described in
Chapter 18) for analysis of genetic relatedness and monoclonal antibodies
(MAbs) for the improved characterization of subcapsular protein antigens
enabled the underlying epidemiology of meningococcal disease to be eluci-
dated. In a groundbreaking study, Dominique Caugant and colleagues estab-
lished that meningococcal populations were genetically highly diverse, indeed
they were the most diverse bacterial population examined up to that time (26).
These data permitted the categorization of the many genotypes into lineages.
Although the members of these lineages clearly shared a recent common
ancestor, there was much genetic diversity even within a given lineage, leading
to the concept of the clonal complex, a group of related strains that had begun
to diverge. Examination of the serological properties of the individual com-
plexes established that serological classification of meningococci could be
misleading as genetically related organisms could be antigenically diverse. This
high diversity and the mobility of variants by horizontal genetic exchange has
important implications for the development and introduction of vaccines
against this organism.

In practical terms, the application of these techniques enabled the global
tracking of particular hyperinvasive meningococci, such as the members of the
ET-5 complex (27). It is now well-established that a few clonal complexes
cause most meningococcal disease (28) and that these change over time. Often
increases in disease incidence accompany the introduction of a new lineage
(clonal complex) into a given human population. The epidemic spread of dif-
ferent lineages is discussed in Chapter 18. More precise characterization of
isolates also enabled the diversity of carried meningococci to be identified and
established that the disease-associated meningococci were a minority compo-
nent of the meningococcal population as a whole (29).
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The advent of nucleotide-sequence determination for the characterization of
bacterial genes, which is described in Chapters 11 and 12, have provided more
precise identification of genetic and antigenic variants. Nucleotide-sequence
data also provided a wealth of evidence to suggest that diverse and dynamic
nature of meningococcal populations was at least in part a consequence of the
transformable nature of the organism. Neisseria are competent for transforma-
tion throughout their growth cycle and high rates of carriage presumably pro-
vide many instances of co-colonization, which permit horizontal genetic
exchange within and among lineages and among the different species of men-
ingococci (30). In addition, it is now clear that antigenic diversity is being
continually generated in several surface proteins, presumably driven by
immune selection (31). Some of the phylogenetic techniques that are employed
to establish and measure the genetic diversity of meningococci are discussed in
Chapter 23.

Molecular techniques that enable the comparison of genetically and patho-
genically distinct meningococci, for both epidemiological and research pur-
poses, are becoming ever more sophisticated. A particularly exciting prospect
is the ability to compare whole genomes. The first technique that was able to
achieve this was pulsed-field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) (32), a technique that
permits the resolution of whole chromosomes on an agarose gel. This has been
used to map meningococcal chromosomes and also in outbreak investigation
to identify relationships among isolates and identify outbreak strains, and is
discussed in Chapter 10. An alternative approach to the comparison of menin-
gococcal genomes, representational difference analysis, is discussed in Chap-
ter 16. This technique enables the gene content of different meningococci to be
compared. Perhaps the most dramatic contribution of molecular techniques
to the study of the meningococcus was the determination of two complete
genomes for different meningococci a serogroup A subgroup IV-1 (33) and an
ET-5 complex isolate (34), genome sequencing and annotation are described
in Chapter 15. The prospect of ever more detailed comparisons of meningo-
coccal genomes associated with particular pathogenic and epidemiological
characteristics, provides a tantalizing prospect for an incremental improvement
in our understanding of the epidemiology of meningococcal disease.

3. Public-Health Responses to Meningococcal Disease
In many industrialized countries, the investigation and control of an out-

break of meningococcal disease is one of the most challenging tasks for a
public-health practitioner. An outbreak usually occurs without warning; pre-
dictions about its evolution are difficult if not impossible, and the reaction of
the public, the media, and sometimes health professionals is often irrational
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and even hysterical. Moreover, the evidence base for control measures is weak,
so it can be difficult to justify action taken. For this reason, control policies
vary greatly from country to country. The level of intervention will depend on
many factors, including the setting of the outbreak, the organism responsible,
the resources available, and the level of public concern. The investigation and
management of outbreaks is considered in Chapter 17. Carriage studies are
often helpful in outbreak investigations; their planning and execution in both
outbreak and nonoutbreak situations is described in Chapter 19. Further,
high-quality surveillance of meningococcal disease and appropriate carriage
studies backed up by accurate characterization are all critical to inform control
strategies.

The surveillance of meningococcal disease is much more challenging in
developing countries where resources for case ascertainment and investigation
are limited. Most cases will be clinically diagnosed without laboratory confir-
mation, and disease incidence is usually based on estimates derived from ad
hoc studies. The surveillance of meningococcal disease in developing coun-
tries is considered in Chapter 21. In developed countries, surveillance is usu-
ally based on both notifications of clinically diagnosed cases and laboratory
reports. The level of case ascertainment is generally high, particularly where
meningococcal disease is perceived as a significant problem, and therefore all
potential cases are investigated. In recent years, notification data and labora-
tory data have become increasingly divergent (35). The surveillance of menin-
gococcal disease has been greatly enhanced by the advent of nonculture-based
diagnostic techniques, especially detection of meningococcal DNA, the tech-
niques for which have been discussed in Chapter 3. At the individual country
level, the number of cases of meningococcal disease may be too small to
provide robust information. International surveillance schemes can add public-
health value by pooling data from several countries; an example of an interna-
tional scheme is described in Chapter 20.

Vaccines against the meningococcus are the subject of a companion volume
to this text, Meningococcal Vaccines, also published Humana Press, and will
be discussed only briefly here. Childhood vaccination at the population level
would be an effective policy for meningococcal disease control; however, there
is as yet no comprehensive meningococcal vaccine that is effective from early
childhood (36). Meningococcal disease-surveillance data show that, in prin-
ciple, the formulation of vaccines against the meningococcus should be rela-
tively straightforward to develop and implement. Possession of one of the five
disease-associated capsules (corresponding to serogroups A, B, C, Y, and
W-135) is an absolute requirement for pathogenesis and it was established in
the late 1960s that vaccines against meningococcal capsules can protect against
infection (37). Consequently, a five-valent vaccine would protect against all men-
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ingococcal disease. Unfortunately, the plain polysaccharide vaccines are ineffec-
tive in infants and may induce tolerance in older age groups. The development of
protein-polysaccharide vaccines overcame these problems, rendering polysaccha-
ride vaccines effective in stimulating amnestic responses, even in small children.
While such vaccines are a realistic prospect from serogroups A, C , Y, and W-135,
problems remain for the development of protein-conjugate serogroup B polysac-
charide vaccines, owing to its particularly poor properties as an immunogen (36).
These are very likely to be related to its chemical and immunological identity to
host polysaccharides (38), raising regulatory issues if vaccines to this antigen were
developed. Attempts to develop comprehensive protein-based vaccines have been
frustrated by the high variability of these proteins and the mobility of genes encod-
ing variants by horizontal genetic exchange. A number of large-scale trials or popu-
lation-scale interventions with partial meningococcal vaccines have been
undertaken (39,40) or are currently being planned and the long-term effect of such
introductions will have to be carefully monitored using many of the techniques
described in this section.

4. Conclusions
Meningococcal epidemiology is intimately related to the complex natural his-

tory of this intriguing organism. The meningococcus has evolved numerous mecha-
nisms that enable it to survive as an obligate inhabitant of human mucosal surfaces,
mostly as a harmless commensal. Despite recent advances made in our understand-
ing of meningococcal biology, many of which have been achieved by combining
epidemiological and molecular approaches, there are many mysteries surrounding
meningococcal populations; for example, why are meningococcal populations so
diverse? Of particular concern is our lack of understanding of the dynamics of
meningococcal populations and the effects of the introduction of vaccines that do
not offer comprehensive protection against meningocococcal disease. It is prob-
able that further advances are also likely to depend on an integrated and multi-
disciplinary approach. The ultimate challenge is to translate this understanding into
comprehensive and effective public-health interventions.
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Serological Characterization
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1. Introduction
Immunoassays employ a range of methods to detect and quantify antigens

or antibodies and to study the composition of antigens. This chapter describes
four useful immunoassays for serological characterization of antigens of Neis-
seria meningitidis: whole-cell enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA);
dot blot, colony blot, and immunoblot. Serological characterization of
N. meningitidis antigens is valuable for epidemiological studies as well as for
identifying immunologically important antigens in vaccine development (1,2).
Typing of N. meningitidis is based on the immunological detection of specific
epitopes on the outer-membrane proteins (OMP) and lipopolysaccharides
(LPS) (3), and panels of monoclonal antibodies (MAbs) have been developed
by several laboratories to refine the serological classification system (4–8).
Differences in capsular polysaccharides determine the meningococcal
serogroup, whereas the serotypes and serosubtypes are based on antigenic dif-
ferences of the PorB OMP and PorA OMP, respectively (3). The PorA protein
contains two variable loops (VR1 and VR2), each of which determine a dis-
tinct set of serosubtypes. Thus the serosubtypes of an isolate can include two
independent designations (9–11). Variation in the oligosaccharide moiety of
the LPS determines the immunotype, and more than one epitope can be present
in the same population of a single isolate (6,12). In the current typing scheme
the classification is given as [serogroup]�[serotype]�[serosubtype]�
[immunotype], e.g., B�15�P1.7,16�L3,7,9.

Each of these characters can be determined using specific MAbs in a whole-
cell ELISA (4,6,13,14). Briefly, plates are coated with bacteria, incubated with
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MAbs of known specificities and detected by enzyme-labeled secondary anti-
body followed by a substrate reaction. Meningococci can also be typed by dot-
ting the bacterial suspensions on nitrocellulose (NC)-filters followed by
incubation with specific MAbs and enzyme-labeled secondary antibodies
(14–18). Dot blotting can be regarded as a miniaturized ELISA, except that the
substrates for enzyme detection are insoluble products immobilized on
NC-filters. Dot blotting requires less expensive equipment, and smaller vol-
umes of primary and secondary antibodies, than the ELISA method and all
incubations are performed at room temperature. The typing results in ELISA
and dot blotting are generally equivalent (14,18) except for a few serotype 4
MAbs that have low sensitivity in ELISA (19,20).

There are certain limitations with the current serological-typing system, as
15–20% of the isolates are recorded as nontypable for one or more determi-
nant. There are a number of reasons for this: the surface structure may not react
with the current panel of MAbs, or the determinant epitopes may be absent
owing to phase variation or mutations (15,21,22). More universal DNA
sequence-based methods have been developed for typing N. meningitidis using
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) of epitope regions (see Chapter 11) (23,24).
Nevertheless, serological classification still provides valuable information for
defining variation among meningococcal antigens, especially because these
techniques are sensitive and can be performed easily, rapidly, and reproduc-
ibly in routine laboratories (13).

Phase-variable expression of antigens and antigenic variation are common
properties of N. meningitidis (15,21,22,25). For research and vaccine develop-
ment, various laboratories are constructing new variants of meningococci (26).
A useful technique for the selection of phase variants, transformed or mutated
bacteria is colony blot, because single colonies of a particular phenotype can
be identified readily (27–30). Briefly, agar plates containing colonies are cov-
ered with NC membranes, resulting in transfer of part of the bacterial colonies
to the membrane. The antigens retain their antigenicity on blot and are readily
accessible to antibodies. Single bacterial colonies can be picked up from the
reincubated master cultures after comparing them with their color-developed
colony blots. A double-staining method has been developed to visualize all
colonies, thereby simplifying the identification of a negative colony among a
large number of positive colonies. After streaking and retesting, pure cultures
are obtained with the desired phenotypic characteristic. The effect of transfor-
mations and/or mutations on the expression of certain outer-membrane com-
ponents can be quantified in whole cell ELISA.

The final technique described in this chapter is immunoblotting, in which
whole bacterial suspensions or preparations containing outer-membrane com-
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plexes/vesicles (OMC/OMV), separated on a sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)-
gel, are transferred to a support membrane and probed with antibodies
(17,18,31,32). Immunoblotting combines the selectivity of gel electrophoresis
with the specificity of immunoassays, allowing individual proteins in complex
mixtures to be detected and analyzed. The effect of a mutation or transforma-
tion can be visualized at the protein level. An important factor that determines
the success of an immunoblotting procedure is the nature of the epitopes rec-
ognized by the antibodies. Standard SDS-polacrylamide gel electrophoresis
(PAGE) techniques involve denaturation of the antigen sample, so only anti-
bodies that recognize nonconformational epitopes are likely to bind unless
renaturating agents are used (see Meningococcal Vaccines, edited by A. J. Pol-
lard and M. C. J. Maiden, also available from Humana Press).

2. Materials
2.1. Whole-Cell ELISA

2.1.1. Equipment

1. Microtiter 96-well plates (e.g., Immulon II, Dynatech Laboratories).
2. Plate washer (e.g., PW96 SLT Labinstruments).
3. Multi-channel pipet and disposable pipet tips.
4. Incubator at 37°C.
5. Microtiter plate reader with 450-nm filter (e.g., EL312, Bio-Tek instruments)

and corresponding software (e.g., KinetiCalc).

2.1.2. Reagents

1. Bacterial suspensions (see Note 1) in PBS + 0.02% sodium azide with an optical
density (OD) at 620 nm adjusted to 0.08–0.1

2. Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS): 0.01 M phosphate, 0.154 M NaCl, pH 7.2. Dis-
solve 1.37 g Na2HPO4.2H2O, 0.32 g NaH2PO4.H2O, and 9.0 g NaCl in 1 L deion-
ized water.

3. PBS-T: PBS + 0.1% (w/v) Tween 80.
4. PBS-T-MP: PBS + 0.1% (w/v) Tween 80 + 0.5 % (w/v) milk powder (e.g.,

Protifar, Nutricia). Prepare 30 min before use.
5. Washing solution (WS): deionized water + 0.03–0.05% (w/v) Tween 80.
6. MAbs specific for meningococcal antigens (see Table 1).
7. Horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-labeled anti-mouse IgG (e.g., Southern Biotech-

nology Associates [SBA] 1030-05) (see Note 2).
8. Substrate (prepare not longer than 30 min before use): Dilute buffer A 10 times

with deionized water and add per 10 mL of this buffer 100 µL of solution B and
4 µL of solution C.
a. 10X acetate/citrate buffer (1.1 M): dissolve 9.02 g sodium acetate anhydrous

in 100 mL deionized water, adjust pH to 5.5 with saturated citric acid.
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b. TMB solution: Dissolve 250 mg 3,3 , 5,5 tetramethylbenzidine (e.g., Sigma
T-2885) in 25 mL 96% ethanol (Store at room temperature protected from
light for not longer than 2 mo).

c. Hydrogen peroxide 30% (H2O2).
9. Sulphuric acid 2 M: Add 109 mL concentrated sulphuric acid to 891 mL deion-

ized water.

2.2. Dot blotting
2.2.1. Equipment

1. NC membranes (Bio-Rad, 0.45 µm).
2. Pipets with disposable tips, graduated pipets.
3. Incubation trays (8-well trays with lids, e.g., Acutran™ from Schleicher &

Schuell) and suitable plastic boxes.
4. Horizontal rotator.
5. Suction pump.
6. Pen that can be used to write on NC-filters, flat forceps, soft pencil, scalpel, ruler,

glass or plastic plates of dimensions approx 15 × 20 cm.

2.2.2. Reagents

All reagents are stored at +4°C if not otherwise stated.

1. Whole-cell suspensions (see Note 1) of test strains and a set of reference strains
(ref. 3) adjusted to an OD of about 0.2 at 650 (e.g., Spectronic 20). The density of
the test strains should be in the same range as for the reference strains.

2. PBS, pH 7.2 (see Subheading 2.1.2.).

Table 1
Characteristics of N. meningitidis Antigens and References to Specific
Monoclonal Antibodies

M.W. in kD
Antigen Typing (SDS-PAGE) References

Capsular polysaccharide Serogroup >200 (5,14,36,37)
Class 1 OMP (PorA)a Serosubtype 41–43 (13,16,18)
Class 2 OMP (PorB)a Serotype 37–40 (13,15,17,18)
Class 3 OMP (PorB)a Serotype 34–37 (13,15,17,18)
Class 4 OMP (rmp) 33–34 (38,39)
Class 5 OMP (Opa/Opc) 27–31 (7,25)
NspA 18 (8,40)
Lipopolysaccharide Immunotype 4 (6,41,42)
Iron-regulated proteins 37,70,80,100 (31,43,44)

aProviders of MAbs anti-PorA and PorB are: NIBSC, PO Box 1193, Blanche Lane, South
Mimms Potters Bar, Herts, EN6 3QG, UK: and SVM, PO Box 457, 3720 AL Bilthoven, The
Netherlands.
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3. Blocking buffer; 3% bovine serum albumin (BSA) in PBS.
4. 0.05 M sodium acetate buffer, pH 5.0 (see Subheading 2.3.2.)
5. 3-amino-9-ethyl-carbazole (AEC) in dimethylformamide (Toxic) (see Subhead-

ing 2.3.2.).
6. Hydrogen peroxide 30% (Caustic).
7. Peroxidase-conjugated rabbit anti-mouse Ig (e.g., DAKO A/S, Denmark).
8. MAbs specific for meningococcal antigens as shown in Table 1.

2.3. Colony Blotting
2.3.1. Equipment

1. Nitrocellulose membranes (e.g., Protan BA 85/20, 82 mm diameter, 5 mm grid,
Schleicher & Schuell).

2. Flat forceps.
3. Containers with lid.
4. Shaking water bath.
5. Petri dishes, 85-mm diameter (e.g., Greiner).
6. Horizontal rotator.
7. Incubator at 37°C with 5% CO2 and humid atmosphere.
8. Bacteriological loops.

2.3.2. Reagents
1. Bacterial suspension of about 104 CFU/mL (see Note 1) in PBS.
2. Washing solution (WS) 0.01 M Tris, 0.154 M NaCl: Dissolve 1.2 g Tris-

(hydroxymethyl)-aminomethane and 9.0 g NaCl in 1 L deionized water, adjust to
pH 7.4 with 6 M HCl.

3. WS-T: washing solution + 0.5 % (w/v) Tween 80.
4. WS-T-MP: Washing solution + 0.5 % (w/v) Tween 80 + 0.5 % (w/v) milk pow-

der (e.g., Protifar, Nutricia). Prepare 30 min before use.
5. MAbs specific for meningococcal antigens (see Table 1).
6. Conjugates (see Note 2):

a. Alkaline phosphatase (AP)-labeled anti-mouse IgG 1, 2a, 2b, 3 (e.g., SBA
1070-04, 1080-04, 1090-04, 1100-04).

b. HRP-labeled anti-mouse IgG 1, 2a, 2b, 3 (e.g., SBA 1070-05, 1080-05, 1090-05,
1100-05).

7. Substrates (prepare fresh):
Remark: These agents are irritating/toxic; handle with gloves and put waste
in special containers for toxic chemicals.

a. For AP-conjugates: Dissolve 1 BCIP/NTB tablet (Sigma B-5655) in 10 mL
deionized water.

b. For HRP-conjugates: Add to 47.5 mL acetate buffer (A) 2.5 mL AEC/DMF
(B) and 25 µL 30% H2O2.
A. 0.05 M acetate buffer, pH 5.0: Add 74 mL of 0.2 N acetic acid (11.55 mL

glacial acetic acid/L) and 176 mL 0.2 M sodium acetate (27.2 g sodium
acetate trihydrate/ L) to 750 mL deionized water.
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B. AEC/DMF: Dissolve 10 tablets 3-amino-9-ethyl-carbazole (AEC) (Sigma
A-6926) in 25 mL dimethylformamide (DMF).This solution is stable at
+4°C for 3 mo.

8. Translucent agar plates suitable for growing meningococci (e.g., GC plates).

2.4. Immunoblotting

2.4.1. Equipment

1. 12% gels for separation of proteins and 16% gels for separation of LPS (see
Meningococcal Vaccines, edited by A. J. Pollard and M. C. J. Maiden, Humana
Press and ref. [33]).

2. NC membranes (e.g., Protan BA83 Schleicher & Schuell [0.2 µm]).
3. Flat forceps.
4. Filter papers (e.g., Bio-Rad laboratories).
5. Electroblotter and power supply (e.g., Ancos, Denmark).
6. Containers with lid.
7. Mini-incubation trays (e.g., Bio-Rad laboratories) or Petri dishes (e.g., Greiner).
8. Horizontal rotator.

2.4.2. Reagents

1. Bacterial suspension (see Note 1) in PBS + 0.02% Na-azide with OD at 620 nm
adjusted to 1.0 or OMV/OMC preparations with a protein concentration of
±1 mg/mL.

2. Low molecular-weight protein marker (e.g., Pharmacia 17-0446-01)
3. Staining and destaining reagents for protein gels (e.g., Coomassie blue) or LPS

gels (silver stain).
4. Blotbuffer: 0.025 M Tris, 0.192 M glycine, 20% ethanol, pH 8.3. Dissolve 3.0 g

Tris- (hydroxymethyl)-aminomethane, 14.4 g glycine in 800 mL deionized
water, add 200 mL ethanol (pH should be 8.3, do not adjust).

5. WS-T: see Subheading 2.3.2.
6. WS-T-MP: see Subheading 2.3.2.
7. Mouse MAbs specific for meningococcal antigens (see Table 1).
8. Conjugates (see Note 2):

a. Alkaline phosphatase (AP)-labeled anti-mouse IgG (e.g., SBA 1030-04).
b. HRP-labeled anti-mouse IgG (e.g., SBA 1030-05).

9. Substrates (prepare fresh): see Subheading 2.3.2.
10. Protein dye (e.g., Aurodye forte, Amersham RPN 490).

3. Methods
3.1. Whole-Cell ELISA

1. Coating of ELISA plates: Dispense 100 µL of the bacterial suspensions (OD620nm

0.08–0.1) per well (mix well before use). For typing of a single strain coating of
one well for each MAb is sufficient. For quantification of outer-membrane anti-
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gens coat at least a row of eight wells with one strain for each MAb. Control
plates should be coated with (reference) strains with known types and/or amount
of expression of certain proteins or LPS. Place the plates without lid in an incuba-
tor at 37°C until evaporation is complete. During all incubation steps the plates
are placed straight and separate (not stacked) in the incubator. Covered coated
plates can be stored at room temperature or at 37°C for 1 yr (avoid moisture).

2. Wash the plates at least 3 times with washing solution, 200 µL/well (see Note 3).
3. Make a stock solution of MAbs in PBS-T sufficient for maximal binding as

described by the supplier. For typing add 100 µL of each MAb stock solution to
one well of each coated strain. For quantification of outer-membrane compo-
nents, prepare threefold serial dilutions from the MAb stock solutions in accor-
dance with the number of coated wells per strain (eight or more) and add 100 µL
of the MAb dilutions per well.

4. Place the plates covered with a lid or plate sealer in an incubator of 37°C for 1 h.
5. Wash the plates at least 3 times with washing solution, 200 µL/well.
6. Dilute the anti-mouse IgG-HRP conjugate in PBS-T-MP as recommended by the

supplier and add 100 µL of the conjugate solution to all wells.
7. Place the plates covered with lid or plate sealer in an incubator of 37°C for 1 h.
8. Wash the plates at least 3 times with washing solution, 200 µL/well.
9. Add TMB-substrate to all wells, 100 µL/well. Stop the staining reaction (blue)

after 10 min by adding 2 M sulphuric acid (yellow)
10. Read the OD of the formed yellow color at 450 nm.
11. The strain is considered positive for a type if the OD of the test strain is more than

50% of the OD of the positive control strain. Quantitative analysis: for both test
and control strains, calculate the dilution of the MAb at which the OD reaches
50% of the maximal OD for that particular MAb. Compare the “titres” of the test
strains with those of the control strains with known amount of the antigens.

3.2. Dot Blotting

Use gloves and/or forceps when handling the NC-strips. All steps are per-
formed at room temperature.

1. Mark a suitable area of the NC-filter with soft pencil lines 1 cm apart; then cut off
vertical strips of dimensions 0.5 × 10 cm. Align them on a suitable plate and label
the NC-strips in the top square. Dot 2 µL of the relevant reference isolate suspen-
sion in the middle of the next pencil-outlined square and 2 µL of the test isolates
successively onto each of the other squares. Make an identical set of dotted strips
for each of the MAbs to be used with the corresponding reference strain in the top
square. Take care that each strain has the same position on every set of strips.

2. Dry the strips for 15 min or more.
3. Fill the wells of the incubation trays with 2 mL blocking buffer (see Note 4).

Transfer the strips to the wells and incubate them for 30 min with gentle shaking.
The strips have to be fully wetted by the blocking buffer.
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4. Add the MAbs (in 1�10 dilution) directly to the blocking solution (see Note 5).
Depending on the supplier of the MAb, the final dilutions may range from 1�10
up to 1�500,000 (see Note 6).

5. Put the lid on the trays and incubate overnight with gentle shaking (see Note 7).
6. Next morning, remove the antibody solutions from the strips by using a pipet tip

connected to a suction pump or similar devise. Rinse the tip with water between
each set of strips that were incubated with different MAbs to prevent transfer of
the MAbs.

7. Add not more than 2 mL PBS per well and incubate for about 5 min with shaking.
Remove as described in step 6.

8. Repeat the washing procedure twice.
9. Dilute the peroxidase-labelled antibody in a suitable volume of blocking buffer.

Use 1�1,000 dilution for the serogrouping MAbs and 1�2,000 dilution for the
PorA and PorB specific MAbs. Add 0.5–2 mL of the diluted secondary antibod-
ies to the wells and incubate for 2 h with shaking (see Note 7). Take care that the
strips are fully wetted.

10. Wash twice with PBS as described in steps 6, 7, and 8.
11. Transfer all strips that were incubated with one MAb to a suitable box, wash

them for some minutes with 0.05 M sodium acetate buffer and discard the solu-
tion.

12. Mix 25 mL sodium acetate buffer with 1 mL AEC in DMF and add to the strips.
Incubate for a few minutes, and add 15 µL hydrogen peroxide. For each MAb,
stain until distinct red dots are observed for the reference strain, this will usually
take 2–10 min.

13. Rinse the strips in water, align them flat on a plate, and tilt the plate slightly to
dry the strips at room temperature. Grade the staining intensity of each dot visu-
ally relative to the color presented by the reference strain as positive, weak, or
negative (see Note 8). A permanent record can be obtained by photography, video
camera with a video printer or gel scanner, the latter method is less suitable for
many strips. File the strips in a plastic pocket protected from light.

3.3. Colony Blotting

1. To obtain separate colonies, spread 100 µL of a bacteria suspension of 104 cfu/mL
in PBS on 10 numbered agar plates (see Note 1).

2. Incubate 16–18 h in a 37°C incubator with 5% CO2 at a humid atmosphere.
3. Label the required number of membranes and mark them nonsymmetrically with

three small lines on the edge.
4. Overlay a membrane on each agar plate (try to avoid air bubbles and don’t move

the membrane after it has touched the plate). Indicate on the bottom of the plate
where the marks on the membrane are situated so that they can be re-oriented
later.

5. Remove the membranes from the plates after 2–3 min with a forceps and collect
them in a container half-filled with WS-T (5–10 membranes per container).
Return the agar plates to the incubator for at least 4 h.
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6. Inactivate the bacteria on the membranes in the covered containers for 1 h in a
water bath at 56°C while gently shaking.

7. Empty the containers in a waste bottle and rinse the membranes twice by adding
about 100 mL WS-T, shaking briefly, and pouring the fluid into the same waste
bottle.

8. Transfer the membranes to separate Petri dishes, add 10 mL WS-T and incubate
for another 15 min on a horizontal rotator at room temperature.

9. In order to identify positive colonies or colonies with a high expression of a certain
antigen (for example after transformation) incubate the membranes with 10 mL
WS-T containing one MAb with the desired specificity. A double-staining method is
recommended for picking up a negative colony between a large number of positive
colonies. Incubate with the appropriate combination of two MAbs (with different
IgG isotype; see Note 2). In this way, for example, a colony that is negative for Opc
protein but still has the L3 immunotype can be recognized.

10. Incubate for 1 h on a horizontal rotator.
11. Rinse three times: pipet 10 mL WS-T on the membrane, shake briefly, and dis-

card the washing fluid after each step.
12. Perform a blocking step to prevent nonspecific binding of conjugate: add 10 mL

WS-T-MP to each membrane and incubate for 15 min on a horizontal rotator (see
Note 9).

13. For single staining: remove the blocking reagent and add 10 mL AP-conjugate in
WS-T-MP per membrane. For double staining: mix two conjugates with different
label: AP-labeled for detecting positive colonies (example: anti-IgG isotype of
the used anti-Opc MAb) and HRP-labeled for detecting a common antigen present
on all colonies (e.g., anti-IgG isotype of the used anti-L3 MAb).

14. Incubate for 1 h on a horizontal rotator.
15. Rinse as described in step 11 and perform two more washing steps with 10 mL

deionized water.
16. Add 5 mL AP substrate (BCIP/NTB) to all membranes and incubate until dark

purple spots are visible and/or the fluid starts to color (5–10 min).
17. Remove the substrate and rinse two times with 10 mL deionized water as

described in step 11 (discard the substrate and the first rinse in a container for
toxic chemicals).

18. If double staining add 5 mL HRP substrate (AEC) to all membranes and incubate
until red spots are clearly visible and/or the fluid starts to color (5–10 mins).

19. Perform the same washing procedure as described in step 17.
20. Compare the stained membranes with the corresponding agar plates (mirrored) and

locate the colony of interest on the agar plate. Membranes can be dried between
filter paper and the image kept protected for light in a file for several years.

21. Pick the selected colonies from the agar plate with a bacteriological loop, spread
on a pre-warmed agar plate, and incubate for 16–18 h in an incubator at 37°C
with 5% CO2 in a humid atmosphere.

22. If a single colony was picked, perform the same colony-blotting procedure on the
following day as a control.
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23. Store the bacteria at –80°C for further use and, if desired, perform gel electrophoresis
(and immunoblotting) to check the protein composition of the isolated bacteria.

3.4. Immunoblotting

1. Separate proteins and LPS of bacterial suspensions (20 µL/slot) or OMV/OMC (5
µL/slot) on SDS-polyacrylamide gels. When testing several samples for the presence
of one particular protein antigen or LPS type, all samples are loaded on the same gel.
If only one isolate is to be tested for different proteins or LPS, the same sample is
loaded multiple times on the gel. Include a low molecular-weight marker on each gel.

2. Blot immediately after gel electrophoresis to NC membranes.
3. Transfer the membranes separately to suitable containers with lids and rinse them

twice with 10 mL WS-T and discard the washing solution. Add 10 mL WS-T to
each membrane and incubate (shaking) for 15 min in a waterbath at 56°C to
remove SDS from the membrane. Rinse again twice with WS-T. After this step,
membranes can be stored between filter paper at –20°C for at least a year.

4. Immunoassay: Cut a small strip from the membrane where the molecular weight
marker is situated and stain this strip with a protein dye as described by the sup-
plier (e.g., Aurodye). Cut the remaining part of the membrane in strips with one
or more samples and put them in incubation trays with MAbs appropriately
diluted in WS-T. Adjust the volume of the MAb solution to the size of the incu-
bation tray and take care that during all incubation steps the membrane strips are
completely covered with fluid.

5. Incubate at room temperature for 1 h on a horizontal rotator.
6. Rinse three times with WS-T and discard the washing solution.
7. Perform a blocking step to prevent nonspecific binding of conjugate by incubat-

ing the membranes for 15 min in WS-T-MP on a horizontal rotator (see Note 9)
8. Dilute the AP or HRP-conjugate as described by the supplier in WS-T-MP.
9. Incubate at room temperature with the same volume as used for the incubation

with the MAbs (see step 4) for 1 h on a horizontal rotator.
10. Rinse three times as described in step 6 with WS-T and twice with deionized water.
11. To visualize MAb binding, incubate the membranes with the appropriate sub-

strate: BCIP/NTB for AP-conjugate (dark purple) or AEC for HRP-conjugate
(red) (see Subheading 3.3.) to visualize the binding of the MAbs.

12. Rinse the membranes three times with deionized water and dry the membrane
between filter papers. Take a photograph or make a photocopy and/or keep the
membranes protected from light in a file.

13. Judge the tested samples for the presence (in high or low amount) or absence of
certain proteins and/or LPS by comparing the stained bands on the membrane.

4. Notes

1. Bacteria are cultured on agar plates for 18–20 h in a 37°C incubator with a 5%
CO2 humid atmosphere to obtain bacteria in the same growth phase. Bacteria are
streaked on to the plates in such a way as to ensure that separate colonies are
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present after culturing. The following day, suspensions are made by taking at
least 100 separate colonies from the plates with a sterile swab and dispersing
them in 5 mL PBS with 0.02% Na-azide (vortex vigorously). For whole-
cell ELISA, dot blotting, and immunoblotting, the bacteria have to be heat-
inactivated at 56°C in a water bath (at least 30 min for volumes 5 mL, extend
inactivation time to 1 h for larger volumes and store the suspensions at +4°C).
For colony blotting, the suspensions (in PBS without Na-azide) are immediately
measured at 620 nm, the density is adjusted to 0.25 (±109 cfu/mL), and diluted
100,000 times with PBS to get a suspension of ±104 cfu/mL.

2. For anti-mouse-IgG conjugates, it is important that the labeled antibodies bind
with equal affinity to all IgG isotypes. Colony blotting with the double-staining
procedure is only possible if all anti-IgG isotype conjugates are highly specific.
For all tests, determine a conjugate dilution where specific binding is maximal
and background (nonspecific) binding is minimal.

3. If a plate washer is not available, washing of ELISA plates can be carried out by
using a multi-channel pipet or a plastic squirt bottle. Take care that all fluid is com-
pletely removed from the wells after each incubation and washing step, by turning
the plate upside down above the sink and shaking the plates out on a dry cloth.

4. The minimum incubation volume for 1 strip is 0.5 mL. Up to four strips with
about 40 dotted samples can be incubated in a total volume of 2 mL. Leave an
empty well in the incubation trays between each set of strips that are incubated
with different MAbs.

5. When many isolates are to be tested, it is advisable to first analyze them with
MAbs against the most prevalent PorA and PorB types. Thereafter, the negative
samples can be examined with the remaining typing MAbs. Isolates that remain
negative can then be analyzed with PCR method.

6. Typing MAbs can be used in much higher dilution in dot-blotting than in ELISA.
7. If necessary, the procedure can be performed in a shorter time by reducing the

incubation times with the primary and secondary antibodies to 2 and 1 h, respec-
tively. Alternatively, where speed is essential, for some MAbs it is possible to
use a 2-h incubation of the blocked strips in a mixture of the MAb and the sec-
ondary antibody (34) followed by direct staining. Even though the background is
higher compared to the standard method, distinct dots are obtained. In both cases,
the amounts of the primary and secondary antibodies are doubled compared to
the standard incubation.

8. As described in Subheading 1., weak or no reactions may be caused by the choice
of MAbs used, phase variation, or mutations. For PorA and PorB, SDS-PAGE of
the whole-cell suspensions will reveal the expression of no or low protein levels.
Variants may be detected by small changes in molecular weights of the
immunoractive bands after immunoblotting (35) or by low or no binding on
immunoblots compared to dot blots. A single colony taken up in a small volume
of PBS-azide can also be typed on dot-blots.

9. Blocking steps should be carried out to prevent nonspecific binding. Tween 80
and BSA are very effective at blocking residual binding capacity of ELISA plates
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and NC membranes after coating and blotting, respectively. The nonspecific bind-
ing occurs particularly in the second incubation step (conjugate), but can be pre-
vented successfully with milk powder.
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Pulsed-Field Gel Electrophoresis

Mark Achtman and Giovanna Morelli

1. Introduction
DNA molecules in an agarose matrix elongate and migrate toward the anode

when exposed to an electric field. An agarose matrix represents a highly
irregular network with pores of various dimensions, large open areas, and
regions with different densities. During electrophoresis, migration will be
retarded by obstructions that prevent sieving by size and result in “end-on”
migration as if through a sinuous tube (“reptation” [1]). The limit of resolution
is reached when the radius of gyration of the linear DNA exceeds the pore size
of the gel.

In conventional electrophoresis involving a constant electric field, DNA
migrates to a distance that is inversely proportional to the logarithm of its
length. Thus, for smaller molecules (<5 Kb), relatively small differences in
length result in large differences in mobility. Owing to the logarithmic rela-
tionship, sensitivity drops with increasing size. Furthermore, all DNA mol-
ecules above a size limit that varies with the electrophoretic conditions migrate
together, regardless of length; i.e., large DNA molecules migrate abnormally
fast. Pulsed-field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) was developed to solve these
problems and allow the electrophoretic separation of larger molecules in agar-
ose gels. This first description of PFGE was by Schwartz and Cantor (2). In
their method, pulsed, alternating, orthogonal electric fields are applied to a gel.
Large DNA molecules in reptation tubes are trapped each time the electric
field direction changes and only once again migrate after they have reoriented
along the new field axis. The larger the DNA molecule, the longer the time
required for reorientation. DNA molecules whose reorientation time is less
than the duration of the electric pulse will therefore be fractionated according
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to their size. The limit of resolution of PFGE depends on several factors,
including:

1. The uniformity of the two electric fields,
2. The duration of the electric pulses,
3. The ratio of the pulse times for each of the alternating electric fields,
4. The angles of the two electric fields to the gel, and
5. The ratio of the strengths of the two electric fields.

The original method described by Schwartz and Cantor (2) could resolve
DNA up to 2000 Kb in length. However, improvement to the technique allow
current resolution of up to 5000 Kb.

By permitting the separation of large molecules in agarose, PFGE has
extended the size range of molecules amenable to molecular analysis and has
profoundly altered the study of genes and genomes. For some organisms,
intact chromosomes can be separated from each other by PFGE, allowing gene
mapping by Southern hybridization and providing a source of purified chro-
mosomal DNA. Application of PFGE can reveal chromosome-length polymor-
phisms, thus facilitating evolutionary and population studies in a number of
species. For chromosomal DNA that is too large to be separated as intact mol-
ecules, PFGE extend traditional mapping techniques such as restriction and
deletion mapping to regions up to thousands of kilobases in length, thus
enabling the constructions of long range maps.

As both a preparative and an analytical tool, PFGE has played a fundamen-
tal role for the pathogenic neisseriae in the development of large-fragment clon-
ing (3), detailed physical mapping (4,5), and as a powerful tool for monitoring
bacterial epidemic spread (6–10).

2. Materials
2.1. Preparation of Meningococcal DNA for PFGE (for 10 Blocks)

1. All nonspecified chemicals were analysis grade and purchased from Merck. Water
is autoclaved, glass-distilled water.

2. GC agar plates for growth of Neisseria strains: dissolve 36 g GC medium base
(Difco laboratories) per liter H2O and autoclave at 1 atm at 120°C for 20 min. Allow
to cool to 50°C. For each liter of medium, dissolve 100 mg L-glutamine (Sigma-
Aldrich) and 300 mg L-cysteine (Calbiochem) in 0.17% 10 mL Fe(NO3)3.9H2O. Mix
with 12.4 mL 40% glucose (see below), 25 mL dialyzed yeast extract (see below),
3 mg vancomycin (Sigma-Aldrich), 7.5 mg polymyxin B sulfate (Sigma-Aldrich),
and 2 mg nystatin (Sigma-Aldrich) and add the mixture to the GC medium. The 40%
glucose consists of 40 g of D(+)glucose-monohydrate in 100 mL H2O. After auto-
claving and sterile dispensing in appropriate lots, it can be stored at room tempera-
ture. Glucose contaminates very readily and lots should only be used once. Dialyzed
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yeast extract: 125 g Yeast extract (Difco Laboratories) is dissolved with heating in
500 mL H2O. The solution is poured into 1 m of dialysis tubing (SpectraPor Mem-
brane, diam. 32 mm, MW cutoff 6-8000, Spectrum, Laguna Hills, CA), the ends
knotted and the filled tube is placed into a sterile 5-L beaker. Two L H2O and a
magnetic stir bar are added, the beaker is covered, and dialysis is allowed to proceed
with magnetic stirring a 4°C overnight. The material outside the dialysis tube is
aliquoted, autoclaved, and stored at room temperature.

3. Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS): 140 mM NaCl, 1.5 mM KH2PO4, and 8.1 mM
Na2HPO4.2H2O. 20X PBS solution consists of 160 g NaCl, 28.8 g Na2HPO4.2H2O,
and 4 g KH2PO4, per liter H2O. The pH should be 7.4. Dispense, autoclave, and store.

4. 1% low-melting agarose (Small DNA Low Melt, Biozym, Hess.Oldendorf, Ger-
many): 100 mg is suspended in 10 mL H2O and melted in a microwave oven.
Cool the melted agarose in a water bath to 42°C.

5. Escherichia coli lysis buffer: 6 mM Tris-HCl, 1 M NaCl, 100 mM ethylenedi-
ammetetraacetic acid (EDTA), 1% sarkosyl, and 1 µg/mL DNAse-free RNAse.
For a 500-mL solution, mix 3 ml of 1 M Tris-HCl, pH 8.0 (Trizma Hydrochlo-
ride, Sigma-Aldrich), 100 mL of 5 M NaCl, 100 mL of 0.5 M EDTA, pH 8.0, 5 g
sarkosyl (N-lauroyl-sarcosine, Sigma-Aldrich) and 200 mL of H2O. After dis-
solving, add 25 µL of DNAse-free RNAse (20 mg/mL, Ribonuclease A, Sigma-
Aldrich) and fill to 500 mL with H2O.

6. ESP (EDTA, sarkosine, Proteinase K): 0.5 M EDTA, 1% sarkosyl, and 1 mg/mL of
proteinase K. For 25 mL of solution, mix 25 mL of 0.5 M EDTA, pH 8.0, 250 mg of
sarkosyl, and 25 mg of proteinase K (Boehringer).

7. TE buffer: 10 mM Tris-HCl and 0.1 mM EDTA, pH 8.0. For 2 L buffer, use 20 mL
of 1 M Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, and 0.4 mL of 0.5 M EDTA, pH 8.0.

2.2. DNA Restriction

To be useful for PFGE, restriction endonucleases should generate large
restriction fragment (rare cutting enzymes) and be unaffected by the presence
of agarose. These enzymes must be extremely pure because even small amounts
of contaminating nucleases will degrade DNA during the long incubations. We
generally use NheI and SpeI but SmaI, SfiI, and XhoI are also suitable.

1. NheI and SpeI from New England Biolabs.
2. 10X NE Buffer 2: 0.5 M NaCl, 100 mM Tris-HCl, 100 mM MgCl2, 10 mM

dithiothreitol [DTT], pH 7.9; (New England Biolabs).
3. 100 µg/mL acetylated bovine serum albumin (BSA); New England Biolabs.

2.3. Preparation of the Gel

1. 1% agarose (Sea Kem GTG Agarose, FMC Bioproducts, Rockland, ME). Use
1.1 g agarose in 110 mL running buffer.

2. Running buffer (0.5X TBE): 50 mM Tris, 40 mM H3BO3, 0.5 mM EDTA. Per gel
chamber dilute 125 mL 10X TBE buffer to 2.5 L with water. For 1 L 10X TBE
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buffer, dissolve 121.1 g Tris-base (Trizma Base, Sigma-Aldrich), 51.35 g H3BO3

and 3.72 g EDTA and fill to 1 L with H2O. Autoclave and store.

2.4. Molecular Weight Markers

A wide variety of molecular-weight markers exist that are suitable for PFGE.
We use MidRange I PFG Marker and LowRange PFG Marker (New England
Biolabs), which consist of concatemers of lambda DNA mixed with diverse
restriction fragments. We always load at least one lane per gel with each marker
for increased resolution over using either marker alone.

Fig. 1. Pulsed-field gel of 11 meningococcal strains restricted with SpeI. The size
of the bands ranges between less than 15Kb and more than 194 Kb.
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2.5. Electrophoresis Equipment

1. Gene Navigator™ System (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech).
2. Electrophoresis power supply EPS 500/400 (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech).
3. Multi Temp II™ thermostatic circulator (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech).

2.6. Gel Staining and Photographing

Staining solution: 10 mg/mL ethidium bromide (EtBr; Cal Biochem).
Resuspend 1 g EtBr in 100 mL H2O and store it in a dark bottle. This agent is a
mutagen. It should be handled with gloves only and an anti-inhalation mask
should be worn while weighing it. Solutions containing EtBr should be decon-
taminated with a waste reduction unit (bondEX EtBr-50, Macherey-Nagel,
Dueren, Germany).

3. Methods
3.1. Preparation of Meningococcal DNA for PFGE

To avoid shearing during extraction of large DNA molecules, cells are lysed
in situ in an agarose plug (2). Bacterial cells are resuspended in low melting-
temperature agarose and solidified in blocks. A variety of substances are
infused into the plugs in order to lyse the cells and to remove proteins from the
DNA. The DNA obtained by this procedure is both intact and susceptible to
restriction in situ. After digestion with an appropriate restriction enzyme, the
block can be melted and loaded on the gel.

1. Inoculate a supplemented GC agar plate from a frozen stock of N. meningitidis
and incubate for 16 h at 37°C, 5% CO2 and 95% humidity.

2. Harvest a small amount of the bacterial culture with a sterile glass rod and resus-
pend in 10 mL of PBS (see Note 1).

3. Mix well and adjust the concentration to approx 5 × 108 cells/mL. We use a Klett-
Summerson colorimeter for these purposes because they are more reproducible
than photometers (see Note 2).

4. Transfer 10 mL of the bacterial suspension to a 14-mL plastic disposable cen-
trifugation tube (Greiner, Germany) and centrifuge at 1500g at room temperature
for 5 min. Decant the supernatant and invert the tubes on filter paper for at least
2 min to allow draining.

5. After use, clean blocks formers (insert moulds; Pharmacia) with 70% ethanol and
rinse extensively with water. They are stored dry at room temperature. At this
point, seal the bottom of the formers with autoclaving tape and label it.

6. Resuspend the cell pellet with 1 mL of 1% low-melting agarose (stored in a water
bath at 42°C) with the aid of a pipet. Avoid the formation of air bubbles.

7. Pipet the agar suspension quickly into the block formers (approx 100 µL per well).
For each strain, prepare 5–6 blocks. Keep the block former(s) on crushed ice for
about 20 min (see Note 3).
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8. Using a small spatula, poke the blocks out of the form into E. coli lysis buffer
(40–50 mL per 5–6 blocks from one strain in 50 mL plastic [Falcon] centrifuge
tubes) and incubate at 30°C overnight.

9. Replace the buffer with 2.5 mL ESP per tube. Incubate at 50°C overnight.
10. Wash the blocks at 37°C in 50 mL of TE buffer four times for 30 min each with

shaking at 50–100 rpm. The blocks can then be stored at 4°C for at least 6 mo.

3.2 DNA restriction

1. Cut 1/4 block on a sterile surface such as Parafilm with a sterile scalpel (see Note
4) and place it in a 1.5-mL Eppendorf tube; equilibrate the 1/4 block with 0.5 mL
of digestion buffer at room temperature for at least 20 min. This step dilutes the
EDTA inside the block. One such wash is sufficient for NheI and SpeI but for
other enzymes more washes may be required.

2. Remove all the equilibration buffer with a Pasteur pipet. Add 100 µL of the appropri-
ate restriction mix (10 µL 10X restriction buffer, 1 µL of 100 µg/mL acetylated BSA
[if recommended by the manufacturer for the particular enzyme], 5–10 U of restric-
tion enzyme plus H2O to 100 µL volume).

3. Incubate at 37°C overnight.
4. Stop the reaction by removing the restriction mix and adding 0.5 mL of running

buffer.

3.3. Preparation of the Gel

1. For a 15 × 15 cm gel, melt 110 mL of 1% agarose in a microwave oven or in a
water bath. Allow the agarose to cool at room temperature while stirring with a
magnetic bar.

2. Ensure that the conical holes in the plastic tray are free of agarose. These holes
prevent the gel from floating due to circulation of the buffer during the run.

3. Place the gel supporting tray on a leveled table such that the slits are on the sides.
For proper buffer circulation, the slits must be parallel to the East (right) and
West (left) walls.

4. Clean the gel frame with ethanol and make sure that the “ridged” side of the rubber
frame is at the bottom and the comb position marks are on top. The ridges seal the
frame when slight pressure is applied. The conical holes at the bottom of the tray
must be visible within the gel-casting frame. Test the assembly by putting a 0.5 mm
comb in the position indicated by the thick red line inside the square on the gel
support tray. Adjust the plastic clips such that the teeth of the comb touch the
bottom of the tray. With the plastic clips in position, remove the comb for now.

5. Pour the agarose into the frame, making sure that the conical holes are filled. If
the gel contains air bubbles, remove them with a Pasteur pipet. Place the comb in
the gel and allow the gel to solidify for at least 30 min.

6. To remove the comb, tilt it slowly backwards and forward to break its contact
with the agarose and lift it carefully from both ends. Remove the rubber gel-
casting frame.
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7. Use the gel within 1–2 h or cover it with plastic wrap for later use. If you want to
store the gel, flood it with buffer before covering it and store it at 4°C.

3.4. Sample and Marker Loading

1. Remove all equilibration buffer from the tube containing the sample.
2. Incubate the sample for 15–20 min at 65°C (thermo-block) till the agarose is melted.
3. Load 10 µL of melted agarose per well with a 10 µL micropipet. Loading should

be very quick to avoid premature solidification. For combs with 25 teeth, leave
the first and last wells empty (see Note 5).

4. The markers are supplied in a GelSyringe dispenser. Using a razor blade, cut a
slice on parafilm as above that is slightly narrower than the width of the comb.
Transfer the slice to the gel with the help of a fine spatula and let it glide into the
well with help of a second spatula. The slice should be placed in close contact
with the front of the wells (see Note 6).

3.5. Electrophoresis Conditions

The conditions will differ with the manufacturer. The instructions here are
for a typical PFGE experiment using the Pharmacia Gene Navigator™ System.

1. Start the cooling equipment at least 30 min before the begin of gel electrophore-
sis to ensure a buffer temperature of 12°C. We need to set the temperature of our
cryostat to 10°C to achieve 12°C within the chamber (see Note 7).

2. Fill the gel chamber with 2.5 L of running buffer and start the external pump that
circulates buffer. Always make sure that there is buffer in the tank when the
pump is running. After the samples are loaded, place the gel-support tray into the
tank. To avoid entrapping air bubbles beneath the gel-support tray, insert one
side of the tray first and then lower the remainder carefully into place. If the
buffer is insufficient to cover the gel, add more.

3. Adjust the voltage to constant 165 V. The conditions we use for electrophoresis
are a 16 h ramp 6–13 s followed by an 8 h ramp from 13–30 s.

3.6. Gel Staining

1. Turn off the power supply before removing the lid. To remove the gel, slide a
scalpel under it to cut the agarose in the conical holes and release the gel from the
bottom of the tray. Then slide the gel into a plastic dish containing 0.5 µg/mL of
EtBr in 0.5X TBE. Be carefully not to break the gel. Incubate at room tempera-
ture with shaking (50 rpm) for 30 min, remove the gel, and wash it with tap
water. Photograph using UV light (254 nm). Ultraviolet (UV) radiation is dan-
gerous, especially for eyes. Wear protective goggles and a full safety mask that
efficiently blocks UV light, and gloves because of EtBr. We use Polaroid 665
film and 15–30 s exposure at f 3.8. Figure 1 from ref. 8 gives an example of a gel
obtained with this method.
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4. Notes
1. Plan your time schedule such that you can harvest the cells after 15–16 h growth.

Longer incubation periods result in lysis of the meningococci and subsequent
smears after electrophoresis. To this end, make sure that all the bacterial strains
to be harvested are completed within 1 h after harvesting is begun.

2. The bacterial concentration needs to be adjusted very precisely. Achieving uni-
form concentrations is critical for the reproducibility, for the resolution of bands
of similar size, and for the comparison between different strains.

3. Chilling the agarose adequately is necessary for avoiding later problems with
removing the agarose plugs from the formers.

4. Always use clean and sterile tools when handling the blocks to avoid bacterial
contamination. Sterile blocks will keep for 6 mo.

5. Correct loading is critical for success. Small air bubbles present while pipetting,
or damage to the wells, will result in irregular bands and smears.

6. Positioning the slice very close to the well front is important for obtaining sharp
marker bands. Make sure that the slices are not wider than the well.

7. A frequent cause of poor results is inadequate temperature control because the
pump stopped or flow was blocked by air bubbles. Proper buffer flow is indicated
by fluid moving through the tubing connecting the gel chamber and the cryostat.
Check the temperature at the beginning and the end of each run.
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Nucleotide Sequencing of Antigen Genes
of Neisseria meningitidis

Rachel Urwin

1. Introduction
The cell-surface structures of Neisseria meningitidis play a critical role in the

interaction of the bacterium with the human host both as variable antigens that
evade immune eradication and by promoting colonization of and adherence to epi-
thelial cells in the nasopharynx. Surface molecules are also implicated in the patho-
genicity of some meningococci by facilitating invasion of host cells, survival in the
bloodstream, and resistance to phagocytosis. The antigenic diversity among cell-
surface components has also been exploited for the development of classification
schemes for N. meningitidis, which have in turn been used for epidemiological
monitoring of meningococcal disease.

Nucleotide-sequence determination and analysis of antigen-encoding genes have
been employed to identify the genetic mechanisms used by the meningococcus to
modulate the expression (phase variation) of surface structures during the infection
process and to generate antigenic diversity in response to host-immune pressure. In
this chapter, a number of key surface antigens are described and the impact nucle-
otide-sequence analyses of the genes encoding these antigens has had on our
understanding of meningococcal pathogenesis, epidemiology, and population struc-
ture is reviewed. The technical aspects determining the nucleotide sequences of
two antigen genes, the porin protein genes porA and porB, and an iron-limitation
protein gene, fetA (otherwise known as frpB), of N. meningitidis are then presented.

1.1. The Polysaccharide Capsule

One of the meningococcal surface antigens that is important both for vac-
cine development and isolate characterization is the polysaccharide capsule.
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Chemical differences in the capsule allow the classification of meningococci
into 13 serogroups (1,2), only 5 of which (A, B, C, W135,Y) are responsible
for most meningococcal disease. The polysaccharide capsule is important for
the survival of meningococci in aerosol droplets but also provides a defensive
barrier against the host immune system. Indeed, much of the bactericidal effect
of human serum has been attributed to the presence of antibodies against the
capsular polysaccharides (3). This observation led first to the development of
purified capsular polysaccharide vaccines against serogroups A, C, W135, and
Y meningococci and more recently to development of polysaccharide-protein
conjugate vaccines for longer-lived protection against serogroup A, C, and
W135 meningococcal disease (4–7). Serogroup B, C, Y, and W135 polysac-
charide capsules are all composed of sialic acid, with all genes involved in the
biosynthesis and transport of the capsule located within the chromosomal cps
gene cluster (8). The meningococcus can switch from expression of one of the
sialic acid-containing capsules to another by horizontal genetic exchange of
the alpha-2,8 polysialyltransferase gene (siaD) (9,10), a feature that should be
considered when designing monovalent vaccination programs (11).

Phase variation of the polysaccharide capsule is a strategy utilized by the
meningococcus to promote colonization and infection: capsule-negative or-
ganisms adhere to and invade mucosal epithelial cells most efficiently (12),
whereas capsule expression is essential for survival in the bloodstream.
Slipped-strand mispairing resulting from the insertion or deletion of a cytidine
residue within a run of seven cytidines in the siaD gene has been shown to
correlate with the reversible loss of expression of the serogroup B capsule (13),
although in a small proportion of capsule-negative meningococci, capsule
expression is reversibly inactivated by the insertion of a naturally occurring
insertion element IS1301 into the sialic acid biosynthesis gene siaA (14).

1.2. Pili

Pili are hypervariable, filamentous lectins that extend considerable distances
from the meningococcal cell surface and are involved in adhesion to
glycoconjugate structures in the membranes of host epithelial cells (15–18).
They also play a role in the acquisition of exogenous DNA for genetic recom-
bination and transformation (19). A single pilus is composed of thousands of
pilin polypeptide subunits (20), encoded by the pilE gene, which is highly vari-
able as a result of unidirectional DNA exchange with copies of the silent pilS
gene. These variations in pilin sequence together with post-translational modi-
fications are thought to contribute to the observed variation in epithelial-cell
adherence (16,21,22). Although important for adherence of encapsulated men-
ingococci to endothelial and epithelial cells (16), mutations in the pilE gene are
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thought to switch off expression of pili following invasion of the mucosal
surfaces (23).

1.3. Iron-Limitation Proteins

Meningococci express several iron-regulated surface proteins that are
responsible for the acquisition of iron from the human host and its transport
into the cell. The transferrin binding proteins, which are encoded by tandomly
arranged tbpA and tbpB genes (24), have been shown to be an essential viru-
lence factor for human infection by the pathogenic Neisseria (25) and are there-
fore considered as potential components for vaccines against serogroup B
disease (26). There is no evidence of phase variation in Tbp proteins, with the
only signal required for protein expression being iron limitation (27). Nucle-
otide sequence analysis of tpbB shows that this protein is highly variable
(J. Bygraves, personal communication) which may limit this protein’s eligibil-
ity as a vaccine candidate.

An alternative vaccine candidate is the 76-kDa outer-membrane protein
(OMP) FetA (previously referred to as FrpB), a protein that is abundantly
expressed during iron limitation (28). This protein binds ferric enterobactin
and may be involved in the transport of the siderophore into the cell (29). FetA
shows sequence homology to the TonB-dependant family of receptors that
include the Escherichia coli enterobactin receptor, FepA (30). A topology
model of the meningococcal FetA protein has been developed from nucleotide-
sequence data that predicts 13 surface-exposed loops (31), with bactericidal
anti-FetA antibodies targeting the variable epitope that resides in the largest
and most variable of these (loop 7) (32). Recent analysis of fetA gene sequences
among 107 hypervirulent meningococci shows that this protein is highly vari-
able among serogroup B meningococci, with antigenic diversification a result
of positive selection from the immune response and abundant genetic recombi-
nation (E. M. Thompson, personal communication).

1.4. Major OMPs

Among the surface proteins expressed by N. meningitidis are the major
OMPs, with five classes (class 1 to class 5) identified (33,34). The heat modi-
fiable class 5 proteins, Opa and Opc, are thought to be important for adhesion
and invasion of host epithelial cells (35–37). The Opa proteins are highly het-
erogeneous and expression of the Opc protein can be varied, so within a single
meningococcal strain the antigenic nature and relative amounts of class 5 pro-
teins expressed is hypervariable. The translational phase variation of meningo-
coccal Opa proteins occurs by addition or deletion of CTCTT repeats in the
signal sequence-encoding region of opa genes (38), whereas the variable num-
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ber of cytidine residues in the promoter sequence of the opc gene are respon-
sible for transcriptional regulation of Opc phase variation (39).

Almost all meningococcal isolates express the largest of the OMPs—the
class 1 (PorA) protein—and all strains possess either a class 2 (PorB2) or a
class 3 (PorB3) protein. The PorB2 and PorB3 OMPs are the predominant
proteins of the outer membrane, are mutually exclusive, and are expressed by
alternate alleles (porB2 and porB3) at the porB locus (40). Modulation of
expression of PorA is regulated at the transcriptional level and exhibits three
levels of expression depending on the length of the polyguanidine stretch in
the promoter region of the porA gene (41). There is no evidence that PorB
proteins are subject to phase variation.

Three-dimensional homology models of these porin proteins have been
developed from a combination of sequence data and crystal structures of
E. coli porins. These models predict eight surface-exposed loops interspersed
with highly conserved outer membrane-spanning sequences (42). The antigeni-
cally important variable epitopes that are targeted in the host immune response
and by serological typing reagents reside in the surface-exposed loops of PorA
and PorB (43–46). Analyses of porA and porB sequence data indicate that there
is positive selection for amino acid change in surface-loop encoding regions of
these genes (47,48) and that the other evolutionary process generating dra-
matic diversification of these proteins is intra-species genetic recombination.
As a consequence of the variability of these proteins, serological typing for
long term epidemiological studies of meningococcal disease are problematic.
Furthermore, the insensitivity of serosubtyping monoclonal antibodies (MAbs)
has been reported (49) and porB sequencing of serologically similar men-
ingococci demonstrated that isolates were not closely related genetically
(50,51). However, the characterization of porA and porB gene sequences
for short-term epidemiological studies has proven successful; for instance, in
resolving the relationships among meningococci causing localized outbreaks
of disease (52).

2. Materials
2.1. Polymerase Chain Reaction

Apart from the amplification primers utilized, which were specifically
designed for a target antigen gene, in our laboratory the components of the
polymerase chain reactions (PCRs) are essentially the same. All PCR compo-
nents are stored at –20°C. If small volumes are being used, it is advisable to
prepare multiple lots of the reaction buffer, MgCl2, dNTP mix and genomic
DNA template to minimize the number of freeze-thaw cycles.
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1. DNA polymerase: AmpliTaq DNA polymerase (Applied Biosystems, Cat. no.
N808-0153, supplied at 5 U/µL). This enzyme is stored at –20°C.

2. Reaction buffer: 10X reaction buffer II (500 mM KCl, 100 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.3),
lacking Mg2+, is supplied with the enzyme.

3. MgCl2: 25 mM MgCl2 is also supplied by Applied Biosystems with the enzyme.
4. dNTPs: A dNTP set is supplied by Applied Biosystems (Cat. no. N808-0260) com-

prising a single solution containing 2.5 mM each of dATP, dCTP, dGTP, and dTTP.
Dilution of this stock solution with an equal volume of deionized water gives a 5 mM
dNTP working solution (1.25 mM each of dATP, dCTP, dGTP, and dTTP).

5. Genomic DNA template: Rapid DNA preparations are made using the Isoquick
Nucleic Acid Extraction Kit (Orca Research Inc., Cat. no. MXT-020-100), fol-
lowing the manufacturer’s instructions. A boiled heavy suspension of
N. meningitidis cells in water may also be used directly for PCR but this is not a
suitable method if long term storage of template DNA is intended.

6. Oligonucleotide primers: All oligonucleotides are synthesized by Oswel Research
Products Limited on a 0.2/µmol synthesis scale, without high-performance liq-
uid chromatography (HPLC) purification. Stock solutions are diluted to 10 µM
working solutions with deionized water. The primers in Table 1 are used for
porA, porB, and fetA amplification. Primer locations are shown in Fig. 1.

7. Plasticware: PCR master mix is prepared in a 1.5-mL Eppendorf tube (Axygen,
Cat. no. 311-04-051). Amplification reactions are carried out in 0.2 mL thin-
walled tubes (Axygen, Cat. no. 321-02-101).

2.2. Purification of PCR Products

The method used for purification of the PCR amplified DNA prior to
sequencing was first described by Embley (53).

1. Polyethyleneglycol (PEG)8000/NaCl solution: Mix equal volumes of 40% PEG8000

(Sigma, Cat. no. P-4463) and 5 M sodium chloride (Sigma, Cat. no. S-7653) for a
working solution of 20% PEG8000/2.5 M NaCl.

2. 70% (v/v) Ethanol.
3. 1.5-mL Eppendorf tubes.

2.3. Agarose Gel Electrophoresis of PCR Products

PCR reactions are run on an agarose gel, alongside DNA size markers, to
confirm that gene amplification has been successful.

1. Agarose: Routine use agarose is suitable (Sigma, Cat. no. A9539).
2. TBE buffer: A 10X (0.89 M Tris-borate, pH 8.3, 20 mM EDTA) stock solution

(National Diagnostics, Cat. no. EC-860) is diluted with deionized water for a 1X
TBE working stock.
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Table 1
Oligonucleotide Primers Used for porA, porB, and fetA Amplification

Gene Forward primer 5 -3  sequence Reverse primer 5 -3  sequence

porA 210, ATGCGAAAAAAACTTACCGCCCTC 211, AATGAAGGCAAGCCGTCAAAAACA
porB PB-A1, TAAATGCAAAGCTAAGCGGCTTG PB-A2, TTTGTTGATACCAATCTTTTCAG
fetA A4, GCAGAAAATAATGCCAAGGTC (32) A5, GGCTGCAGAGGGTATTGGTCCAGCGTTG (32)

A14, ATCCTGCCAAACCTTAACGG (29)
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3. Ethidium bromide: To eliminate handling of this mutagen in powder form, we
use a pre-mixed 10 mg/mL ethidium bromide solution (Sigma, Cat. no. E-1510)
that is stored in the dark at room temperature.

4. Loading buffer: 10X concentration: 67% sucrose, 0.42% bromophenol blue in
TE buffer, pH 8.0. Ready-made loading buffer is also produced commercially.

5. DNA molecular weight markers: 100 bp DNA ladder (Promega, Cat. no. G2101).

2.4. Sequencing Reactions

We employ the chain-termination method for automated nucleotide sequenc-
ing (54), in which one of four fluorescently labeled dideoxynucleotides are
incorporated during primer extension, resulting in chain termination. Follow-
ing separation by electrophoresis in an automated sequencer, DNA fragments
are detected when the instrument’s scanning argon ion laser excites the fluo-
rescent dyes on the 5 end of the terminated fragments and the fluorescent sig-
nal is amplified, interpreted, and assembled with other signals into a DNA
sequence. There are several automated sequencing systems commercially avail-
able. We follow a protocol that uses the reagents and technology available
from Applied Biosystems.

Fig. 1. Location of oligodeoxyribonucleotide primers used for PCR amplification
and nucleotide sequencing of Neisseria meningitidis porin genes, porA (the locations
of VR1 and VR2 for porA are shown), porB, and fetA, with arrows to represent the
orientation of each primer in relation to gene transcription.
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1. Termination mix: BigDye™ Terminator Cycle Sequencing Ready Reaction Kit with
AmpliTaq DNA polymerase, FS (Applied Biosystems, Cat. no. 4303152) contains
dye terminators, deoxynucleoside triphosphates, buffer, magnesium chloride, and
DNA polymerase enzyme premixed in a single tube. Store in 200–500-µL aliquots at
–20°C.

2. Oligonucleotide primers: Oligonucleotide sequencing primers are listed in Table
2. Figure 1 shows the location and orientation of each primer. Primers are
designed in order that complete sequence will be determined on both forward and
reverse strands of the gene. All sequencing primers are diluted to 10-µM stock
solutions with deionized water, as described for PCR primers. For sequencing,
625 nM solutions are prepared by dilution of 1 part 10 µM stock with 15 parts
deionized water (1�15 dilution). Primer stocks are stored at –20°C.

3. Ethanol: Analytical-grade absolute EtOH is diluted in deionized water to 95% (v/v)
and 70% (v/v) solutions.

4. Plasticware: Individual 0.2 mL thin-walled tubes (as for PCR).

3. Methods
3.1. Polymerase Chain Reaction

1. Prepare a master mix containing all of the PCR components except template DNA in
a 1.5-mL Eppendorf tube. Table 3 shows the volumes required for one 50 µL reac-
tion: multiply these volumes according to the number of reactions required, including
a negative control, plus one extra (to ensure that there is enough master mix for
all reactions). After thorough mixing, dispense 49.5 µL of the master mix into
0.2-mL thin-walled PCR tubes. Inoculate each tube with 0.5 µL of the appropriate
genomic DNA.

2. Place the reactions in a thermal cycling machine (we use MJ Research PTC-200
and Applied Biosystems 9700 thermal cyclers) and incubate as follows:
a. porA amplification: 25 cycles consisting 94°C for 1 min, 60°C for 1 min, and

72°C for 2 min. Follow by a further incubation at 72°C for 3 min.
b. porB amplification: Two min at 94°C and then for 30 cycles as follows: 1 min

at 94°C; 1 min 60°C; 2 min at 72°C. At the end of the 30 cycles, incubate the
reactions for a further 2 min at 72°C. Following incubation, incubate all reac-
tions at 4°C until removed from the thermal cycler.

3.2. Purification of PCR Products

1. Transfer each PCR reaction mix from the PCR tube into an appropriately labeled
1.5-mL Eppendorf tube. If reactions are less than 100 µL, add deionized water to
give 100 µL total volume.

2. Add 60 µL 20% (w/v) PEG8000, 2.5 M NaCl solution to each tube. Mix the con-
tents of each tube by vortexing and then incubate at 37°C for 15 min or at 4°C
overnight.
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Table 2
Oligonucleotide Primers Used for porA, porB, and fetA Nucleotide-Sequence Determinationa

Gene                    Forward primer 5 -3  sequence                                       Reverse primer 5 -3  sequence

porA 210, ATGCGAAAAAAACTTACCGCCCTC 211, AATGAAGGCAAGCCGTCAAAAACA
103U, GAGCAAGACGTATCCGTT 122L, GGCGAGATTCAAGCCGCC
122U, GGCGGCTTGAATCTCGCC 8L, GGAGAATCGTAGCGTACGGA

porB PB-S1, GCAGCCCTTCCTGTTGCAGC PB-S2, TTGCAGATTAGAATTTGTG
8U, TCCGTACGCTACGATTCTCC 8L, GGAGAATCGTAGCGTACGGA
244U, CGCCCCGCGTTTCTTACG 244L, CGTAAGAAACGCGGGGCG

PB260, AGTGCGTTTGGAGAAGTCGT
fetA A4, GCAGAAAATAATGCCAAGGTC A5, GGCTGCAGAGGGTATTGGTCCAGCGTTG

A14, ATCCTGCCAAACCTTAACGG S2, CCGAATACGCTTGCGCCG
S1, CGGCGCAAGCGTATTCGG S4, GCGGTTTGATTTCCTGATGG
S3, CCATCAGGAAATCAAACCGC S8, CGCGCCCAATTCGTAACCGTG
S5, CCATCAAAGACGCGCTTGCC S9, CCGAATACGCTGGCACCG
S12, TTCAACTTCGACAGCCGCCTT S15, TTGCAGCGCGTCRTACAGGCG
S13, TACGCAGGCAATGTAAAAGGC

aSee Notes 3 and 4 for additional information.
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3. Pellet the precipitated PCR products by spinning in a microcentrifuge at 13,000g
for 10 min. Remove the supernatant from each tube using an automatic pipettor,
taking care not to disturb the DNA pellet.

4. Wash the DNA pellets by adding 0.5 mL 70% ice-cold ethanol to each tube, and
spin again at 13,000g for a further 5 min. Remove the supernatant from each tube
using an automatic pipettor then dry the DNA pellets using a spinning vacuum
desiccator, or allow to air-dry.

5. Resuspend pellets in 10–20 mL deionized water.

3.3. Agarose Gel Electrophoresis of PCR Products

1. Dissolve 1% (w/v) agarose in 1X TBE buffer on a heated plate. When molten,
add 0.5 µg mL–1 ethidium bromide to the agarose gel mixture, and pour into a gel
casting tray and allow to set at room temperature.

2. Mix the DNA samples (5–10 µL of unpurified PCR reactions or 2 µL of purified
product made up to 10 µL with deionized water) with 1 µL loading buffer and
pipet into the individual preformed wells of the agarose gel, that is submerged in
1X TBE. For size estimation, run DNA markers alongside the DNA samples.

3. Following electrophoresis at a current of 50–100 mA, visualize the EtBr-stained
DNA on an ultraviolet (302 nm) transilluminator to confirm the presence of a
single band of the correct size in each PCR reaction. The approximate PCR product
sizes obtained using the amplification primers listed above are: porA, 1100 bp; porB,
900–1000 bp; fetA, 2000–2100 bp. There should be no product visible in the negative
control reaction.

3.4. Sequencing Reactions

1. For each cycle-sequencing reaction, mix the following reagents in a labeled thin-
walled tube: 2 µL appropriate sequencing primer; 2 µL BigDye Terminator Cycle
Sequencing Ready Reaction mix; 1 µL template DNA.

Table 3
The Components in a 50 mL PCR Reactiona

Reagent (stock concentration) Volume (µL) Final concentration

Deionized H2O 23.25 —
10X reaction buffer 5.0 1X
PCR primer 1 (10 µM) 5.0 1 µM
PCR primer 2 (10 µM) 5.0 1 µM
MgCl2 (25 mM) 3.0 1.5 mM
dNTP mix (5 mM) 8.0 800 µM
Taq DNA polymerase (5,000 U/mL–1) 0.25 1.25 U

aMultiply the reagent volumes listed by the number of PCR reactions required + 1 to make
up a single master mix, which can then be dispensed in 49.5-µL amounts into reaction tubes
(also described in Chapter 12).
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2. Place the reactions in a thermal cycling machine and incubate as follows: 25
cycles of 96°C for 10 s, 50°C for 5 s, 60°C for 2 min. The reactions are then
incubated at 4°C.

Following cycle sequencing, purify the extension products to remove any
unincorporated termination mix:

1. Make up the reaction mixes to a total volume of 36 µL with deionized water (for
5 µL reactions add 31 µL water) then transfer into 1.5-mL microcentrifuge tubes
containing 64 µL of 95% ethanol. Mix the contents of the tubes by vortexing and
incubate at room temperature for 15 min.

2. Pellet the reaction products by spinning tubes in a microcentrifuge at 13,000g for
15–30 min. Aspirate the supernatant from the tubes with a micropipettor, taking
care not to disturb the pellet, which may or may not be visible at this stage.

3. Wash the pellets by adding 500 µL of 70% ethanol to each tube. Centrifuge the
tubes at 13,000g for a further 10 min. Carefully aspirate the alcohol solution with
an automatic pipet and dry the pellets in a vacuum desiccator.

4. Store the dried pellets at 20°C and resuspend in loading buffer following the
manufacturer’s protocol prior to loading on an automated sequencer.

3.4.1. Sequence Analysis Software

There are a number of sequence analysis software packages available for the
editing of trace files (raw sequence data), and their assembly into contiguous
double-stranded gene sequences. These include relatively expensive commercial
packages for Macintosh or Windows such as Sequence Navigator (Applied
Biosystems), Lasergene99 (DNAstar), and Sequencher (Gene Codes Corporation).
We edit and assemble nucleotide sequence data using UNIX-based Staden
software (55). Assembled sequences are then reformatted to ‘GCG’ format

and aligned in Seqlab using the Wisconsin package, version 10.1 (Genetics
Computer Group, Madison, WI) before being exported for further analysis.
Some of the methods used to analyze these sequence data are described in
Chapter 23.
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4. Notes
1. For both amplification reactions and sequencing reactions, the protocols given in

this chapter use individual capped tubes for each reaction. If high throughput
sequencing of antigen genes is required, please refer to the methods described in
Chapter 12, which use 48- or 96-well micotiter plates, for guidance.
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2. For fetA amplification reactions, primers A4 and A5 are used routinely. PCR
failure in a small number of strains may be owing to polymorphisms in the primer
A4 binding site, in which case amplification with primers A14 and A5 is recom-
mended.

3. Not all listed fetA oligonucleotide sequencing primers need to be used to obtain
double-stranded sequence for the fetA gene, however, we recommend users try
all primers initially and choose those which work best for them.

4. For fetA nucleotide sequence determination, primer S9 is very occasionally used
when there are polymorphisms in the primer S2 binding site. To determine the
nucleotide sequence of the fetA variable region only, primers S12 (or S13) and
S15 are used.

5. Use primers 210 and 8L to determine the porA VR1 sequence, and primers 103U
and 122L to sequence the porA VR2 sequence.

6. Confirmation of successful amplification reactions by agarose-gel electrophore-
sis of PCR products can be performed either directly after PCR or following
purification of products by PEG precipitation, or on both occasions. The advan-
tage of running the gel after template purification is that successful purification
can also be confirmed.

7. The final reaction volume of each sequencing reaction is 5 µL: this is one-quarter
of the volume recommended in the manufacturer’s protocol. Other users may
find it necessary to scale up reactions depending on the gene being sequenced
and the primers, chemistries, and automated sequencer being used, although this
will increase the cost of each reaction.

8. Please also refer to the Notes 7 and 8 of Chapter 12 for additional information
about ethanol precipitation of sequencing reactions as these are also pertinent to
this chapter.
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Multi-Locus Sequence Typing

Keith A. Jolley

1. Introduction
It has recently become apparent that many bacterial populations undergo

extremely high levels of horizontal genetic exchange, such that traditional
clonal models of bacterial diversity are now inadequate (1–3). Such recombi-
nation is especially apparent in naturally transformable bacteria such as mem-
bers of the genus Neisseria (4). This has implications for epidemiology,
because it is not possible to assign accurate phylogenies to isolates by looking
at variation at a single genetic locus if that locus, or part of it, is randomly
exchanged within the population (5). Further, apparent phylogenies based on
data from different loci are likely to be in disagreement with each other (6).
The study of antigen genes, although undoubtedly useful for short-term epide-
miology, provides limited information for longer-term analysis of the related-
ness of strains as they are under immune selection and hence levels of
recombination and mutation proximal to such genes are likely to be signifi-
cantly higher than around other sites (7,8).

For these reasons, the indexing of neutral variation of housekeeping genes
in a typing system is desirable. The use of multiple genetic markers, distrib-
uted around the genome provides both a discriminating and robust means of
determining strain diversity. The first major technique to characterize the neu-
tral variation at housekeeping loci was multi-locus enzyme electrophoresis
(MLEE) (9). This approach indexes variations in metabolic enzymes by differ-
ences in their electrophoretic mobility in starch gels and has been applied to
the population biology of a range of pathogens (9–11).

Unfortunately, MLEE has a number of disadvantages that has prevented its uni-
versal use. On a practical level, the technique requires a relatively high investment
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in training to set up and results are not easily portable among laboratories; for
example, in order to compare results, a number of reference standards need to
be run alongside the samples. More fundamentally, the electrophoretic profile
is an indirect measure of the genetic change and much diversity at the primary
sequence level will be missed as small differences may not alter the rate of
migration (12).

Multi-locus sequence typing (MLST) (13) has all the advantages of MLEE
but improves on it in a number of ways. In MLST, fragments of housekeeping
genes, approx 430–500 bp in length are sequenced. Nucleotide-sequence data
are the most fundamental measure of genetic diversity and require no specialist
interpretation and no reference standards. Additionally, the data are truly por-
table and are easily stored and transmitted. The MLST approach assigns unique
numbers to alleles in the order that they are discovered, with no assumptions
about relatedness made based on the similarity of individual allele sequences.
This is because in bacterial populations with high levels of recombination,
alleles with multiple differences may be generated by a single recombination
event. Consequently, alleles with a small number of point mutations may have
undergone more change than one with a large number of differences.

As nucleotide sequence-determination technology continues to improve, the
technique is becoming cheaper and more accessible. Sequence data can be sub-
mitted to the MLST web site (http://mlst.zoo.ox.ac.uk) to assign alleles and
sequence types (allelic profiles) and to determine whether an isolate belongs to
a particular clonal group. The MLST data gathered to date for Neisseria
meningitidis has provided further evidence of the nonclonal nature of the
organism. Phylogenetic trees constructed from individual housekeeping loci
are not congruent with each other or with phylogenies determined from allelic
profiles, confirming that recombination must be occurring frequently. The use
of MLST to study populations not intimately associated with disease should
provide insights into the underlying population structure of the organism and
will enable inferences on its evolution to be made. Historically, strain collec-
tions have largely focused on disease-causing isolates, leading to an overly
narrow view on the inter-relationships between strains. Current studies on
neisserial carrier populations will begin to address these issues.

In the N. meningitidis MLST scheme, internal fragments of the following
seven housekeeping genes are amplified and sequenced: abcZ (putative ABC
transporter), adk (adenylate kinase), aroE (shikimate dehydrogenase), fumC
(fumarate hydratase), gdh (glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase), pdhC (pyru-
vate dehydrogenase subunit), and pgm (phosphoglucomutase). Nested sequenc-
ing primers are used as they generally produce better sequencing results and
nonspecific amplified products are not sequenced. They also allow the use of
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lower-stringency conditions to amplify the gene fragments, which increases
sensitivity.

2. Materials
2.1. Polymerase Chain Reaction

1. Oligonucleotide primers: The primers in Table 1 are used to amplify internal
fragments from the seven housekeeping genes. The primers are synthesized com-
mercially on a 0.2 µmol scale and come dissolved in 1 mL of water. Concentra-
tions of these stocks vary but are generally in the range 75–125 µM. Working
stocks (10 µM) are prepared by dilution in Milli-Q water and stored at –20°C.
Multiple lots should be stored to minimize freeze/thaw cycles.

2. AmpliTaq DNA polymerase (PE Biosystems, Cat no. N808-0153, supplied at
5 U/µL) and 10X reaction buffer II (500 mM KCl, 100 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.3),
lacking Mg2+, supplied with the enzyme. The enzyme is stored at –20°C.

3. 5 mM dNTP solution: 1.25 mM dATP, 1.25 mM dCTP, 1.25 mM dGTP, and
1.25 mM dTTP in deionized water. We use a dNTP set supplied by PE Biosystems
(Cat. no. N808-0260). The dNTPs are supplied in a single solution at individual
concentrations of 2.5 mM. This is diluted with an equal volume of Milli-Q water
to make the working stock. The stock is stored at –20°C and multiple freeze-thaw
cycles are avoided.

4. 25 mM MgCl2. Supplied by PE Biosystems with the enzyme.
5. Genomic DNA template: A boiled thick suspension of N. meningitidis cells in

water may be used directly for PCR. For long-term storage, we prefer to extract
total DNA using the Isoquick Nucleic Acid Extraction Kit (Orca Research Inc.,
Cat. no. MXT-020-100), following the manufacturer’s instructions.

6. Individual 0.2-mL thin-walled tubes (Axygen, Cat. no. 321-02-101) or Thermo-
fast 48-well plates (ABgene, Cat. no. AB-0648) for carrying out the reaction.
The 48-well plates can be sealed with polymerase chain reaction (PCR) adhesive
sealing sheets (ABgene, Cat. no. AB-0558).

Table 1
Primers Used in MLST Amplification Reactions

Gene Forward primer 5 -3  sequence Reverse primer 5 -3  sequence

abcZ AATCGTTTATGTACCGCAGG GTTGATTTCTGCCTGTTCGG
adk ATGGCAGTTTGTGCAGTTGG GATTTAAACAGCGATTGCCC
aroE ACGCATTTGCGCCGACATC ATCAGGGCTTTTTTCAGGTT
fumC CACCGAACACGACACGATGG ACGACCAGTTCGTCAAACTC
gdh ATCAATACCGATGTGGCGCGT GGTTTTCATCTGCGTATAGAG
pdhC GGTTTCCAACGTATCGGCGAC ATCGGCTTTGATGCCGTATTT
pgm CTTCAAAGCCTACGACATCCG CGGATTGCTTTCGATGACGGC
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2.2. Agarose Gel Electrophoresis of the PCR Products

1. 6X Loading buffer: 0.25% (w/v) bromophenol blue, 0.25% (w/v) xylene cyanol
FF, 40% (w/v) sucrose in deionized water.

2. Agarose (Helena Biosciences, Cat. no. 8201-07).
3. TBE buffer: A 10X stock (0.89 M Tris borate, pH 8.3, 20 mM EDTA) can be

purchased from National Diagnostics (Cat. no. EC-860)
4. 10 mg/mL Ethidium bromide (Sigma, Cat. no. E-1510). This agent is a mutagen

and should be handled in a contained area by personnel wearing suitable protec-
tive clothing. The chemical is stored at room temperature in the dark.

5. DNA molecular weight markers (Promega 100 bp DNA ladder, Cat. no. G2101).

2.3. Purification of PCR Products

1. Polyethylene glycol (PEG) 8000 (Sigma, Cat. no. P-4463).
2. Sodium chloride (Sigma, Cat. no. S-7653).
3. Ethanol: 70% (analytical grade) in Milli-Q water.
4. 1.5-mL Microcentrifuge tubes (Axygen, Cat. no. 311-04-051).

2.4. Sequencing Reactions

1. Oligonucleotide primers: The primers in Table 2 are used to sequence the ampli-
fied gene fragments. As with the amplification primers, 10 µM stocks are pre-
pared. For sequencing, these stocks are diluted 1�16 with Milli-Q water (625 nM
final). All stocks are stored at –20°C and freeze/thaw cycles are minimized.

2. BigDye Terminator Cycle Sequencing Ready Reaction Kit with AmpliTaq DNA
polymerase, FS (PE Biosystems, Cat. no. 4303152).

3. Ethanol: 70% and 95% (analytical grade) in Milli-Q water.
4. Individual 0.2-mL thin-walled tubes (as for PCR) or Thermo-fast 96-well plates

(ABgene, Cat. no. AB-0600) for carrying out the reaction. The 96-well plates can
be sealed with PCR adhesive sealing sheets.

Table 2
Primers Used in MLST Sequencing Reactions

Gene         Forward primer 5 -3  sequence     Reverse primer 5 -3  sequence

abcZ AATCGTTTATGTACCGCAGG GAGAACGAGCCGGGATAGGA
adk AGGCTGGCACGCCCTTGG CAATACTTCGGCTTTCACGG
aroE GCGGTCAAYACGCTGATT* ATGATGTTGCCGTACACATA
fumC TCCGGCTTGCCGTTTGTCAG TTGTAGGCGGTTTTGGCGAC
gdh CCTTGGCAAAGAAAGCCTGC GCGCACGGATTCATATGG
pdhC TCTACTACATCACCCTGATG ATCGGCTTTGATGCCGTATTT
pgm CGGCGATGCCGACCGCTTGG GGTGATGATTTCGGTTGCGCC

*Y – C/T degenerate base.
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3. Methods
3.1. Polymerase Chain Reaction

3.1.1. Reactions in Individual Tubes

1. Prepare a master mix based on the volumes in Table 3 (which shows volumes for
a single 50 µL reaction). Prepare enough master mix for the number of reactions
required, including a negative control, plus one extra.

2. Dispense 49.5 µL of the mix into each 0.2-mL thin-walled PCR tube.
3. Inoculate with 0.5 µL of genomic DNA, boiled cell suspension or water for the

negative control.
4. Subject the reaction tubes to thermocycling in either an MJ Research PTC-200

or a PE Applied Biosystems 9700 thermal cycler as follows: an initial denatur-
ation is carried out at 94°C for 2 min, followed by 30–35 cycles of 94°C
for 1 min, 55°C for 1 min and 72°C for 1 min. A final extension step of
72°C for 2 min follows before the tubes are kept at 4°C until the machine is
switched off.

3.1.2. Reactions in 48-Well Plates

1. Label the plate using a permanent marker so that its orientation can be
determined.

2. Prepare a master mix using the volumes in Table 4. This makes enough for 50
reactions of 25 µL each.

3. Pipet 24.5 µL of this mixture into each well of the plate.
4. Inoculate all but one of the wells with 0.5 µL of genomic DNA. The remaining

well acts as a negative control to test for contamination.
5. Subject the reaction plate to thermocycling in the same way as for individual

tubes.

Table 3
PCR Mixture for One 50 mL Reactiona

Reagent  Volume (µL) Final concentration

10X Reaction buffer 5.0 1X
PCR primer 1 (10 µM) 5.0 1 µM
PCR primer 2 (10 µM) 5.0 1 µM
MgCl2 (25 mM) 3.0 1.5 mM
dNTP mix (5 mM total) 8.0 800 µM (total)
Deionized water 23.3 —
Taq DNA polymerase 0.25 1.25 U

aA master mix is prepared by multiplying these volumes by the required num-
ber of reactions. 49.5 µL of the master mix is pipetted into reaction tubes and
0.5 µL template DNA added.
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3.2. Agarose Gel Electrophoresis of the PCR Products

1. Mix one-tenth of the reaction mixture (5 µL for individual tubes or 2.5 µL for
48-well plates) with 1 µL of 6X loading buffer and load onto an agarose gel
for electrophoresis. The gel consists of 1% (w/v) agarose in 1X TBE buffer and
contains 0.5 µg/mL ethidium bromide. Load an additional lane with DNA
molecular weight markers.

2. Perform electrophoresis at ~5 V/cm (measured as the distance between the elec-
trodes) until the dyes in the loading buffer have separated 2–4 cm.

3. Visualize the gel under ultraviolet (UV) light to confirm the presence of a single
band in the inoculated reactions. If a band is present in the negative control, there
is contamination in the reactions and they must all be discarded.

3.3. Purification of PCR Products

3.3.1. Reactions in Individual Tubes

1. Transfer the contents of each reaction tube to 1.5-mL microcentrifuge tubes and
make up the volumes of reactions to 100 µL by the addition of 50 µL Milli-Q
water.

2. Add 60 µL of a 20% (w/v) PEG 8000, 2.5 M NaCl solution to each tube and mix
by vortexing briefly.

3. Incubate the tubes at either 37°C for 15 min, 20°C for 30 min or at 4°C overnight.
Longer incubations do not have a detrimental effect on the clean-up procedure.

4. Spin down the precipitated PCR products at maximum speed (~13,000g) in a
microcentrifuge for 10 min. Remove as much of the supernatants as possible
with an automatic pipet and then wash the pellets by the addition of 0.5 mL 70%
ice-cold ethanol. Spin the tubes again (with no mixing) at maximum speed for a
further 5 min. Remove as much of the ethanol as possible, as before, and then dry
the DNA pellet either with a SpeedVac for approx 5 min, or by air-drying.

Table 4
PCR Master Mix for Reactions in 48-Well Platesa

Reagent Volume (µL) Final concentration

10X Reaction buffer 125 1X
PCR primer 1 (10 µM) 125 1 µM
PCR primer 2 (10 µM) 125 1 µM
MgCl2 (25 mM) 75 1.5 mM
dNTP mix (5 mM total) 200 800 µM (total)
Deionized water 581.3 —
Taq DNA polymerase 6.25 1.25 U

a24.5 µL of the master mix is pipetted into each well; 0.5 µL of template DNA
is then added.
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5. The pellets can be stored dry at –20°C indefinitely. Prior to sequencing, resus-
pend in 10–15 µL Milli-Q water or equivalent.

3.3.2 Reactions in 48-Well Plates

1. Following thermal cycling, make the reactions up to 50 µL by the addition of
25 µL Milli-Q water.

2. Add 60 µL of a 20% (w/v) PEG8000, 2.5 M NaCl solution to each well using
a multi-channel, multi-dispensary automatic pipet. Reseal the plate tightly
and then mix vigorously using a vortex mixer. Centrifuge the plate briefly
at low speed (500g) to ensure that all the mixture is at the bottom of the
wells.

3. Incubate the plate as for individual tubes –37°C for 15 min, 20°C for 30 min or
at 4°C overnight.

4. Spin down the precipitated PCR products by centrifuging at 2750g at 4°C
for 1 h.

5. For the rest of the clean-up procedure, care must be taken not to agitate the plates
in any way as the pellets may become dislodged. Remove the plate seal and dis-
card the supernatant immediately by spinning the plate upside-down on to a piece
of cut-to-size Whatman chromatography paper at 500g for 1 min.

6. Wash the DNA pellets twice by adding 150 µL of 70% ice-cold ethanol, spinning
at 2750g at 4°C for a further 10 min and then discarding the supernatants as
before.

7. Re-seal the plate. This can be stored dry at –20°C indefinitely. Prior to sequenc-
ing, resuspend the DNA pellets in 5 µL Milli-Q water. To aid re-suspension,
vortex the plate briefly and spin down at low speed to ensure the solution is at the
bottom of the wells.

3.4. Nucleotide-Sequence Determination

We use the PE Applied Biosystems BigDye terminators, which are suitable
for use on the ABI Prism 310, ABI Prism 377, and ABI Prism 3700 automated
sequencing machines. They may also be used with ABI 373 sequencers with an
ABI Prism BigDye filter wheel installed. Sequencing on other systems will
require the use of different chemistries and users should refer to the documen-
tation supplied with the machine. For each PCR template, two sequencing
reactions are required: one each for the forward and reverse strands. We use
1/4 sized (5 µL) reactions (see Note 5).

3.4.1. Reactions in Individual Tubes

1. Label 0.2-mL thin-walled PCR reaction tubes appropriately with a permanent
marker pen.

2. Add 2 µL of the forward primer (625 nM) into half the tubes. Add 2 µL of the
reverse to the other tubes.
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3. Add 2 µL of BigDye Ready Reaction Termination Mix to all tubes.
4. Add 1 µL of each PCR product to the appropriate tube, so that each PCR product

is present in two separate reactions, one with the forward primer and one with the
reverse.

5. Centrifuge the tubes briefly to ensure the mixtures are at the bottom and then
place in the thermal cycler.

6. Perform thermal cycling using the following program: 25 cycles of 96°C for 10 s,
50°C for 5 s, and 60°C for 2 min. The thermal cycler should then cool tubes to
4°C until they are removed from the machine.

3.4.2. Reactions in 96-Well Plates

The use of multi-dispensing automatic pipets (multi-channel if appropriate)
is highly recommended for 96-well plate set-up.

1. On the left-hand half (48 wells) of the 96-well plate, add 2 µL of the forward
primer (625 nM). Add 2 µl (l of the reverse primer to the right-hand half).

2. Add 2 µL of BigDye Ready Reaction Termination Mix to all the wells.
3. Using a multi-channel automatic pipet, transfer 1 µL of each PCR reaction

directly from the PCR plate to the sequencing plate, with each PCR template
going to the same relative position on both the left- and right-hand sides of
the plate.

4. Move the reaction components towards the bottom of the wells by gently tapping
the plate on to the workbench. Tightly seal the plate with an adhesive sheet (see
Note 6) and centrifuge briefly to ensure that all the liquid is at the bottom before
placing in the thermal cycler.

5. Use the same thermal cycling program as for sequencing in tubes.

3.5. Purification of Sequencing Reactions

There are a number of different protocols suitable for cleaning up sequenc-
ing reactions, and which one works best for any particular set-up may need to
be determined empirically. Precipitation methods are cheap and fast, but may
leave behind some unincorporated dye-labeled terminators. Commercial spin
columns cost more and the procedure may take longer, but they should remove
more of the terminators. In our hands, ethanol precipitation yields very good
results. The procedure detailed below should yield products suitable for load-
ing on all machines.

3.5.1. Reactions in Individual Tubes

1. Make up individual reactions to 36 µL with Milli-Q water, i.e., for 1/4 scale
(5 µL) reactions, add 31 µL water. Transfer the mixtures to 1.5-mL microcentrifuge
tubes.
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2. Add 64 µL of 95% ethanol, vortex the tube briefly and then incubate at 20°C for
15–30 min.

3. Spin the tubes at maximum speed in a microcentrifuge for 30 min. After spin-
ning, aspirate the supernatants immediately with an automatic pipet.

4. Wash the pellets by the addition of 500 µL ice-cold 70% ethanol (no mixing) and
spin again at maximum speed for 10 min. Remove as much of the ethanol as
possible with an automatic pipet and then vacuum or air-dry the pellets for a few
minutes. The dried pellets can be stored at –20°C until ready for loading when
they are resuspended in 3–4 µL of the appropriate loading buffer for the sequenc-
ing machine to be used.

3.5.2. Reactions in 96-Well Plates

1. Make up reactions to 36 µL with Milli-Q water, preferably using a multi-channel
automatic pipet.

2. Add 64 µL of 95% ethanol to each well. Re-seal the plate tightly and vortex
briefly to mix. Centrifuge the plate briefly to ensure that all the mixture is at the
bottom. Incubate at 20°C for 15–30 min.

3. Centrifuge the plate at 2750g at 4°C for 1 h. Remove the adhesive cover immedi-
ately after spinning and gently invert the plate onto tissues or blue roll. Spin the
plate inverted on to a piece of cut-to-size Whatman chromatography paper at
500g for 1 min to remove any residual ethanol from the wells.

4. Add 150 µL of 70% ice-cold ethanol to each well. Re-seal the plate and centri-
fuge at 2750g at 4°C for 10 min. Remove the ethanol by inversion, as before.
Remove residual ethanol by spinning on to Whatman paper at 500g for 1 min.
The plate can be stored at –20°C until ready for loading when the samples are
resuspended in an appropriate volume of loading buffer as above.

3.6. Assembly of Sequence Traces and Determination of Allele
Numbers and Sequence Types

Sequence assembly can be performed using a variety of computer packages
available for different platforms. We recommend the use of Staden (14) which
is available free for noncommercial use on UNIX platforms. Sequences need
to be trimmed to the correct size so that they correspond exactly to the region
used to define alleles. The sizes and an example allele of each locus are shown
in the appendix. Alleles and sequence types can be assigned by interrogating
the MLST database (at http://mlst.zoo.ox.ac.uk), where instructions can be
found also for submitting new data.

4. Notes

1. To avoid problems of contamination with the PCR, we routinely set up reactions
in a class II laminar flow hood, used exclusively for the task. Designated auto-
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matic pipets are also used, which never come into contact with amplified DNA.
We also recommend the use of filter tips.

2. For high-throughput sequencing, genomic DNA from 47 strains can be added to
a 48-well plate, leaving room for the negative control. This enables rapid inocu-
lation of PCR reactions using a multi-channel pipet. This plate can be used to
inoculate the reactions for each of the seven housekeeping loci or any other genes
required. In our hands, using such a method, it is possible to set up four loci sets
of reactions (188 individual reactions) in approx 1 hr.

3. For routine samples, it is not always necessary to run every PCR product on an aga-
rose gel. As long as the negative control is tested for contamination, a few samples
(~5) may be run to verify that the reactions have worked, i.e., that there are no omis-
sions to the master mix and that the thermal cycler is performing correctly. Often we
only run the gel for about 10 min, which is sufficient to determine whether there is a
PCR product or not. The gel can be re-used many times for this purpose.

4. After centrifuging with inverted plates containing the PEG/NaCl solution, care
must be taken to wipe the carrier buckets and inner surfaces of the centrifuge to
prevent corrosion.

5. For sequencing, we find that using 1/4 sized reactions (i.e., 2 µL of BigDye)
produces robust results with our equipment. Better sequence electropherograms
may be achieved with 1/2 scale or even full-size reactions, although the cost
increases are significant. Use of automated set-up procedures, i.e., robotics, may
enable reactions to be scaled down further. Cost savings may also be achieved by
the use of BigDye dilution buffers, enabling lower concentrations of the reagent
to be used, although we make no recommendation of their use.

6. When sealing the sequencing plate, it is important that the reaction components
are not half-way up the sides of the wells. If they are, static on the adhesive sheet
may cause the liquid to jump from the wells.

7. Some ethanol precipitation procedures use sodium acetate to help precipitate prod-
ucts. This is fine if the extension products are to be run on slab gel machines such as
the 377. If capillary machines, such as the 3700, are used any residual salt left in the
reactions will compete with the extension fragments during the electrokinetic injec-
tion, resulting in weak signals and eventual damage to the capillary array.

8. In the 95% ethanol precipitation of sequencing reaction-extension products, it is
important that the ethanol concentration is accurate. It is recommended that
nondenatured ethanol is purchased at a concentration of 95%. Absolute (100%)
ethanol gradually absorbs water from the atmosphere, decreasing its concentra-
tion, so if this is to be diluted to 95%, it is better to use ethanol from a fresh,
recently opened bottle.
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5. Appendix

Example alleles from each housekeeping locus:

abcZ-1: 433 bp
TTTGATACTG TTGCCGAAGG TTTGGGCGAA ATTCGCGATT TATTGCGCCG
TTATCATCAT GTCAGCCATG AGTTGGAAAA TGGTTCGAGT GAGGCCTTAT
TGAAAGAGCT CAACGAATTG CAACTTGAGA TCGAAGCGAA GGACGGCTGG
AAGTTGGATG CGGCGGTGAA GCAGACTTTG GGCGAACTCG GTTTGCCGGA
AAACGAAAAA ATCGGCAACC TCTCCGGCGG TCAGAAAAAG CGCGTCGCCT
TGGCGCAGGC TTGGGTGCAG AAGCCCGACG TATTGCTGCT CGATGAACCG
ACCAACCATT TGGACATCGA CGCGATTATT TGGTTGGAAA ACCTGCTCAA
AGCGTTTGAA GGCAGCCTGG TTGTGATTAC CCACGACCGC CGTTTTTTGG
ACAATATCGC CACGCGGATT GTCGAACTCG ATC

adk-1: 465 bp
GAAGCGAAAA AAATCATTGA CGAAGGCGGC TTGGTGCGCG ACGACATCAT
TATCGGCATG GTCAAAGAAC GCATCGCGCA AGACGACTGC AAAAACGGTT
TCCTGTTCGA CGGTTTCCCG CGCACATTGG CACAAGCCGA AGCGATGGTT
GAAGCAGGCG TGGATTTGGA TGCAGTCGTT GAAATCGACG TGCCTGACAG
CGTGATTGTC GACCGTATGA GCGGCCGCCG CGTGCATTTG GCTTCCGGCC
GTACTTACCA CGTTACCTAC AACCCGCCCA AAGTTGAAGG CAAAGACGAC
GTAACCGGCG AAGATTTGAT TCAGCGCGAC GACGACAAAG AAGAAACCGT
GAAAAAACGC CTTGCCGTTT ACCACGAGCA AACCGAAGTT TTGGTCGATT
TTTACAGCAA ACTGGAAGGC GAACACGCGC CTAAATATAT CAAAGTTGAC
GGCACTCAGC CGGTA

aroE-1: 490 bp
TATCGGTTTG GCCAACGACA TCACGCAGGT CAAAAACATT GCCATCGAAG
GCAAAACCAT CTTGCTTTTG GGCGCGGGCG GCGCGGTGCG CGGCGTGATT
CCTGTTTTGA AAGAACACCG TCCTGCCCGT ATCGTCATTG CCAACCGCAC
CCACGCCAAA GCCGAAGAAT TGGCGCGGCT TTTCGGCATT GAAGCCGTCC
CGATGGCGGA TGTGAACGGC GGTTTTGATA TCATCATCAA CGGCACGTCC
GGCGGCTTGA GCGGTCAGCT TCCTGCCGTC AGTCCTGAAA TTTTCCTCGG
CTGCCGCCTT GCCTACGATA TGGTTTACGG CGACGCGGCG CAGGAGTTTT
TGAACTTTGC CCAAAGCAAC GGTGCGGCCG AAGTTTCAGA CGGACTGGGT
ATGCTGGTCG GTCAAGCGGC GGCTTCCTAC GCCCTCTGGC GCGGATTTAC
GCCCGATATC CGCCCTGTTA TCGAATACAT GAAAGCCATG
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fumC-1: 465 bp
GAAGCCTTGG GCGGACGCGA TGCCGCCGTT GCCGCTTCGG GCGCATTGAA
AACGCTGGCG GCAAGCCTGA ATAAAATCGC CAACGACATC CGCTGGCTGG
CAAGCGGCCC GCGCTGCGGT TTGGGCGAAA TCAAAATCCC CGAAAACGAG
CCGGGTTCGT CCATCATGCC GGGCAAAGTC AACCCGACCC AATGCGAAGC
GATGACCATG GTGTGCTGCC AAGTGTTCGG CAACGACGTT ACCATCGGTA
TGGCGGGCGC GTCGGGCAAT TTCGAGCTGA ACGTCTATAT GCCCGTCATC
GCCTACAACC TCTTGCAATC CATCCGCCTG TTGGGCGACG CGTGCAACAG
CTTCAACGAA CACTGCGCCG TCGGCATTGA ACCCGTACCG GAAAAAATCG
ACTATTTCCT GCACCATTCC CTGATGCTCG TTACCGCGTT AAACCGCAAA
ATCGGTTACG AAAAC

gdh-1: 501 bp
ATGTTCGAGC CGCTTTGGAA CAATAAATAC ATCGAAAGCG TGCAGCTTAC
CATCGCCGAG CAGTTGGGCG TGGAAGAACG CGGCGAGTTT TACGACATTA
CCGGCGCGTT GCGCGATATG GTGCAAAACC ACTTGATGCA AATGCTGTGC
ATGACTGCGA TGGAAGCCCC CGCCAGCTTG GATGCCGACG CGGTGCGCGA
TGAAAAAGTC AAAGTCATCA AGTCATTGAA GCCGCTGACC GTCGAATCTG
TCAATGAAAA TGTCGTGCGC GGACAATATA CCGCCGCCAA AGGCATGAAC
GGCTATCTTG AAGAAATCAA CGTTCCGCAA GACAGCTTTA CCGAAACCTA
CGTCGCCATT AAAGCCGAAA TCGAAAACGA ACGCTGGAAG GGCGTTCCCT
TCTACCTGCG TACCGGCAAG CGCATGGCGG GCAAAGTGGC GGAAATCGTT
TTGAACTTCA AAGATTTGAA CAGCCATATT TTTGAAGGCA GTCGCACCGC
G

pdhC-1: 480 bp
ATGCCCGAAG GTGCGGAACA AGACATCTTG AAAGGTATGT ACCTGCTGAA
AGCCGGCGGC AAAGGCGACA AGAAAGTCCA ACTGATGGGT TCCGGTACGA
TTTTGCAAGA AGTGATTGCC GGTGCCGAGC TGCTGAAAGC CGACTTCGGC
GTGGAAGCAG ACATTTGGTC TTGCCCATCT TTCAACCTGT TGCATCGCGA
TGCTATCGAA GCAGAACGTT TCAACCGCCT GAATCCTTTG GAAACTGCAA
AAGTACCGTT TGTTACTTCT CAACTGCAAG GTCATGACGG CCCGGTGATT
GCCGCTACCG ACTATATCCG TAGCTATGCT GACCGCATCC GTGCCTACAT
CCCTAACGAC TACCACGTCT TGGGTACTGA CGGCTTCGGC CGCTCCGACA
GCCGTGCCAA CCTGCGTAGC TTCTTCGAAG TTGACCGCTA CAACGTTGCC
GTTGCTGCAT TGAGCGCATT GGCCGATCAA
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pgm-1: 450 bp
GTGGTTACCA AAGACGGCAA CATTATTTAT CCCGACCGCC AACTGATGCT
GTTCGCCCAA GACGTTTTGA ACCGCAATCC CGGCGCGAAA GTCATTTTCG
ACGTGAAGTC CACCCGCCTG CTTGCGCCTT GGATTAAAGA ACACGGCGGC
AAAGCCATAA TGGAAAAAAC CGGCCACAGC TTTATCAAAT CCGCCATGAA
AGAAACCGGC GCGCCGGTTG CCGGCGAAAT GAGCGGACAC ATCTTCTTCA
AAGAACGCTG GTTCGGCTTC GACGACGGTC TGTACGCCGG CGCACGCCTC
TTGGAAATCC TGTCTGCCTC CGATAATCCG TCCGAAGTGT TAAACAACCT
GCCGCAAAGC ATTTCCACGC CCGAACTCAA CATCGCCCTG CCCGAAGGCA
GCAACGGCCA TCAGGTTATC AACGAACTCG CCGCCAAAGC CGAATTTGAA
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Capsular Operons

Ulrich Vogel, Heike Claus, and Matthias Frosch

1. Introduction
The major factor determining the different pathogenicities of meningococci and

their close relatives, the gonococci, is the polysaccharide capsule. The capsule pro-
tects meningococci from complement attack and phagocytosis and is indispensable
for systemic spread of the bacteria during sepsis and meningitis (1–5). The influ-
ence of the capsule on transmission of the bacteria, colonization of the human host,
entry into the bloodstream, and passage of the blood-brain barrier (BBB), respec-
tively, is less well-understood. Colonizing meningococci may be acapsular (6,7),
and at least in serogroup B meningococci, there is evidence that transient loss of
encapsulation owing to genetic-switching mechanisms facilitates entry into epithe-
lial cells (8,9). Characterization of meningococcal capsules in disease and carrier
isolates is important as part of the meningococcal typing scheme of outbreak iso-
lates. Typing is performed to determine the transmission of index strains. Capsular
serogrouping is of particular importance in the assessment of the suitability of vac-
cination in outbreak management (reviewed in ref. 10). This chapter describes
serological and molecular techniques used for the determination of serogroups and
capsular genotypes.

1.1. Capsular Polysaccharides

Until now, 12 capsular serogroups have been described (reviewed in ref. 11).
The serogroups differ in the chemical composition of the capsules, and thus in the
reactivity with specific antisera. Sialic acid is a component of the polysaccharide in
serogroups B, C, W135, and Y (12–15). Meningococcal disease isolates from
blood, the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), or respiratory samples usually express the
capsular serogroups A, B, C, W135, and Y, respectively. These serogroups are also
found among colonizing nasopharyngeal isolates. However, carrier isolates may
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be acapsular, or express capsules other than A, B, C, W135, or Y (16). Serogroup B
and C meningococci, which cause the majority of cases of meningococcal disease
in the Northern hemisphere, express homopolymers of sialic acid ( -2,8- and -2,9-
linked polysialic acid, respectively). Because the mammalian neural cell adhesion
molecule (N-CAM) carries -2,8-linked polysialic acid as a post-translational
modification (17), the serogroup B capsule, in contrast to the serogroup A, C, W135,
and Y capsules, is poorly immunogenic, and no vaccines based on the serogroup B
polysaccharide antigen have been designed to date. Serogroup W135 and Y menin-
gococci express heteropolymeric polysialic acid capsules, in which the sialic acid
residue is linked to galactose and glucose, respectively (14). Naturally occurring
isogenic derivatives of virulent serogroup C meningococci, which express the
serogroup W135 and Y capsule, are less serum-resistant than their parent strains
(U. Vogel, unpublished). This finding might explain why serogroup W135 and Y
meningococci are less frequently associated with systemic disease in Europe than
serogroup B and C meningococci (18). The capsular polysaccharide of serogroup
A meningococci, which cause large outbreaks of meningococcal disease in Africa
(reviewed in ref. 19), does not consist of sialic acid, but of -1,6-linked N-acetyl-
D-mannosamine-1-phosphate (20). This polymer is immunogenic in humans.

1.2. Antibodies to Capsular Polysaccharides

One means to determine the capsular serogroup of meningococci in a microbio-
logical laboratory is the detection by specific antibodies to the bacterial surface.
This can be achieved most easily by the use of latex-bead agglutination (see Chap-
ter 4) (21) or by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISA) (see Chapter 9)
(6). Agglutination is much more rapid than the ELISA technique, but may give rise
to nonspecific results, because poly-agglutination with several serogroup-specific
antibodies may occur. A variety of antibodies directed to diverse meningococcal
capsules has been published (21–26). In this chapter, we will describe the use of the
monoclonal antibody (MAb) NmeB 735 in an ELISA format. MAb NmeB 735 is
one of few class IgG antibodies directed against -2,8-linked polysialic acid, which
binds with high affinity to the serogroup B capsule as well as to glycosylated
N-CAM (25,27). Colony-blot analysis allows the investigation of a large number
of colonies in mixed populations, which is used for scientific purposes. Therefore,
colony-blot analysis of the serogroup B capsule is described in this chapter as well.

1.3. Molecular Techniques for the Determination of the Capsular
Genotype

1.3.1. Organization of Capsular Operons

The genes required for the expression of a capsular polysaccharide in men-
ingococci are clustered in the cps locus (28). To our current knowledge, the
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organization of cps is comparable in serogroup A, B, C, W135, and Y menin-
gococci (28–32). According to the data of the Neisseria meningitidis sequenc-
ing group at the Sanger Centre, UK (32) the cps of the serogroup A strains
comprises 22,877-bp, and 22 open reading frames (orfs). In accordance to pre-
viously published data, 7 regions are observed (Fig. 1):

1. The siaA-D genes (31–34) (synonymous synA-D) of the region A encode
enzymes responsible for the synthesis of polysialic acid in serogroup B, C, W135,
and Y meningococci. The mynA-D genes in serogroup A meningococci are
needed for the synthesis of the serogroup A polysaccharide (30).

2. Region C: this region is composed of four orfs (ctrA-D) responsible for capsular
transport across the bacterial membranes (29,35,36). Genes of this regions have
been successfully used to establish the detection of meningococcal DNA in clini-
cal samples (37) (see also Chapter 3).

3. Region B: this region comprises the lip genes responsible for phospholipid sub-
stitution of the polysaccharide (35). This region is found adjacent to the region D
in serogroup A meningococci (Fig. 1).

4. Region D is not involved in capsular synthesis. In contrast, deletion of the region
D will alter the LPS structure (38–40). The region D is found in gonococci as
well (41,42).

5. Region D : this region probably resulted from duplication of the region D in
meningococci (42).

6. Region D is followed by three orfs, which exhibit homologies to methyltrans-
ferase genes.

7. Region E: this region comprises one orf of unknown function (28), which also
occurs in gonococci. The deduced amino acid sequence is more than 50% identi-
cal to the regulatory protein Tex of Bordetella pertussis (GenBank accession
number Q45388) (43).

1.3.2. Theoretical Basis for the Molecular Analysis
of the Capsular Genotype

The region A of the cps harbors genes responsible for the synthesis of cap-
sular polysaccharide. Therefore, the determination of the capsular genotype
relies on the amplification of serogroup-specific genes within the region A.
The myn genes of the region A are unique to the serogroup A, and they can be
used for the analysis of the serogroup A capsular operon (30). The siaA-C
genes of serogroup B, C, W135, and Y meningococci are similar, because they
are necessary for the synthesis of the essential component of the polysaccha-
rides, the sialic acid (31,34). Therefore, distinction of these serogroups has to
rely on the serogroup-specific siaD genes (6,37,44,45). The siaD genes of
serogroup B and C meningococci are 64.4% identical (31,34). These genes are
unrelated to the siaD genes of serogroup W135 and Y meningococci, which
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Fig. 1. Comparison of the cps loci of the strains Z2491 (serogroup A) and B1940 (serogroup B). The cps of strain Z2491 was
deduced from data of the Neisseria meningitidis sequencing group at the Sanger Centre (32). The structure of the cps of the
serogroup B strain B1940 was deduced from several publications (28,29,33,35,36,38,42). B1940 was selected to illustrate a
differing location of the region B obvious in some meningococcal strains. The arrows indicate the direction of transcription of
the genes. The letters represent the nomenclature of the regions of cps, MT indicates genes with homologies to methyltransferase
genes inserted between the regions E and D . The differences between the regions A of both serogroups are demonstrated by
different colors.
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share more than 98% identity (31). There is one polymorphic region, between
nucleotides 885 and 1,029 of the 3,114-bp siaD genes, which distinguishes
the serogroup W135 and Y siaD genes. By the analysis of serogroup W135 and
Y meningococci derived from several genetically diverse sequence types, we
could demonstrate that these polymorphisms are serogroup-specific, and
that they can be used to distinguish serogroup W135 and Y meningococci
(U. Vogel, M. Achtman, H. Claus, unpublished).

1.3.3. Necessity of Capsular Genotyping

Why is the molecular analysis of the capsular genotype mandatory to com-
plete the serological analysis of the serogroup? When we investigated healthy
contacts of a patient with meningococcal disease, we observed that 5 of 10
meningococcal carrier isolates were not serogroupable with antibodies directed
against the serogroups B, C, W135, and Y, respectively (6). Of the five non-
groupable isolates, three possessed the region A either of the serogroup C or of
the serogroup Y. This example indicates that a comprehensive serogroup analy-
sis of carrier isolates needs molecular techniques. The acapsular phenotype
might be reversible, and two mechanisms of a reversible loss of encapsulation
have been described: 1) integration of an insertion element into the region A
(8), and 2) slipped-strand mispairing inside the siaD gene (9). Therefore, even
pathogenic isolates after transmission from the patient to a healthy contact
might appear transiently in an acapsular phenotype.

2. Materials
2.1. ELISA

1. Microtiter plates.
2. Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS): 10 mM K2HPO4/KH2PO4, pH 7.4, 0.15 M NaCl.
3. Poly-D-lysine: 25 µg/mL in PBS.
4. Glutaraldehyde: 0.05 % in PBS.
5. First antibody: MAb NmeB 735 (25) (the antibody can be obtained from Dade

Behring Marburg GmbH, P.O. Box 11 49, 35001 Marburg, Germany, if the investi-
gator signs an investigator´s declaration regulating the use of the antibody. At our
institute, limited amounts of MAb NmeB 735 ascites fluid prepared years ago is still
in use.).

6. Second antibody: peroxidase-conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG+IgM (H+L) (Jack-
son ImmunoResearch Laboratories, West Grove, PA).

7. Color-development substrate: One ABTS® (2,2 -Azino-di-[3-ethylbenzthiazoline
sulfonate (6)] diammonium salt) tablet is dissolved in 5 mL ABTS® buffer
(Roche, Mannheim, Germany, Cat. no. 1112422 and 1112597). Safety note:
ABTS is an irritant substance.

8. Titertek Multiskan (ICN Biochemicals, Costa Mesa, CA).
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2.2. Colony Blot

1. Nitrocellulose-membrane filter (pore size 0.45 µm).
2. Whatman filter paper 3 MM.
3. Denaturing solution: 0.5 N NaOH. Safety note: NaOH is a corrosive substance.
4. Neutralizing solution: 0.5 M Tris-HCL, pH 7.5, 1.5 M NaCl.
5. 20x SSPE: 3.6 M NaCl, 0.1 M Na2HPO4, 0.1 M NaH2PO4 and 0.02 M EDTA.
6. 70% ethanol. Safety note: ethanol is highly flammable.
7. PBS: 10 mM K2HPO4/KH2PO4, pH 7.4, 0.15 M NaCl.
8. PBS/1% bovine serum albumin (BSA).
9. PBS/0.2% BSA.

10. First antibody: MAb NmeB 735 (25) (see Subheading 2.1.).
11. Second antibody: alkaline phosphatase-conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG + IgM

(H + L) (Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories, West Grove, PA).
12. 0.1 M Tris-HCl, pH 9.6.
13. Color-development substrate: 9 mL 0.1 M Tris-HCl, pH 9.6, 20 µL 2 M MgCl2,

1 mL 0.1% NBT (4-Nitro blue tetrazolium chloride) dissolved in 0.1 M Tris-HCl,
pH 9.6, 100 µL 0.5% BCIP (5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-phosphate) dissolved
in 0.1 M Tris-HCl, pH 9.6.

2.3. Polymerase Chain Reaction

1. Oligonucleotide primers: Oligonucleotide stocks (100 pmol/µL) are prepared in
distilled, deionized water and stored at –20°C for 6 mo. Working dilutions
(20 pmol/µL) are stored at –20°C for 1 mo. The primers and their target genes are
listed in Table 1. The primer combinations used for the serogroup detection are
given in Table 2.

2. dNTP solution: Lyophilized dNTPs are dissolved in distilled, deionized water to a
final concentration of 100 mM and stored at –20°. The stock solutions are diluted
1�50 using distilled, deionized water to yield the working solution containing 2
mM of each dNTP. Aliquots of the working solution are stored at –20°C.

3. AmpliTaq® DNA polymerase (5 U/µL) is supplied with 10X PCR buffer II (100 mM
Tris-HCl, pH 8.3 [at 25°C], 500 mM KCl) and 25 mM MgCl2 solution (PE
Biosystems, Foster City, CA, Cat. no. N808-0156). All solutions are stored at –20°C.

4. Templates: Suspensions of heat-killed meningococci are used. Bacteria are sus-
pended in PBS (OD600 nm 1–2) and killed by heating for 10 min at 100°C. Stock
solutions are stored at –20°C. Dilutions of 1�10 serve as PCR templates. Safety
note: Strictly follow biosafety recommendations when working with Neisseria
meningitidis.

5. Reaction tubes.
6. Thermal cycler.

2.4. Agarose-Gel Electrophoresis of the PCR Products

1. GEBS: 20% glycerol, 50 mM EDTA, 0,05% bromophenol blue, 0,5%
N-lauroylsarcosin.
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Table 1
Oligonucleotides

Oligonucleotide Sequence (5 –3 ) Target Position Accession no. Reference

NT2 ATACTTAATAACAGAAAATGGCG mynB 1,605–1,627 GenBank AF019760 (30)
NT4 ATGATGGTAATGGGAAAAGAGT mynB 3,222–3,201 GenBank AF019760 (30)
UE12 CGCCTTTGCATCTGTCGTAGC siaC 2,861–2,881 EMBL M95053 (29)
UE13 GGAGATCAGAAGTCATAGTA siaDB downstream 4,641–4,622 EMBL M95053 (29)
HC2 AAATCTATAAATTGACTC siaDC upstream 94–75 nt upstream

    of siaD Unpublished
HC4 GGAGATTTGTTTAGCT siaDC downstream 552–537 nt downstream

    of siaD Unpublished
HC39 GTGTATGATATTCCAATCGTTG siaDW135 1,103–1,124 EMBL Y13970 (6,31)
HC44 GGCTTTGGTTATATATTTCTAG siaDY 1,073–1,094 EMBL Y13969 (6,31)
HC65 CGAGATTCATTGATGCCTTG siaDW135/Y 3,045–3,026 EMBL Y13969/70 (31)
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2. DNA molecular-weight marker (e.g., 1 kb ladder, Life Technologies, Rockville, MD)
3. Agarose.
4. 1X TBE: 100 mM Tris, 100 mM boric acid, 2.5 mM EDTA. Safety note: boric

acid is an irritant substance.
5. Horizontal gel electrophoresis chamber.
6. 50 mg/L ethidium bromide in distilled, deionized water. This agent is stored

protected from light at room temperature. Safety note: ethidium bromide is
mutagenic and therefore harmful. Carefully follow handling and storage instruc-
tions provided by your institution.

7. Transilluminator (  = 312 nm).

3. Methods
3.1. ELISA

1. Incubate microtiter plates with 50 µL/well poly-D-lysine solution for 1 h at room
temperature.

2. Wash three times with PBS and then incubate in a biosafety cabinet with 20 µL
of bacterial suspensions in PBS (OD600nm: 0.15) for 2 h. Prepare a positive con-
trol (e.g., serogroup B isolate MC58, see Table 3) and a negative control (e.g.,
serogroup C isolate 2120, see Table 3) in the same way. Use PBS/1% BSA for
the blank value. Analyze all suspensions in duplicates or triplicates.

3. Cross-link bacteria to poly-D-lysine by adding 100 µL glutaraldehyde solution/
well for 10 min.

4. Wash the plates three times with PBS and then block nonspecific binding sites
with 150 µL of PBS/1% BSA for 1 h.

5. After washing three times, the plates are incubated with MAb NmeB 735 ascites
fluid diluted 1�4,000 in PBS/1% BSA for 1.5 h (20 µL/well).

6. Wash three times with PBS prior to addition for 1 h of 20 µL/well of peroxidase-
conjugated goat anti-mouse immunoglobulin diluted 1�2,500 in PBS/1% BSA.

7. Wash three times with PBS. Finally, add 20 µL substrate solution to each well
and measure the absorbance at 414 nm after 10 min using a Titertek Multiskan.
The absorbance of the positive control should be higher than 1,000 and the absor-

Table 2
PCR Conditions

Primer Annealing Fragment Extension
Serogroup combination temperature (°C) length (bp) time (s)

A NT2/NT4 56 1,617 90
B UE12/UE13 52 1,780 120
C HC2/HC4 40 2,125 120
W HC39/HC65 54 1,942 120
Y HC44/HC65 54 1,972 120
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bance of the negative control should be lower than 200. A value is regarded as
positive, if it exceeds the negative control by more than threefold.

3.2. Colony Blot

1. Transfer bacterial colonies after overnight growth from the nutrient agar to nitro-
cellulose filters.

2. Dry filters for 1 h in a biosafety cabinet.
3. Meanwhile, soak four Whatman filter papers with denaturing solution, neutraliz-

ing solution, 2X SSPE, and 70% ethanol, respectively.
4. Consecutively place dried nitrocellulose filters on each Whatman filter paper for

exactly 2 min with the colonies on top. Filters of a positive control (e.g.,
serogroup B strain MC58, see Table 3) and of a negative control (e.g., serogroup
C strain 2120; see Table 3) are prepared in the same manner.

5. After drying, place the nitrocellulose filters in Petri dishes and block unspecific
binding sites by incubation with PBS/1% BSA for 30 min. All incubations are
carried out on a shaker (70 rpm) at room temperature.

6. MAb NmeB 735 ascites fluid diluted 1:1,000 in PBS/1% BSA is added for 1 h.
7. Wash the filters three times for 10 min with PBS/0.2% BSA.
8. Detect bound antibody with alkaline phosphatase-conjugated goat anti-mouse Ig

(diluted 1�5,000 in PBS/1% BSA), which is incubated for 1 h.
9. Wash the filters twice with PBS/0.2% BSA and once with 0.1 M Tris-HCl, pH

9.6. Then incubate the filters in the color-development solution without shaking.
10. Stop the reaction by incubation in distilled, deionized water. The developing time

is approx 5–10 min, but depends on the reaction of the controls.

3.3. PCR

1. Prepare the PCR master mix according to Tables 1, 2, and 4. Tables 1 and 2
show the oligonucleotides used for the PCR and their combinations for the detec-
tion of serogroup specific genes, respectively. Table 4 demonstrates the compo-

Table 3
Positive Controls for PCR

Reference
Serogroup  strain ETa STb Reference

A Z2491 Subgroup IV-1 4 (46)
B MC58 ET-5 complex               Unknown (47)
C 2120 ET-37 complex 11 (6)
W135 171 ET-37 complex 11c (31)
Y 172 Unknown 166c (31)

aElectrophoretic type.
bSequence type.
cU. Vogel and M. Achtman, unpublished.
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sition of the standard 50 µL PCR mix. PCR reactions include at least one nega-
tive control without template and one positive control (the strains used for posi-
tive controls in our hands are shown in Table 3). Add 46 µL of master mix to
each reaction tube.

2. Add 4 µL of the bacterial suspensions. For the negative controls use 4 µL dis-
tilled, deionized water.

3. The PCR conditions are as follows: initial denaturation is carried out at 94°C for
10 min, followed by 36 cycles of primer annealing for 1 min, extension at 72°C,
and denaturation at 94°C for 1 min. The annealing temperatures and the exten-
sion times are given in Table 1. After a further annealing step, a final extension is
carried out at 72°C for 10 min.

4. Mix 10 µL of the PCR products with 5 µL GEBS and load a 1% agarose gel.
5. Electrophoresis is carried out at 200 V until the bromophenol blue dye has migrated

approx 8 cm.
6. Place the gel into the ethidium bromide solution for 10 min and then visualize DNA

on a transilluminator. The expected sizes of the products are shown in Table 2.

4. Notes
1. The determination of the serogroup by ELISA is very robust. It may be worth

trying to coat the ELISA plates with heat-killed meningococci in order to avoid
the incubation step with live bacteria in a biosafety cabinet. Please note that for
reasons unknown to us, the capsule of group A meningococci seems to be very
sensitive to heat and ELISAs tend to be falsely negative. Therefore, heat inacti-
vation can only be recommended for group B, C, W135, and Y meningococci.

2. The interpretation of the colony-blot results may be difficult. The following
observation can be helpful with unclear results: colonies of encapsulated bacteria
are surrounded by capsular polysaccharide shed to the environment. Therefore,
positive reactions are not only characterized by dark colonies, but also by a deli-

Table 4
PCR Mix

Component Final concentration

10X PCR buffer II (PE Biosystems) 5 µLa 1X
dNTP solution (2 mM each dNTP) 5 µL 200 µM each dNTP
25 mM MgCl2 3 µL 1.5 mM
Primer 1 (20 µM) 0.5 µL 2 nM
Primer 2 (20 µM) 0.5 µL 2 nM
AmpliTaq® DNA Polymerase (5 U/µL) 0.1 µL 0.5 U/50 µL
Template 4 µL 4 × 108 CFU/50 µL
Distilled, deionized water 31.9 µL —

aValues are given for one PCR reaction (final volume 50 µL).
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cate reaction of the surroundings of the colony. This observation facilitates the
interpretation. Alternative protocol: treat the dried filters with 70% ethanol only,
omitting incubation with NaOH, Tris/NaCl, and SSPE.

3. For the analysis of the serogroup C siaD gene by PCR, we use primers, which are
derived from the up- and downstream regions, respectively, of the gene (see
Table 1). The PCR works well with serogroup C meningococci derived from
different electrophoretic types and geographic origins (e.g., cluster A4, USA;
ET-5 complex, Norway; ET-47, Czech Republic; ET-37 complex, Italy; ET-164,
The Netherlands). Therefore the primers are very reliable for the detection of the
serogroup C. However, alternative primers have been described by Borrow et al.
(ref. 44; see also Chapter 3).

4. We recently published a PCR amplifying a cps fragment comprising the genes
siaA, siaB, and siaC. These genes are conserved in the serogroups B, C, W135,
and Y (see Subheading 1.3.2.). The primers SH39 and UE16 used for the siaA-C
PCR have been published (6). The siaA-C PCR can be used to screen a large
number of strains for the presence of the capsular genotypes B, C, W135, and Y,
which are all positive in the siaA-C PCR.
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Molecular Analysis of the Meningococcal
LPS Expression

Michael P. Jennings, Andrew W. Berrington, and E. Richard Moxon

1. Introduction
Lipopolysaccharide (LPS) is one of the major virulence factors of Neisseria

meningitidis (1), with proposed roles in bacterial attachment to the host, inva-
sion of host tissues, serum resistance, evasion of the host immune response,
and the pathogenesis of sepsis syndrome. Accordingly it has become an impor-
tant target for research.

Conventionally, the study of LPS has relied on structural investigations and
the use of monoclonal antibodies (MAbs), which in the case of meningococcal
LPS have revealed marked heterogeneity and complexity (2). The LPS of
N. meningitidis can be categorized into 12 immunotypes, L1 to L12, which
differ in the structure of the oligosaccharide region of the LPS molecule. In
most cases these structures have been elucidated (3) (for examples, see Fig. 1).
The type of LPS expressed is a key factor in interactions with the host. For
example, the L3 immunotype is more serum resistant than the L8 immunotype
(4), while the L8 immunotype may be more invasive (5). Such studies have
provided insights into the role of LPS in the pathogenesis of disease.

Crucially, however, many of the oligosaccharide-linked structures that dis-
tinguish these immunotypes are subject to phase variation, which is defined as
the high-frequency, reversible, on-off switching of gene expression. This may
lead to changes in the immunological reactivity of a strain, which indeed may
be one means by which the organism succeeds in evading host immunity dur-
ing disease. For example, switching may occur between the L3 and L8
immunotypes, between L1 and L8, and between L2 and L4. There is evidence
from the mouse model that immunotype switching may play a role in the estab-
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Fig. 1. The primary structure of a selection of meningococcal oligosaccharides of
immunotypes L1, L2, L3, L4, and L8. Immunotypes are labeled to the left each structure.
Gray arrows show phase variation between structures. Only the terminal structures of L1
and L3 are shown, as they are extensions of the L8 basal structure. The structure of
immunotype L6 has the same basal structure as L4, but the terminal two sugars ( -Neu5
Ac-(2-3)- -D-Gal-) are missing. The enzymatic activities of the lgtA, lgtB, lgtC, lgtE, and
lgtG gene products are indicated with arrows. The lgt genes present in each of the type strains
are indicated with arrowed lines on the left of the figure. The arabic numbers indicate the
position of the binding site; ,  indicate the anomeric configuration. Adapted from ref. 2.
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lishment of disease (6). However, phase variation means that phenotypic analy-
sis alone may be insufficient to fully document the LPS repertoire of a given
strain. This problem may be circumvented by studying the LPS operon at the
molecular level (7).

The lgt (lipopolysaccharide glycosyltransferase) operon comprises the
closely-linked LPS biosynthetic genes lgtA, lgtB, lgtC, lgtD, and lgtE. The
genes lgtA, lgtB, and lgtE encode the glycosyltransferases required for the bio-
synthesis of the lacto-N-neotetraose motif of L2, L3 and L4 (Fig. 1). The lgtC
gene encodes a further enzyme for the addition of the N-acetylglucosamine
residue found in L1, while lgtD catalyses the addition of N-acetylgalactosamine
to lacto-N-neotetraose. A sixth gene, lgtG, another glycosyltransferase origi-
nally discovered in N. gonorrhoeae (8), has been observed in N. meningitidis
but is not closely linked. A given isolate may possess some or all of these
genes. In a study of the distribution of the lgtABCDEG loci in a global collec-
tion of 37 serogroup B strains (9), lgtA and lgtB were ubiquitous, lgtC was
present in 14, lgtE was present in 36, and lgtG in 19. At the time of this writing,
lgtD has been reported in only one meningococcal strain (7), and is probably
more representative of N. gonorrhoeae.

Phase variation of these genes is mediated by high-frequency frameshift
mutations that occur within homopolymeric tracts situated in the coding regions
of lgtA, lgtC, lgtD, and lgtG (7,10), and that result in switching between ‘on’
and ‘off’ states with respect to expression. This mechanism has been indepen-
dently confirmed in studies of the lgt operon in N. gonorrhoeae (8,11,12). For
example, the L3 to L8 switching event described earlier occurs via mutation in
the poly-G tract within lgtA. Tracts of 5, 8, 11, 14, or 17 base pairs in length leave
the downstream sequences in frame for transcription (lgtA expressed, lacto-
N-neotetraose synthesised, L3 immunotype), while tracts of other lengths leave
the downstream sequences out of frame (lgtA not expressed, L8 immunotype).
Similar tracts are found in lgtC (poly-G) and lgtG (poly-C), and mediate equivalent
switching events.

The experimental techniques used to investigate these loci include Southern
hybridization to determine the presence or absence of the genes of interest,
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification of the regions of those genes
that contain homopolymeric tracts, and sequencing of the tracts themselves to
determine whether the genes are ‘on’ or ‘off.’ This chapter will describe these
methodologies. Based on the enzymatic activity of the glycosyltransferases
involved, it is possible to predict the LPS structure currently expressed by the
strain. For example, Fig. 1 shows a strain of L3 immunotype with the lgtA gene
“on” (14 residues in the poly-G tract), which predicts that lacto-N-neotetraose
will be made by this strain. Furthermore, this information makes it possible to
predict the whole repertoire of immunotypes that a strain might express given
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the appropriate switching events. For example, the L2 strain in Fig. 1 can be
predicted to switch to L4 if lgtG is present and switches off.

It is anticipated that studies using techniques such as those described in this
chapter will lead to a greater understanding of the mechanisms and functions
of LPS immunotype switching.

2. Materials
1. 37°C incubator with 5% CO2.
2. Centrifuge.
3. Water bath.
4. Thermal cycler.
5. Agarose-gel electrophoresis equipment.
6. Ultraviolet (UV) illuminator and gel-imaging equipment (photographic or digital).
7. Spectrophotometer.

2.2. Cultivation of Meningococci

1. 1% BHI agar (Acumedia) supplemented with 10% Levinthal’s base (13), or
equivalent medium capable of supporting the growth of N. meningitidis.

2. Control strains for the generation of probes and as controls for Southern blots and
PCRs (Table 1).

2.3. Probe Preparation

1. PCR reagents: Taq polymerase and buffer, MgCl2, dNTPs, sterile distilled water.
2. Primers (listed in Table 2, defined in Table 5).
3. Gel-extraction kit, e.g., QiaEx II (Qiagen).
4. DIG High Prime Labeling and Detection Starter Kit 1 (Boehringer Mannheim).

Table 1
Immunotype Control Strains

Immunotype Strain Reference

L1 126E (2)
L2 35E (2)
L3 MC58¢3 (5)
L4 M891 (2)
L5 M981 (2)
L6 M992 (2)
L8 M978 (2)
L10 7880 (2)
L11 7889 (2)
L12 3200 (2)
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2.4. Extraction of Genomic DNA for Southern Blots

1. Reagents: Phosphate-Buffered Saline (PBS), 10% sodium dodecyl sulphate
(SDS), proteinase K, 5 M NaCl, 10% CTAB/0.7 M NaCl solution, chloroform/
isoamyl mixture (24�1), phenol/chloroform/isoamyl mixture (25�24�1), isopro-
panol, ethanol, TE buffer, RNAse A.

2.5. Restriction Digestion

1. ClaI restriction enzyme and buffer, sterile distilled water.

2.6. Southern Blot

1. Equipment: trays, filter paper, paper towels, transfer membrane (e.g., Hybond-N,
Amersham International), UV cross linker, hybridisation oven.

2. Denaturing solution: 1.5 M NaCl, 0.5 M NaOH.
3. Neutralizing solution: 0.5 M Tris-HCl, 1.5 M NaCl, pH 7.4.
4. 20X SSC stock: 17.5% (w/v) NaCl, 8.82% (w/v) Sodium Citrate, pH 7.0.
5. Transfer buffer: 8X SSC.
6. Standard hybridization buffer: 5X SSC, 0.02% (w/v) SDS, 1X blocking solution

(Boehringer Mannheim).
7. Wash buffers: 0.1X SSC, 0.1% SDS; 2X SSC, 0.1% SDS; 0.05X SSC, 0.05% SDS.
8. Maleic acid buffer: 0.1 M maleic acid, 0.15 M NaCl, pH 7.5.
9. Blocking reagent: 10X blocking solution diluted 1�10 in maleic acid buffer.

10. Anti-digoxigenin-AP, Fab fragments (Boehringer Mannheim).
11. Detection buffer: 0.1 M Tris-HCl, 0.1 M NaCl, 50 mM MgCl2, pH 9.5.
12. NBT: 5% nitro-blue tetrazolium in 70% dimethyl fluoride (DMF).
13. BCIP: 5% 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyphosphate in 100% DMF.

2.7. Amplification of lgt Homopolymeric Tract Regions

1. PCR reagents: Taq polymerase and buffer, MgCl2, dNTPs, sterile distilled water.
2. Primers (listed in Table 3, defined in Table 5).
3. Gel-extraction kit, e.g., QiaEx II (Qiagen).

Table 2
Templates and Primers for Generating lgt Gene Probes

Probe Template Forward primer Reverse primer Probe size

lgtA L3 lic2 lic23 550 bp
lgtB L3 lic13 lic1 805 bp
lgtC L1 LgtCF lgtCR 945 bp
lgtD L1 F104 xmore37 338 bp
lgtE L3 x135ext R110 666 bp
lgtG L2 LG2 LG3 603 bp
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2.8. Sequencing of lgt Homopolymeric Tract Regions

1. Primers (listed in Table 4 and defined in Table 5).
2. Ready reaction premix (Big Dye Terminator RR Mix, Applied Biosystems).
3. Ethanol extraction reagents: 3 M sodium acetate pH4.6; ethanol.
4. Automated sequencer.

2.9. Sequence Analysis

1. Computer equipment with appropriate software, for example SeqEd (Applied
Biosystems).

3. Methods
3.1. General

1. Most methods are as described in Sambrook et al. (14).
2. A typical sequence of experiments would comprise Southern analysis to deter-

mine the lgt genes present in the strains of interest, followed by PCR amplifica-
tion and sequencing of the homopolymeric tracts of the phase-variable genes
present.

3.2. Cultivation of Meningococci

1. Streak for single colonies when making PCR template, inoculate plate heavily
for extraction of DNA.

2. Incubate at 37°C in 5% CO2 for 16 h.

Table 3
Primers for Amplifying the Homopolymeric
Tract Regions in lgt Genes

Gene Forward primer Reverse primer

lgtA lic31ext lic16ext
lgtC lgtCF lgtCR
lgtG LG1 LG2

Table 4
Primers for Sequencing the Homopolymeric
Tract Regions in lgt Genes

Gene Forward primer Reverse primer

lgtA lic31ext lic16ext
lgtC lgtCF R99
lgtG LG6 LG8
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Table 5
Sequences, Positions, and References of Primers Used in lgt Studies

Primer Sequence 5 -3 Position Reference sequence

F104 ACAACAACACGATGATTATG 2151–2171 U65788
LG1 ATGAAGCTCAAAATAGACATTG 209–230 AF076919
LG2 TTATACGGATGCCAGCATGTC 1244–1264 rc AF076919
LG3 ATACGGCGTTCCCCCCGAAA 661–680 AF076919
LG6 GATTACGCCGACCTCCTCATCTGC 488–511 AF076919
LG8 GGTAGAGTTCGGGCATATCGGTGC 933–956rc AF076919
lgtCF GGAGAAAAGATGGACATCGTATTTTGCGG 652–679 U65788
lgtCR GTCAATAAATCTTGCGTAAGAATCT 1573–1597 rc U65788
lic1 GGCACAATGAACTGTTCG 2171–2188 rc U25839
lic2 ATGCAGACGATATTGCCG 614–631 U25839
lic13 GTTATCAGCTTAGCTTCC 1383–1400 U25839
lic16ext CGATGATGCTGCGGTCTTTTTCCAT 664–688 rc U25839
lic23 TTCCGGCAAATGTTTCTCCA 1144–1164 rc U25839
lic31ext CCTTTAGTCAGCGTATTGATTTGCG 334–358 U25839
R99 CCCAAATCGGTATCCCATAA 1003–1022 U65788
R110 CCTATCTTTTTCCAAATCGC 3002–3021 rc U25839
x135ext CCATGTTATCAGCTTAG 2355–2371 U25839
xmore37 CCTGTCCGGACAAGGCTTTT 2470–2489 rc U65788
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3.3. Probe Preparation
1. Use lysed whole cells in preference to chromosomal DNA preparations as PCR

template: from an overnight plate culture pick 12 isolated colonies to 200 µL
sterile distilled water, and boil for 10 min. The strains used to prepare each probe
are documented in Table 6.

2. Prepare a reaction tube for each specimen containing Taq polymerase buffer and
MgCl2 according to the manufacturer’s instructions, dNTPs (typically 0.4 µL of
a 25 mM preparation), 50 pmol of forward and reverse primers, 1 µL of template,
and sterilized distilled water to a total volume of 48 µL.

3. After a 5-min hot-start at 94°C, to each tube add 2 µL of a preparation of Taq
polymerase diluted in Taq buffer; 0.4 U per reaction is sufficient.

4. Amplify DNA using 35 cycles of 94°C for 1 min, 55°C for 1 min, 72°C for 1 min,
followed by final extension at 72°C for 7 min.

5. Purify the PCR product by agarose-gel extraction.
6. Quantitate DNA by comparison with a DNA mass ladder on a 1% agarose gel.
7. Label the probes using the nonradioactive digoxigenin labeling system DIG High

Prime Labeling and Detection Starter Kit 1 (Boehringer Mannheim), according
to the manufacturer’s instructions. Typically, up to 1 µg of PCR product is incu-
bated with 4 µL of labeling reagent and an appropriate volume of sterile distilled
water to yield 20 µL of labeled probe.

8. If necessary the yield may be quantified using the DIG Control Teststrips
(Boehringer Mannheim), according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

9. Denature the probe by boiling for 5 min and cooling rapidly on ice, then add to
pre-warmed hybridization buffer. The optimal concentration should be deter-
mined by experimentation, but 10 µL of probe diluted in 4 mL of buffer has been
used successfully in our laboratory. Following dilution the probe may be kept
frozen at –20°C and reused several times.

3.4. Extraction of Genomic DNA for Southern Blots
1. For each strain to be studied, scrape the growth from half a plate into 500 µL PBS. To

each tube add 30 µL 10% SDS and 3 µL proteinase K, and heat-kill at 56°C for 1 h.

Table 6
Template Strains for Generation of lgt
Probes

Probe Template strain Reference

lgtA MC58 (5)
lgtB MC58 (5)
lgtC 126E (2)
lgtD 126E (2)
lgtE MC58 (5)
lgtG 35E (2)
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2. To each tube add 100 µL 5M NaCl followed by 80 µL freshly prepared 10%
CTAB/0.7 M NaCl solution, mix thoroughly, and incubate at 65°C for 10 min in
a water bath.

3. To each tube add an equal volume of chloroform/isoamyl (24�1), vortex mix,
and centrifuge at 14,000 rpm for 5 min.

4. Transfer the aqueous (upper) phase to a fresh tube and add an equal volume of phe-
nol/chloroform/isoamyl (25�24�1), vortex and centrifuge at 14,000 rpm for 5 min.

5. Transfer the aqueous phase to a fresh tube and add 0.6 volumes of isopropanol,
then centrifuge at 14,000 rpm for 5 min to pellet the precipitated DNA.

6. Wash the pellet once with 250 µL 70% ethanol, centrifuge again, remove the
supernatant and dry the pellet for 5–10 min.

7. Resuspend the pellet in 80 µL TE buffer containing 10 mg/mL RNAse A.
8. Quantitate the DNA by spectrophotometry at 260 nm.

3.5. Restriction Digestion

1. Digest 5 µg of chromosomal DNA with 5U ClaI in enzyme buffer according to
the manufacturer’s instructions, at 37°C overnight.

2. Separate the fragments on a 0.7% agarose gel, and visualize under UV illumina-
tion to ensure complete digestion.

3.6. Hybridization

1. Load control and test digests into a 0.7% agarose gel and run at 100V to maxi-
mum separation: store an image for later reference.

2. Agitate the gel in denaturing solution for 30 min.
3. Agitate the gel in neutralizing solution for 30 min.
4. Blot the gel overnight onto transfer membrane using 8X SSC as transfer buffer.
5. Fix DNA to the membrane by UV cross-linking
6. Pre-warm an appropriate volume of hybridisation buffer (20 mL/100 cm2) and

incubate the membrane for 30 min with gentle agitation.
7. Thaw the labeled probe prepared previously and denature by boiling for 5 min

and rapidly cooling on ice water.
8. Discard hybridization buffer, add probe (2.5 mL/100 cm2), and incubate for 16 h

in a hybridization oven according to the conditions shown in Table 7.
9. Wash the membrane in SSC/SDS solutions as shown in Table 7, followed by a

final wash with maleic acid solution for 5 min at room temperature. The higher
stringency for lgtD is necessary to prevent nonspecific binding to homologous
lgtA sequences.

10. Block the membrane for 30 min in blocking reagent at room temperature.
11. Incubate the membrane at room temperature with a 1�5000 solution of labeled

antibody (Anti-digoxigenin-AP, Fab fragments, Boehringer Mannheim) in block-
ing reagent.

12. Wash twice for 15 min at room temperature in maleic acid buffer.
13. Detect bound antibody using a solution of 66 µL NBT and 33 µL BCIP/10 mL of

detection buffer. Detection should take place in the dark and without agitation.
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3.7. Amplification of lgt Homopolymeric Tract Regions

1. Use lysed whole cells in preference to chromosomal DNA preparations as PCR
template: from an overnight plate culture pick 12 isolated colonies to 200 µL
sterile distilled water, and boil for 10 min.

2. Perform all PCRs in triplicate to reduce the likelihood of introducing lengthening
or shortening errors into the homopolymeric tracts.

3. For each specimen prepare three reaction tubes and amplify the DNA as described
in Subheading 3.3. under probe preparation.

4. Include positive and negative controls. The L1 control strain may be used as a
positive control for lgtC, while the L2 strain may be used for lgtA and lgtG.

5. Run 5 µL of product against a molecular weight marker on a 1% gel to confirm
amplification.

6. Pool the remainder of the three PCR products for each specimen, and purify by
agarose-gel extraction, or alternatively by spin-column elution.

7. Quantitate the product by comparison with a DNA mass ladder on agarose gel;
each sequencing reaction will require 60–90 ng of DNA.

3.8. Sequencing of lgt Homopolymeric Tract Regions

1. Sequence the homopolymeric tract region of each pooled triplicate PCR product
in both forward and reverse directions to ensure accuracy and conformity.

2. Use between 60 and 90 ng of DNA in each sequencing reaction, depending on the
concentration of the PCR product. Add an appropriate volume of DNA to each of
two tubes and add sterile distilled water to a total of 10.8 µL. Maintain the speci-
mens on ice until sequencing begins.

Table 7
Hybridization and Washing Conditions

Probe Conditions Washes

lgtA 68°C for at least 16 h Pre-warmed 0.1X SSC, 0.1% SDS 68°C rinse then
    2 × 15 min washes

lgtB 68°C for at least 16 h Pre-warmed 0.1X SSC, 0.1% SDS 68°C rinse then
    2 × 15 min washes

lgtC 65°C for at least 16 h 2 × 5 min 2X SSC, 0.1% SDS at room temperature
    2 × 15 min 0.1X SSC, 0.1% SDS 65°C

lgtD 68°C for at least 16 h Pre-warmed 0.05X SSC, 0.05% SDS 68°C rinse
    then  2 × 15 min washes

lgtE 68°C for at least 16 h Pre-warmed 0.1X SSC, 0.1% SDS 68°C rinse then
    2 × 15 min washes

lgtG 65°C for at least 16 h 2 × 5 min 2X SSC, 0.1% SDS at room temperature
    2 × 15 min 0.1X SSC, 0.1% SDS 65°C
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3. Prepare dilutions of each primer (see Subheading 2.) to a concentration of
1 pmol/µL. For each specimen add 3.2 µL of the forward primer to one tube, and
3.2 µL of the reverse primer to the other.

4. Add 6 µL of ready reaction premix (Big Dye Terminator RR Mix, Applied
Biosystems).

5. Incubate the extension reactions in a thermocycler: 96°C × 10 s, 50°C × 5 s, 60°C
× 4 min for 25 cycles.

6. Extract the product by ethanol precipitation: add 2 µL 3 M sodium acetate pH 4.6
and the 20 µL aliquot of sequence reaction to a tube containing 200 µL 100%
ethanol, and incubate on ice for 30 min.

7. Centrifuge the samples at 14,000 rpm for 30 min to pellet the DNA.
8. Wash the pellet with 500 µL 70% ethanol and centrifuge at 14,000 rpm for 5 min.
9. Remove the supernatant and air-dry the pellet for 5–10 min.

10. Refrigerate before sequencing on an automated sequencer.

3.9. Sequence Analysis

1. Align the homopolymeric tract sequences generated from forward and reverse prim-
ers and confirm that upstream and downstream sequence identity is preserved.

2. Count the number of residues within the homopolymeric tract (7) to determine
whether the open reading frame is complete or truncated.

3. Check the alignment of the sequence both up- and downstream of the tract to
detect other mutations.

4. Notes
1. Preliminary experiments should be performed to determine the optimum amount

of template for the PCR. A 1�10 or 1�100 dilution of the initial preparation
(12 colonies in 200 µL water) is likely to be most fruitful, using 1 µL of this
dilution per 50 µL PCR reaction.

2. lgtG sometimes has a deletion that prevents amplification using the primers LG1
and LG2. If the test band on the Southern blot has run further than the control
band, or if PCR fails without obvious cause, try using primers LG6 and LG8.
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Genome Sequencing and Annotation

Alex C. Jeffries, Nigel J. Saunders, and Derek W. Hood

1. Introduction
The availability of complete microbial genome sequences enormously

facilitates experimental molecular investigations of the respective organisms
by providing complete lists of genes, their genetic contexts, and their predicted
functions. This can be used in a number of ways to focus studies on bacterial
pathogenesis and also vaccine development (1,2). The complete genome
sequences from two unrelated strains of Neisseria meningitidis, a derivative of
isolate MC58 which originally expressed serogroup B capsule and strain
Z2491, which is serogroup A, are now available (3,4). The genome sequences
of both these strains were determined using the whole genome shotgun
approach (5). In this approach, randomly sheared chromosomal DNA is cloned
to make a small insert library (1.5–2.0 kb for MC58, 0.5–0.8 kb and 1.0–1.5 kb
for Z2491), then each insert is sequenced from both ends using plasmid-
specific primers. For the MC58 genome sequence, a large insert lambda library
(8–24 kb) was also used. In the initial sequencing phase, 6–8 times coverage of
the estimated size of the genome is generally achieved. The DNA sequences
are linked together (assembled) into large contigs (a derivative of the word
contiguous). Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and sequencing of large insert
libraries are then used to join the contigs, close gaps, and resolve ambiguities
(see ref. 6 for a review).

Because a complete genome sequence contains all of the genetic informa-
tion of the sequenced isolate, for the first time we have the opportunity to gain
a detailed insight into what specifies one organism and its biology, especially
in comparison to other organisms. This genetic information includes each
determinant influencing host-microbe interaction, every vaccine candidate, and
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all potential therapeutic and diagnostic targets. In addition, the availability of
multiple genome sequences from the same species allows strains to be com-
pared in order to gain insights into their shared and divergent phenotypes; to
this end, the genome sequencing of the ET-37 complex, serogroup C meningo-
coccal isolate FAM18 is currently underway at the Sanger Centre and should
be finished by the time of publication of this book. Common and distinct
sequences can be readily identified between strains and are used as the basis of
such comparisons. For instance, the genes within the approx 9% of the genome
sequence that differs between MC58 and Z2497 may provide clues as to the
different ways in which the bacteria spread through human populations. Com-
parative genome-sequence analyses can also be extended to closely related
species. Thus the genome sequence of the related pathogenic species, Neis-
seria gonorrhoeae strain FA1090, which is soon to be completed, will be of
great value. Comparison of the sequences of these two human-specific
neisserial pathogens, which preferentially colonize different sites and cause
different disease syndromes, will allow identification of chromosomal regions
that might determine their disease specificities. It is reasonable to propose that
DNA segments specific to the meningococcus will be more likely to be involved
in aspects of disease related to meningococcal infection, such as septicemia and
inflammation of the meninges.

The annotation of genes in a genome sequence is an essential step in obtain-
ing these insights and is a prerequisite for large-scale analyses of gene function
at the bench. However, it should be kept in mind that, in the case of many or
possibly all bacteria, genomes are labile, or what is often termed “plastic.”
Genomes in a population of bacteria may be added to and subtracted from
through the processes of natural transformation with genomic DNA, plasmid
transfer, transfection with bacteriophage, and by the replicative transposition
of mobile elements. In addition, rearrangements of portions of the genome,
through inversions, duplications, and translocations, may occur. Genome plas-
ticity often affects the phenotype of the organism and is believed to be an
important mechanism whereby bacteria adapt to their environments. There-
fore, a microbial genome sequence from a particular strain should not be
thought of as the one and only genome sequence for that species, but rather as
a reference or index sequence.

Complete microbial genome sequencing is rapidly becoming a routine
undertaking and already vast quantities of sequence data have been obtained.
Currently, the majority of genes in any given genome have not been experi-
mentally investigated to determine the functions of their protein products.
An expedient method of determining the function of proteins encoded in a
genome, for which experimental evidence has not yet been obtained, is through
inference from genes of known or proposed function on the basis of sequence
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similarity. Public-domain databases contain large numbers of sequences linked
to information about the organisms they come from, their assigned function,
and literature where the experimental evidence for their function can be found.
Using algorithms that identify and assess similarities between sequences,
sequence data from the new genome (query sequences) are compared to those
from databases and the sequences that show the highest similarities are noted.
A judgement is then made about whether the strength and coverage of the
matches are sufficient to allow the assignment of a putative function to the
query gene sequence. One premise that is being made in this judgement pro-
cess is that the query sequence and the database sequence have a common
ancestor gene (i.e., they are homologous to each other, the standard definition
of homology used in evolution). The corollary to this is that although the genes
have diverged from each other through speciation, the assignment of homol-
ogy lets us infer that the gene products have retained the same or very similar
tertiary structures and therefore function(s).

Methods for rapid analysis of genome sequence data are still developing and
often provide less than desirable, and sometimes incorrect, assignments of
function. A detailed analysis of each putative gene sequence, although desir-
able, is often too time-consuming to be practical, thus a compromise between
speed and thoroughness of analysis must be struck and this is one of the aims
of the continued improvement in bioinformatics tools. Still, much in this area
can be gained through taking advantage of the methods and resources currently
available and by taking into account some of their limitations.

2. General Methodologies for Genome Analysis
Genome sequence analysis can be carried out using two broad methodolo-

gies; 1) open reading frame (ORF) based, and 2) non-ORF based. In the first
methodology ORFs are initially identified in a sequence, whether it is a com-
plete genome sequence or a relatively large segment of a genome sequence. An
ORF consists of a stretch of DNA that lies between a start codon (usually ATG
but in many bacteria also TTG and GTG) and a stop codon in the reading frame
of that particular start codon. For genomes with normal bacterial %GC content
and codon usage, ORFs of at least 300 base pairs (bp) can be considered as
strong candidates for the coding regions of genes. However, ORFS smaller
than this size can code for functional proteins. Deciding which of these small
ORFs represent genes can be helped by looking for significant sequence
matches, particularly if these matched sequences are of a similar size. How-
ever, until more experimental evidence is available for the function of small
ORFs in prokaryotic genomes, the particular cut-off that is chosen is largely an
arbitrary decision. For instance, the GLIMMER program (see below) uses a
default cut-off whereby ORFs of less than 90 bp are ignored.
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ORFs can be chosen either manually or by using software such as GLIMMER
(7) (available from The Institute for Genomic Research [TIGR] web site: http://
www.tigr.org), which uses an interpolated Markov model to “learn” from real gene
sequences what an ORF should “look” like and then proceeds to identify candidate
ORFs on this basis. Once ORFs have been identified using any particular method,
each one can be used as a query sequence to search for similar sequences from
other organisms that are available in databases. As detailed below, the assignment
of homology and possibly function is then made depending on the strength of any
sequence similarities.

An alternative approach to genome sequence analysis does not pre-define ORFs
before doing sequence-similarity searches. Rather, it uses as its query sequence a
segment of DNA that is expected to contain many genes, say 100,000 bp, and maps
the sequence similarity matches on top of all the possible start and stop codons in
the appropriate six reading frames. This can be done using graphical software such
as ACEDB or ARTEMIS (see Subheading 2.1., 2.2.). By looking at all of this
information at once, it is relatively easy to identify the start and stop of ORFs and to
make the same judgements about homology as are carried out in the ORF-based
methods. One of the advantages of using this methodology when looking at bacte-
rial genome sequences is that it more readily allows the identification of frameshift
mutations (8) and pseudogenes. Frameshifts are sometimes used by bacteria to
regulate gene expression in a reversible process called phase variation. This usu-
ally occurs in genes, known as contingency genes, which are adaptive to different
environmental conditions (9). The identification of such frameshifts was of par-
ticular importance in the annotation of the MC58 genome sequence owing to the
relatively high number of repeat-associated phase-variable genes in this genome
(3,10). A pseudogene is a term used in genetics to describe a gene that is not
expressed owing to the presence of stop codons or frameshifts that interrupt the
translation of the full protein. They are generated through the normal processes of
mutation when a gene no longer provides a selective advantage for the organism.
It is important to identify pseudogenes in a genome sequence because they give
information about the evolutionary history of the genome and hence the organism.
It is also possible that pseudogenes may have arisen after the isolation and during
cultivation of the sequenced strain. Therefore, the wild-type organisms and other
isolates may posses functional copies of these genes rather than pseudogenes. In
addition, pseudogenes may be reactivated by homologous recombination with a
functioning copy of the gene.

2.1. Specific Genome Comparisons

Summary tables of genome sequencing projects, both completed and incom-
plete, can be found at various websites maintained by genome sequencing and/
or database facilities or by individual scientists. Examples of the former are the
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websites maintained by TIGR and The National Center for Biotechnology
Information’s (NCBI) Entrez facility (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Entrez/);
a good example of the latter is the website of Dr. N. Kyrpides (http://
wit.integatzdgenomics.com/gold). These summary tables provide links to data
on individual genome-sequencing projects, invariably contain some informa-
tion on the strain or isolate used for sequencing, and may provide literature
references for the organism in question. The MC58 genome sequence web page
can be found through the TIGR microbial genomes database site (http://
www.tigr.org/), whereas the Z2491 genome sequence web page can be found
through the Sanger Center site (http://www.sanger.ac.uk/). In addition,
websites for incomplete genome sequences usually include one or more sug-
gested wordings for citing the use of the sequence. Often the websites include
facilities for searching the genome-sequence annotations for keywords and
gene locus numbers and for searching the sequences for similarities to user-
provided query sequences. The NCBI Entrez facility also provides further links
to taxonomy tables and to some specific analysis data such as Clusters of
Orthologous Groups of proteins (COGs) (11,12), and taxonomic distribution
of homologs (TAXTABLE) (both found through links from the respective com-
plete genome sequence pages within the Entrez website).

Most commonly, the analysis facilities on the genome sequencing project
web pages are limited to sequence comparisons using the BLAST (basic local
alignment search tool) search software (13,14) (see Subheading 2.1.). To
facilitate complete genome-sequence comparisons and other more detailed
analysis on the user’s own computer systems, the genome-sequence data can
be downloaded by following the instructions on the respective web pages. Typi-
cally three sets of data are made available: 1) the complete genome sequence;
2) all ORFs; and 3) the conceptually translated protein sequences of those
ORFs. These files are typically provided in FASTA format, the last two being
in multi-FASTA format. The FASTA format consists of a plain text file where
the first line of the file is the label for the sequence that follows. The form of
this label is a “greater-than” character (i.e., >) followed by a title (e.g.,
>dnaA1). Only one line can be used for this labeling. On the next and subse-
quent lines the sequence is given, usually with 80 characters per line. In multi-
FASTA format, further sequences with their associated labels are appended
one after the other in a single file. There is no need for any special indication of
the end of a sequence as this is understood if no further text is found or, if a
> character is found, a new label and therefore sequence is expected next.

It is important to note that the sequence files obtained from unfinished
sequencing projects will carry with them a disclaimer to the effect that the
sequences are not only incomplete but will contain a number of errors. In an
unfinished sequencing project, the sequence data is in the form of a number of
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contigs. Sequencing errors are most apparent as ambiguous residues, given as
N rather than A, C, G, or T, but may also lay “hidden” in the form of inser-
tions and/or deletions that may result in frameshifts if located within a coding
region. In addition, the contigs may have been assembled incorrectly, a situa-
tion that may not become apparent until more sequence data is obtained. This
is particularly a problem with genomes that contain a large amount of repeated
DNA sequences such as a high number of mobile elements of a particular fam-
ily as was experienced with the meningococcal genomes. Some preliminary
annotations or ORF designations may also be provided. Lastly, the ends of
contigs should be treated with caution as they often contain relatively large
numbers of sequencing errors owing to the inherent limitations of sequencing-
gel read lengths. Most errors, particularly contig assembly, will be corrected in
the final release of the sequence. However, it should be kept in mind that a few
sequence errors will still exist in the final sequence release (for instance, an
error rate of one base in 10,000 is generally considered very low) so one should
never view a genome sequence as definitive.

Two widely used sequence search software packages are freely available;
Standalone BLAST (available from the NCBI’s anonymous ftp server; ftp://
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) and FASTA (15) (available from; ftp://ftp.virginia.edu/pub/
fasta/). Both packages contain a number of different programs, often called
“flavors,” that are used depending on the type of query sequence and database
being used (i.e., DNA or protein sequences). The Standalone BLAST programs
are generally quicker than the FASTA programs, but the FASTA programs are
considered by many as being more sensitive at identifying distant relatives and
the statistics (see Subheading 2.2.) given by the various programs in the two
packages are calculated differently. Where possible, protein vs protein
sequence searches should be carried out, with “on-the-fly” translated DNA
sequence searches being the next most desirable, followed lastly by DNA vs
DNA sequence searches. For protein vs protein, or DNA vs DNA, sequence
searches the BLASTP and BLASTN programs should be used, respectively.
These programs are quicker than the corresponding FASTA program and give
results that are comparable in sensitivity. If time is not a constraint, the more
sensitive but slower FASTA package program, SSEARCH3, can be used with
protein vs protein sequence searches. There is little added advantage in using
this program with DNA vs DNA searches. When using translated DNA query
sequences to search a protein database, the FASTX3 or FASTY3 programs
should be used because they allow for frameshifts in the DNA query sequence,
which the equivalent BLASTX program does not. The FASTY3 program is
slower than the FASTX3 program but is more sensitive. For protein query
sequences searching translated DNA databases, the TFASTX3 or TFASTY3
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programs should be used. Again, these two programs allow for frameshifts in
the DNA sequences, and the TFASTY3 program is slightly slower but more
sensitive than the TFASTX3 program.

Once a genome sequence has been downloaded, each genome sequence must
be converted into a BLAST-searchable database before it can be searched
using the BLAST programs. This is done by using the FORMATDB program
from the Standalone BLAST package. Detailed instructions for setting up
Standalone BLAST, creating searchable databases and for running the various
flavors of BLAST are found in the README file that is distributed with the
package. Similarly, information for setting up and running the FASTA pro-
grams will be found in the associated README file. However, because the
FASTA package can take FASTA formatted sequences as its databases, there
is no need to pre-format the database as with the BLAST package because the
genome sequences are usually obtained already in the FASTA format.

The software used for sequence searches are continuously under develop-
ment and so the best approach is likely to change over time. The guidelines
given here will serve most users well and once experience is gained in the use
of these methods it will become easier to adapt to new methods as needed.

2.2. The Assignment of Putative Homology and Function
to Sequences

The most important pieces of information for deciding the possible homol-
ogy of a query sequence are the results from database searches. Both BLAST
and FASTA outputs include an expectation value for each match, “E” values
for BLAST results and “E()” values for FASTA results. These statistics are an
estimate of the number of times one would expect to find the observed match
purely by chance given the size and sequence composition of the database that
has been searched. To be confident that the match is real and not just a result of
chance similarity, one will want this number to be as small as possible. As a
rule of thumb, expectation values of 10–5 to 10–6 can be used as a conservative
threshold for the assignment of homology. This threshold can be lowered, to
say 10–10, in order to increase the specificity of the search. Alternatively, the
threshold may be raised, to say 10–3, if one wants to ensure that fewer potential
homologs are missed (i.e., to increase the sensitivity of the search). However, a
search with a higher threshold will allow more false-positive matches to be
made and because closer attention will then need to be given to the analysis of
the results, this strategy is not advisable when analyzing large numbers of
genes.

There are a number of parameters that can be changed in the BLAST and
FASTA programs that will affect the sensitivity of the searches. One of the
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most important parameters that can be changed are the substitution matrices.
Substitution matrices are tables that list the cost of each possible pairwise
amino acid or nucleotide substitution and are used by search and alignment
programs to calculate the scores for alignments. The individual costs have been
calculated from empirical comparisons of clearly aligned sequences. A num-
ber of different scoring matrices have been developed using different methods
the most popular of which are the BLOSUM matrices (16). By default BLAST
uses the BLOSUM62 matrix whereas FASTA uses the BLOSUM50 matrix.
For the identification of more distantly related sequences a lower BLOSUM
table, for example BLOSUM45, should be tried. An alternative approach to
identifying distantly related sequences is to use the PSI-BLAST (position-
specific iterative-BLAST) program (12). This program performs a standard
BLASTP search of a database and reports the matches. All matches over a
certain user-defined threshold (the default is E = 0.001) are then combined into
a summary sequence, which is then used as the query sequence for another
iteration of the BLASTP search. Successive iterative searches can be made
until no new database matches are found.

One source of potential confusion when interpreting search matches occurs
when genes have undergone fusion and/or domain rearrangements (17,18). In
these cases, good sequence matches to different genes can be made for differ-
ent regions of the query sequence. If only the best-matched sequence is consid-
ered, an erroneous, or at least not a fully detailed, assignment of function can
be made. It is therefore informative to look at all of the sequence matches
down to the chosen expectation cut-off and note whether matches to genes
with significantly different functions are found.

It is also important to note the possibility of circular annotations in database
entries (19) when searching databases such as GenBank, EMBL, SwissProt,
and PIR. This has become a particular problem with the advent of genome
sequencing and automated annotation procedures. This problem arises when
genes are annotated only on the basis of sequence similarity without any
experimental confirmation. Although the initial annotation of a putative gene
may be made on the basis of sequence similarity to an experimentally con-
firmed gene, subsequent annotations based on similarity to this putative gene,
then to the newly annotated gene and so on, can occur to such an extent that an
annotation can be made where the newly annotated gene has no real similarity
to the initial experimentally confirmed gene.

Further information about the possible homology and/or function of spe-
cific sequences can be obtained by searching the sequences for conserved
sequence signatures and similarities to domains associated with particular fami-
lies of proteins or functions. Of most use are the Pfam (protein family) (20)
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(http://www.cgr.ki.se/Pfam/), Prosite (21) (http://www.expasy.ch/prosite/), and
ProDom (protein domain) (22) (http://protein.toulouse.inra.fr/prodom.html)
databases. All three databases contain groupings of homologous protein
domains that have been compiled by different automated methodologies, but
are based on the knowledge that most globular proteins larger than about
200 amino acids are composed of a number of discrete structural domains,
which often possess discrete functions (23). Furthermore, these domains have
evolved from common ancestors and are distributed among different proteins
through tandem duplications and/or recombination. The Prosite database also
contains signature sequences for particular protein domains or protein families
(see Subheading 2.3.).

Once an enzymatic function has been assigned the relevant pathway and
Enzyme Commission (EC) number can often be found by consulting metabolic
pathway information such as those contained within the Expasy website (http://
www.expasy.ch/). This site shows the location of the enzyme in a biochemical-
pathway map. This data helps in understanding the function of the enzyme and
thus adds extra information to the annotation. More information on metabolic
pathways including genome by genome analyses can be found at the KEGG
(Kyoto encyclopedia of genes and genomes) website (http://www.genome.
ad.jp/kegg/) (24). Metabolic pathway information may help in suggesting to
the investigator what further genes are likely to be present in the genome in
order to complete a particular pathway (see refs. 25,26).

The organization of a genome-sequence annotation and comprehension of
the biochemical capacities of the associated organism can be greatly aided by
categorizing each gene according to its broad function, for example, DNA
metabolism or energy production. A standardized classification system has
been developed and provides a framework that has been widely used in genome-
sequence annotations (27).

An exemplar of functional genome-sequence analysis based on homology
searches is that undertaken to identify potential virulence factors from the
MC58 genome sequence (3). By identifying sequences within the MC58
genome sequence that have homology to known virulence-associated genes
from other organisms a list of 31 potential virulence factors previously uniden-
tified in meningococci was compiled. The potential roles of these genes in
virulence represent hypotheses that may be tested by experimentation.

Two groups of genes within genomes are implicitly hypothetical owing to a
lack of experimental evidence for their expression and therefore function.
Genes that are identified in more than one genome sequence, but for which no
known function can be assigned, are classified as “conserved hypothetical” or
“function unknown” (FUN), while ORFs that appear only within one genome
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and have no sequence similarity to other sequences in the databases are termed
simply “hypothetical.” Although it is possible that a FUN gene may turn out to
be nonexpressed DNA that fortuitously forms an ORF in more than one organ-
ism this possibility is vanishingly small if the FUN gene exists in distantly
related genomes. Currently around 40% of ORFs from prokaryotic genome
sequences are not assigned a function, but this proportion is likely to become
smaller as more functional analyses are done. Still it should be kept in mind
that some of the hypothetical ORFs, particularly small ones, may turn out not
to be genes.

2.3. Analysis of Gene Families and Gene Organization

Because of whole gene duplications, a further distinction needs to be made
when considering related genes within and between genomes. When a gene ( )
duplicates in a genome and some degree of divergence occurs (say, and

), the duplicated gene(s) and the original gene are called paralogues. If the
organism in which this duplication has occurred then diverges through specia-
tion the genes belonging to any one gene lineage, say the lineage, are called
orthologues. Orthologues are likely to have the same functions, whereas
paralogues are more likely to have diverged in their functions. Paralogous
genes in two or more species are, as defined earlier, related to each other
through the ancestral gene-duplication event, thus gene in one species and
gene in another species are also paralogues of each other. Orthology and
paralogy is assessed on the basis of sequence similarity where orthologues are
expected to have sequences that are very similar to each other because they
have similar functions, whereas more sequence divergence is expected to have
occurred between paralogues. Duplication events or gene deletions can occur
at any and multiple times during the divergence of organismal lineages as can
nonorthologous gene displacement (28) giving rise to complex groups of
orthologues and paralogues in different genomes, which must be considered
carefully during genome-sequence analysis. Gene duplication is a fundamental
process in the generation of genetic and biochemical diversity. Because dupli-
cated genes often retain similar functions, it is often informative to group them
into families and even superfamilies (for a review, see ref. 29). The identity
and size of gene families in a genome sequence can be used as indirect evi-
dence for the importance of the associated biochemical functions to the organ-
ism. This in turn may provide insights into niche adaptation (see refs. 25,26).
For example, the genome sequence of Helicobacter pylori contains a relatively
large family of outer-membrane proteins (OMPs) that may testify to the need
of this organism to adapt to its gastric niche (30).

Sometimes related genes are clustered together (31) on the genome or orga-
nized into operons. This may add extra evidence for assigning a function or the
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cellular process with which an ORF is associated. However, many genomes
are far less “operonic” than the model organisms Escherichia coli and Bacillus
subtilis and gene orders become less conserved the larger the evolutionary dis-
tance between organsisms, so this approach must be used with caution.

2.4. Visualization of Genome-Sequence Information

Of enormous benefit to the comprehension of database search results and
genome organization is a graphical interface. A number have been and con-
tinue to be developed. The MC58 genome sequencing project relied heavily on
the ACEDB program (32) (information and program available from the
website; http://www.acedb.org/). A graphical interface allows sequences and
database matches to be viewed in a relational or contextual manner. In addi-
tion, the flexibility of the ACEDB input format allows extra results to be added.
In this way, nonhomology-based analyses such as the identification of repeti-
tive sequences can be carried out (1). Another graphical interface for genome
sequence analysis is the ARTEMIS program (available from the Sanger Center
website), which is a JAVA-based tool for the annotation of and visualization of
pre-annotated genome sequences. Sequences to be viewed must be in either the
GENBANK or EMBL formats and similarly are saved in either of these for-
mats (33). Detailed information for installing and running ARTEMIS can be
found in the users manual located on the ARTEMIS web page. The principal
advantage of this approach is that organization and the sequence context of
regions or features of interest can be appreciated in a way that is not possible
without a graphical interface.

2.5. Other Specialized Analyses and Uses of Complete Genome
Sequences

Large-scale inversions, duplications, or translocations that occur within or
between closely related genomes can provide information about the evolution
and plasticity of the genomes. Identifying such large-scale genomic rearrange-
ments can be difficult without using special methods because the alignment of
very large DNA sequences is not possible with normal alignment programs. In
order to carry out analyses and visualize the results, the MUMmer program
was developed (34) (available from the TIGR software web page). Instructions
for installing and running this program on a UNIX machine are contained in
the README file. This software uses a suffix-tree algorithm to make an align-
ment of two closely related genome sequences and the output can be displayed
as a dotplot. Software to display the rearrangements in more detail is still under
development at the time of writing, although the dotplot can be plotted from
the “.out” file using the GNUPLOT program (available from the GNU website;
http://www.gnu.org). Detailed instructions for installing and running
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GNUPLOT can be found in the README file that is distributed with the
 program.

There are several ways in which a complete (or near complete) genome
sequence can facilitate investigations that are not possible with lesser amounts
of sequence data. A number of pressures affect the sequence composition of an
organism including the metabolic environment and codon usage, which can
influence the %GC content of a sequence and other less well-defined processes,
such as relative differences in mutations that occur during replication and error
correction owing to differences in the DNA metabolism enzymes. Each
sequence, in addition to being a string of single bases, can also be considered
to be a string of longer components, including, for example, dinucleotides.
Thus, a sequence can also be viewed as a string of dinucleotide pairs. It has
been noted that each species has a specific dinucleotide signature (DNS), which
is based on the proportion of each dinucleotide pair to the total genome. Differ-
ences in the %GC content, codon usage within genes, and regions that have an
atypical DNS can all be used to identify regions of DNA that are atypical of the
whole genome, and these regions are frequently associated with ORFs that
might have been acquired by horizontal transfer (35). This type of approach
can provide information useful in the identification of pathogenicity islands
and other genes that have been derived from other species backgrounds or bac-
teriophages, and was used in the analysis of the MC58 genome sequence (3).

An example of the use of a genome sequence to address a specific problem
was the identification of potential OMPs in the MC58 genome sequence for
use as vaccine candidates (36). No vaccine is currently available that is effec-
tive against the diverse strains of serogroup B meningococci. The polysaccha-
ride capsule, used as the basis for conjugate vaccines for serogroup A and C
strains, for serogroup B bacteria is structurally identical to epitopes expressed
on the surface of brain cells. The MC58 genome sequence was systematically
searched for potential surface expressed proteins using a combination of
homology and pattern searches, including specific screening for protein sort-
ing and localization sites using the PSORT method (http://psort.nibb.ac.jp),
and analysis of the hydrophobicity plots generated using the GCG program
PEPPLOT (37). A total of 570 putative OMPs were identified, of which 350
were successfully cloned and expressed in E. coli, their products purified and
then used to immunize mice. The degree of conservation of the identified sur-
face proteins was then determined using a group of 22 serogroup B and several
serogroup A and C pathogenic isolates. Several conserved surface-accessible
proteins that elicited an antibacterial response were selected for further devel-
opment as vaccine candidates (36).

Another type of analysis that can only be done using complete sequences
are those in which it is possible to show that a certain type of sequence of
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interest is not present. For example, the absence of any short sequences in
sufficient abundance to act as an uptake signal sequence in H. pylori was used
to conclude that this naturally transformable species differs from Haemophilus
influenzae and N. meningitidis in the way in which this process functions (38).

Complete genome sequences can also directly assist the experimental investiga-
tion of organisms. In the most simple sense, they represent an encyclopedia of ORF
sequences such that genes of interest can be identified from short stretches of DNA
or amino acid sequence. This facilitates approaches such as signature-tagged
mutagenesis or proteomics based studies in which small amounts of sequence data
can be used to identify the genes of interest that have been selected. It is also pos-
sible to assess the methods that are being used. For example, in a study of Tn916 as
a tool for mutagenesis in H. influenzae, analysis using the complete genome
sequence showed that the nature and location of the insertion sites meant that this
was not a useful tool for generalized mutagenesis in this species, and facilitated the
identification of a new consensus sequence (39).

The availability of a complete genome sequence greatly helps in facilitating
large-scale functional genomics. A catalog of all genes in an organism is
essential for the manufacture of microarrays for use in large-scale, parallel,
gene-expression studies (e.g., 40) and mutant identification (e.g., 41). Simi-
larly the efficient use of mass spectrometry for the identification of proteins in
proteomic studies also relies on a complete genome sequence (e.g., 42).
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Representational Difference Analysis

Lucas D. Bowler, Aldert Bart, and Arie van der Ende

1. Introduction
Successful pathogens have evolved a variety of specific gene products that

facilitate their survival and growth within the host, as well as mechanisms to
regulate expression of these virulence-associated genes in response to their
environment. In comparison with commensals, the pathogenic phenotype can
thus be seen as a consequence of both differences in gene content and gene
expression. Not surprisingly, identification of these differences is a frequent
goal in modern biomedical research, and as a result, a variety of differential
screening methods have been developed over the last few years (1,2).

Representational Difference Analysis (RDA) is a method by which DNA
fragments that are present in one DNA population (Tester), but absent or poly-
morphic in another DNA population (Driver), are preferentially amplified (3).
Accordingly, the approach can be used as a tool for the identification of both
differences in gene content and differences in gene expression. Differences in
gene content can be identified by comparing the chromosomal DNA of a more
virulent strain or species to a closely related avirulent strain or species, whereas
variation in gene expression can be identified by comparison of derived cDNA
populations. To this end, RDA has recently been used for detection of differ-
ences between Neisseria meningitidis strains (4–6), differences between
Neisseria species (7,8), and differences between RNAs isolated from
N. meningitidis grown under different environmental conditions (i.e., the analy-
sis of differential gene expression) (9).

RDA belongs to the general class of DNA subtractive methodologies, in
which one DNA population (known as the “Driver”) is hybridized in excess
against a second population (the “Tester”), to remove common (hybridizing)
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sequences, thereby enriching for “target” sequences unique to the Tester popu-
lation. This is achieved by ligation of defined oligonucleotide adaptors to
the 5 end of the Tester molecules. After annealing of the Tester and Driver
sequences, DNA polymerase is used to fill in the 3 ends of the double-stranded
molecules. Only tester molecules that have annealed to other tester-originating
sequences will yield molecules with double-stranded adaptor sequences at both
the 5 and 3 ends of the double-stranded sequences. Accordingly, only these
molecules will be exponentially amplifiable by polymerase chain reaction
(PCR) (using the specific oligonucleotides as primer), thus facilitating enrich-
ment of Tester-specific sequences.

RDA combines this subtractive approach with positive selection of target
sequences by what is termed “kinetic enrichment” (3). Kinetic enrichment takes
advantage of the second-order kinetics of DNA reannealing, i.e., the rate of
double-stranded DNA formation is higher for DNA species of higher concen-
tration. Thus, the more abundant DNA species in a mixture of fragments can
be further partitioned from less-abundant species by reannealing for low C0t
values (the product of initial concentration and time), and subsequent collec-
tion of the resulting double-stranded molecules. The molar ratio of abundant to
less-abundant sequences in the product will then be in the order of the square
of the initial ratio of the concentrations, which eventually leads to purification
of the more abundant species. In RDA, this kinetic enrichment is achieved by
degradation of single-stranded molecules after the initial amplification by PCR.
The target sequences will be enriched exponentially by this PCR, and will
therefore finish at a much higher concentration than nontarget Tester sequences
(therefore forming relatively more double-stranded molecules). By degrading
the single-stranded DNA using Mung Bean Nuclease, only the double-stranded
sequences remain (enriched for the target sequences). Subsequently, the target
sequences are further enriched for, by another round of PCR.

A modification of RDA, cDNA RDA, has been described (10) in which the
starting material is derived from mRNA rather than DNA, and accordingly
targets only genes that are expressed at the time the RNA is isolated. More
recently, the cDNA RDA methodology has been further adapted to facilitate
the identification of genes whose expression is modified between different bac-
terial populations (9). This approach is illustrated schematically in Fig. 1. The
method is flexible, sensitive, and relatively inexpensive to perform, and in con-
trast to alternative methods such as differential-display PCR (DD-PCR), and
the conceptually similar technique, RNA fingerprinting by arbitrarily primed
PCR (AP-PCR), has the major advantage that sequences common to both
groups of cells are eliminated. This greatly simplifies the interpretation of
results and identification of the differentially expressed genes. In addition, the
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exponential degree of enrichment achieved by the use of PCR in cDNA RDA
enables the detection of very rare transcripts (11).

Examination of differential gene expression using cDNA RDA requires the
sampling of a population (of cells) grown under the condition(s) of interest and
a population grown under conditions that differ only by those of interest. For
example, in an study to identify iron-regulated genes in N. meningitidis, the
bacteria would be grown under iron-limitation (to provide the so-called
“Tester” material), and another population would be grown under identical
conditions, except that iron would be freely available (to provide the “Driver”).
To identify genes whose expression is suppressed under iron-limitation, the
converse would apply. mRNA is extracted from both populations, and used as
a template for cDNA synthesis. The derived cDNAs are restricted and oligo-
nucleotides ligated to the fragments. PCR, using primers specific to these oli-
gonucleotides, is then used to amplify each population of DNA fragments.
After amplification, the oligonucleotides are removed with the same enzyme,
and the amplified cDNA fragments purified (these preparations are referred to
as representations). For the hybridization and amplification stages, new oligo-
nucleotides are ligated to the Tester DNAs only. Tester and Driver DNAs (the
latter in excess) are mixed, denatured, and allowed to hybridize. PCR using
primers specific to the new oligonucleotide extensions results in enrichment of
sequences unique to the Tester DNA population. By repeating these steps, the
degree of enrichment is increased. The result is a number of PCR products
(difference products) that represent the messages unique to the Tester popula-
tion. These can then be cloned and characterized. In order to facilitate detec-
tion of upregulated messages, rather than just transcripts from genes whose
expression is simply switched on or off, experiments can be performed using
representations that have been depleted of low-copy sequences by a process
known as melt depletion (10).

As with RDA, cDNA RDA can be divided into three main phases: 1) The
generation of PCR amplicons representative of the RNA isolated from given
bacterial populations (the purification of genomic DNA restriction fragments
in RDA); 2) the PCR-coupled subtractive hybridization of the different repre-
sentative amplicons (or genomic restriction fragments); and 3) the cloning and
screening of the resultant products (which represent the differences between
the two populations that were compared). This chapter will describe the proce-
dures involved in carrying out these analyses.

2. Materials
Other than standard molecular biology laboratory equipment, the following

items are required:
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Fig. 1. (previous page) (A) Schematic view of the procedure for generation of the
initial representations in cDNA RDA. cDNA is produced by random-primed reverse
transcription of total RNA. The cDNA is then digested with a restriction enzyme
(e.g. DpnII in the cDNA RDA protocol). To the 4 nucleotide-5 overhang created by
the restriction enzyme, 4 nucleotides of the 12-mer oligonucleotide (J-Bgl-12) of the
adaptor hybridize. The 24-mer oligonucleotide (J-Bgl-24) of the adaptor hybridizes to
the remaining 8 nucleotides of the 12-mer, and can thus be covalently joined to the
5 phosphate group of the digested starting material. Since the 12-mer is not phospho-
rylated, it does not become covalently attached, and accordingly dissociates at a higher
temperature (72°C in the cDNA RDA protocol). The Taq polymerase is added, and
can then “fill in” the sequence complementary to the 24-mer. This creates a binding
site for the J-Bgl-24 oligonucleotide that is used as primer in subsequent PCR. Adapted
from ref. 11. (B) Overview of the hybridization/amplification steps in RDA. For cDNA
RDA, the adaptors are digested from the representative amplicons of Tester and Driver,
and from the 16S and 23S rRNA-derived Driver (Driver 2), which is used in cDNA
RDA only. For RDA, a digest of genomic DNA is used without generating representa-
tive amplicons. A set of adaptors is ligated to the Tester only (in a similar way to that
outlined in (A)). The Tester-adaptor DNA is then mixed with excess Driver DNA,
melted to obtain single stranded DNA, and allowed to hybridize. Tester sequences
present in both the Tester and Driver pools will form heteroduplexes with Driver
sequences, whereas unique Tester sequences (“targets”) can only hybridize with their
complementary Tester-originating sequences. The subsequent “fill in” reaction (see
(A)) will create molecules with the 24-mer sequence and its complement at both the 5
and 3 ends of the molecule for target sequences only. In the following 10 PCR cycles
(11 in cDNA RDA), target sequences are amplified exponentially, non-target
sequences are linearly amplified or are not amplified at all (Driver-Driver hybrids).
Further enrichment is achieved by degradation of single-stranded DNA (including
single stranded overhangs of double stranded molecules) with Mung Bean Nuclease,
and further PCR amplification. If target sequences are not sufficiently enriched in the
first difference product, the procedure can be repeated (in cDNA RDA, generation of
DP2 is normal, DP3 can be required in some cases).

1. A high-quality Thermal Cycler.
2. A refrigerated microfuge.

2.1. RDA

2.1.2. Chromosomal DNA Isolation

1. High-quality chromosomal DNA from both bacterial strains to be compared
(i.e., Tester and Driver strains). This can be isolated using the protocol in Sub-
heading 3.1.1., using items 2–11 inclusive, given below. Alternatively, Neis-
serial chromosomal DNA can be isolated using various commercially available
kits, both the Genomic-Tip 100/G system (Qiagen) and the PUREGENE DNA
Isolation Kit (Gentra systems) have worked well in our experience.
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2. GTE buffer: 50 mM glucose, 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 50 mM EDTA.
3. Lysozyme (Sigma-Aldrich Co., 30 mg/mL).
4. 20% sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS).
5. Pronase or Protease K (Calbiochem or Roche Diagnostics, 20 mg/mL).
6. RNAse (Roche Diagnostics, 10 mg/mL).
7. Phenol�chloroform�isoamyl alcohol (25�24�1, [v/v] saturated with 10 mM Tris-

HCl, 1 mM ethylene diamine tetraacetic acid [EDTA], pH 8.0).
8. Chloroform�isoamyl alcohol (24�1, [v/v] saturated with 10 mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM

EDTA, pH 8.0).
9. 3 M Sodium acetate, pH 5.3.

10. Ethanol, 100% and 70 %.
11. Sterilized, ultra-high-purity (UHP) water (e.g., from Milli-Q Water System,

Millipore).
12. TBE (10X): 1.0 M Tris-HCl, 0.9 M boric acid, 20 mM EDTA, pH 8.3.
13. 1% (w/v) nondenaturing agarose gel in TBE, pH 8.3. The gel should contain

0.1 mg/mL ethidium bromide.
14. Ethidium bromide (10 mg/mL). Store at 4°C in the dark. (Caution: Ethidium

bromide is highly carcinogenic; handle under appropriate guidelines).
15. DNA molecular size and concentration standards (e.g., 0, 0.5, 1, 2.5, 5, 10 ng/ µL

HindIII digest of lambda phage, New England Biolabs).

2.1.3. Restriction

1. Restriction enzyme Sau3A (Boehringer Mannheim GmbH).
2. 10X Sau3A buffer (supplied with restriction enzyme).
3. UHP sterilized water.
4. TBE (10X): 0.9 M Tris-HCl, 0.9 M boric acid, 20 mM EDTA, pH 8.3.
5. 1% (w/v) nondenaturing agarose gel in TBE, pH 8.3. The gel should contain

0.1 mg/mL ethidium bromide.
6. Ethidium bromide (10 mg/mL). Store at 4°C in the dark. (Caution: Ethidium

bromide is highly carcinogenic; handle under appropriate guidelines).
7. DNA molecular size standards (e.g., 100 bp ladder, New England Biolabs,

1 µg/mL).
8. Phenol�chloroform�isoamyl alcohol (25�24�1 [v/v] saturated with 10 mM Tris-

HCl, 1 mM EDTA, pH 8.0).
9. Chloroform�isoamyl alcohol (24�1 [v/v] saturated with 10 mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM

EDTA, pH 8.0).
10. 3 M Sodium acetate, pH 5.3.
11. Ethanol, 100% and 70 %.

2.1.4. Ligation of Linkers

1. HPLC-purified linker oligonucleotides, 0.2 mM stocks; see Table 1.
2. T4 DNA ligase (New England Biolabs, 400 U/µL).
3. 10X T4 DNA ligase buffer (containing ATP, supplied with ligase).
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2.1.5. Subtractive Hybridization
1. 3X EE buffer: 30 mM N-(2-hydroxyl) piperazine-N ’-(3-propanesulfonic acid)

(EPPS), 3 mM EDTA, pH 8.0.
2. Sterile mineral oil.
3. 5 M NaCl.
4. Taq DNA polymerase (Qiagen or Promega, 5 U/µL).
5. 10X PCR buffer (as supplied with Taq).
6. 10 mM dNTP mix (10 mM each dGTP, dATP, dCTP, dTTP, as supplied with Taq).
7. High-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)-purified linker 24-mer oligo-

nucleotides, 0.2 mM stocks (see Subheading 2.1.4.).
8. Mung Bean Nuclease (New England Biolabs, 10 U/µL).
9. 2X Mung Bean Nuclease buffer (New England Biolabs, as supplied with Mung

Bean Nuclease).
10. 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.9.
11. TBE (10X): 1.0 M Tris-HCl, 90 mM Boric acid, 2 mM EDTA, pH 8.3.
12. 2% (w/v) non-denaturing agarose gel in TBE, pH 8.3. The gel should contain

0.1 mg/mL ethidium bromide.
13. Ethidium bromide (10 mg/mL). Store at 4°C in the dark. (Caution: Ethidium

bromide is highly carcinogenic; handle under appropriate guidelines).
14. DNA molecular size standards (e.g., 100 bp ladder, New England Biolabs, 1 µg/mL).
15. Ethanol, 100% and 70 %.

2.1.6. Screening of Difference Products
1. Razor blades or scalpels.
2. Qiaex II DNA purification kit (Qiagen).
3. Cloning system for PCR products (e.g., PCR2.1 TA cloning kit, Invitrogen Co.).

2.2. cDNA RDA
2.2.2. RNA Isolation

RNA is generally very sensitive to the action of ribonucleases. Accordingly, for
the successful isolation of high-quality RNA, it is absolutely essential that all solu-

Table 1
HPLC-Purified Linker Oligonucleotides, 0.2 mM Stocks

Name Sequence

R-Bgl-12 5 - GAT CTG CGG TGA -3
R-Bgl-24 5 - AGC ACT CTC CAG CCT CTC ACC GCA -3
J-Bgl-12 5 - GAT CTG TTC ATG -3
J-Bgl-24 5 - ACC GAC GTC GAC TAT CCA TGA ACA -3
N-Bgl-12 5 - GAT CTT CCC TCG -3
N-Bgl-24 5 - AGG CAA CTG TGC TAT CCG AGG GAA -3
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tions and equipment used should be RNase-free. Hands are a major source of
nuclease contamination, and powder-free gloves should be worn at all times.
(Indeed, it is advisable to change gloves several times during the course of an iso-
lation, because the outsides of the gloves themselves can become contaminated
through contact with items in the lab environment.) The use of sterile disposable
plasticware is recommended, and where glassware is used, this should be foil-sealed
and baked for at least 4 h at 200°C, before use. Because of the potential for residual
traces of diethylpyrocarbonate (DEPC) to inhibit some enzymatic processes, we
prefer to use untreated ultra high-purity (UHP) water to make up all solutions.
These are then filter-sterilized (using nuclease-free filters). UHP water from a good
purification system is usually RNase-free, however, it is advisable to check, e.g.,
using an RNaseAlert kit (Ambion, Inc.).

1. Triisopropylnaphthalene sulphonic acid (TNS, Acros Organics, NJ).
2. p-Aminosalicylic acid (PAS, Sigma-Aldrich. Co.).
3. TNS/PAS Lysis solution: 2% TNS, 6% PAS, 1% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS),

50 mM EDTA, pH 8.0, 250 mM NaCl, 200 mM MES, pH 6.0, 6% n-butanol, 100 mM
2-mercaptoethanol. The TNS/PAS solution should be made up fresh each time in
RNase-free water. The 2-mercaptoethanol is added just before use.

4. Acid phenol�chloroform (5�1 [v/v] acid equilibrated to pH 4.7).
5. Chloroform�isoamyl alcohol (49�1 [v/v]).
6. 2.5 M LiCl, 25 mM EDTA.
7. PRIME RNase inhibitor (5 Prime > 3 Prime, Inc., CO, 0.5–1 U/µL).
8. DNase I buffer: 10 mM CaCl2, 10 mM MgCl2, 50 mM TES, pH 7.5, plus PRIME

RNase inhibitor (1 U/30 µL).
9. RNase-free DNase I (e.g., RQ1 RNase-free DNase, Promega Co., 1 U/µL).

10. 10 M ammonium acetate.
11. 0.1 mM EDTA, plus 1 U/30 µL Prime RNase inhibitor.
12. TBE (10X): 0.9 M Tris-HCl, 0.9 M boric acid, 20 mM EDTA, pH 7.8.
13. 1% (w/v) nondenaturing agarose gel in TBE, pH 7.8. The gel should contain

0.1 mg/mL ethidium bromide.
14. Ethidium bromide (10 mg/mL). Store at 4°C in the dark. (Caution: Ethidium

bromide is highly carcinogenic; handle under appropriate guidelines).
15. DNA molecular size standards (e.g., 1 Kb plus DNA ladder, Life Technologies,

1 µg/mL).
16. Sterile 50-mL Falcon tubes.
17. Nuclease-free filter tips for micropipets.
18. Nuclease-free microfuge tubes (e.g., from Ambion, Inc.).

2.2.3. cDNA Synthesis

1. TimeSaver cDNA synthesis kit (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech).
2. Superscript II reverse transcriptase (Life Technologies, 200 U/µL).
3. cDNA spun columns (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech).
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4. DpnII buffer: 100 mM NaCl, 50 mM Bis Tris-HCl, 10 mM MgCl2, pH 6.0. Make
up sufficient buffer to equilibrate cDNA spun columns (requires approx 6–7 mL/
column).

5. DTT: 0.1 M dithiothreitol; store at –20°C.

2.2.4. Isolation of Neisserial 16S and 23S rRNA Genes
1. Neisseria chromosomal DNA (see Subheading 2.1.2.).
2. PCR primer pairs: see Table 2.
3. Taq DNA polymerase (e.g., TaKaRa Ex-Taq, Takara Shuzo Co., Ltd., 5 U/µL).
4. PCR buffer and dNTPs (as supplied with Ex-Taq).
5. 5 M Betaine (Sigma-Aldrich Co.).
6. TBE (10X): 1.0 M Tris-HCl, 90 mM boric acid, 2 mM EDTA, pH 8.3.
7. 1% (w/v) nondenaturing agarose gel in TBE, pH 8.3. The gel should contain

0.1 mg/mL ethidium bromide.
8. Ethidium bromide (10 mg/mL). Store at 4°C in the dark. (Caution: Ethidium

bromide is highly carcinogenic; handle under appropriate guidelines).
9. DNA molecular size standards (e.g., 1 Kb plus DNA ladder, Life Technologies

1 ug/mL).
10. Razor blades or scalpels.
11. QIAquick DNA purification kit (Qiagen).

2.2.5. cDNA RDA
1. Double-stranded cDNA (see Subheading 3.2.2.).
2. 16S and 23S rRNA amplicons (see Subheading 3.2.3.).
3. Restriction enzyme: DpnII (New England Biolabs, 50 U/µL).
4. 10X DpnII buffer (as supplied with enzyme).
5. T4 DNA ligase (New England Biolabs, 400 U/µL.
6. 10X T4 DNA ligase buffer (as supplied with enzyme).
7. HPLC (or equivalent)-purified oligonucleotide adaptors/primers: see Table 3.
8. 10 M Ammonium acetate.
9. Taq DNA polymerase: Amplitaq DNA polymerase (Perkin-Elmer Co., 5 U/µL).

10. PCR buffer (5X): 335 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.9, 20 mM MgCl2, 80 mM (NH4)2SO4,
166 µg/mL BSA.

11. 4 mM dNTP mix (4 mM each dGTP, dATP, dCTP, dTTP).

Table 2
Primer Pairs for Neisserial 16s and 23s Ribosomal RNA Genes

Name Orientation Sequence

16Sup Forward primer 5 -CATAAGAGTTTGATCCTGGCT-3 ; 25 pM.
16Sdn Reverse primer 5 -GTCATGAAGCATACCGTGGT-3 ; 25 pM.
23Sup Forward primer 5 -CAGGT/CGGATGCCTTGGCGA-3 ; 25 pM.
23Sdn Reverse primer 5 -AGAGTCAAGCCTCACGA/GGGCA-3 ; 25 pM.
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12. Phenol�chloroform�isoamyl alcohol (25�24�1 [v/v] saturated with 10 mM Tris-
HCl, 1 mM EDTA, pH 8.0).

13. Chloroform�isoamyl alcohol (49�1 [v/v]).
14. 3 M Sodium acetate, pH 5.3.
15. TE: 10 mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM EDTA, pH 7.5.
16.. MicroSpin S-300 HR columns (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech).
17. EE buffer (3X): 30 mM EPPS, 3 mM EDTA, pH 8.0.
18. 5 M NaCl.
19. Mung Bean Nuclease (New England Biolabs, 10 U/µL).
20. Mung Bean Nuclease buffer (as supplied with enzyme).
21. 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.9.
22. Yeast tRNA (Life Technologies, 10 mg/mL).
23. Glycogen, (e.g., GlycoBlue, Ambion, Inc., 15 µg/mL).
27. 1.5% (w/v) nondenaturing agarose gel in TBE, pH 8.3. The gel should contain

0.1 mg/mL ethidium bromide.
28. Ethidium bromide (10 mg/mL). Store at 4°C in the dark. (Caution: Ethidium

bromide is highly carcinogenic; handle under appropriate guidelines).
29. DNA molecular size standards (e.g., 1 Kb plus DNA ladder, Life Technologies

1 ug/mL).
30. Suitable concentration standards (see Note 1).

2.2.6. Cloning of Difference Products
1. Razor blades or scalpels.
2. QIAquick DNA purification kit (Qiagen).
3. Cloning system for PCR products (e.g., PCR2.1 TA cloning kit or TOPO TA

cloning kit, Invitrogen Co.).

3. Methods
3.1. RDA
3.1.1. Isolation of Chromosomal DNA

1. Harvest the growth of one 7-cm plate using a sterile cotton swab, suspend in
1 mL of GTE buffer in a 2-mL Eppendorf tube, pellet by centrifugation for 1 min
at 16,000g in a microcentrifuge.

Table 3
Oligonucleotide adaptor pairs

Name Sequence

R-Bgl-12 5 - GAT CTG CGG TGA -3 ; 0.25 mM
R-Bgl-24 5 - AGC ACT CTC CAG CCT CTC ACC GCA -3 ; 0.5 mM
J-Bgl-12 5 - GAT CTG TTC ATG -3 ; 0.25 mM
J-Bgl-24 5 - ACC GAC GTC GAC TAT CCA TGA ACA -3 ; 0.5 mM
N-Bgl-12 5 - GAT CTT CCC TCG -3 ; 0.25 mM
N-Bgl-24 5 - AGG CAA CTG TGC TAT CCG AGG GAA -3 ; 0.5 mM
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2. Resuspend in 500 µL GTE buffer, add 25 µL lysozyme and 25 µL 20% SDS,
mix, incubate at 37°C for 1 h or until suspension becomes clear.

3. Add 5 µL Pronase or Protease K, incubate for 4 h at 50°C.
4. Add 5 µL RNAse, incubate 30 min at 50°C.
5. Extract with an equal volume of phenol�chloroform�isoamyl alcohol, then with

an equal volume of chloroform�isoamyl alcohol.
6. Precipitate the DNA by adding 0.1 volume of 3 M sodium acetate, and 2.5 vol-

umes of 100% ethanol, invert to mix.
7. Centrifuge at 16,000g in a microcentrifuge for 15 min, decant the supernatant,

and wash the pellet with 1 mL 70% EtOH.
8. Carefully aspirate the ethanol, air-dry the pellet for 15 min at room temperature.
9. Dissolve the DNA in 100 µL sterile UHP water. Store at –20°C.

10. Determine concentration and quality of preparations by comparison of serial
dilutions of 2 µL of the DNA on a 1% nondenaturing agarose gel in TBE, pH 8.3,
alongside DNA concentration standards.

3.1.2. DNA Restriction

1. Digest 100 µg each of both Tester and Driver chromosomal DNA to completion
by adding 2 µL Sau3A (10U/µL), 10 µL Sau3A buffer (10X), and sterile UHP
water to a final volume of 100 µL. Incubate 16 h at 37°C.

2. Test 2 µL for complete digestion by agarose-gel electrophoresis on a 1% gel in
TBE, pH 8.3.

3. Extract remaining restrictions with an equal volume of phenol�chloroform�

isoamyl alcohol, then with an equal volume of chloroform�isoamyl alcohol.
4. Add 0.1 volume of 3 M sodium acetate, pH 5.3, and 2.5 volumes of 100% etha-

nol, and precipitate on ice for 30 min. Centrifuge for 15 min at 16,000g, wash
pellet with 70% ethanol, and air-dry.

5. Resuspend Driver DNA in 30 µL sterile UHP water (final concentration approx
2.5 ng/µL), resuspend Tester DNA in 30 µL sterile UHP water, dilute 10 µL of this
with 40 µL sterile UHP water (final concentration approx 500 ng/µL). The 20 µL of
the undiluted material can be used in a Tester-Tester control (see Note 2).

3.1.3. Ligation of J-Bgl-Adaptors

1. Ligate J-Bgl-adaptors to the Tester chromosomal DNA by taking 2 µL (approx
1 µg) diluted Tester digest, add 2.5 µL 0.2 mM J-Bgl-12, 2.5 µL 0.2 mM
J-Bgl-24, 3 µL 10X ligase buffer, and 14 µL sterile UHP water.

2. Anneal oligonucleotide adaptors in a PCR thermocycler, by heating the reaction
to 50°C for 2 min, then cool to 10°C at no more than 1°C/min.

3. Add 6 µL T4 DNA ligase, mix well, and incubate for 18 h at 16°C.

3.1.4. Subtractive Hybridization

1. Combine 4 µL J-ligated Tester (±0.133 ng) and 4 µL Driver (±10 µg), and 25 µL
100% ethanol. Mix well to precipitate the DNA, centrifuge at 16,000g, for 30 min.
Carefully wash with 70% ethanol.
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2. Air-dry pellet, resuspend thoroughly in 4 µL 3X EE buffer.
3. Overlay with sterile mineral oil, denature DNA at 96°C for 5 min.
4. Add 1 µL 5 M NaCl (prewarmed).
5. Hybridize for 20 h at 67°C.
6. To 0.5 µL of the above hybridization mixture, add 40 µL 10X PCR buffer, 12 µL

10 mM dNTP, 3 µL Taq polymerase, and 343.5 µL sterile UHP water.
7. Incubate in PCR thermocycler for 5 min at 72°C.
8. Add 2 µL 0.2 mM J-Bgl-24 primer.
9. Perform 10 cycles of 1 min at 95°C, 3 min at 70°C.

10. Precipitate PCR mix with 2.5 volumes 100% ethanol, centrifuge at 16,000g for
30 min. Wash with 70% ethanol.

11. Resuspend pellet in 18 µL sterile UHP water, add 20 µL 2X Mung Bean
Nuclease reaction buffer, add 2 µL (10U/µL) Mung Bean Nuclease, mix, incu-
bate for 1 h at 30°C.

12. Inactivate Mung Bean Nuclease by adding 160 µL 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.9,
incubate for 5 min at 98°C.

13. Use 40 µL of the above mixture as template in a PCR reaction with 40 µL 10X PCR
buffer, 12 µL 10 mM dNTP, 3 µL Taq polymerase (15 U), 2 µL 0.2 mM J-Bgl-24
primer, 303 µL sterile UHP water (final volume is 400 µL). Perform 20 cycles of
1 min at 95°C, 3 min at 70°C, followed by a final extension for 10 min at 72°C.

14. Precipitate DNA by adding 0.1 volume 3 M sodium acetate, pH 5.3, and 2.5 vol-
umes 100% ethanol, centrifuge at 16,000g, for 30 min. Wash with 70% EtOH,
resuspend in 50 µL sterile UHP water.

15. Run out a 5 µL sample on a 2% nondenaturing agarose gel. If Tester and Driver
contain relatively few differences, discrete amplicons will be visible (see Note 3).

3.1.5. Cloning of Difference Products

1. Run remainder of each sample on a 2% nondenaturing agarose gel in TBE,
pH 8.3, carefully excise each band from the agarose gel, using a sharp razor blade.

2. Purify amplicons using Qiaex II, according to manufacturers instructions.
3. Optional (see Note 4): re-amplify the amplicon. Use 1 µL of the purified amplicon

as template in a PCR reaction with 5 µL 10X PCR buffer, 1 µL 10 mM dNTP,
1 µL Taq polymerase (5 U), 0.5 µL 0.2 mM J-Bgl-24 primer, 42.5 µL sterile UHP
water to a final volume of 50 µL. Perform 30 cycles of 1 min at 95°C, 3 min at
70°C, followed by a final extension for 10 min at 72°C.

4. Clone the amplicon in the PCR2.1 vector, according to manufacturers instruc-
tions. Recombinant plasmid DNA can then be isolated (using standard methods)
and used for sequencing, for identification of the amplicons (see Notes 5 and 6).

3.2.  cDNA RDA

Successful application of the cDNA RDA technique requires the reproduc-
ible isolation of high-quality representative RNA preparations from the bacte-
ria. Accordingly, the utmost care should be taken during the RNA isolation
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procedure. Bacterial RNA is very unstable, and accordingly isolation should
carried out quickly and efficiently. A rapid-lysis technique optimized for use
with Neisseria is described. (Other methods that result in the production of
high quality RNA could be employed.)

Because bacterial mRNA is poorly polyadenylated, it is not possible to
purify it efficiently using polyT-affinity methodologies. As a consequence, the
protocol for cDNA RDA of bacteria differs from the original cDNA RDA meth-
odology in that it uses total RNA rather than purified message as its starting
point. Accordingly, given the abundance of rRNA in total RNA preparations, it
is necessary to supplement the derived Driver component with additional
rRNA-derived material to increase selection against these common sequences.

3.2.1. RNA Isolation

Total RNA can be isolated by a procedure adapted from the TNS/PAS
method of Felipe et. al. (7).

1. Harvest bacterial cultures by centrifugation of 10–20 mL aliquots in Falcon tubes
at 7,500g for 5 min at 4°C.

2. Quickly and carefully remove supernatant and keeping cells cool, resuspend by
vigorously vortexing (approx 3 × 15 s; see Note 7) cell pellet in 1.5 mL cold,
fresh TNS/PAS lysis solution, 1.5 mL acid phenol:chloroform and 300 µL
chloroform�isoamyl alcohol.

3. Spin samples at 16,000g for 5 min at 4°C and carefully transfer the aqueous
phase to new tubes.

4. Re-extract aqueous phase with 1 volume of acid phenol:chloroform and 0.2 vol-
ume of chloroform�isoamyl alcohol, and precipitate RNA, following incubation
with 2.5 M LiCl, 25 mM EDTA, for at least 2 h at –20°C, by centrifugation at
16,000g for 30 min at 4°C.

5. Wash pellet(s) twice with 70% ethanol, and resuspend to approx 1 µg/µL in DNase I
buffer. Add RNase-free DNase I to a final concentration of 30/µg nucleic acid, and
incubate for 45 min at 37°C. Terminate reaction by extraction with 1 volume of acid
phenol:chloro-form followed by a further extraction with 1 volume of chloroform.

6. Precipitate RNA with 0.2 volume of 10 M ammonium acetate and 1 volume of
2-propanol for at least 2 h at –20°C. Collect the precipitate by centrifugation at
16,000g for 30 min at 4°C.

7. Wash pellets twice with 70% ethanol, air-dry (do NOT over-dry, RNA can difficult
to resuspend. It is easier if pellets are still slightly moist), and resuspend in RNase
free H2O containing 0.1 mM EDTA, PRIME RNase inhibitor (1 U/30 µL).

8. Aliquots of the total RNA preparations can be stored at –80°C.
9. Quantitation and crude quality assessment can be carried out by measuring opti-

cal density (OD) of the preparation at 260 nm and 280 nm, and by examination
on a 1% nondenaturing agarose gel. Figure 2 shows a typical result obtained
with a good-quality RNA preparation.
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3.2.2. cDNA Synthesis

The synthesis of cDNA is performed by random-priming of total RNA
using the Pharmacia TimeSaver cDNA synthesis kit (see Note 8) The protocol
is according to the manufacturer’s instructions using 5 µg total RNA (see Sub-
heading 3.2.1.) as the template, and the random hexamers (as supplied with
kit) at 1�200 dilution (0.037 µg/reaction), with the following modifications:

Fig. 2. Total RNA from N. meningitidis isolated using the TNS/PAS method. A,
Total RNA isolated from N. meningitidis CE1402 grown under iron-sufficient condi-
tions. B, Total RNA isolated from N. meningitidis M986 grown under iron-limited
conditions. M, molecular weight markers, sizes are given in bp. Positions of the domi-
nant 16S and 23S rRNA bands are indicated.
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1. After 20 min incubation of the first-strand reaction at 37°C, add 1 µL of Super-
script II reverse transcriptase to the reaction mix and continue incubation for a
further 1 h.

2. Carry out the second-strand incubation at 12°C for 1 h, then 22°C for a further 2 h.
3. Purify the cDNA using a cDNA spun column, according to manufacturers

instructions.
4. Make up volume to 148 µL with DpnII buffer.

3.2.3. Isolation of N. meningitidis 16S and 23S rRNA Genes

1. Use 0.1–0.5 µg of chromosomal DNA (see Subheading 3.1.1.) as template in
12X 100 µL reactions for each of the rRNA genes to be isolated.

2. To each template in PCR tube add 10 µL 10X buffer, 8 µL dNTP mixture and
20 µL 5 M betaine solution (see Note 9). Add 1 µL each of the two relevant
primers, and make up total volume to 100 µL with sterile UHP water. Denature
template DNA in a thermal cycler by heating to 96°C for 5 min. Add 0.5 µL
(2.5 U) Taq polymerase, cycle reactions: 96°C for 1 min, 58°C for 1 min, and
72°C for 3 min, for 25–30 cycles, with a final extension at 72°C for 10 min.

3. Examine reactions for specificity and yield by running out a 5 µL sample of each
on a 1.0% nondenaturing agarose gel. The primer pairs used; 16Sup and 16Sdn,
and 23Sup and 23Sdn, should give rise to products of approx 1450 bp and 2850
bp, respectively.

4. Run out remainder (approx 95 µL) of each reaction on a 1% nondenaturing aga-
rose gel. Excise these bands, and purify, e.g., using a QIAquick DNA purifica-
tion kit (Qiagen), according to manufacturer’s instructions. Dilute products to
approx 0.5 mg/mL. These purified products constitute the starting material for
the generation of the rRNA gene-derived representations.

3.2.4. PCR-Coupled Subtractive Hybridization

The following methodology is adapted from Hubank and Schatz (11).
The technique of cDNA RDA is very sensitive, and it is important that all

possible precautions are taken to prevent cross-contamination of materials. All
reagents (including enzymes) should be subdivided before use. Micropipet tips
with integral filters should be used throughout and it is recommended that all
PCR reactions be set up in an airflow cabinet.

Because the complexity of the derived cDNA populations is considerably
less than that of genomic DNA, the simplification of the starting material
required for RDA (the generation of a sub-population of amplified restriction
fragments) is not essential. However, to be able to utilize PCR to enrich for
differences, it is necessary to generate amplified populations of cDNA restric-
tion fragments, although because of the reduced complexity, four-cutter
restriction enzymes can be used, thus increasing the proportion of amplifiable
fragments generated. For the generation of rRNA-derived Driver, the PCR
products from Subheading 3.2.3., are substituted for cDNA.
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3.2.4.1. LIGATION OF R-BGL-ADAPTORS

1. Add 1.5 µL DTT (100 mM) to 148 µL cDNA preparation (see Subheading 3.2.2.)
in DpnII buffer. Add 1 µL DpnII. Incubate for 3 h at 37°C.

2. To ligate R-Bgl-adaptors to the rRNA-derived amplicons (see Subheading
3.2.3.), Digest 1–2 µg of each purified PCR product by adding 1 µL of DpnII,
10 µL 10X DpnII buffer, and sterile UHP water to a total volume of 100 µL.
Incubate for 3 h at 37°C.

3. Extract the reactions with an equal volume of phenol�chloroform�isoamyl alco-
hol, then with an equal volume of chloroform:isoamyl alcohol. Add 1 µL (15 µg)
glycogen carrier, 30 µL ammonium acetate, 600 µL of cold 100% ethanol, and
precipitate on ice for 30 min.

4. Spin down the precipitate at 16,000g for 30 min at 4°C. Wash the pellet with 70%
ethanol.

5. Air-dry and resuspend the pellet in 20 µL TE, transfer the suspension to a 0.5-mL
PCR tube.

6. Add 24 µL sterile UHP water, 6 µL ligase buffer (as supplied with T4 DNA
ligase) and 4 µL each of 0.25 mM R-Bgl-12 and 0.5 mM R-Bgl-24 adaptor/prim-
ers.

7. Anneal oligonucleotide adaptors in a PCR machine, by heating the reaction to
50°C for 2 min, followed by cooling to 10°C at no more than 1°C/min.

8. Add 2 µL T4 DNA ligase, mix well, and incubate for 18 h at 14°C.

3.2.4.2. GENERATION OF REPRESENTATIONS

Pilot reactions should be carried out for each representation to be generated
to establish optimum amplification conditions (see Note 11). This is to deter-
mine the number of PCR cycles required to generate suitable (‘good’) repre-
sentations. The criteria are that a 10 µL sample run out on a 1.5% agarose gel
should give a smear ranging in size from approx 0.2–1.5 kb and contain approx
0.5 µg DNA. Too few cycles will not provide sufficient material for the subse-
quent subtraction step, over-amplification will bias the populations and reduce
average fragment size (see Note 12). For the generation of the rRNA-derived
representation however, no pilot is required, instead use the same number of
cycles determined as optimum for the other Tester and Driver components.

1. Dilute the ligation (see Subheading 3.2.4.1.) 1:3, by adding 120 µL TE.
2. For each pilot reaction, add 3 µL diluted ligation, 139 µL sterile UHP water,

40 µL PCR buffer, 16 µL 4 mM dNTP mix, and 1 µL 0.5 mM R-Bgl-24 adaptor/
primer to a 0.5-mL PCR tube.

3. Incubate at 72°C for 3 min in a Thermal Cycler. Add 1 µL (5 U) Amplitaq DNA
polymerase, and continue incubation for a further 5 min.

4. Cycle reactions at 95°C for 1 min and then 72°C for 3 min for 25 cycles. Remove
10-µL aliquots at intervals from about cycle 16 onwards (the optimum number
for generation of representations usually lies in the range of 17–24 cycles).
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5. Run out the 10 µL samples along with size and concentration standards on a
1.5% nondenaturing agarose gel.

6. From examination of this gel, select the number of cycles that generates suitable
representations, and set up 9X 200 µL PCR reactions for each sample intended
for use as Driver, and 3X 200 µL reactions for each sample intended for use only
as Tester (if reciprocal subtractions are to be carried out, set up 12X 200 µL
reactions of each).

7. Cycle reactions for the determined number of cycles, finishing with a 10 min
extension at 72°C.

8. Extract reactions with an equal volume of phenol�chloroform�isoamyl alcohol,
then with an equal volume of chloroform�isoamyl alcohol. Add 0.1 volume of
3 M sodium acetate, pH 5.3, an equal volume of 2-propanol, and precipitate the
DNA on ice for 30 min.

9. Pellet the DNA by centrifugation at 16,000g for 30 min at 4°C. Wash the pellet
with 70% ethanol, air dry, and resuspend in TE to give a concentration of approx
0.5 mg/mL (a rough guideline is to use about 25 µL of TE per reaction).

10. Check quality and concentration of DNAs by running 1 µL samples on a 1.5%
nondenaturing agarose gel, alongside standards.

3.2.4.3. PREPARATION OF DRIVER AND TESTER COMPONENTS

1. Digest 100 µg (200 µL) each of Driver and rRNA-derived representations by
adding 5 µL DpnII, 60 µL 10X DpnII buffer, and sterile UHP water to final
volumes of 600 µL. Incubate 3 h at 37°C.

2. Extract digests with equal volumes of phenol�chloroform�isoamyl alcohol, then
chloroform:isoamyl alcohol.

3. Add 0.1 volume of 3 M sodium acetate, pH 5.3, and an equal volume of
2-propanol to each digest, and precipitate on ice for 30 min.

4. Collect precipitates at 16,000g for 30 min at 4°C. Wash the pellets with 70%
ethanol, air-dry, and resuspend in 150 µL TE. Combine 16S and 23S representa-
tions.

5. Determine concentration of cut Driver and rRNA-derived representation by run-
ning 1 µL samples on a 1.5% nondenaturing gel with standards. Adjust to approx
0.5 mg/mL with TE as necessary. These represent the Driver components (Driver
1 and 2, respectively) shown in Fig. 1B.

6. If a representation is to be used as a Tester, digest 10 µg (20 µL) with 0.5 µL
DpnII, 6 µL 10X DpnII buffer in a final volume of 60 µL. Incubate 3 h at 37°C.

7. Extract digests with equal volumes of phenol�chloroform�isoamyl alcohol, then
chloroform�isoamyl alcohol.

8. Add 0.1 volume of 3 M sodium acetate, pH 5.3, and 3 volumes of cold ethanol to
each digest, and precipitate at –20°C for 30 min.

9. Collect precipitates at 16,000g for 30 min at 4°C. Wash the pellets with 70%
ethanol, air-dry, and resuspend in 20 µL TE.

10. Remove digested R-Bgl- adaptors using a spin-column purification system such
as MicroSpin S-300 HR columns, according to manufacturer’s protocol.
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11. Estimate DNA concentration by running a 1 µL sample on a 1.5% nondenaturing
gel with standards.

12. Combine 1 µg of spin-column purified DNA, 3 µL 10X T4 DNA ligase buffer,
2 µL 0.5 mM J-Bgl-24 adaptor, 2 µL 0.25 mM J-Bgl-12 adaptor, and sterile UHP
water to a final volume of 29 µL.

13. Anneal oligonucleotide adaptors in a PCR machine, by heating the reaction to
50°C for 2 min, then cool to 10°C at no more than 1°C/min.

14. Add 1 µL T4 DNA ligase, mix well, and incubate for 18 h at 14°C.
15. Dilute the ligation to approx. 10 ng/µL by the addition of 70 µL TE. This prepa-

ration is the J-ligated Tester.

3.2.4.4. SUBTRACTIVE HYBRIDIZATION

See Fig. 1B for schematic representation of proceedure.

1. Combine 5 µg (10 µL) of digested Driver (Driver 1), 5 µg (10 µL) digested rRNA-
derived representation (Driver 2) and 0.1 µg (10 µL) of J-ligated Tester in a
0.5-mL microcentrifuge tube. Make up to 100 µL with sterile UHP water. This
gives a Driver:Tester ratio of 100�1 (50�50�1).

2. Extract digests with equal volumes of phenol�chloroform�isoamyl alcohol, then
chloroform:isoamyl alcohol.

3. Add 0.2 volumes of 10 M Ammonium acetate, pH 5.3, and 3 volumes of cold
ethanol to each digest, and precipitate at –70°C for 10 min.

4. Incubate the tube containing precipitate at 37°C for 1 min, then sediment at
16,000g for 20 min at 4°C to collect DNA. Very carefully wash the pellet with
70% ethanol.

5. Air-dry pellet, and resuspend very thoroughly in 4 µL 3X EE buffer by pipetting
up and down for at least 3 min.

6. Incubate at 37°C for 5 min, vortex vigorously, and spin solution to the bottom of
the tube.

7. Overlay solution with a few drops of mineral oil (even if PCR machine has heated
lid), and denature DNA for 5 min at 98°C. Cool block to 67°C.

8. Incubate hybridization mix at 67°C for 24 h (to allow complete annealing).
9. Remove hybridization mix to a fresh tube, and dilute stepwise in 200 µL TE: add

10 µL TE and mix by pipetting, add a further 25 µL TE and mix, and then make
up to 200 µL, and vortex thoroughly. This diluted, hybridized DNA is then used
to generate the first difference product (see Note 13).

10. For each subtraction set up two PCR reactions, comprising: 122 µL sterile UHP
water, 40 µL 5X PCR buffer, and 16 µL of 4 mM dNTP mix, and 20 µL diluted
hybridization mix.

11. In a PCR machine, incubate reactions at 72°C for 3 min, add 1 µL (5 U) Amplitaq
DNA polymerase, and continue incubation at 72°C for a further 5 min.

12. Add 1 µL of 0.5 mM J-Bgl-24 primer, cycle at 95°C for 1 min and 70°C for 3 min
for 11 cycles (see Note 14), with a final extension at 72°C for 10 min.
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13. Combine the two reactions in a single microfuge tube. Extract with equal vol-
umes of phenol�chloroform�isoamyl alcohol, then chloroform�isoamyl alcohol.
Add 100 µg (10 µL) tRNA, 0.1 volume 3 M sodium acetate, pH 5.3, and an equal
volume of 2-propanol. Precipitate on ice for 30 min.

14. Sediment the precipitate at 16,000g for 20 min at 4°C. Very carefully wash the
pellet with 70% ethanol. Resuspend in 20 µL TE.

15. Add 4 µL Mung Bean Nuclease (MBN) buffer, 2 µL Mung Bean Nuclease
(MBN), and make up volume to 40 µL with sterile UHP water. Incubate at 30°C
for 45 min (see Note 15).

16. Terminate reaction by the addition of 160 µL of 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.9, and
heating to 98°C for 5 min. Cool the reaction to 4°C on ice.

17. On ice set up one PCR reaction comprising: 122 µL sterile UHP water, 40 µL 5X
PCR buffer, 16 µL dNTP mix, and 1 µL 0.5 mM J-Bgl-24 oligo.

18. Add 20 µL of the MBN-treated DNA. Incubate the reactions in a PCR machine at
95°C for 1 min, add 1 µL (5 U) Amplitaq DNA polymerase, cycle 95°C for 1 min
and 70°C for 3 min, for 18 cycles, with a final extension at 72°C for 10 min.

19. Estimate the DNA concentration by running a 10 µL sample on a 1.5%
nondenaturing agarose gel, with standards.

20. Extract the reactions with equal volumes of phenol�chloroform�isoamyl alcohol
followed by chloroform�isoamyl alcohol. Add 0.1 volume 3 M sodium acetate,
pH 5.3, 1 volume 2-propanol, and precipitate on ice for 30 min.

21. Collect precipitates at 16,000g for 30 min at 4°C. Wash the pellets with 70%
ethanol, air-dry, and resuspend in TE to 0.5 µg/µL (volume necessary is yield
dependant, but is typically approx 20–30 µL).

22. This is the first difference product (DP1).

3.2.4.5. GENERATION OF A SECOND DIFFERENCE PRODUCT

See Note 16, and Fig. 3.

1. Mix 2 µg (4 µL) of DP1 (see Subheading 3.2.4.4.) with 84 µL sterile UHP water,
add 10 µL 10X DpnII buffer and 2 µL of DpnII. Incubate 3 h at 37°C.

2. Extract the reactions with an equal volume of phenol�chloroform�isoamyl alco-
hol, then with an equal volume of chloroform�isoamyl alcohol. Add 1 µL (15 µg)
glycogen carrier, 0.1 volume sodium acetate, pH 5.3, and 3 volumes cold etha-
nol. Precipitate at –20° for 30 min.

3. Collect precipitates at 16,000g for 30 min at 4°C. Wash the pellets with 70%
ethanol, air-dry, and resuspend in 20 µL TE (this gives approx 100 ng/µL).

4. Take 2 µL of the restricted DP1, and add 3 µL 10X ligase buffer, 2 µL each of
0.25 mM N-Bgl-12 and 0.5 mM N-Bgl-24 adaptors, and make up to a final vol-
ume of 29 µL with sterile UHP water.

5. Anneal oligonucleotide adaptors in a PCR machine, by heating the reaction to
50°C for 2 min, then cool to 10°C at no more than 1°C/min.

6. Add 1 µL T4 DNA ligase, mix well, and incubate for 18 h at 14°C.
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7. Dilute ligation mix to approx. 1.25 ng/µL by the addition of 130 µL TE.
8. Combine 5 µg (10 µL) of digested Driver (Driver 1), 5 µg (10 µL) digested rRNA-

derived representation (Driver 2) (see Subheading 3.2.4.3.) Mix 10 µL (approx
10 µg) of Driver with 10 µL (approx 12.5 ng) of N-Bgl-ligated DP1 (see Sub-
heading 3.2.4.4.). This gives a Driver-Tester ratio of 800�1 (400�400�1).

9. Extract the digests with equal volumes of phenol�chloroform�isoamyl alcohol,
then chloroform�isoamyl alcohol.

Fig. 3. Difference products generated during an analysis of iron-regulated gene
expression in N. meningitidis by cDNA RDA. A and B, show DNA fragments amp-
lified in two independent experiments initiated from separate aliquots of same total
RNA preparation (showing reproducibility). M, molecular mass markers. Arrows
indicate bands selected for isolation, cloning and sequencing. Adapted from ref. 9.
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10. Add 0.2 volumes of 10 M Ammonium acetate, pH 5.3, and 3 volumes of cold
ethanol to each digest, and precipitate at -70°C for 10 min.

11. Incubate the tube containing precipitate at 37°C for 1 min, then centrifuge at
16,000g for 20 min at 4°C to collect DNA. Very carefully wash the pellet with
70% ethanol.

12. Air-dry pellet, and resuspend very thoroughly in 4 µL 3X EE buffer by pipetting
up and down for at least 3 min.

13. Incubate at 37°C for 5 min, vortex vigorously, and spin solution to the bottom of
the tube.

14. Overlay the solution with a few drops of mineral oil (even if PCR machine has
heated lid), and denature DNA for 5 min at 98°C. Cool block to 67°C.

15. Incubate the hybridization mix at 67°C for 24 h (to allow complete annealing).
16. Remove the hybridization mix to a fresh tube, and dilute stepwise in 200 µL TE:

add 10 µL TE and mix by pipetting, add a further 25 µL TE and mix, and then
make up to 200 µL, and vortex thoroughly. This diluted, hybridized DNA is then
used to generate the first difference product.

17. For each subtraction set up two PCR reactions, comprising: 122 µL sterile UHP
water, 40 µL 5X PCR buffer, and 16 µL of 4 mM dNTP mix, and 20 µL diluted
hybridization mix.

18. In a PCR machine, incubate reactions at 72°C for 3 min, then add 1 µL
(5 U) Amplitaq DNA polymerase, and continue incubation at 72°C for a further
5 min.

19. Add 1 µL of 0.5 mM N-Bgl-24 primer, cycle at 95°C for 1 min and 72°C for
3 min for 11 cycles, with a final extension at 72°C for 10 min.

20. Combine the two reactions in a single microfuge tube. Extract with equal vol-
umes of phenol�chloroform�isoamyl alcohol, then chloroform�isoamyl alcohol.
Add 100 µg (10 µL) tRNA, 0.1 volume 3 M sodium acetate, pH 5.3, and an equal
volume of 2-propanol. Precipitate on ice for 30 min.

21. Sediment the precipitate at 16,000g for 20 min at 4°C. Very carefully wash the
pellet with 70% ethanol. Resuspend in 20 µL TE.

22. Add 4 µL MBN buffer, 2 µL MBN, and make up volume to 40 µL with sterile
UHP water. Incubate at 30°C for 45 min.

23. Terminate the reaction by the addition of 160 µL of 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.9, and
heating to 98°C for 5 min. Cool the reaction to 4°C on ice.

24. On ice, set up two PCR reactions for each subtraction, each comprising: 122 µL
sterile UHP water, 40 µL 5X PCR buffer, 16 µL dNTP mix, and 1 µL 0.5 mM
N-Bgl-24 oligo.

25. Add 20 µL of the MBN-treated DNA to each. Incubate reactions in a PCR
machine at 95°C for 1 min, add 1 µL (5 U) Amplitaq DNA polymerase, cycle
95°C for 1 min and 72°C for 3 min, for 18 cycles, with a final extension at 72°C
for 10 min. Combine each pair of reactions.

26. Estimate DNA concentration by running a 10-µL sample on a 1.5%
nondenaturing agarose gel, with standards.
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27. Extract the reactions with equal volumes of phenol:chloroform�isoamyl alcohol,
then chloroform�isoamyl alcohol. Add 0.1 volume 3 M sodium acetate, pH 5.3,
1 volume 2-propanol, and precipitate on ice for 30 min.

28. Collect precipitates at 16,000g for 30 min at 4°C. Wash the pellets with 70%
ethanol, air-dry, and resuspend in TE to 0.5 µg/µL (volume is yield dependant,
but is typically approx 40–50 µL). This is the second difference product (DP2).

3.2.4.6. GENERATION OF FURTHER DIFFERENCE PRODUCTS

There are advantages and disadvantages in proceeding to a third difference
product (DP3). It can be useful if DP2 contains many poorly defined and/or
weak bands. However, a third round of PCR-coupled subtractive hybridization
can result in the loss of some difference products, particularly those derived
from transcripts expressed at low levels.

For the generation of DP3, the procedure is essentially as in Subheading
3.2.4.5., except:

1. Digest DP2 (see Subheading 3.2.4.5.) with DpnII to remove the N-Bgl-adaptors,
and replace with J-Bgl-adaptors.

2. Dilute the J-Bgl-ligated DP2 to 1 ng/µL with TE. Set up hybridizations (see
Subheading 3.2.4.5., steps 8–15) using driver to tester ratios of between
5,000–20,000�1 (2,500�2,500�1–10,000�10,000�1). To achieve this, vary quantity
of J-Bgl-ligated Tester and keep the combined Driver concentration at 10 µg/mL
(i.e., 5 µg/mL each of Driver 1 and 2; see Subheading 3.2.4.3.).

3. Generate DP3 according to protocol given in Subheading 3.2.4.5., steps 16–28,
setting up four PCR reactions for each subtraction.

4. Resuspend pellet from the four combined reactions (from each subtraction) to a
final concentration of approx 0.5 µg/mL in TE. This is DP3.

3.2.4.7. CLONING OF DIFFERENCE PRODUCTS

1. Run out each difference product on a 1.5% nondenaturing gel in TBE, pH 8.3.
Figure 3 shows a typical result.

2. Carefully excise each band from the agarose gel, using a sharp razor blade.
Purify amplicons using Qiaex II, according to manufacturer’s instructions.

3. Clone the amplicon in the PCR2.1 vector, according to manufacturer’s instructions.
Recombinant plasmid DNA can then be isolated (using standard methods) and inserts
sequenced for identification of the differentially expressed genes (see Note 17).

4. Notes
1. It is vital concentrations are accurately determined. Suitable standards can be

prepared by digesting genomic DNA of known concentration (sheared to an
average length of about 20 kb), with DpnII. Dilutions of this standard (say
between 0.1–1.0 µg) should be loaded on the agarose gels, alongside the PCR
product to be quantified.
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2. It is extremely useful to include both positive and negative controls in the experi-
ments. As a positive control, original Tester DNA supplemented with an appro-
priate target (e.g., Bacteriophage lambda DNA or a known plasmid) should be
used as a +ve Control-Tester, with Tester DNA without supplement as +Control-
Driver. As a negative control, original Tester DNA can be used as both –Control-
Tester and –Control-Driver. The positive control should give rise to
target-derived amplicons, the negative control should not yield any amplicon.

3. The number of discrete amplicons depends on the number of differences between
Tester and Driver DNA populations. A relatively low number of differences
yields discrete amplicons after one round of subtractive hybridization. If a smear
appears, this indicates more differences and/or relatively inefficient subtractive
hybridization. In this case, a second round of subtractive hybridization can be
performed, using a second different adaptor pair of oligonucleotides.

4. Re-amplification can be of use if bands observed at end of Subheading 3.1.4. are
weak.

5. Multiple transformants should be tested for each amplicon, as amplicons are het-
erogenous, i.e., different DNA species can have the same electrophoretic mobil-
ity. This is particularly important if differences in intensity of the amplicon bands
are seen after gel electrophoresis.

6. Identification of the amplicons can be carried out by sequencing of the insert of
the resultant recombinant plasmids. Because the identified differences should
either be absent in the driver, or have a restriction-site polymorphism, each puta-
tive difference should be checked for validity by Southern hybridization against
the original genomic restrictions.

7. Amount of vortexing, depends on how well the cells have pelleted. It is important
that the bacteria are well-suspended in the lysis mixture. More mixing may be
required.

8. The modified Amersham-Pharmacia cDNA synthesis kit and protocol were found
to give very good results in our hands, although other methodologies could be
used.

9. The addition of betaine to the PCR reaction mix aids amplification of the rRNA
sequences.

10. During generation of the representations, the resulting products are limited in
their complexity by the ability for each product to be amplified within the mix-
ture, under the conditions used. In general, templates (cDNA) restriction frag-
ments that are either too large (in excess of approx 1 kb), or too small (under
approx 0.2 kb) do not amplify efficiently. The product (representation) therefore
only “represents” the amplifiable proportion of the digest. Accordingly, to
ensure the greatest proportion of differentially expressed genes are identified, it
is advisable to repeat the cDNA RDA analyses with a variety of different restric-
tion enzymes (and relevant oligonucleotide adaptor/primers). The choice of
alternative restriction enzymes to be used can be facilitated by examination of
available sequence data.
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11. Pilot reactions should also be carried out on a negative reverse transcription (RT)
control (i.e., on total RNA preparations to which attempts to ligate the J-Bgl-
adaptors have been made). This is to check for contamination with genomic DNA.

12. It is important that the PCR amplification to produce representations is kept
within the linear range if the relative proportions of individual species are to be
maintained with respect to the starting RNA populations. Accordingly, it is vital
that care is taken over this “titration” (see Subheading 3.2.4.2.). This is particu-
larly important for the detection of relative (rather than absolute) differences in
expression.

13. During reannealing, three types of hybrid molecules can be formed (see also Fig.
1B): Given the abundance of material, Driver-Driver hybrids are most common,
but lacking adaptors, cannot generate primer-binding sites during the T4 DNA
polymerase “fill-in” reaction and are therefore not amplified. Driver-Tester
hybrids are the next most common products, but because the Driver strand can-
not generate a primer-binding site, these molecules can only be amplified lin-
early (i.e., DNA synthesis can only be primed from one strand (the tester).
Tester-Tester hybrids on the other hand (representing the differentially expressed
genes) will possess primer-binding sites at both ends, and will thus be amplified
exponentially.

14. The initial 11-cycle PCR helps prevent loss of genuine, but less-abundant differ-
ence products during the precipitation steps prior to the MBN treatment.

15. The MBN treatment removes all single-stranded nucleic acids, including linear
products of Driver-Tester hybrids, tRNA carrier, etc. It is also advisable to check
efficiency of the MBN digestion. This can be done by comparison of treated and
untreated aliquots on a 1.5% nondenaturing gel in TBE, pH 8.3. In our experi-
ence it is important to have fresh enzyme (it seems to perform poorly if old).

16. Because of random annealing events, many amplified molecules present at the
DP1 stage will not represent genuine differences. A second round of PCR-coupled
subtractive hybridization is therefore required. However because of the partial
enrichment that has occurred, this can be carried out at higher stringencies
(Driver-Tester ratios). A high degree of background smearing at this stage can
indicate failure of the MBN treatment or incomplete denaturation of Tester and
driver components prior to hybridization.

17. Identification/characterization of the difference products is initiated by sequenc-
ing of the insert of the resultant recombinant plasmids. Multiple clones arising
from the same amplicon should be examined as although bands appear discrete,
the amplicons are heterogenous, i.e., can comprise multiple different products.
Similarity searches can then be carried out on genuine differences in DNA and
Protein databases. Because the identified differences should only be present or
upregulated in the Tester, each putative difference should be checked for validity
by Southern hybridization against the original representations, and ideally also
by RT-PCR, using different independently isolated RNA preparations as tem-
plate (cloning of high numbers of false-positives usually indicates that the Driver-
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Tester ratio used was too low). Gene libraries can be constructed and/or screened
by standard techniques to obtain full-length genes.

18. Low yield of any product often means insufficient template was used. In genera-
tion of the initial cDNA RDA representations, poor quality RNA and/or cDNA
can also be the culprit. During generation of difference products, however, it
should be noted that simple failures during preliminary steps, e.g. loss of pellets
during resuspension, incomplete/failed digestions, ligations, and so on, can also
result in a lack of amplifiable template in the various PCR reactions.
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Managing Outbreaks

The Public Health Response

James M. Stuart

1. Introduction
1.1. Chapter Content

Comprehensive practical guidelines for the control of large-scale epidemic
meningococcal disease were updated in 1998 by the World Health Organiza-
tion (WHO) (1). The guidance in this chapter is designed to assist in the man-
agement of the smaller-scale outbreaks or clusters, particularly in the
educational setting (see Note 1). It focuses on countries, especially in Europe
or North America, that are less prone to major epidemics and will normally
have an adequately resourced public-health capacity.

1.2. The Public-Health Response

Outbreaks of meningococcal disease, from the small cluster in a school to
the massive epidemic of sub-Saharan Africa, generate high levels of public
alarm (1,2). Contributing to this alarm are the high case-fatality rates (usually
5–10%) (1), the rapid progression of severe septicemia, and the susceptibility
of the young and healthy. In addition, the lack of predictability and speed of
development of outbreaks can confound the efforts of public-health authorities
to manage the outbreak. The impression that the authorities are not doing
enough to prevent further cases and deaths can develop quickly, and the
authority’s credibility is on the line. Consequently, the speed of public health
response is vital both to implement preventive measures and to manage the
understandable public anxiety.
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The nature of the response is usually guided by national policy on manage-
ment of clusters or outbreaks (3–8). There is considerable variation in these
policies, reflecting the lack of hard evidence to inform best practice (3).

1.3. Assessing the Risk

Studies of household contacts have consistently shown a raised relative risk
in the months following an index case, ranging from 500—1200 in the first
month (9–12).

The risk to contacts in educational settings is lower (9–11,13) (Rushdy A.,
unpublished data). Studies show a consistent pattern of highest risk in the first
24 h falling over the next 7 d, but remaining higher than the expected back-
ground rate for 2–3 wk. In a 3-yr survey of clusters in England and Wales,
relative risks of a second case within 4 wk of an index case in the same educa-
tional setting were 4.4, 12.3, and 27.5 for secondary schools, primary schools,
and pre-school groups, respectively (Rushdy A., unpublished data). Because
background disease rates are very low, usually around 1–7/100,000 per annum
in Europe and North America (14), absolute risk of a second case in such set-
tings is low. Once a second case has occurred, the risk of a third case in that
institution may be as high as 30–50% (13) (Rushdy A., unpublished data).

Relative risk of further cases outside the educational setting has not been
formally assessed, but outbreaks in definable social groups, civilian communi-
ties, and military recruits are well-described (2,15–19).

1.4 Managing Clusters in Educational Settings: Benefits
and Costs of Interventions

1.4.1. Information

Communicating information about the outbreak to pupils, staff, parents, and
local physicians is a low-cost intervention that should help in early identifica-
tion and treatment of any further cases. The cost-effectiveness of this interven-
tion is not known, but parents usually wish to be informed of cases and the
raised relative risk in this setting suggests that heightened awareness is a logi-
cal public-health objective.

1.4.2. Chemoprophylaxis

The main intervention that may reduce risk in the short term is chemopro-
phylaxis. The usual aim of chemoprophylaxis in outbreaks is to eliminate men-
ingococcal carriage in a defined population that is considered to be at higher
risk of carriage of the outbreak strain. This population may be children and
carers in a nursery, groups of friends, students in the same educational year, or
all students in the school. Carriage studies during clusters sometimes but not
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invariably identify high carriage rates. In two outbreaks in school settings in
England between 1995–1996, carriage rates of 25% (5/20 friends of cases) and
16% (8/50 classmates of cases) were found in which all carriers were found to
have the outbreak strain (J. M. Stuart, unpublished data). In four other school
outbreaks during the same period, carriage rates of the outbreak strain in pupils
varied between undetectable and 1%. In one university outbreak, no carriers of
the outbreak strain were found among 587 students swabbed (20).

The recommended antibiotics for chemoprophylaxis are usually rifampicin
or ciprofloxacin. Ceftriaxone is an alternative for use in pregnancy but is less
popular for routine use as it is given by injection and is painful. These antibiot-
ics have all been shown to have a high degree of effectiveness in eradicating
carriage (21–23), but their effectiveness in protection against disease is less
clear. In household settings, chemoprophylaxis after one case may reduce the
risk of further cases by 50% (10), but no controlled trials have been done. In
educational settings, effectiveness is not known, thus benefit is possible but
uncertain. Costs include possibility of antibiotic resistance (24), side effects,
and eradication of commensal organisms that normally assist in generating
immunity against meningococcal disease (25).

1.4.3. Selective Carriage Eradication

An alternative to mass chemoprophylaxis is the “hunt and kill” strategy.
This involves throat swabbing to identify carriers of the outbreak strain fol-
lowed by selective carriage eradication (26). This will restrict unnecessary
antibiotic use. Disadvantages include the added costs of swabbing and isola-
tion of the organism, the time taken to identify carriers, and the insensitivity
of a single throat swab in identification of carriers (27). Nonetheless, this
approach has clear attractions for outbreaks evolving over weeks or months
rather than days, and could find increasing use when more rapid and sensitive
molecular methods for meningococcal identification become available.

1.4.4. Vaccination

If an outbreak is caused by strains of a serogroup for which an effective
vaccine exists, vaccination should be considered. Recent data from England
and Wales showed that if the serogroup of one case had been identified and
another case was diagnosed within 4 wk in the same school, the second case
was likely to be of the same strain as the first case (A. Rushdy, personal com-
munication). This may help in decision-making.

Polysaccharide vaccines are safe and relatively inexpensive. They offer
short-term protection (not in young children), but will not induce a good anti-
body response for 10 d after vaccination (28). Giving vaccine without antibiot-
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ics would not therefore be expected to prevent cases during the period of high-
est risk in school outbreaks (29). Vaccination can be used in combination with
chemoprophylaxis, or without antibiotics in outbreaks that develop over longer
time scales. Because it is anticipated that the newer conjugated vaccines will
be more effective, it is likely that they will replace polysaccharide vaccines
depending on their cost and availability.

1.4.5. Risk Benefit Analysis

Assessment of risk, benefits, and costs of interventions must then lead to a
decision on public-health action. External factors such as availability of staff,
antibiotics, vaccine, and feasibility of action (such as holidays just started)
may well influence the decision-makers (30). Demand for action from parents
and politicians may be intense.

1.5. Managing Community Outbreaks

The same interventions are available for use in community outbreaks. Whether
mass chemoprophylaxis works in open civilian communities is not known. It is not
often used (17,18) and may not even lower attack rates (31), though one trial in
military barracks showed a significant effect on disease reduction (19). The larger
the population to whom antibiotics are administered, the higher the risk of potential
harm from resistance, side effects, and eradication of protective Neisserial strains.

Vaccination in serogroup C outbreaks is recommended for consideration in
the US when a defined threshold is reached (8). Vaccination in conjunction
with selective eradication of carriage has been proposed in Norway (32).

2. Materials (1,33; see Note 2)
1. Letters to parents/students (see Appendix A,B).
2. Consent forms (see Appendix C).
3. Information on meningococcal disease (see Appendix D).

a. Antibiotics (see Appendix E,F).
b. Vaccine (see Appendix G).

4. Supplies of antibiotics, vaccines, syringes, needles.
5. Resuscitation equipment containing adrenaline, antihistamine for injection.
6. Communication facility: telephone, fax.
7. Contact numbers of expert advisers, information line.

3. Method
3.1. Surveillance

• Maintain good relationships with clinicians and microbiologists so that suspected
cases are reported and microbiological investigation undertaken promptly. See
Table 1.
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• Use agreed-upon case definitions and record cases on a database. See Table 2.
• Manage single cases according to standard protocol, with antibiotics +/– vaccine and

information to close contact group. If a single case occurs in an educational setting,
consider letter to parents if confirmed or probable case (see Appendix A).

3.2. Managing Clusters in Educational Settings (see Table 3)

3.2.1. Assess the Information

When two or more cases are reported from a school or college, careful and
rapid assessment should be made. This should include a review of:

• All available clinical and microbiological data on the cases. If available,
serogrouping of strains together with serotype/serosubtype or genotype will help
in assessing relatedness of strains;

• Dates of onset of illness and of last attendance at school;
• Evidence of links between cases by age, school year, home address, social activi-

ties, friends; and
• The number of students in the school and in each school year.

Table 1
Suggested Microbiological Investigationsa

Microscopy and culture of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) or other deep
sites
Culture of blood, throat swab, rash aspirate
Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) testing (where available)
Latex agglutination
Serology

aFor confirmation of meningococcal infection, and referral to reference
laboratory for identification of serogroup/type/subtype and/or genotype.

Table 2
Suggested Case Definitions

Confirmed case: Clinical diagnosis of invasive meningococcal disease confirmed
    by microbiological tests of high specificity, e.g., organism identified from blood,
    CSF, or other deep site.
Probable case: Clinical diagnosis where invasive meningococcal disease is the
most
    likely diagnosis. This may or may not be supported by laboratory tests of lower
    specificity, e.g., culture from throat swab.
Possible case: Clinical diagnosis where invasive meningococcal disease is possible
    but where other diagnoses are at least as likely.
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3.2.2. Consider the Options

A decision must now be reached on public-health action. Rumors are prob-
ably already spreading round the school. Parents may be thinking of keeping
their children away from school, especially if there has been a death (see Notes
3 and 4). The media may already have been informed.

Options will include:

• Waiting for more information, e.g., because of uncertain diagnoses;
• Informing parents but no prophylaxis apart from household contacts, e.g.,

because cases a few weeks apart, large school, big age difference in the cases, no
social links, cases due to different serogroups, school has closed for holidays;

• Offering antibiotics with or without vaccine to a defined group of students, e.g.,
if two cases same school year, short interval between them, both confirmed cases;
and

• Vaccination without antibiotics.

3.2.3. Make a Decision

The data on risk suggest a need to act urgently. If uncertain, the following
may assist in decision-making:

• Seek expert advice from the national, regional epidemiology center.
• Check with the reference laboratory about interpretation of results and fast-

tracking any specimens.
• Talk to the head of the school, assess feasibility of proposed interventions.
• If planning large-scale intervention, call an outbreak-control team meeting. This

team may include: public-health physician, microbiologist, pharmacist, school
health doctor/nurse, head teacher/education department representative, and press
officer.

3.2.4. Communicate the Decision

• Communicate your decision promptly to pupils, teachers, parents, public-health
department staff, primary and secondary care staff.

Table 3
Steps in Cluster Management

Assess the information.
Consider the options.
Make a decision.
Communicate the decision.
Implement the decision.
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• Prepare a press statement and agree on a single press spokesperson. It is most likely
that the press will find out about the outbreak if they have not done so already. The
assistance and advice of a communications expert is strongly advised. The level of
public interest is likely to depend on factors such as the number of cases, the size of
the population at risk, and whether deaths have occurred.

• If high levels of interest are anticipated or already evident, prepare to set up tele-
phone helplines, to allow controlled media access to vaccination sites, to release
regular coordinated press briefings, and to hold press conferences (33).

3.2.5. Implement the Decision

If antibiotics +/– vaccine are to be offered to pupils, make urgent arrange-
ment with:

• Community medical/nursing staff to deliver medicines/vaccine to children (see
Note 5);

• Head teacher to inform parents, seek consent, and discuss need for parents’ meet-
ing (see Appendices B, C, D); and

• Pharmacists to supply antibiotics (in correct formulation, dosage, and informa-
tion sheets) and vaccines (Table 4) (see Appendices E, F, G).

3.3. Managing Community Outbreaks

Although school outbreaks must be handled quickly in order control alarm
and reduce immediate risk of further cases, wider community outbreaks usu-
ally build up more slowly and by their nature are more diffuse. The same man-
agement steps apply.

• Assess carefully all the epidemiology at your disposal: confirmed and probable cases,
serotyping and/or molecular typing data, dates of onset, population containing
the cases. Calculate the attack rates. Although a precise threshold for action is neces-
sarily arbitrary, in the US it is suggested that vaccination be considered if at
least 3 confirmed cases due to vaccine preventable disease have occurred in different
households within 3 mo and the overall attack rate is more than 10/100,000 (8).

• If you are seriously considering an intervention, an outbreak-control team meet-
ing is strongly recommended. Involve an expert adviser from outside the outbreak
district.

• Consider all the alternatives for action (see Subheading 1.4.): information cam-
paign, chemoprophylaxis, vaccination, selective carriage eradication.

One of the major difficulties in targeting a community for vaccination is
deciding on the population boundaries, often defined by age group and geogra-
phy. Such boundaries will of necessity be arbitrary. As far as possible, use
existing administrative boundaries that make sense to the people who live
within and without them. In any case, there are likely to be people living on the
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other side of the boundary who may feel unjustifiably excluded, who may be
worried or angry, and whose anger will be increased if and when cases occur in
the nontargeted population! The extent of public concern and press interest
should not be underestimated (17) (see Subheading 3.2.4.).

4. Notes
1. A cluster may be considered as a grouping of cases and an outbreak as a grouping

of cases in excess of expectancy, but an argument about whether two or three
cases in a school constitute a cluster or an outbreak should not be allowed to
delay pubic-health action.

Table 4
Chemoprophylaxis and Vaccination Recommendationsa

Age  Dosage

Suggested dosage of rifampicinb

Adults and children over 12 yr 600 mgc

Children 1–12 yr 10 mg/kgc

Children <1 yr 5 mg/kgc

Suggested dosage of ciprofloxacin
Adults and children over 12 yr 500 mg
                                                                                                                 (single dose)

Notes on chemoprophylaxis and vaccination sessions

• Chemoprophylaxis and vaccination sessions (33) need to be planned carefully,
preferably using one large open room, e.g., the school hall, with screens to
prevent waiting pupils from seeing the vaccinations.

• Clerical staff (usually 1–2 per session) are needed at point of entry to check off
names and consent forms.

• A qualified physician should be available to deal with medical queries, reactions, etc.
• More than one antibiotic and vaccine station can be used, depending on numbers

to be immunized, numbers of staff, and the space available, allowing at least
40 pupils per hour to go through each antibiotic and vaccine station (up to
60–80 per hour in university settings).

• For antibiotic stations, one nurse is needed to give and observe taking of antibiotics.
Pupils then move to vaccine stations staffed by two nurses (one to draw up
vaccine and the other to immunize).

• Vaccine batch numbers should be recorded.
• After vaccination, pupils should be seated in a waiting area for 15–30 min.
• Sessions of 2–2.5 h are normally feasible.

aSee Note 6.
bAdapted from ref. 4.
cTwice daily for 2 d.
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2. Communication skills and cool judgement are an advantage.
3. A death in a pupil at a school will naturally raise anxiety levels among staff and

parents. If you are hesitating between two options and in the absence of strong
scientific evidence to inform decision-making, external factors that do not of
themselves alter the risk of further cases may reasonably influence your decision
making. It is a matter of judgement.

4. Good judgement comes from experience. Experience comes from bad judgement
(A. Jaffe, personal communication).

5. If vaccination is to be offered but vaccine supplies are not immediately suffi-
cient, the priority should be to reduce the immediate risk by giving antibiotics.
Additional sessions can be organized when vaccine supplies become available.

6. Check if these antibiotics are licensed in your country for chemoprophlyaxis of
meningococal disease. If not, a statement to this effect should be included with
the proviso (if true) that it is recommended in national policy.

Appendices

Example of information letter to parents after one or two cases A

Dear Parent or Guardian,

We are writing to inform you that one/two pupil(s) from the school has/have
been admitted to hospital with meningitis/septicemia, probably/possibly caused
by the meningococcal bacteria. The child/children is/are (status—responding
well to treatment, etc.). We have been in contact with doctors at the Health
Authority, who have advised that no further action is necessary at the present
time. There is no reason to make any change in the school routine and no rea-
son for children to be kept at home.

Meningococcal bacteria are carried in the back of the throat of about 1 in 10
people at any one time but only very rarely cause illness. Most people who
carry the bacteria become immune to them. The bacteria do not spread easily
and those who have had prolonged, close contact with the person are at a
slightly greater risk of getting ill. These people have been identified and given
antibiotics to stop the bacteria spreading.

Although the risk to your child is very small, it is sensible to be aware of the
signs and symptoms, which are detailed in the attached leaflet. If you suspect
that a member of your family is suffering from these symptoms, you should
contact your doctor immediately. If you have individual worries about this case,
you can speak to a member of the Communicable Disease Control Team at
........ during normal working hours.
Yours sincerely,

Head Teacher/Public Health Physician
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Example of parent letter if antibiotics and/or vaccine program B

Dear Parent or Guardian,
Following the recent letter from the head teacher on. . . I am writing to inform

you that two/three pupils from the school have been admitted to hospital with
meningitis/septicemia, probably/definitely caused by the meningococcal bac-
teria. The children are (status—responding well to treatment, etc.).

In accordance with national policy, we will be offering preventive antibiot-
ics (and vaccination) to all pupils in the school. A special session for this will
be held on ....... from ..... to ..... in ....... the school hall.

Your child should attend this session and bring with them the enclosed con-
sent form, signed by you. I also enclose an information sheet on meningitis/
ciprofloxacin/rifampicin/vaccine for your information.

For further information about this illness, a telephone helpline is available
at ..........
Yours sincerely,

Public Health Physician

Example of consent form C
........... Health Authority ............School

Name of pupil ........................................ Date of birth....../....../......
Address ........................................................................................................
School year .........

I consent to my child receiving meningococcal vaccine*
I consent to my child receiving: Ciprofloxacin (those aged 12 or over)*

Rifampicin (those aged less than 12)*
*Please delete as applicable

Relationship to child: (Mother, Father, Legal Guardian) .............................
NAME (Capitals, please) .............................................................................

Date: Signed:

Please read the information leaflet attached
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Example of information sheet D
Extracted and modified from “About Meningitis” leaflet, Meningitis Trust.

Meningitis and septicemia are not easy to spot at first because the symptoms
are similar to those of flu. Recognizing the symptoms early could mean the
difference between life and death. Someone with meningitis or septicemia will
become very ill. The illness may take one or two days to develop, but it can
develop very quickly over a few hours. Here are some of the symptoms.

• Vomiting
• Very high temperature
• Violent or severe headache
• Stiff neck
• Disliking bright lights
• Drowsiness or lack of energy
• Painful joints
• Rash. This type of rash may start as tiny blood spots, which look like pin pricks.

The spots can be anywhere on the body, even behind the ears or on the soles of
the feet. If left untreated, the spots can spread around the body and get bigger so
that they look like bruises. The spots or bruises do not turn white when pressed
with a glass.

Call a doctor immediately if someone has this rash or if they are ill with
these symptoms.
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Example of information leaflet on rifampicin E

The drug that you have been prescribed is to prevent you from carrying the
bacteria that causes meningitis with which you may have been in contact. It also
prevents you passing on the disease. This is a short-term measure only and it is
important that everyone offered this medicine takes it at around the same time.

There is a small chance that you may still become ill and continued vigi-
lance is necessary for everyone. If you develop a fever, headache, or vomit-
ing, please contact your doctor and show him this letter.

The medicine should be taken TWICE a day for TWO days, i.e., four doses.
It is important that you take your capsules or syrup exactly as directed.
A child’s dose depends on the age and weight of the child and will be

decided by your doctor. Most children will be given the drug in syrup. The
syrup should also be taken for two days.

These doses should be taken at 12-hour intervals, and ONE HOUR BEFORE
MEALS (e.g., breakfast and supper) to obtain the best effect.

CHECK WITH THE DOCTOR AVAILABLE AT THE SCHOOL BEFORE
TAKING THE TABLETS IF:

1. You have had a previous allergic reaction to rifampicin.
2. You are taking oral contraceptives (extra precautions should be taken during the

rest of the month).
3. You are taking any other medication.
4. You have jaundice, liver problems, or porphyria.

PLEASE REMEMBER

1. Rifampicin is colored red, and this may stain your urine, spit, and tears. It can
also permanently stain soft contact lenses.

2. Do not drink alcohol during the two days that you are taking Rifampicin.

........ Health authority, telephone....
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Example of information leaflet on ciprofloxacin F

The drug (Ciprofloxacin) that you have been prescribed is to prevent you
from carrying the bacteria that causes meningitis with which you may have
been in contact. It also prevents you passing on the disease. This is a short-term
measure only and it is important that everyone offered ciprofloxacin takes the
tablets at around the same time.

There is a small chance that you may still become ill and continued vigi-
lance is necessary for everyone. If you develop a fever, headache, vomiting, or
any other relevant symptoms, please seek medical advice and show this letter.

The adult dose is ONE 500 mg dose (two tablets, 250 mg each)
It is important that you take your tablets now and exactly as directed

1. The tablets should be swallowed whole with a full glass of water.
2. DO NOT take the tablets if you have taken antacid/indigestion medicines or

preparations containing iron or mineral supplements within the last four hours.
Please see the doctor available here if this is the case.

3. Do not take alcohol with this medicine because it may make you drowsy, affect-
ing your ability to drive or operate machinery.

4. One possible side effect of the antibiotic is facial swelling. This normally sub-
sides over a period of about half an hour. If you experience this, please see the
doctor or nurse here. You may also feel tired or have stomach-ache, but these
usually settle quickly and are not a cause for concern.

CHECK WITH THE DOCTOR AVAILABLE AT THE SCHOOL BEFORE
TAKING THE TABLETS IF:

5. You have had a previous allergic reaction to ciprofloxacin.
6. You are taking any other medication, particularly for diabetes or epilepsy.
7. You are pregnant or breast-feeding.
8. You have G6PD deficiency.
9. You have any other queries.

........ Health authority, telephone....
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Example of information leaflet on A & C meningococcal vaccine G

You are being offered immunization against a particular type of meningitis
caused by a germ called the group C meningococcus. This vaccine will help to
protect you against this type of meningitis, which has affected other pupils at
the school.

This is not a live vaccine and you cannot catch meningitis from receiving
the vaccine. The likely side effect of the vaccine is that you may develop a sore
arm. You may also develop a mild temperature. The temperature is only likely
to last for 24 hours.

The vaccine provides increased protection against group A and C disease
for about three years but does not protect you against group B and other forms
of meningitis. Therefore it is very important that you should still remain vigi-
lant for the symptoms and signs of meningitis and seek medical help as early as
possible if you are concerned.

........ Health Authority, telephone....
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Global Trends in Meningococcal Disease

Dominique A. Caugant

1. Introduction
The unambiguous identification of epidemic Neisseria meningitidis strains

and their clear distinction from other less pathogenic meningococci is required
for the global epidemiology of meningococcal disease. Until the recent devel-
opment of multi-locus sequence typing (1), multi-locus enzyme electrophore-
sis (abbreviated MEE or MLEE) was the only method to permit large-scale
analysis of N. meningitidis strains causing disease in various parts of the world
and to document the intercontinental spread of particularly pathogenic organ-
isms (2–8).

The MLEE approach has been used extensively in studies of population
biology and phylogenetics of both eukaryotes and prokaryotes, and has proven
itself to be the gold standard for population genetics of bacteria (9). The tech-
nique is based on the analysis of electrophoretic variation in a support, usually
starch gel, of a set of chromosomally encoded cytoplasmic enzymes that are
detected with specific staining methods. Distinct mobility variants of each
enzyme (electromorphs) are equated with alleles at the corresponding gene.
Although the allelic variation is measured indirectly at the protein level instead
of the nucleotide sequence of the genes, it is a fully validated genotyping
method, which indexes the variation present in the whole bacterial genome and
gives a representative measure of overall genetic relatedness among isolates
(10). The enzymes analyzed in MLEE are essential for the bacterial metabo-
lism and are encoded by housekeeping genes. In such genes, allelic variation is
neutral or nearly so, which means that possession of anyone of the alleles does
not affect the fitness of the strains. Thus, convergence to the same allele through
adaptative evolution is unlikely and differences between strains in a set of
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housekeeping genes reflect the genetic events that have occurred overall in
their genome since their divergence from a common ancestor.

The allele profiles obtained by MLEE, designated as electrophoretic types
(ETs), correspond to the multi-locus enzyme genotypes of the organisms.
Bacterial strains with identical ETs are assumed to be members of the same
clone. The allelic profiles can be submitted to computer analyses in order to
establish the genetic similarity of any number of strains and to represent it
graphically (10).

In application to N. mengitidis, MLEE has proved very effective for analysis
of sporadic cases (11), local outbreaks of disease (12–14), and for identifying
the relationships among epidemics occurring in different parts of the world
(2–8). Although probably all clones of N. meningitidis can cause disease when
encountering a particularly susceptible individual, important variations in the
virulence potential of different meningococcal clones has been demonstrated
by comparing the genotypes of strains causing disease with those colonizing
the throat of asymptomatic carriers (15). Significant temporal changes in the
clonal composition of the meningococcal population causing disease in a geo-
graphic area have been documented (16), sometimes even during the course of
an epidemic (17).

Hundreds of distinct ETs or clones have been identified among the many
thousands of individual strains subjected to MLEE analyses in the past 15 years.
Most ETs have been identified once in a single individual, either a healthy
carrier or a patient, but dozen or so clones have been isolated from patients
repeatedly over several decades and in various parts of the world (18). These
predominant clones have been usually associated with an increased incidence
of disease, showing that epidemics and hyperendemic waves of disease are
associated with the spread of an especially virulent bacterium in a susceptible
population (6,7).

A number of other clones, represented by a limited number of strains and
usually recovered in a single geographic location, differed from the epidemic men-
ingococcal clones at only one or two of the enzyme loci as shown by MLEE analy-
ses. These closely related variants are assumed to result essentially from recent
recombinational events between the epidemic strains and other strains of Neisseria
species circulating in the human population (19,20). These genetic groups of clones
that are different from one another, but still sufficiently closely related for a com-
mon origin to be recognized, have been designated as subgroups for serogroup A
strains (21) and clone-complexes, clusters, or lineages for strains of other
serogroups (2,16,18). The patterns of epidemic spread of the genetic groups that
have reached an intercontinental distribution are presented here, followed by the
protocol for MLEE analyses of N. meningitidis that is used by most laboratories
presently performing the technique.
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1.1. Global Trends Associated with the Spread
of Epidemic Clones

MLEE analysis of N. meningitidis strains expressing the serogroup A capsu-
lar polysaccharide has shown that they represent a distinct phylogenetic sub-
population of the species (18). Serogroup A strains are unusual in that they
may provoke large epidemics, with incidence rates of over 500/100,000, which
sometimes encompass several countries or even continents in a short period of
time. Since the Second World War, these epidemics have been restricted to
China and the Sahel region of sub-Saharan Africa, called the meningitis belt.
Achtman and co-workers have characterized serogroup A isolates representing
the organisms responsible for most epidemics or outbreaks in the world since
the 1960s (3,21) and demonstrated the existence of 8 genetic subgroups among
serogroup A strains. Two of these, subgroups I and III, have undergone pan-
demic spread. The other subgroups of serogroup A strains, although associated
with serious epidemics, have shown a more limited geographical distribution.
Subgroup IV-1 was responsible for both endemic disease and epidemics in
West Africa from the early 1960s to the early 1980s; subgroup IV-2 has been
associated with epidemics in the United States and Great Britain during the
two World Wars; subgroups V, VII, and VIII were exclusively found in China;
and subgroup VI has been identified solely in Russia and Eastern Europe (21).

1.1.1. Subgroup I

The first recognized subgroup I strain was isolated in the UK in 1941 (6). At the
beginning of the 1960s, subgroup I was identified in North Africa and in countries
of the African meningitis belt. In the early 1970s, subgroup I clones caused out-
breaks of disease in Brazil, the US, and Canada. Subgroup I clones were also found
at that time in Europe and were in the late 1970s responsible for epidemics in
Nigeria and Rwanda (6). Subgroup I has been identified in South Africa since 1968
and led in 1991 to an outbreak among refugees from Mozambique (7); it was still
the predominant serogroup A clone in South Africa in 1996 (22). Outbreaks among
Maoris in New Zealand and the aboriginal population in Australia in the 1980s and
1990s were also traced to subgroup I clones (6,21). A world map illustrating the
places of identification of subgroup I up to the 1980s is presented in ref. 5.

1.1.2. Subgroup III

Strains of subgroup III have been responsible for two pandemics that both
had their origin in China, some 15 years apart. The first one, starting in China
in the 1960s, spread to Romania, Russia, and Scandinavia in 1969. It resulted
in a severe epidemic in Finland, starting in 1973. Subsequently, subgroup III
led a major epidemic in Brazil in the mid-1970s (3).
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Subgroup III strains started a new epidemic in China in the early 1980s, and
thereafter spread to Nepal and most likely India. Subgroup III bacteria, probably
carried by pilgrims from South Asia, caused 7,000 cases of meningococcal disease
during the annual Haj pilgrimage to Mecca, Saudi Arabia, in 1987 (4). The clone
was then spread to all continents by returning pilgrims. Cases were reported among
the travellers and their close-contacts, in the US, England, and France, but the strain
was not further transmitted in these countries and no epidemics developed (6). In
the African continent, however, where subgroup III strains had not been identified
previously, the situation was quite different. Major epidemics occurred in Ethiopia,
Sudan, Chad, and Kenya in 1988 and 1989. In the following years, the other coun-
tries of the meningitis belt, as well as African countries outside that traditional
meningitis region, such as Burundi, Zambia, Cameroon, Uganda, and Rwanda,
were reached by outbreaks caused by subgroup III strains (23). In 1996, the sub-
Saharan region of Africa was reached by a new subgroup III epidemic of unprec-
edented scale with over 150,000 reported cases and 16,000 deaths, affecting
principally Burkina Faso and Nigeria. South Africa was reached by subgroup III
strains for the first time also in 1996 (22). Major international efforts were set up to
prevent further epidemics in West Africa (24), but epidemics are still occurring. In
1997, meningitis outbreaks caused by clones of subgroup III were seen again
in Burkina Faso, Ghana, Togo, and Benin, and in 1998 in Guinea-Bissau (8,25). In
1999, Sudan experienced its third subgroup III epidemic in 10 years (25), while
Senegal was reached for the first time by a subgroup III epidemic (26,27). Thus, the
introduction of subgroup III strains in Africa, after the Haj pilgrimage of 1987, led
to epidemics and outbreaks encompassing essentially the whole continent.

1.1.3. The ET-5 Complex

In the mid 1970s, an increased incidence of serogroup B meningococcal
disease was noted both in Norway and in Spain. Analysis of patient isolates by
MLEE demonstrated that both epidemics were caused by the same group of
closely related clones, the ET-5 complex (2). The same clone represented the
predominant genotype of the isolates in both countries, although the strains
differed in their two major serotyping antigens: the ET-5 complex strains from
Norway were nearly all serotype 15�P1.7,16, while the strains from Spain usu-
ally had another serotype�serosubtype combination, 4�P1.19,15. In the fol-
lowing years, the ET-5 complex spread from these two foci to much of Western
Europe, where it caused increases in disease incidence and localized outbreaks.
In the mid 1990s, after periods of low incidence of disease, Iceland and Fin-
land were also reached by severe outbreaks caused by ET-5 (7).

Strains of the ET-5 complex, that were B:4:P1.19,15 as in Spain, were also
responsible for the severe epidemic that started in Cuba in the beginning of the
1980s (2), and produced an elevated disease incidence in Brazil, especially in the
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Sao Paulo region, in the late 1980s. Bacteria of the ET-5 complex, expressing a
new serotype:serosubtype combination, B�15�P1.7b,3 were also responsible for a
severe epidemic in Chile that started in the town of Iquique in 1985 and then spread
throughout the country. In the early 1990s, the ET-5 complex was also identified in
Argentina, but represented less than 20% of the patient strains (7). Members of the
ET-5 complex were sporadically identified in the US and Canada from the late
1970s, but until the 1990s it did not seem to establish itself as an important source
of disease in North America. In 1994, substantial increases in incidence of
serogroup B meningococcal disease were noted in parts of Washington State and in
Oregon, associated with ET-5 complex strains presenting the same serological char-
acteristics as the Norwegian ones, B�15�P1.7,16 (28,29).

Organisms of the ET-5 complex have been present in South Africa since the late
1970s, representing about 25% of the cases in the Cape Province. Elsewhere in the
African continent they have been detected solely in Morocco and Algeria, where
they were the predominant clonal group in the 1990s among serogroup B isolates
(7,30). Clones of the ET-5 complex caused disease in Australia, where they were
first recognized among patients immigrating from East Asia, and among the few
serogroup B patient strains analyzed from China, Japan, and Thailand, demonstrat-
ing a global distribution. A world map showing the distribution of outbreaks caused
by clones of the ET-5 complex is shown in ref. 7.

Retrospective analyses have shown that bacteria of the ET-5 complex were
not a common source of disease before the 1970s. Although comprehensive
epidemiological data from many countries are available from that period on,
the exact routes of spread of the ET-5 complex have been difficult to establish
accurately, because of the relatively low transmissibility of the clone. In con-
trast to the nearly immediate occurrence of the first wave of epidemics after
introduction of subgroup III strains in the African continent, a delay of several
years has been noticed in several countries between the introduction of clones
of the ET-5 complex and the onset of the epidemic. Epidemics caused by the
ET-5 complex, although giving only a moderate increase in disease incidence,
may last for several decades. In Norway, only in 1999, 25 years after the onset
of the epidemic, is the incidence back to the endemic level of disease.

Individual clones of serogroup A meningococci present essentially the same
antigenic characteristics and only limited variation in the housekeeping genes
used in MLEE analyses in the course of a pandemic (31). In contrast, numer-
ous genetic changes have been evidenced during the global spread of strains of
the ET-5 complex. In practice, all genes that have been studied in ET-5 com-
plex isolates have showed allelic variation, which often could be traced as a
consequence of recombinational events. Some of this microvariation seems to
be selected for as an escape mechanism for meningococci to avoid the immune
pressure of the human host.
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1.1.4. The ET-37 Complex

The oldest identified bacterium of the ET-37 complex was a serogroup B
strain isolated in the US in 1917. Outbreaks and epidemics traced to the ET-37
complex (also designated as cluster B2 in ref. 18 and as lineage IX in ref. 16)
have been documented since the 1960s, when it was responsible for numerous
cases of meningococcal disease in the U.S. Army (32). The ET-37 complex
was probably the origin of the large serogroup C outbreak in Brazil in the early
1970s (which was followed by a subgroup III epidemic) and was the dominant
clone of the serogroup B epidemic in South Africa in the late 1970s (18).
Serogroup C strains of the ET-37 complex have been regularly isolated from
cases of sporadic disease and local outbreaks in the 1980s in the US, Europe,
and Africa. In Africa, strains of the ET-37 complex recovered from patients
may belong to serogroup C, Y, or W135.

In the 1990s, the appearance of a variant within the ET-37 complex resulted
in increased incidence of serogroup C disease in various regions of the world.
This new ET, designated ET-15, was first identified in Canada in 1986. ET-15
differed from ET-37 by having an allele at the fumarase locus that is otherwise
infrequent in meningococcal strains (33). In the following years, ET-15 was
responsible for large outbreaks of the serogroup C disease in Canada, leading
to several mass-immunization campaigns between 1992 and 1994 (34). Then,
increases in serogroup C disease were reported in different regions of the US,
and ET-15 was associated with several of these outbreaks (35). ET-15 strains
reached Iceland in 1991, causing most of the serogroup C disease from 1993;
and Finland was reached in 1992 (7). In 1993, outbreaks of serogroup C dis-
ease in Israel (36) and the Czech Republic (37) were traced to the ET-15 clone,
and the increase in serogroup C disease that occurred in England since 1995
(38) was also mainly associated with the same clone. ET-15 was identified in
Norway first in 1994, but its introduction did not result in an increase in
serogroup C disease. In Australia, however, its importation in 1994 led to many
cases, especially in New South Wales (13). In 1998, an outbreak in Germany
during a carnival was also owing to this new variant (39).

With ET-15 we experienced the emergence and rapid intercontinental spread
of a new variant within a group of clones that already had a world-wide distri-
bution. ET-15 organisms had a significantly higher case-fatality ratio than other
invasive meningococcal disease isolates, which may result from lower herd
immunity to the newly emerged clone (40). Additional molecular techniques
have been employed in an attempt to identify determinants that may be associ-
ated with the increased virulence of ET-15 compared to other ET-37 complex
strains (41,42), but no clear answer has yet been provided.
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1.1.5. Cluster A4

Another clone-complex that has been associated with epidemics and hyper-
endemic waves of disease has been named cluster A4 (18), also called Lineage
II in ref. 16. The earliest identification of cluster A4 was in the Netherlands in
1961. Starting in the mid 1960s, an hyperendemic wave of disease caused by
cluster A4 was noted in the Netherlands, followed a few years later by another
wave owing to a closely related clone of the same complex (16).

Cluster A4 has been a common cause of disease in the 1970s in the US,
Canada, the UK, Iceland, and many other European countries, and was respon-
sible for a severe serogroup B epidemic in Cape Town, South Africa from
1979, which followed the ET-37 complex epidemic (17,18). In the last few
years, cluster A4 clones have been associated with a high incidence of
serogroup B disease in children in Greece (7) and an increase in serogroup C
disease in Brazil (43). Isolates of cluster A4 were identified as the cause of
outbreaks in Australia in the early 1990s and are the major cause of serogroup
B meningococcal disease in Argentina (25).

1.1.6. Lineage III

A retrospective survey of serogroup B cases strains in the Netherlands since
1958 identified a new clone-complex, designated as lineage III that started
to give disease in 1980 (16). Lineage III became the most prevalent clone-
complex in the Netherlands in 1990, representing about 20% of the disease
isolates (44), and resulted in a moderate increase in the incidence of disease. It
was then also recognized at a low frequency in several other European coun-
tries, including Iceland, Finland, Norway, the UK, Greece, and Austria. In
Belgium, however, lineage III strains, spreading from the Netherlands, led to
an increase in the incidence of serogroup B disease in 1997 (45). Lineage III
was associated with the ongoing epidemic of meningococcal disease in New
Zealand that started in the early 1990s and is affecting especially the Maori and
Pacific Islander populations (46,47).

MLEE analyses have demonstrated the huge spreading ability of a few viru-
lent clones of N. meningitidis. A new disease-causing clone in one area may
reach a global distribution in the course of a few years, with a complete
replacement of the strains associated with disease in the human population.
Although the introduction of a clone with an epidemic potential in a region
does not necessarily mean that an epidemic will ensue, the clone-complexes
responsible for an increased incidence of disease in one country have often
been associated with outbreaks and epidemics elsewhere. In spite of the
improved understanding of the epidemiology of meningococcal disease that
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has been provided by clonal analyses, it is still impossible to predict reliably
the occurrence of epidemics. Epidemiological surveillance on a global scale,
including clonal analyses of the disease-causing organisms, needs to be pur-
sued to be able to establish appropriate preventive measures.

2. Materials
2.1. Preparation of Bacterial Extracts

1. Safety cabinet with vertical airflow.
2. 100 mL overnight Tryptic Soy Broth (TSB) cultures.
3. Refrigerated centrifuge with appropriate rotors.
4. 300-mL centrifuge bottles and 10-mL centrifuge tubes.
5. Lysis buffer: 10 mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM ethylene diamine tetraacetic acid (EDTA),

pH adjusted to 6.8 with concentrated HCl. All buffers and solutions should be
prepared with deionized water.

6. Vortex mixer.
7. Disposable membrane filters with 0.45-µm pore size.
8. Freezer (–70°C).

2.2. Electrophoresis

1. One-L Erlenmeyer flasks with thick walls.
2. Starch, hydrolyzed for gel electrophoresis (Connaught, Toronto, Canada).
3. Gel and electrode buffers (see Table 1).
4. Acrylic gel molds (18 × 20 × 1 cm).
5. Plastic foil.
6. Horizontal electrophoresis apparatus consisting of 2 acrylic tanks (20 × 6 × 6 cm)

with platinum electrodes (see Note 1).
7. Power supplies with a minimum capacity of 100 mA at 300 V.
8. Whatman filter paper no. 3, cut into pieces of 6 × 9 mm.
9. Amaranth dye solution (100 mg amaranth dissolved in 1 mL ethanol, plus 19 mL

water).
10. Sponge wicks (18 × 14 cm).
11. Glass plates (20 × 30 × 0.3 cm).
12. Metal pans (20 × 30 × 5 cm).

2.3. Staining of Enzymatic Activities

1. Acrylic slicing plate (17 × 28 cm) with a 4 mm wide × 1 mm thick edge on each
side of the length of the plate.

2. Slicer (thin metal wire stretched on an acrylic handle).
3. Clear plastic boxes for staining of the enzymes.
4. Chemicals and staining solutions (see Table 2).
5. Incubator (37°C).
6. Light box.
7. Fixing solution: 1�5�5 mixture of acetic acid, methanol, and water.
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Table 1
Three Buffers Systems Used for MLEE Analysis of N. meningitidis

System  Electrode buffer Gel buffer Voltage (V) Enzymes

A Tris-citrate, pH 8.0 Tris-citrate, pH 8.0 130 ME, malic enzyme; G6P, glucose 6-phosphate
83.20 g Tris, 33.09 g citric acid Electrode buffer diluted 1�29 dehydrogenase; PEP, peptidase; IDH,
monohydrate, water to 1 L isocitrate dehydrogenase; ACO, aconitase;

GD1 and GD2, two glutatmate dehydrogenases;
ADK, adenylate kinase

C Borate, pH 8.2 Tris-citrate, pH 8.7 250 ADH, alcohol dehydrogenase
18.50 g boric acid, 2.40 g 9.21 g Tris, 1.05 g citric acid
NaOH, water to 1 L monohydrate, water to 1 L

D Lithium hydroxide, pH 8.1 Lithium hydroxide, pH 8.3 325 FUM, fumarase; ALK, alkaline phosphatase;
1.20 g LiOH monohydrate, Electrode buffer diluted 1�9 IP1 and IP2, two indophenol oxidases
11.89 g boric acid, water to 1 L in 6.20g Tris, 1.60 g citric acid

monohydrate, water to 1L
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Table 2
Staining Solution for Enzymes Used in MLEE Analysis of N. meningitidis

Agar
Enzyme EC no. overlaya Staining solution

Aconitase (ACO) 4.2.1.3 Yes 15 mL Tris-HCl,b 10 mL MgCl2,c 25 mg cis-aconitic acid, 10 U isocitrate
 dehydrogenase, 1 mL NADP,d 0.5 mL PMS,e 1 mL MTTf

Adenylate kinase (ADK) 2.7.4.3 Yes 25 mL Tris- HCl,b 100 mg glucose, 25 mg ADP, 1 mg hexokinase,
1 mL MgCl2,c 15 U glucose 6-phosphate dehydrogenase, 1 mL NADP,d

 0.5 mL PMS,e 0.5 mL MTTf

Alcohol dehydrogenase 1.1.1.1 No 3 mL 96% ethanol, 2 mL isopropanol, 2 mL NAD,g 0.5 mL PMS,e 1 mL MTTf

(ADH)
Alkaline phosphatase (ALP) 3.1.3.1 No 50 mL 0.05 M Tris-HCl, pH 8.5, 1 g NaCl, 2 mL MgCl2,c 2 mL 0.25 M

MnCl2, 50 mg -naphthyl acid phosphate, 100 mg polyvinylpyrrolidone,
50 mg fast blue BB salt

Fumarase (FUM) 4.2.1.2 No 50 mL Tris-HCl,a 50 mg fumaric acid, 50 U malic dehydrogenase,
2 mL NAD,g 0.5 mL PMS,e 1 mL MTTf

Glutamate dehydrogenase 1.4.1.2 No 50 mL Tris-HCl,b 2.1 g glutamic acid, 2 mL NAD,g 0.5 mL PMS,e 1 mL MTT f

(NAD-dependent) (GD1)
Glutamate dehydrogenase 1.4.1.4 No 50 mL Tris-HCl,b 2.1 g glutamic acid, 1 mL NADP,d 0.5 mL PMS,e 1 mL MTTf

(NADP-dependent) (GD2)
Glucose 6-phosphate 1.1.1.49 No 50 mL Tris-HCl,b 100 mg glucose 6-phosphate, 1 mL MgCl2,c 1 mL NADP,d

dehydrogenase (G6P) 0.5 mL PMS,e 1 mL MTT f

Indophenol oxidase (IPO) 1.15.1.1 No 40 mL Tris-HCl,b 1 mL MgCl2,c 0.5 mL PMS,e 1 mL MTTf; expose to light
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Isocitrate dehydrogenase 1.1.1.42 No 50 mL Tris-HCl,b 2 mL 0.1 M isocitric acid, 2 mL MgCl2,c 1 mL NADP,d

(IDH) 0.5 mL PMS,e 1 mL MTT f

Malic enzyme (ME) 1.1.1.40 No 40 mL Tris-HCl,a 6 mL 2 M malic acid, 2 mL MgCl2,b 1 mLNADP,c

0.5 mL PMS,d 1 mL MTTe

Peptidases (PEP) 3.4.–.– Yes 25 mL Tris-HCl,b 2 mL 0.25 M MnCl2,h 10 mg peroxidase,
10 mg o-dianisidine di-HCl, 10 mg venom from Crotalus atrox,
20 mg phenyl-alanyl-leucine

aBoil 0.5 g agar in 25 mL of Tris-HClb in a microwave oven until dissolved and cool to 60°C before mixing with the other ingredients.
b0.2 M Tris-HCl, pH 8.0: 24.2 g Tris in 1 L water; adjust pH with concentrated HCl.
c0.1 M MgCl2: 2.03 g MgCl2. 6H2O in 100 mL water.
dNADP solution: 1% (w/v) in water. Keep the solution refrigerated.
ePMS (phenazine methosulfate) solution: 1% (w/v) in water. Keep the solution refrigerated and in the dark.
fMTT (dimethylthiazol tetrazolium) solution: 0.8% (w/v) in water. Keep the solution refrigerated and in the dark.
gNAD solution: 1% (w/v) in water. Keep the solution refrigerated.
h0.25 M MnCl2: 4.90 g MnCl2. 4H2O in 100 mL water.
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3. Methods
3.1. Lysate Preparation

1. An overnight 100 mL pure culture of each isolate is transferred to a 300-mL
centrifuge bottle within the safety cabinet (see Note 2).

2. The cells are harvested by centrifugation (10 min at 15,000g).
3. After discarding the supernatant, the cells are suspended in 1 mL of lysis buffer,

transferred to a 10-mL centrifuge tube, vortexed a few seconds, and frozen at
–20°C overnight (see Note 3).

4. After thawing, the cellular debris are pelleted by centrifugation at 20,000g for
20 min at 4°C. The bacterial suspension must be kept cool at all time under the
lysis process, and thereafter.

5. The supernatant is filtrated through a 0.45-µm membrane, before storage of the
lysate in a glass tube at –70°C until electrophoresis.

3.2. Gel Preparation

1. In a 1-L Erlenmeyer flask, mix thoroughly 48 g starch in 420 mL of gel buffer.
Three different buffer systems are used depending on the enzymes to be stained
(see Table 2).

2. The mixture is heated over a Bunsen burner with continuous and vigorous hand
swirling until the suspension starts to boil and develop large air bubbles (see
Notes 4 and 5).

3. The gel is degassed for 1 min and immediately poured into a gel mold. If air
bubbles are visible in the gel after pouring, they should be quickly removed by
aspiration with a Pasteur pipet.

4. After solidification, either at room temperature for 2 h or at room temperature for
30 min followed by 30 min at 4°C, the gel is wrapped in a plastic film to prevent
desiccation. Care should be taken that no air bubbles are trapped between the
surface of the gel and the plastic film. Normally, gels are stored overnight at
room temperature before electrophoresis. For optimal results, a gel must be used
within 24 h of its preparation.

3.3. Electrophoresis

1. The protein extracts are thawed and immediately put on ice.
2. The gel is unwrapped and cut through with a scalpel, at 5 cm from the shorter end

of the gel mould.
3. Using forceps, a piece of Whatman filter paper is dipped in the cell lysate, blotted

on a filter paper to eliminate the excess of liquid, then inserted into the slit in the
gel, leaving a 1-cm space from the left end of the gel. Repeat the procedure with
the next lysate, leaving a 2–3-mm space between the papers. Up to 20 samples
can be loaded on an 18-cm wide gel. Pieces of filter paper, dipped in amaranth
dye, are placed in the spaces remaining at each end of the slit to mark the migra-
tion of the buffer front.
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4. The two pieces of the gel are carefully pressed together, to eliminate the air
between the filter papers and avoid protein denaturation.

5. The slit of the gel with the filter papers is covered with the plastic film, which is
then folded back at 2.5 cm from the end of the gel.

6. The electrophoresis tanks are filled with about 250 mL of electrode buffer (see
Table 1).

7. Place the gel mold on top of the electrode trays.
8. Contact between gel and buffer is provided by the sponge wicks: one is aligned

with the row of samples over the plastic film, the other one is placed 10 cm apart
directly on the gel. The plastic film is folded back to cover both sponge wicks.

9. A glass plate is centered on top of the gel.
10. During electrophoresis, the gel is cooled by ice in the metal tray supported by the

glass plate (see Note 6).
11. Connect the electrodes, with the cathode nearest the samples as the proteins will

migrate towards the anode in these buffer systems. A constant voltage is main-
tained during electrophoresis (see Table 1).

12. The duration of electrophoresis varies from 4–6 h depending on the buffer sys-
tem. Standardization of the migration between gels is assured by measuring the
migration of the amaranth dye (10 cm).

3.4. Slicing and Staining of the Gel

1. After electrophoresis, the ice pan, the glass plate, the plastic film, and the sponge
wicks are removed from the gel.

2. With a scalpel, a slit is cut at 2–3 mm on each side of the length of the gel and at
the level of the migration of the amaranth dye. All but the central part of the gel
(10 × 17 cm piece) is discarded. Cut a corner of the central piece of gel to mark its
orientation.

3. Carefully remove the filter papers that were used to load the protein extracts and
place the gel piece, bottom down, on the slicing plate.

4. Press the wire through the gel, supported on the 1 mm edge of the slicing plate.
5. Turn the whole gel bottom up and carefully lift the 1-mm-thick slice into a stain-

ing box, labeled with the gel number and the name of the enzyme to be stained.
6. Turn the remainder of the gel bottom down and cut additional slices in a same

way (up to 4 slices can be cut from a gel).
7. Staining methods for the 14 enzyme loci used in meningococci are given in Table

2 (see Note 7). The dry ingredients can be weighted in advance, but the solutions
must be added immediately before staining (see Note 8). All the components
must be mixed thoroughly before adding the agar solution, cooled down to 60°C,
as indicated (see Table 2).

8. Pour the solution onto the gel.
9. The gels are incubated at 37°C in the dark, until appearance of the enzyme reac-

tion (colored bands), except for indophenol oxidase that is stained on the light
box, at room temperature. Enzyme activity for this enzyme shows as white bands
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on a dark background. Depending on the enzyme, the staining reaction may take
from a few minutes to several hours (see Note 9).

10. After staining, the solution is poured off and the gel slice rinsed in water, if no
agar overlay was used. The gels are fixed except for those stained for indophenol
oxidase, which should be kept in water.

3.5. Interpretation of the Gels

1. The bands of enzyme activity should be narrow and clearly visible to assure good
resolution. Relative mobilities of each enzyme from the different isolates must
be compared visually against one another on the same gel. Distinctive
electromorphs are numbered in order of decreasing anodal mobility, i.e., the
electromorph that has migrated the farthest is assigned no. 1.

2. On gels stained for the glutamate dehydrogenases (see Note 10) and sometimes
on gels stained for other dehydrogenases, an additional band of activity that has
migrated further away from the origin appears. This unknown dehydrogenase is
polymorphic and has been included as one of the enzymes routinely scored for
epidemiological analysis of the meningococcus.

3. One or a few strains may occasionally lack activity for an enzyme. Although the
stained enzymes are encoded by housekeeping genes, they are not always needed
for survival, especially when the strain has been passed in the laboratory for a
long time. Null alleles are recorded as such. It is essential, however, to assess that
they do not result from a poor preparation or storage of the protein lysate (see
Note 11).

4. Electromorphs are identified by side-by-side comparison on the same gel slice.
In practice, this means that the protein extract from an isolate will be electro-
phoresed and stained for the same enzyme many times before its electromorph
can be unambiguously identified. When analyzing a new set of meningococcal
strains, it is recommended to include on the gel the extracts from at least two
reference strains, presenting distinct electromorphs at most enzymes assayed (for
example an ET-5 and an ET-37 strain; see Table 3). The first electrophoresis
permits a rough evaluation of the electromorphs of the unknown strains in com-
parison with the two standards. Accurate electromorph assignment for each indi-
vidual enzyme will be obtained by rerunning the strains side by side with different
reference electromorphs, until identity is ascertained.

3.6. Analysis of the Data

For each isolate, an electromorph is assigned to each of the 14 enzyme loci.
This combination of electromorphs represents the allelic profile (ET) of the
meningococcus. The allele profiles of the epidemic clones presented earlier are
given in Table 3. The strains can then be grouped according to their ET.

Further analyses of the data are performed using computers. Programs for
analysis of MLEE data for bacterial strains have been developed by Dr. T. S.
Whittam (10). A statistical package including five programs—ETDIV,
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Table 3
Allele Profiles of the Dominant Epidemic Clones of N. meningitidis Described.a

Electromorph at indicated enzyme locus

Clonal group Serogroup Main serotypes ME G6P PEP IDH ACO GD1 GD2 ADH FUM ALK IP1 IP2 ADK UDH

Subgroup I A 4,21�P1.10 1 3 2 3 4 1 3 3 1 8 2 5 2 3
Subgroup III A 4,21�P1.20,9 1 4 5 6 4 1 3 2 1 8 2 3 2 2
ET-5 complex B, (C) 15�P1.7,16; 1 1 7 8 4 2 3 2 1 1 2 3 2 3

15�P1.7b,3;
4�P1.19,15

ET-37 complex C, B, (W135,Y) 2a�P1.5,2; 4 3 4 5 2 1 4 1 1 8 2 3 2 3
2a�P1.5,y

Cluster A4 B and C 2b�P1.2; 3 3 4 9 2 1 3 2 1 8 2 3 2 3
2b�P1.3

Lineage III B 4�P1.4 5 3 5 12 4 1 3 2 1 3 2 3 2 3

aEnzyme abbreviations are as indicated in Table 2.
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ETCLUS, ETMEGA, ETLINK, and ETBOOT—is now available through the
internet at Dr. Whittam’s laboratory home page: (http://www.bio.psu.edu/
People/Faculty/Whittam/Lab/programs).

ETDIV provides a list of the distinct allelic profiles, indicates the number of
isolates of each ET, and lists the name of isolates belonging to each ET that is
represented by more than one strain. For each enzyme locus, the alleles identi-
fied are indicated together with their frequency, and from the allele frequen-
cies the genetic diversity is calculated as h = (1– xi2) [n/(n–1)], where xi is the
frequency of the ith allele and n is the number of ETs (48). Mean diversity per
locus (H) is the arithmetic average of h values over the loci studied.

The strains to be analyzed can be grouped before analysis into defined popu-
lations, according to specific parameters, such as their geographical origin,
clinical source, serogroup, serotype, and so on. ETDIV will analyze the allele
frequencies and genetic diversity concomitantly for isolates in each popula-
tion and for the whole sample. A table will be generated indicating the ET
diversity within the populations and in the whole sample, together with the
coefficient of genetic differentiation (Gst) for each locus and in average over
loci (49).

ETDIV also generates a file named ETLIST.DAT that is used as the input of
the ETCLUS program. ETCLUS provides a dendrogram of genetic relation-
ships between ETs based on the average-linkage algorithm (UPGMA), as
described by Sneath and Sokal (50). Distances are measured as the proportion
of loci at which mismatches occur between pairs of ETs. The program gener-
ates the distances between the ETs and their nearest relative and provides a
simple drawing of the dendrogram.

The other programmes are for more advanced population genetics analyses.

4. Notes
1. The electrophoresis equipment presented here is easy to produce and is a cheap

alternative to commercial horizontal electrophoresis apparatus.
2. Cells can be grown on 3–4 agar plates instead of the 100-mL broth culture. In that

case, the cells scraped from plates are directly suspended in the lysis buffer.
3. The cells can be kept in the lysis buffer at –20°C for a few days, if necessary.
4. Starch from Connaught Laboratories shows little batch-to-batch variation and

produces gel slices of regular good quality. Altering of the boiling time may be
necessary when changing starch batch.

5. Cautions should be taken when boiling the gels. Even Erlenmeyer flasks that
tolerate heat and vacuum can break during gel preparation. Heat-insulating gloves
and protective eyeglasses must be worn.

6. During electrophoresis, the ice needs to be changed after 2–3 h. Make sure that
the ice tray is well-centered on the top of the gel.
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7. Some authors have used other enzymes for clonal analyses of N. meningitidis.
Staining methods for these additional enzymes may be found in refs. 10 and 51.
The principles of the staining reactions are described in ref. 51.

8. Many of the chemicals used for staining the enzymes represent a health hazard
and must be handled with great care, following the manufacturer’s instructions.
Wearing gloves and a mask when handling the stain is recommended.

9. The two glutamate dehydrogenases can be stained on the same slice of gel. First,
incubate with the staining solution for the NAD-dependent glutamate dehydro-
genase (GD1). When the enzyme activity is visible for all strains, add 1 mL of
NADP into the staining box and incubate again a for a few minutes.

10. Caution should be taken when staining for glucose 6-phosphate dehydrogenase
(G6P) and isocitrate dehydrogenase (IDH) as the staining reaction may develop
in just a few minutes.

11. Although the lysates can be thawed and frozen several times, the stability of the
enzymes differed. Aconitase is rather unstable and should be one of the first ones
to be studied.
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Carriage Studies

Keith Cartwright

1. Introduction
Seven years after meningococci were first grown from patients with menin-

gitis (1), Kiefer reported the isolation of the organisms from the nasopharynx
of cases of meningococcal disease, and from their contacts (2). The importance
of nasopharyngeal acquisition and carriage as a key step in the development of
invasive meningococcal infection was rapidly appreciated, as was the far
greater frequency of the carrier state when compared with the relatively small
numbers of individuals developing invasive disease. Attempts to interpret the
significance of variations in the bacteria themselves as a factor influencing the
outcome of the interaction between humans and meningococcus had to await
the development of the first typing systems based on serological reagents (3).
It became clear rapidly that meningococcal strains isolated from the blood or
cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) of patients with invasive disease were more likely to
be typable than strains from the nasopharynx of individuals who were asymp-
tomatic carriers.

These early forays into meningococcal typing, carried out by British army
doctors during World War I, were driven by the substantial outbreaks of men-
ingococcal disease that affected new recruits. The first, classical epidemiologi-
cal studies of meningococcal acquisition and carriage were undertaken by Capt.
J. A. Glover of the Royal Army Medical Corps, working at the Guards Depot,
Caterham, in South London, over the period 1915–1919. Glover showed that
rates of meningococcal carriage rose in recruits during periods of severe
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overcrowding, and that cases of disease started to occur when threshold carriage
rates of 20% were breached. In the first demonstration of the application of the
results of carriage studies to disease control, Glover showed that by maintaining
meningococcal carriage rates below the “danger level” of 20% (mainly by means
of reducing overcrowding), cases of meningococcal disease could be prevented
(4). Though later workers cast doubt on the validity of an association between
carriage rates and risk of disease (5,6), Glover’s findings, and his successful inter-
vention, are a landmark in the epidemiology of meningococcal infection.

Other milestones in the elucidation of the dynamics of meningococcal car-
riage and disease include:

• Careful longitudinal studies of meningococcal carriage (7), identifying short- and
long-term carriers and the phenomenon of “intermittent” carriage;

• In 1950, the reconciliation of the two principal typing systems that had devel-
oped in France and England, with agreement to base the nomenclature of
serogrouping on the designations A, B, C, and so on (8);

• The isolation, identification, and characterization of Neisseria lactamica (9,10),
a human nasopharyngeal commensal very closely related to the meningococcus,
permitting the differentiation of the two species;

• The application of selective media (first Thayer-Martin [11], and then New York
City medium [12]), to the isolation of meningococci from nasopharyngeal cul-
tures, simplifying laboratory isolation dramatically;

• The use of multi-locus enzyme electrophoresis (MLEE) in meningococcal typing
(13), permitting the unequivocal identification of clones, and marking the begin-
ning of the end for phenotypic characterization of meningococci for epidemio-
logical purposes;

• Demonstration of the dependence of the meningococcus on acquisition of iron
from human transferrin (14), providing an explanation for the selective coloniza-
tion of humans by the meningococcus; and

• The development of automated DNA sequencing, facilitating the application of
multi-locus sequence typing to meningococci (15) and the potential to under-
stand the genetic basis for phenotypic variation among meningococcal strains.

1.1. Interpreting the Literature

The voluminous literature on meningococci and meningococcal disease that
has accumulated over the last hundred years is liberally adorned with accounts
of studies of meningococcal nasopharyngeal carriage. Most older carriage stud-
ies are now of limited value. In all studies carried out before the 1960s, menin-
gococci were not distinguished from Neisseria lactamica, yet in infants and
toddlers N. lactamica is found far more frequently than N. meningitidis. The
importance of methodological differences in carriage studies has long been
appreciated and was summarized concisely by Broome in her 1986 review (16).
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Some of the methodological variables that now need to be taken into account
in designing new studies are considered further.

Today, we enjoy a better understanding of the limitations of “snapshot” studies
of meningococcal carriage. They provide a cross-section of meningococcal car-
riage in the targeted study population at a single moment in time, but in any indi-
vidual carrier it cannot be determined whether colonization occurred a day, a week,
a month, or a year before the positive swab was obtained. Similarly, without fol-
low-up swabbing, it cannot be established how long colonization persists after docu-
menting a positive swab. The same limitations apply to individuals found to be free
of carriage on a single occasion. In addition to the known insensitivity of a single
swab in confirming freedom from carriage of meningococci, a single negative swab
cannot exclude the possibility that the subject sampled was colonized only days, or
even hours before the swab was taken.

1.2. Carriage vs Acquisition

Meningococcal carriage rates in a population at any moment in time are deter-
mined both by the acquisition rate (numbers of new subjects in the population
becoming colonized within any specified time period) and by the duration of car-
riage. Acquisition rates (particularly of virulent meningococci) are believed to be
far more important than carriage rates in determining the risk of invasive infection.
Most meningococci isolated from the nasopharynx have little or no invasive poten-
tial, and on the contrary, probably help to reinforce local and systemic immunity.

Military recruits and first-year undergraduates at universities with halls of resi-
dence (communal living and sleeping accommodation) are known to have very
high acquisition rates (17,18). Thus, data on meningococcal acquisition and
carriage that are derived from such “special” populations cannot be applied
meaningfully to general populations.

1.3. Duration of Carriage

There are few good studies on duration of meningococcal carriage. The ques-
tion of whether duration of carriage varies between meningococcal strains or
between human populations cannot be answered with any degree of confidence.
However, there is some suggestion that duration of carriage of serogroup A
strains in sub-Saharan Africa (half life of 3 mo [19]) may be shorter than that
of serogroup B strains in Europe (half life of 9 mo or more (20; Cartwright and
Stuart unpublished data).

1.4. Molecular Characterization

The recent widespread availability of automated DNA sequencing, poly-
merase chain reaction (PCR) testing, and other molecular techniques has driven
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a rapid expansion in our understanding of the genetic basis for phenotypic
variation in carried meningococci. This, allied to a rapidly increasing knowl-
edge of the sophisticated control systems for meningococcal gene expression,
has gone a long way towards explaining some of the apparent paradoxes
that were thrown up by past studies of carriage and disease that were depen-
dent on classical phenotyping (grouping, typing and subtyping) to explain the
epidemiology (21).

2. Why Are Carriage Studies Undertaken? What Do They Tell Us?
2.1. Populations Sampled

Most published studies are point prevalence (“snapshot in time”) carriage
studies undertaken in response to clusters or outbreaks of disease. A bias
towards carriage studies during or after outbreaks (as opposed to studies in
normal, healthy populations) is easy to understand. Though swabbing the pos-
terior pharynx via the mouth (or for infants, via the nose) is relatively
noninvasive, it is nevertheless an unpleasant procedure. It may be difficult to
persuade healthy individuals to participate in such studies unless they can see a
perceived health benefit to themselves or to others as a result of their participa-
tion. Nowadays, ethical committees may have greater reservations about the
balance between intrusion and benefit associated with such studies.

Despite these difficulties, many such studies have been carried out, either in
healthy general populations (19,22,23), or in more selected populations such
as infants and young children (24), schoolchildren (20), university students
(18), military recruits (17,25,26), jail inmates (27), contacts of meningococcal
disease cases (28–30), or in populations experiencing high rates of meningo-
coccal disease (31—33). In a number of studies, serial swabbing over weeks,
months, or years has enabled estimates to be made of acquisition rates, and/or
the duration of carriage, with varying degrees of accuracy (17,19,20,22,
24,26,34,35).

2.2. Risk Factors for Carriage

Attempts have been made (more frequently in recent years) to unravel some
of the risk factors for carriage, in addition to the known influences of age and
gender (17,18,23,27,36–39). Other than having close contact with a case of
meningococcal disease, or with another known carrier, smoking (both active
and passive) is perhaps the best-documented factor affecting carriage rates (40).
Strangely, despite the very strong seasonality of meningococcal disease, both
in temperate and tropical countries, most evidence to date from longitudinal
carriage studies suggests that there is little seasonal variation in rates of menin-
gococcal carriage.
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2.3. Effect of Carriage on Expression of Class 1 Outer-Membrane
Protein

In one recent longitudinal study, the effect of carriage on the stability of expres-
sion of the class 1 outer-membrane protein (OMP), currently an important vaccine
candidate for serogroup B meningococcal disease, was investigated (41).

2.4. Effect of Conjugated Vaccines on Meningococcal Carriage

Administration of conjugated Hib vaccines results in a great reduction in the
nasopharyngeal carriage rate of Hib bacteria (42), associated with high levels
of serum antibody against the capsular polysaccharide. In the UK, there is now
evidence of lower rates of Hib disease in unimmunized older people (43), pre-
sumably through a reduction of carriage in children, and the consequent reduc-
tion in exposure to carriers.

In the UK, most serogroup C meningococcal disease is caused by strains of
the ET-37 complex. Following the recent introduction of conjugated meningo-
coccal serogroup C vaccines into the childhood immunization schedule in the
UK in November 1999, large studies of meningococcal carriage are now in
progress. The aim is to determine the effect on carriage of meningococci in the
vaccinated population, and in particular, the prevalence of carriage of strains
expressing the serogroup C polysaccharide, and the prevalence of carriage of
ET-37 strains expressing other capsular polysaccharides. Recently it has
become clear that capsule switching within meningococcal clones can and does
occur (44). This has heightened concern that by increasing selectively the
prevalence of immunity to a single meningococcal antigen (the serogroup C
capsular polysaccharide) within a large population, there may be an expansion
of virulent ET-37 clone strains expressing other capsular polysaccharides (45),
with potential compromise of the new immunization program.

2.5. Carriage Studies to Inform Interventions During Outbreaks

Since the early part of the last century, it has been appreciated that most
cases of meningococcal disease were sporadic, i.e., they followed transmission
of a pathogenic meningococcus from an asymptomatic to a susceptible indi-
vidual. When sulphonamides (and later, other powerful antibiotics) became
available, and the possibility of eliminating meningococci from the nasophar-
ynx of colonized individuals became a reality, the concept of “hunt and kill
the meningococcus” offered attractions to public-health medicine specialists.
Indeed, a driver for the development of the first meningococcal polysaccharide
vaccines in the 1960s was the emergence of sulphonamide-resistant meningo-
cocci in US army recruit camps, and the consequent failure of control of clus-
ters of cases by use of sulphonamide chemoprophylaxis. Meningococcal
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carriage studies in response to outbreaks have also seemed attractive because
of the perplexing nature of such outbreaks. It has proven almost irresistible to
attempt to explain outbreaks on the basis of particular patterns of meningococcal
carriage in the affected community. More recently, with the ever-increasing
interest of the media in meningococcal disease clusters and outbreaks, allied to
our inability to control outbreaks, particularly of serogroup B disease, carriage
studies may be undertaken for reasons that are at least in part political (better to
be seen to be doing something rather than nothing. . .).

The reality is that few, if any, community-wide carriage studies that have been
undertaken in response to outbreaks over the last 20 years, have shed sufficient
light on the dynamics of transmission to support a clear intervention strategy. Most
have found a low carriage rate of the disease-producing (or “epidemic”) strain.
This is true for both serogroup B and C outbreaks. The value of swabbing studies in
serogroup A epidemics in the meningitis belt of Africa is equally unclear. Recom-
mended determinants for vaccine interventions have been set out clearly by the
World Health Organization (WHO), based on changes in the weekly disease inci-
dence, and not on rates of carriage of serogroup A strains. Recently, the validity of
this strategy has been challenged (46).

2.6. Carriage Studies to Enhance Understanding
of Meningococcal Disease Epidemiology

A pessimistic view of the value of carriage studies based solely on their
utility in informing cluster or outbreak management, is perhaps an oversimpli-
fication and overly retrospective. With the improved genetic typing tools now
at our command (47), carriage studies may now be undertaken to improve our
understanding of the epidemiology of meningococcal carriage, and thereby,
albeit indirectly, of meningococcal disease as well. It is no exaggeration to
say that the capacity to extract useful information from carriage studies and to
understand better the dynamics of meningococcal transmission between humans,
and its relationship to invasive disease, will be revolutionized by the deployment
of molecular methods of meningococcal characterization.

2.7. Sources of Variability in Carriage Studies

There are numerous reasons why the interpretation (and comparison) of data
from published meningococcal carriage studies is fraught with difficulty. The
most obvious variable is the population studied. Patterns of meningococcal
acquisition and carriage in different age groups, in different ethnic groups, and
in different countries (e.g., temperate and tropical) cannot be compared mean-
ingfully. As well as these obvious population variables, some technical sources
of variability and error are listed below.
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2.7.1. Swabbing

1. Route of access to the posterior pharyngeal wall. Olcén et al. have shown that the
per-oral route is modestly superior to the per-nasal route (48).

2. Site of sampling in the throat. The posterior pharyngeal wall behind the uvula
should be sampled, but some recommend sampling the tonsils in addition. Touch-
ing the posterior pharyngeal wall often induces a gag reflex and may make fur-
ther attempts to swab difficult. A decisive (though not aggressive) sweep of the
posterior pharyngeal wall is recommended.

3. Anogenital carriage. Swabbing the anogenital region for meningococcal carriage
is only practical (and probably ethical) in special settings such as clinics for sexu-
ally transmitted diseases.

4. Use of pernasal swabs. Infants and young children (and many cases of meningo-
coccal disease) cannot cooperate with per-oral swabbing but may still be sampled
via the per-nasal route. The technique is not too intrusive, but two assistants may
be required, one to steady the patient’s or subject’s head, and one to hold the
child’s hands away from the swab.

5. Variability of efficiency of swabbing. Variability of technique and success
between swabbers is inevitable. In large studies, where a number of different swab-
bers will be employed, a standardized technique should be agreed upon, and training
given. For studies where swabbing is planned to take place over several days or over
longer periods, a supervisor should check regularly that swabbing is being conducted
in line with the agreed technique. Individual swabbers can verify the reproducibility
of their own technique if they sample a proportion of individuals twice (with swabs
separated by a few minutes) and demonstrate that culture results are similar.

Two swabs collected from the same individual within a short space of time but
by two different swabbers and yielding similar results on culture will help to give
confidence in the reproducibility of technique between swabbers. Comparisons
of percentages of positive swabs collected by different swabbers will provide
further reassurance.

Failure to isolate a meningococcus on a selective medium does not exclude
the possibility that the swab used to inoculate the plate failed to make contact
with the posterior pharyngeal wall, a site richly endowed with a variety of upper
respiratory commensal bacteria. Confirming that the posterior pharyngeal wall
was sampled can be achieved by inoculating a proportion of swabs on to a nonse-
lective medium, e.g., chocolate agar (Oxoid Ltd., Wade Road, Basingstoke,
Hants., UK, RG24 8PW, Columbia agar enriched with 5% sterile defibrinated,
chocolated horse blood) and checking for the growth of other commensals (after
the swabs have been used for meningococcal isolation). Noncapsulated
haemophili are suitable “control” organisms for this purpose, or pneumococci if
the population consists of young children.

6. Type of swab used: charcoal or plain. Dr. Dennis Jones, past Director of the
Public Health Laboratory Service (PHLS) Meningococcal Reference Unit
(MRU), used to attest to the superiority of charcoal-impregnated swabs. This
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may be important if swabs are to spend many hours in transit, but is probably less
important if swabs are plated directly. Plain cotton-tipped swabs (Medical Wire
& Equipment Co. [Bath] Ltd., Corsham, Wilts., UK, SN13 9RT) are satisfactory
for direct plating.

7. Direct or delayed plating. Direct plating and early incubation at 37°C in 5% CO2
is optimal. If plating will be delayed a good quality semi-solid transport medium
such as Stuart’s medium (Oxoid Ltd.) should be used.

2.7.2. Selective Culture Medium

Because of the abundant and diverse normal flora of the human nasophar-
ynx, the use of selective culture media, e.g., modified New York City agar
(Oxoid Ltd.) has revolutionized swabbing surveys. There is a price to pay for
this increased ease of isolation of meningococci. Meningococci vary some-
what in their sensitivity to antibiotics, e.g., the trimethoprim concentration used
in a selective agar is a trade-off between suppression of commensal flora and
suppression of meningococci: 3 mg/L is the normal concentration used, but it
will inhibit a few meningococci.

2.7.3. Inherent Insensitivity of Swabbing

Numbers of meningococci isolated on swabbing seem to fluctuate enor-
mously from day to day (and perhaps from hour to hour). Colonized individu-
als may yield positive cultures only intermittently (7,35), and therefore any
figure for the rate of carriage will be at best an underestimate.

2.7.4. Carriage of Multiple Strains: How Many Colonies to Pick?

Simultaneous carriage of multiple meningococcal strains is infrequent but
well-documented. The likelihood of detecting simultaneous carriage of more
than one strain of meningococcus, or of simultaneous carriage of meningo-
cocci and N. lactamica, is increased by the number of suspected neisserial colo-
nies picked from the primary plate for further characterization. In most large
studies, only a single colony is picked for detailed characterization, unless
colonial variants are easily detectable by naked-eye examination of the pri-
mary plates. If this question is of particular importance, multiple picks (up to
five) may be required.

2.7.5. Strain Characterization Methods: Phenotypes vs Genotypes

Carried meningococci form a diverse, nonclonal, or weakly clonal, popula-
tion. Lineages of meningococci (such as the ET-37 complex) may contain men-
ingococcal strains that express more than one capsular polysaccharide. For
example, the ET-37 complex that is normally associated with expression of the
serogroup C capsular polysaccharide, also includes meningococci that express
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the serogroup B and W-135 capsular polysaccharides, and possibly other cap-
sular polysaccharides as well. In order to understand the relationship between
carried strains and disease-producing isolates, it is necessary to go beyond tra-
ditional phenotypic methods of characterization.

A further complication is the fact that the majority of meningococci isolated
from the nasopharynx do not agglutinate (or only agglutinate weakly) with
grouping sera. This is thought to be owing to downregulation of expression of
capsular polysaccharide as a response to the carrier state. A greater proportion
of carried than invasive strains may also fail to express type and/or subtype
antigens (class 2/3 and class 1 OMPs, respectively). At its worst, meningo-
cocci may be isolated from the nasopharynx that can only be described pheno-
typically as “nongroupable, nontypable, nonsubtypable” (NG; nt; nst). This
unsatisfactory state of affairs can be remedied by the application of molecular
techniques to detect the presence of the respective underlying genes (siaD,
porB, and porA), that may be found to be present.

3. Methods: Design and Planning of Carriage Studies
Many issues need to be considered in the design, planning, and execution of

meningococcal carriage studies.

3.1. Establishing and Setting Out the Aims of the Study

Of fundamental importance is a clear statement of the purpose of the study
and/or of the hypothesis or hypotheses to be tested. Studies can no longer be
justified simply on grounds such as “to investigate patterns of meningococcal
nasopharyngeal carriage.” There should be good reasons to undertake carriage
studies. They should yield new information, or if planned as part of the man-
agement of an outbreak of disease, they should offer the potential to alter the
management of the outbreak.

3.2. Meningococcal Strain Characterization Methods

Classical phenotypic methods of strain characterization have been used in
the past. Increasingly, they are likely to be supplanted by molecular methods
of strain differentiation. The particular methods chosen (47) will be shaped by
the aims of the study and by the resources available.

MLEE is capable of assigning meningococci unambiguously to specific
clones (13), but is time- and labor-intensive.

Genotyping methods are now so far superior to classical phenotypic charac-
terization and are so well-suited to characterization of meningococci isolated
from the nasopharynx, that serious consideration should be given to their use
in future carriage studies.
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3.3. Incorporation of, or Collaboration with, Other Studies

An early issue to decide is the desirability of “piggy-backing” any other
studies on to the original carriage study, e.g., a serological study or a risk-
factor questionnaire, or the identification of a cohort of subjects for a subse-
quent longitudinal study of acquisition and duration of carriage.

3.4. What Population to Study? What Size of Population?

Establishing clearly the hypothesis to be tested will lead naturally to the
choice of a suitable population or populations to be sampled. It will also lead to
estimates of the size of the population to be studied. For example, longitudinal
studies to investigate acquisition rates and duration of carriage are best carried
out in small, easily accessible populations with known high acquisition rates.
Such groups include military recruits and undergraduates (recruits may have
the edge in terms of accessibility!). In contrast, studies of the effect of the
introduction of conjugated serogroup C vaccines on carriage require thousands
of subjects to give sufficient power to detect significant differences in carriage
rates between vaccinated and unvaccinated groups (owing to the very low natu-
ral carriage rate of serogroup C meningococci). It is of critical importance to
involve a statistician (ideally one with experience in the field) at the earliest
stages of planning a carriage study.

If a large study is planned, multiple collaborators may be needed to cope
with the logistics of the exercise. Sampling 5,000+ individuals in the village of
Stonehouse in 1986 took two weeks of daily swabbing and required the
resources of three local Public Health Laboratories and the local Department
of Public Health Medicine to cope with the swabbing itself and with initial
processing of inoculated plates. It also required extra teams of staff at the MRU
to handle the resulting meningococcal cultures. Stuart et al. (49) have described
many of the practical measures to be considered in the design, planning, and
execution of such large studies.

3.5. Population Biases: Actual and Potential

Depending on the purpose(s) of the proposed study, consideration will need
to be given to the representativeness of the population to be sampled. Examples
of populations that may not be generally representative include:

1. High carriage rate to be expected:
a. Cases of meningococcal infection,
b. Families and close contacts of cases,
c. Families and close contacts of carriers,
d. Young adults,
e. Smokers or those exposed to passive smoking, and
f. Military recruits, university students in the first 8 wk of term.
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2. High carriage rate of an outbreak strain possible:
a. Outbreak populations may have high carriage rates of the outbreak strain (but

not of all meningococci).
3. Low carriage rate to be expected:

a. Recipients of conjugated meningococcal vaccines,
b. Those who have had recent antibiotic treatment.

4. Carriage rate comparisons of dubious validity:
a. Different countries, e.g., Africa vs Europe and North America,
b. Different age groups (young adults have the highest carriage rates),
c. Different gender mixes (males generally carry more often than females),
d. Different socio-economic classes (owing to differences in exposure to smoking),
e. (Possibly) studies carried out in different seasons or different years (espe-

cially in Africa), and
f. Studies in “normal” and “outbreak” populations.

3.6. Recruitment of Subjects

Estimates will need to be made of the likely recruitment rate into the pro-
posed study. It is worth bearing in mind that though young adult males have
the highest meningococcal acquisition and carriage rates, they are also the age
and gender group least accessible to medical interventions, and the group least
likely to participate in a voluntary study. It is better to make pessimistic
assumptions about recruitment rates and to be pleasantly surprised than to carry
out a study that demonstrates a trend towards the tested hypothesis, but lacks
the power to confirm the significance of the findings.

Recruitment can be improved by providing good information to the subjects
well before the start of the study, by means of good publicity (see below).

3.7. Risk and Benefit

Swabbing the nasopharynx is a very low-risk procedure. However, the author
has encountered faints, tonic-clonic seizures, and a variety of other compli-
cations (fortunately, none as yet fatal). Swabbing may cause psychological,
as well as physical distress. Fainting can be infectious, as can uncontrollable
crying, particularly in adolescent girls. Swabbing should never be carried out
in an open room (e.g., a school hall), with subjects waiting their turn being
given powerful aural and visual stimuli. If a school population is to be sampled,
swabbing of individuals should always be carried out in a separate room, ide-
ally with swabbed subjects not returning immediately to mix with those yet to
be swabbed.

Early on, consideration must be given to the management of:

1. Carriers of outbreak strains: will any or all be offered antibiotics or vaccines?
2. Carriers of nonoutbreak strains: how will they be reassured?
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3. Noncarriers: will they be falsely reassured by apparent freedom from meningo-
coccal carriage?

4. The possibility of rare, serious adverse events (e.g., a true convulsion or even a
death) occurring during swabbing (whether or not related to swabbing): first aid
should be at hand; and

5. A patient and his/her relatives who develops meningococcal disease just after
swabbing, and before the swab result is available.

3.8. Ethical Approval

Ethical approval for the study should be obtained at the earliest possible
opportunity. As well as approving the overall design of the study, practical
aspects will be scrutinized in detail. Once satisfied about the design, power,
and overall validity of a study, ethics committees will often focus on the qual-
ity and accessibility of patient information, underpinning, as it does, the grant-
ing of informed consent. Ethics committees may also be expected to focus on
ensuring adequate protection of the very young and of groups with whom com-
munications may require special consideration, e.g., non-English language
speakers. Participation in studies should be open to all members of the eligible
population.

3.9. Data

Key decisions are made at an early stage in the design of carriage studies
regarding the amount and nature of data to be recorded. Points to consider
include:

1. Data ownership issues: who will act as custodian and guarantor of the data?
2. The amount of demographic data to be requested and recorded; only that required

for the purposes of the study should be collected;
3. Whether individuals will be invited to complete a “registration card” to be handed

over at the time of swabbing for later entry on to computer, or whether this infor-
mation will be obtained by a clerical officer at the time of swabbing;

4. Data entry to computer: will any (or all) data be entered twice to check accuracy
of entry?

5. Data security against loss through hardware or software failure, fire or theft;
databases should be anonymized (if appropriate), duplicated (at least twice), pass-
word-protected, kept locked and in secure physical environments, and with cop-
ies kept in different buildings (to guard against hard disk failure, theft, and fire)

6. Data manipulation and analysis: what software is to be used?
7. Duration of storage: are there legal, ethical, or scientific obligations regarding

the period for which the dataset must be retained?
8. “Future proofing:” consideration should be given to the value of carriage datasets

to others, e.g., modellers.
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4. Practical Issues
4.1. Publicity

If a large study is planned, the local news media can be used to ensure that the
study has a high profile. Such is the newsworthiness of meningococcal disease,
there is little to fear that the media will not respond wholeheartedly to requests for
publicity. Information can be disseminated via posters, leaflets, mailshots, through
the local press, radio and television, and through press conferences. Having a prin-
cipal (or a single) spokesperson ensures that a single, clear message is transmitted.
In the UK, the national meningitis charities (the Meningitis Trust, Fern House,
Bath Road, Stroud, Gloucestershire GL5 3TJ, tel. 01453 768000, email:
support@meningitis-trust.org.uk, and the Meningitis Research Foundation,
13 High Street, Thornbury, Bristol BS12 2AE, tel. 01454 281811, email: info@
meningitis.org) can also be relied upon for practical help.

Providing plenty of information about the proposed study and its objectives
encourages the targeted population to “buy into” the study. It allows questions
to be asked (and answered), and it promotes ownership of the study by the
study population. Pointing out the high rate of meningococcal infection in teen-
agers and young adults may help to enlist the participation of these otherwise
potentially inaccessible age groups.

Seeking support for the study from local medical practitioners and other
health professionals is critical. Doctors, nurses, and health visitors are highly
influential opinion-makers, as are local politicians. Politicians are (perhaps
rightly) exquisitely sensitive about any hint of exclusion from events that
affect their constituents. For large studies, it may be advisable to provide the
local police with the proposed sampling plan.

Expectations of all groups must be managed. For example, it is important to
give clear messages about the expected outcomes of the study, and the
timeframe within which those outcomes can be expected.

4.2. Human Resources: Getting the Team Involved

The target population is not the only group that needs to be involved in the
planning process. Those involved in carrying out the swabbing and processing
of plates and cultures must also be involved at an early stage in the planning
process. In a large study, these will include at least:

1. Reception and secretarial staff:
a. patient reception and management in clinics,
b. recording of demographic information,
c. administration of any planned questionnaire,
d. data entry on to a computer, and
e. data validation.
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2. Swabbers (nurses, doctors, health visitors).
3. “Platers:” if different from swabbers.
4. First aiders (or other medical support).
5. Drivers.
6. Laboratory and reference laboratory staff.
7. Administrators.
8. Collaborators in other centers.

4.3. Other Resources

Consumables must be costed accurately, based on the anticipated response
rates. A good laboratory manager is essential for this exercise. Additional capi-
tal items such as incubators and computers may be required. The collaborating
reference laboratory will need to prepare its budget, based on the anticipated
meningococcal isolation rate and on the proportion of strains that are to be
characterized. A small contingency fund is strongly advisable.

4.4. Funding

There are many potential sources of funding for carriage studies. An important
point is that money will need to be committed in large amounts prior to the collec-
tion of the first swab. This needs to be understood by any funding organization.

4.5. Timing of Clinics

Especially in large studies, swabbing sessions or clinics need to be arranged
at locations and at times convenient for the study population. Walk-in clinics
may be an attractive option, but an alternative is to invite attendance of speci-
fied portions of the target population on specific days and at specific times.
This helps to reduce waiting times and makes life easier for swabbing and
laboratory staff.

4.6. Pilot Studies

There is much to be said for carrying out a small pilot study in advance of
any larger community-based carriage study. A pilot may not always be fea-
sible, but if it can be undertaken, it helps to identify at an early stage many
wrinkles and unforeseen difficulties.

4.7. Contingency Planning

In large studies, especially those with multiple collaborators, it is inevitable
that some things will go wrong. It may not be possible or reasonable to plan for
every eventuality, but the following are worthy of consideration:

1. Intercurrent staff illness;
2. Bad weather—effects on turnout rates and on logistics;
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3. Road traffic accidents involving vehicles carrying inoculated plates;
4. Accidental loss of inoculated plates;
5. Late arrival of plates in a laboratory;
6. Failure of incubators, gas supplies, batches of media, etc.;
7. Inability of laboratories to cope with workload (in the middle of the 2-wk

Stonehouse survey, an outbreak of legionnaires’ disease occurred locally, divert-
ing resources away from the carriage study).

4.8. Audit Trails

Careful records should be kept of all stages of the swabbing and culture
process, including the names of the individuals who collected the swabs, those
who carried out the plating and those who isolated and characterised the result-
ing meningococci. This will enable identification of variability between swab-
bers, as well as any failure in processing particular batches of swabs.

4.9. Learning from Experience

Especially if a large study is planned, there is much to be said for consulting
with other people who have done one before!

4.10. Dissemination of Results

A single lead person for the study is required, who will take responsibility
for the coordination of the whole project, including bringing it to completion.
Research studies are pointless (and unethical) if the results are not made avail-
able to others. For large-scale carriage studies, this will normally involve sub-
mission of at least the principal findings for peer-reviewed publication, but
also timely and accessible dissemination of results to individual participants.
Because of the emotive nature of meningococcal disease, it is worth consider-
ing having available further counseling for individual participants who need
help in understanding the significance of results, especially in personal terms.

5. The Future: DNA Amplification Rather Than Culture?
The availability of molecular methods of detection of meningococcal DNA in

clinical specimens by PCR amplification raises the question of whether such meth-
ods could or should be applied to studies of nasopharyngeal carriage. Possible
advantages include improved sensitivity: it is very likely that PCR amplification of
meningococcal DNA in nasopharyngeal swabs would result in a much-increased
yield of positives. Amplification of relevant genes would permit detailed charac-
terization (multi-locus sequence type, serogroup, type, and subtype). An additional
advantage is that the logistics of carriage studies would be made simpler. There
would be no need to process swabs in the minutes or hours after collection. Swabs
could be stored at low temperature and processed by automated methods at leisure.
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To balance these undoubted advantages must be set the current relatively
high cost of the PCR test and gene sequencing. Further, nasopharyngeal secre-
tions are frequently inhibitory to PCR DNA amplification. Though this non-
specific inhibition can be overcome by further technical development of the
methodology, such development has yet to take place. Before any such
molecular methods could be applied to large carriage studies, sensitivity and
specificity and positive and negative predictive values would have to be deter-
mined and validated carefully, not a small task.

Finally, the interpretation of a positive PCR result in this setting requires
some consideration. A positive meningococcal PCR result could be owing to
the presence of dead bacteria, with consequent unknown significance.

Despite these caveats, it seems very likely that molecular diagnosis of men-
ingococcal carriage in large-scale carriage studies will be attempted in the com-
ing years.
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Surveillance of Meningococcal Disease in Europe

Norman Noah

1. Introduction
For a technique often now referred to as “the backbone of public health,” it

is curious how only recently surveillance has come to be recognized as impor-
tant. As soon as recording of disease events began, so of course did surveil-
lance, but the first application of the term to “the ongoing scrutiny of disease”
is thought to have been by Langmuir (1) in the 1950s. The use of the term has
helped to focus attention on it as a technique and a discipline in its own right,
and there are now books devoted to the subject (2,3). The technique is also
being applied increasingly to chronic disease (2).

For meningococcal infection, it can be argued that any laboratory investiga-
tion any more sophisticated than making that diagnosis is “academic” unless it
is being used for surveillance and epidemic management. The management
and treatment of individual cases of meningococcal infection is not dependent
on the results of grouping, subtyping, or serotyping, nor indeed is chemopro-
phylaxis. The availability of a vaccine against groups C, A, W135, and Y strains
but not group B does now mean that grouping of strains is helpful in local
epidemic situations in which the use of the vaccine is being considered.

Nevertheless, it has to be said that the surveillance of meningococcal infec-
tion, although undoubtedly useful, is at present somewhat limited in being able
to tell us what we would like—and need—to know. The reasons for this will
become apparent later in this chapter. This chapter will outline the general
principles of surveillance, and at the same time apply them to the specific
example of meningococcal infection at national and European level. A more
detailed textbook account of the general principles and practice of surveillance
is available (4).
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2. Definition of Surveillance
The definition of surveillance is continuous analysis, interpretation, and

feedback of systematically collected data, generally using methods distin-
guished by their practicality, uniformity, and rapidity rather than by accuracy
or completeness. By observing trends in time, place, and persons, changes can
be observed or anticipated and appropriate action, including investigative or
control measures, can be taken (5).

This definition is useful because it illustrates the rough and ready approach
that can still work in surveillance. Useful information can often emerge from
the intelligent use of what may appear to be unpromising data. Nevertheless
constant efforts must be made to improve scope, accuracy and detail as the
surveillance develops.

3. Methods
The “traditional” four main steps in surveillance are: collection, analysis, inter-

pretation, and feedback. To these may be added the preliminary assessment before
surveillance begins and the action that may need to be taken at the end.

3.1. Preliminary Assessment

It is difficult to be dogmatic about the several factors that may have to be
taken into account in assessing whether surveillance should be conducted for a
disease like meningococcal infection. Obviously the infrastructure has to be
present: this will include a reliable death certification system; doctors to notify
and/or laboratories with the necessary competence and facilities; local (dis-
trict) public health or microbiological personnel to collect information for
local action before passing it on centrally; and a central organization with the
facilities and expertise to collect and analyze, and the ability to make some-
thing of the data before providing feedback.

Other factors to consider before setting up a surveillance program, and that
will affect the design of the system, includes the political structure of country,
the organization and financing of its health system, the use of health care out-
side this system, the communications systems and level of computerization, as
well as the level of training of personnel.

The cost and priorities—which will depend not only on the incidence of the
disease but also on its relative importance compared with other conditions—
clearly matter. One cannot always take the motivation of reporting sources for
granted, and persuasion may be needed. The quality and relevance of feedback
are important here.

3.2. Collection

This has to be systematic and accurate, timely, consistent, and representative.
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3.3. Systematic and Accurate Reporting

Reporting has to be systematic and accurate to make sense. Part of the sys-
tematic process is to have a case definition that is clearly understood by all
participants. Meningococcal infection provides a particularly good example of
how difficult this can be, especially in an European or international context.

3.3.1. Case Definition and Sources of Data

There are difficulties and dilemmas with the definition of meningococcal
infection (see Table 1).

3.3.1.1. DEATH CERTIFICATIONS

Death certification reporting for meningococcal disease may be the most
complete, but may lack accuracy. Death certifications often have to be accepted
at face value, but there are uncertainties in the accuracy of diagnosis, espe-
cially with clinical diagnoses. Group and serotype data may be difficult to
obtain. Moreover, deaths may not necessarily reflect incidence, especially for
comparisons between European countries, as case fatality ratios often vary con-
siderably between countries. Missing data are also a problem: some cases can
be missed altogether; deaths can be certified as acute bacterial meningitis, or
even acute meningitis, and it is usually difficult, if not impossible, to know
how many of these were meningococcal in origin. The problems with septice-
mia are similar, only worse, because of the large number of deaths attributed to
“acute septicemia” without further qualification. Undoubtedly a proportion of
these will have been caused by meningococcal infection.

In England and Wales, the primary and underlying causes of death on the death
certificate are separated, and meningococcal disease can appear in either section.

Table 1
Case Definition of Meningococcal Infection and Sources of Information

Death certification Primary cause of death
Underlying cause of death

Notifications/clinical diagnosis Meningitis
Septicemia
Septicemia and meningitis
Other invasive

Laboratory diagnosis Light microscopy
Culture: CSF, blood, skin rash, other
Throat only
Nonculture methods, e.g., PCR, Ig antibody
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A surveillance system based on death certification alone is unlikely to pro-
vide much useful information about meningococcal disease, but is something
to start with if nothing else is available. If available for many years it may give
an indication of trends, and of the age and sex distribution of meningococcal
disease. Death certification can be helpful as an adjunct to surveillance that is
based on morbidity data.

3.3.1.2. NOTIFICATION

Notification systems are generally based on clinical diagnoses, although
grouping and typing information may also be available. Completeness and
accuracy are certainly problems, but are generally overrated ones. Timeliness,
on the other hand, and completeness, are often better than with laboratory data.
Much useful information on trends, seasonality, and age and sex distribution
are provided by notifications. These trends are shown vividly in Fig. 1, which
is based on the number of notifications of various notifiable forms of meningo-
coccal disease since 1912 in England and Wales, including a long period when
it was notifiable as cerobrospinal fever. The remarkable increase in notified
cases during World War II is clearly shown, and occurred in many other West-
ernized countries.

Completeness and accuracy become important goals of surveillance when a
vaccine is introduced and the incidence of the infection approaches low levels.

A case definition is certainly possible for notified cases but it would have to
be known and accepted by every doctor in the country, with every case notified
having to be checked by the office of the local Director of Public Health. Clini-

Fig. 1: Notifications of cerebrospinal fever, meningococcal meningitis/septicemia,
England and Wales, 1912–1999.
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cians do not always take the opportunity of correcting a notification if it turns
out subsequently to be wrong. Strict case definition for notification is usually
best reserved for the last stages of elimination, when accuracy is essential (as is
happening with measles now in the UK and other European countries). Never-
theless, the accuracy of notification of meningococcal disease in most West-
ernized countries is fairly good, and the value of notification should not be
underestimated.

In Europe, for meningococcal disease, a surveillance system based on noti-
fications alone would probably have not been worthwhile, unless it was used to
build a network that would eventually report laboratory data. This is mainly
because group and serotype data are essential to the goals of European surveil-
lance for meningococcal disease. Also, with the wide variations in accuracy,
timeliness, and completeness that are likely to be found between countries in
Europe, the information gathered would be difficult to interpret. Some useful
information on age distributions could emerge. In the event many countries did
start reporting notifications, although most now report laboratory data also.

3.4.3. Laboratory Reporting

Surveillance systems based on laboratory diagnoses are more accurate, but
generally are even less complete than notifications, so the two systems can
often run in parallel. In some countries, it is possible to correlate notified cases
with the laboratory reported cases, so that duplication is avoided, and one
“comprehensive” list is compiled (although this may still be incomplete). The
amount of work involved in this, especially in larger countries, should not be
underestimated. Case definitions are also difficult with laboratory data. The
isolation of a meningococcus from cerbrospinal fluid (CSF), blood, or other
normally sterile site is generally indisputable. It is “a gold standard” for diag-
nosis, and for definition of a “case.” If however differentiation is being made
between meningitis and septicemia, cases may be difficult to classify. In the
European Meningococcal Surveillance Unit, we classify isolates in one patient
from CSF or both CSF and blood as “meningitis,” and from blood only as
“septicemia,” but some patients have clinical septicemia or clinical meningitis
which will be at variance with the diagnosis based on laboratory findings. There
is also an increasing tendency to attribute cases clinically to septicemia if they
have severe disease or die, which makes case fatality rates based on meningitis
or septicemia difficult to interpret.

Decisions have to be made about isolates of meningococci from throat in
patients with meningitis or septicemia. In our European surveillance, throat
isolates from asymptomatic persons are not included in the routine statistics
for analysis, but we accept throat isolates from clinical cases if there is no
isolate from a sterile site. However some spurious meningococcal infections
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undoubtedly slip through the net and are reported; the more complex the case
definitions, the greater the scope for inaccuracy.

Nonculture methods of diagnosis should ideally be assessed for sensitivity
and specificity before acceptance into the surveillance scheme. Light micros-
copy showing Gram-positive diplococci in CSF with compatible clinical fea-
tures are accepted. Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) diagnoses are also
accepted. Serotyping data are usually not available when nonculture methods
are used. CSF isolates in particular may become more scarce in the future,
because of the dangers of lumbar puncture in patients with raised intracranial
pressure. Isolation rates may also be affected if patients are treated immedi-
ately on clinical suspicion, before blood or CSF can be taken for culture.

The usefulness of pan-European surveillance depends greatly on the group-
ing, typing, and sub-typing of isolates, and the trend towards nonculture
methods may make it less useful in the future.

Although in theory, the iceberg phenomenon is particularly strong with labo-
ratory reporting, and laboratory-confirmed cases may be small in number and
possibly unrepresentative, this type of reporting is important. Without it, the
usefulness of surveillance in many infections could be questioned. Thus, for
meningitis, identification and reporting of the causal organism increases its
usefulness many-fold, as does the grouping of meningococci for meningococ-
cal disease. Similarly, the laboratory input to surveillance of food poisoning,
influenza, and respiratory infections can be said to “put the color into a black-
and-white outline drawing.” In general, and arguably, laboratory data may be
more important qualitatively than quantitatively.

3.4. Timeliness

Timeliness is important in all forms of infectious disease surveillance. In
some surveillance systems, the main objective is outbreak control. This applies
particularly to infections in which point- or continuing-source infections are
common. Thus with salmonellas and Enternet (6) (an EU–wide system for sur-
veillance of enteric infections) early detection of Europe-wide food-borne out-
breaks is important and timeliness to within a few days is essential. The
objectives for Legionnaires’ disease (LD) are similar (7), and the existing sur-
veillance systems for salmonellas and LD are highly successful. For infections
such as meningococcal disease, the epidemiology in Europe is fairly stable and
Europe-wide outbreaks are less common. The main objectives of meningococ-
cal surveillance are more “descriptive.” They would include: to inform vaccine
use, to examine the burden of disease, and to detect changes in the distribution
of important groups and serotypes. Nevertheless, timeliness is still important
in meningococcal surveillance but has been difficult to achieve with all coun-
tries in the European Surveillance. Inevitably some can report with little
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delay, others need longer. The timing of the routine quarterly and annual reports
theoretically depends on when the very last report comes in to the Surveil-
lance Unit.

The reasons for this delay are predominantly administrative, in that labora-
tories may need time in putting the data together in a form suitable for our use.
In some countries, laboratory and notification data are correlated and dupli-
cates removed, which takes time. Moreover although we receive most of our
reports as single cases, some reporting centers provide a summary form with
the data aggregated. This adds to delay and makes analysis less flexible. In our
European Meningococcal Surveillance, timeliness of reporting and feedback
has room for improvement.

Timeliness is particularly important for outbreaks crossing country borders, as
happened in April 2000, and again in February and March 2001, when several
cases of meningitis were associated with the Haj in Saudi Arabia (8). Nearly all
these cases were caused by one strain, W135�2a�P1.2; P1.5, which was thought
to belong to the ET-37 complex. Cases were reported from France, England, the
Netherlands, and Germany, and occurred in travellers to the Haj, and in their
contacts when they got back home. Much of this type of surveillance is best con-
ducted on the telephone or electronically, and is best coordinated by one center.

3.5. Consistency

It is very difficult to run a surveillance system if reporting is not regular and
reliable. Unfortunately, political upheavals and other changes in Europe have
often caused these two essentials to a successful surveillance system to be lack-
ing. At various times we have had 38 countries reporting to us, but many of our
recent reports have been based on 28–32 countries in Europe, and 3–4 else-
where. Interpretation of statistics becomes difficult when reporting is irregu-
lar. This becomes especially problematic when large countries with patterns
well outside “the norm” report irregularly. Thus those with high or low inci-
dence, or with a high proportion of, say, group C strains, will affect the results
overall if they are intermittent reporters.

In our European surveillance we have attempted to work on this problem by
developing a list of “core reporters,” and by undertaking some separate analy-
ses of their data. These countries have reported without a break for a number of
years, and by pooling their data we achieved some consistency, albeit at the
expense of diminishing coverage.

3.6. Representativeness

There are really two questions here: how representative are the reporting
centers of meningococcal infection in their own countries, and how representa-
tive are all the reporting countries together of meningococcal disease in Europe?
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Data sent from national reference laboratories are likely to be, but are not
necessarily, fairly representative. Some of these laboratories may not be accept-
able to, or used by, other diagnostic laboratories. This may be especially so with
some centers that have developed an interest in grouping and typing meningococci,
but have not been designated officially as “reference laboratories.”

For European surveillance as a whole, we have high coverage in Western
Europe, somewhat lower in Eastern Europe. This is partly owing to there being
fewer resources for reagents and typing in Eastern European countries, and
fewer reference or “representative” laboratories. Nevertheless, those that do
report are willing and enthusiastic, and we are always attempting to increase
coverage. In some Eastern European countries, surveillance reports are not
national, and we then match cases reported to the base population.

Meningococcal disease is in general too uncommon a disease for sentinel
surveillance to be successful.

In general, the consistency of our surveillance results, as judged by age and
sex distributions for meningococcal groups, case fatality ratios, and meningi-
tis/septicemia, is good. However with an infection which seems to be fairly
stable overall, but is known to cause localized intense outbreaks (such as hap-
pened in Stroud in England in the 1980s and in northeastern Czech republic in
1993–1994), there is always concern that some important occurrences are
being missed.

3.6.1. Quality Control

A surveillance system, such as the system in Europe in which all participat-
ing laboratories are part of a network, provides a natural group for quality con-
trol. One or more of the participating laboratories acts as a reference laboratory.

3.7. Enhanced Surveillance

In England and Wales, an enhanced surveillance system for meningococcal dis-
ease has been introduced in some regions of the country. In countries in which
many of the attributes of a successful surveillance system referred to earlier may be
difficult to achieve, concentrating intensive surveillance in a few areas or regions
may be more efficient than trying to achieve perfection across the whole country.
One disadvantage is that care needs to be taken if the disease under surveillance
varies widely geographically. Another problem is that costs will increase, espe-
cially if, as is usually necessary, one person—a facilitator—is needed to ensure
completeness, timeliness, and accuracy. The main advantages, however, are that
completeness is almost assured, cases tend to be investigated more thoroughly,
accuracy is improved, and further detail can be obtained if necessary: diagnosis and
case-fatality rates are more reliable, for example. Moreover, the data can often be
extrapolated to the rest of the country.
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3.8. Analysis

This is the process of organizing the raw data so that they can be interpreted,
and will include calculating rates, ratios, and proportions and preparing tables,
graphs, and charts. When using rates or ratios, it is important to be aware that
some of these indices are based on very small numbers, and to take care not to
misinterpret when comparing rates.

3.8.1. Rates and Proportions

Rates (usually per 100,000 for meningococcal infection) should be used
wherever possible. For incidence, rates should be standardized for age to
ensure that comparisons between countries are not biased by their different age
structures. For an infection such as meningococcal, in which the age distribu-
tion is heavily skewed to infants and children, this is especially important. The
differences in crude and standardized incidences are not very different in most
countries in Western Europe that have similar population age structures (see
Table 2), and the differences are greater in smaller countries.

For some of the analyses, percentages are used instead of rates. This is a
useful technique if, say, it is wished to compare age distributions of meningo-
coccal cases between countries. We then need to “standardize” for different
incidence rates, to make comparisons of age distributions somewhat easier. In
our annual reports for European meningococcal surveillance, we tend to use
percentages for comparing age distributions between countries and also
between meningococcal groups and types. It must be remembered that per-
centages by themselves are of little value, and so must be used mainly for
comparisons, as noted earlier.

Examples of using incidence rates and percentages are shown in Fig. 2A–D.
The incidence rates for groups B and C (Fig. 2A) show clearly that the highest
incidence for each group is in infants aged 1–11 mo, but also that the incidence
of group B infection in those aged 1–4 yr is still higher than that for the peak
age of 1–11 mo for group C. They also show that the incidence in teenagers,
especially the older teenagers, is about the same in both groups. This indicates
that group C has a greater tendency to affect teenagers than group B. This is
shown clearly when the ages are shown as proportions (percentages) as in Fig.
2B, in which the older age shift of group C compared with group B infection is
apparent. Indeed, although the age distributions of infections caused by either
group has a bifid pattern, with peaks at 1–4 yr and 15–19 yr, this pattern is
more marked in group C infections (Fig. 2B). Fig. 2C and D show similar
differences in interpreting incidences and proportions in graphical form, with
the age distribution of group C�2a clearly shifted towards the older age groups.
Moreover, although the incidence rates are very different, the age distribution,
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Table 2
Meningococcal Disease by Country, Europe 1997–1998: Number of Cases
and Incidence

Country Notifications Laboratory cases

Age- Age-
Crude standardized Crude  standardized

Number incidence incidence Number incidence  incidence

Austria 94 1.2 1.2
Belgium 238 2.3 2.3
Croatiaa 27 0.8                n/a
Czech Republic 123 1.2 1.3
Denmark 199 3.8                n/a 147 2.8           n/a
England and Wales 2045 3.9 2.3c

Estonia 2 0.1 0.1 6 0.4 0.0
Finlandb 29 0.6           n/a
France 338 0.6 0.6
Germany 361 0.4 0.5
Greece 166 1.6 1.5 107 1.0 1.0
Iceland 21 7.8 6.0
Israel 45 0.8 0.5
Latvia 19 0.8 0.7 24 1.0 1.1
Lithuaniab 34 1.8                n/a
Malta 25 6.8 6.1
Netherlands 505 3.3 3.1 526 3.4 3.3
Northern Irelandb 30 3.6 3.1
Norway 100 2.3 2.4
Portugalb 67 1.4 1.4
Republic of Ireland 328 9.3 7.1
Romaniab 10 0.1           n/a
Russia (Moscow) 90 1.0 1.2
Scotland 301 5.9 5.5
Slovak Republic 43 0.8 0.8 104 1.9 1.7
Slovenia 5 0.3 0.3 3 0.2 0.2
Spain 644 1.6 1.4
Sweden 53 0.6                n/a
Switzerlandb 67 1.9           n/a
Ukrained 33 1.7                n/a
Europee 5523 1.8 1.5
USA 3246 1.2 1.0
Australia 323 1.8           n/a

aNumber of cases for 3rd and 4th quarters of 1997 and 1st quarter of 1998 only.
bNumber of cases for 1st and 2nd quarter of 1998 only.
cThe age standardized incidence rate for England and Wales appears to be very low compared to
the crude incidence because many cases (40%) had no age information. This figure should be
treated with caution. (Adjusting for the 40% the figure would be 3.2.)
dNumber of cases for 3rd and 4th quarters of 1997 only.
e20 Countries.
Note: All incidence rates have been adjusted to Annual Rates.
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Fig. 2. (A) Age distribution of group B and C meningococcal disease by incidence rate per 100,000, Europe 1997–1998.



Fig. 2 (continued) (B) Age distribution of group B and C meningococcal disease by
proportion, Europe 1997–1998. (C) Age distribution of Type C: 2a and C: 2b by inci-
dence rate per 100,000, Europe 1997–1998. (D) Age Distribution of Type C: 2a and C:
2b meningococcal disease by proportion, Europe 1997–1998
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as opposed to incidence, of group C�2b is closer to that of group B than to
group C�2a.

3.8.2. Case Fatality

Case-fatality rates vary widely between participating countries in our Euro-
pean surveillance (in 1997–1998, between 1% and 33%), but we suspect this is
something of a reporting artefact rather than a real reflection of differences in
treatment and management. Reasons for countries with apparently too high or
too low case-fatality rates include:

1. Low numbers. A country with a high case-fatality rate of 33% had only 9 reported
cases, with 3 deaths, during that year.

2. Outcome not reported. If the outcome is not reported in many cases, case-fatality
rates will tend to be low. We allow for this by using as a denominator only those
cases which have been reported as survived/died. Nevertheless, some countries
still have very low rates and the most likely explanation is that they are reported
to the reference laboratory as survived before the outcome is truly known. An
unlikely alternative possibility is that cases that die are less likely to be investi-
gated microbiologically, and hence not referred to the reference laboratory.

3. Fatal cases more likely to be reported or investigated. Some countries report very
high case-fatality rates. In many instances this is unlikely to be real and suggests
that patients who die are more likely to have been investigated or reported than
those who survive. This is to some extent supported by our data, in that countries
with high case-fatality rates tend to have low outcome-reporting rates.

3.8.2.1. CASE-FATALITY RATES AND RATIOS

There is an important difference here which is worth discussion. A case-fatality
rate strictly should apply to a series of cases followed up for a sufficient period so
that the outcome is known in all cases. With meningococcal disease this is rarely
possible on a national basis, although there are some smaller countries that do pro-
vide high-quality data with reliable case-fatality rates. Usually the so-called case-
fatality rate is a ratio of cases ascertained by some means (notification or laboratory)
to deaths certified through the official death-registration scheme. The sources of
data are not the same. The term case-fatality ratio is much to be preferred for this, as
it is not a rate. Case-fatality ratio is useful for looking at trends in “survival” in each
country, especially if the sources of deaths and cases have remained the same over
the period, and the rates for reporting each have not changed. They may be mis-
leading if the absolute values are accepted uncritically.

The three standard epidemiological analyses are: time, place, person.

3.8.3. Time

Analyses by time include examining annual incidence data within countries
over some years, as well as over the whole of Europe. Within countries, total
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numbers can be used, although rates are preferred. When comparisons between
countries are being made, rates should be used. Seasonal trends can be scruti-
nized weekly, calendar monthly, four-weekly, or quarterly. In pan-European
surveillance, weekly analyses are not often helpful: they can be difficult to
interpret, and there may be too much “noise.” Quarterly distributions are easi-
est, as most countries report quarterly, but they tend to lack sufficient detail.
Four-weekly or monthly analyses are probably the best compromise if it is
possible with the data-reporting system. Four-weekly is scientifically the most
correct, because each period has the same number of days. Moreover 52 wk of
the year can be neatly sub-divided into four equal periods of 13 wk. The disad-
vantages of four-weekly analyses are that they may be slightly more difficult
to interpret in terms of “months” numbered as 13 rather than 12, and the occa-
sional occurrence of years with 53 weeks!

3.8.3.1. EPIDEMIOLOGICAL YEARS

It makes sense to use epidemiological years rather than calendar years with
an infection that has such a strong winter seasonal pattern as meningococcal
disease. It is important to analyze by “epidemic” rather than create an artificial
break in the middle of a seasonal outbreak. We have now changed to epidemio-
logical year in our European surveillance.

Temporal patterns in the distribution of the different groups, especially in
the proportions of group B to C disease, and of the major serotypes (C�2a,
C�2b, B�4, B�15, etc.), are important components of our analyses.

3.8.4. Person

In general, much the most important source of information in surveillance is
that relating to person. Analysis of “age” is the most basic and useful of all
person characteristics, and for meningococcal infection in particular, surveil-
lance would be much less worthwhile without this information.

In any epidemiological analysis, the age groupings chosen will depend on
the age distribution of the disease. As far as it is possible to generalize, no one
cell should contain a considerably larger number than the other cells; certainly
not more than about 50% (unless there are only about three or four cells). In
our reports, the largest cell, of children aged 1–4 yr, contains about 27% of
cases, although the incidence is highest in those aged 1–11 mo.

Analyses by age for meningococcal surveillance in Europe include age-
specific incidence, fatality rates, analyses by groups and by sero/subtypes. Stan-
dard age distributions for meningococcal disease are those shown in Fig. 3A–D.
It is important however to be flexible in analyzing age, and it is much easier
to do this when cases are reported as line lists rather than as aggregated data.
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For the use of group C vaccine in teenagers, for example, the distribution within
the critical 15–19 yr age group is important in knowing whether to target uni-
versity entrants or high school pupils.

Sex distribution of meningococcal infection in Europe has always tended to
show a clear male predominance, which is as expected. However, some coun-
tries show a preponderance of females and the significance of these differences
from the “norm” is unclear.

Sometimes information is provided on occupational groups or travel his-
tory, but the surveillance is not suitable for routine reporting of information of
this nature, and is usually best asked for in outbreaks.

3.8.5. Place

The only information gathered on place is country of origin. More detailed
analyses of geographical variations in infection are best done within countries,
by their own surveillance schemes. There are considerable variations within
countries both in incidence and in serotype distribution, as well as variations
between countries.

3.8.6. Other Analyses

Data are also analyzed for antibiotic resistance patterns to sulphonamide,
penicillin, and rifampicin. These vary widely between countries.

3.9 Evaluation

Every surveillance system needs to be evaluated, so that the data are not
misinterpreted. This can be as a continuous process, or by regular surveys, or a
mixture of both. With the widely disparate reporting systems found in Europe,
evaluation is difficult but important.

Some of the attributes of a surveillance system that should be evaluated
include completeness, representativeness, accuracy, timeliness, and consis-
tency. Laboratory aspects of accuracy are part of quality control. We tend to
favor continuous evaluation of our sources, complemented with the occasional
questionnaire survey. Countries have been asked to estimate their levels of
completeness for example, and this needs perhaps to be undertaken more regu-
larly. Examples of continuous evaluation have been included in various sec-
tions of this chapter.

3.10. Interpretation and Feedback

It is possible to be drowning in statistics and yet thirsting for information.
Interpretation is the process of turning statistics into information. Together with
feedback it is a vital process in surveillance. Many of the pitfalls in interpreting
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data on meningococcal disease have been described previously. Avoiding these
pitfalls will aid in interpreting the analyses correctly, but will not by itself turn
statistics into information. The quality of interpretation and feedback affects
reporting: reporters will quickly lose motivation if feedback is nonexistent or
meaningless.

When interpreting data, their completeness, timeliness, representativeness,
and significance (in its literal rather than its statistical sense) need to be taken
into account. Care must be taken when comparing incidences between coun-
tries because completeness of reporting of meningococcal disease cases will
vary. First, not all cases will necessarily be diagnosed correctly clinically. Even
when they are, not all will be notified or reported. Second, not all cases will be
investigated by the laboratory, and not all true cases of meningococcal disease
will be correctly diagnosed. This may be for reasons of poor or inadequate
specimens or specimen transport, or limited expertise or availability of
reagents. Third, not all those diagnosed will necessarily find their way into a
national or trans-continental surveillance system; moreover, reporting labora-
tories may not represent the entire country. There are also problems of case
definition, which were discussed earlier. Analyses using percentages from
countries with very small numbers of cases, even if completeness is nearly
100%, can be misleading and have to be interpreted with care. If the complete-
ness of reporting varies considerably between countries with different epide-
miological patterns, great care has to be taken in interpreting data. For example,
if countries with predominantly group B disease had virtually 100% coverage
rates for reporting, whereas those with predominantly group C or A disease
had very low rates of reporting, the importance of group B disease will be
exaggerated with respect to groups C and A disease.

There may be problems with timeliness, especially if laboratories do sero-
and subtyping in batches, and cases may be attributed to the wrong month,
quarter, or year.

Case-fatality rates especially need to be interpreted with caution. The rea-
sons for this have already been discussed in Subheading 3.8.2. above.

The process of turning statistics into “meaningful information” can be
described as setting the findings into context. Trends and patterns, and why
they could be important, have to be described. Key changes on which to act to
prevent or control disease, e.g., the detection of an increase in incidence of a
serotype, should be highlighted. High risk groups should be identified in terms
of time, place, and person. The age distribution of meningococcal disease and
the distribution of serogroups within those ages are particularly important in
assessing the schedule for a vaccine.

When interpreting statistics for feedback, it is probably as well to determine
what the most useful items of information are likely to be. With European
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surveillance of meningococcal disease, the prevalence and incidence of groups
and serosubtypes, together with their distribution by age and place, and any
changes in them that occur with time, are probably at its heart. The arrival of a
new clone, with knowledge of its age distribution and some indication of how
virulent it is, should be detected early. The main problem with surveillance of
meningococcal disease as it stands is the plethora of sero- and sub-types. This
makes it difficult to interpret changes that occur, especially those beyond the
serotype level. There is little knowledge with the present typing systems about
how close the various strains are, especially as the ET system is at present too
limited in scope and too difficult to perform to be applied universally. Without
a universally available and coherent typing system, there is inadequate insight
into the patterns of spread of meningococcal infection across the continent.
Sero- and sub-typing are useful for localized outbreaks, but less good for the
broad picture.

We provide regular feedback quarterly and annually. The information is pro-
vided in the commentary and tables in the main part of the reports, the “statis-
tics” in the appendices. These appendices consist of detailed tables for those
who wish to do further analyses.

An essential adjunct to regular reports is the flexibility to report outbreaks
and other acute changes on an ad hoc basis. Recent examples of this are a
widespread international outbreaks of cases of W135 infection imported into
Europe (as well as other parts of the world) following the years 2000 and 2001
Haj (8), as well as the more localized problems confined to one country, as
occurred with acute outbreaks of meningococcal disease in Malta (group B) in
1996–1999, Spain (Galicia, Cantabria and Rioja, mainly group C2b�P1.2. P1.5)
in 1996 (9), and the Czech republic (C2a�P1.2, P1.5) in 1993–1994 (10,11). Suc-
cessful reporting of acute incidents depends on efficient surveillance systems
within the reporting countries as well as a network of organizations across
Europe with the ability to investigate these incidents epidemiologically. The
EPI-ET system has proved itself useful for gathering in this type of information.

Another important function for a successful surveillance system is the abil-
ity to respond to individual inquiry. This is as important as the regular report-
ing system. The data need to be organized and easily accessible to provide
information for ad hoc inquiries. Assistance or guidance in interpretation is
also important.

4. Action
Action depends on the objectives of the surveillance, which in turn is depen-

dent on the type of infection concerned, particularly its mode of propagation.
European surveillance of meningococcal infection is quite different from the
surveillance of salmonellas or LD. With salmonellas (6) and LD (7), the prime
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objective of surveillance is the early detection of outbreaks. Salmonella out-
breaks may be caused by a foodstuff distributed across many countries, and the
early detection of an abnormal pattern triggers an intensive and urgent investi-
gation to pinpoint the source and remove it. With LD the source is not a food-
stuff but the principles are the same: both these infections are commonly
associated with point-source outbreaks. With meningococcal disease, on
the other hand, infection is propagated, i.e., spreads directly from case-to-case
(albeit with many chains of asymptomatic infection in between). The objec-
tives of surveillance for meningococcal disease are thus quite different. The
surveillance of meningococcal disease in Europe as it stands provides a good
information basis for action. As judged against the main purposes of surveil-
lance, it can detect changes in groups, sero- and subtypes, quantify morbidity
and mortality, and provide information on vulnerable age groups in the popu-
lation. Antibiotic-resistance patterns are also available. It is possible to use the
information for planning for vaccine use. The availability of a conjugated group
C vaccine will ensure that the data will be used by manufacturers and planners
for implementation. The need for a group B vaccine throughout probably the
whole of Europe is already apparent from the surveillance. Continued surveil-
lance after implementation of group C (or indeed any vaccine) is important
because of any changes that may occur in serogroup distribution after mass
vaccination.

Nevertheless, the network exists for the investigation of (rare) outbreaks of
meningococcal disease, as occurred in April and May 2000 following the
Haj (8). This is an example of the meningococcal equivalent of a “point
source” outbreak, although “control” in the sense of removing a continuing
source of infection does not apply. Nevertheless the outbreak can be coordi-
nated epidemiologically and microbiologically through the network, the
cases and strains characterized, and the impact of the outbreak evaluated. The
need for the inclusion of W135 in a vaccine for pilgrims to the Haj is already
apparent.

Further benefits of meningococcal disease surveillance include the use of
the network for research and quality control, the standardization of protocols
for management, and the comparison of the effects of different protocols. The
European meningococcal disease network has been used for all these purposes
on several occasions.

5. Dissemination and Communication
Finally, the elegant differentiation, made by Goodman et al. (12) between

dissemination and communication of information, is fundamental and must be
an important goal for any surveillance system. Dissemination is “a one-way
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process through which information is conveyed from one point to another.”
Communication, on the other hand, “is a loop,” and “a collaborative process.”
It “facilitates their consequent use for public health actions.” It is essentially
the process already referred to of turning statistics into information. It is the
most difficult and frustrating part of any surveillance network. The European
meningococcal surveillance has had moderate success in this transforma-
tion, and there always remains room for improvement, as in any surveillance
system.
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Global Surveillance for Meningococcal Disease

Nancy E. Rosenstein

1. Introduction
The word “surveillance” probably first referred to close supervision of indi-

viduals exposed to an infectious disease and their close contacts (1). Currently,
though, surveillance refers more frequently to the ongoing accumulation of
data so that it can be used for decision-making. A surveillance system includes
collection, analysis, and dissemination of data. Surveillance can be used to
evaluate trends in disease, to identify outbreaks, to test hypotheses, to evaluate
existing programs, and to plan for new programs. Surveillance is the single
most important tool for identifying infectious diseases that are emerging, are
causing serious public health problems, or are diminishing in importance (2).

Meningococcal disease surveillance often has more than one goal. Because
single cases trigger a public-health response in many countries, specifically
identification of close contact and administration of chemoprophylaxis to pre-
vent secondary disease, cases must be detected quickly. Timely reporting is
also important to promptly identify outbreaks, and surveillance must establish
the causative serogroup because vaccines used to control outbreaks are
serogroup-specific. Surveillance is used to evaluate trends in the epidemiology
over time, which is crucial to facilitate decision-making. For example, the detec-
tion of an increased proportion of US meningococcal disease attributed to serogroup
Y has prompted greater interest in inclusion of a serogroup Y conjugate component
in new meningococcal-conjugate vaccines. Finally, surveillance is essential to esti-
mate the burden of meningococcal disease; surveillance is especially important as
many countries prepare for implementation of routine childhood vaccination with
new meningococcal vaccines.
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Although multiple countries conduct surveillance for meningococcal dis-
ease, methodologies vary dramatically and systematic surveillance is not con-
ducted in many countries. Therefore, evaluating the global burden of
meningococcal disease is exceedingly difficult. A recent study estimated that
there were 117,000 cases of meningococcal disease in the world in 1990, with
the majority of those cases in India (n = 22,000) and China (n = 22,000) (3).
Evaluation of the global burden of meningococcal disease can be useful to put
meningococcal disease in the context of other diseases, but estimates of the
number of cases may not adequately convey the public health importance of
this disease. In most developed countries, meningococcal disease affects a rela-
tively small number of people but the high case-fatality and morbidity rates,
despite appropriate medical treatment, increase its importance, as does the pub-
lic concern after even a single case. When a cluster of cases occur, public con-
cern heightens, and when an outbreak is declared, additional intervention is
required, including in some cases costly vaccination campaigns.

Although outbreaks of serogroup A meningococcal disease were common in
industrialized countries early in the 20th century, they have been rare in these coun-
tries since World War II. In contrast, in the developing world, major serogroup A
outbreaks occur more frequently, especially in the African “meningitis belt,” a
broad savannah region in Africa that extends from Ethiopia in the east to Senegal in
the west (4). In this region, sporadic infections occur in annual cycles with large-
scale outbreaks superimposed every 8–12 yr. These epidemics frequently result in
attack rates of 500 to 1,000 cases per 100,000 population, but rates can reach as
high as 2000 cases per 100,000 population or 2%. In 1990, the African meningitis
belt did not experience a major epidemic; therefore, the study of the global burden
of meningococcal disease estimated the cases of meningococcal disease from sub-
Saharan Africa as only 17,000 (3). In 1996, the largest epidemic ever recorded
occurred in the meningitis belt with the total number of cases was estimated by the
World Health Organization (WHO) as 152,813, probably a substantial underesti-
mate (5). Rapid detection and early response to epidemics can reduce illness
and deaths through prompt vaccination campaigns; however, the region was not
adequately prepared to implement comprehensive control efforts. Essential ser-
vices and personnel were diverted and limited health budgets strained to cope with
the epidemic. Evaluation of the importance of meningococcal disease must there-
fore not only include surveillance for cases and deaths, but also evaluation of the
substantial medical and economic impact of disease.

2. Methods
2.1. Selection of a Population

The surveillance population should be well-defined geographically and age-
specific population data should be available so that age-specific rates can be
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calculated. A stable population (without many people moving in and out) is
preferable because accurate surveillance and determination of rates in a highly
mobile population is difficult. The residents of the surveillance area should
have good access to, and a high utilization of, one or more health facilities that
are able to diagnosis meningococcal disease. All health facilities (including all
hospitals, public and private) that diagnose and treat meningococcal disease
in the surveillance population should be included in the surveillance system.
Optimally, surveillance would be conducted throughout the entire population
but, especially in developing countries, limited resources may make this diffi-
cult. In this setting, the most practical population for surveillance is probably
an urban population that is geographically distinct from other population cen-
ters and that is served by one or more major health centers.

2.2. Definition of a Case

An appropriate case definition is essential to a surveillance system. A case defi-
nition typically includes criteria for person, place, time, clinical or laboratory diag-
nosis, and epidemiologic features; cases are frequently categorized by the degree
of certainty regarding diagnosis as possible, probable, or confirmed. For meningo-
coccal disease, case definitions vary among countries. A patient with clinically
compatible illness and laboratory confirmation is generally considered a confirmed
case, whereas a patient with clinically compatible illness and no laboratory con-
firmation is a possible or suspected case (6). In the US, laboratory confirmation
includes only isolation of Neisseria meningitidis from a normally sterile site (e.g.,
blood or cerebrospinal fluid [CSF]), and a patient with a positive antigen test in
CSF or clinical purpura fulminans is considered a probable case (6). As our under-
standing of meningococcal disease and its associated laboratory testing improves,
case definitions may change. In the UK, a positive polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
of blood or CSF is considered laboratory confirmation.

Case definitions evolve over time and may differ by situation. For example,
in Africa, surveillance of meningococcal disease is essentially targeted at men-
ingitis, because septicemia is much less frequent and more difficult to recog-
nize and confirm, especially in poorly equipped health facilities. In this region,
meningitis surveillance is based on a very simple case definition that can be
implemented in any health-care setting. The WHO therefore recommends that
while the definition of a confirmed and suspected case is similar to that listed
earlier, a probable case is defined as a patient with clinically compatible illness
with turbid CSF or an ongoing epidemic (7).

2.3. Collection and Recording of Information

Information on diseases can be obtained in many ways and each mechanism
has characteristics that must be balanced against the purpose of the system. In
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many countries, notification of all meningococcal cases is required, an appro-
priate strategy for a disease that is potentially catastrophic and has high and
urgent preventability constraints. However, laboratory-based systems for men-
ingococcal disease can also provide essential, detailed information on menin-
gococcal serogroups. Existing data sets can provide surveillance data, often
more economically or efficiently than a newly initiated system. For example,
because most patients with meningococcal disease are hospitalized, hospital
discharge records could provide basic data on meningococcal cases.

Surveillance data are collected from multiple sources including physicians,
laboratorians, hospitals, and schools. Data-collection instruments should be
standardized to facilitate analysis and comparison with data collected in other
systems. Data elements should be generally recognized and optimally use com-
puterized formats. Typically, after assurances of privacy and confidentiality,
identifying information is kept at a local site (i.e., state health department).
Identifying information is often removed before data are transmitted to a
agency (i.e., federal health department) to assure the anonymity of the patients.

Surveillance systems are generally characterized as either passive or active.
Most routine notifiable disease surveillance relies on passive systems. In many
countries, reporting of meningococcal cases is required and health-care pro-
viders report disease on a case-by-case basis to the local health department.
Passive reporting is simple and not burdensome to the health department, but it
has important limitations. Because of the high profile of meningococcal dis-
ease, cases are frequently reported but compliance with the case definition can-
not be confirmed, reporting can be late, and information is often incomplete.
Because of the importance of meningococcal disease, active systems are often
used. These systems involve regular outreach to potential reporters to stimu-
late reporting. Active surveillance can validate the representativeness of pas-
sive reporting and assure more complete reporting; it can also include collection
of strains of N. meningitidis and allow population-based estimates of the bur-
den of disease owing to particular molecular subtypes. Active surveillance can
also be used in conjunction with specific epidemiologic investigations. For
example, active surveillance will be invaluable to assess the impact of integra-
tion of conjugate meningococcal vaccines into routine childhood immuniza-
tion programs. Active surveillance is, of course, more expensive and because
resources are often limited, active systems might be used for brief periods for
discrete purposes, such as for early recognition of epidemics in the African
meningitis belt.

Optimally, surveillance should utilize modern computing and communica-
tion technologies to collect data and transform it into usable information rap-
idly and effectively. Accurate, efficient data transfer with rapid notification of
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key partners and constituents is critical and can be enhanced by new technology. In
the US, most disease reports received by state health departments originate from
clinical laboratories and are received via mail, facsimile, or telephone (8). Auto-
mated reporting from clinical laboratories has been proposed as a means to
improve the quality and timeliness of disease notification. In one recent study,
electronic reporting more than doubled the total number of laboratory-based
reports that were received and reports were more timely and more complete (8).

2.4. Data Analysis and Dissemination

Data should be analyzed periodically to provide feedback to reporting sites on
their performance, to identify potential problems with surveillance, and to provide
information to policy-makers and physicians. Analysis of the data needed to
address the salient questions must be assessed to assure that the data source or
collection process is adequate. In general, simple analysis should include an assess-
ment both of overall rates and age- and serogroup-specific attack rates. Analysis
should also include rates by geographic areas, either at a country, state, or county
level.

Data should be analyzed and presented in a compelling manner so that decision-
makers at all levels can readily see and understand the implications of the
information (6). Although the primary users of surveillance information are
public health professionals and health-care providers, providing access to the
public and the media may facilitate communication of important public-health
messages.

2.5. Evaluation of Surveillance

Evaluation of surveillance systems is essential to developing effective and
efficient systems. Evaluation includes assessing the public-health importance
of the problem under surveillance, whether the system is meeting its objec-
tives, and what resources are used to operate the system. The surveillance pro-
cess should also be evaluated to assess the following characteristics: simplicity,
flexibility, acceptability, sensitivity, timeliness, and positive predictive value
(PPV) (9). While a simple system is preferable, the need to conduct confirma-
tory laboratory tests often complicates meningococcal disease surveillance.
Flexibility entails the ability of a system to accommodate changes in case defi-
nitions or the additional of new variables. Because of the severity of illness
owing to N. meningitidis and the availability of preventive interventions,
acceptability is high, and individuals and organizations are generally willing to
participate in surveillance. Sensitivity can be defined as the proportion of all
true cases detected by the surveillance system. In developed countries, most
patients with meningococcal disease seek medical care, but diagnostic tests are
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imperfect and not all diagnosed cases are reported; therefore, sensitivity is less
than 100%. The sensitivity of a system can also be defined as the ability of the
system to detect epidemics. In the African meningitis belt, WHO recommends
using of 15 cases per 100,000 population over 2 wk as indicative of an epi-
demic and therefore a useful threshold to initiate a mass vaccination campaign
(7). Optimization of this approach requires sensitive and timely surveillance,
which is difficult to achieve, but clearly a high priority for not only meningo-
coccal disease but also for other diseases with epidemic potential. PVP is the
proportion of patients identified as having cases who actually do have the con-
dition under surveillance, and PVP should be assessed along with its effect on
the use of resources. A surveillance system with low PVP and therefore fre-
quent false-positive case reports would lead to wasted resources. For example,
because detection of an outbreak of serogroup C meningococcal disease typi-
cally prompts mass vaccination, a high PVP is essential (10). On the other
hand, in the context of a meningococcal disease epidemic in the African men-
ingitis belt, once a serogroup A meningococcal disease epidemic is confirmed,
diagnostic testing of additional clinical cases may less important (7).

3. Notes
In many countries, surveillance for meningococcal disease is a priority

because of the high public awareness of disease and the occurrence of epidem-
ics. Meningococcal disease, however, is only one of a number of communi-
cable diseases causing morbidity and mortality, especially in Africa.
Development of surveillance for meningococcal disease should be integrated
into a comprehensive integrated surveillance system. An integrated approach
does diminish simplicity, but it can markedly improve flexibility and accept-
ability as well as coordination, efficiency, and sustainability. A strong disease
surveillance system is the foundation of an effective disease prevention and
control program.
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Epidemiology of Meningococcal Disease
in North America

Andrew J. Pollard, David Scheifele, and Nancy Rosenstein

1. Introduction: Neisseria meningitidis
Invasive disease caused by Neisseria meningitidis is one of the leading

infectious causes of death in childhood in North America (1), but its preven-
tion has not received the same priority on the health agenda as in Europe, Aus-
tralia, and New Zealand. There are several likely explanations, but the principal
one is that disease incidence appears to be lower in both Canada (2) and the
United States (3) than in some of these other countries (4,5). Here, we describe
recent epidemiological data concerning meningococcal infection in Canada and
the United States and comment on the possible future introduction of vaccina-
tion to prevent meningococcal disease across the continent.

1.1. The Organism

N. meningitidis is a Gram-negative diplococcus that normally colonizes the
nasopharynx of 10–30% of healthy adults (6). The organism has a wide array
of mechanisms that enable it to resist mucosal and tissue defenses. Only rarely
do meningococci invade through the mucosal barrier into the bloodstream to
cause invasive disease. During invasive disease and transmission, meningo-
cocci are surrounded by a polysaccharide capsule, the immunological reactivity of
which defines the serogroup (7). The capsule is important in pathogenesis because
it is a major factor in enabling the organism to resist phagocytosis and complement
deposition. Meningococci expressing capsules of serogroups B, C, Y, and W135
are responsible for a majority of cases of invasive disease in North America and
Europe (8). Serogroup A meningococci cause endemic and epidemic disease in
Africa and Asia but rarely affect individuals in industrialized nations (8). Beneath
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the polysaccharide capsule is an outer membrane that contains lipopolysaccha-
ride (endotoxin) and a number of outer-membrane proteins (OMPs). Antigenic
variation in one of these proteins, PorB, confers the serotype of the organisms,
and PorA epitopes determine the serosubtype. The immunotype is determined
by the type of lipopolysaccharide present in the outer membrane.

1.2. Surveillance

In the US, meningococcal disease reporting is mandatory with reports col-
lected from clinicians, laboratories, and public-health officials through passive
surveillance. In addition the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC,
Atlanta, GA), operate active population-based surveillance for several patho-
gens, including N. meningitidis as part of Active Bacterial Core Surveillance
(ABCs) (9). The population under surveillance includes some 30 million
Americans and data is extrapolated from this cohort to the national population
(270 million). Currently ABC collects only information about culture-positive
cases, but the introduction of polymerase chain reaction (PCR) diagnostics for
identifying cases of meningococcal disease is currently being evaluated.

In Canada, data are collected at the federal level through mandated but
passive clinical and laboratory reporting; there is no population under active
surveillance. PCS diagnosis became available in several provinces in 2001.

1.3. Case Definitions

Slightly different case definitions are used in Canada (10) and the US (11).
In the US a probable case is defined as a case with a positive antigen test in
cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) or clinical purpura fulminans in the absence of a
positive blood culture (but positive antigen test results from urine or serum
samples are considered unreliable for diagnosis). A confirmed case in the US
consists of a compatible clinical presentation that is confirmed in the labora-
tory through isolation of N. meningitidis from a normally sterile site (e.g., blood
or CSF or, less commonly, joint, pleural, or pericardial fluid) (11).

In Canada, a confirmed case is defined similarly, i.e., compatible illness
with laboratory confirmation of infection through isolation of N. meningitidis
from a normally sterile site (blood; CSF, joint, pleural or pericardial fluid)
(10). However, demonstration of N. meningitidis antigen in CSF is also com-
patible with the confirmed case definition. A clinical case is defined as inva-
sive disease with purpura fulminans, even if there is failure to identify any
organism in the blood or CSF by either isolation or antigen detection.

2.0. Incidence of Disease
Invasive meningococcal disease affects approx 1 individual per 100,000

population per year in both Canada (2) and the US (3). Over time, fluctuations
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in the rate of disease also occur but the reported national rates have remained
below 2/100,000 for the last 45 years (2,12–14).

2.1. Risk Factors for Meningococcal Disease

More than 50% of cases of meningococcal disease involve children with
most disease occurring in children under 5 yr of age, with a peak incidence at
6–24 mo old (see Fig. 1 and 2) (2,3). Disease is most common in late winter
and early spring (2,3) although sporadic cases occur year round. The attack
rate for household contacts exposed to patients who have sporadic meningo-
coccal disease has been estimated to be 4 cases per 1,000 persons exposed,
which is 500–800 times greater than the total population (15). Treatment of
close contacts (i.e., household or day-care center contacts) with antimicrobial
chemoprophylaxis is very effective for prevention of meningococcal disease
and is the primary means for secondary prevention of meningococcal disease
in the US. Preceding viral infection, especially with influenza A, has been sug-
gested as a risk factor (16,17), and active and passive smoking have been
clearly linked to an increased risk of disease (18–21). Overcrowding is an
important risk factor as is bar and nightclub patronage during some outbreaks,
probably for similar reasons (22–24). A number of immunodeficiencies are
linked with an increased risk of disease, including complement deficiencies
(25,26), hypogammaglobulinaemia (27,28), asplenia (29), and a recent study

Fig. 1. Serogroup-specific incidence of meningococcal disease by age group, USA,
1997–1999. Adapted with permission from ref. 9.
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suggested a possible link with corticosteroid therapy (30,31). Individuals with
human immunodeficiency virus are probably also at increased risk for sporadic
meningococcal disease, but not nearly to the degree associated with their risk
of infection with other encapsulated organisms such as Streptococcus
pneumoniae (32). In the US, Blacks and those of low-socioeconomic status
have been consistently found to be at higher risk for meningococcal disease
(3,33). Race and low socio-economic status are likely to be markers for disease
that may reflect differences in fac-tors such as household crowding, urban resi-
dence, and exposure to tobacco smoke (30).

2.2. Mortality and Morbidity

Mortality from meningococcal disease in Canada was most recently reported
in 1996 as 6.5% (2) and in the US as 10.3% for 1992–1996 (3). The highest
case-fatality rate reported in the US followed disease with serogroup W135
(21%) followed by C (14%), Y (9%), and B (6%) (3). Similarly, in Canada, the
case-fatality rate was 12% for serogroup C, and 5% for B (2). The serogroup
differences in these rates probably represent both differences in virulence
of the organism and variation in host susceptibility. Various studies have
 examined morbidity from meningococcal disease, which is believed to affect
11–19% of survivors (34,35) and include limb loss, hearing deficit, and neuro-
logic deficits.

Fig. 2. Incidence of meningococcal disease by year and age group, Canada, 1990–1997.
Adapted with permission from ref. 75.
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2.3. Outbreaks

The US has reported an increase in the number of outbreaks in the past
decade (36–38). Outbreaks of meningococcal disease occur each year and
attract much public and media attention. However, these account for less than
3% of all cases in North America (39). Serogroup C meningococci are respon-
sible for a majority of outbreaks, although some group Y outbreaks have been
reported recently (3).

In the US, meningococcal outbreaks are defined as either “organization-
based,” in which there are common affiliations between cases but no close
contact (e.g., schools, universities, and prisons) or “community-based,” in
which the cases live in the same geographical area but have no common affili-
ation (e.g., towns, cities, or counties) (38). In both scenarios an outbreak is
declared if there are more than 3 cases within a 3-mo period resulting in an
attack rate of greater than 10/100,000.

In addition to these brief outbreaks, hyperendemic meningococal disease
(also known as prolonged outbreaks) owing to serogroup B organisms can
occur. Hyperendemic group B disease has caused an increased incidence in the
Pacific northwest region of the US in recent years, with rates four times higher
than in other states (40); this was caused by meningococci belonging to the
ET-5 complex which have caused this epidemiology in a number of countries
over the last 20 years. A recent decline in serogroup B disease in this region
suggests that this outbreak may be ending (41).

In Canada, almost all outbreaks of meningococcal disease since 1986 have been
caused by a single clone of serogroup C meningococci known as ET-15 (42), a
member of the ET37 complex, leading to several mass-immunization programs in
the early 1990s (43). Five provinces in Canada reported serogroup C outbreaks in
early 2001, leading to mass immunization campaigns in each case. Similar large
immunization campaigns have been undertaken in the US (36), where 90% of
group C isolates belong to the ET37 complex (3). In 1999–2000, an outbreak of
serogroup C disease occurred in Alberta involving 22 cases, mostly aged 15–19 yr
and not apparently linked (44). In response, the Provincial Government adminis-
tered some 297,000 immunizations to persons 2–19 yr old (44). In the US from
1994–1997, 102,000 doses were given in response to 13 outbreaks (45).

3.0. Serogroup and Disease
The serogroup distribution of meningococcal disease in Canada and the US

is outlined in Figs. 3 and 4. There has been an increase in the proportion of
cases owing to serogroup Y meningococci in the US over the past decade. The
prevalent serogroup Y clone is similar but not identical to previous clones as



Fig. 3. Meningococcal serogroup distribution in the USA. Adapted with permission
from refs. 9,33, and 76.

Fig. 4. Meningococcal serogroup distribution in Canada. Adapted with permission
from refs. 48 and 77.
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identified by multi-locus enzyme electrophoresis (MLEE) (46). Waning popu-
lation immunity as well as introduction of a new clone may have caused this
rise in disease caused by serogroup Y meningococci (3). Of importance, age
appears to alter prevalence of serogroup-specific disease (Fig. 1 and Fig. 5),
with a majority of serogroup B cases in early childhood and more then 60% of
serogroup Y cases in adults (3). Changes in serogroup distribution in Canada
are presented in Fig. 4 and suggest a decrease in the proportion of disease
caused by W135 and an increase in the proportion of cases with serogroup Y-
associated disease (2,12,46,47). In 2000, the first large international outbreak
of serogroup W135 meningococcal disease was reported among Hajj pilgrims
returning from Saudi Arabia (48).

4. Currently Available Vaccines and Their Uses in North America
In the US, the quadrivalent A, C, Y, W135 plain polysaccharide vaccine is

the only available vaccine; in Canada, both the quadrivalent and the bivalent
plain polysaccharide A, C vaccines are available. Both vaccines are poorly
immunogenic in children less than 2 yr of age and the immunity that they gen-
erate is of limited duration, especially in young children. However, vaccine
efficacy is 85–90% in older children and adults, with a duration of protection
of 5–10 yr (50). There is also evidence that hyporesponsiveness to the polysac-
charide vaccine may occur after repeated doses, although the clinical signifi-
cance of this phenomenon is unknown (51). In both Canada and the US,
therefore, these vaccines are used only for high-risk groups, including those
with asplenia, with complement deficiency, high-risk laboratory personnel, and
military personnel, and in the control of outbreaks (38,39,52–54). Meningo-
coccal vaccine is also recommended for travelers to areas where epidemic men-

Fig. 5. Age and percentage of cases of meningococcal disease, USA, 1992–1996.
Adapted with permission from ref. 3.
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ingococcal disease activity might be anticipated (i.e. the African “meningitis
belt” (49,55–57).

Disease among college students is not higher than the background age-
adjusted rates in the US (58). However, freshmen (first-year university stu-
dents), especially those living in dormitory accommodation, appear to have
higher rates of disease (39,58). Vaccination of college students is not cost-
effective from a societal perspective (59). The Advisory Committee on Immu-
nization Practices (ACIP) recommended that, because freshmen are at modestly
increased risk, caregivers and colleges should educate freshmen (especially
those in dormitories) and parents about meningococcal disease and vaccina-
tion so that they make informed decisions regarding vaccination (39). No such
national policy exists in Canada and there are no studies of disease burden
among college students, although there is a documented rise in disease inci-
dence among adolescents as described in the US and elsewhere.

4.1. Polysaccharide-Protein Conjugate Vaccines

Polysaccharide-protein conjugate vaccines, similar in design to those in wide-
spread use against Haemophilus influenzae type b (Hib), offer the advantages
of infant immunization, immunologic memory, and potentially herd immunity
that could not be achieved with plain polysaccharide vaccines. Clinical trials are
now underway for A, C, Y, and W-135 polysaccharides-protein conjugate vac-
cines, but published data are available only from studies of A and C conjugate
vaccines and a serogroup C immunization program has been implemented in the
UK (61). None of these vaccines has been licensed in Canada or the US. In Canada,
a C polysaccharide-protein conjugate vaccine was licensed in 2001.

4.2. Immunization Priorities in North America

Streptococcus pneumoniae is the most common cause of community-
acquired invasive bacterial disease in North America, causing significantly
more disease than N. meningitidis (see Fig. 6). Furthermore, increasing rates of
penicillin and cephalosporin resistance in the US (62) and Canada (63) impact
on clinical decisions in the management of pneumococcal infections, making
control of this organism of importance. In 2000, a 7-valent pneumococcal
polysaccharide-protein conjugate vaccine was shown to be efficacious (64) and
was introduced in the US for infant immunization (65). Similarly, in Canada,
licensure of the 7-valent pneumococcal vaccine is expected imminently and
implementation may precede consideration of meningococcal vaccines.

In Canada, infant immunization against the five usual pathogens (polio,
diphtheria, tetanus, pertussis, and Hib) requires a single injection per visit,
making introduction of new antigens into the schedule quite straightforward.
Addition of further antigens into the crowded US schedule is likely to be par-
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ticularly problematic. Moreover, because of the broad age distribution of men-
ingococcal disease, it would be difficult to have a major impact on disease
incidence through only infant immunization.

The serogroup distribution of meningococcal disease in the US is unlike that
in the UK, where a monovalent serogroup C meningococcal vaccine has been
recently introduced (61). This complicates vaccine planning in the US, where
any vaccine for universal use would probably need to include at least
serogroups C and Y (66). The recent outbreak of W135 disease associated with
the Hajj pilgrimage suggests that based on current understanding of
N. meningitidis, the broadest possible approach may be the best choice (66).
There is also a strong argument for inclusion of a serogroup A polysaccharide-
protein conjugate in any future meningococcal vaccines for North America for
use by travelers in order to facilitate development of this combination vaccine
for use in sub-Saharan Africa (66).

4.3. Future Introduction of Meningococcal Vaccines
in North America

A number of arguments can be made in favor of introducing routine use
meningococcal conjugate vaccines in North America. The high morbidity and

Fig. 6. Distribution of number of invasive bacterial isolates by year, based on ABCs
surveillance data, USA (approx 30 million population), ages 0–22 years; Pneumococ-
cal Serotypes (1998) and Meningococcal Serogroups (mean annual cases 1990–1998).
NM, N. meningitides; SP, Streptococcus pneumoniae. Data adapted from refs. 3 and 9
and CDC unpublished data.
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mortality from the disease, the outbreak potential and the complexity and
expense of the public-health response, all argue in favor of vaccination. Against
such a policy is the low rate of disease, the lack of efficacy data (although early
information from the UK is encouraging), the anticipated cost of the vaccine,
the fact that the vaccine will probably not be cost “sparing” and the contribu-
tion of serogroups not contained in the vaccine, such as B, to disease preva-
lence. In the US, crowding of the routine infant immunization schedule and the
need to target a broad age range will impact on a decision.

Vaccine policy is made by the ACIP in the United States and by the National
Advisory Committee on Immunization (NACI) in Canada. However, policy is
not usually decided by these committees in advance of a license application
and no polysaccharide-conjugate vaccine has yet been licensed in North
America. Neverthless, meningococcal conjugate vaccines offer the first oppor-
tunity to have a significant impact on the burden of meningococcal disease
across the continent.

4.4. Serogroup B Vaccines

If vaccination against serogroups A,C,Y, and W135 meningococci could
be implemented, it is likely that disease caused by these organisms could be
reduced to very low levels (67). However, these vaccines would not target the
significant proportion of disease owing to serogroup B. There also remains a con-
cern that nonvaccine strains of meningococci, and particularly serogroup B, could
take up the ecological niche vacated by the vaccine strains (“strain-replacement”)
and reduce the impact on overall disease rates (68). Unfortunately, the polysac-
charide capsule of serogroup B meningocococci is poorly immunogenic (69)
and cannot be included in a combination meningococcal conjugate vaccine in its
native form. For this reason, most vaccine development for serogroup B disease
has focused on antigenic proteins in the outer membrane of the organism (70).
Vaccine efficacy in those most at risk of group B disease, children under 4 yr of
age, has not been demonstrated. In addition, these vaccines may be strain-
specific and the variability in OMPs may limit their usefulness in control of
endemic disease (71,72). Development of a safe and immunogenic serogroup B
vaccine in combination with A, C, Y, and W135 polysaccharide-protein conjugate
vaccines is probably the key to vaccine prevention of meningococcal disease in the
future. The recent delineation of the meningococcal genome (73,74) may facilitate
development of an effective serogroup B meningococcal vaccine and increase the
potential for widespread prevention of meningococcal disease.
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Computational Methods for Meningococcal
Population Studies

Keith A. Jolley and Rachel Urwin

1. Introduction
The complementary fields of molecular evolution and population genetics are

both complex and wide-ranging. In this chapter we review some of the basic con-
cepts and describe the methods used to investigate bacterial population biology in
general and Neisseria populations in particular. A number of recently published
textbooks can be referred to for more comprehensive descriptions of general evolu-
tionary theory and methods of gene-sequence analysis (1–3).

1.1. Sampling Bacterial Populations

In order to make meaningful evolutionary or epidemiological inferences
about any bacterial species, it is essential that the data collected is from a rep-
resentative sample of the whole population that is under investigation. Until
recently, most strain collections used for population analyses of Neisseria
meningitidis consisted of isolates that had caused invasive disease, as these
were most readily available from public health and reference laboratories.
Although the study of these organisms is undoubtedly necessary to provide
essential epidemiological information for monitoring meningococcal infection,
disease-causing strains represent only a small fraction of the total population
and consequently characterization of only these isolates gives an unrepresenta-
tive picture of the genetic and phenotypic diversity present within the whole
species. To redress the bias that exists in most N. meningitidis strain collec-
tions, it is necessary to also isolate and examine noninvasive meningococci
because these provide important information about population structure as well
as the role of carriage and the mechanisms of pathogenicity.
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1.2. The Structure of Bacterial Populations

Bacterial population structure is determined by a number of genetic pro-
cesses such as mutation, recombination, natural selection, and the degree of
population sub-division. Recombination is particularly important because it
can result in two extreme population types: clonal (nonrecombining) and
nonclonal (recombining) (4,5). In strictly clonal populations, new alleles arise
only as a result of mutations that are accumulated by vertical transmission of
genetic material from mother cell to daughter cell without genetic exchange
taking place. Consequently, the population will comprise of a limited number
of groups or clones of closely related bacteria (6). Because of the lack of
recombination, clonal populations are said to exhibit linkage disequilibrium,
or the nonrandom assortment of alleles (4,7). Recombination among bacteria
that do not share a mother cell provides an opportunity for exchange of genetic
material, leading to the reassortment of alleles among strains and an increase in
the diversity of the species (8,9). If recombination occurs at a high frequency,
alleles within a population will be reassorted to the extent that distinct clones
can no longer be recognized. This random assortment of alleles results in a
nonclonal population structure. It has, however, been suggested that these
extreme population structures are found rarely in bacterial species and rather,
that a spectrum of bacterial population structure exists depending on the ratio
of recombination relative to mutation (10,11).

The population structure of Neisseria meningitidis was first investigated by
multi-locus enzyme electrophoresis (MLEE), isolates with the same electrophoretic
patterns being classified as a single electrophoretic type (ET) (12–16). Groups of
related ETs, defined by UPGMA cluster analyses, were postulated to consist of
bacteria that had descended from a single ancestral cell and were often referred
to as clones, clonal groups, or genetic lineages. Although proving invaluable
for identifying meningococci belonging to hypervirulent lineages, variation
recognized by MLEE within and among clonal groups could not be ascribed to
recombination or mutation on the basis of differences in electrophoretic mobil-
ity alone.

A direct method for identifying the allelic variation at multiple housekeep-
ing loci is by nucleotide sequence determination. Multi-locus sequence typing
(MLST), where fragments of 7 housekeeping genes are sequenced and the
sequence type (ST) of an isolate assigned according to the combination of alle-
les identified, is now used widely for epidemiological and population studies
of N. meningitidis (17–20) (Chapter 12). These data, along with the sequences
from other genes of interest—for example, antigen genes (Chapter 11), genes
encoding antibiotic resistance (Chapter 7) and virulence—can be subjected to
a variety of evolutionary analyses in order to determine the genetic processes
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and evolutionary forces that are contributing to meningococcal population
structure.

1.3. Identifying Clonal Complexes

Both MLEE and nucleotide-sequence data obtained from collections of men-
ingococcal isolates have been subject to cluster analyses. In an early survey of
N. meningitidis populations, 688 world-wide isolates were subject to MLEE
and were analyzed by UPGMA cluster analysis (16). A total of 331 distinct
ETs were identified that belonged to 14 major clonal lineages, many of which—
for example, the ET-5 complex, ET-37 complex, and the A4 cluster—were
identified as the common causes of serogroup B and C disease (15,21,22). In
studies of over 500 serogroup A meningococcal isolates, chosen to be repre-
sentative of all epidemic disease-causing strains isolated since 1960, MLEE
defined 84 unique ETs, within which 9 clonal subgroups were identified by
cluster analysis (14,23).

When the allelic profiles obtained from a collection of 107 global meningo-
coccal isolates by MLST were subject to UPGMA cluster analyses, the clonal
groupings assigned by MLEE were confirmed (17). These and MLST data from
other collections of meningococci have also been examined using cluster analy-
sis methods such as split decomposition (20) and BURST (E. J. Feil, http://
www.mlst.net). In a study of 156 carried meningococci isolated in the Czech
Republic, 71 different sequence types that belonged to 34 distinct clonal complexes
were identified using Split Decomposition (20). Only three of the hypervirulent
lineages were identified in this data set, revealing the extent of meningococcal
strain diversity within a carrier population.

1.4. Detecting Recombination

There are a variety of ways in which recombination can be detected from
gene sequences. A simple indication of a recombining organism is the incon-
gruence of phylogenetic trees obtained from different loci. This method has
been presented as evidence for inter- and intra-species recombination within
housekeeping and antigen genes of N. meningitidis (24–27). In an analysis of
gene fragments from 12 housekeeping loci, maximum likelihood phylogenetic
trees were constructed that showed that different combinations of loci gave
distinct incongruent phylogenetic trees that were all well-supported by boot-
strap analysis and therefore sequences at all loci were incompatible with a
bifurcating tree-like phylogeny (27). These data were instead represented
graphically by Split Decomposition (28) using the program SplitsTree (29),
a program that will draw a tree if the data support one (for example, in the
absence of recombination) or an interconnected “network” of sequences if this
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is a more appropriate visualization of the data (for example, if recombination
is frequent).

Where candidate recombinant sequences and putative “parental” alleles have
been identified, statistical tests can be performed to locate crossover points,
where blocks of sequence have been replaced, resulting in mosaic gene struc-
tures with regions that have different evolutionary histories. The Maximum
Chi-Squared Test uses the distribution of polymorphic sites to locate recombi-
nation junctions (30) and has been used to identify different mosaic sequences
in the penicillin-binding protein gene, penA, of penicillin-resistant meningo-
cocci (31). Commensal Neisseria species, which are naturally more resistant to
penicillin than the pathogenic Neisseriae, were identified as the sequence “donors”
in these genetic-exchange events. Intra-species DNA exchange among meningo-
coccal antigen and housekeeping genes has also been detected using the Maximum
Chi-Squared Test (32).

1.5. Determining the Extent of Recombination
in Meningococcal Populations

Quantifying the extent of recombination occurring in a bacterial population
is important for predicting the diversity and structure of that population. MLEE
and MLST data have been used to calculate the index of association (IA), a
statistical test designed to detect associations among alleles at different loci
(4). If there is linkage equilibrium, as a consequence of frequent recombination
events, the expected value of IA is zero. Clonal populations are identified by an
IA value that differs significantly from zero. When Maynard Smith et al. calcu-
lated the IA from MLEE data from a world-wide collection of meningococci
(which consisted largely serogroup B and C strains), they found a high value
(1.96 ± 0.05) obtained when all isolates were included in the analyses, indica-
tive of clonality. This IA value was greatly reduced when only one isolate from
each ET was used (IA = 0.21 ± 0.08) and virtually disappeared when one repre-
sentative from each of the 37 ET clusters were compared (IA = –0.14 ± 0.17),
suggesting an underlying nonclonal population structure (4). A reduction in
the IA value is consistent with the “epidemic” population structure of serogroup
B and C N. meningitidis organisms. That is, the frequently recombining,
nonclonal population appears artificially to be in linkage disequilibrium by the
over-representation (clonal expansion) of successful, but transient, genetically
related strains. In the study of carried meningococci in the Czech republic, the
IA calculated for the whole data set was 2.47, which decreased to 0.132 when
one representative of each lineage was included (20). In contrast to serogroup
B and C populations, the IA value calculated from the MLEE data obtained
from isolates in a population of 292 serogroup A meningococci was high and
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remained so when ETs were treated as single units (33), suggesting that these
organisms are more clonal and recombine less frequently.

The relative contributions of recombination and mutation to the evolution of
meningococcal clones has been estimated using MLST allele sequence data
obtained from 126 meningococcal isolates using “tips of trees” analysis (10).
Allelic variation within the 10 clonal complexes identified was examined visually
and classified as having arisen either as the result of recombination or point muta-
tion. In this data set it was calculated that a single base-change in a meningococcal
housekeeping gene was at least 80-fold more likely to be the result of recombina-
tion than point mutation, a value that is not substantially different to those esti-
mated for Escherichia coli and Streptococcus pneumoniae. The importance of
recombination in determining variation in meningococcal populations has also been
supported using the homoplasy test (34). In this test, a parsimony tree is constructed
from the data and the number of homoplasies (repeated base-changes) observed is
compared to that number expected by chance. An excess of homoplasies is an
indication of recombination.

1.6. Detecting Natural Selection

Determining which sequences or sites are subject to positive selection is
important for understanding gene function. It is also a useful tool in phyloge-
netic and population studies for identifying neutrally evolving loci for analysis
and for detecting positive selection for change from, for example, the immune
response or antibiotics. An indicator of positive selection is an excess of
nonsynonymous (dN) over synonymous (dS) substitutions per nucleotide site.
In most genes, an overall dN/dS ratio <1 is observed, which shows that
nonsynonymous changes are usually deleterious and therefore selected out of
the population. A dN/dS ratio of 1 implies that sequences are evolving neu-
trally—that is, both synonymous and nonsynonymous substitutions have no
effect on fitness—so their frequency depends only on how often they are pro-
duced by mutation. A dN/dS ratio >1 suggests that nonsynonymous changes are
being fixed faster than they occur by mutation, which can only occur if there is
positive selection for particular amino acids.

Among the 7 meningococcal housekeeping genes chosen for MLST, the
dN/dS ratios are considerably less than 1 (20), suggesting that the proteins they
encode are well-conserved, probably owing to strong functional constraints.
Conversely, a mutation in a surface antigen that is exposed to the host immune
system may confer a selective advantage to the bacterium with that mutation.
Calculation of the dN/dS ratios for the porB porin genes of the pathogenic Neis-
seria showed there was positive selection for amino acid change in the surface
loops of the protein while the membrane-spanning structural regions were
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highly conserved (35). In the data set examined, the gonococcal porB gene
appears to be under stronger positive selection than that of the meningococcus,
possibly owing to the absence of PorA in gonococci. PorA is the immuno-
dominant surface antigen in meningococci: examination of the nucleotide
sequences that encode the surface exposed variable epitopes of PorA has shown
that virtually every nucleotide change in these regions is nonsynonymous
(J. Russell, personal communication).

In the next section, we describe many of the programs used in our laboratory
for examining the population structure and evolution of the meningococcus.

2. Methods
2.1. Analysis of Nucleotide Sequences and Allelic Profiles

2.1.1. Phylogenetic Analysis

As recombination is an important factor in the evolution of meningococci,
tree-building methods that assume characteristics are independently and stably
inherited are not appropriate models for phylogenetic reconstruction for this
organism. Phylogenies can still be used to test for congruence at different loci
(27) in order to demonstrate nonclonal descent of sequences, or for cluster
analysis, where very closely related sequences or allelic profiles can be identi-
fied but deep branches are considered less informative. Phylogenetic recon-
struction is a subject of some complexity, with the accuracy of any analysis
dependent on: the genes and population sampled; the genetic diversity within
the sample; the model of DNA substitution used; and the tree-building method
chosen for the analysis.

Distance models, which estimate numbers of nucleotide and amino acid sub-
stitutions among sequences, range in complexity from simple calculation of
the number, or proportion, of nucleotide or amino acid differences between
sequences to multi-parameter models that attempt to correct for variable rates
of substitution along the sequence, multiple substitutions at single sites, rates
of transition and tranversion, and nucleotide frequencies. The HKY85 model,
which takes into account base frequencies and transition and tranversion rates,
is regarded as a realistic model of DNA substitution, although more simplistic
models such as the Jukes-Cantor model have also been utilized in our labora-
tory. DNA substitution models are employed with tree-building methods to
construct phylogenies. A wide range of tree-building methods are also avail-
able, from the simple and fast neighbor-joining (NJ) clustering method to the
more accurate but very computationally intensive maximum likelihood (ML)
method.

If phylogenetic trees are to be constructed, we recommend that a NJ tree is
initially constructed, using a model of DNA substitution such as HKY85. The
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reliability of the NJ trees obtained can then be tested using bootstrap analysis.
Briefly, in bootstrap tests, nucleotides (equal in number to those used to con-
struct the initial tree) are randomly sampled with replacement from the original
data set and used to construct another phylogeny. The branching patterns
observed in this tree are then stored. This process of sampling the data with
replacement and constructing NJ trees is repeated several hundred times. The
bootstrap confidence level (BCL) of a branch represents the percentage of times
that each branch is found throughout the replicate samples: the more often it is
found, the better the support for that branch. Branches with BCL values 90%
are regarded as well-supported. Finally, if powerful computers are available,
ML phylogenetic trees can be constructed, using the same model of DNA sub-
stitution as before. A range of substitution models and phylogenetic methods
can be found in phylogenetic analysis packages such as MEGA, PAUP*, and
PHYLIP (see Note 1).

2.1.2. Split Decomposition Analysis of Sequences and Allelic Profiles

As evolutionary relationships in Neisseria species can be obscured by inter-
and intra- specific recombination events, the relationships among meningo-
coccal gene sequences are better represented as a network of interconnected
branches rather than a tree-like phylogeny. Split decomposition (28,36) does
not force data into a tree structure, but will instead link strains to create a net-
work if that is more appropriate, producing a tree only if the data support it.

The program SplitsTree (29), available for 32-bit Windows, Macintosh, and
UNIX operating systems along with a WWW version running at http://
bibiserv.techfak.uni-bielefeld.de/splits/, produces splits-graphs from distance
matrices or sequence data. Files containing aligned allele sequences must be in
NEXUS format (37) before they can be opened in SplitsTree. Most phylogenetic
analysis packages (MEGA, PAUP*, PHYLIP) will reformat sequence alignments
into NEXUS files. The defined scale used to draw splits-graphs means that if dis-
tantly related taxa or large numbers of taxa are analyzed, the small networks that
link sequences cannot be depicted and are represented as unresolved star-shaped
phylogenies. To decipher any unresolved regions of a splits-graph, it is therefore
necessary to deconstruct the data set carefully by removing from the Taxa window
both distantly related sequences and resolved networks for any further analyses.
This, in effect, increases the scale of the graph, magnifying one particular region of
the original drawing. This process also improves the “Fit” value of the splits-graph,
which is listed in the Log window and is an indication of how well the displayed
splits-graph represents the distance matrix from which it was computed, where
100% indicates a perfect fit.

Split decomposition can be performed with MLST data, using just the
allelic profiles, for initial cluster analysis (lineage assignment) and subsequent
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within lineage analysis. The first step is to produce a distance matrix, where
each isolate is compared with every other isolate and distances are calculated
from the number of shared alleles. The program START (see Subheading 3.1.)
creates such a distance matrix from MLST profiles with output in the NEXUS
file. All changes in alleles between isolates are treated identically, i.e., the
sequences of the alleles are not compared as alleles with multiple nucleotide
differences may occur from a single recombination event, and may in fact be
phylogenetically closer than alleles with two nucleotide differences brought
about by mutation.

Assigning isolates to lineages using split decomposition is a fairly subjec-
tive process. It is likely that upon first loading a diverse meningococcal dataset
into SplitsTree, with the “equal edges” option selected, a star-like phylogeny
will be indicated showing little relatedness between the majority of isolates. At
the center of this star-burst will be unresolved strains, which are more closely
related to each other. Immediately from this, one can assign strains found on
long “spokes” emanating from the center to individual lineages, as these will
all be very different from those found on other similar spokes. To resolve fur-
ther, isolates can be gradually removed from the analysis, starting from those
furthest from the center and leaving isolates that fall within the next concentric
circle. At this stage, it becomes necessary to relate isolates to their allelic pro-
files (sequence type) so that sense can be made of the groupings. We have
found that a useful definition of a lineage is when all members share at least
four alleles with at least one other member of the lineage.

Once strains have been assigned to lineages, the relationships within each
lineage can be determined by including just those strains within the analysis. In
some lineages, a central sequence type will be obvious, with variants branch-
ing off from it. This may represent the founder sequence type, i.e., the clone
from which all variants have descended.

2.1.2. UPGMA Cluster Analysis

UPGMA (Unweighted Pair Group Method with Arithmetic Mean) (38) is a
simple method of tree construction. Its original purpose was to construct
phenograms: trees that reflect the phenotypic similarities between operational
taxonomic units (OTUs). It is generally not considered a good algorithm for
construction of phylogenetic trees as it assumes equal rates of evolutionary
changes among different lineages. In the study of bacterial population biology,
this is likely not to be the case, so the method should not be used to construct
reliable phylogenies. The method uses a sequential clustering algorithm, in
which local homology between OTUs is identified in order of similarity, and
the tree is built in a stepwise manner. The two OTUs that are most similar to
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each other are first determined and then these are treated as a new single “com-
posite” OTU. Subsequently from among the new group of OTUs (composite
and simple), the pair with the highest similarity is identified and clustered.
This continues until only two OTUs are left. The algorithm assumes that the
two most closely related OTUs are more similar to each other than they are to
any other. Slightly different clustering may also be seen when the data is pre-
sented to the algorithm in a different order. It is important, therefore, not to
draw phylogenetic inferences from the clustering pattern seen with this method,
although it may prove useful as a quick guide to identifying similar isolates.

UPGMA can be performed on allelic profile data, such as MLST or MLEE,
using the program START for 32-bit Windows (see Subheading 3.1.).

2.1.3. BURST

BURST (Based Upon Related Sequence Types) is a new clustering algo-
rithm, developed by E.J. Feil, for use with multi-locus data. The procedure
separates isolates into clonal complexes, where every allelic profile shares at
least five loci with at least one other member of the group. More distant rela-
tionships among complexes are not determined because they are not meaning-
ful within a recombining population. The most likely ancestral genotype is
assigned as the one with the highest number of single-locus variants (SLVs)
within the complex. If two or more genotypes have an equal number of SLVs
then the number of double-locus variants (DLVs) are taken into consideration.
In data sets representative of a population, this ancestral genotype is commonly
found to be present at the highest frequency. Likely patterns of descent within
each group are then inferred and a graphical representation produced. In a
recent study of carried meningococcal strains in the Czech Republic (20),
lineages assigned by split decomposition and BURST analysis were in close
agreement.

A web-based version of BURST is available (http://www.mlst.net) and the
method is included in the sequence type analysis package, START (see Sub-
heading 3.1.).

2.2. Tests for Recombination

2.2.1. Index of Association

This statistical test attempts to measure the extent of linkage equilibrium
within a population by quantifying the amount of recombination among a set
of sequences and detecting associations between alleles at different loci. The
index of association (IA) is calculated as:

IA = VO/VE – 1,
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if VO is the observed variance of K and VE is the expected variance of K,
where K is the number of loci at which two individuals differ. If there is link-
age equilibrium because of frequent recombination events, the expected value
of IA is zero. Clonal populations are identified by an IA value that differs sig-
nificantly from zero. This analysis can be performed using the START pack-
age (see Subheading 3.1.).

2.2.2. PLATO (Partial Likelihoods Assessed Through Optimisation)

This program can be used to detect “anomalously” evolving regions of
sequence that could be owing to either natural selection, which will increase
the rate of substitution in this region, or recombination, which will give the
region a different evolutionary history to the rest of the sequence (39). The
input file should consist of a PHYLIP formatted (i.e., saved in “flat ASCII” or
“text only” format) alignment of sequences together with their maximum likeli-
hood phylogeny (the “null” phylogenetic hypothesis). Using a sliding window
analysis and Monte Carlo simulation, PLATO finds regions of the sequence
alignment that do not resemble the null phylogeny and calculates the sig-
nificance of this departure. A PLATO output file lists regions of the sequence
alignment where phylogenetic signal differs significantly from that expected,
giving a Z-value or significance level for each region. Regions identified can
then be examined further for evidence of either recombination or selection.
PLATO Version 2.11 is available free for download from http://evolve.zps.ox.
ac.uk and can be run on UNIX or Macintosh operating systems.

2.2.3. Homoplasy Test

The homoplasy test (34) aims to measure the degree of recombination
between members of a population. It is only valid where sequences differ by
~5% of nucleotides or less. The test tries to determine if there is a statistically
significant excess of homoplasies (shared similarities found in different
branches of a phylogenetic tree not inherited directly from an ancestor), com-
pared to an estimate of the number of homoplasies expected by mutation in the
absence of recombination. An excess of homoplasies is likely to have been
brought about by recombination. The test requires at least six sequences con-
taining 10 or more “informative sites” (sites at which the rarer of two alterna-
tive bases is present at least twice). A “homoplasy ratio” is calculated that
should range from zero, for a clonal population, to one, for a population under
free recombination.

The original homoplasy test program, written by John Maynard-Smith, runs
using QBasic under MS-DOS and can be downloaded from http://www.
biols.susx.ac.uk/Home/John_Maynard_Smith/. This code has been imple-
mented in the START package for 32-bit Windows (see Subheading 3.1.).
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To calculate the expected homoplasies if the data set was from a clonal popu-
lation, an estimate of the number of effective sites is required. An effective site
is one that is free to change, rather than being selectively constrained. The
most reliable method of estimating effective sites is to use an outgroup sequence
from a more distantly related species that has the same GC ratio and codon bias
(34). This may not always be possible, so you can set the effective sites to be a
proportion of the total sites analyzed, S. A value of 0.6 × S is conservative and
is unlikely to indicate recombination unless it really exists.

2.2.4. Sawyer’s Runs Test

This test looks for evidence of recombinational exchanges within a set of
aligned sequences by determining if regions of sequence pairs have more con-
secutive identical polymorphic sites in common than would be expected by
chance (40,41). Pair-wise comparisons of derived sequences containing only
silent polymorphic sites (condensed sequences) are made. Each pair of
sequences is partitioned into fragments containing runs of identical sites. The
lengths of all the fragments found between every pair-wise comparison are
used to obtain two values: the sum of the squares of condensed fragments
(SSCF) and the maximum condensed fragment (MCF). A gene conversion
event tends to increase the values of SSCF and MCF because it results in an
identical region within two sequences and may produce an unusually long frag-
ment. Provided the mutation rate is constant across sequences, SSCF and MCF
are not significantly influenced by mutational hot and cold spots.

Alternative measures of the sizes of conserved segments are obtained by
performing the tests on all nucleotide sites (uncondensed sequences). For each
pair-wise partition, fragment boundaries are defined by the presence of a dis-
cordant silent polymorphic site. The corresponding uncondensed fragment sta-
tistics, SSUF and MUF, are more likely to resolve large conversion events but
do not control for mutational hot and cold spots. The tests can be performed
using the “Sawyer’s Runs Test” program for MS-DOS, available free for down-
load from http://www.biols.susx.ac.uk/Biochem/Molbiol/, or using START for
32-bit Windows (see Subheading 3.1.). Along with the values described, both
packages identify the largest fragments. Recombinational end-points may then
be identified using the Maximum Chi-Squared Test.

2.2.5. Maximum Chi-Squared Test

The Maximum Chi-Squared ( 2) Test is used to identify potential recombi-
nation events (30). Briefly, by comparing the distribution of polymorphic sites
between “parental” sequences and a putative recombinant sequence, the maxi-
mum chi-squared method identifies potential mosaic gene structures and tests
the statistical significance of this sequence arising as a result of the import of a
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diverged block of sequence from one allele to another. Up to 3 sequences of
equal length (with no gaps or ambiguous characters, such as N, -, ?) are exam-
ined. The location along the sequence of the putative imported block (identi-
fied by visual inspection or by using programs such as PLATO or Sawyer’s
Runs Test) may also be entered. Following several thousand simulations of
the data, the test will output all of the potential mosaic structures across the
sequence, along with the level of significance of each mosaic. The test can be
performed using the programs “maximum chi-squared” (Macintosh) (http://
www.biols.susx.ac.uk/Biochem/Molbiol/) or the START package (32-bit Win-
dows) (see Subheading 3.1.).

2.3. Analysis of Selection Pressure

2.3.1. dN /dS ratio

The number of substitutions per synonymous (dS) and nonsynonymous (dN) site
can be calculated for the gene of interest using the method of Nei and Gojobori (42)
as implemented in the MEGA (43) (see Subheading 3.2.) and START software
packages (see Subheading 3.1.), and the dN/dS ratio, a marker of selection pres-
sure, can therefore be determined. The method described earlier undertakes mul-
tiple pair-wise comparisons of entire sequences or regions. This is not always ideal,
as very localized selection pressures may not be identified. There are methods avail-
able that examine differences in dN and dS at every codon along the sequence. The
Synonymous/Non-synonymous Analysis Program (SNAP) calculates pair-wise
codon-by-codon substitution rates among a set of aligned sequences. The output
data generated by SNAP can be plotted graphically either for each codon or by
using a sliding window of a defined number of codons. The SNAP program can be
used at http://www.hiv.lanl.gov/ or downloaded free for UNIX and Windows oper-
ating systems from the same web-site.

3. Software Packages
3.1. START

START (Sequence Type Analysis and Recombinational Tests), written by
K.A. Jolley, is a program for 32-bit Windows operating systems that attempts
to combine many of the techniques referred to in this chapter for analysing
multi-locus sequence data into a single package. It uses both allelic profile and
allele sequence data to perform tests and analyses that can be split into four
categories: 1) data summary, 2) lineage assignment, 3) tests for recombination,
and 4) tests for selection.

Data summary analyses present the data in a number of ways, such as allele
and profile frequencies, identification and quantification of polymorphic sites,
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codon usage, and GC content. Lineage assignment methods included are
UPGMA clustering and tree drawing, BURST analysis, and creation of dis-
tance matrices for use with SplitsTree. Tests for Recombination are the
Sawyer’s Runs Tests for the identification of recombinational exchanges, the
maximum chi-squared test that can be used to identify recombination cut-
points, the homoplasy test, and the index of association. The test for selection
is determination of dN/dS ratios.

The program is available free for download from the MLST web-site (http:/
/mlst.zoo.ox.ac.uk).

3.2. MEGA

The Molecular Evolutionary Genetics Analysis (MEGA) program is used
for comparative analyses of nucleotide or amino acid sequence data. A recently
updated and improved version of the program for 32-bit Windows operating
systems (MEGA2) is available free for download for use in research and
education from http://www.megasoftware.net, as is the earlier MEGA version
1.02 for DOS. The tests and analyses performed in MEGA2 include: data
summary; evolutionary distance estimation; phylogenetic reconstruction and
tests.

3.2.1. Data Summary

The aligned sequences can be viewed using the Data Explorer option. Vari-
able (or conserved) sites in the sequence can be identified and basic sequence
statistics such as nucleotide composition, nucleotide pair frequencies, and
codon usage can be calculated.

3.2.2. Distance Estimation

Many of the widely used estimates of evolutionary distance between sequences
can be determined in MEGA. Included are a range of substitution models, from
calculation of the proportion of nucleotide or amino acid differences between
sequences (p-distance) to the multi-parameter Tamura-Nei model. Further-
more, there are several models included that can be used to calculate rates of
synonymous and nonsynonymous substitution.

3.2.3. Phylogenetic Reconstruction and Tests

MEGA offers several tree-building methods including the NJ method, a dis-
tance based tree-building method (44), which searches for an estimate of the
minimum amount of evolutionary change linking sequences, and UPGMA.
Bootstrap-resampling analysis can also provide information about which
groupings in a phylogeny are more robust.
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3.3. Wisconsin Package

The Wisconsin Package Version 10.1 is a UNIX-based package produced
by Genetics Computer Group (GCG) for the management and analysis of DNA
and amino acid sequence data. Included in the package is SeqLab, an X Win-
dows-based graphical user interface used for compiling, editing, and annotat-
ing multiple-sequence alignments, which can then be subject to evolutionary
analyses. The nucleotide-sequence and protein-sequence databases GenBank,
EMBL, SP-TREMBL, and SWISS-PROT can be accessed and sequences from
these databases can be imported directly into SeqLab, as can locally stored
sequence files. The sequence databases can also be interrogated using BLAST
searching. As well as the calculation of basic sequence statistics, such as codon
usage and base composition, there are programs included in SeqLab for
sequence mapping, oligonucleotide primer design, and the prediction of sec-
ondary structure in nucleic acid and peptide sequences. The evolutionary analy-
ses performed in SeqLab on aligned sequences include: several models for
distance estimation; a GCG interface to the comprehensive tree-searching,
manipulation, and display options in PAUP (Phylogenetic Analysis Using Par-
simony: see Appendix); and calculation of synonymous and nonsynonymous
substitution rates.

Further information about system requirements and cost of the Wisconsin
Package can be found at http://www.gcg.com/products/wis-package.html.

4. Notes
1. Phylogenetic analysis software. There are additional programs available for gene-

sequence analysis that are worthy of mention.
PHYLIP (Phylogeny Inference Package): PHYLIP is a suite of programs used

to infer evolutionary trees from DNA sequence, amino acid sequences, gene-
frequency data, and distance matrices. The package has been written for Win-
dows, DOS, PowerMac, and 68k Macintosh systems and can be downloaded free
from http://evolution.genetics.washington.edu/phylip.html.

PAUP* (Phylogenetic Analysis Using Phylogeny): This phylogenetic analy-
sis software is available for Macintosh, DOS, UNIX, and Windows operating
systems. Further details and information about ordering the program can be found
at http://www.lms.si.edu/PAUP/.

2. Useful Web-sites:
http://phylogeny.arizona.edu/tree/programs/programs.html: information about a
large number of phylogenetic analysis packages.
http://evolve.zoo.ox.ac.uk: sequence analysis programs and useful links.
http://grinch.zoo.ox.ac.uk/RAP_links.html: lists programs that can be used for
detecting and analysing recombination.
http://taxonomy.zoology.gla.ac.uk/rod/rod.html: includes programs for display-
ing and comparing phylogenetic trees.
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Clinical Studies

An Overview

F. Andrew I. Riordan and Andrew J. Pollard

1. Introduction
Disease caused by Neisseria meningitidis is a worldwide problem (1). Epi-

demics of meningococcal disease regularly occur in the “meningitis belt” of
sub-Saharan Africa and in Asia (2–5) and high or increasing levels of endemic
meningococcal disease have been reported recently in the UK (6), New Zealand
(7), Cuba (8), Brazil (9), Norway (10), and the Pacific Northwest of the United
States (11). Meningococcal disease predominantly affects children and has a
high mortality, which has remained unchanged for 30 years, despite advances
in antibiotics and intensive care (12). Efforts have therefore been made to
understand the pathophysiology of the disease and use this knowledge to
improve treatment and develop novel therapies.

This chapter precedes a series of chapters that discuss clinical measurements
in meningococcal infection including disease severity using clinical scoring
systems, endotoxin and cytokine levels, examination of the coagulation cascade,
and the conduct of trials of new therapies. The aim of this chapter is to describe
the clinical setting in which these measurements are undertaken and to provide
a brief overview of the background to the pathophysiology of meningococcal
meningitis and septic shock.

2. Epidemiology of Meningococcal disease
The incidence of meningococcal disease varies with age, location, and season.

2.1. Age Distribution and Strain Differences
In the industrialized countries during nonepidemic conditions, meningo-

coccal disease is most common in pre-school children (1). However the case-
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fatality ratio is highest in teenagers with serogroup C disease (13), particularly
where ET-37 complex organisms predominate, as these organisms are associ-
ated with higher fatality rates (14). Immunity to most strains of meningococci
is probably conferred by bactericidal antibodies, susceptibility to the disease
being inversely proportional to the level of antibody (15). However, it is not
certain if the primary mechanism of protection against serogroup B meningo-
cocci is complement-mediated bacterial lysis. At birth, neonates have high lev-
els of anti-meningococcal antibodies, acquired transplacentally. Antibody
levels fall during the first 3 mo of life, making the young infant particularly at
risk, the peak attack rate being 7 mo (16). During childhood, antibodies are
stimulated by carriage of the meningococcus in the nasopharynx, but only 2%
of children aged 1–4 yr carry meningococci, thus children under 4 are most
susceptible to meningococcal disease.

Different strains may affect different age groups, however. Only 20% of
group A infections occur in children under 4 in the northern hemisphere (12).
Group C disease is less common than group B in infants, but causes many of
the cases in teenagers and almost all of the outbreaks of disease in this age
group (17). A majority of the cases of Group Y disease in the US affect adults
and particularly the elderly (18). Furthermore, the age of children with menin-
gococcal disease shifts upwards at the start of an epidemic (19).

The prevalence of meningococcal disease in children of different ages thus
depends on the prevailing serogroups and probably serotypes, on population
immunity (endemic or epidemic conditions) and other social factors.

2.2. Geographical Distribution

Meningococcal disease is known on all continents with 500,000 cases occurring
globally every year (20) and attack rates of 1–20 per 100,000 in most developed
countries. The classical epidemic area is the Subsaharan meningitis belt of Africa
(5), where the estimated annual incidence is 70 cases per 100,000 persons and may
rise to as high as 1000/100,000 in an epidemic year (1). There is probably no other
comparable epidemic area, but large epidemics of meningococcal disease have
occurred in practically all areas of the world.

2.3. Seasonal Variation

In the meningitis belt of Africa, epidemics start at the end of the hot, dry
season and end abruptly with the onset of the rains (5). Conversely the highest
incidence of meningococcal disease in temperate climates is in winter, the first
3 mo of the year (12). This may reflect more overcrowding, close personal
contact, and intercurrent infections during the winter months. Season does not
appear to affect the number of meningococcal carriers, but it may affect the
carrier-to-case ratio (21).
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The likelihood of certain groups developing meningococcal disease can be
influenced by their age, season, geographical location, exposure to tobacco
smoke, recent viral infection, overcrowding, and the prevailing organism.
Mortality may also be affected by these factors. However, in most people the
meningococcus colonizes the nasopharynx and is eliminated after a few weeks
or months with no ill effects. In a small number of individuals, an invasive
infection develops that can kill them in a matter of hours.

3. Spectrum of Disease
3.1. Nasopharyngeal Colonization

Humans are the only natural hosts for the meningococcus and thus the
human nasopharynx acts as a reservoir for the organism, which is passed on by
droplet spread during coughing, sneezing, kissing, and so on. Airborne organ-
isms are able to adhere to the nasopharyngeal epithelium by means of pili (22)
and other surface structures (23) and establish colonies (24). Some of the
mechanisms for studying host-pathogen interactions on the nasopharyngeal
mucosa are discussed in Chapters 34 and 35. The host begins developing anti-
bodies against meningococci within 7–10 d of colonization. Invasive disease,
if it occurs, usually does so within 10 d of acquisition of the organism (25).

Rates of carriage vary within populations. Carriage is low in young children
and the elderly and peaks at 15–20 yr of age (26). Carriage can be influenced
by secretor status (27) or smoking (28). However the rate of infection is not
related to the carriage rate (29), with a low carriage rate of invasive strains
found even during outbreaks (30). The development of meningococcal disease
depends on both the hosts’ resistance and the virulence of the organism (31).

3.2. Invasion of the Nasopharyngeal Epithelium

Meningococcal disease mostly affects previously healthy people. Those with
deficiencies of complement C5-9 or properdin (32) are particularly susceptible to
the disease, but these patients are in the minority. Polymorphisms in the genes for
the plasma opsonins that activate complement (mannose-binding lectin) may also
increase susceptibility to meningococcal disease (33). Recent Influenza A or
other respiratory infections may pre-dispose individuals to meningococcal disease
(34–36). Invasive disease is also more likely in those exposed to passive smoking
(37) and in those of lower socioeconomic status (38).

Once meningococci have invaded through the mucosal barrier and gained
access to the blood stream, they may cause a variety of infections. Rarely, they
may remain within the circulation and cause little systemic effect (occult and
benign meningococcaemia). More often they cause systemic inflammation
(septicemia), but mostly they seed to parts of the body and cause local infec-
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tion (meningitis, arthritis, etc.). The highest mortality is in those who present
with a predominant picture of septicemia (39–41) and amongst these patients,
polymorphisms in the tumor necrosis factor (TNF)- promoter region are
associated with a worse outcome (42).

3.3. Local Infection

The most common local infection is meningitis. Meningococci gain entry to
the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) from the blood stream, probably via the choroid
plexus (43). Methods used in the study of central nervous system (CNS) inva-
sion by meningococci are described in Chapter 36. The clinical presentation of
meningococcal meningitis is similar to other forms of bacterial meningitis, with
fever, irritability, vomiting, headache, and neck stiffness. Occasionally menin-
goencephalitis with a rapidly deteriorating conscious level is present. Without
antibiotic treatment, this infection is invariably fatal; however, mortality with
antibiotic treatment is only 2–10% (1).

Meningococci may also cause pneumonia, arthritis, opthalmitis, or pericardi-
tis (1); these other focal infections are rare and mortality is low.

3.4. Septicemia

Septicemia is the presentation with the highest mortality as a result of car-
diovascular shock (41). A rash occurs in over 60% of cases (44) that may be
maculopapular (45), but the hallmark of meningococcal septicemia is a pete-
chial or purpuric rash, with the larger lesions being seen in those with the most
severe disease (46). The highest mortality in septicemia is in those with shock.

3.5. Meningitis Plus Septicemia

Despite the classification into either meningitis or septicemia (47), there is a
marked overlap between the two clinical presentations. Many children with
“meningitis” have the petechial rash of septicemia and/or positive blood cul-
tures. This group have clinical features of both meningitis and septicemia and
constitute the largest clinical group. Mortality in these individuals falls
between that of meningitis alone and septicemia alone (41).

3.6. Septic Shock

Understanding the pathological mechanisms that lead to septic shock, may
suggest ways in which mortality could be decreased. In septic shock there is
endothelial damage and capillary leak, intravascular thrombosis (48), abnor-
mal vascular tone, and myocardial dysfunction (49). These processes lead to
decreased systemic and cutaneous perfusion, focal thrombosis, and tissue
edema, which can cause multi-organ failure and shock (50).
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4. Pathophysiology of Meningococcal Septic Shock
The outer membrane of the meningococcus contains and releases endotoxin

(lipopolysaccharide or LPS) into the bloodstream continuously during growth.
The endotoxin is contained in “blebs” of outer membrane and in the bacterial
outer membrane from which the blebs are released. Endotoxin is the primary
bacterial mediator of Gram-negative sepsis. It triggers a cascade of events that
ultimately produce the clinical features of meningococcal septic shock. High
levels of meningococcal endotoxin are found in severe meningococcal disease
and levels correlate strongly with mortality (51). Measurement of endotoxin
levels in clinical specimens is described in Chapter 25 and isolation of purified
meningococcal LPS is described in Chapter 26. It is conceivable that those
with high levels of plasma endotoxin may benefit from anti-endotoxin thera-
pies. It has become clear that host-derived factors (cytokines) are responsible
for the progression of septic shock (52).

4.1. Cytokines

Cytokines are low molecular weight glycoproteins. The pro-inflammatory
cytokines (Interleukin [IL]-1, TNF, IL-8, Interferon- [IFN- ]) promote inflam-
mation. Their production is blocked by the regulatory cytokines (IL-4, IL-10,
transforming growth factor [TGF- ]) (53) or by inhibitors IL-1ra (53), and
soluble TNF receptors (54).

LPS (endotoxin) may be the most important stimulus of inflammation in
meningococcal disease (see Fig. 1) (55–60). The binding of LPS molecule to
CD14 on macrophages induces the release of TNF- and IL-1, which in turn
induce the release of IL-6 and IL-8 and other cytokines, and upregulate the
expression of adhesion molecules including endothelial ICAM-1, allowing
neutrophil adherence, and together they mediate the clinical features of sepsis
(53,61,62). At the same time, anti-inflammatory mediators (IL-4, IL-10, PGE2,
sTNFR, and IL-1ra) are released and presumably modulate the inflammatory
response (63–65). During acute infection with N. meningitidis, plasma levels
of TNF- , IL-6, IL-8, and IL-10 levels are similar in children, irrespective of
age (66). Measurement of cytokines in meningococcal disease provides insight
into the pathophysiology of the disease and is helpful in the evaluation of the
response to new therapies (see Chapters 27 and 28).

In the acute response to invasive meningococcal disease, high levels of
TNF- , sTNFR, IL-1, IL-1ra, IL-1 , IL-6, IL-8, IL-10, and plasminogen acti-
vator inhibitor (PAI-1), leukaemia inhibitory factor (67) are detectable in blood
and levels of most have been associated with either disease severity or fatality
from the disease (66,68–80). Indeed, the balance between these cytokines and
their antagonists may influence the outcome of meningococcal disease (68).
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Some suggest that excessive production of IL-10, an anti-inflammatory
cytokine, may be associated with higher mortality (81). Studies of cytokine
gene polymorphisms that may explain individual differences in susceptibility
to meningococcal infection or severity of disease are discussed in Chapter 29.

4.2. Cytokines in Meningitis

The inflammatory cascade of cytokines also occurs within the subarachnoid
space during meningitis (73). However the systemic circulation and the sub-
arachnoid space are functionally separate compartments with respect to the
production and effects of these cytokines. High levels in CSF are not associ-
ated with death and do not cross into the bloodstream (73).

Fig. 1. Binding of LPS to macrophage surface receptors induces cytokine release
and starts the roller-coaster inflammatory cascade to produce septic shock. CR3,
complement receptor 3; LPS, lipopolysaccharide; TLR, Toll receptor; MBP, mannose-
binding lectin.
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5. Early Management
Death in meningococcal disease is usually from shock and occasionally from

raised intracranial pressure. The priority in managing patients with this disease
is early recognition and treatment to prevent progression to shock. Once shock
is established, the clinical priority is aggressive replacement of intravascular
volume and myocardial support.

With the increased understanding of the pathophysiology of septic shock,
the leading cause of death in meningococcal disease, new forms of treatment
may become available. However for these therapies to be effective, it is likely
that they will need to be given early in the course of the disease. Decreasing the
mortality from meningococcal disease will thus not only require new treat-
ments, but also early recognition and appropriate treatment of cases and early
identification of life-threatening disease that may benefit from novel therapies.
Of course, vaccination is the most rational approach to reducing mortality from
meningococcal disease and is reviewed in (82).

5.1. Recognition by Parents

Parents of children with meningococcal disease may delay seeking medical
advice because they do not recognize the severity of the illness (83). Parents
thus require accurate and appropriate information about meningococcal dis-
ease. In contrast to classic signs of meningitis, the rash of septicemia is one of
the most common reasons for seeking medical advice (84) in this patient group.

5.2. Recognition and Treatment in Primary Care

Prompt treatment requires doctors to recognize meningococcal disease in its
early stages. The difficulty for primary-care doctors is to differentiate the two
or three cases of meningococcal disease they may see in a lifetime, from the
majority of febrile children with less serious illnesses (85).

General practitioners correctly diagnose meningococcal disease in 70–80%
of the cases that they admit (85–88). However, around 50% of cases are seen
by a doctor, but not sent for admission during the early stages of their illness
(84,86), because the symptoms are nonspecific (89). A general practitioner is
significantly more likely to make a diagnosis if specific signs such as neck
stiffness or petechiae are present (86,88). However only 50% of cases have a
hemorrhagic rash when seen by a general practitioner (88,89). If these signs
are not recognized, the delay in diagnosis may contribute to a fatal outcome
(90,91).

In the UK, all doctors are advised to consider giving parenteral penicillin in
cases of suspected meningococcal disease before transfer to hospital (92). A meta-
analysis of studies showed a significant benefit from pre-admission penicillin (93).
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By contrast, a study from Denmark found a significantly higher mortality among
those given early penicillin (94). However, this study may have been flawed as the
authors suggest that this increased mortality was because those with fulminant dis-
ease were most likely to receive penicillin. Data is not available to support this
hypothesis, but this highlights the confounding variable of disease severity. The
theoretical concern that pre-admission penicillin may cause a release of endotoxin
leading to septic shock (95), has not been found in clinical practice (51) and these
data support the use of pre-admission antibiotics (96). In the many countries that
have not adopted urgent community antibiotic administration at the first medical
contact, it is possible that a reduction in mortality might occur if this policy were
now to be introduced.

5.3. Diagnosis in Hospital

The diagnosis of meningococcal disease, and thus appropriate treatment,
is delayed following admission to hospital in 8–12% of cases (97,98) and in
15–20% of those who die (90,91). These delays in treatment result from diag-
nostic uncertainty or for no obvious reason (90,99).

5.4. Severity Assessment

Once the child is admitted to hospital, mortality may be decreased by appro-
priate early management. This requires early recognition of the signs of shock
and/or raised intracranial pressure, as outlined in Fig. 2. Various clinical scores
have been developed as an aid to the assessment of disease severity and may
allow individuals with life-threatening disease to be recognized and given early
optimal management. These scores are also essential tools in the evaluation of
new therapies where the recording of mortality data in isolation is a blunt out-
come measure.

5.4.1. Severity Scores

To be clinically useful, disease-severity scores should be simple, made up
from rapidly available data, and easy to compute. Scoring systems are reviewed

Fig. 2. (opposite page) Algorithm describing initial emergency management of
meningococcal disease. Copies of this algorithm are available in poster and leaflet
format from Meningitis Research Foundation (MRF; info@meningitis.org), a regis-
tered UK-based charity that supports an international programme of independently
peer-reviewed research into the prevention, detection, and treatment of meningitis and
septicemia through public donations. MRF also provides information for the public
and health professionals, runs medical and scientific meetings, and provides support
to people affected by meningitis and septicemia.
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in some detail in Chapter 24. Clinical scores (100,101) are likely to be the most
rapidly applied. Most scores consist of a mixture of clinical and laboratory
features. Those scores requiring laboratory data to be included in a lengthy
equation (102,103) may not be easy to calculate rapidly.

Scores have been devised in a number of different subgroups with meningo-
coccal disease, some for children (104), some for those in shock (102), and
some for those on intensive care (105).

The first score, devised in 1966 (106), has been added to by others (107), but
may no longer be reliable (108). The predictive value of a score may change as
treatment within a hospital improves, and scores therefore need to be validated
for the population in which they are to be used. Few scores have been well
validated, although the Glasgow Meningococcal Septicemia Prognostic Score
seems to have the best performance characteristics (109).

5.5. Appropriate Management in the Emergency Department and
in the Intensive Care Unit

Familiarity with treating children with severe meningococcal disease leads
to a decrease in mortality (104,110). This may be the result of the early use of
resuscitation fluids (111) and ventilation (112).

5.5.1. Resuscitation

The two severe presentations of meningococcal disease are septicemia with
shock and, less commonly, fulminant meningitis with raised intracranial pressure.
The recognition of shock and raised intracranial pressure is the clinical impera-
tive in managing patients with meningococcal disease. Unfortunately, failure to
recognize these complications may occur in 54% of cases requiring Intensive
Care (PICU) treatment (83). Emergency management is shown in the algorithm
(Fig. 2) (113).

5.5.1.1. SHOCK

Shock is a clinical diagnosis. It is vital to realize that hypotension is not
necessary to diagnose shock in children. Shock results from hypovolaemia and
cardiac dysfunction (49). In children with meningococcal shock, hypotension
is a late, and often the terminal, event. The early signs of shock include poor
perfusion (as shown by cool peripheries, poor capillary refill time, or wide
skin-core temperature gap, lactic acidosis), tachycardia, tachypnoea, and olig-
uria. Later signs are hypoxia (owing to pulmonary edema and poor pulmonary
perfsion) and confusion (reduced cerebral perfusion). Resuscitation should start
when these signs are present, and not await the development of hypotension
(see Fig. 2).
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Hypovolaemia is principally due to capillary leak and its correction may
require infusion of several times the blood volume in replacement fluid. Fail-
ure to correct hypovolaemia is associated with increased mortality (49).

Rapid correction with 20–40 mL/kg of colloid is recommended as soon as
the clinical diagnosis of shock is made (50,114). Human 4.5% albumin has
been commonly used as the initial volume expander in pediatrics and remains
the resuscitation fluid of choice. Although a recent meta-analysis has suggested
the use of human albumin may increase mortality in critically ill patients (115),
no studies of children with meningococcal sepsis were included. Indeed, claims
of reduced mortality in meningococcal disease have been made against a back-
ground of increased use of albumin (116,117) and 4.5% albumin remains the
recommended resuscitation fluid in many centers (117). Where there is an ini-
tial response to therapy, repeated reassessment is required as the response may
be temporary, even after the appropriate antibiotic therapy, as capillary-leak
syndrome and myocardial suppression may continue. If shock persists despite
40 mL/kg volume resuscitation then management should continue as outlined
in Fig. 2 and Subheading 5.6.1.

5.5.1.2. RAISED INTRACRANIAL PRESSURE

Clinically significant raised intracranial pressure is an uncommon presenting
feature of meningococcal disease. The symptoms and signs of raised intracranial
pressure have a rapid onset (Table 1) and are particularly suggested by rapid
progression to coma. Herniation, or coning, of the brain is the usually cause of
death from meningococcal meningitis; it is commonly found at post-mortem
and can occur in cases where a lumbar puncture has not been performed (118).
Lumbar puncture should not be performed if there are any signs of impending
cerebral herniation (see Table 1), because this may lead to, or exacerbate,
coning and death. Cranial imaging will not identify most cases of meningitis

Table 1
Symptoms and Signs of Cerebral Herniation

Feature Comment

Glasgow Coma Score <8
Abnormal pupil size and reaction (Unilateral or bilateral)
Absent Doll’s eye movements
Abnormal tone (Decerebrate/decorticate posturing, flaccidity)
Tonic posturing
Respiratory abnormalities (Hyperventilation, Cheyne-Stokes breathing,

apnoea, respiratory arrest)
Papilloedema (Rare, especially in infants)
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with raised intracranial pressure (119–123), such that a normal computed
tomography (CT) scan does not mean that it is safe to perform a lumbar
puncture.

Patients with raised intracranial pressure need aggressive but careful correc-
tion of hypovolaemia, elective ventilation, and antibiotic treatment. In children
with impending cerebral herniation, an infusion of mannitol (0.25–1 g/kg) may
be life-saving and may be combined with furosemide. Because the diuresis
caused by these treatments for raised intracranial pressure may exacerbate
hypovlaemia, the management of the combination of raised intracranial pres-
sure and septic shock in an individual is particularly challenging.

Neurointensive care should be instituted using 30° head-up positioning, head
midline, minimal suction, deep sedation, and avoidance of hypercapnia. The
use of hyperventilation to manage raised intracranial pressure is no longer
acceptable (50,113) as the decrease in cerebral blood flow produced may
reduce the oxygen delivery to critically dependant areas and current practice is
to maintain normocapnia (4–4.5 Kpa).

Seizures should be controlled as these may further raise intracranial pres-
sure. Acute seizures can be controlled with diazepam, while further seizure
may be prevented by phenytoin or phenobarbitone (43). There are no studies
showing proven benefit of measuring intracranial pressure in meningitis. Emer-
gency management of raised intracranial pressure is outlined in Fig. 2 (113).

5.6. Complications of Shock

5.6.1. Refractory Shock

Shock that persists despite correction of hypovolaemia has a poor progno-
sis. Children and adults with refractory shock may have different hemodynamic
states requiring different treatments (124).

When there has been no response to volume replacement of 40 mL/kg, inotropes
may be given. Peripheral venous or intra-osseous administration is often necessary,
until central venous access is available. Dobutamine, dopamine, or adrenaline (epi-
nephrine) may be used (50,113). Downregulation of adrenergic receptors occurs
when large doses of inotropes are used and particularly after sustained use (125).
The lowest possible dose of adrenaline (epinephrine) should therefore be used,
although this is not a major consideration during initial resuscitation.

5.6.2. Respiratory Failure

Elective ventilation can improve outcome in septic shock and severe menin-
gitis (112,126). It is recommended that intubation is performed if shock per-
sists despite replacement of 40 mL/kg colloid in order to reduce the work of
breathing and to control imminent pulmonary edema. Early problems with pul-
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monary edema and later the adult respiratory distress syndrome will require
ventilatory support as well as careful fluid management.

5.6.3. Coagulopathy

The inflammatory response in meningococcal disease strips the anticoagulant
lining of the epithelium (127). The released anticoagulant impairs clotting, but
trombus formation occurs on the denuded epithelium. Both the coagulation and
fibrinolytic systems are activated by LPS, cytokines, and other mediators released
during meningococcal sepsis (see Fig. 1). Low levels of the natural inhibitors of
coagulation—anti-thrombin III, Protein S, and Protein C—are found in meningo-
coccal disease (128). These low levels are associated with poor outcome. High
levels of the fibrinolytic inhibitor, PAI-1 also occur in meningococcal sepsis (129)
and these high levels are also associated with poor outcome.

Attempts to correct this imbalance systemically or lessen its effect locally
have been reported (130–132) and a recent trial of activated protein C replace-
ment in adult sepsis is reported to have had promising results (132a). As with
the cytokine network, manipulating one component of the complex coagula-
tion cascade may not necessarily be beneficial.

Children who develop skin necrosis or limb ischemia after meningococcal
septic shock have lower factor VII levels than those without these sequelae
(133). This suggests that inhibition of the intrinsic pathway might decrease the
need for skin grafts and amputations.

Combinations of heparin, anti-thrombin III, and fresh frozen plasma may
improve survival in children with moderately severe meningococcal disease,
but not fulminant disease (134). Further trials will be needed.

Evaluation of coagulation disturbances in meningococcal disease is described
in Chapter 30.

5.6.4. Renal Failure

Renal failure may be managed by dialysis or hemofiltration.

5.6.5. Metabolic Problems

Low serum potassium, calcium, phosphate, and glucose are common in
meningococcal disease. The hypokalemia is particularly striking in the face of
acidosis and requires aggressive correction. These metabolic derangements
may contribute to myocardial depression, and should be corrected (Fig. 2).

5.7. Novel Therapies
5.7.1. Corticosteroids

Steroids have been suggested as therapy in meningococcal disease for 3 reasons;
1) as replacement in adrenal insufficiency, 2) as an anti-inflammatory agent in
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septic shock, and 3) as an anti-inflammatory agent in meningitis (135,136). There
is little evidence to support their use in any of these situations.

5.7.2. Replacement Steroids

Low cortisol levels have been documented in some children with meningococ-
cal disease, with lower levels seen in those who die (137). However the interpreta-
tion of cortisol levels in these critically ill children may be complicated by a number
of factors. Adrenal insufficiency may contribute to hypotension and steroid
replacement is still often used in meningococcal septic shock (50).

5.7.3. Corticosteroids in Meningococcal Septic Shock

Controlled trials did not show a significant reduction in mortality in adults
with septic shock given steroids (136,138). These trials did not include patients
with meningococcal septic shock. No trials of high-dose steroids in meningo-
coccal septic shock have been performed.

5.7.4. Cytokines and Anti-Endotoxin Therapy

The mortality from meningococcal septic shock has remained high despite
conventional treatments (12). This has stimulated research into novel methods
of treatment, most aimed at decreasing the levels of endotoxin or the circulat-
ing inflammatory mediators.

As described earlier, although during in vitro experiments the effects of
individual cytokines can be studied, a large array of cytokines are produced in
meningococcal disease (74). Because the pattern of cytokines in meningococ-
cal disease is so complicated, attempts at improving the outcome by blocking
just one cytokine may not be successful or even desirable. There is probably a
critical balance between pro- and anti-inflammatory mediators that allows con-
trol of infection without severe cardiovascular compromise, and it is probably
naïve to expect that monotherapy, at some point after the cascade has been
activated, would be successful in such a complex process. Achieving the
appropriate balance of mediators through use of multiple pharmacological
agents may not be a realistic goal without a better understanding of the pro-
cess. This has led to enthusiasm for removal of soluble mediators by plasma-
pheresis or hemofiltration (139) but this approach also remains unproven and
could be detrimental and should be subject to controlled trials.

Despite initial enthusiasm for anti-endotoxin monoclonal antibodies (MAbs)
that might block the inflammatory response, a number of clinical trials have failed
to demonstrate benefit in clinical practice (reviewed in refs. 140 and 141 and Chap-
ter 32), probably because the inflammatory cascade has already been activated by
the time of enrollment of the patient, and because these antibodies have only weak
affinities for lipid A. If there was an intrinsic problem with these MAbs, alternative
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antibodies with higher binding affinity or different specificity may be more suc-
cessful and several are under development (140,141). An attractive alternative strat-
egy is to induce anti-endotoxin antibodies through immunization in childhood and
thus prevent LPS-mediated shock (140).

Although there are many exciting case reports and small uncontrolled series
reporting novel therapies, none have yet been shown to be safe and effective in
randomized controlled trials (140) as is discussed in detail in Chapter 32. One
promising agent, bactericidal permeability increasing protein (BPI), has
recently completed its first large-scale clinical trial. However, the Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) was not satisfied with the data presented by the
study group and has requested further phase III clinical trials before considering
licensure (142). Mortality from meningococcal disease may also be decreasing
in some regions, because of increasing familiarity with the disease and improved
delivery of initial management (110).

6. Outcomes
6.1. Mortality

In children with meningococcal meningitis, mortality with antibiotic treat-
ment is only 2% rising to 11% in those with meningitis and septicemia (41).
The mortality from septicemia is 19%, and this increases to 40–50% if the
patient is shocked (50). Lower mortality has been described in intensive care
units that are familiar with the disease and where the local emergency depart-
ments have adopted aggressive resuscitation protocols for these patients (110).

6.2. Sequelae

Serious sequelae occur in 8.5% of survivors (143), and may occur more
frequently with serogroup C disease compared to group B disease (13).

6.2.1. Meningitis

Following meningitis, patients may suffer sequelae such as sensorineural
deafness (6.4%), psychomotor retardation (2.1%), and seizures (1.4%) (144),
but these are uncommon compared with other forms of bacterial meningitis.

6.2.2. Septicemia

Sequelae following meningococcal septicemia result from thrombosis and
reduced peripheral perfusion and include skin necrosis and peripheral ischemia.
Survivors of septicemia may need limb amputations (3–4%) or skin grafting
(5%) (44,145,146). This proportion increases to 14–39% of those with shock
(139,147). Neurological and audiological sequelae can also occur in those who
had septicemia without apparent meningitis (148,149).
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7. Conclusion
The early management of patients with severe meningococcal disease is chal-

lenging even for the most experienced clinician, but it seems likely that an aggres-
sive approach to this management can reduce mortality from the disease.
Understanding the pathophysiology of septic shock may hold the key to the devel-
opment of new therapies that will be active even in real-life clinical situations where
the process is already well underway. The study of septic shock and its manipula-
tion by new therapies requires measurement of the clinical process using dis-
ease scores and also quantitation of the molecules responsible for the process:
bacterial products, cytokines, and coagulation-pathways mediators. A method-
ological approach to quantifying these is considered in the chapters that follow.

8. Appendix to Chapter 24

8.1. Cytokine Structure and Function
8.1.1. TNF-

TNF- is a 17 kDa homotrimer (150) that is encoded by a gene in the MHC
on chromosome 6 (151). Many cell types can be induced to produce TNF- in
vitro but the major sources are monocytes and macrophages (152). The major
stimulus to TNF- release is LPS, but C5a, viral, parasitic, and fungal anti-
gens, immune complexes, IL-1, IL-2, and TNF- itself may all stimulate its
release (151). LPS binds to CD14 (and other receptors) on macrophages caus-
ing macrophage activation and stimulating the release of TNF- both in vivo
and in vitro (153–155), although there is wide variation in responses between
individuals (156). TNF- release is mediated by interaction of LPS with the
serum protein lipoprotein-binding protein (LBP) (157–161).

TNF- is the key pro-inflammatory mediator. It induces release of IL-1, IL-6,
IL-8, PGE2, and NO (73,151,162,163) and acts with them to mediate the features
of sepsis including hypotension, fever, catecholamine release, and cortisol produc-
tion (74,153).

TNF- plays a central role in the physiology of Gram-negative sepsis.
Certain polymorphisms in the promoter region of the TNF- gene seem to be
associated with death from meningococcal disease (42) and other forms of sep-
sis (164). High levels of TNF- are found in meningococcal infection and cor-
relate with fatal outcome from the disease (72). However, Westendorp et al.
(1997) has suggested that low producers of TNF- have an increased risk of
fatal outcome from meningococcal infection (81), but this has been disputed
(165). Contrary to Westendorp’s findings, pre-treatment with rTNF- protects
animals from lethal sepsis with Gram-negative bacteria and knockout mice
lacking TNF- receptors are more susceptible to infection (166,167). Con-
versely, blockade of TNF- using anti-TNF antibodies protects animals against
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experimental Gram-negative sepsis (168). Trials of rTNF- receptors or anti-TNF
antibodies or other anti-inflammatory agents in established sepsis in humans have
failed to show a consistently beneficial effect (169–172).

8.1.2. TNF-  (Lymphotoxin)

The TNF- gene is also located in the MHC on chromosome 6 and encodes
a 25 kDa homotrimer (150). TNF- is produced almost exclusively by CD4 or
CD8 positive T cells following antigenic stimulation in the context of MHC
class I or class II restriction (173). In vitro activities of TNF- are similar to
TNF- , but TNF-  probably has less pro-inflammatory activity (151).

8.1.3. IL-12

IL-12 is a 70 kDa heterodimer of 2 subunits, p35 and p40, which are encoded
by separate genes on chromosome 3 and 5, respectively (174). The two sub-
units are co-expressed to form IL-12 (175). IL-12 is produced by macroph-
ages, and B cells (176). LPS and mycobacteria are potent stimuli for production
in vitro (177), although IL-12 production does not seem to be induced by a
wide range of other cytokines (177). However, production of IL-12 following
LPS stimulation of human monocytes is enhanced by IFN- and inhibited by
IL-4 and IL-10 (178). IL-12 activates NK cells and lymphokine-activated killer
(LAK) cells and induces T cell and natural killer (NK) cell proliferation
(179–182). IL-12 induces production of IFN- from protein-bound monocytes
(PBMC)s and regulates induction of TH1 cell activity by switching TH2 cells to
a TH1 or Th0 phenotpye and TH1 cells to a Th0 phenotype (183–186). IL-12
is a potent inhibitor of IgE production by B cells (187) but does not prevent
secretion by IgE dedicated B cells (188). In animal models, exogenous IL-12
enhances TH1 activity against intracellular parasites (178,189–191). Circulat-
ing levels of IL-12 are elevated in children with meningococcal septic shock,
and correlate with disease outcome and severity (192).

8.1.4. IFN-

IFN-  is encoded by a gene situated on chromosome 12 to produce a 20-25
kDa protein, which forms a dimer (193). IFN-y produced by T cells and NK
cells and defines the phenotype of TH1 cells (194 –196).

IFN-  induces MHC class II expression on the surface of macrophages and
B cells, activates NK cells, induces macrophage NO production and stimulates
macrophages to kill intracellular organisms such as Toxoplasma and mycobac-
teria (197–199).

8.1.5. IL-4

Interleukin-4 is the 18 kDa product of a gene on chromosome 5 (200,201)
and is mainly produced by T cells, mast cells and basophils (202). The major
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source of IL-4 is CD4+ CD45RO memory T cells (203) and synthesis is
induced following activation of the T-cell receptor by antigen. IL-4 defines the
TH2 cell phenotype and acts as a co-factor for B-cell proliferation and induces
expression of surface IgM, Fc receptors, and CD40 (202,204,205). IL-4 plays
an important role in inducing switching to Ig class and subclass production. In
conjunction with CD4+ T cells and other co-factors, IL-4 can induce produc-
tion of IgE and IgG4 (206 –211). IL-4 inhibits the release of many macroph-
age-derived cytokines including TNF- , IL-1, IL-2, IL-3, IL-8, and PGE2
(212–214). Elevated levels of IL-4 are present in allergic disease (215).

8.1.6. IL-10

IL-10 is a 36 kDa homodimer that is produced by T cells, B cells, and mac-
rophages (216–218). TNF- enhances IL-10 expression (219,220) but IFN-
IL-4, IL-13, and IL-10 itself reduces IL-10 production (221–223). The IL-10
gene is located on chromosome 1q (224) and polymorphisms in the promoter
region of this gene correlate with levels of IL-10 production in vitro (225).

IL-10 stimulates B cells to proliferate and differentiate and to increase their
expression of MHC class II antigens (226,227). It also increases expression of
Fc receptors on monocytes (228), so enhancing ADCC. IL-10 may be involved
in switching of B cells to produce IgA or IgG1 and IgG3 (229–231). On the
other hand, IL-10 downregulates expression of MHC class II, ICAM-1, and B7
on monocytes, thereby reducing antigen presentation and attenuating T-cell
activation and proliferation (216,232–234). IL-10 inhibits secretion of TNF-
IL-1, IL-6, IL-8, and IL-12 from monocytes and macrophages (223,232,235)
and inhibits release of IFN- , TNF- , and IL-2 from T cells (236,237), prob-
ably via decreasing IL-12 synthesis (235). Although IL-10 is produced by both
TH1 and TH2 T cells, it seems that the level of IL-10 produced relative to IFN-
and IL-2 determines whether T-cell proliferation and macrophage activation
are enhanced (TH1) or inhibited (TH2) (238).

In vitro, IL-10 has major anti-inflammatory activities and there is evidence
in vivo that this activity is important in the pathogenesis of leishmaniasis, filar-
iasis, leprosy, and tuberculosis in humans (239–244).

In contrast to the effects of TNF- infusion, which mimics endotoxemia,
IL-10 infusion in healthy individuals seems to be without adverse effects (218),
but it impairs defense against infection in animal models (65,220,245).

The highest levels of IL-10 in an individual during acute infection with
N. meningitidis are found on presentation to hospital and the highest levels
among patients have been associated with fatality from meningococcal disease
(69,70,77,246). In survivors, IL-10 levels rapidly fall following admission to
hospital but raised levels persist in nonsurvivors (65).
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8.1.7. IL-13

IL-13 is an anti-inflammatory cytokine of 17 kDa encoded by a gene on
chromosome 5 (247). It is produced by T cells (CD4+ and CD8+) following
both antigenic and mitogenic stimulation, B cells, and mast cells (247–251).
The action on B cells is similar to that of IL-4 with increased expression of
IgM and MHC class II, B-cell proliferation, and IgE/IgG4 heavy-chain switch-
ing (252–254). IL-13 downregulates the expression of many macrophage-
surface receptors (including CD14) and upregulates others (255,256). The
production of LPS-induced pro-inflammatory cytokines, NO and ADCC activ-
ity is inhibited by IL-13 (247,255,256). However, IL-13 could not be detected
during acute clinical sepsis or experimental endotoxemia (65). IL-13 is pro-
duced at high levels in mononuclear-cell preparations from allergic patients
(257,258).
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Clinical Scoring Systems in Meningococcal Disease

Marino Festa and Bert Derkx

1. Introduction
Scoring systems used in meningococcal disease have been developed and

validated to predict death or severity of illness in cohorts of patients, usually
in the setting of intensive care. When using these scores, it is important to
remember that any individual’s score is only of limited value in prognosticat-
ing about that individual patient and can be misleading (1). The accuracy of
any score is determined by how well its estimated pattern of mortality com-
pares with that observed in the score’s developmental cohort, rather than in
individual patients. Scores cannot be considered interchangeable; different
scores, comprised of different sets of variables to arrive at the probability of
mortality, may arrive at the same overall aggregate risk of mortality in a popu-
lation of patients with meningococcal disease, despite individual estimates
within this cohort of patients differing widely between scores. The ability of a
score to predict death for patients who die and survival for those that live is
best-described by the area under the receiver operator characteristic (ROC)
curve (2). This curve is a plot of sensitivity versus “(1-specificity)”, i.e., the
true-positive to false-positive fractions, at different decision thresholds. The
greater the discriminative ability of a test, the closer the area under the curve
comes towards 1.0, where the true-positive fraction is 1.0 or 100% (perfect
specificity) and the false-positive fraction is 0 (perfect sensitivity). No score,
however, has sufficient accuracy for individual prognostication and the use of
scores in this way is inappropriate for clinical practice or research (3).

Many scoring systems exist for use in pediatric intensive care (PICU), some
of which have been designed and validated specifically for use in meningococ-
cal disease. The aim of any score differs depending on the score’s design. Most
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“generic” scores designed for general use in PICU attempt to allocate a risk of
mortality to an individual and have been validated in the prediction of death
in cohorts of patients in PICU. Allocation of mortality risk by mortality-
prediction scores allows stratification of children by mortality-risk bands and
comparison between bands as a marker of meningococcal disease severity
rather than simply survivors vs nonsurvivors.

Other scores have been designed specifically for use in meningococcal disease
or sepsis and are referred to as “meningococcal-specific” scores throughout this
chapter. Most of these scores (e.g., Glasgow Meningococcal Septicaemia Prognos-
tic Score [GMSPS], “MenOPP” bedside clinical score [MOC], Barcelona score,
Neisseria Sepsis Index [NESI]) attempt to describe disease severity, rather than
necessarily predict mortality, and in some cases are of more use in the prediction of
survival rather than death.

1.1. The Ideal Scoring System

The ideal scoring system would need to be accurate enough to allow both pre-
diction of mortality risk and also of serious morbidity, such as organ-system fail-
ure, in any individual child admitted to the PICU. Importantly, it should allocate
the risk of subsequent morbidity or mortality early in the PICU admission using
simple, easily available clinical and laboratory parameters to allow early scoring
soon after admission in this clinically distinctive disease. Such a score could be
used in a prospective fashion to allow consideration of new or experimental thera-
pies in the most severe cases as well as being useful retrospectively to allow
comparisons between centers and between treatment alternatives and pathophysi-
ological markers of disease. Unfortunately, as already stated, no existing score is
accurate enough to reliably prognosticate on an individual basis. Despite this, indi-
vidual scoring of patients does allow children to be grouped in low- and high-risk
groups and scores have been used to exclude low-risk groups from clinical trials
designed to estimate treatment effects (4). Stratification of children with meningo-
coccal disease by mortality risk or severity scoring therefore allows early selection
of “higher-risk” children and elimination of “low-risk” patients who will survive
with current treatment strategies, for entry to clinical trials to assess novel thera-
pies. Retrospective comparison of clinical and laboratory measures of disease
pathophysiology is also facilitated by the use of scoring systems to bracket cases
into severity groups for comparison and analysis.

1.2. Important Principles in the Application
of Scoring Systems in Clinical Research

1. Analysis of research results should consider the group or “risk band” within which
the patient falls, rather than considering any individual’s score. Individuals in
this group should be analyzed together and compared to other risk bands.
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2. When applying any clinical score, it is important to compare like with like. There-
fore children with meningococcal septicemia may need to be analyzed separately
from those with meningococcal meningitis, because the clinical picture in these
two distinct groups will differ sufficiently to impact on many scoring systems.
An example of this is the prognostic significance of the C-reactive protein (CRP)
level on admission in a series of patients with meningococcal purpura (5). In
children who were not shocked, the CRP had no prognostic value, whereas in
children who were shocked, CRP was an accurate predictor of outcome.

3. Scores developed in one population should be used cautiously when applied to
another population in a different setting or country where the score has not previ-
ously been validated. It has been shown that the performance of a score may
differ depending on the clinical setting (6). Unless a score has been validated in a
multi-center study using a population similar to the one in which the score is to
be applied, it cannot be assumed that the score will perform with the same degree
of accuracy or discriminative ability in the study population (7).

4. Because environmental, host, and bacterial factors may alter and as recognition
and treatment of meningococcal disease improves, the validity of a score in this
disease may also change (8,9). Scoring systems in meningococcal disease there-
fore need revalidation after a period of time to mirror changes in mortality from
this disease.

2. Methods
2.1. Generic Scoring Systems

Generic scoring systems are designed to predict mortality in all children
admitted to PICU and are widespread and used routinely in most units. Com-
monly used scores in PICU include the Pediatric Risk of Mortality (PRISM)
score developed in 1988 (10), and the Paediatric Index of Mortality (PIM) score
developed in 1997 (11). PRISM III, an updated version of the PRISM score
was published in 1996 (12) but is only available under license, and is not in
widespread use outside the US and will not be described here. Generic scores
have been designed and validated specifically for the prediction of mortality in
children on PICU. The PRISM score has been used to assess severity of illness
in children with meningococcal disease in a number of studies (13–15); expe-
rience with PIM in meningococcal disease remains limited. Both scores have
the advantage of being prospectively calculated and readily available in chil-
dren admitted to most PICUs, but the disadvantage of poor accuracy in some
studies (6).

2.1.1. Pediatric Risk of Mortality (PRISM) Score

The original version of this score developed in 1988 by Pollack et al. (10) is
in widespread clinical use in PICUs throughout the world. A number of impor-
tant factors should be considered before using this score. Firstly, the score was
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developed and validated in units throughout the US, and doubts have been
raised over its performance in other settings, particularly in developing coun-
tries (6). Secondly, although Algren et al. showed the PRISM score to be an
accurate predictor of mortality rate in meningococcal infection (13), subse-
quent studies have shown the PRISM score may overpredict mortality in chil-
dren in PICU with meningococcal disease (11,15,16). Nevertheless, the PRISM
score is accurate enough to allow stratification of children by mortality risk
bands, and has been used in this way in a number of clinical studies (17–19).

A practical difficulty with the use of this score is the number of parameters and
the length of data collection required for the score. A total of 14 parameters over a
24-h period (minimum 8 h) are required prior to scoring (see Table 1). This delay
in allocation of mortality risk leads to a methodological criticism of the PRISM and
other “worst in 24-h” scores, namely that delay in scoring makes the score appear
more accurate than it really is, with death being diagnosed rather than predicted in
those that die. The delay in scoring also makes the PRISM score less useful for
studies where early randomization for a planned intervention is required; for
example, a prospective, randomized, controlled study to evaluate a novel treatment
in the most unwell patients. Kanter et al. revalidated the PRISM score using hospi-
tal data from the 24 h prior to PICU admission (20). This pre-ICU PRISM score
can, therefore be scored on admission to PICU and may be suitable for the early
stratification of children with meningococcal disease by mortality risk, although at
present, there are no studies evaluating this score specifically in meningococcal
disease. The number of variables and the dependence of this score on clinical and
laboratory parameters are unchanged, however, and hence many of the practical
difficulties with data collection with the PRISM score are also applicable to the
pre-ICU PRISM.

2.1.2. Paediatric Index of Mortality (PIM) Score

Shann et al. introduced the PIM score in 1997 as an alternative mortality-
prediction model for use in PICU (11). It has the major advantage of being a quicker
and simpler generic score, using only 8 explanatory variables to calculate a risk of
mortality within 1 h of admission (see Table 2). Personal experience with this
score in children with meningococcal disease in one tertiary PICU shows it per-
formed as well as PRISM (ROC area 0.879 vs 0.880) (16). However, experience in
meningococcal disease with this score remains limited.

As previously stated, PIM has the advantage of being a simpler score using
easily available test parameters. It is thus a quicker score to perform and may
be a more useful generic score than PRISM where early stratification of chil-
dren by mortality-risk bands is required. The PIM score may also be useful for
comparison of survivors within and between institutions, in the same way as
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the PRISM score, as PIM becomes more widely used. Care, however, should
be exercised when using either PRISM or PIM scores in settings outside those
similar to the development and validation cohorts.

2.2 Disease-Specific Scores

A number of authors have published scoring systems designed specifically
to predict morbidity and mortality in meningococcal disease. Many of these
scores are based on the clinical criteria for prediction of outcome described by
Stiehm and Damrosch in 1966 (21). They developed a predictive model using
the following criteria: Petechiae, shock, meningitis, blood leucocyte count, and
erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR). A number of authors have subsequently
published scores using various clinical and laboratory criteria. These severity
scores vary in their dependence on laboratory measurements and this impacts
on their speed of risk classification. Meningococcal specific scores do have the
advantage of having been designed and validated specifically in cohorts of
children, and in some cases adults, with meningococcal disease. Experience
with individual scores varies greatly; one of the most commonly used scores is
the Glasgow Meningococcal Septicaemia Prognostic Score (GMSPS).
Thomson et al. published a 10-yr retrospective review of the performance of
this score and found it was able to stratify children with meningococcal septi-
caemia by disease severity (22). Other scores have been developed, mainly
using easily available clinical parameters to attempt to classify patients early
according to the expected course of the disease. Four factors should be consid-
ered when contemplating the use of such scores in clinical research:

1. Has the score been validated in a similar population to that in which the study is
proposed?

2. Was the score developed specifically for use in meningococcal septicemia
excluding cases of meningococcal meningitis, or for all meningococcal disease?

3. Was the score developed and validated in children and/or adults?
4. The age of the score. When was the score developed and validated; is it still

valid?

Six meningococcal-specific scores are reviewed here:

2.2.1. Glasgow Meningococcal Septicaemia Prognostic
Score (GMSPS)

The GMSPS is a simple clinical scoring system that can be performed rap-
idly at the bedside, allowing early risk allocation (see Table 3). The score was
designed in the UK, as a dynamic system allowing for rescoring in the face of
clinical deterioration; this use of rescoring is responsible for the high sensitivity
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Table 1
Pediatric Risk of Mortality (PRISM) Score (Worst in 24-h values
(minimum of 8 h) required for each parameter)

Variable Age restrictions and ranges Score

Systolic BP (mmHg) Infants Children
130–160 150–200 2

55–65 65–75
>160 >200 6
40–54 50–64
<40 <50 7

Diastolic BP (mmHg) All ages
>110 6

Heart rate (beats/min) Infants Children
>160 >150 4
<90 <80

Resp rate (breaths/min) Infants Children
61–90 51–70 1
>90 >70 5

Apnea Apnea
PaO2/ FiO2

a All ages
200–300 2

<200 3
PaCO2

b (torr) All ages
51–65 1
>65 5

Glasgow Coma scorec All ages
<8 6

Pupillary reactions All ages
unequal or dilated 4
fixed and dilated 10

PT/PTT All ages
>1.5 × control 2

Total bilirubin (mg/dl) >1 mo
>3.5 6

Potassium (mEq/L) All ages
3.0–3.5 1
6.5–7.5

<3.0 5
>7.5

(continued)
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Table 1 (continued)

Variable Age restrictions and ranges Score

Calcium (mg/dl) All ages

7.0–8.0 2
12.0–15.0

<7.0 6
>15.0

Glucose (mg/dl) All ages
40–60 4

250–400
<40 8
>400

Bicarbonated (mEq/L) All ages
<16 3
>32

aCannot be assessed in patients with intracardiac shunts or chronic respiratory insufficiency;
requires arterial blood sampling.

bMay be assessed with capillary blood gases.
cAssessed only if there is known or suspected CNS dysfunction; cannot be assessed in

patients during iatrogenic sedation, paralysis, anesthesia, etc. Scores <8 correspond to coma or
deep stupor.

dUse measured values.
The total score (PRISM) is entered into the following equation to calculate r:

r = 0.207 × PRISM – 0.005 × age (months) – 0.433 × operative status – 4.782

where operative status is defined as postoperative = 1, nonoperative = 0
The probability of death may then be calculated as follows:

p (ICU death) = exp r / (1 + exp [R])

and specificity of the GMSPS in a published retrospective review of its perfor-
mance over a 10-yr period in children with meningococcal septicemia (22). How-
ever, early scoring, for example on admission, significantly reduced the predictive
accuracy of the GMSPS in this study. Prospective validation of this score has shown
a score 8 to best identify children at risk of dying from meningococcal disease
(odds ratio 0.87) (23). However, a retrospective review of cases between 1985 and
1991 in a tertiary referral PICU in London found a high rate of survival in children
with a score of >8 (62%), and significant survival even with a GMSPS >10 (8). The
improving survival rate in the higher-risk groups using this score emphasizes the
need to revalidate scoring systems to bring the predictive capability of the score up
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to date with modern “conventional” management before using severity scores to
select patients for entry into clinical trials designed to assess novel therapies. In
1996, in a comparison of eight severity scores in 125 children with meningococcal
disease, Derkx et al. found the GMSPS to be a simple and reliable score for identi-
fication of low-risk patients, accurately identifying a subgroup of patients with no
mortality (24). The GMSPS is a widely used score and has been used to identify
and stratify children likely to benefit from a novel therapy in meningococcal dis-
ease in a large multi-center, international, randomized, controlled clinical trial (4).

Table 2
Pediatric Index of Mortality (PIM)a

Booked or elective admission to PICU (no = 0, yes = 1)
Presence of one of the following underlying conditions (no = 0, yes = 1)
—Cardiac arrest out of hospital
—Severe combined immunodeficiency syndrome
—Leukemia/lymphoma after 1st induction
—Cerebral hemorrhage
—Cardiomyopathy or myocarditis
—Hypoplastic left heart syndrome
—HIV infection
—IQ probably <35, worse than Down’s
—A neurodegenerative disorder
Response of pupils to bright light (both >3 mm and both fixed = 1, other = 0,

unknown = 0)
Base excess in arterial or capillary blood, mmol/l (unknown = 0)
PaO2, mmHg (unknown = 0)
FiO2 at time of PaO2 if oxygen via ETT or headbox (unknown = 0)
Systolic blood pressure, mmHg (unknown = 120)
Mechanical ventilation at any time during first hour in PICU (no = 0, yes = 1)

aUse the first value of each variable measured within the period from the time of first con-
tact to 1 h after arrival in PICU. First contact is defined as the first face-to-face (not telephone)
contact between the patient and a doctor from the PICU (or a doctor from a specialist pediatric
transport team)

The information in table can be used to calculate the PIM logit:

PIM logit (elogit) = (–1.552 × elective admission, y/n) + (1.826 × specified diagnosis, y/n) +
(2.357 × pupillary reaction to light) + (0.071 × absolute base excess) + (0.415 × (100 × FiO2/
PaO2)) + (0.021 × (absolute systolic BP-120)) + (1.342 × mechanical ventilation, y/n) – 4.873

The logit must be converted to the predicted probability of death using the following
formula:

Predicted probability of death = elogit/(1+ elogit)
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Retrospective use of this score is potentially more difficult, as the score changes
depending on the time of scoring during the admission in a deteriorating patient.
Hence with repetitive scoring the GMSPS score tends to increase; the timing of
scoring is therefore important when comparing patients and therapies. Use of the
highest score during an admission will best describe an individual’s disease sever-
ity, but it may be important to have a fixed time-point for scoring, because there is
the potential for individuals to deteriorate because of a therapy rather than despite
it. Another possible criticism of this score is its use of the modified Glasgow Coma
Scale, which in young infants and children at highest risk of meningococcal dis-
ease may be difficult to assess.

Despite these concerns, the GMSPS remains a widely used and relatively
simple score that enables easy identification of low-risk patients for exclusion

Table 3
Glasgow Meningococcal Septicemia Prognostic Score (GMSPS)

Bedside parameter Points

BP <75 mmHg systolic, age <4 yr 3
      <85 mmHg systolic, age >4 yr
Skin/rectal temperature difference >3°C 3
Modified coma scale score <8a or deterioration of 3 points in 1 h 3
Deterioration in hour before scoring 2
Absence of meningism 2
Extending purpuric rash or widespread ecchymoses 1
Base deficit (capillary or arterial) >8.0 1
Maximum score 15

aModified coma scale
 i. Eyes open

Spontaneously 4
To speech 3
To pain 2
None 1

ii. Best verbal response
Orientated 6
Words 4
Vocal sounds 3
Cries 2
None 1

iii. Best motor response
Obeys commands 6
Localizes pain 4
Moves to pain 1
None 0

Add scores i, ii, and iii to give result.
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from clinical trials evaluating the effectiveness of new treatment alternatives
and comparison of patients by disease severity.

2.2.2. “MenOPP” Bedside Clinical Score (MOC)

The MOC was developed from the assessment of all hospital admissions with
meningococcal disease in Norway over a 1-yr period (25). The main
attraction of this score is its simplicity, and therefore its speed, as it includes only 7
easily available clinical parameters obtained at the bedside (see Table 4). In a com-
bined prospective and retrospective study of 125 children, the MOC showed good
accuracy (ROC area = 0.866) and compared well with other more complicated
clinical-scoring systems (24). This study showed mortality increased markedly in
patients with a MOC 3. Unlike some of the other scores described in this chapter,
the MOC score has been developed for use in meningococcal disease in any hospi-
tal department and in ambulatory practice and is designed to allow early assign-
ment of disease severity. This makes for a rapid, practical score, which may also be
useful in the prehospital environment.

2.2.3. Tüysüz score

Tüysüz and colleagues have developed a simple bedside score using simple
clinical parameters plus the initial leucocyte count and CSF analysis (see Table
5). This score was developed from a retrospective review of 140 patients with
meningococcal disease in Turkey (26). The authors suggest that this score’s
9-point scale is useful in identifying low-risk (0–5 points), medium-risk (6–7
points), and high-risk groups (8–9 points), with mortality rates in the develop-
mental set of 1.7, 25.0, and 100% respectively. The Tüysüz score performed
well in a comparative review of meningococcal severity scores in the Nether-
lands (ROC area = 0.825) (24). A major disadvantage of this score, however, is
its dependence on cerbrospinal fluid (CSF) analysis. Lumbar puncture is not

Table 4
MenOPP Bedside Clinical Score (MOC)

Bedside parameter Points

Systolic BP: 100 mmHg (adult); 70 mmHg (child) 1
Cyanosis 1
Ecchymosis 1
Diarrhea before or at admission 1
Cold extremities 1
No nuchal or back rigidity 1
Temperature 40.0°C 1
Maximum score 7
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routinely performed in children presenting with meningococcal disease and
may be contraindicated in a large number cases owing to a significantly
decreased conscious level or severe shock and hemodynamic instability (27).
Inability to analyze CSF in these children precludes the use of this scoring
system in a significant number of cases.

2.2.4. The Barcelona Scale

This score was prospectively developed and validated in children and adults
presenting with meningococcal disease in 24 hospitals in Barcelona in 1997
(28). It is a simple scoring system based on 4 readily available bedside param-
eters (see Table 6) and therefore has the advantage of being rapidly calculated
on admission to hospital. The authors of this score conclude that a Barcelona
score 1 is associated with a significant mortality and should be used to priori-
tize patients for intensive-care management. Although the Barcelona score
performed well in its validation set (area under ROC curve = 0.91), this may be
expected as this population of patients was the same as the score’s derivation
set. It remains to be seen whether the discriminatory power of the Barcelona
score remains high in populations outside of this.

2.2.5. Neisseria Sepsis Index (NESI)

The NESI was developed in Moscow and Düsseldorf and uses only four
variables (29) (see Table 7). It avoids complicated laboratory parameters and
is therefore a relatively simple and quick score to perform. The NESI generates
a score from 0–8, with an increasing score indicating increasingly severe sep-
sis. The authors of this score only observed deaths in children with a NESI >4.
A subsequent observational study using data collected from all German pediat-
ric hospitals over a 1-yr period (1994–1995) suggested a cut-off NESI >5
may be appropriate for consideration of alternative adjunctive therapeutic strat-
egies in children with meningococcal sepsis (30). Experience with this score

Table 5
Tüysüz Score

Clinical parameter Points

Hypotension (systolic <5th percentile for age) 3
Diffuse petechiae (uncountable) developed <12 h prior to hospital admission 2
Peripheral WBC count <10,000/mm3 2
Disturbed consciousness (sensorial variability between somnolence and coma) 1
Absence of meningitis (clinical signs and >100 WBC in CSF or positive CSF

culture) 1
Maximum score 9
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remains limited, however, and comparison with more established scoring sys-
tems is needed.

2.2.6. The Rotterdam Score

This score was developed retrospectively from the clinical and laboratory
characteristics of 75 children with meningococcal septic shock (18). The
Rotterdam score uses 4 laboratory parameters to predict a risk of mortality
rather than attempting to grade severity of illness by a random scale. The esti-
mated risk of mortality may then be used to group patients into mortality-risk
bands as a marker of disease severity. Individual mortality risk predictions
should not be used in the analysis of clinical research studies as, in keeping
with generic mortality prediction scores described earlier (Subheding 1.2.),
the score is not accurate enough to be used in this way.

A disadvantage of the score is that the assignment of mortality risk is not
possible until these laboratory parameters are available following admission
and initial management in the emergency department or PICU, making this
score less useful if early assignment of mortality risk is the goal. The use of
CRP as one of the score’s parameters may preclude this score’s use in some
centers where CRP is unavailable. Other parameters identified by multiple
regression analysis in the development set were base excess, serum potassium
level, and platelet count. The values for each of these variables have been
weighted and brought together in the following mathematical expression of the
probability of death: eRS/1 + eRS, where RS = Rotterdam score, a value defined
as 1.01 + (1.21 × serum potassium level) – (0.29 × base excess) – (0.024 ×
platelet count) – (3.75 × log serum CRP level). Comparison of this score with
the PRISM score in the development set by the Rotterdam score’s authors

Table 6
The Barcelona Score

Bedside parameter Points

Pre-admission antibiotic ( 1 dose of an antibiotic active against
N. meningitidis within 12 h of admission) –1

Age
0–59 yr 0
>60 yr 1

Focal neurological signs (sensory, motor, or cranial nerve disturbances of 1
central origin not present before the episode of meningococcal disease)

Hemorrhagic diathesis 2
Maximum score 4
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showed correlation between the two scores (r = 0.58). However, experience
with the Rotterdam score remains limited and a multi-center study is required
to validate this score.

In conclusion, a number of scoring systems may be applied to children with
meningococcal disease in order to describe severity and facilitate clinical
research into this clinically distinctive disease. Scoring systems differ in their
local availability, with generic scores used “routinely” in many PICUs, and in
their ease of use and accuracy within any given clinical setting. Any score
chosen should take into account the clinical setting in which it is to be applied
and local experience with the score. Different types of studies require different
performance characteristics from a score and this should be considered during
the study design. For example a clinical trial of a new drug therapy to be given
early in the management of meningococcal disease would require rapid, early
risk stratification. Scores capable of doing this, e.g., Pre-ICU PRISM, PIM,
MOC, Barcelona, NESI, and perhaps GMSPS scores may be most suitable for
use in such a trial. In laboratory-based studies comparing pathophysiological
markers of disease, however, it may be particularly important to differentiate
between mild, moderate and severe disease. In such cases, the score’s accuracy is
of paramount importance. The GMSPS is often used in this setting, because expe-
rience has shown the GMSPS to be one of the more accurate scoring systems.
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Quantitative Detection of Bacterial
Lipopolysaccharides in Clinical Specimens

Petter Brandtzaeg, Reidun Øvstebø, and Peter Kierulf

1. Introduction
Lipopolysaccharides (LPS) located to the outer leaflet of the outer mem-

brane have been identified as the main common endotoxic component of Gram-
negative bacteria (1–3). Although other constituents of the bacterial cell wall,
i.e., peptidoglycan, may contribute, LPS is considered to be the single most
important constituent of Neisseria meningitidis that induces inflammation in
the host (4–12). Neisserial lipopolysaccharides are often referred to as
lipooligosaccharides (LOS) owing to the short polysaccharide chains compris-
ing approx 10 sugars or less that are attached to lipid A.

The ability of LPS to activate a variety of immune cells is primarily related to
lipid A, which is considered to be the endotoxic center of bacterial LPS
(1–3). Lipid A in N. meningitidis LPS consists of two 1 –6 linked D-glucosamine
molecules to which equimolar amounts of hydroxylaurate (3-OH-12�O),
hydroxymyristate (3-OH-14�O), laurate (12�O), and phosphate are attached (Fig.
1). Lipid A in N. meningitidis differs from lipid A in Neisseria gonorrhoae in that
both phosphate groups are largely substituted by 2-aminoethylphosphate (13). The
fatty acids hydroxylaurate, hydroxymyristate, and laurate are attached to each of
the two D-glucosamine molecules of neisserial lipid A, making it a symmetrical
molecule that differs from asymmetrical lipid A found in important disease-
causing, Gram-negative rods, for example, Escherichia coli and Salmonella
species (1–3,13).

If meningococci gain access to the circulation, the subarachnoid space, or
other normally sterile body compartments such as pericardium, joints, or eyes,
they may activate a variety of cells directly or indirectly. During proliferation,
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N. meningitidis tends to oversynthesize and shed outer-membrane vesicles
(OMVs) containing LPS. In addition, meningococci readily undergo lysis,
thereby releasing fragments of the outer membrane.

Host cells derived from the myeloid cell line and expressing CD14 on the
surface, i.e., monocytes, macrophages, and neutrophils, play a key role in cel-
lular inflammatory responses (14,15). How the LPS molecules, which normally
are present in a lipid bilayer or as large aggregates in aqueous solution, induce
cell activation in the host is presently only partly known. The LPS molecules
are apparently detached from the bacterial outer membrane and form complexes
with various plasma proteins, including LPS-binding protein (LBP), bacteri-
cidal permeability-increasing protein (BPI) derived from neutrophils, high-
density lipoprotein (HDL), low-density lipoprotein (LDL), albumin,
lactoferrin, serum amyeloid proteins (SAP), and others (16–21). LBP augments
the CD14-mediated cellular reaction to lipid A whereas BPI, HDL, LDL, and
lactoferrin reduce the cellular response to lipid A and function as a “buf-
fer system” in the blood. SAP interferes with the LPS binding to HDL (21).
Human hemoglobin binds LPS and enhances its toxicity (22). The latter obser-
vation may be of importance in meningococcal septicemia with coagulopathy,
extensive hemorrhage, and disintegration of erythrocytes, particularly in the
skin and the adrenals. The lipid A-LBP complex is recognized by CD14 and
“guided” to the Toll-like receptor 4 expressed on the same cells. The Toll-like
receptor 4 initiates transmembrane signaling activating the interleukin 1 (IL-1)
intracellular signaling pathway, which finally induces DNA transcription in
the nucleus (23,24).

Fig. 1. Lipid A of pathogenic Neisseria meningitidis. Adapted with permission from
ref. 13.
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1.1. The Role of Meningococcal LPS in Human Pathophysiology

Although endotoxin was suggested to play a central part in the pathogenesis
of N. meningitidis at the beginning of the twentieth century, no direct proof
was established before the 1980s and early 1990s (5–7,25,26). At that time the
Limulus amoebocyte lysate (LAL) assay using a chromogenic substrate was
well-established as a reliable and reproducible method (27–33). Systematic col-
lection of patient samples revealed a consistent pattern that linked the levels of LPS
to the clinical presentation of the meningococcal infection (5–7,25,26,34–38).
Patients developing fulminant meningococcal septicemia characterized by persis-
tent septic shock, renal impairment, disseminated intravascular coagulation, and
lack of significant pleocytosis were characterized by very high levels of LPS in
the circulation and low levels in cerbebrospinal fluid (CSF) (34–38). The cir-
culating levels of LPS were quantitatively associated with the degree of activa-
tion of the plasma-cascade systems, i.e., the complement system, the
coagulation system, and kallikrein-kinin system (8,39–40). Plasminogen acti-
vator inhibitor 1 (PAI-1) was massively released in patients with the highest
levels of circulating LPS, inducing a significant inhibition of the fibrinolysis
(41). The plasma levels of pro- and anti-inflammatory cytokines such as tumor
necrosis factor- (TNF- ), IL-1, interleukin 6 (IL-6), and interleukin 10
(IL-10) were associated with plasma levels of LPS (42,43). The very high lev-
els of LPS in plasma have been verified by quantifying hydroxylauric acid as a
marker of neisserial LPS by gas-chromatography (GC) and mass-spectrometry
(MS) (7). The levels measured with the LAL assay, which is a bioassay and the
chemical analysis employing GC-MS showed a close correlation (7).

Patients presenting with distinct signs of meningitis without severe circulatory
impairment revealed the opposite picture, i.e., low levels of LPS in plasma and
high levels in CSF (6,9,37). Patients presenting with both fulminant septicemia and
distinct meningitis had LPS levels that were elevated in both compartments. A
fourth group of patients is denoted “mild systemic meningococcal disease” or “mild
meningococcemia” because they show no signs of severe circulatory impairment
or clinically signs of distinct meningitis with marked pleocytosis (100 × 109 leuko-
cytes/l CSF). These patients are characterized by low levels of LPS in both circula-
tion and CSF (11). The pathophysiological changes observed in our patients are in
line with the pathophysiological responses observed in humans challenged with
small doses of purified LPS intravenously (44).

1.2. The LAL Assay

The levels of meningococcal LPS when detectable in plasma or CSF are in
the order of few pg/mL to less than 1 µg/mL (5–7,25,26,34–38). The only
method presently available to quantify LPS in body fluids at these low levels is
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the LAL assay. This assay makes use of purified components of the coagulation
system of Limulus polyphemus (the horseshoe crab) (Fig. 2) (27,32). This primi-
tive coagulation system is located within the amoebocytes, the only blood cell that
circulates in the bluish hemolymph of the horseshoe crab (32). The coagulation
system is activated by the lipid A moiety of the LPS molecule as a cascade of
several enzymes: denoted factor C, factor B, proclotting enzyme, and coagulogen
(Fig. 2). When proclotting enzyme is activated to clotting enzyme, it converts
coagulogen to coagulin, transforming the hemolymph to a gel. Presently the final
enzymatic step in this cascade is often read spectrophotometrically, substituting the
terminal step, i.e., the conversion of coagulogen to coagulin (gel formation) with a
chromogenic peptide substrate (25–33) (Fig 2).

1.3. Usefulness of the Method

Our experience with LPS measurements in 130 patients with documented
meningococcal infections studied during a 16-yr period suggest that a persis-
tent septic shock develops in patients with plasma LPS levels >700 ng/l (7 EU/
mL). Persistent septic shock below this LPS level is rarely seen. When patients
are grouped according to the admission level of plasma LPS, the case-fatality

Fig. 2. The coagulation system of the Limulus polyphemus (horseshoe crab), which
is used in the Limulus amoebocyte lysate, (LAL) assay. In assays using a chromogenic
substrate, the coagulogen is removed so as not to interfere with the conversion of the
chromogenic substrate.
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rate increases with increasing levels of LPS. Among our patients, a LPS con-
tent in plasma >15,000 ng/l has been associated with 100% fatality. Sequential
measurements of LPS in plasma suggest that the LPS production in the circula-
tion is immediately turned off after the first dose of antibiotic is injected. The
rapidly declining levels of native LPS (T1/2 = 1–3 h) are paralleled with declin-
ing levels of various inflammatory cytokines (TNF- , IL-6, IL-10) and other
mediators contributing to the vascular dysfunction (PAI-1, thrombin activation
as measured by fibrinopeptide A). These observations provide a scientific base
for early antibiotic treatment of these patients.

The quantitative measurements of LPS in plasma from patients with sys-
temic meningococcal disease reveal a closer association with outcome and
underlying pathophysiology than generally observed in other human infections
caused by Gram-negative bacteria (45). The underlying causes of the
bacterium’s variable ability to proliferate and generate LPS-containing mate-
rial in the circulation are still largely unknown.

2. Materials
1. Heparinized vacuum tubes. Endo Tube ET® (Chromogenix AB, Mölndal, Swe-

den). The tubes contain 30 IU heparin/mL blood and are guaranteed to be LPS-
free. They collect 4 mL blood and have been developed specifically for LPS
testing of blood.

2. Vials for storage of patient plasma and CFS. Cryotubes® 3-68632, (Nunc,
Roskilde, Denmark) can be stored for more than 10 yr at –70°C.

3. Pooled heparinized normal plasma. Blood from 10 healthy blood donors is col-
lected in Endo Tube ET®, centrifuged at 1,400g for 10 min, and the plasma
pipetted off. Equal volumes from the 10 donors are mixed and stored in suitable
volumes (for example, 2 mL).

4. Dilution fluid. Pooled heparinized plasma is thawed and diluted 1 + 9 with dis-
tilled H2O to prepare a fluid of constant protein and ionic strength.

5. LAL (BioWhittaker, Inc, Walkersville, MD; Cat. no. N186).
6. Purified lipopolysaccharide. E. coli strain O55B5 LPS 7–10 endotoxin units

(EU)/ng, (Cat. no. N185, BioWhittaker).
7. LPS samples for longitudinal controls. Divide a patient’s plasma with high LPS con-

centration into single-use lots and store it deep-frozen (–70°C). Dilute one lot 1 + 9
with distilled H2O; dilute further with dilution fluid to final concentrations of 7, 40,
and 100 ng/L. Before each run, duplicate samples of 7, 40, and 100 ng/L are
heat-inactivated (see Subheading 3.4., step 2) and used as longitudinal controls. Plot
the results and estimate the mean and standard deviation (SD) of the measurements
based on 30 observations.

8. Purified E. coli O55B5 LPS as alternative longitudinal controls. In lack of a
patient plasma with high level of LPS, prepare pooled heparinized plasma
enriched with E. coli O55B5 LPS to a concentration of 2,000 ng/L. Store deep
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frozen in suitable small volumes (–70°C). For each run thaw a sample of
the LPS-enriched control plasma and dilute to three different levels (7, 40, and
100 ng/L), heat inactivate (see above) and use as longitudinal controls.

9. Chromogenic peptide substrate. The chromogenic peptide substrate S-2423
(Chromogenix AB, Mölndal).

10. 0.5 M Tris-HCl, 0.2 M NaCl, ph 9.0.
11. Microtiter plates. The 96-well microtiter plates PS-Mikrotiterplatte® (Cat. no.

655101; Labortechnik, Nurtingen, Germany). Each new batch has to be tested for
LPS contamination or nonspecific reactivity.

12. Microplate reader. The THERMOmax microplate reader equipped with
SOFTware® version 2.01 (Molecular Devices Corporation, Menlo Park, CA).

3. Methods

3.1. Preparation of Patients’ Plasma and Control Plasma

1. Collect blood in a Cryotube or a sterile vacuum tube containing 30 IU LPS-free
heparin/mL blood. Centrifuge at 1,400g for 10 min at room temperature (+20°C).
Pipet off the heparin plasma. Divide it into suitable volumes in Cryotubes and
store at –70°C until the samples are analyzed. Thaw the samples at room tem-
perature (+20°C). Mix the samples vigorously 3 min before the analysis.

3.2. Preparation of LAL

1. Reconstitute one vial of LAL (sensitivity varies from batch to batch, Cat. no.
N186; BioWhittaker) with 6.0 mL of distilled H2O. Aliquot the reconstituted
LAL and store deep-frozen at –70°C in cryotubes. Owing to the varying sensitiv-
ity of the LAL-reagents, the reconstituted LAL solution of each new batch must
be tested for possible further dilution with distilled H2O to obtain the optimal
working solution.

2. Determine the optimal incubation time of LAL reagents and LPS for each new
batch of LAL by incubating different concentrations of the standard LPS (see
Subheading 3.8., step 3) at varying times (usually between 30 and 45 min).

3. Thaw the solution before each run, invert three times, dilute with distilled H2O to
obtain the optimal working solution, keep on melting ice, and use within 10 min.
Discard the surplus solution.

3.3. Preparation of LPS Standards
1. Prepare a stock solution by adding x mL of distilled H2O to one freeze-dried vial

containing E. coli strain O55B5 LPS 7–10 endotoxin units (EU)/ng (Cat. no.
N185, BioWhittaker) to a concentration of 2 µg/L (2 ng/mL = 14–20 EU/mL).

2. Divide the solution in suitable volumes in cryotubes, keep it at +4°C for maximum
14 d, or store it at –70°C until use. Prepare standards (n = 7) by whirl-mixing
a thawed aliquot for 3 min and dilute with dilution fluid (see Subheading 2., item 4)
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to final LPS concentrations ranging from 2.5–500 ng/L. Dilution fluid without
LPS serves as blank. Process the blank and the standards as diluted patients’
plasma specimens and controls (see Subheading 3.4.).

3.4. Removal of Inhibitors of the LAL in Human Plasma,
CSF Specimens and Controls

1. Dilute the samples 1 + 9 with distilled H2O.
2. Heat to 75°C for 12 min.
3. Cool to room temperature (20°C).

3.5. Dilution of Samples
1. If further dilution than 1 + 9 is necessary (in case of high concentrations of LPS

in the patient sample) use the dilution fluid (see Subheading 2., item 4) to keep
a constant protein and ion strength. CSF is diluted in dilution fluid from the start.

3.6. Preparation of the Chromogenic Peptide Substrate

1. Reconstitute 25 mg of the chromogenic peptide substrate S-2423 with 3.4 mL of
distilled H2O and store at +4°C. Use the solution within 6 mo. The solution must
be colorless.

2. Mix equal parts of prewarmed (37°C), reconstituted substrate S-2423 and
prewarmed (37°C) Tris-HCl buffer, pH 9.0, immediately before use. Use the
mixture without delay. Discard surplus solution.

3.7. Collection of CSF

1. Collect the CSF in sterile, LPS-free tubes, aliquot in plastic tubes (Cryotube 3-
68632; Nunc) without centrifugation and store at –70°C.

3.8. Quantification of LPS in Patient Plasma with the LAL Assay
(Detection Limit 25 ng/L).

1. Pipet 10 µL (duplicate analyses) of diluted and heat-inactivated samples (blank,
standards, controls, and patient specimens) into the 96-well microtiter plate. The
standards are placed in the center of the plate. The controls and samples are placed
on each side of the standards.

2. Add 50 µL of reconstituted, diluted LAL in H2O (see Subheading 3.2., step 3).
3. Incubate the plate at 37°C for 30–45 min with the optimal reaction time varying

from batch to batch of LAL.
4. Add 50 UµL of prewarmed (37°C) S-2423/TRIS solution.
5. Monitor the reaction kinetically in a THERMOmax microplate reader at OD405. All

plates are accompanied by blank, a set of standards (n = 6), ranging from 2.5–500 ng
of E. coli O55B5 LPS/l, and controls. Standard curves, based on duplicates, are
drawn by the SOFTware® version 2.01. The detection limit for E. coli O55B5 LPS is
25 ng/L of heparinized plasma. Analyze all samples twice on separate days and cal-
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culate the mean value. The day to day coefficient of variation (CV) is 16% based on
30 assays at 250 ng/L.

3.9. Sensitive LAL Assay (Detection Limit 4 ng/L)

1. Dilute all plasmas (patient samples, pooled heparinised plasma as blank, stan-
dards and controls) 1 + 3 with distilled H2O.

2. Prepare six standards of E. coli O55B5 LPS ranging from 2.5–50 ng/L (see
Subheading 3.3.).

3. Heat-inactivated the specimens for 12 min at 75°C, and cooled to room tempera-
ture (20°C).

4. Pipet 10 µL of the samples (duplicate analyses) into a 96-well microtiter plate.
5. Add 50 µL of LAL diluted with distilled H2O.
6. Incubate the plate at 37°C for x (30–45) min.
7. Add 25 mg of chromogenic peptide substrate S-2423 to 7 mL of distilled H2O.
8 Prewarm (37°C) equal parts of S-2423 and Tris-HCl buffer, pH 9.0 and mix.
9. Add 100 µL of the prewarmed S-2423 + Tris-HCl buffer to each well and incu-

bate for 10 min at 37°C.
10. Terminate the reaction by adding 100 µL of 50% acetic acid.
11. Read the plate automatically at OD405 in a microtiter plate reader (THERMO-

max). All plates are accompanied by blank, a set of standards (n = 6), ranging
from 2.5–50 ng of E. coli O55B5 LPS/l, and controls. Analyze all samples twice
on separate days and calculate the mean value. The longitudinal controls are
essentially as described above.

3.10. Detection of LPS in the CFS

1. Thaw the CSF samples containing lysed leukocytes at room temperature (20°C).
2. Whirl mix vigorously for 3 min.
3. Dilute 1 + 9 with dilution fluid (see above). Further dilution are made with dilu-

tion fluid.
4. Heat-inactivate all samples at 75°C for 12 min and cool to room temperature

(20°C).
5. Quantify the LPS content with the LAL assay as described above for plasma.

4. Notes
1. LPS-free equipment. All equipment and reagents should be tested to be LPS-free

before use. The samples, i.e., patients’ samples, blank and standards, can be pre-
pared on an ordinary clean laboratory bench. The use of laminar flow cabinet for
sample preparation is unnecessary.

2. Plasma vs serum. For optimal detection of circulating LPS, use heparinized
plasma. The recovery of LPS in serum is much lower than in heparin plasma.
LPS-containing material is apparently trapped during clot formation. Ex vivo
experiments with whole blood suggest that less than 20% of the added purified
meningococcal LPS is recovered in serum vs 75% in heparin plasma (Fig. 3).
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Studies of 10 paired serum and heparinized plasma samples collected simulta-
neously from patients with systemic meningococcal disease indicate that the mean
LPS level in serum was 63% of that measured in plasma, ranging from 29–110%.
Nine of 10 samples had higher LPS levels in plasma than in serum.

3. Heparinized vacuum tubes. In lack of commercially available, heparinized, LPS-
free vacuum tubes, it is possible to prepare a sterile vacuum tube by injecting a
small volume of concentrated heparin solution made for patient use (thus tested
to be LPS-free). The final concentration of heparin should be 30 IU/mL blood.
Do not use heparin contents >40 IU/mL blood. This high level of heparin may
inhibit the LAL reaction. Perform pilot tests to ensure that the sterile vacuum
tubes are not LPS contaminated. In our experience, sterile vacuum tubes without
additive are usually LPS-free.

4. Heparin vs sodium citrate and EDTA as anticoagulants. The concentration of
0.129 M Na-citrate and 0.339 M EDTA used in commercially available vacuum
tubes strongly inhibits the LAL-reaction in dilution 1�10 and 1�100 and are not
suitable for LPS detection in human blood. When 1,000 pg/mL N. meningitidis

Fig. 3. Recovery of 1,000 pg/mL of purified Neisseria meningitidis LPS (N.m.LPS)
extracted from the Norwegian strain 44/76 (B�15�P1.7,16,L3,7,9) (7) and added to
whole blood from one healthy adult. Plasma and serum were prepared from blood
collected in commercially available EndoTube® and vacuum tubes from Becton
Dickinson. The vacuum tube containing heparin 15 IU/mL was prepared by injecting
60 IU/mL of concentrated heparin made for patient use in a 4-mL sterile vacuum tube.
ACD denotes acid citrate dextrose. The black and white columns represent two sepa-
rate experiments.
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LPS is added to whole blood that is anticoagulated with either Na-citrate (0.129 M) or
EDTA (0.339 M), <10% and <20%, respectively, are recovered (Fig. 3).

5. The microtiter plates. LPS contamination or nonspecific activation of the LAL
cascade is a general problem with many commercially available microtiter plates.
Using PS-Mikrotiterplatte® (Cat. no. 655101 Labortechnik, Nurtingen, Ger-
many), we have avoided such problems for over 15 yr.

6. Commercial kits for LPS quantification. Several kits for LPS quantification are
available. The various reagents are standardized against each other in order to
reduce the interassay variation. However, suitable controls have, so far, not been
included in the different kits. We have tested our controls in one of these
kits (Coatest®-plasma endotoxin, Chromogenix AB) in 14 different runs. After
removal of two “outlayers,” we still found an unacceptably high CV (44%).
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1. Introduction
The Gram-negative pathogen Neisseria meningitidis, is one of the leading

causes of bacterial meningitis worldwide (1). The host range for this organism
is restricted to humans, where it colonizes the mucosal epithelium of the upper
airway. It occasionally disseminates causing invasive disease (sepsis, dissemi-
nated intravascular coagulation [DIC], meningitis). Epidemic meningococcal
meningitis is a major health problem, most notably in sub-Saharan Africa. In
1999, an outbreak of meningococcal disease spread across Guinea-Bissau, a
region that is part of what is commonly called the African meningitis belt (2).
There were 2,169 reported cases and 404 deaths resulting from meningococcal
disease in this outbreak from Jan. 1 to April 5, 1999. Also in 1999, there were
reported outbreaks in Sudan (22,000 cases and 1,600 deaths) Rwanda (29 cases
and 11 deaths), Angola (253 cases and 147 deaths), Ethiopia (126 cases and
4 deaths) and Senegal (2,709 cases and 372 deaths) (2). According to the World
Health Organization (WHO), each year approx 500,000 cases of meningitis
and 50,000 deaths are attributable to N. meningitidis worldwide. In the United
States, meningococcal disease is less common, although small outbreaks are
reported each year (3).

Meningococcal lipooligosaccharide (LOS; endotoxin) is a major virulence
factor responsible for many of the symptoms associated with meningococcal
disease, and is a primary focus of research (4,5). Endotoxin is a pleiotropic
effector molecule that promotes the production of pro-inflammatory mediators
(i.e., interleukin [IL]-1, IL-6, IL-8, tumor necrosis factor [TNF] and arachi-
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donic acid) leading to shock syndrome with hypotension and DIC. Meningo-
cocci have been shown to shed LOS from the bacterial surface in culture and
during disease, and free LOS has been detected in infected host tissues at con-
centrations sufficient to activate cultured host cells (6–9).

Various procedures for the purification of endotoxin have been published
(10–16). These procedures generally involve organic extraction of bacterial
lysates or culture supernatants. In Subheading 1.2. of this chapter, meningo-
coccal LOS structure is reviewed, with an emphasis on LOS biosynthesized by
meningococcal serogroup B strain, NMB (17). The role of LOS in pathogen-
esis is also discussed in Subheading 1.2. Subheadings 2., 3., and 4. outline a
method by which meningococcal LOS has been radiolabeled to high specific
radioactivity, and isolated for use in experiments involving small (physiologi-
cal) amounts of LOS.

1.2. LOS Structure and Function

Meningococcal LOS is an amphipathic, phosphorylated glycolipid
(Mr 4.8 kDa), consisting of distinct and well-characterized lipid- and carbo-
hydrate-containing regions (5). 3-hydroxy fatty acids (3-OH FA) (found only
in endotoxin) are ligated to an O-phosphorylethanolamine substituted (1 6)-
linked D-glucosamine disaccharide backbone (termed the lipid A backbone) to
which charbohydrate moieties (core saccharides and variable terminal glycan
structures) are attached (5,18). It has been well-established that the lipid A
moiety is responsible for the host-cell activation and cytotoxicity. The variable
terminal carbohydrate structures, anchored to lipid A through the core carbo-
hydrate region and exposed to the outer environment, have been shown to
mimic normal human glycoshingolipid blood-group antigens, and may be
important for bacterial-host cell attachment and for pathogenesis. The implica-
tions of this antigenic mimicry have been described previously (4,19) and will
be reviewed in brief in Subheading 1.2.1.3. of this chapter. Refer to Kahler
and Stephens for a thorough review of meningococcal LOS structure and
biosynthesis (20).

1.2.1. LOS Structure

1.2.1.1. LIPID A

The lipoidal portion of LOS, lipid A, anchors this molecule to the bacterial
outer membrane and is the major lipid constituent of the outer leaflet of the
Gram-negative outer envelope. The lipid A moiety of meningococcal LOS
comprises a disaccharide backbone (1, 4 -bisphosphorylated (1 6)-linked
D-glucosamine) with variable O-phosphorylethanolamine substitutions at positions
1 and 4 (21). FA substitutions are present symmetrically at the disaccharide back-
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bone 3 and 3 positions (O-linked 3-hydroxydodecanoic acid) and at the 2 and
2 positions (N-linked 3-(dodecanoyloxy)tetradecanoic acid). FA are also
attached by ester linkage at the hydroxyl group of the 3-OH FA at positions 2
and 2  (O-linked 3-hydroxydodecanoic acid). The symmetrical arrangement of
FA in meningococcal LOS is one characteristic by which this molecule is dis-
tinguishable from LPS described in enteric Gram-negative bacteria (18,21).

1.2.1.2. CORE

The conserved meningococcal LOS core saccharides (22), including
L-glycero-D-manno-heptose (Hep), glucosamine (GlcNAc), and glucose (Glc),
are attached to lipid A through Hep (HepI) by (1 5) linkage to 2-keto-3-
deoxyoctulosonic acid (Kdo). A second Hep (HepII) is attached to HepI via

(1 3) linkage and may contain phosphorylethanolamine and/or saccharide
substituents ( -chain carbohydrates) at the HepI second carbon. A di-Kdo
structure bridges the core saccharides and lipid A by (2 6 ) linkage to the
6 -hydroxyl group of the lipid A disaccharide backbone. This lipid A/KdoI
linkage is susceptible to mild acid hydrolysis.

1.2.1.3. -CHAIN CARBOHYDRATES

The structurally variable -chain carbohydrate moieties of meningococcal
LOS (23–26) are assembled on HepI by Glc (1 4) linkage. These phase vari-
able carbohydrate chains mimic mammalian blood-group antigens (4,19). As
an example, the immunotypes L2 and L3, expressed by meningococcal strain
NMB, consist of sialo- and asialo-lacto-N-neotetraose, [R-Gal (1 4)
GlcNAc (1 3)Gal (1 4)Glc] (R= (2 3)-linked sialic acid). These
immunotypes mimic the human paragloboseries and sialoparagloboseries
blood-group antigens, respectively.

1.2.2. LOS Function in Pathogenesis

The toxic properties of LOS and enteric LPS have been well-established and
linked to the conserved lipid A moiety. LOS has also been shown to play a roll
in bacterial attachment to host cells, and this function has been linked to the
carbohydrate moiety. The terminal carbohydrates have also been implicated in
evasion of the host immune response. In this section, the role of LOS in disease
is described.

The mechanisms by which endotoxins activate mammalian cells are a sub-
ject of intense study. The Lipid A component of endotoxin is necessary and
sufficient to activate mammalian cells, and this ability to activate host cells is
related to the FA composition of lipid A (27). It has been established that host-
cell activation is enhanced by LPS binding protein (LBP) (28), a 58 kDa mam-
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malian serum glycoprotein that associates with lipid A, disaggregates LOS,
and catalyzes the interaction of endotoxin with other host factors, including
membrane-bound (glycosyl phosphatidylinositol-[GPI]-linked) and soluble
CD14 (mCD14 or sCD14, respectively) (29). In general, the consequences
of LOS interaction with these glycoproteins are: 1) clearance of LOS and 2)
induction of host-cell activation leading to release of pro-inflammatory host
factors. LOS uptake and host-cell activation have been shown to be separable
events in cultured human neutrophils, in that LOS internalization may occur in
the absence of the release of pro-inflammatory mediators, and cell activation
may occur without LOS uptake by the host cells (30).

The 2 integrins, CD11a-c/CD18, have also been shown to bind endotoxin,
and unlike mCD14, these adhesion molecules are transmembrane glycopro-
teins that could potentially participate directly in signal transduction (31).
It has been proposed, however, that the 2 integrins interact (but may not
require) a downstream signal transducer in response to LOS.

1.2.3. Clinical Aspects of Endotoxin

Over 3,300 cases of meningococcal disease in the US (1.24 cases per
100,000 population) were reported to the Centers for Disease Control and Pre-
vention (CDC) in 1997, showing a slight overall increase in disease incidents
from 1991 (0.84 cases per 100,000 population) (3). Most of these cases occured
in young children and teenagers (32). Refer to Rosenstein et al. for a recent
review of meningococcal disease in the US (33).

The mortality and serious morbidity caused by meningococcal infection
are owing almost entirely to the LOS released by meningococcus (34–38).
Although the outcome of meningococcal infection has improved greatly since
the advent of antibiotics 50 years ago, the morbidity and mortality owing to
this infection have changed very little during the last 25 years. This is due in
large part to rapid onset of sepsis and the inability to control many of the con-
sequences of the endotoxin-induced shock state.

Brandtzaeg and co-workers have made major contributions to our under-
standing of the physiologic effects of LOS during sepsis and meningitis caused
by N. meningitidis (37–39). These investigators have demonstrated the ability
to measure LOS in the plasma and cerbrospinal fluid (CSF) of infected patients
and have shown that there is a close correlation between plasma LOS levels
and prognosis. They have demonstrated that compartmentalization of LOS pro-
duction correlates with the clinical presentation in meningococcal infection
(38). LOS levels in patients defined as having septicemia showed high levels
in plasma (median 3,500 ng) and low levels in CSF, whereas in patients with
meningitis, LOS was detectable in the plasma of 3/19 patients and in the CSF
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in 18 of 19 patients with median levels of 2,500 ng. Physiologic studies of the
meningococcal LOS in the plasma of infected patients revealed that it had a
high sedimentation coefficient and assumed to be associated with a membrane-
like structure. Bacterial outer-membrane fragments were found in the plasma
of three patients. The plasma of one of these patients contained a bacterium
covered with multiple, long membrane protrusions indicating that surplus outer
membrane (blebbing) does occur in vivo (36). Mass spectrometric analysis of
the endotoxin from patients with meningococcal sepsis indicated that it was of
meningococcal origin rather than arising from the gastrointestinal tract owing
to increased permeability during infection (39). Sedimentation analysis indi-
cated that the majority of the LOS in these patients was not associated with
high-density lipoproteins (HDLs) or low-density lipoproteins (LDLs).

Outer-membrane bleb formation by the group A meningococcus was first dem-
onstrated by Cesarini and co-workers (40). DeVoe found that strains of meningo-
coccal serogroup A, B, and C released membrane blebs in log phase of growth but
not in the lag phase (41). The release of LOS from the surface of the meningococ-
cus in the form of membrane blebs is now considered to be the principle factor
associated with the high endotoxin levels in meningococcal sepsis.

1.2.4. Rationale

Our studies have shown that meningococcal (strain NMB) LOS exists as size-
distinguishable aggregate forms that are separable by column chromatography (42).
These aggregate forms are also distinguishable by their biological activities, as a
measure of: 1) their ability to interact with the LPS-binding proteins LBP and CD14,
and 2) their ability to activate host cells in vitro. These studies were accomplished
using high specific radiolabeled LOS, achieved by disrupting the gene encoding
the E1 subunit of pyruvate dehydrogenase (PDH) complex, pdhA (43), based on a
method previously described (44). The PDH complex catalyzes the overall conver-
sion of pyruvate to acetyl-CoA (the building block for lipid biosynthesis) and CO2.
Disruption of this gene in strain NMB resulted in the formation of an acetate aux-
otroph, NMBACE1, which was used to generate [14C]-labeled LOS with specific
activity from 500–700 cpm/ng.

The following sections describe the method by which meningococcal (NMB
and NMBACE1) LOS was biosynthetically radiolabeled with [14C]-acetate.
This LOS isolation protocol is a modification of a method previously described
for the isolation of LOS from the mucosal pathogen, Haemophilus somnus (13).
In the method described here, [14C]-radiolabeled meningococcal LOS is iso-
lated from washed bacterial pellets by enzyme digestion, organic extraction,
ethanol precipitation, and ultracentrifugation. Other methods, previously pub-
lished, describe various organic extraction procedures for isolation of LOS
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from bacterial pellets as well as from spent culture supernatants, and in some
instances utilize column chromatography in the purification (10–16).

Purified and desiccated LOS has the consistency of a fluffy white powder
that is easily dispersed by static electricity and air currents. Therefore, neces-
sary precautions must be taken to prevent radioactive contamination of equip-
ment and personnel. We have attempted to minimize such problems in this
procedure by minimizing the culture volume.

2. Materials
2.1. Medium Reagents

2.1.1. Bacto GC Agar Base Supplemented with Isovitalex

1. Bacto GC agar base: (Beckton Dickinson, Sparks, MD) 36g/L.
2. Isovitalex solution I (100 mL): 10 g L-glutamine, 1 g adenine, 0.03 g guanine HCl,

25.9 g L-cysteine HCl, 1.1 g L-cystine, 0.01 g vitamin B12, 0.013 g p-aminobenzoic
acid. Dissolve all ingredients in double-distilled water.

3. Isovitalex solution II (600 mL): 0.25 g -NADH, 0.1 g thiamine pyrophosphate
HCl (cocarboxylase), 2 g Fe(NO3)3, 0.03 g thiamine HCl, 100 g dextrose. Dis-
solve all ingredients in double-distilled water.

4. 100X Isovitalex stock solution (1 L): Combine all of Isovitalex solutions I and II,
adjust the volume to 1L with double-distilled water, and filter-sterilize. Store 10 mL
lots at –70°C. Cool autoclaved Bacto GC agar base to 60°C before addition of
Isovitalex to a final concentration of 1X.

2.1.2. Morse’s Defined Medium (MDM)

Modified from Morse and Barenstein (45).

1. MDM Solution I (1 L): 233.8 g NaCl, 40g K2SO4, 8.8 g NH4Cl, 0.12 g EDTA Na2,
8.72 g MgCl2 6H2O. Dissolve in double-distilled water, autoclave, and store
at –20°C.

2. MDM Solution II (1 L): 174.2g K2HPO4, 136.1 g KH2PO4. Dissolve in double-
distilled water, autoclave, and store at –20°C.

3. MDM solution III (2 L): (see Table 1).
4. MDM Solution IV (100 mL): 0.02 g thiamine HCL, 0.005 g thiamine pyrophos-

phate HCl (cocarboxylase), 0.019 g Ca pantothenate (pantothenic acid), 0.03 g
biotin. Dissolve in 50% ethanol, filter-sterilize, and store at –20°C.

5. MDM Solution V (500 mL): 100 g glucose. Dissolve in double-distilled water,
autoclave, and store at –20°C.

6. MDM Solution VI (100 mL): 0.5 g hypoxanthine, 0.5 g uracil. Dissolve in 0.1 M
NaOH, filter-sterilize, and store at –20°C.

7. 4X MDM stock medium (500 mL): (see Table 2).
8. 1 M CaCl2 (50 mL): 7.35 g CaCl2. Dissolve in double-distilled water, filter-

sterilize, and store at room temperature.



Table 2
4X MDM Stock Medium (500 mL)a

Reagent Amount

MDM solution I 50 mL
MDM solution II 4 mL
MDM solution III 250 mL
MDM solution IV 20 mL
MDM solution V 50 mL
MDM solution VI 20 mL
Double-distilled water 86 mL
HEPES 20.0 g

aAdjust the pH to 7.4 with 10 N NaOH, adjust the
volume to 500 mL with double-distilled water, and
filter-sterilize. Store at 4°C protected from light.

Table 1
MDM Solution III (2 L)a

Reagent Amount

L-aspartic acid 8 g
L-glutamic acid 20.8 g
L-arginine 2.4 g
Glycine 0.4 g
L-serine 0.8 g
L-leucine 1.44 g
L-isoleucine 0.48 g
L-valine 0.96 g
L-tyrosine 1.12 g
L-cystein HCl H2O 0.88 g
L-cystineb 0.56 g
L-proline 0.8 g
L-tryptophan 1.28 g
L-threonine 0.8 g
L-phenylalanine 0.4 g
L-asparagine H2O 0.4 g
L-glutamine 0.8 g
L-histadine HCl H2O 0.4 g
L-methionine 0.24 g
L-alanine 1.6 g
L-lysine 0.8 g

aHeat gently to dissolve, filter-sterilize, and
store at 4°C protected from light.

bFirst dissolve in 1 N HCl.

447
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9. 1 M MgCl2 (50 mL): 10.17 g MgCl2. Dissolve in double-distilled water, filter-
sterilize, and store at room temperature.

10. 100 mM Fe(NO3)3 (50 mL): 2.02 g Fe(NO3)3. Dissolve in double-distilled water,
adjust pH to 1.0 with 12 N HCl, and store at room temperature.

11. 1 M NaHCO3 (50 mL): 4.2 g NaHCO3. Dissolve in double-distilled water, filter-
sterilize, and store at 4°C.

12. 1X MDM (500 mL): 125 mL 4X stock medium, 350 mL double-distilled water,
535 µL 1 M MgCl2, 125 µL 1M CaCl2. Add double-distilled water to a final
volume of 500 mL, add 500 µL of 100 mM Fe(NO3)3, and filter-sterilize. Store at
4°C protected from light. Add sterile NaHCO3 to the 1X MDM immediately prior
to inoculation to a final concentration of 20 mM.

2.1.3. Sterile Plasticware and Glassware and [14C]-Acetate

1. Dacron swabs.
2. 50-mL polypropylene conical tubes.
3. 100-mm plastic petri dishes.
4. Parafilm.
5. 0.2 micro filter units.
6. [1,2-14C]-acetic acid, sodium salt (Moravek Biochemicals, Inc., Brea, CA)

(1 mCi at 108 mCi/mmol) suspended in 1 mL of 1X MDM.

2.2. LOS Isolation Materials

1. 50 mL Oak Ridge centrifuge tubes (Nalge Nunc International, Rochester, NY).
2. 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tubes.
3. 13 × 51 mm thickwalled polyallomar ultracentrifuge tubes.
4. Parafilm.
5. 1 dram glass vials with screw caps.
6. 1-cm stir bars.
7. 13 × 100 mm disposable glass tubes with polypropylene screw caps.
8. 90% phenol in double-distilled water.
9. Chicken egg white lysozyme (Sigma, St. Louis, MO).

10. Micrococcal nuclease (from Staphylococcus aureus Foggi strain, Sigma).
11. Scintillation cocktail and vials.
12. TM buffer: 10 mM Tris-HCl, 50 mM MgCl2, pH 8.0.

2.3. Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis
(SDS-PAGE) Materials

1. 49.5% acrylamide stock solution (100 mL): 48.2 g acrylamide, 1.3 g bis-
acrylamide. Dissolve in double-distilled water and store at 4°C protected from
light (see Note 1).

2. SDS-PAGE gel buffer and reservoir buffer solutions: (see Table 3).
3. Sample dilution buffer base (500 mL): 3.63 g Tris base, 1.86 g EDTA Na2, 10 g SDS.

Dissolve in double-distilled water, adjust pH to 6.8, and store at room temperature.
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4. 2X sample dilution buffer: Add 0.8 mL -mercaptoethanol, 4 mL glycerol, and
0.4 mL of saturated Bromophenyl Blue to 5.9 mL of the sample dilution buffer
base, and store at 4°C.

5. Glycerol.
6. 10% ammonium persulfate (APS).
7. N,N,N N -tetra-methyl-ethylenediamine (TEMED).

2.4. Silver-Stain Reagents

1. SDS-PAGE gel fixing solution: 40% ethanol and 5% glacial acetic acid in double-
distilled water.

2. Silver-stain solution A (30 mL): 2 mL conc. NH4OH in 28 mL 0.1 M NaOH.
3. Silver-stain solution B (5 mL): 1 g AgNO3 dissolved in 5 mL double-distilled water.
4. 1X silver-stain solution 150 mL: Slowly add silver-stain solution B to silver stain

solution A with constant stirring. A brown precipitate will form briefly, but should
quickly dissolve (add NH4OH drops if necessary to dissolve). After the precipitate
has dissolved, adjust the volume to 150 mL with double-distilled water.

5. Silver-stain developer (1L): 50 mg citric acid, 0.5 mL formaldehyde. Adjust the
volume to 1 L with double distilled water.

6. Acid stop solution (1 L): 2 mL glacial acetic acid in double-distilled water.
7. Chromic-sulfuric acid cleaning solution.

2.5. FA Analysis Materials

1. Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS)
2. 12 M HCl.
3. 10 M NaOH.
4. Glacial acetic acid.
5. Chloroform�methanol (1�2 by volume).
6. 50 mM KCl, chloroform�methanol (2�1 by volume).
7. Acetonitrile�glacial acetic acid (1�1 by volume).

Table 3
SDS-PAGE Buffer Solutions

Gel buffer Anode (lower) buffer Cathode (upper) buffer

Tris base 36.33 g 24.2 g 12.11 g
SDS 0.3 g — 1 g
Glycine — — —
Tricine — — 17.92 g
pH 8.45 8.9 8.25
Volume 100 mL 1000 mL 1000 mL

aDissolve each solution in double distilled water to the volume indicated, and store at room
temperature.
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8. Reverse phase-(RP)-TLC plates (0.2 mm HPTLC RP-18; Merck Ltd., Dublin,
Ireland).

3. Methods
3.1. Meningococcal Growth and Radiolabeling

3.1.1. Day 1

1. Inoculate a GC agar Petri dish with meningococci from freezer stock, and allow
the culture to grow overnight (about 18 h) at 37°C in 5% CO2/95% air atmo-
sphere and 85% humidity. If a CO2 incubator is not available, a candle jar can be
used (see Note 2).

3.1.2. Day 2

1. Use a single bacterial colony from the overnight culture to inoculate a fresh GC
agar plate, and allow the culture to grow, as in Subheading 3.1.1.

2. Prepare MDM and other sterile reagents for [14C]-acetate labeling in continuous
culture and for LOS isolation.

3.1.3. Day 3

1. Using a sterile Dacron swab, transfer meningococci from overnight culture to
5 mL of sterile, pre-warmed MDM in a sterile glass tube to an optical density
(OD) of A600 = 0.24 (approx 2 × 108 cfu/mL) (see Note 3).

2. Dilute suspended bacteria in a total volume of 4.5 mL of pre-warmed MDM to an
OD of A600 = 0.03 (approx 1�10 dilution) and transfer the inoculated medium to
a sterile 50 mL polypropylene conical tube.

3. Add 0.75 mL of [14C]-acetate (750 µCi) to the culture for a final volume of 5 mL
and a final acetate concentration of 1.5 mM (see Note 4).

4. Secure the conical’s cap tightly, and seal the cap with Parafilm.
5. Allow the culture to grow for 4–5 h (approximate final A600 = 0.8–1.0) at 37°C in

a rotary shaking incubator (200 rpm).
Henceforth, all manipulations of this [14C]-acetate labeled culture should be

performed in a ventilated hood.
6. Chill the culture on ice, and sediment the bacteria by centrifugation at 3,200g for

10 min at 4°C.
7. Wash the bacterial pellet twice in sterile PBS follow by centrifugation, as in Step 6.
8. Suspend the bacteria in 1 mL of TM buffer containing 0.2% lysozyme and incu-

bate overnight at room temperature with mild agitation.

3.2. LOS Isolation

Modified from Inzana et al., ref. 13.

3.2.1. Day 1

1. Add 5 µL (5U) of micrococcal nuclease to the 1 mL bacterial lysate, and incubate
for 3–4 h at 37°C.
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2. Transfer 500 µL of the bacterial lysate to 2 new 1 dram glass vials each containing a
1-cm magnetic stir bar, and add an equal volume of 90% phenol pre-warmed to 65°C.

3. Place the vials in a 65°C water bath on a heated magnetic stir plate, and incubate
for 20 min with constant stirring.

4. Transfer the samples to 2 sterile 1.5-mL microcentrifuge tubes, and place the
tubes on ice for 15 min.

5. Spin the samples in a refrigerated microcentrifuge at full speed (15,800g) for 10 min
at 4°C.

6. Transfer the upper aqueous phase to a sterile 50-mL Oak Ridge tube.
7. Back extract the phenol phase twice with 500 µL each of sterile double-distilled

water, spinning the samples and decanting the aqueous phase after each extrac-
tion, as in steps 5 and 6.

8. Measure the final volume of the pooled LOS-containing aqueous phases, and add
0.1 volume of 3 M sodium acetate and 2 volumes of 100% ethanol.

9. Mix the sample well, and incubate overnight at –20°C to precipitate the LOS.

3.2.2. Day 2

1. Sediment the precipitated LOS at 12,000g for 10 min.
2. Wash the LOS pellet twice with 100% ethanol followed by centrifugation, as in

step 8, day 1.
3. Allow the pellet to dry at room temperature.
4. Suspend the LOS in 500 µL of endotoxin free sterile double-distilled water, and

transfer the suspension to a sterile 1.5-mL microcentrifuge tube.
5. Seal the lid of the tube with Parafilm, and sonicate the sample for 15 min in a

water-bath sonicator.
6. Transfer the sample to a 13 × 51 mm thickwalled polyallomar ultracentrifuge

tube and sediment the LOS in a Beckman TL-100 ultracentrifuge at 100,000g for
90 min (see Note 5).

7. Suspend the LOS pellet in 500 µL of sterile endotoxin free double-distilled
water, and sonicate, as in step 5, day 2.

8. Transfer 5 µL to scintillation cocktail, and count the sample.

A specific activity of approx 500–700 cpm/ng is achievable from the menin-
gococcal (strain NMB) acetate auxotroph NMBACE1.

3.3. LOS Analysis
3.3.1. SDS-PAGE and Silver Staining

This procedure was modified from Lesse et al. (46) and Tsai and Frasch
(47). The SDS-PAGE protocol was adjusted for use with the Hoefer SE600
SDS-PAGE Gel System and 1-mm spacers.

3.3.1.1. DAY 1

1. Place two 12 × 16 cm glass SDS-PAGE plates in a 9 × 9 inch Pyrex dish, and add
enough chromic-sulfuric acid cleaning solution to cover the plates.
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2. After 15–30 min, wash the plates and the Pyrex dish with distilled H20 (see Note 6).
3. Prepare the resolving and stacking gel solutions (see Table 4). Add the 10% APS

and TEMED immediately prior to pouring the gel (see Note 7).
This will provide enough gel solution to pour two 12 × 16 cm gels with 1-mm

spacers (20 mL resolving gel solution is required for each gel).
4. Carefully add 1–2 mL of water saturated butanol to the top of the resolving gel,

cover with plastic wrap, and allow to polymerize at least 4 h.
5. Pour the stacking gel no more than 1 h prior to loading the samples. It is not

necessary to de-gas the stacking gel.
6. Assuming an LOS specific activity of 500 cpm/ng, prepare a range of LOS

samples in loading buffer from 50–250 ng in 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tubes, and
boil the samples for at least 10 min (see Notes 8 and 9).

7. Load the samples and run the gel at 105 volts until the dye front reaches the
bottom of the gel (approx 18–20 h) (see Note 10).

3.3.1.2. DAY 2

1. Separate the gel plates, discard the stacking gel, and submerge the resolving gel
in 200–300 mL of gel fixing solution in the acid washed 9 × 9 Pyrex dish.

2. Agitate the gel for at least 4 h on a rotary platform with at least 2 changes of gel-
fixing solution.

3. Incubate the gel in fixing solution containing 1.4 g periodic acid for 10 min with
constant agitation.

4. Wash the gel for 30 minutes with at least 3 changes of 300–400 mL double-
distilled water. During this washing step, make the silver-stain solution.

5. Incubate the gel in silver stain solution for 10 min with constant agitation.
6. Wash the gel as in step 4. During this step, make the silver-stain developing

solution and the acid-stop solution.

Table 4
Resolving and Stacking Gel Solutions

Reagent Resolving gela Stacking gel

Glycerol 5.2 —
H2O 11.5 8.4
Gel buffer 16.6 3.1
Acrylamide�Bis 16.7 1.0
Final volume 50 12.5
10% APSb 0.1 0.15
TEMEDb 0.01 0.015

aDe-gas the resolving gel under vacuum for 10 min.
bAdd APS and TEMED immediately prior to pouring the gel

solutions.
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7. Add the developer solution to the gel, and allow 10–20 min for LOS bands to appear.
8. Replace the developer with acid stop solution, and agitate for 5 min (see Note

11). A typical silver-stained gel of NMB LOS is shown in Fig. 1.
9. Wash the gel, as in step 4, to remove the acetic acid.

10. Optional: If the gel is to be dried down under vacuum onto filter paper for radioautog-
raphy, soak the gel overnight in a solution of 30% ethanol and 0.5% glycerol to
prevent cracking.

3.3.2. FA Analysis

3.3.2.1. DAY 1

1. Dry down 100,000–200,000 cpm (approx 200–400 ng) of [14C]-LOS in a 13 ×
100 mm screw cap disposable glass tube.

2. Suspend the [14C]-LOS in 100 µL of saline.
3. Add 50 µL of 12 N HCl, and incubate for 90 min at 100°C.
4. Cool the sample in an ice/water bath.
5. Add 100 µL of 10 N NaOH, and incubate for 30 min at 100°C.
6. Add 110 µL of acetic acid. The pH of the hydrolyzed LOS solution should be

between 4.0 and 5.0 with a final volume of 360 µL.
7. Add 2,160 µL of chloroform:methanol (1�2 by volume), and vortex 3 times at

maximum speed for 3 min each with 1 min rest intervals.
8. Allow the phases to separate overnight at room temperature.

3.3.2.2. DAY 2

1. Under a fume hood, equilibrate a TLC chamber with the mobile phase
acetonitrile�glacial acetic acid (1�1 by volume).

Fig. 1. SDS-PAGE and silver-staining analysis of meningococcal (NMB) LOS.
[14C]-LOS was analyzed by SDS-PAGE using gonococcal (PID2) and meningococcal
(NMB) LOS standards for Mr and concentraion, respectively. Lane 1, (LOS conc. stan-
dard) 200 ng NMB LOS from large-scale isolation. Lane 2, 100,000 cpm [14C]-LOS

500 cpm/ng. Lane 3, (LOS Mr standard) 800 ng gonococcal (PID2) LOS from large-scale
isolation.
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2. Add 1,080 µL of 50 mM KCl and 720 µL of chloroform to each sample, and
vortex mix at maximum speed for 1 min.

3. Separate the chloroform (lower phase) and water/methanol (upper phase) by cen-
trifugation at 1,800g for 5 min.

4. Prepare samples of the water/methanol phase (200 µL) and chloroform phase
(50 µL) in scintillation fluid for counting (see Note 12).

5. Dry down 10,000–20,000 cpm of the chloroform phase under a stream of Nitrogen.
6. Using a 10 µL blunt Hamilton syringe, suspend the dried material in 10 µL of

chloroform�methanol (2�1 by volume), and carefully and slowly load the mate-
rial onto a HPTLC-RP18 plate (see Note 13).

7. Place the TLC plate into the equilibrated TLC chamber, and allow the mobile
phase to migrate to the top of the plate.

8. Promptly remove the plate from the chamber for drying.
9. Expose the TLC plate to film for 24–48 h. A typical RP-TLC autoradiograph of

hydrolyzed NMB LOS is shown in Fig. 2.

4. Notes
1. The stock acrylamide solution tends to precipitate at 4°C. If this happens, briefly

warm the solution in a 37°C water bath with gentle mixing. Acrylamide is a potent
neurotoxin, care should be taken to avoid exposure to skin and mucosal surfaces.

2. Growth of the NMB acetate auxotroph, NMBACE1, on GC agar requires addi-
tion of 3.5 mM sodium acetate to the medium for optimal growth.

3. Sterile Dacron-tipped swabs are used to pass meningococci to broth culture medium
because meningococci seem to grow poorly upon passage with cotton-tipped swabs.

4. It is important to note that [14C]-acetate is volatile below neutral pH.
5. The final step in this LOS purification procedure is ultracentrifugation at 100,000g to

sediment the LOS while capsular polysaccharide and other trace soluble contami-
nants remain in the supernatant. It has been our experience that some LOS remains in

Fig. 2. Radioautography of RP-TLC analysis of hydrolyzed meningococcal (NMB)
LOS. [14C]-LOS was subjected to acid/base hydrolysis followed by organic extrac-
tion. Liberated FA were analyzed by RP-TLC. Mobile phase = acetonitrile�glacial
acetic acid (1�1 by vol.). 3-OH FA are specific to endotoxin.
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suspension following ultracentrifugation. Our most recent studies indicate that this
LOS is biologically distinguishable from the LOS in the pellet (41).

6. The dish will be used to silver-stain the gel. Always handle the washed glassware
and the polymerized acrylamide gel with powder-free gloves to prevent contami-
nation that may interfere with silver-staining.

7. It is important to de-gas the resolving gel under vacuum for 10 min before pour-
ing the gel.

8. LOS bands will resolve more clearly if the sample volume is kept to a minimum
(e.g., 5–15 µL), and all of the wells contain either a LOS sample or sample buffer.

9. Known amounts of nonradiolabeled LOS (obtained from large-scale extraction
in amounts large enough to accurately weight) can be used to calculate the amount
of [14C]-LOS in the stock suspension. Typically, densitometric analysis of silver-
stained bands is used to generate a standard curve from which the concentration
of [14C]-LOS is calculated. The radiolabeled LOS should be compared only to
large-scale LOS preparations from the same strain, as different LOS forms stain
with different (LOS) to stain density ratios.

10. The dye front will move relatively quickly in the first few hours, but will slow
considerably as the samples move through the gel.

11. It is a good idea to capture an image of the gel prior to adding the stop solution, as
the acetic acid causes the bands to fade slightly.

12. Approximately 90–95% of the total radioactivity should partition to the chloro-
form phase. [14C]-LOS samples containing capsular polysaccharide will generate
a relatively large percentage of counts (30% or higher) in the water/methanol
phase presumably resulting from [14C]-labeled sialic acid liberated from the cap-
sule during acid/base hydrolysis.

13. TLC samples should be loaded slowly onto the Rp-TLC plate approx 1 cm apart.
Take care not to damage the surface of the plate while loading the sample. We
have found that a blunt Hamilton syringe works well for loading these samples.
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Cytokine Measurement In Vivo and In Vitro

Marcel van Deuren and Petter Brandtzaeg

1. Introduction
1.1. Activation of the Cytokine Network In Vivo

1.1.1. Background

Cytokines play a pivotal role in both defense against meningococcal infec-
tion and the pathophysiology of invasive meningococcal disease. These chemi-
cal messengers are crucial cogwheels in the machinery of the innate immune
system and are also powerful forces in the antigen-specific defense system.

In the mid 1980s, tumor necrosis factor (TNF- ) was identified as a criti-
cal mediator in the genesis of Gram-negative or lipopolysaccharide (LPS)-
induced septic shock (1). It was demonstrated that infusion of Gram-negative
bacteria or LPS induces a rise in the serum concentration of TNF- , that anti-
bodies against TNF- abrogate the development of shock and that TNF-
infusion induces a clinical picture of fever, shock, disseminated intravascular
coagulation (DIC), and multiple-organ failure (MOF) indistinguishable from
that of Gram-negative septic shock. In 1987, Waage and co-workers reported
that fatalities with meningococcal septic shock had extremely high serum
TNF- levels (2), and from that moment meningococcal septic shock was
labeled the “prototype, endotoxin-induced, cytokine-mediated, Gram-negative
infection.” Since then, approx 25 studies have reported on cytokine measure-
ments in blood during meningococcal sepsis and more than 50 studies have
described cytokine measurements in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) during meningitis.

Still, our understanding of the role of cytokine activation in meningococcal
disease is limited and skewed. The principal reason for this unbalanced view is
that most studies have focused on the role of cytokines in the pathophysiology
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of meningococcal septic shock or meningitis and only a handful have discussed
the role of cytokines in the processes that precede the condition of invasive
disease. In brief, we know very little about the role of cytokines in the process
of colonization of the nasal mucosa, the intracellular survival of meningococci
in macrophages and mucosal cells, the trafficking of meningococci through
mucosal cells, and the induction of the specific protective immune response.

Thus, although the information concerning cytokines in meningococcal dis-
ease reviewed in this chapter may seem substantial, it is important to note the
complete picture is not yet known. It is likely that a majority of the missing
pieces in the jigsaw cover areas that relate to defense against meningococcal
disease rather than the extensively studied dramatic inflammatory response that
occurs after invasion.

1.1.2. Cytokine Measurements In Vivo

In vivo, cytokines have a wide spectrum of autocrine, paracrine, and endo-
crine effects on the cells of origin, adjacent cells, or distant cells, respectively
(3). Cytokines are active intracellularly, bound to cellular membranes or in a
released form in body fluids. Some cytokines may be present in a pro-form,
some aggregate to bioactive multimeric aggregates. The activity of cytokines
is further modulated by the presence of other cytokines, by the density of
cytokine receptors on target cells, and by structures that interfere with the bind-
ing to cells such as soluble cytokine receptors.

A large variety of techniques have been developed for the immunochemical
or functional assay of cytokines in body fluids. Significant differences exist
between these techniques, which is not surprising given the multitude of fac-
tors that influence the concentration of free and bound cytokines and their
activities (4–6). Even when a standardized kit is used, data from samples taken
at different time-points during the course of the disease or values from plasma,
serum or CSF may be not comparable. Thus, all available data should be
regarded as reflecting relative and not absolute values.

The role of cytokines in CSF during bacterial meningitis of various etiolo-
gies has been reviewed recently by Täuber and Moser (7). This chapter will
focus primarily on cytokines in plasma or serum during meningococcal sepsis.
Based on the more than 25 studies that measured in vivo cytokines in plasma or
serum the following general picture can be deduced.

1.1.2.1. PRO-INFLAMMATORY CYTOKINES

Early in the disease, the serum concentrations of TNF- and other
proinflammatory cytokines like interleukin-1 (IL-1 ), IL-6, IL-8, and inter-
feron- (IFN- ) correlate with degree of endotoxinemia and the severity of
shock in meningococcal sepsis (2,8–21). Reportedly all these cytokines bring
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about a clinical picture characterized by fever, shock, DIC and MOF either
alone or in synergy. Thus, the causal role of these pro-inflammatory cytokines
in the genesis of meningococcal sepsis seems to be well established.

Recently, however, this concept has been disputed for a number of reasons.
First, in vitro LPS-stimulation of blood cells from relatives of patients who
died from meningococcal sepsis produce less pro-inflammatory TNF- and
more anti-inflammatory IL-10 than cells of family members of patients who
survived (22). Second, in surgical sepsis where high TNF- values are rarely
encountered (23), serum TNF- correlates with a good outcome (24–26),
whereas serum IL-10 is associated with fatality (27,28). Third, blocking of
TNF- is detrimental in animal experiments that simulate abdominal sepsis or
foreign-body infections (29–31). Together these observations suggest that in
these types of infections TNF- may be not as damaging as believed, but is
essential for the appropriate antibacterial immune response.

However, meningococcal sepsis differs from these types of infections. In
meningococcal sepsis, the overwhelming exposure to bacteria without preced-
ing illness is clearly different from that during surgical sepsis or foreign-body
infections. Therefore the pattern of cytokine activation in meningococcal sep-
sis differs from that in surgical sepsis (23). In addition, unlike the complement
system, cytokines have no defined role in the restraint of the intravascular out-
growth of meningococci. Thus, we believe that in meningococcal sepsis high
cytokine levels contribute clearly to tissue damage and clinical deterioration.

1.1.2.2. COMPARTMENTALIZED CYTOKINE PRODUCTION

Cytokine production in meningococcal infections is compartmentalized.
This means that in septic shock, the cytokine network is activated in the plasma-
compartment, whereas in meningitis, the major changes occur in the subarach-
noid compartment (15,18,32–34).

The compartmentalized cytokine activation is a consequence of the site
where meningococci multiplicate (35,36). In sepsis, the outgrowth in the blood-
stream appears to occur exponentially. Within 12–18 h, plasma endotoxin con-
centration can reach very high levels, i.e., 7.5–1700 endotoxin units (EU) per
mL equal to 0.75–170 ng/mL of Escherichia coli O55B5 LPS as measured by
the Limulus amebocyte lysate (LAL) assay (11,37). This is equivalent to an
estimated bacterial load of approx 7.5 × 105 to 1.7 × 108 cfu/mL (see Subhead-
ing 1.2.4.). However, much of the LPS is not present as live bacteria but pre-
sumably as outer membrane vesicles (OMV) or fragments of lysed bacteria
(10). In patients with meningitis, the outgrowth in the bloodstream is restrained
with plasma endotoxin concentrations less than (median) 250 pg/mL. On
arrival in the subarachnoid space, meningococci proliferate in an uncontrolled
fashion as a result of lesser immune suveillance in this compartment (38–41).
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CSF endotoxin values during meningitis are as high as 2.5 ng/mL (median
range 0.25–500 ng/mL) (40). Quantitative bacterial cultures in this condition
reveal CSF-concentrations of 108 cfu/mL or more (42,43).

The experimental inoculation of meningococci in the subarachnoid space in rab-
bits elicits a pattern of cytokines similar to that in blood after the intravenous appli-
cation (9). However, although both patterns appear similar, more detailed
measurements of (for instance) the cytokine-soluble receptors, soluble TNF-
receptor (sTNFR) and soluble IL-1-receptor type II (sIL-1RII), show that definite
differences exist between the two compartments (18,34). The explanation for the
dissimilarity lies in the differential cellular origin of the cytokines, different mecha-
nisms of clearance, and in the different time-course of both infections (41). In addi-
tion, it should be kept in mind that meningococcal sepsis is primarily an
intra-vascular infection with intra-vascular activation of the cytokine network,
whereas meningococcal meningitis is a metastatic extra-vascular infection.

During sepsis, early complement activation, ignited immediately after inva-
sion of meningococci into the bloodstream (11), influences the production of
TNF- , IL-1 , and IL-6 through C3a and C5a (44–47). Neutrophil activation
stimulates cytokine production directly and also indirectly via damage to
endothelial cells (48,49). Neutrophil activation in the blood compartment,
reflected by upregulation of CD11b, shedding of L-selectin, and release of
elastase starts within 15 min after contact with meningococci (50–52), while
only after 90-min does cytokine production become detectable (51). In menin-
gitis the sequence of these processes is the other way around. Here the cytokine
activation precedes and induces the influx of activated neutrophils into the
subarachnoid space by permeabilizing the blood liquor barrier (7,53,54).

In brief, the cytokine response in meningococcal sepsis in the blood compart-
ment is modulated by the preceding and ongoing activation of the complement-
system, coagulation-system, neutrophils, and endothelium. As all these factors are
absent in the native subarachnoid space that is lined with meningothelial cells
(7,38,39), cytokine activation in CSF will be differentially regulated.

1.1.2.3. ANTI-INFLAMMATORY CYTOKINES

Early during the course of meningococcal infections, not only the pro-
inflammatory cytokines such as TNF- and IL-1 are produced and released, but
also the anti-inflammatory cytokines like IL-1 receptor antagonist (IL-1Ra) and
IL-10 (17,18,34,55). Similarly, the plasma concentrations of various soluble
cytokine receptors are affected. Soluble TNFR-p55 and sTNFR-p75 are
upregulated at an early stage (8,16,18,56,57). Soluble IL-1RII is increased in CSF
at the onset of disease but unaffected in plasma during the early stage of sepsis
where it increases gradually during recovery (34). In contrast, soluble IL-6 receptor
(sIL-6R) is downregulated in blood during the acute stage of sepsis (20,21,58).
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IL-10 is known to inhibit the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines like
TNF- . IL-1Ra blocks the effects of IL-1 . Soluble TNFRs and sIL-1RII
restrain the effect of TNF- and IL-1 in the early stage of the disease but may
prolong the effects of both ligand cytokines by releasing them in a later stage.
In contrast, sIL-6R is believed to potentiate the effect of IL-6. Thus, directly
after onset of disease the cytokine network in meningococcal infections is regu-
lated in a very complex fashion that makes it difficult to estimate the overall
effect of its concerted action.

1.1.2.4. KINETICS OF CYTOKINES

The plasma concentrations of most pro-inflammatory cytokines decrease
promptly after admission and initiation of antibiotic therapy and normalize
within 6–24 h even in patients with an ultimately fatal course (Fig. 1)
(9,16,34,57,59). An increase in the plasma concentration of TNF- and IL-1

Fig. 1. Course of cytokines during first hours after admission. The individual plasma
patterns of tumor necrosis factor (TNF- ) and interleukin-1 (IL-1 ) in patients with
meningococcal sepsis during the first 2 d after admission. Open markers are survivors,
closed markers nonsurvivors, crosses indicate moment of death. Thick lines indicate the
cytokine pattern during a plasma exchange or whole-blood exchange session (162); thin
lines represent data outside an exchange session. The shaded area indicates the normal
cytokine value (mean ± SD); for the ease of survey, values within the normal range are not
shown.
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after initiation of antibiotic treatment has never been observed. A rise of TNF-
and IL-1 after admission is only observed in those unfortunate patients from
whom antibiotics are mistakenly withheld (Fig. 2); (60); (P. Brandtzaeg, personal
observation).

Most anti-inflammatory cytokines and soluble receptors level off slowly after
several days (9,14,16,17,34,59). This discrepancy in the kinetics of pro- and anti-
inflammatory mediators implies that measurements of plasma concentrations
at an arbitrary point in time are of limited value for the evaluation of the pro- or
anti-inflammatory status of the cytokine network (12,18,27,57).

Some data exist on the time-course of cytokines in CSF during treatment of
meningococcal meningitis (61–63). Cultures of CSF become sterile almost
immediately (43). Although no data for meningococcal meningitis are avail-

Fig. 2. Course of cytokines when antibiotics are delayed. The plasma pattern of
tumor necrosis factor- (TNF- , closed dots) and interleukin-1 (IL-1 , open dots) in
one nonsurviving patient who received, because of initial misdiagnosis, antibiotics
only 5.5 h after admission. The patient died 19 h after admission. The thick lines
indicate a plasma-exchange session (162). The arrows indicate resuscitation efforts.
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able, sequential CSF-sampling in Haemophilus influenzae meningitis show a
definite increase of TNF-  in the first 4 h after initiation of antibiotic therapy
(64). Clinically this increase may coincide with the temporal deterioration dur-
ing the first hours of treatment. This occurrence of a transient increase of TNF- in
CSF is in accordance with the finding that 18–30 h after start of therapy, TNF-
and IL-1 may still remain detectable in CSF in the majority of the patients
(62). IL-6 remains increased for several days (63). There is some evidence that
in meningococcal meningitis the inflammatory response in CSF extinguishes faster
than in pneumococcal meningitis (65). This might be explained by the some-
what higher initial bacterial load in pneumococcal meningitis (43), the higher
IFN- concentrations (66) or the different cytokine induction in CSF by the
Gram-positive pneumococcus (67).

1.1.2.5. ENDOTOXIN RESPONSIVENESS

Although conflicting data exist (22,68), in meningococcal sepsis the degree
in rise of serum TNF- is probably not explained by TNF- polymorphism.
However, in other infectious diseases, polymorphisms of the TNF- promoter
gene explain some of the clinical differences (69,70). In contrast, blood cells of
patients or relatives of patients who die of meningococcal disease produce less
TNF- and more IL-10 after stimulation with LPS, compared to cells of
patients who survive (71). Thus, the phenomenon of endotoxin responsive-
ness, i.e., the genetically determined trait to produce more or less cytokines
after the exposure to LPS (72), is believed to be of minor importance for the
degree of cytokine activation in meningococcal sepsis.

1.1.2.6. REGULATION OF CYTOKINE PRODUCTION

Despite the rapid normalization of the TNF- and IL-1 serum concentra-
tions, mRNA for these cytokines in blood cells remains increased for several
days. This suggests an early restraint of cytokine production in these cells by
post-transcriptional regulatory mechanisms (73). The downregulation can also
be observed when peripheral blood cells are stimulated ex vivo with LPS.
Shortly after onset of disease these, cells have lost their capacity to produce
and secrete TNF- , IL-1 , or IL-6 after such stimulus (56,73). The duration and
severity of the downregulated state correlates with the severity of disease and may
be caused by IL-10 (74,75) and possibly transforming growth factor-  (TGF- )
(76–78). More detailed study of this phenomenon, that also occurs after experi-
mental LPS-infusion, other types of sepsis, or severe trauma (79–81), shows
that in meningococcal sepsis the TNF- production is downregulated post-
transcriptionally but IL-1 production is also regulated at the mRNA level (73).
IFN- and granulocyte-macrophage colony stimulating factor (GM-CSF) can
restore this state of monocyte deactivation (82–84).
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It should be noted that the cellular source of cytokine production during
meningococcal sepsis or meningitis is currently not known. Several candidate
cells have been suggested, among them tissue macrophages, endothelial cells,
microglial cells, and astrocytes (7). Peripheral blood mononuclear cells
(PBMCs) are assumed to play a minor role during the in vivo cytokine produc-
tion in sepsis (73,85). Therefore, studies on the regulation of cytokine produc-
tion in monocytes may be less relevant for the in vivo regulation during
invasive meningococcal disease and should be interpreted cautiously.

1.1.2. The In Vivo Data Summarized

From the above mentioned in vivo observations, we can conclude that the
excessive pro-inflammatory cytokine production, which causes shock, DIC,
and MOF (alone or in combination with other pro-inflammatory mediators), is
not the result of an enhanced or dysregulated cytokine responsiveness, but
rather the consequence of the explosive outgrowth of meningococci in the
bloodstream. The production and activity of these pro-inflammatory cytokines
is counter-regulated in a complex fashion. Early after onset of the disease, anti-
inflammatory mediators appear in the circulation, pro-inflammatory cytokines
disappear rapidly, and the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines in blood
cells is downregulated. Cytokine activation in the CSF compartment during
meningococcal meningitis shows both similarities and dissimilarities with that
in blood during sepsis. Studies of the regulation of cytokine production in vivo
are limited because the principal cellular sources of cytokine production dur-
ing meningococcal sepsis and meningitis are still unknown.

1.2. Cytokine Production In Vitro
1.2.1. Background

In the in vivo situation during invasive meningococcal disease, cytokine
production is induced after contact between growing meningococci and a
plethora of immune-competent cells. For the in vitro study of this process, the
in vivo situation has been curtailed and simplified.

The model that is most often used for these purposes evaluates cytokine
induction by LPS in peripheral blood monocytes or cell-lines of macrophages. LPS,
one of the outer-membrane components of Gram-negative micro-organisms, is
considered the most potent cytokine inducing part of Gram-negative bacteria.
LPS is an amphipatic molecule composed of a lipid-A part, a poly- or oligo-
saccharide part and one or more molecules of 2-keto-3-deoxy-octanate (KDO)
connecting lipid-A with the saccharide tail (86). Owing to its amphipatic struc-
ture, isolated LPS forms aggregates.

Studies with isolated LPS or parts of the LPS-molecule have broadened and
deepened our insight in the mechanism of cytokine induction markedly. For a
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variety of reasons, the applicability of such knowledge to the in vivo situation
during invasive meningococcal disease is limited.

First, we do not know which types of cells are responsible for cytokine produc-
tion during invasive meningococcal disease. Second, the study of isolated cells
requires removal of these cells from their possibly relevant physiologic environ-
ment. Third, the amount of LPS used in many of these studies considerably
exceeds the LPS concentration during the onset of meningococcal infection.
Because of these high concentrations, the LPS may engage LPS-receptors and
cytokine inducing pathways other than those that would be active in vivo. Fourth,
LPS from enterobacteriaceae generally evaluated in these types of studies differs in
many aspects from that from Neisseria meningitidis. Lastly, meningococcal LPS is
not the sole compound of N. meningitidis that is able to induce cytokine synthesis.

1.2.2. Cytokine Induction by LPS

LPS induces cytokine production when it ligates LPS-receptors (see next
paragraph) on cytokine-producing cells and initiates a transfer of a stimulating
signal to the nucleus. Here, by induction of the transcription factor, NF- B,
cytokine mRNA will be transcribed and cytokine synthesis follows after
60–90 min. TNF- is the first cytokine to appear, followed by IL- after
120 min and IL-6, IL-8, and IL-10 immediately thereafter. Notably, stimula-
tion of monocytic cells with LPS induces only minute amounts of IFN- .

Several membrane-bound proteins are involved in the recognition of LPS.
In higher LPS-concentrations, LPS may attach to the integrins CD11a,11b,11c/
CD18, L-selectin, and the scavenger receptor. In lower LPS-concentrations the
principal LPS-receptor is CD14 (87,88). CD14 is a 55-kDa membrane protein
of cells belonging to the myeloid-cell lineage or mesangial cells. One of the
functions of CD14 is a highly specific interaction with the lipid-A part and the
KDO part of the LPS-molecule (88). There is evidence that the polysaccharide
part of the LPS molecule also interacts with this binding but the exact role of
the carbohydrate chain is still unsolved (89,90). Recently it was shown that
variant types of LPS with a short carbohydrate chain tend to engage relatively
more CD14-independent pathways (91).

Cells that do not bear membrane-bound CD14 (mCD14) on their surface,
like endothelial cells and astrocytes, can react with LPS through a soluble form
of CD14 (sCD14) (88,92–94), that is reported to increase slightly during sepsis
and meningococcal infections (21,94,95). Because mCD14 is a glycosyl-
phosphatidylinositol (GPI)-anchored membrane protein that lacks a cyto-
plasmatic signaling domain, a co-receptor is required to permit transfer of the
signal across the plasma membrane (96). Recently a Toll-like receptor and
possibly the so-called membrane-organizing extension spike receptor “moesin”
have been demonstrated to be involved in this process (97–99).
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Various serum proteins like LPS-binding protein (LBP) (100), serum
amyloid-P (SAP) (101), apolipoproteins (101), and the synthetic peptide poly-
myxin B (PMB) (102,103) bind with high affinity to lipid-A. Many proteins
derived from neutrophilic granules such as lactoferrin (LF) (104), bactericidal/
permeability-increasing protein (BPI) (105), heparin-binding protein, and
fucoidin (106) bind also to the lipid-A portion of LPS. Affinity of these pep-
tides to LPS follows the electrostatic binding between a short cationic amino-
acid sequence that is present in most of these peptides with the phosphorylated
disaccharide portion of lipid-A and the stabilizing hydrophobic interaction be-
tween adjacent peptide loops with the fatty acid residues of lipid-A (101,107).
BPI (105), SAP (101), lipoproteins (108), LF (104), and the synthetic peptide
PMB (103,109) inhibit the binding of E. coli LPS to CD14, thereby decreasing
the LPS-induced TNF- production. This inhibitory action is believed to occur
via stabilization of LPS-aggregates. In contrast, LBP catalyses the transfer of
E. coli LPS to CD14 by dissociating LPS-monomers from LPS-aggregates (88).
By doing so, LBP increases the affinity of LPS to CD14 100–1000 times (110). In
vitro experiments show that in the presence of 5% serum or LBP, the threshold
concentration of E. coli LPS that induces TNF- or IL-1 production in cells of the
monocytic cell-lineage is lowered from approx 10 ng/mL to 100 pg/mL (111).

It is of interest to note that in vivo during the early stage of infections the serum
concentrations of LBP and BPI increase (112–114), that changes occur in the lipid
metabolism (115) and that sCD14 increases slightly (21). Thus in the in vivo situ-
ation, several factors affect the binding of LPS to LPS-receptors. Also during in
vitro experiments these serum factors and the presence of neutrophils that release
various LPS-binding peptides modulate the LPS-induced cytokine production
by monocytes. This may be one of the reasons why more LPS is required for
the induction of cytokines in whole blood than is needed for the induction of
cytokines in isolated mononuclear cells.

1.2.3. Cytokine Induction by Meningococcal LPS

Because meningococcemia is characterized by extremely high serum
cytokine concentrations, which is not the case in other Gram-negative infec-
tions like gonococcemia or typhoid fever (116), several studies have tried to
relate the observed degree of in vivo cytokine induction to the binding of the
isolated type of LPS on monocytes and its cytokine inducing potency (89,117–
127). From these studies, it can be concluded that for optimal induction of
cytokines by meningococcal LPS, lipid-A, KDO, and saccharide are all
required. Unfortunately, quantitative conclusions about the biological activity
of meningococcal LPS compared to other types of LPS are difficult to draw,
because most studies compare LPSs on a weight base without informa-
tion about the molecular weight (MW), the number of LPS-molecules per
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bacterium, the efficacy of the extraction procedure, and the purity of the LPS-
preparation. A recent study that dealt with this problem and evaluated various
more uniformly extracted and calibrated types of LPS found only minor dif-
ferences in the biological activity of these types of LPS (128). The qualitative
picture based on the studies with meningococcal LPS is that that meningo-
coccal LPS may be somewhat (but not much) more potent for induction
of cytokines. The findings of Prins et al. that LPS from meningococcal strains
isolated from patients with shock or isolated from patients with chronic menin-
gococcemia induced equivalent amounts of TNF- , support this view (127).

In recent experiments in our laboratory we compared, on a molar base, the
potency of meningococcal serogroup B H44/76 LPS (gift from Peter van der
Ley, National Institute of Public Health and the Environment [RIVM],
Bilthoven, the Netherlands) with that of a commercial E. coli 055�B5 LPS
(L2880, Sigma Chemical Co, St. Louis, MO), both extracted with the same
phenol-water method (129). The molar concentration of both preparations was
estimated by assay of 2-keto-3-deoxy-octanate (KDO) (130), based on two
KDO-molecules per molecule of meningococcal LPS and three KDO-
molecules per molecule E. coli LPS. It appeared that the minimal concentra-
tion of meningococcal LPS that induces TNF- or IL-1 release by human
monocytes in the presence of serum, is 2 fmol/mL or 8 pg/mL (Fig. 3). For
E. coli 055�B LPS, these values are 12 fmol/mL or 180 pg/mL. LPS from the
meningococcal mutant strain pB4 that lacks the oligosaccharide tail (131) was
found to be less potent in the lower concentration ranges but induced more
cytokines at concentrations > 1 nmol LPS/mL. As at this range non-CD14
mediated responses are assumed to become more important, our observations
suggest a role for the saccharide tail in the binding to CD14 and are in accor-
dance to the recent finding of Gangloff et al., who found that LPSs with a
shorter carbohydrate chain induce stronger CD14-independent responses (91).

Despite the similarities between meningococcal LPS and other types of LPS,
meningococcal LPS clearly differs from E. coli LPS with respect to the binding by
polymyxin B (PMB) and the inhibitory effect of PMB on cytokine induction. PMB
binds to E. coli LPS (102,103) and prevents attachment to CD14 by stabilising the
LPS-aggregates (109). This stabilization results in a decrease of the cytokine-
inducing potency with 50–100% (109,132). However, PMB binds only minimally
to meningococcal LPS and, although results are somewhat conflicting
(103,133), does not seem to interfere with the binding to LAL. Similarly, PMB
has hardly any inhibitory effect on the cytokine-inducing potency of meningo-
coccal LPS (123,132). The reason for the lack of a detoxifying effect of PMB
on meningococcal LPS is currently unknown but it seems plausible to think of
the structural differences between meningococcal LPS and E. coli LPS. PMB
binds principally to the lipid-A part of LPS. In contrast to enterobacteriaceal
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lipid-A, meningococcal LPS contains 3-hydoxy lauric acid (3-OH-12�0),
whereas the position of the fatty acids also differs (134,135). In addition, the
core region of meningococcal LPS is formed by 2 KDO-molecules, whereas
E. coli LPS contains 3 KDO-molecules. These or other differences may explain the
poor binding of PMB to meningococcal LPS. Whether these structural differences
will also influence the binding to LBP and other human LPS-binding proteins
that play a role in the handling of LPS during invasive disease needs to be
investigated further.

1.2.4. Cytokine Induction by Whole Meningococci

Cytokine induction in vivo during meningococcal infections occurs not after
contact with isolated or purified LPS, but after contact with whole meningo-
cocci and outer-membrane structures designated as “blebs.” The difference

Fig. 3. Comparison of cytokine induction by meningococcal LPS and E. coli LPS.
Concentrations of tumor necrosis factor  (TNF- ) and interleukin-1  (IL-1 ) in the
supernatant of human PBMCs stimulated 24 h with different concentrations of
N. meningitidis serogroup B H44/76 lipo-oligosaccharide (closed dots) or E. coli
055�B5 lipopolysaccharide (LPS) (open dots). Meningococcal LPS and the commer-
cially available E. coli LPS (L2880, Sigma) were isolated with phenol and water (129).
The molar concentration was estimated based on 2-keto-3-deoxy-octanate (KDO) mea-
surements in a 1 mg/mL LPS solution (130), and the composition of 2 KDO-
molecules in one meningococcal serogroup B LPS molecule and 3 KDO-molecules in
one E. coli LPS molecule (163). Data are mean ± SEM of 5 experiments.
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between these two types of stimulation is evident. During in vitro stimulation
with LPS no IFN- is produced. However, after stimulation with whole menin-
gococci, some IFN- is produced, which is in accordance with the in vivo
observation that this cytokine is increased in serum during meningococcal sep-
sis and in CSF during meningitis (8,66).

From experiments with whole Gram-positive bacteria or isolated bacterial
products, we know that many non-LPS components are able to elicit cytokine
production (136). Identified potent cytokine inducers are lipopeptides (137),
lipoteichoic acid (138), capsular polysaccharide (139), and peptidoglycan
(140–142). Only a few studies assessed the cytokine inducing properties of
non-LPS structures of meningococci. In 1992, Boutten et al. used muramyl-
dipetide obtained from meningococci to induce cytokines (123). Recent stud-
ies identified IgA1-proteases, outer-membrane proteins (OMPs) that accelerate
the degradation of lysosomal proteins and facilitate the intracellular survival of
the bacterium (143–145), as inducers of pro-inflammatory cytokine synthesis
(146). Studies with whole meningococci show that pili have a synergistic
effect on LPS-induced endothelial damage (147) and that the polysaccharide
capsule influences LPS-induced expression of adhesion molecules (148,149). In
these experiments, whole meningococci were more potent stimuli of some adhe-
sion molecules than LPS (149). Other experiments with whole meningococci and
isolated LPS showed that the threshold concentration of LPS that induces tissue
factor (TF) on endothelial cells is approx 100 pg/mL, whereas whole meningo-
cocci induced TF-expression in a concentration as low as 104 CFU/mL (150).

The cytokine-inducing effect of whole meningococci in comparison to that
of isolated LPS became more easily to assess with help of the recently engi-
neered LPS-deficient serogroup B H44/76 mutant strain pLAK33 by the
National Institute of Public Health and the Environment (RIVM) in the Neth-
erlands (134,151). With this strain, we and others showed that LPS is not
the sole cytokine-inducing element of N. meningitidis (151a,151b). After
estimation of the number of LPS molecules per bacterium of the wild-type
strain by subtracting the amount of KDO in the LPS-free strain from that in the
wild-type strain, a number of approx 150,000 LPS-molecules or 10–3 pg LPS
per bacterium could be estimated, and the quantitative contribution of non-
LPS structures to the cytokine induction could be assessed. It appeared that in
concentrations >2 × 107 bacteria or >2 ng LPS/mL, whole meningococci were
more potent stimuli in vitro than isolated LPS. In addition it was shown menin-
gococci free of LPS induce cytokines including some IFN- .

Further studies with these LPS-free meningococci revealed further that serum
enhances the non-LPS induced cytokine production, comparable to the effect of
serum on LPS-induced CD14 mediated cytokine production (Fig. 4). Which
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particular component of the LPS-free meningococcus induces cytokine pro-
duction, which serum factors are involved, and which receptors are engaged is
currently subject to further study.

1.2.5. The In Vitro Data Summarized

LPS, an outer-membrane constituent of Gram-negative bacteria, is exten-
sively studied for its cytokine-inducing properties. LPS stimulates cytokine
production after binding to the CD14 receptor. Various serum peptides, which
vary in vivo during different stages of the infection, influence the binding of
LPS to CD14. LBP facilitates the binding of LPS to CD14; other peptides like
BPI, LF, and the synthetic peptide PMB inhibit the binding to CD14.

The potency of meningococcal LPS in stimulating cytokine production is
approximately similar to that of LPS from E. coli. However, clear differences exist
with respect to the binding and detoxification by PMB. Whether this also reflects
differential binding to the human LPS binding peptides warrants further research.

Because several undefined non-LPS structures of N. meningitidis are able to
induce cytokines, whole meningococci induce more cytokines than isolated

Fig. 4. Stimulatory effect of serum on cytokine induction by LPS-deficient meningo-
cocci. Concentrations of tumor necrosis factor (TNF- ) and interleukin-1 (IL-1 )
in the supernatants of human PBMCs stimulated 24 h with three different concentra-
tions of heat-killed serogroup B N. meningitidis mutant H44/76[pLAK33] that is defi-
cient of LPS. The white bars represent cytokine production in the absence of
fresh-pooled serum, the gray bars show the result with 5% serum. Bars are mean val-
ues ± SEM, for n = 5 experiments with 0.6 × 105 cfu/mL, n = 9 with 0.6 × 107 cfu/mL
and n = 11 with 0.6 × 109 cfu/mL.
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LPS. Also the pattern of cytokines that is induced by whole meningococci is
somewhat different. Thus, in spite of the generally accepted concept, invasive
meningococcal disease is more than a “prototype endotoxin-induced, cytokine-
mediated, Gram-negative infection.”

1.3. Tip of the Iceberg

The only natural reservoir of N. meningitidis is the human nasal mucosa.
Meningococci have found several ways to exploit human structures for their
own benefit (152). The attachment of pili to the CD46 receptor and the class 5
Opa OMP to CD66a are examples of the tight relationship between these
prokaryotes and humans (153,154). Binding of meningococci to human cells
transduces a signal to the host (155). For gonococci, it has been shown that
binding leads to activation of the transcription factor NF- B and induction of a
number of proinflammatory cytokines (156). IgA1-proteases, that promote sur-
vival of meningococci in human cells by degrading some lysosomal constitu-
ents and promote trafficking trough epithelial cells (143–145,157), also induce
pro-inflammatory cytokines (146).

During human evolution cytokines became pivotal elements of the immune sys-
tem. In that same evolution, humans had intimate contacts with meningococci. The
influences of meningococci on cytokines during invasive disease as described in
this chapter are only the tip of an iceberg. The recently discovered interactions
during binding to mucosal cells and survival in cells indicate that multiple relations
will exist between these prokaryotes and the human cytokine network.

2. Materials
2.1. Collection of In Vivo Samples from Patients

1. Samples for plasma endotoxin are drawn in endotoxin-free tubes heparinized with
pyrogen-free heparine. The tubes are centrifuged gently (1400g for 10 min) to
obtain platelet-rich plasma. Aliquots are stored immediately at –70°C until
assay. For CSF samples no heparine is required.

2. For circulating cytokines serum or plasma is needed, aprotinin 10,000 kallikrein
inactivating U/mL (Bayer, Leverkusen, Germany) may be added to prevent pro-
teolytic cleavage. Plasma samples are centrifuged immediately twice (at 2,250g
for 10 min and 15,000g for 5 min) to eliminate ongoing cytokine production by
blood cells or cytokine release from blood cells or platelets. Samples should be
stored at –70°C. CSF samples are treated similarly.

3. For the measurement of cytokines bound to blood cells (158), the cell pellet of
ethylene diammete tetracetic acid (EDTA)- or heparine-anticoagulated blood is
resuspended in RPMI 1640 medium (Dutch modification, Flows Lab, Irvine,
Scotland) and PBMCs are isolated by density-gradient centrifugation on Ficoll-
Hypaque (Pharmacia Biotech AB, Uppsala, Sweden). Total cell-associated
cytokines are measured after three cycles of freezing and thawing.
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4. For the detection of cytokine mRNA in blood cells 0.5 mL EDTA-anticoagulated
blood is mixed immediately with an equal amount 4 M guanidiumisothiocynate
(GITC) freshly enriched with 7 µL mercaptoethanol and stored at –70°C until assay.

3. Methods
1. Endotoxin is measured by a commercially available chromogenic LAL assay

(purchased from various companies). Higher concentrations (>10 ng/mL) can be
measured chemically by employing gas chromatography and mass spectropho-
tometry (GC-MS) for the lauric acid part (3-OH-12�0) of lipid-A (37).

2. Cytokines are assessed by a bio-assays (see Chapter 29) or immuno-assays (sup-
pliers including Pharmingen and R&D Systems).

3. Intracellular cytokines are assessed with immunohistochemical techniques or by
flow cytometry (159,160).

4. Cytokine mRNA is assessed by a reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction
(RT-PCR) (161).

4. Notes
1. Because the concentration of endotoxin and cytokines during the course of the dis-

ease changes rapidly, it is important to note exactly when sampels are taken, i.e., at
what point in time with respect to the onset of disease and initiation of therapy.

2. Quantitative comparison between samples is only allowed for similar specimen
measured with the same assay and measured in the same run (4).

3. Cytokine data obtained by immuno-assays do not allow conclusions about the
biological activity of cytokines.

4. During meningococcal disease the cytokine network is extensively activated, i.e.,
various cytokines and their receptors with mutually interfering effects are modu-
lated, produced, and released in different kinetic patterns. Thus the measurement
of one selected member of the cytokine network does not allow conclusions about
the effect and activity of cytokines during the course of meningococcal disease.
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Cytokine Bioassays

Nina-Beate Liabakk, Anders Waage, Egil Lien,
Jørgen Stenvik, and Terje Espevik

1. Introduction
Cytokines are important mediators in inflammation, and play a key role in

inflammation induced by Gram-negative bacteria. Cytokines are released into
serum during different pathological conditions, such as meningococcal dis-
ease, and the cytokine levels in serum seem to correlate with fatal outcome of
septic shock (1–3). Consequently, detection of cytokines in serum samples
from patients with pathological diseases may be of prognostic and clinical
value. Cytokines can be detected using bioassays and immunoassays, and this
chapter focuses on description of bioassays for detection of tumor necrosis
factor-  (TNF- ), interleukin-1 (IL-1), and IL-6 in serum samples.

Cytokine bioassays are based on specific biological activities of cytokines
on various cell lines, such as proliferation (4,5), induction of surface molecules,
secretion of other cytokines (6), inhibition of cytokine secretion and activity,
and cytotoxicity (7,8). The TNF bioassay is a cytotoxic bioassay and the TNF
bioactivity is determined by its cytotoxic effect on the murine fibrosarcoma
cell line WEHI 164 clone 13 (8). The principle behind the cytotoxic TNF bio-
assay involves binding of TNF to membrane-bound cell surface TNF recep-
tors, which results in killing of the TNF-sensitive cell line. The IL-1 bioassay
uses two T-cell lines, the EL-4-NOB-1 (6) and HT-2 (4), and is based on both
secretion of other cytokines and proliferation. IL-1 stimulation of the EL-4-
NOB-1 cell line results in secretion of IL-2 and IL-2 has growth-stimulatory
effect on the the HT-2 cells. The IL-6 bioassay uses the IL-6 dependent B-cell
line B13.29 clone B9 (5) and is also classified as a proliferation bioassay.
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Furthermore, the cytokines are measured by a colorimetric method for
growth and survival by use of a tetrazolium salt (MTT) as described by
Mosmann (9). The salt binds to mitochondrial dehydrogenase enzymes, which
catalyzes the formation of blue-colored formazan crystals in metabolizing cells.
Subsequently, these crystals can be dissolved in detergents and the color of
the resulting solution measured automatically using a microtiter plate reader. The
absorbance at 570 nm correlates with the number of living cells and with the cyto-
kine concentration in the samples.

The other strategy to quantiate cytokines are immunoassays. The choice of
assay type may be difficult, because each type has its own particular quality. In
contrast to bioassays, immunoassays measure immunoactive cytokines, which
include both degraded cytokines and neutralized cytokines, i.e., cytokines in
complexes with cytokine receptors. Figure 1 illustrates detection of TNF- in
supernatants from monocytes stimulated with Lipid A, which is a part of the
endotoxin lipopolysaccharide (LPS), in the cytotoxic TNF bioassay and in an
immunoassay. Analysis of the supernatants with the TNF bioassay and immu-
noassay demonstrates a bell shaped TNF production curve peaking at 8 h (10).
After this peak, the bioactivity of TNF is lost faster than the immunoactivity.
Further on, in sera from sepsis patients, Stenvik et al. (10) found moderate to
high levels of immunoactive TNF, but considerably less bioactive TNF. This
discrepancy between the assay types indicates that bio-inactive forms of TNF,
recognized by the immunoassay, and not by the bioassay, were present. For-
mation of complexes between TNF and soluble TNF receptors or degradation
of the bioactive TNF trimer may be explanations of differences in detection of
immunoactive vs bioactive TNF.

This chapter describes in detail the bioassays for TNF- , IL-1, and IL-6,
with focus on the TNF-  bioassay.

2. Materials
2.1. Preparation of Medium

1. RPMI 1640 (Gibco, Paisley, UK).
2. L-glutamine (Gibco). Make a stock solution of 20 mg/mL by dissolving 2 g in

100 mL sterile water. Sterile-filtrate, make aliquots of 5 mL, and store at –20°C.
3. Garamycin, 40 mg/mL (Schering-Plough, Labo n.v., Belgium).
4. Fetal calf serum (FCS) (HyClone, Logan, UK). Heat-inactivate the serum at 56°C

for 30 min before use. Make aliquots of 5 mL and store at –20°C (see Note 1).
5. 2-Mercaptoethanol (Sigma). Make a stock solution of 2.5 × 10–2 M by adding 53 µL

of concentrated 2-mercaptoethanol to 30 mL RPMI 1640. Store in the fridge at 4°C.
6. Actinomycin D (Sigma). Make a stock solution of 250 µg/mL by dissolving 5 mg

in 20 mL sterile water. Make aliquots and store at –20°C. Actinomycin D is a
mutagen. It should be handled with gloves only and should be kept contained.
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Fig. 1. Time course of TNF release from freshly isolated adherent primary mono-
cytes, analysed by cytotoxicity WEHI 164 clone 13 bioassay (A) or 6H11 TNF immu-
noassay (B), both developed in our laboratory. The cells are exposed to medium only
(0, open bars) or 125 ng/mL of lipid A (filled bars) from Salmonella minnesota
(Sigma). Medium used was AIM (Gibco) containing 10% FCS. Cell-free supernatants
are harvested at the indicated time points, and analyzed simultaneously in the two
assays.
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7. IL-2 (can be purchased from several companies).
8. IL-6 (can be purchased from several companies, see Subheading 3.7., step 1).
9. Basic medium (RPMI 1640 supplemented with L-glutamine and garamycin).

10. Growth medium (basic medium with additives; see Table 1).
11. Dilution medium (basic medium with additives; see Table 1).

2.2. Maintenance of Cell Culture

1. The cell lines used in the cytokine bioassays are listed in Table 1.
2. Trypsin (Gibco).
3. Growth medium (basic medium with additives; see Table 1).
4. 75 cm2 tissue culture flasks (Nunc).
5. Incubator (Forma Scientific, OH).

2.3. Preparation of Standards and Samples

1. r (recombinant) hu (human) TNF- .
2. rIL-1.
3. rIL-2.

Table 1
Description of the Medium Used in the Bioassays

Type of Growth medium: Dilution medium:
bioassay Cell line basic medium added basic medium added

TNF- WEHI 164 5% FCS 5% FCSa

clone 13 0.5 µg/mL Actinomycin D

IL-1 EL-4-NOB-1b 10% FCS 10% FCS
2.5 × 10–5 M 2-Mercaptoethanol

HT-2 10% FCS, 10% FCS,
2.5 × 10–5 M 2-Mercaptoethanol, 2.5 × 10–5 M 2-Mercaptoethanol
2-Mercaptoethanol,
25U/ml IL-2

IL-6 B13.29 10% FCS 5% FCS
clone B9 5 × 10–5 M 2-Mercaptoethanol 5 × 10–5 M 2-Mercaptoethanol,

IL-6c

aSee Note 2.
bSee Note 3.
cPreparation of IL-6 for addition in the growth medium is described in Subheading 3.7., step 1.
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4. rIL-6. (The cytokines can be purchased from several companies.)
5. Dilution medium (basic medium with additives; see Table 1).

2.4. TNF-  Bioassay

1. Dilution medium (basic medium with additives; see Table 1).
2. Neutralizing TNF- antibodies. Monoclonal anti-TNF- called 6H11 (11) or

polyclonal anti-TNF- rabbit serum. Neutralizing TNF- antibodies can also be pur-
chased from many companies. If a polyclonal rabbit serum is used as a neutralizing
antibody, this serum should also be heat-inactivated (56°C, 30 min) before use.

3. 96-well microtiterplates (Costar).
4. MTT (3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromid (Sigma).

Make a stock solution of 5 mg/mL by dissolving 500 mg in 100 mL phosphate
buffered saline (PBS) (Dulbecco ‘A’ Tablets). Sterile-filtrate and store in the
fridge at 4°C. MTT is a mutagen. It should be handled with gloves only and
should be kept contained.

5. Acidic sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) solution: 10% (w/v) SDS (Bio-Rad Labo-
ratories) dissolved in 0.01 M HCl (Merck).

6. Isopropanol-0.04 M HCl. Prepare the solution by adding 3.3 mL HCl to 1 L iso-
propanol (Merck). Should be made at least 1 d before use.

7. Shaker (Titertek, Flow Laboratories).
8. Microplate reader (Bio-Rad, model 3550-UV, Richmond, CA).

2.5. IL-1 Bioassay

1. See Subheading 2.4.
2. HBSS (Hank’s Balanced Salt Solution) (Gibco).
3. Neutralizing IL-1 antibodies (can be purchased from several companies).

2.6. IL-6 Bioassay

1. See Subheading 2.4.
2. PBMC were isolated from human A+ blood buffy coats (The Blood Bank, Uni-

versity Hospital, Trondheim, Norway) as described by Bøyum et al. (12).
3. LPS (Sigma L-8274). Make a stock solution of 10 mg/mL by dissolving 100 mg

in 10 mL NaCl. Make working stocks of 50 µL and store at –20°C.
4. Neutralizing IL-6 antibodies (can be purchased from several companies).

3. Methods
3.1. Preparation of Medium

1. Make basic medium by adding 5 mL L-glutamine and 0.5 mL garamycin to 1 L
of RPMI 1640.

2. Make the growth medium required by the cell lines by adding heat-inactivated
FCS and additional substances (see Table 1).
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3. Make the dilution medium required by the bioassays by adding heat-inactivated
FCS and additional substances (see Table 1).

4. Store media in the fridge at 4°C for a maximum of 2 wk.

3.2. Maintenance of Cell Culture

1. The cell lines should be replaced with freshly thawed cells regularly, because the
cells lose their sensitivity to the cytokines after some months in culture. For
instance, the WEHI 164 clone 13 cell line should be replaced after a couple of
months of cultivation, while the B13.29 clone B9 should be replaced three times
a year.

2. Stock cells are usually subcultured when they reach a cell density of 5 × 105 cells/mL,
usually twice a week; for instance, every Monday and Friday. However,
the growth of cell lines varies and have to be optimized for each cell line (see
Note 4).

3. When subculturing the cells, dilute the cells in fresh growth medium in a new culture
flask. Use 15 mL of medium per flask, and add 10 mL extra growth medium the day
before the bioassay is performed.

4. Incubate the culture flask at 37°C in a humidified 5% CO2 incubator.

3.3. Preparation of Standards

1. When the standards are initially purchased, high-concentration stocks are pre-
pared (500 µg/mL in PBS for the rhuTNF- standard). These are divided (100 µL
lots) and stored at –70°C. From these, working stocks (50 µg/mL, diluted in bacic
medium with 5% heat-inactivated FCS) are prepared and stored in the fridge at
4°C for several months without losing activity.

2. Standards are carried out in triplicates in 96-well microtiter plates. Dilute the
standards in dilution medium, dependent on what cytokine bioassay is carried
out (see Table 1).

3. Typically, make twofold dilutions of the standards 15 times (making standard
curves). The final volume of standard per well should be 100 µL.

4. Make the standard curves by first adding 50 µL dilution medium to the first 6
rows of the microtiter plate. Then, add 50 µL of the titrated cytokine standard
in the first well of the first three rows. Mix the solutions by pipetting, withdraw
50 µL, and pipet into the adjacent wells along the row. When reaching the end of
the three rows, continue the dilution curve in the three next rows. After 15 dilu-
tions, discard the final 50 µL, leaving 50 µL in the end wells.

5. Add only dilution medium (50 µL/well) in the three last wells as a negative control.
6. In order to confirm the specificity of the cytokine bioassay, a neutralizing anti-

body against the cytokine should be added in order to inhibit the specific effect of
the cytokine on the target cell line. Fifty µL of the neutralizing cytokine antibody
(10 µg/mL) is therefore added to 50 µL of each standard dilution in one of the
three parallels. In the two other parallels, add only 50 µL dilution medium. The
total volume per well is now 100 µL.
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3.4. Preparation of Samples

1. Serum samples are divided into working stocks and stored at –70°C before analy-
sis. Working stocks should not be repeatedly frozen and thawed.

2. If serum samples are tested, it is important to first inactivate the samples by heat-
ing at 56°C for 30 min (see Note 5).

3. Make serially dilutions of the samples in dilution medium, dependent on what
cytokine bioassay is done (see Table 1).

4. Typically, start the dilution of the serum sample at 1�10 and thereafter do 1�5
dilutions. The final volume of sample per well should be 100 µL.

5. Make the sample dilution curves by first adding 50 µL dilution medium to the first
wells of three rows. Add 12.5 µL serum sample to the first well, mix by pipetting and
transfer 12.5 µL into the adjacent wells along the row, 4 times in total.

6. In order to confirm the specificity, a neutralizing antibody against the cytokine
should be added to the serum samples in order to inhibit the specific effect of the
cytokine on the target cell line. 50 µL of a neutralizing cytokine antibody (10 µg/mL)

Fig. 2. Typical experimental design of a microtiter plate for a cytokine bioassay
with standard curve, internal standard, and three samples with and without a neutraliz-
ing antibody.

Key:
S1-S15: 15 dilutions of cytokine standard, where S1 represent the start concentra-

tion, S2 represent 1;2 dilution, S3 1;4 dilution and further on.
S2+–S15+: 15 dilution of the cytokine standard added a neutralising

antibody.
M: medium control
A1–A4: 4 dilutions of a serum sample, where A1 represent the start dilution 1;10,

A2 the second dilution 1;50, A3 the third dilution 1;250 and A4 the fourth dilution
1;1250.

A1+–A4+: 4 dilutions of serum sample A added a neutralizing antibody. B and C:
2 other serum samples, diluted in the same way as sample A.

IS1–IS4: 4 dilutions of an internal standard, diluted in the same way as serum
samples A, B and C.

IS1+–IS4+: 4 dilutions of the internal standard added a neutralising antibody.
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is therefore added to 50 µL of each serum dilution in one of the three parallels. In the
two other parallels, add only 50 µL dilution medium. The total volume per well is
now 100 µL. Figure 2 illustrates a typical experimental design of a microtiter
plate for a cytokine bioassay, with the standard curve and four samples, with and
without a neutralizing antibody (see Note 6).

7. An internal standard (IS) should be included every time the bioassays are run, in
order to control inter-assay variations. The IS could for instance be a serum sample or
a cell-culture supernatant known to contain high amounts of the actual cytokine. Make
a serially dilution curve of the IS in the same way as the sample dilution curve.

3.5. TNF-  Bioassay

1. Make dilution medium as described (see Subheading 3.1.).
2. Prepare standards and samples as described (see Subheadings 3.2. and 3.3.).

Start the TNF-  standard curve at 200 pg/mL.
3. After preparation of standards and samples, place the microtiter plates in the

incubator at 37°C and 5% CO2 atmosphere while the cells are prepared.
4. Dilute the WEHI 164 clone 13 cells to 6 × 104 cells/ml in dilution medium (see

Table 1). Add 100 µL cell suspension to the samples (6 × 103 cells/well). The
final volume of the well should be 200 µL.

5. Incubate the plate over night in the incubator.
6. Add 20 µL MTT to each well.
7. Incubate the plate for 4 h in the incubator.
8. Remove 100 µL supernatant from each well (see Note 7). Do not touch the cells

in the bottom of the well.
9. Add 100 µL 10% SDS-0.01M HCl and incubate over night in the incubator.

10. Read the absorbance at 570 nm on a microplate reader.
11. The detection limit of the TNF-  bioassay is 1 pg/mL.

3.6. IL-1 Bioassay

1. Make dilution medium as described (see Subheading 3.1.).
2. Prepare standards and samples as described (see Subheadings 3.2. and 3.3.).

Start the IL-1 standard curve at 250 pg/mL.
3. After preparation of standards and samples, place the microtiter plates in the

incubator at 37°C and 5% CO2 atmosphere while the cells are prepared.
4. Dilute the EL-4-NOB-1 (see Note 2) cells to 2 × 106 cells/mL in dilution medium

(see Table 1). Add 100 µL EL-4-NOB-1 cells to the samples (2 × 105 cells/well).
The total volume of the well is now 200 µL.

5. Incubate the plate over night in the incubator.
6. Centrifuge the plate (1500 rpm, 8 min).
7. Transfer 75 µL supernatant to a new plate, avoid transfering the cells.
8. Add 125 µL HT-2 cells per well to the new plate. The HT-2 cells are first centri-

fuged (1500 rpm, 8 min), washed 3 times with HBSS, and seeded at a concentra-
tion of 3.2 × 104 cells/mL or 4 × 103 cells/well in dilution medium (see Table 1).
The final volume of the well is now 200 µL (see Note 8).
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9. Incubate the plate for 2 d in the incubator.
10. Continue the same procedure as the TNF- bioassay (see Subheading 3.5., steps

6–10).
11. The detection limit of the IL-1 bioassay is 5 pg/mL.

3.7. IL-6 Bioassay

1. Preparation of IL-6 added in the growth medium for the B13.29 clone B9 cells is
made as follows: Isolate PBMC as described (12), wash 2 times in HBSS, and
resuspend in IL-6 assay medium (see Table 1) supplemented with 0.1 µg/mL
LPS. Seed the PBMC at a cell concentration of 2 × 106 cells/mL in cell-culture
flasks and incubate for 24 h. Harvest the supernatant and store by freezing at
–20°C. The IL-6 concentration in the supernatant is decided by comparison with
the rIL-6 standard. The concentration of IL-6 added to the medium should be
about 500 µg/mL.

2. Make dilution medium as described (see Subheading 3.1.).
3. Prepare standards and samples as described (see Subheadings 3.2. and 3.3.).

Start the IL-6 standard curve at 125 pg/mL.
4. After preparation of standards and samples, place the microtiter plates in the

incubator at 37°C and 5% CO2 atmosphere while the cells are prepared.
5. Centrifuge the B13.29 clone B9-cells and wash 3 times in HBSS. Resuspend the

cells to 5 × 104 cells/mL and add 100 µL cell suspension to the samples or 5 × 103

cells per well. The total volume per well should now be 200 µL.
6. Incubate the plates for 3 d.
7. Continue the same procedure as the TNF- bioassay (see Subheading 3.5., steps

6–10).
8. The detection limit of the IL-6 bioassay is 3 pg/mL.

3.8. Calculations
1. Plot a standard curve of absorbance vs concentration of the cytokine. Use a loga-

rithmic scale on the x-axis for the concentration of the cytokine, and a linear
scale on the y-axis for the absorbance. Figure 3 illustrates a typical standard
curve for the TNF- bioassay. Generally, for cytotoxic bioassays (the TNF-

Fig. 3. Typical standard curve for the cytotoxic TNF-  bioassay.
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bioassay), the greater the cytokine concentration, the lower the assay response.
In contrast, for proliferation assays (like the IL-1 and the IL-6 bioassays), the
greater the cytokine concentration, the larger the assay response.

2. Plot dose-response curve of the samples.
3. Compare the sample dilution curves with the standard curve. The linear range of

the curves is used for the calculations. Samples and standards should produce
parallel straight sections of dose-response curves. The distance between the two
curves is an indication of the relative biological activity of the cytokine between
the two samples. Today, many computer programs are available that automati-
cally calculate the cytokine concentrations (see Note 9).

4. Notes
1. It is important to screen different FCS batches and types before use, because FCS

batch and type may influence the cell lines with regard to growth, assay specific-
ity, and assay sensitivity. This can be achieved by: 1) testing cell growth of dif-
ferent cell lines; 2) carrying out different bioassays; 3) cloning of hybridoma
cells, and 4) quantitation of endotoxin content.

2. When the WEHI 164 clone 13 cells are thawed and split the first time, use 10%
FCS and then change to 5% at the second splitting.

3. The T-cell line LBRM-33-1A5 (13) can be used instead of EL-4-NOB-1 cells in
the IL-1 bioassay.

4. Culturing of the cell lines used in the different bioassays have to be optimized for
each cell line. However, it is supposed that the cell lines used in the bioassays are
subcultured like this every Monday (and Friday): WEHI 164 clone 13 cell line is
diluted 1�30 and (1�20), the EL-4-NOB-1 is diluted 1�40 and (1�40), the HT-2
is diluted 1�80 and (1�40), and the B13.29 clone B9 is diluted about 1�10 and
(1�10).

5. If cell supernatants are tested instead of serum samples, it is not necessary to first
heat inactivate the samples. Typically, the cell-culture supernatants are serially
diluted 1�5.

6. It is not necessary to include the standard curve on each plate, if many samples
and plates are going to be analyzed.

7. If the samples to be tested are cell supernatants, etc. (not serum samples), it is not
necessary to add 10% SDS-0.01 M HCl. Instead, remove 150 µL (instead of
100 µL) supernatant from each well, add 100 µL isopropanol-0.04 M HCl, and
incubate for 1 h at room temperature with shaking before reading the absorbance.
Adding isopropanol to serum samples may result in precipitation, which in turn
gives higher optical density (OD) values than expected. The strategy using iso-
propanol-0.04N HCl instead of 10% SDS-0.01 M HCl reduces the total assay
time by 1 d.

8. To control that the proliferation of HT-2 cells is not caused by IL-2 present in the
test samples, add positive samples to cultures of HT-2 without prior conditioning
by EL-4-NOB-1 cells. Start the IL-2 standard curve at 100 U/mL.
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9. One disadvantage with bioassays compared to immunoassays is the great vari-
ability between the runs. This is mainly owing to the cells, which differ with
regard to both growth and sensitivity and result in high-variation coefficients.
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Molecular Analysis of Gene-Polymorphisms
Affecting the Host Response to Infection

Rudi G. J. Westendorp and Tom W. J. Huizinga

1. Introduction
The genetic regulation of the host response to infection is crucial for

understanding susceptibility to and outcome of meningococcal disease. The initial
host response depends on the innate immune system, after which specific immu-
nity is attained when antibodies from the adaptive immune system appear. The
comparison of genetic markers in patients who have suffered from the disease,
their families, and appropriate control populations thus identifies components
of the host response that are key to combat meningococcal infection. A similar
reasoning can be followed when studying susceptibility to or when studying out-
come of meningococcal disease. A better understanding of the host response at a
molecular level also allows for estimating individual risk. This accumulating
knowledge can be used to develop new preventive and therapeutic interventions
and to vary these strategies dependent on risk profiles.

1.1. Strengths and Weaknesses of Genetic Analyses

The importance of studying gene-polymorphisms to unravel the pathogen-
esis of meningococcal disease in humans cannot be emphasized enough. Con-
clusive arguments for a causal relation generally come up from experimental
studies. In humans, experimental studies to understand susceptibility and out-
come of meningococcal disease are not feasible apart from testing efficacy of
vaccines to prevent infection. Note that meningococcal infection is already at a
late phase when the efficacy of therapeutic interventions is studied. For that
reason these studies do not add much to our basic understanding of the disease.
Our insight into the host response to infection is thus based on the earliest
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clinical observations in patients who contracted the disease. The major caveat
is that the observed signs and symptoms may just reflect the “natural course” of
meningococcal infection instead of being part of a causal pathway (see ref. 1,
pp. 67–78). This implies that most of the circulating factors that associate with
outcome are merely risk-indicators and not risk-factors. The strength of a genetic
analysis is that the genes under study are not distorted by the course of the disease,
as genomic DNA is invariable since conception. When patients with meningococ-
cal disease are thus characterized by a particular genotype, this observation cer-
tainly indicates a causal mechanism that is related to susceptibility or outcome of
the disease. Although this logic has been known for a long time, genetic research
has been held up by the absence of the molecular tools to prove it.

Cytokines have been identified as key players in the host response to infection
(2). Their significance has been shown in various experimental models. However,
the contribution of the various cytokines to, among others, meningoccal infection
is less clear. The reason is that the conclusions from experimental models seem
to contradict the observations in humans. High levels of circulating, pro-
inflammatory cytokines were reported in patients who suffered from menin-
goccocal sepsis (3). The high circulating levels were also related to an
adverse outcome and replicated in patients with other types of (Gram-negative)
sepsis. These observations led to the general conclusion that production of pro-
inflammatory cytokines in humans contributed to the development of sepsis syn-
drome (4). The idea initiated a major development into specific antibodies that
were capable of blocking the various pro-inflammatory cytokines, or to block their
biologic propensities. The initiative lasted for nearly a decade before it became
apparent that this approach was unsuccessful (5). Some of the large randomized
controlled trials that were instigated showed even a higher mortality in patients
who were treated with these antibodies (6). What went wrong?

There is a lively discussion whether the observations from the various experi-
mental models can be extrapolated to humans (7). This discussion acknowledges
our general caution to equate mice and humans. The quintessential fault, however,
was that the presence of circulating, pro-inflammatory cytokines in patients was
not properly understood. Instead of playing a causal role in the development
of sepsis, the circulating cytokines in patients with meningococcal disease only
reflect the disease course and indicate an adverse outcome (8). A recent and more
likely interpretation of the data is that a pro-inflammatory response is necessary to
combat infection and to prevent adverse outcome (9–11).

An analysis of gene-polymorphisms that affect cytokine responses could have
shed another light on the topic (12). The reason being that gene-polymorphisms
of patients with meningococcal disease do not change during the course of the
disease. This would in principle have prevented the misinterpretation of a risk-
indicator for a risk-factor. So far, the studies using polymorphisms in genes encod-
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ing for pro-inflammatory cytokines are not conclusive (see the discrepancy
between refs. 8 and 13 for meningococcal disease, and between refs. 12 and 14 for
sepsis syndrome in general). The reason is that these polymorphisms have not
unequivocally been shown to be functional (15,16). Functional polymorphisms
associate with variation of the gene-product in in vitro studies, affect the phenotype
of transgene-animal models, and relate to human biology in vivo.

Conclusive arguments for causality could be obtained when the role of
fibrinolysis in complicated meningococcal disease was studied using a func-
tional polymorphism. First, high circulating levels of inhibitors of fibrinolysis
had been observed in patients with adverse outcome (17). These observations
were difficult to interpret, as it could only be a reflection of the disease course.
Later studies, however, showed that a polymorphism that associates with
increased transcription of the plasminogen-activator-inhibitor (PAI) gene in
vitro as well as in vivo was enriched in patients with adverse outcome (18,19).
From these data, it was concluded that inhibition of fibrinolysis is not only a
marker of complicated meningococcal disease but also contributes to an
adverse outcome.

There is yet another rationale for contending that the analysis of gene-
polymorphisms is especially suitable for studying pathogenesis of
meningoccocal disease. The incidence of meningococcal disease in the general
population is low. Hence, prospective follow-up studies of nonaffected per-
sons are unrealistic, whereas case-control studies that gather consecutive
series of patients are possible. Case-control studies that use genetic markers do
not suffer from the various biases and confounders that are generally associ-
ated with this type of study. For instance, it is not relevant that the determinant
under study is assessed after disease has occurred, as the genetic code is invari-
able. Moreover, it is not likely that the genetic analysis is confounded by other
determinants of disease, as these risk factors tend to segregate independently.
As a rule of thumb, the presence of a genetic polymorphism is independent of
other genetic risk factors (e.g., complement deficiencies), and environmental
(e.g., crowding) risk factors and adjustment is not indicated (how to deal with
more complicated situations, see ref. 20, pp. 82–123).

1.2. Different Types of Genetic Studies

The study of gene-polymorphisms affecting immune responses can princi-
pally be divided into three types (for review see ref. 21). The first type is the
analysis of a gene-polymorphism that is functional (see Table 1). This analysis
is the most intuitive and most powerful. The gene-polymorphism leads to dif-
ferent levels of the gene-product in vitro and in vivo and/or is associated
with outcome of other diseases. Depletion or enrichment of such a gene-
polymorphism in patients who have had meningococcal disease directly allow
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for causal inference. A clear example is the study of a polymorphism in the
gene encoding for plasminogen-activator-inhibitor type I (PAI-1) inhibiting
fibrinolysis as described earlier.

The second type of genetic studies is the analysis of a gene polymorphism for
which functional data are not yet available (see Table 1). With the genetic code for
Homo sapiens (nearly) finished, the number of single nucleotide polymorphic
markers is rapidly increasing. Markers in all genes that are involved in the host
response to meningococcal disease will become available, and it can be tested
whether the frequencies are different in patients from control persons. When it
becomes apparent that meningococcal disease associates with a marker in an
unknown gene, a search into the function of that gene is indicated. The location of
the marker in (the proximity) of a gene does not necessarily imply that the gene in
which the marker is located is causally related to the disease. The explanation is
that most of the markers are nonfunctional. This implies that the marker may be
linked to another polymorphism in a nearby gene that is causing the association.

A word of caution is necessary to interpret data from forthcoming genome
screens with a large number of nonfunctional single nucleotide polymorphisms at
fixed intervals. The reason is that linkage between these nonfunctional single nucle-
otide polymorphisms and the causal gene cannot always be assumed to be present.
An example is the identification of Factor V Leiden mutation as a risk factor for
venous thrombosis. This association could not have been identified with the
CA-dinucleotide repeat closest to the factor V Leiden mutation (22). Thus even
when the frequency of these nonfunctional polymorphisms is similar in patients
and control persons, it cannot be excluded that a gene that is located in the proxim-

Table 1
Characteristics of Various Studies Analyzing Genetically
Determined Immune Responses

Study makes use of

Gene-polymorphism Polymorphism of Inherited functional
 Characteristic that is functional candidate gene polymorphism

Prior knowledge on Gene-expression Location on Biological
genome mechanism

Presumed regulation Simple Simple Complex
Family approach Not necessary Increases Necessary

sensitivity
Input Relatively easy Genetically Labor intensive

complicated
Causal inference Good Poor Good
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ity of the marker is involved in the pathogenesis of meningococcal infection. When
searching for genes involved in the pathogenesis of meningococcal infection that
are not yet known (i.e., candidate genes), the sensitivity of the analysis can be
improved when using haplotypes (23). Haplotypes are combinations of polymor-
phic markers that are inherited as one. This necessitates the inclusion of family
members. The techniques are beyond the scope of this chapter and the reader is
referred to other textbooks.

The third type of genetic analysis is that of an inherited functional polymor-
phism and actually combines the strengths of the first two types of analyses
(see Table 1). Some of the immune responses have already been shown to be
under genetic control by heritability testing in families and twin pairs. The loci
on the genome that encode for these responses, however, are not yet known.
Identification may be difficult because several interacting genes are involved.
Although the genomic loci are not yet known, patients and control persons can
be characterized for this inherited trait by functional testing. A clear example
is the innate responsiveness of cytokine production upon incubation of whole
blood samples ex-vivo (8). Similar as assessing the frequencies of a gene poly-
morphism that is functional, the comparison of inherited functional polymor-
phism between patients and control persons directly allows for causal inference.

A modification of the third type of study is when first-degree relatives of
patients are enrolled. There are three indications for this modified approach; (1)
the patient is deceased, (2) the patient is using medication that interacts with the
functional assay (e.g., corticosteroids), or (3) the disease activity interacts with the
functional assay. Under these circumstances, the patient cannot be characterized
for the functional polymorphism. Instead, first-degree relatives can be studied
because the functional polymorphism is inherited. Figure 1 shows the results of
such an analysis (8). Each dot represents the mean of all first-degree relatives of the
person under study. These family means reflect the best estimate of the polymor-
phism for ill or deceased patients. The data depicted in the figure strongly suggest
that patients with an adverse outcome of meningococcal disease were character-
ized by low production of tumor necrosis factor-  (TNF- ) and high production of
interleukin-10 (IL-10). The data can be alternately stated. Patients with an adverse
outcome of meningococcal disease stem from families with low production of
TNF- and high production of IL-10. This emphasizes the heritable character of
the increased susceptibility for adverse outcome. Using a similar approach, heri-
table differences in production of TNF- and IL-10 could be linked with suscepti-
bility of systemic lupus erythematodes (SLE) and multiple sclerosis (MS) (24,25).

The drawback of using a family approach is that the difference between
family means is expected to be lower than would be obtained when patients
and control persons were characterized directly. The difference is less because
the patients and control persons and their respective first-degree relatives only
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share 50% of their genome. The risk estimates are thus deflated to the null
value. Causal inference is, however, unaffected. Again, the force of persuasion
may even be larger as it appears that families of patients who suffered from
meningococcal disease have specific innate characteristics.

1.3. Aim of the Chapter

The aim of this chapter is to provide sufficient detail to perform three vari-
ants of genetic studies to unravel the host response to meningococcal infection.

2. Materials
2.1. Isolation of Genomic DNA from Peripheral Blood
Mononuclear Cells (PBMCs)

1. PBS: 140 mM NaCl, 9.2 mM Na2HPO4, 1.3 mM Na H2PO4.
2. Ficoll with specific gravity 1.076 g/mL.

Fig. 1. Production of TNF and IL-10 in whole-blood samples incubated with
1000 ng/mL endotoxin. Symbols represent the family means of TNF production and IL-10
production. Open circles represent cytokine production in 42 families of patients who
survived (121 first-degree relatives), and closed circles represent production of cytokines
in 13 families of patients who died from meningococcal infection (43 first-degree rela-
tives). Dotted lines indicate medians of the family estimates for both cytokines. Adapted
with permission from ref. 8.
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3. Isotonic NH4Cl.
4. 25 mM Tris-HCl, 100 mM NaCl, 10 mM EDTA, pH 8.0.
5. Proteinase K: 100 ug/ml.
6. Phenol/chloroform/isoamylalcohol (25�24�1).
7. Chloroform/isoamylalcohol (24�1).
8. Sodiumacetate, pH 5.5.
9. Ethanol 100%.

2.2. Polymerase Chain Reaction

1. Oligonucleotide primers for studying the TNF promoter polymorphism –238 G
to A are 5 -AAACAGACCACAGACCTGGTC-3 and 5 -AAGGATACCCC
TCACACTCCCCATCCTCCCGGATA-3 . For the –308 G to A polymorphism
the primers are 5 -GAGGCAATAGGTTTTGAGGGCCAT-3 and 5 -GGGAC
ACACAAGCATCAAG-3 .

2. Restriction enzymes BamHI and NcoI.
3. Biotin labeled primers for studying the IL-10 promoter polymorphism –1082 G

to A are 5 -TTCTTTGGGAGGGGGAAG-3 for –1082G and 5 -ACTTCCCC
TTCCCAAAGAA-3  for –1082A.

2.3. Whole-Blood Stimulation Assay

1. Vacutainer® blood collecting system and sterile endotoxin-free blood collection
tubes (Chromogenix Endotube®, Mölndal, Sweden) containing 120 IU sodium
heparin.

2. RPMI 1640 (Cat. no. 041-02400, Gibco Life Technologies, Paisley, UK).
3. A single batch of a 5 mg/mL stock solution of lipopolysaccharide (LPS, Escheri-

chia coli 0111;B4, Boivin method, Difco Laboratories, Detroit, MI) is prepared
and stored in 250 µL aliquots at –70°C, undiluted aliquots were taken once a
week and stored at 4°C.

4. Antibodies against cytokines (for instance, Central Laboratory of the Blood Trans-
fusion Service, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, and BioSource, Fleurus, Belgium).

5. Standard cytokines calibrated against WHO International Standard (National Insti-
tute for Biological Standards and Control, Potters Bar, UK).

3. Methods
3.1. Isolation of Genomic DNA from PBMCs (see Notes 1–3)

1. Collect blood into heparinized tubes and dilute 1�1 with PBS.
2. Carefully pipet the diluted blood on Ficoll and centrifuge at 1000g for 20 min.
3. Lyse the remaining erytrocytes with isotonic NH4Cl at 4°C.
4. Wash the cells with PBS and dilute the cell pellet in 1 mL of isolation buffer

consisting of Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 100 µg/mL proteinase K and 0.6% sodium dodecyl
sulfate (SDS). From this step onwards the pellet can be kept at –20°C.

5. Incubate the cell pellet for at least for 4 h at 37°C. Extract with an equal vol-
ume of phenol/chloroform/isoamylalcohol (25�24�1). Harvest the upperlayer.
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Repeat until the interphase has disappeared. Wash last time with chloroform/
isoamylalcohol.

6. Add sodium acetate, pH 5.5, till a final concentration of 0.3 M. Precipitate DNA
with two volumes of 100% ethanol.

7. Centrifuge the DNA at 4000 rpm (2000g) for 5 min and wash the pellet once with
70% ethanol. Incubate DNA in 500 µL TE.

3.2. Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) (see Notes 4 and 5)

1. Design primers from the sequence data base using the websites (see Note 6). As
an example to study the TNF promoter polymorphism for the –238 G to A or
–308 G to A polymorphism, PCR fragments are generated using the primer com-
binations mentioned in Subheading 2.2.1.

2. Type the –238 G to A polymorphism by using the restriction enzyme BamHI
yielding a fragment for the GG genotype of 123 bp and 42 bp, for the AA geno-
type of 165 bp and for the GA genotype all three fragments. For the –308 G to A
polymorphism the use of the restriction enzyme NcoI yields fragments of 126 bp
and 21 bp for the GG, 147 bp for the AA and all three fragments for the GA (for
a detailed description see ref. 26).

3. Use biotin-labeled primers to hybridize the PCR fragment by dotblot. The advan-
tage of this technique is that one PCR fragment can be generated for a large part
of the promoter. As an example use IL-10 promoter fragments by PCR using
primer combinations as described in Subheading 2.2.3.

4. Blot to PCR fragments to nitrocellulose. Hybridize with biotin labeled primers
described in Subheading 2.2.3. This technique necessitates binding of the blotted
PCR product at a specific temperatures (for a detailed description see ref. 27).

3.3. Whole-Blood Stimulation Assay (see Note 7)

1. Collect whole blood samples of 4.5 mL using a Vacutainer® blood collecting
system in sterile endotoxin-free blood collection tubes (Chromogenix Endotube®,
Mölndal, Sweden) containing 120 IU sodium heparin. Perform venepuncture and
transportation uniformly in all experiments without agitating the samples. Time
from sampling to incubation must be synchronized.

2. Dilute samples 1�1 with RPMI and divide into 1.0 mL volumes in polystyrene
microtiter plates.

3. Prepare serial 10-fold dilutions using 10 µL of the 250 µL aliquots and adding
these to the RPMI-diluted whole-blood aliquots to obtain LPS final concentra-
tions of 0, 10, 100, and 1000 ng/mL.

4. Incubate blood aliquots for 4 or 24 h at 37°C under a 5% CO2 atmosphere depending
on the cytokine studied. Centrifuge microtiter plates twice at 600g and store the
supernatants at –70°C.

5. Perform ELISAs for cytokine measurements by coating polystyrene microtiter
wells overnight at room temperature with specific monoclonal human anti-
bodies followed by washing and blocking steps (see Note 8).
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6. Incubate freshly thawed samples and a human standard followed by washing steps
and the separate addition of biotinylated second specific antibody, streptavidin-
HRP antibody, and enzyme substrate.

3.4. Identification of Patient and Control Populations
1. Enroll a consecutive series of patients with meningococcal disease (see Note 9).

Diagnosis of patients should be based on: (1) the typical clinical presentation, and (2)
bacterial confirmation by positive cultures from blood and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)
or positive antigen testing. Viable meningococci can be detected in the thrombotic
skin lesions of most patients with sepsis even after the start of antimicrobial treatment
and allows for increasing the yield of culture-positive patients (28).

2. Classify patients as suffering from septic shock if blood pressure is persistently low
(systolic pressure <100 mm Hg in those older than 14 yr, and systolic pressure
<70 mm Hg in children younger than 14 yr) after volume replacement (10 mL/kg),
and signs of end-organ failure. Nuchal rigidity is absent. The number of white
blood cells in CSF is below 100/mL. All patients with septic shock have wide-
spread purpura, skin necrosis, and consumption coagulopathy.

3. Classify patient as suffering from meningitis when pleiocytosis in CSF is present
(white blood cell count >1000/mL) without hemodynamic deterioration. Patients
with meningitis have petechiae only, without signs of disseminated intravascular
coagulation.

4. Classify patients as exhibiting a mixed clinical picture when both signs of septic
shock and meningitis are present (see Subheadings 3.4.2. and 3.4.3.).

5. Sample control subjects who have not suffered from meningococcal disease from
the similar population as where the patients originate (see Note 10). Comparison
of patients with this control group enables to study susceptibility to meningococ-
cal disease.

6. Sample control subjects embedded within the same consecutive series of patients,
i.e., those who survived from meningococcal disease. Comparison of the patients
who died from meningococcal disease with this control group enables to study
outcome of meningococcal disease. A similar contrast can be created when sam-
pling patients who suffered from septic shock vs those who suffered from menin-
gitis only within the same consecutive series of patients.

7. Enroll as many first-degree relatives of a series of patients and control persons when
taking a family approach. Parents, siblings, as well as children can be recruited as
they all share 50% of their genome with the patient and control persons.

3.5. Calculation of Risks

1. Compare distributions of alleles and genotypes between the groups with a Chi-
square test of significance. Comparison of a functional polymorphism is assessed
by applying the Mann-Whitney test, which avoids any distributional assumption.
As a rule, results from a functional assay are not normally distributed.

2. Estimate the risk of susceptibility for contracting the disease or developing an
adverse outcome with the exposure odds ratio by simple cross-tabulation (see
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ref. 1, pp. 241–245). When a functional polymorphism is studied, risks can be
estimated when the patients and the control persons are reclassified for the poly-
morphism as present/absent when dichotomized around the median of the total
group of subjects under study.

3. Obtain a representative estimate of a functional polymorphism for patients based
on their first-degree relatives. This estimate is calculated as the mean of all first-
degree relatives of the patient per family. The patient is thus not included in
the analysis. The estimate of the functional polymorphism for control families is
calculated as the mean of all family members.

4. Adjust risk estimates for potential confounders using logistic regression. In gen-
eral, there is no indication for adjustment when there are differences in demo-
graphics such as age and sex. The prevalence of a genetic polymorphism is not
dependent on age and sex. Adjustment for confouding may be indicated when
studying two genetic polymorphisms that are in linkage desequilibrium (see Note
11). When adjusting for confounding in a family approach, the family means are
imputed in the regression models as best estimates of the patients and the control
persons.

4. Notes
1. The isolation method described is a classical way giving high yields of highly

purified genomic DNA suitable for almost all PCRs. Alternatively, DNA can be
purified using an almost one step procedure using the QIAamp blood kit
(QIAGEN, Hilden, Germany). This method with small columns is much more
efficient but the DNA obtained is less pure which may result in problems when
the DNA is used for PCR.

2. If it is unfeasible to sample blood for DNA, other sources that containing cellular
material can be used as for instance mouth swabs (29). DNA can be isolated from
this material using the aforementioned method. Instead of adding to the cell pel-
let, the isolation-buffer is added to the cellular material.

3. Genomic DNA can also be isolated from tissue obtained from biopsies during
life as well as from material obtained from post-mortal examinations (30). This
may be particularly valuable to complement a series of consecutive patients.
Some of them have deceased before admitted to hospital.

4. A critical problem when performing large-scale genetic studies is contamination
of the genomic DNA samples. If in the same laboratory-room PCR products and
plasmids encoding a cytokine promoter are being produced it is likely that minute
amounts will contaminate the genomic DNA samples. This results in the detec-
tion of the polymorphic allele of the contaminating PCR product or plasmid
instead of the genotype of the patient. It is therefore essential to physically sepa-
rate the rooms in which PCR products are being produced from rooms in which
isolation of DNA from patient samples is being performed.

5. The design of primers is dependent on the technique that is being used. To iden-
tify alleles two ways can be chosen. First a PCR fragment is generated that con-
tains differences in restriction sites in the allelic variant and in the wild-type. The
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advantage is the simplicity of the technique, the disadvantage is incomplete
digestions that may cause interpretation problems. The other way is to make PCR
fragments of the whole promoter and subsequently design labeled primers that
bind specifically to one of the two alleles. The advantage of the latter procedure
is that a large number of patients can be tested simultaneously, but the disadvan-
tage is that the hybridization temperatures are critical. However, the method
is more time-consuming and is not applicable for fragments larger than about
2000 bp. When using highly purified genomic DNA especially the larger PCR
fragments give more accurate readings of the dotblots.

6. Cytokine polymorphisms can be found on: http://www.pam.bris.ac.uk/services/
GAI/cytokine4.htm. Human cytokine gene nucleotide sequence alignments can
be found on: http://www.pam.bris.ac.uk/services/cytokine2.htm.

7. Different from working with genomic DNA the standardization of a functional
polymorphism is decisive. We have experienced that considerable variation is
introduced when procedures are only slightly changed (31). For instance, differ-
ent heparin tubes, batches of endotoxin, or time-intervals between blood sam-
pling and stimulation are all able to introduce systematic variation in the
functional assays. The worst-case scenario is that the whole patient series is
sampled and/or stimulated within a different time-frame than the control series.
Such a practice offers the greatest chance that small differences in procedures intro-
duce differences between the patient and the control series. Once the data are
obtained, this systematic error can not be distinguished from different biological char-
acteristics between the groups. This type of error can easily be avoided when patients
and control persons are simultaneously enrolled using identical procedures.

8. The quantification of the concentration of a soluble protein is hindered by variation.
All independent, noncommercial working parties on studies of concentration of
cytokines (e.g., the European League against Rheumatism Study Party or ref. 32)
have failed to identify a specific method that yields similar results in different labora-
tories of aliquots of one sample shipped to all different laboratories. We have studied
the sources of variation by always including samples of pools of plasma that should
give identical results. By doing this we found considerable variation over time. The
best way to prevent this source of variation is to do all measurements of one particu-
lar study in one enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) batch within a limited
time frame. In line with Note 7, samples of patients and control persons should be
randomly distributed over the various plates.

9. A consecutive series of all patients with meningococcal disease who are admitted
to a particular center should be studied. When only patients admitted to the gen-
eral wards are taken into account, the series will predominantly include patients
with meningitis. Series will predominantly include sepsis when only patients
admitted to intensive care units are enrolled. Moreover, some patients have died
before admitted to hospital. Because the polymorphism under study may well be
associated with outcome, it is clear that the prevalence of the polymorphism is
strongly dependent on how the patients for the study are identified. Series
of patients with meningococcal disease are also different between hospitals.
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Patients with meningococcal meningitis are over represented in series from dis-
trict hospitals whereas patients with sepsis are over represented in series of ter-
tiary centers. Most suitable is a consecutive series of patients that are identified
within a geographical region, for instance via an obligatory notification system.

10. There is strong heterogeneity among control groups. Frequencies of gene poly-
morphisms are dependent on geographical and ethnic variation. Therefore it is
crucial that the control series have the same distribution of geographical regions
and ethnic groups. When this basic principle is neglected, spurious false-positive
and false-negative associations will occur (for further reading, see ref. 33).

11. An alternative approach is to restrict the series of patients and control persons to
a particular allele or genotype of the first polymorphism to study the effect of the
second polymorphism (34).
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Coagulation Studies

Jan A. Hazelzet, C. Erik Hack, and Ronald de Groot

1. Introduction
Disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC) is a complex acquired,

coagulopathy resulting from excessive thrombin formation. Abnormal tissue
factor (TF) expression is a major mechanism initiating DIC in many disorders,
including obstetric complications, sepsis, cancer, and trauma. Numerous labo-
ratory tests are available to monitor DIC, but most patients can be adequately
managed using only routine hemostasis screening tests, and assays for fibrino-
gen and D-dimers. Treatment of DIC should focus on reversing the underlying
disorder that initiated the coagulopathy. Novel treatments are being investi-
gated for the treatment of DIC; many of these experimental modalities target
the excessive TF activity that characterizes DIC.

1.1. Activation of the Coagulation System

In severe infections, activation of coagulation can be mediated by toxins,
cytokines, and several other mediators of inflammation. An important part of
current insights into these pathogenic pathways has been gained from experi-
mental studies in humans and primates. Until recently, activation of coagula-
tion was believed to be divided into an intrinsic (contact-dependent) and an
extrinsic (tissue factor-dependent) pathway both leading to the formation of
thrombin and subsequently fibrin. Primary physiological importance was given
to the intrinsic pathway. Although the intrinsic pathway is activated during
sepsis (1), it is probably not of major importance in the initiation of DIC (2).
More knowledge of tissue factor and the rediscovery of its inhibitor (TFPI),
have led to a reappraisal of the of the coagulation system (3). In this revised
hypothesis, factor 7a/tissue factor complex is responsible for the initiation of
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coagulation but, owing to TFPI-mediated feedback inhibition, amplification of
the procoagulant response through the actions of factor 8, 9, and 11 is required
for sustained hemostasis (3,4). It is now assumed that thrombin plays a crucial
role in the further activation of systemic activation (Fig. 1). Not only may
thrombin affect the aforementioned positive feedback loops, but also stimulate fur-
ther platelet activation. Endotoxin-stimulated coagulation activation seems to be
mediated by proinflammatory cytokines like tumor necrosis factor (TNF- ),
interleukin (IL)-1, and IL-6. Experimental studies in primates suggest that IL-6 is
mainly involved in the activation of coagulation, and TNF- in the subsequent
inhibition of fibrinolysis. The specific role of IL-1 is not clear.

1.2. Disseminated Intravascular Coagulation in Sepsis

1.2.1. Definition

DIC is an acquired syndrome characterized by the activation of intravascu-
lar coagulation resulting in intravascular fibrin formation. The process may be
accompanied by secondary fibrinolysis or inhibition of fibrinolysis. This defi-
nition implies that clot formation in the microcirculation and consequent organ
failure and/or a hemorrhagic diathesis may occur (5).

Fig. 1. Activation of coagulation.
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1.2.2. Pathophysiology

Activation of coagulation and fibrinolysis is a normal component of the
acute inflammatory response. Inflammatory cytokines initiate coagulation
events locally at sites of inflammation by converting the endothelium from an
antithrombotic surface to a prothrombotic surface; by stimulating tissue-factor
production, which activates the extrinsic pathway of coagulation; and by stimu-
lating production of platelet-activating factors. The fibrinolytic system is ini-
tially activated but is subsequently inhibited. This results in a marked
imbalance in coagulation and fibrinolysis resulting in a net procoagulant state.
When thrombin generation and platelet activation exceed the body’s capacity
to inactivate or remove these factors, DIC results. DIC directly contributes to
multiple organ failure and death associated with sepsis.

1.2.3. Diagnosis

According to the definition of DIC, the presence of soluble fibrin is crucial
for the diagnosis. There is no reliable test available for quantitatively measur-
ing soluble fibrin at the moment, nor is there a test that is sensitive or specific
enough to allow a definitive diagnosis (5). However, several tests are used; see
Table 1 for a list of tests. To assess the presence and severity of DIC in indi-
vidual patients, several diagnostic pathways have been proposed. The working
group on DIC of the International Society for Thrombosis and Haemostasis is
currently developing a standardized definition, a scoring system not only to
establish overt DIC, but also non-overt DIC and to follow the progress of this
syndrome. This scoring system is based on the score described in Table 2. Six
points means probable DIC, 7 or more means definitive DIC. This DIC score
was based on that established by the Japanese Ministry of Health and Welfare
(6). A simplified score is that in Table 3; the presence of 3 or more points is
considered a positive result for presence of DIC. Another approach is to grade
the clinical situation into phase of DIC as is depicted in Table 4.

1.3. Coagulation Disorders in Meningococcal Disease

Levels of natural inhibitors of coagulation are markedly altered during men-
ingococcal sepsis. Several studies confirmed that antithrombin III (AT-III) lev-
els (7–11), protein S, and notably protein C (7–9,11–14), are decreased in
meningococcal septic shock possibly as a result of leakage of these proteins
from the circulation and also as a result of consumption, inactivation, and
decreased liver function. The decline in protein C levels is more pronounced
than the decrease in ATIII and protein S levels. The decrease in ATIII, protein
C, and protein S levels is associated with the presence of DIC and poor out-
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Table 1
Laboratory Tests

Test Commercially Behavior Reference
Parameter character available in sepsis in SMD

Functional
APTT A Y (15,27)
PT A Y
TT A Y
Reptilase time A Y
Protamine sulfate test Y +
Coagulation factors
Fibrinogen C Y (15,27–30)
Prothrombin A,C Y (8,14,15,29)
F5 A,C Y (8,14,15,29)
F7 A,C Y (8,14,15,29)
F8 A,C Y (14)
von Willebrand factor C Y (15)
VWF/F8 (15)
F9 A,C Y (15)
F10 A,C Y (15)
F11 A,C Y (31)
F12 A,B,C Y (31)
Prekallikrein A,B,C Y (15,31)
Plasminogen B,C Y (14–16,32)

1-antiplasmin B,C Y (14–16,32)
t-PA C Y (15)
PAI-1 C Y (16,17,21,32)
Activation markers
F1+2 C Y
Fp A+B C Y
TAT C Y (15,31)
PAP C Y (15)
s-fibrin A
FDP Y (16)
D-dimers C Y
s-TF C Y
s-Protein C R C N
s-Thrombomodulin C N

(continued)
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Table 1 (continued)

Test Commercially Behavior Reference
Parameter character available in sepsis in SMD

Anticoagulant pathways
Protein C antigen C Y (7,8,11,12,33)
Protein C activity B Y
Protein S total C Y (7,8,11,12,33)
Antithrombin B,C Y (7,8,11,33)
TFPI C N (7)
C4BP C N (15)
Fibronectin C Y (34)

Tests
A. Clotting assay.
B. Chromogenic assay.
C. Immunoassay.

come. The higher mortality of infants with meningococcal septic shock is prob-
ably related to immaturity of the protein C system (13,15). Elevated initial
levels of the extrinsic pathway inhibitor (EPI), another inhibitor of coagula-
tion, were found in patients with fulminant meningococcemia (7). This is in
contrast to the levels of ATIII and protein C. The levels of EPI were signifi-
cantly higher in nonsurvivors in comparison to survivors. Furthermore, levels
of EPI increased during the course of disease (7). The fibrinolytic system
becomes activated by tissue plasminogen activator (TPA) during the early
course of meningococcal sepsis. Subsequently, fibrinolysis is inhibited by
increased levels of plasminogen activator inhibitor (PAI-1) (15–17). In patients
with sepsis and septic shock TPA levels are increased and related to outcome
and severity of disease (18,19). However, we could not detect significant dif-
ferences in the initial levels of t-PA in survivors and nonsurvivors with menin-
gococcal septic shock (15,17). In adult patients with nonmeningococcal septic
shock, levels of plasminogen and alpha-2-antiplasmin are low in septic shock
but not related to outcome (18,20). In contrast in children with meningococcal
septic shock, alpha-2-antiplasmin levels as well as the ratio PAI-1/tPA were
related to outcome (14–16). These changes in fibrinolytic parameters result in
an ineffective fibrinolysis. Of interest, a genetic polymorphism in the promoter
of the PAI-1 gene has been proposed as the explanation for higher PAI-1 levels
in nonsurvivors following a similar TNF stimulus (17,21).

The massive consumption coagulopathy is characterized by low levels of
coagulation factors VII, X, V, prothrombin, fibrinogen, and platelets. Because
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of the massive demand of anticoagulation factors owing to widespread activa-
tion of the anticoagulant pathway, the host’s endogenous anticoagulants are
depleted causing purpura fulminans (13). This depletion is possibly age-
dependent (13,15).

1.4. Relation Coagulation and Inflammation

The coagulation system can no longer be seen as an independent process in
the defensive host response during inflammation. Many studies have shown
several connecting points, which makes the coagulation system an integral part
of the inflammatory response to all kinds of trauma (hypoxia, tissue destruc-
tion, and infectious stimuli). The endothelium can be considered as the first
link between inflammation and coagulation, because damaged endothelium
represents a surface where proteins involved in both coagulation and inflam-
mation are expressed. Cytokines modulate the coagulation system by

Table 2
Extensive DIC scorea

Diagnostic criteria for DIC Value DIC Score (points)

PT ratio 1.25–1.66 1
>1.67 2

Fibrinogen (g/L) 1.00–1.50 1
<1.00 2

FDP (µg/mL) 10–20 1
20–40 2
>40 3

Platelet count (×103/µL)   80–120 1
50–80 2
<50 3

Symptoms of bleeding + 1
Organ failure owing to thrombosis + 1

aAdapted from ref. 6.

Table 3
Simple DIC Score

Platelet count (109/L) <150
Fibrinogen (g/L) <2
Factor 5 (% of normal) <60
FDP (µg/mL) >10
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downregulating the expression of thrombomodulin and the activation of pro-
tein C pattern, and they induce the expression of tissue factor. At the same
time, at the site of tissue injury, platelets become activated and release several
mediators that further modify the balance between procoagulant and antico-
agulant activities. Thrombin, formed following activation of the coagulation
cascade, will promote fibrin formation, but also induces several immunological

Table 4
Phases and Laboratory Data of Acute DIC

Phases Laboratory data

Phase 1 compensated activation
Clinical findings:

No symptoms
Lab:

• No measurable consumption • PT, aPTT, TT: within normal
  of hemostasis components   limits
• Activation markers • Platelets: normal, F1+2, TAT: 
• Enzyme-inhibitor complexes • ATIII, Prot C: 

• Soluble fibrin: present
Phase 2 decompensated activation

Clinical findings:
Bleeding from injuries and puncture

sites, decreased organ function
Lab:

• Continuous  platelets and • PT, aPTT prolonged
  coagulation factors
• Continuous activation markers • Platelets, fibrinogen, coagulation

  factor activities, ATIII, Prot C: 
• Continuous enzyme-inhibitor • F1+2, TAT, FDP’s: 

complexes • Soluble fibrin: increased
Phase 3 full-blown DIC

Clinical findings:
Skin bleeding of different sites,

multi-organ failure
Lab:

Clearly expressed consumption • PT, aPTT: extremely  or
of hemostasis components   unclottable

• Platelets, fibrinogen, coagulation
  factors, ATIII, Prot C: 
• F1+2, TAT, FDP’s: 
• Soluble fibrin: increased

Adapted from ref. 5.
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cell functions, including chemotaxis and mitogenesis (22–25). Therefore, in the
study of inflammation, and certainly in meningococcal disease, the involvement of
the coagulation pathway has to be taken into account.

1.5. Therapeutic Options

Therapies directed towards modulating the coagulation system, have so far
shown little benefit in clinical practice. Heparin, antithrombin, fresh frozen
plasma, protein C concentrate (human), and recombinant TPA have all been
studied, but all published therapeutic trials were descriptive studies, or used
historical controls. In the beginning of 2000, a small (n = 40 pts) dose-finding,
placebo-controlled study using human protein C concentrate, was concluded,
but the results are not yet available (de Klein, 2001, in press). From a theoretical
point of view, protein C is the most promising candidate for a phase 3 study.

• The protein C plasma levels are dramatically decreased in patients, the levels are
related to outcome and severity of disease, more than any other anticoagulant.

• Treatment in septic baboons improved outcome and coagulation disturbances.
• Protein C complexes with PAI-1 and in this way decreases the inactivation of the

fibrinolytic system.

Table 5
List of Abbrevations

APTT Activated partial thromboplastin time
C4bp Complement C4b binding protein
F Factor
F1+2 Prothrombin fragment 1 + 2
FDP Fibrin/fibrinogen degradation product
FPA Fibrinopeptide A
MAb P Monoclonal antibody against a proteinase
PAI-1 Plasminogen activator inhibitor-1
PAP Plasmin-antiplasmin complex
PBS Phosphate-buffered saline
PBST PBS containing 0.2% (w/v) Tween 20
Poly HRP Polymerized horseradish peroxidase
PT Prothrombin time
SMD Severe meningococcal disease
s-TF Soluble tissue factor
TAT Thrombin antithrombin complex
TFPI Tissue-factor pathway inhibitor
TMB Tetra-methyl-benzidin
t-PA Tissue plasminogen activator
TT Thrombin time
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However, before protein C can be an anticoagulant, it needs to be activated.
During sepsis this activation might be downregulated, and it is uncertain
whether supranormal levels of protein C, which were used during this study,
can overcome this downregulation; in other words, can we use (human) protein
C concentrate or do we need (recombinant) activated protein C. The dose-
finding study should give answers to these questions. Recent experimental
studies in septic animals have suggested an encouraging effect on outcome
following treatment with antithrombin and TFPI (26).

1.6. General Method for the Determination of Activated
Clotting Proteins Bound to Inhibitors

Coagulation factors circulate in the blood as inactive precursor molecules.
Hence, the coagulation factors, which upon activation are active serine pro-
teinases, circulate as zymogens. Activation of precursor molecules occur via
limited proteolysis. For example, prothrombin is converted into thrombin by
activated factor X (factor Xa), which cleaves prothrombin at two sites. This
reaction is much accelerated in the presence of the cofactor, factor Va. The
activity of serine proteinases in plasma is tightly regulated by a set of inhibi-
tors, including antithrombin III, 2-antiplasmin, and others. Hence, to mea-
sure activation of coagulation in plasma, measurement of the activity of
coagulation factors with for example chromogenic substrates, is not a good
option because most activated proteinases of the clotting system will be bound
to an inhibitor at the time of testing. As complexes between most inhibitors
and activated clotting proteinases are very stable, measurement of the levels
of these complexes in plasma may provide an alternative to measure activa-
tion of coagulation in vivo. Indeed measurement of, for example, thrombin-
antithrombin III complexes has been done in a number of studies.

Complexes between activated clotting proteinases and inhibitors can be
sensitively measured with enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) sys-
tems, in particular with monoclonal antibodies (MAbs) against neoepitopes
expressed on the complex. If such antibodies are not available, the complexes
can be measured with a so-called double-antibody sandwich ELISA, in which
an antibody against one moiety of the complex (f/e thrombin) is used to catch
the complexes, and a labeled antibody against the other moiety to detect bound
complexes. The disadvantage of the latter system is that the catching antibody
will bind both the activated factor (as a complex with an inhibitor) as well as
the nonactivated zymogen (prothrombin). Hence, at too low dilutions of the
samples, the zymogen will compete with the complex for binding to the catch-
ing antibody, and negatively influence the detection of the latter. This problem
can be overcome by testing higher dilutions, but this has the disadvantage that
the assay becomes less sensitive. In practice, levels of most clotting protein-
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ases in plasma are within a range that, considering the sensitivity of the assay,
dilutions can be tested at which the catching antibody is able to capture all
zymogen and activated proteinases form a sample. A general procedure to
measure such complexes is given in Subheading 3. Such a procedure applies
to various complexes. The authors have experience with measuring factor XIIa-
C1-inhibitor, kallikrein-C1-inhibitor, factor XIa-complexes (C1-inhibitor,
antithrombin III, 2-antiplasmin, 1-antitrypsin), thrombin-antithrombin III,
plasmin- 2-antiplasmin, TPA/PAI-1, and UPA/PAI-1 complexes. In the pro-
cedure presented here, a MAb against a clotting proteinase (MAb P) is used for
coating, and a biotinylated MAb against the inhibitor (biot-MAb I) is used
for the detection of bound complexes. P can be thrombin, factor XIa etc, I can
be antithrombin III or other inhibitors. Many suitable antibodies can be pur-
chased from companies. Results obtained are measured and related with those
obtained with a standard, whereafter the concentration of the complex in the
sample to be tested can be calculated.

2. Materials
1. 96-well ELISA plates (for example Maxisorb Nunc).
2. 0.1 M sodium-carbonate-bicarbonate buffer, pH 9.6 (coating buffer).
3. Distilled water.
4. Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), pH 7.4.
5. PBS containing 0.2% (w/v), Tween 20 (PBST).
6. PBS containing 2% (v/v), cow milk (blocking buffer).
7. High-performance ELISA (HPE) buffer (CLB, Amsterdam, the Netherlands).
8. Polymerized horseradish peroxidase coupled to streptavidin (poly HRP; CLB).
9. Tetra-methyl-benzidin 0.1 mg/mL in 0.11 M sodium acetate, pH 5.5, containing

3% (v/v), H2O2 (TMB solution).
10. 2 M H2SO4.

3. Methods
1. Dilute MAb P appropriately (usually 1–5 µg/mL) in coating buffer.
2. Add 100 µL of diluted MAb P to each well of the ELISA plate.
3. Incubate plates for overnight at room temperature.
4. Wash plates 3 times with distilled water.
5. Add 100 µL of blocking buffer to each well.
6. Incubate the plates with for one hour at 37°C.
7. Wash plates 5 times with PBST.
8. Dilute samples to be tested: for example, EDTA (10 mM), plasma appropriately

in HPE buffer.
9. Add 100 µL of the diluted samples per well of the ELISA plate (see Note 1).

10. Incubate the plates for 1 h at 37°C.
11. Wash plates 5 times with PBST.
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12. Dilute biotinylated MAb I appropriately diluted HPE-buffer (1 mg/mL solution
usually has to be diluted about 1�1000).

13. Add 100 µL of diluted biotinylated MAb I to each well.
14. Incubate plates for 1 h at 37°C.
15. Wash plates 5 times with PBST.
16. Dilute poly-HRP appropriately (1 mg/mL solution usually 1�10,000) in blocking

buffer.
17. Add 100 µL of diluted poly-HRP to each well of the ELISA plate.
18. Incubate the plates for 1 h at 37°C.
19. Wash plates 5 times with PBST.
20. Add 100 µL of TMB solution to each well.
21. Incubate the plates for an appropriate time (usually 10–30 min) at room temperature.
22. Add 100 µL of 2 M H2SO4 to each well to block further conversion of the substrate.
23. Measure the absorption of the wells at 450 nm (see Note 2).

Most active serine proteinases are inactivated in plasma by proteinase inhibi-
tors. Among the inhibitors, those belonging to the superfamily of serine pro-
teinase inhibitors (“serpins”) are important. They inhibit their target proteinases
by forming covalent complexes in which the active site serine of
the proteinase is covalently linked to the amino acid residue at the so-called
P1-position of the reactive site loop of the serpin. These complexes are only
formed between serpin and active proteinase and not between serpin and
zymogen. Hence, the level of proteinase-serpin complexes in biological fluids
is a parameter for the amount of active proteinase generated. Generally, these
complexes form within seconds to minutes after the formation of an active
proteinase, so direct measurement of the active proteinase, for example with
chromogenic substrates should occur within seconds to minutes after that
formation, which is for practical reasons not feasible. Proteinase-serpin complexes
are cleared from the circulation with a half-life time of 15–120 min by specific
receptors in the liver. In the liver, complexes are digested and degraded, and in
this way the proteinase is removed. Hence, the presence of increased levels of
proteinase-serpin complexes points to enhanced formation of the active serine pro-
teinase, and in case the proteinase is a member of the coagulation system, to activa-
tion of the coagulation system. The absence of complexes in a plasma sample itself
does argue against the formation of an active proteinase in vivo, and in case of a
clotting proteinase, against activation of the coagulation system, because the acti-
vation process has proceeded more slowly and over a longer period of time, which,
considering the relatively rapid clearance of the complexes in vivo, may only
induce a moderate increase of complex levels in the circulation.

Alternatively, serine proteinases bound to biological compounds may be pro-
tected against the inactivation by serpins. In such a situation, complexes
between the active proteinase and the serpins are not formed. For example,
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thrombin bound to fibrin is protected against inactivation by antithrombin III.
In such a situation, concentrations of so-called activation peptides, for example,
the F1+2-fragment that is cleaved from prothombin upon activation by
the prothrombinase complex, may better reflect the activation of the serine
proteinase.

4. Notes
1. Each plate should contain a dose-response curve (that is, different dilutions) of

a standard that is used to derive concentrations from the measured absorption at
450 nm. In addition, each plate should contain negative and positive control
samples (preferably plasma samples from patients with high and normal levels of
the parameter tested. Increased responses of negative controls or decreased
responses of positive controls point to errors in the assay or problems with
reagents, and in generally are a reason for repeated testing of samples in the hope
that a mistake during the initial testing has been made. If the abnormal responses
of negative and/or positive controls are repeatedly found, the various reagents
used in the ELISA should be tested. For example, upon storage, MAbs used in
the assay may become aggregated, leading to worse performance of the assay.
Reproducibility of the assay can be assessed by establishing the variation coeffi-
cient for samples with high or low values, and should for this type of assay be
below 20%, preferably below 10%.

2. To correct for aspecific background of the plates (opalescence) absorption at
450 nm can be corrected by measuring absorbance at 540 nm as well.
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Complement Pathways and Meningococcal Disease

Diagnostic Aspects

Anders G Sjöholm, Lennart Truedsson, and Jens C. Jensenius

1. Introduction
1.1. Description of the Complement System

Complement is an immunological effector system that bridges innate and
acquired immunity in several ways. There is a striking association between suscep-
tibility to meningococcal disease and various forms of complement deficiency (1,2).
In defense against bacterial infection, the most important function of complement
is probably to serve as a mediator of antibody-dependent immunity. Specific anti-
bodies can trigger activation of the classical and the alternative pathways of comple-
ment activation (3–5). It is well known that antibody-independent mechanisms
interfere with alternative pathway activation on the bacterial surface (6,7). The
newly discovered mannan-binding lectin (MBL) pathway of complement activa-
tion appears to be protective against many types of infection (8) and adds previ-
ously unsuspected aspects of innate immunity to complement-mediated defense.
Interestingly, immune responses are influenced by complement (9), and it could be
that acquisition of protective antibodies is impaired in some types of complement
deficiency. A further aspect of interactions between Neisseria and complement is
the potential role of membrane-bound complement regulators as cellular receptors
for the microbes (7).

The complement system consists of more than 30 proteins, including soluble
complement proteins, membrane-bound regulators, and cellular complement
receptors (3). The soluble complement proteins may be divided into different
functional units: the classical activation pathway, the alternative activation
pathway, the MBL activation pathway, and the membrane attack pathway con-
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sisting of the late complement components that assemble to form the mem-
brane attack complex (MAC, C5b-C9n). C3, the major complement protein in
plasma, has several functions and participates in recruitment of MAC through
the three activation pathways.

The classical pathway comprises C1qr2s2, C4, C2, and C3 is usually trig-
gered by specific antibodies forming immune complexes with antigens on the
surface of target cells or in the fluid phase (3). The C1qr2s2 complex binds
through the C1q subcomponent to the Fc portion of IgM and IgG antibodies.
Binding results in activation of zymogen C1r, which in turn activates C1s. C1s
cleaves C4 and C2 with formation of classical pathway C3 convertase (C4b2a).
When activated C3 (C3b) is generated, the convertase acquires C5-cleaving
activity, and can then recruit cytotoxic C5b-C9n. C3 and C4 contain an inter-
nal thiol ester bond, which is exposed as a result of activation. The carbonyl
group of the thiol ester is reactive with hydroxyl and amino groups, whereby
C3b and C4b bind covalently to polysaccharides and proteins with formation of
ester and amide bonds, respectively. The classical pathway is controlled by C1
inhibitor (C1 INH), which dissociates activated C1qr2s2 complexes with formation
of complexes containing C1 INH, C1r, and C1s (10), and by C4-binding
protein, which together with factor I contributes to downregulation of classical
pathway C3 convertase (7).

The MBL pathway is antibody-independent, and includes MBL and the
MBL-associated serine proteases 1 and 2 (MASP-1 and MASP-2), C4, C2, and
C3 (8,11). MBL recognizes sugars such as mannose and N-acetylglucosamine
on microbial and other surfaces. MBL resembles C1q, and MBL/MASP com-
plexes are partly analogous to the C1qr2s2 complex. Activation leads to recruit-
ment of classical pathway C3 convertase. MASP-1 reportedly cleaves C3
directly (12). C1 INH contributes to the control of MBL/MASP complexes
(13).

The alternative pathway consists of C3, factor B, factor D, and properdin.
The control proteins factor H and factor I may be described as integral parts of
the pathway (3). The alternative pathway lacks a distinct recognition molecule
analogous to C1q or MBL. Activation of the pathway depends on continuous
formation of a C3b-like molecule, C3(H2O), by hydrolysis of the internal thiol
ester of C3. C3(H2O) binds factor B allowing factor D to cleave factor B. This
gives rise to limited amounts of a fluid-phase C3-cleaving enzyme C3(H2O)Bb.
Part of the C3b generated by the action of the initial enzyme will fix covalently
to microbial or other target surfaces with hydroxyl or amino groups. Some
surfaces allow the deposited C3b to form alternative pathway C3 convertase
(C3bBb), while other surfaces allow the control proteins factor H and factor I
to abolish alternative pathway activation by dissociation of C3bBb and degra-
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dation of C3b to iC3b. Further degradation leads to the release of C3c from
C3dg fragments that remain covalently bound to the antigen. The C3dg frag-
ment (39 kD) is a likely physiological end-product of C3 breakdown, but can
be further degraded into C3d (34 kD) and C3g (5 kD) by proteolytic enzymes
such as trypsin. Properdin stabilizes the C3bBb complex and sometimes
appears to be of critical importance for alternative pathway activation. Defi-
ciencies of factor I or factor H lead to secondary C3 deficiency through uncon-
trolled activation and breakdown of C3 in the circulation.

The surface properties that distinguish between activators and nonactivators
of the alternative pathway are not altogether well-defined. Sialylated struc-
tures and other polyanions are often found on the surface of non-activators and
are known to promote factor H function (6). Specific uptake of factor H and
C4-binding protein by microbial surface proteins probably protects microor-
ganisms against complement (7).

The immunological importance of the alternative pathway in antibody-
mediated defense may not be fully appreciated. In complement-sufficient per-
sons, the alternative pathway is considered to serve as a powerful amplification
mechanism for complement activation initiated through the classical pathway
by small amounts of antibody. Complement activation initiated through the
MBL pathway may be amplified in a similar fashion. Antibodies can also acti-
vate the alternative pathway independent of classical pathway C3 convertase,
which is most clearly important in classical pathway-deficiency states (14).
Antibodies binding to appropriate targets provide sites for C3b deposition that
are protected from factors I and H (4). Evidence suggests that specific IgA and
IgG2 antibodies that bind to antigens with high epitope density are efficient
activators of the alternative pathway (5).

C3 convertases (C4b2a and C3bBb) combined with C3b cleave C5 into C5a
and C5b. The smaller C5a fragment has anaphylatoxic and chemotactic activ-
ity, while the larger C5b fragment combines with C6 and initiates assembly of
MAC, the cytotoxic complex of C5b, C6, C7, C8, and C9 that inserts into cell
membranes (3). MAC formation is controlled by S protein and clusterin in the
fluid phase and by the membrane-bound regulators HRF and CD 59.

1.2. Complement-Mediated Defense

Complement supports several functions that contribute to protection against
disease as well as to expression of disease manifestations (1,2,15). With regard
to protection against bacterial infection, deposition of opsonic C3 fragments
(C3b and iC3b) on the bacterial surface, and assembly of MAC resulting in
serum bactericidal activity, are probably the principal effector mechanisms.
Phagocytes have receptors that recognize the C3b (complement receptor 1,
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CR1) and iC3b (complement receptor 3, CR3) ligands on the bacterial surface.
Gram-positive bacteria such as Streptococcus pneumoniae can be eliminated
by opsonophagocytosis, but are completely resistant to the bactericidal action
of MAC. By contrast, both mechanisms are functional in defence against Gram-
negative bacteria such as Neisseria meningitidis and Hemophilus influenzae
type b. Phagocytic killing probably predominates in defence against N.
meningitidis serogroup B, while other meningococci such as serogroup Y may
preferentially be eliminated by direct killing in serum (16). Perhaps surpris-
ingly, the consequences of C5 deficiency appear to be similar to those of other
late complement component deficiencies indicating that the chemotactic C5a
fragment is not of critical importance in this context.

1.3. Complement and Meningococcal Disease

1.3.1. Complement Deficiencies Associated with Meningococcal Disease

Deficiencies of the late complement components C5-C9 and of the alterna-
tive pathway component properdin demonstrate a very clear association with
susceptibility to meningococcal disease. The incidence of meningococcal dis-
ease is probably about 50% in both groups, but may be lower in properdin
deficiency (1,2,15). Recurrent disease is typical in patients with deficiencies of
C5-C8. Although some patients with deficiencies of C5-C8 have severe
disease, the survival rate is higher than in complement-sufficient patients.
C9-deficiency is fairly common in the Japanese population with an approxi-
mate prevalence of 0.1%. C9 deficiency appars to have milder consequences
than deficiencies of the other late complement components. Meningococcal
disease in properdin deficiency is associated with high mortality, at least in
some families. As in complement-sufficient patients, properdin-deficient sur-
vivors of meningococcal infections do not show recurrent disease.

Meningococccal disease has been reported in almost every form of comple-
ment deficiency. Patients with rare genetic defects of C3 are susceptible to
infections caused by encapsulated bacteria such as meningococci and are also
susceptible to other infections. C2 deficiency is fairly common in Western popula-
tions with an estimated prevalence of 0.01–0.0025%. Invasive infections with
encapsulated bacteria have been documented in about 25% of reported
C2-deficient patients. Deficiencies of classical pathway components are also
associated with development of systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE).

While MBL has been firmly established as a component of the complement
system, the issue of MBL deficiency and disease is partly distinct from that of
the other complement deficiency states. MBL deficiency is found in about 10%
of the general population (17), and one must assume that for yet unknown
reasons a balanced polymorphism must be of some biological advantage. On
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the other hand, an increased prevalence of MBL deficiency has been reported
in many types of infection (8,18,19). Recent evidence also suggests that MBL
deficiency may be an important predisposing factor for meningococcal disease
(20), even if this question is still controversial. Interestingly, the MBL path-
way has been shown to be activated by N. meningitidis mutants with unsi-
alylated lipooligosaccharides (21).

Properdin deficiency is X-linked, which implies that many males in affected
families may be at risk of developing meningococcal disease. Other comple-
ment deficiencies show an autosomal-recessive mode of inheritance, which
implies that the risk of more than one case of homozygous deficiency in a
family is usually limited to first-degree relatives. The genetics of MBL defi-
ciency are fairly complex. The deficiency phenotype is determined by muta-
tions of structural genes as well as by promoter region alleles (22). Thus, MBL
deficiency can occur in persons with heterozygous defects of MBL structural
genes as well as in persons with homozygous defects, and even in persons
homozygous for the wild type structural allele (23).

Autoantibodies to alternative pathway convertases, C3 nephritic factors
(C3NeF), block the action of factors H and I and produce C3 hypercatabolism
and persistently low C3 concentrations (24). This condition is the most com-
mon form of C3 deficiency, and may present with meningococcal disease.
Other conditions with acquired complement deficiency are not usually associ-
ated with meningococcal disease.

For unknown reasons, meningococcal disease in complement deficiency is
mostly caused by the N. meningitidis serogroups W-135 and Y, even if the
serogroups B and C have also been observed (1,2,15).

1.3.2. Complement Activation in Meningococcal Disease

In patients with meningococcal disease, complement activation leading to
manifest hypocomplementaemia has long been known to be associated with a
poor prognosis (25). Later studies have shown that endotoxin levels in menin-
gococcal disease are correlated with fatal outcome and with the degree of comple-
ment activation as assessed by measurement of C3 fragments and SC5b-C9
complexes in the circulation (26).

1.4. Prophylactic Treatment in Complement Deficiency

Vaccination responses to tetravalent meningococcal vaccine covering the
serogroups A, C, W-135, and Y have been documented in terminal component
deficiencies, properdin deficiency, and in a few patients with C3 deficiency (27,28).
In addition, bactericidal and opsonic vaccination responses have recently been
reported in C2 deficiency (14). Experience of vaccination in complement defi-
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ciency is still limited. Considering the risk of fulminant infection in X-linked
properdin deficiency, identification and vaccination of properdin-deficient rela-
tives of index cases is strongly recommended. Long-term prophylaxis with
antibiotics has been tried in patients with recurrent meningococcal disease (2).
It is likely that a new generation of protein-polysaccharide conjugate vaccines
against A, C Y, and W135 meningococci, and perhaps other vaccines currently
under development, will be used in this context in the future.

1.5. Detection of Complement Deficiency

Ordinary immunochemical measurements of C3 and C4 will often reveal
acquired hypocomplementemia and form an important part of basic comple-
ment analysis. However, given the large number of complement proteins in
serum, complement analysis must include screening procedures for assessment
of whole complement function in order to detect the various complement defi-
ciencies. Hemolytic titration of the classical pathway and the alternative path-
way by CH50 procedures (29) is often considered the gold standard for the
purpose. On the other hand, these techniques are time-consuming and not alto-
gether well suited for analysis of clinical samples. In this chapter, we have
chosen to describe three simplified procedures for assessment of whole comple-
ment function. Qualitative hemolytic gel (30) and quantitative hemolytic
approaches (31) were chosen. The third assay system is an enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assay (ELISA) based on detection of complement deposition
(32). As yet there are no validated methods for functional assessment of the
MBL pathway. Instead, we describe specific measurements of MBL (17,33).
For measurement of other individual complement proteins, we refer to the
literature (29,34).

In our opinion, all patients with an invasive infection caused by
N. meningitidis, or other encapsulated bacteria, should be screened for comple-
ment function with the main purpose of excluding complement deficiency in
individual patients and families. Quite clearly, the identification of various
complement deficiency states provides a basis for clinical guidance and for
prophylactic treatment policies. Complement investigation should be manda-
tory in some patient groups: 1) Patients with a family history of meningococcal
disease occurring in accordance with an X-linked pattern (properdin defi-
ciency), 2) patients with recurrent meningococcal disease (deficiencies of
C5-C9), 3) patients with meningococcal disease caused by serogroups Y and
W-135 and by very rare serogroups, and 4) patients with severe infections
caused by different encapsulated bacteria (deficiencies of the classical path-
way and C3). Investigations may be performed in convalescence a few weeks
following infection. When available, sera from patients with fulminant infec-
tion should be analyzed with regard to the possible importance of subsequent
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family investigation, particularly in properdin deficiency. With regard to the
MBL pathway, it is important to stress that this complement activation path-
way was only recently discovered and that our understanding of the clinical
manifestations of MBL deficiency is still poorly developed.

Widespread application of the assays for MBL measurement described here
will undoubtedly promote our understanding of the significance of this phylo-
genetically ancient defense mechanism.

2. Materials
2.1. Qualitative Hemolytic Gel Assays

1. Blood-collection tubes with no anticoagulant.
2. Ethylene diamine tetraacetic acid (EDTA) blood collection tubes with enough

EDTA for 10 mmol/L final concentration.
3. Serum and EDTA plasma: collect blood specimens by venepuncture into tubes

without anticoagulant and with EDTA. Allow coagulation to proceed for about
1 h at room temperature. Keep the blood at 4°C for another hour before centrifu-
gation (2000g for 5 min). The EDTA blood can be centrifuged immediately. Con-
cerning handling and transportation of samples, see Note 1.

4. Veronal-buffered saline (VBS): 2.5 mM 5,5 diethyl barbituric acid, 4.5 mM sodium
5,5 diethyl barbiturate, pH 7.4, 145 mM NaCl. Prepare a stock VBS solution that is
five times the concentration of the isotonic VBS used in the assays. For preparation
of the stock VBS, dissolve 85.0 g NaCl and 3.75 g Na-5,5 diethyl barbiturate in
1400 mL of distilled water and 5.75 g 5,5 diethyl barbituric acid in 500 mL hot
distilled water. Mix the two solutions and cool to room temperature. Adjust the vol-
ume to 2000 mL. The stock VBS is stable for at least 1 mo at 4°C.

5. Make stock solutions containing 0.3M CaCl2, 1M MgCl2, 0.2 M sodium EDTA
(pH 7.5), and 0.2 M ethylene glycol tetraacetate EGTA for addition to VBS as
required. The EGTA (Sigma Chemical Co, St. Louis, MO) is most easily dis-
solved at alkaline pH.

6. For the classical pathway assay, VBS with 0.15 mM Ca2+ and 0.5 mM Mg2+

(VBS++) is used. For comments on divalent cations and complement function,
see Note 2.

7. For the alternative pathway assay, VBS containing EGTA and Mg2+ is used
(VBS-MgEGTA). VBS-MgEGTA with 10 mM EGTA and 5 mM Mg2+ is suit-
able for the hemolytic gel assay. For further comment, see Note 2.

8. Target erythrocytes: Sheep and guinea-pig erythrocytes (E) stored in Alsever’s
solution at 4°C for a few days before use. Cells from sheep, guinea pigs,
and rabbits for hemolytic assays are commercially available from many sources
(National Health or Veterinary Institutes of several countries; Bradsure
Biologicals Ltd, UK) and remain stable for up to 4 wk. Antibody-sensitized sheep
E (shEA) are used for the classical pathway assay. The cells (109 E/mL, 5% packed
E [v/v]) are thoroughly washed in VBS containing 10 mM EDTA (VBS-EDTA)
until no hemoglobin is visible in the supernatant.
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9. Rabbit anti-sheep hemolysin containing IgM and IgG antibodies is commercially
available from several sources (Sigma; Dade-Behring, Deerfield, IL). For further
comment, see Note 3. The lowest dose of hemolysin that does not limit lysis of

shEA by guinea-pig serum is used (35). Alternatively, a subagglutinating dose of
hemolysin can be determined (29). For determination of a subagglutinating dose,
serial dilutions of hemolysin in VBS-EDTA (0.05 mL) are mixed in microtiter
plate wells with equal volumes of E (109/mL). The highest antibody dose that
does not cause agglutination is chosen.

10. For hemolytic assays, shE (109/mL) and the selected dose of hemolysin are mixed
in equal volumes and incubated for 15–30 min at room temperature or at 37°C
before use. The shEA are stable at 4°C for about a week.

11.  Unsensitized guinea-pig E (gpE) are used for the alternative pathway assay.
12. Preparation of hemolytic gels: For the classical pathway assay, agarose (Agarose

ME, SeaKem, FMC Bioproducts, Rockland, ME) at 0.6% (w/v) is suspended in
VBS++ and is then dissolved by heating. The agarose is allowed to cool to about 50°C
and is then rapidly mixed with shEA. Before mixing, the required amount of shEA is
pelleted by centrifugation (2000g, 5 min). The pelleted shEA are resuspended in
VBS++ at 5 × 108 cells/mL and the suspension is prewarmed to 37°C before mixing
with the agarose. The final cell concentration in the gel should be 0.5–1.0%. The gel,
1-mm thick, is cast between glass plates held apart by a plastic U-frame and
assembled with paper clips. The gel is allowed to set, and one of the glass plates is
then removed by carefully sliding it across the base of the plastic frame. Preferably,
the gel can be cast onto the hydrophilic surface of a Gel-bond film (FMC Bioproducts)
placed between the U-frame and one of the glass plates. The procedure for prepara-
tion of gels for the alternative pathway assay is the same apart from the use of VBS-
MgEGTA buffer and of unsensitized gpE as target cells. After preparation, the
hemolytic gels are stored in moist chambers at 4°C and can be used for at least 1 wk.

2.2. Simplified Quantitative Hemolytic Assays

1. Serum samples: see Subheading 2.1.1. EDTA plasma is not recommended for
this assay.

2. Buffers: see Subheading 2.1., items 4–7. In these assays, gelatin (Sigma) is
added at 0.1% (w/v) to VBS++ and VBS-MgEGTA in order to minimize sponta-
neous hemolysis of target cells. The gelatin is dissolved in the buffers by brief
heating during agitation.

3. Target erythrocytes: For preparation of shEA for the classical pathway assay, see
Subheading 2.1., items 8–10. Unsensitized rabbit E (raE) (for source, see Subhead-
ing 2.1.8.) suspended in VBS-MgEGTA containing 4 mM Mg++ and at 16 mM EGTA
are used as target cells in the quantitative alternative pathway assay.

2.3. Complement Deposition ELISA

1. Serum samples: see Subheading 2.1.1. EDTA plasma is not recommended for
this assay.

2. Microtiter plates: Falcon cat. no. 3915, Becton Dickinson (Lincoln Park, NJ).
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3. Coating buffer: 50 mM carbonate buffer, pH 9.5.
4. Complement activators: Purified polyclonal IgM (IgM PHP 003, Serotec, Oxford,

UK) and lipopolysaccharide (LPS) from Salmonella typhosa (Sigma).
5. Blocking agents: human serum albumin (HSA; Sigma, Cat. no. A-9511), Tween

20 (Sigma).
6. Assay buffers: phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), 10 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.2,

100 mM NaCl; PBS containing 0.05% Tween 20 (PBS-T); VBS++ (see Subheading
2.1.6.) containing 1% HSA; VBS-EGTA (see Subheading 2.1.7.) containing 1% HSA.

7. Microtiter plate incubation: thermoblock (Dri.block, DB-IM, Techne, Cam-
bridge; UK).

8. Conjugated antibodies: monoclonal mouse antihuman C5b-C9n IgG (Code no. M
777, Dakopatts, Glostrup, Denmark) and polyclonal rabbit antihuman properdin
IgG. We have used properdin antibodies prepared in the laboratory. Commercial
preparations are available from several sources (Sigma; Binding Site Ltd, Bir-
mingham, UK). The antibodies were conjugated with alkaline phosphatase
(P 6774, Sigma)

9. Substrate: disodium-p-nitrophenyl phosphate (Sigma) 1 mg/mL dissolved in 10%
(w/v) diethanolamine, pH 9.8, with 101 mg MgCl2 and 200 mg NaN3 added per L
(Sigma).

2.4. Specific Measurement of MBL
2.4.1. Sandwich ELISA for the Estimation of MBL as Antigen

1. Serum or EDTA plasma samples (see Subheading 2.1.3.). MBL is very stable
(see Note 1).

2. Calibration: standard curves are constructed using dilutions of an in-house serum
or plasma pool (2–3 µg MBL/mL), which is calibrated against the World Health
Organization (WHO) standard serum obtainable from Statens Serum Institut,
Copenhagen, Denmark. In our laboratory the WHO standard was estimated to
contain MBL at 2.8 µg/mL when compared with purified MBL (quantified by
amino acid analysis).

3. Quality controls: in order to cover the range of MBL encountered, four internal
controls are included in each assay. Serum or plasma with MBL concentrations
at about 10, 50, 250, and 1250 ng/mL are suitable.

4. Microtiter plates: for ELISA we use conventional microtiter plates (Maxisorb,
Nunc, Kamstrup, Denmark).

5. Coating buffer: PBS, 10 mM phosphate, pH 7.4, 140 mM NaCl (see Note 10).
6. Monoclonal antibodies (MAbs) for coating: anti-MBL (MAb 131-1, Statens

Serum Institut). MAb 131-10 (Statens Serum Institut) also works well.
7. Assay and washing buffer: Tris-buffered saline (TBS) with Tween 20 (TBS/

Tween), 10 mM Tris/HCl, pH 7.4, 140 mM NaCl, 7.5 mM NaN3, with or without
0.05% (v/v) Tween 20 (Sigma).

8. Biotin-labeled anti-MBL: biotinylate MAb 131-1 with biotin-N-hydroxy-
succinimide (BNHS, Sigma). Thirty µL of a 1 mg BNHS/mL DMSO and 1 mg
antibody in 1 mL PBS/bicarbonate, pH 8.5, are mixed and incubated for 2 h at
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room temperature followed by dialysis against TBS in the cold. For storage at
4°C the biotinylated antibody is diluted with an equal volume of TBS containing
2% (w/v) HSA (Sigma).

9. Alkaline phosphatase-labeled avidine (Sigma, A2527).
10. Substrate: 0.12 mM bromochloroindolyl phosphate, 0.12 mM nitroblue tetrazo-

lium, 4 mM MgCl2, 0.1 M ethanolamine, pH 9.0.

2.4.2. Time-Resolved Immunofluorometric Assay (TRIFMA)

1. Materials for TRIFMA are largely the same as those used for the ELISA (steps
1–7).

2. Microtiter plates: Another type of plate is used for TRIFMA (Fluoroplates, Nunc).
Conventional ELISA plates can be used for TRIFMA, but may vary considerably
in background reading from batch to batch.

3. Europium-labeling is carried out similarly to biotinylation using 0.2 mg
Eu-chelate of diethylene-triamine-tetraacetic acid (DTTA) phenylisothiocyanate
(Wallac Oy, Turku, Finland) and 1 mg antibody at pH 8.5 for 20 h at room tem-
perature, followed by dialysis against TBS. The labeled antibody, diluted with
10 mL TBS containing 1% (w/v) HSA, is stable for years at 4°C.

2.4.3. Lectin ELISA for Determination of MBL

1. Materials are largely the same as those used for the sandwich ELISA for estima-
tion of MBL as antigen.

2. Coating: mannan (Sigma) in carbonate buffer (see Subheading 2.3.3.) is used.

3. Methods
3.1. Qualitative Hemolytic Gel Assays

3.1.1. Sample Application and Diffusion

1. Apply undiluted serum or EDTA plasma samples to 3-mm wide wells punched in
the shEA and gpE gels. The wells should be fairly closely spaced (10–12 mm) so
as to allow partial interaction between adjacent samples (Fig. 1). Keep gels cool
during application.

2. Allow diffusion in a moist chamber to proceed at 4°C for 18 h.
3. Transfer the gels to a moist chamber at 37°C for development of hemolytic reac-

tions for about 2 h.
4. Inspect the gels directly and then dry them to preserve indefinitely.

3.2.2. Drying of Gels

1. Cover gels with a filter paper soaked in physiological saline and a 10 mm thick
wad of soft absorbent paper.

2. Place a weight (2.5–10 g/cm2) on top of the absorbent paper to exert a gentle
pressure over the gel surface for 15 min.

3. The filter paper is removed and the gel is dried in the air or in front of a hot air fan.
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3.2.3. Evaluation of Results

1. The hemolytic gel assays should be strictly regarded as a qualitative means to
detect complement deficiencies. Measurement of zone diameters may be very
misleading, particularly when pathological sera are concerned.

2. Concerning controls including pooled normal serum and complement-deficient
sera, see Notes 1 and 4.

3. Three patterns should lead to suspicion of complement deficiency: absent
hemolysis, partial hemolysis within the entire hemolytic area, and extremely
small hemolytic zones. The presence of hemolytic crescents produced when
adjacent wells provide a missing complement protein very strongly suggests
complement deficiency (Fig. 1). The finding of full hemolysis virtually always
excludes the presence of complement deficiency. Various inhibitory ring pat-
terns are owing to antibodies interfering with the sensitized cells or immune com-
plexes and are not associated with complement deficiency. Inhibitory antibodies
include antibodies to shE and rheumatoid factors.

4. Occasional properdin-deficient sera may produce normal patterns of hemolysis.
5. Examples of results obtained with complement-deficient sera are shown in Fig. 1.

3.2. Simplified Quantitative Hemolytic Assays

3.2.1. Classical Pathway

1. Mix serum (0.1 mL) diluted 1/5 in VBS++ with 0.1 mL of a 50% suspension of

shEA (109 cells/mL).
2. Incubate the mixture at 37°C for 20 min during agitation.
3. Stop the reaction by addition of ice-cold VBS-EDTA (3 mL).
4. Centrifuge (2000g for 10 min) and then read the optical density (OD) of the super-

natant at 541 nm.
5. Correct the OD for background (cells incubated in buffer). The proportion of

hemolysed cells is obtained by dividing the corrected OD with the OD obtained
with cells completely lysed with 0.1% Na2CO3.

6. Express classical pathway activity in a test serum as a percentage of the activity
in a reference serum, usually pooled normal human serum.

3.2.2. Alternative Pathway

1. Mix undiluted serum (0.05 mL) with 0.1 mL of a 50% suspension of raE
(109 cells/mL) in VBS-MgEGTA (see Note 7).

2. Steps 2–6 are identical to those described for the classical pathway (Subheading
3.2.1.).

3.2.3. Evaluation of Results

1. Reference values should be established in each laboratory. Normal sera are expected
to yield values in the approximate range between 50 and 150% of that obtained
with pooled normal serum.
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Fig. 1. Hemolytic gels for detection of complement deficiency. Classical pathway-
mediated lysis of antibody-coated sheep erythrocytes (shEA) and alternative path-
way-mediated lysis of guinea-pig erythrocytes (gpE). Normal human serum (NHS)
produces full lysis in both assays. Sera deficient in classical pathway proteins, exem-
plified with C4- and C2-deficient sera (C4D, C2D), and hereditary angioedema serum
(HAE), show impaired lysis of shEA and normal lysis of gpE. Sera with defects of the
alternative pathway such as properdin- and factor I-deficient sera (PD and ID) show
impaired lysis of gpE and normal lysis of shEA. C3- and C7-deficient sera show
impaired lysis of both target cell types. C9-deficient serum (C9D) masquerades as a
defect of the alternative pathway. “Hemolytic crescents” in conjunction with absence
of lysis is caused by a missing factor diffusing in from neighboring wells. Ring pat-
terns as seen with C9D and shEA may occur and do not indicate complement
deficiency.
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2. Concerning controls including pooled normal serum and complement-deficient
sera (see Notes 1 and 4).

3. Detection of subtotal properdin deficiency (see Note 7).

3.3. Complement Deposition ELISA

3.3.1. Coating Procedure

1. Coat microtiter plates with IgM for the classical pathway and with LPS for the
alternative pathway. The coating dose is 1 µg/well in 0.05 mL of carbonate buffer
with incubation overnight at 4°C.

2. Use two coated wells and one uncoated background control well for each serum
sample.

3. Wash the wells twice with PBS after coating, and then block all wells with HSA
(1% [w/v] 0.15 mL/well) for 2 h at room temperature.

3.3.2. Complement Deposition, Classical Pathway

1. Incubate IgM-coated wells and control wells for 15 min at 37°C with 0.05 mL
serum diluted 1/4 in VBS++ containing 1% HSA. Incubations are preferably car-
ried out in a thermoblock.

2. Stop the reaction by washing 3 times with PBS-T.
3. Add conjugated antihuman C5b-C9n (0.05 mL) in VBS++ with 1% HSA. After

2 h at room temperature the plates are washed 3 times with PBS-T.
4. Add substrate (0.05 mL) to the microtiter plate wells.
5. Measure the absorbance at 405 nm after 1 h at room temperature. A corrected

absorbance value is obtained as the difference between the mean value with
coated wells and the background well.

3.3.3. Complement Deposition, Alternative Pathway

1. Incubate LPS-coated wells and control wells for 30 min at 37°C with 0.05 mL
serum diluted 1/4 in VBS-EGTA containing 1% HSA. Incubations are preferably
carried out in a thermoblock.

2. Stop the reaction by washing 3 times with PBS-T.
3. Add anti-properdin conjugate (0.05 mL) in VBS++ with 1% HSA. After 2 h at

room temperature the plates are washed 3 times with PBS-T.
4. Steps 4 and 5 are identical to those described for the classical pathway assay.

3.3.4. Evaluation of Results

1. The combination of the classical and the alternative pathway complement depo-
sition assays will probably reveal all known types of complement deficiency.
Pooled normal serum is a suitable reference (see Notes 1 and 4). The results
should be regarded as semiquantitative: complement deficiency is expected to
result in absent or markedly reduced complement deposition in either or both of
the assays.
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2. An additional IgM-ELISA with detection of properdin deposition could be used
for differentiation between terminal component deficiencies and defects of the
classical activation pathway (32).

3.4. Specific Measurement of MBL

3.4.1. Sandwich ELISA for the Estimation of MBL as Antigen

1. Coat wells by incubation overnight at 4°C with anti-MBL (300 ng MAb 131-1 or
100 ng MAb 131-10).

2. Wash the wells with TBS/Tween. The plates may then be kept with the wells
filled with TBS at 4°C for months until use.

3. Empty the wells of the microtiter plate and add the test samples, internal con-
trols, and calibrator after 20-fold dilution in TBS/Tween with 1 mM EDTA. Fur-
ther twofold dilutions of the calibrator for the standard curve are made with the
same buffer.

4. Incubate the plate overnight at 4°C (if a faster test is deemed desirable, shorter
incubations may be used, e.g., 1 or 2 h at room temperature).

5. Wash with TBS/Tween, and then incubate for 2 h with 100 ng biotinylated anti-
MBL antibody in 100 µL TBS/Tween.

6. Wash with TBS/Tween, and then add 100 µL of AP-labeled avidine diluted
2500-fold in TBS/Tween.

7. Incubate for 1 h at room temperature, wash.
8. Add enzyme substrate, and incubate at room temperature or at 37°C until satis-

factory color development has occurred (see Note 11).
9. Read the OD at 405 nm on an ELISA reader.

3.4.2. TRIFMA for the Estimation of MBL as Antigen

1. General considerations: see Note 12.
2. The assay is carried out essentially as the ELISA.
3. One alternative is to add Eu-labeled streptavidin (Wallac, diluted 1000 fold in

TBS/Tween with 25 µM EDTA) instead of the enzyme-labeled avidin.
4. Incubate 1 h, wash, and then add 200 µL of enhancement reagent (Wallac).
5. Shake for 5 min, and read in the time resolved fluorometer (Wallac) whenever

convenient (cover the plate or keep moist to prevent evaporation if the reading is
delayed).

6. For routine analyses, we use a secondary antibody directly labeled with Eu (Sub-
heading 2.4.2., item 3). Thus, instead of biotinylated MAb 131-1 add 20 ng
Eu-labeled 131-1, incubate for 2 h, wash, add enhancement reagent and continue
as above.

3.4.3. Assay for MBL as Lectin

1. Except for coating the plates with mannan instead of primary antibody, and the
use of calcium-containing buffers (17), this assay is carried out as described for
the antigen ELISA or TRIFMA (see Note 13).
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2. Microtiter wells are coated with 100 µL of mannan at 10 µg/mL in bicarbonate
buffer (Subheading 2.3.3.) as described above.

3. It is important to remember that MBL is a calcium-dependent lectin. Thus all
buffers for dilution and for wash should contain calcium (we use 5 mM CaCl2),
until the addition of substrate or enhancement solution (the only exception being
the buffer for diluting the Eu-labeled reagent, when the assay is carried out as
TRIFMA, which must be 25 µM in EDTA).

4. Notes
1. For most purposes, including the functional complement assays described in this

chapter, it is quite satisfactory if serum and EDTA plasma samples are kept at
4°C and are frozen at –80°C the same day that the blood samples are obtained.
Generation of complement activation products such as C3dg fragments and SC5b-
C9 is negligable in EDTA plasma stored at 4°C overnight (36). Transportation of
frozen samples should preferably be in boxes with dry ice. A practical advantage
with the qualitative hemolytic gel assays is that complement deficiencies can
usually be discerned or excluded in unfrozen samples that are 2–3 d old. MBL
and most of the other complement proteins are very stable as antigens for detec-
tion by immunochemical assays. Thus, samples conserved with merthiolate or
sodium azide may be sent by ordinary mail and can be stored at –20°C for pro-
longed periods.

2. During complement activation, Ca2+ is required for complex formation between
C1q, C1r, and C1s, while Mg2+ is required for complex formation between C4b
and C2 and between C3b and factor B, i.e., for generation of the C3 convertases.
Ca2+ is also required for binding of MBL to sugar structures, but does not appear
to influence the integrity of MBL/MASP complexes. In alternative pathway
assays, the Ca2+-dependent C1qr2s2 complex is dissociated by the chelator EGTA,
which binds Ca2+ with high affinity and blocks classical-pathway and MBL-
pathway activation. Mg2+ is added to the system to ensure efficient generation of
C3 convertase. The chelator EDTA blocks complement activation altogether
through binding of Ca2+ and Mg2+.

3. IgM antibodies usually predominate in commercial hemolysins; isolated IgM
antibodies are preferable and can be obtained by gel filtration on Sephacryl S300
(Pharmacia, Uppsala, Sweden) or other suitable media.

4. Pooled normal serum is useful as a reference in screening tests for detection of
complement deficiency. Sera from healthy donors are obtained as described
above (see Note 1). The sera are pooled and subdivided and the individual lots
then frozen at –80°C. With regard to other controls, it is wise to include comple-
ment-deficient sera in the assays, at least at regular intervals. Sera representing
deficiencies of different functional units, e.g., C2-deficent serum, properdin-
deficent serum, and serum from persons with C5, C6, C7, or C8 deficiency are
recommended.

5. In hemolytic assays, C2 deficiency can be overlooked if the concentrations of
rabbit antibody to sheep erythrocytes are too high.
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6. In the quantitative hemolytic assays, target erythrocytes are added in such an
excess that normal sera will be able to lyse about 25% of the cells. This implies
that hemolysis within a very wide range can be measured with a single dose of
serum. It has been shown that the number of cells lysed by a certain amount of
serum is unchanged even in a large excess of target cells (31). With particular
regard to alternative pathway function, we believe that the option to use a high
serum concentration (>30%) in the assay is an important advantage.

7. Detection of subtotal properdin deficiency by quantitative hemolysis may require
kinetic studies (37).

8. Commercial kits for assessment of complement function do not usually include
tests for the alternative pathway.

9. Hemolytic gels for assessment of the classical and the alternative pathways are
available (Binding Site).

10. For coating of plates in MBL assays, do NOT use the traditional bicarbonate
coating buffer, which is detrimental to many specific antibodies during the coat-
ing procedure.

11. Obviously, peroxidase-labeled avidin or streptavidin with a suitable substrate
may be used instead of phosphatase. In our experience, phosphatase is superior
owing to ease of handling, e.g., no stop reagent is needed, and the sensitivity of
the assay is easily increased by prolonged incubation with substrate.

12. TRIFMA takes advantage of the long fluorescence of the rare earth metal,
europium (Eu). The costs of the the time-resolved fluorometer (Wallac) is not
much above that of an ELISA reader. We find TRIFMA to be superior to ELISA
on several accounts: the detection range is substantially larger, typically cover-
ing five orders of magnitude, the signal to noise ratio is about one thousand, and
the sensitivity and reproducibility is better.

13. The quantitative results of the assay for MBL as a lectin (17) correlated closely
(>97%) with the results of the TRIFMA, when the same monoclonal developing
antibody (MAb 131-1) was used.
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Evaluation of New Treatments
for Meningococcal Disease

Simon Nadel, Iain Macintosh, and Michael Levin

1. Introduction
It is recognized that improvement in the practice of clinical medicine,

including confirmation of the safety and efficacy of some current interven-
tions, depends greatly on the pursuit of appropriate research. It therefore fol-
lows that improved clinical care of children depends on their participation in
pediatric research. Furthermore, in the absence of relevant research, harm to
children may result. Thus formal studies of therapeutic modalities in children
is seen as a moral imperative to ensure that children have equal and safe access
to existing and new agents (1).

1.1. Meningococcal Disease

Meningococcal disease is now the most common infectious disease cause of
death in children in the UK (2). Recent years have seen an explosion in our
understanding of the pathophysiology of meningococcal disease and other
forms of sepsis and septic shock. Along with this increased understanding has
come improved recognition of the complexity of the humoral and cellular
immune responses, unraveling of the dynamic interaction between host and
pathogen, and huge advances in the understanding of the genetic regulation of
the host response to infection. The complexity of these factors ensures that
significant improvements in treatment of meningococcal disease will not come
about solely by simple approaches to therapy, but by improved understanding
of the increasingly complex pathophysiology that occurs following invasion of
Neisseria meningitidis into the bloodstream.
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1.2. A Model of Sepsis

Several features regarding meningococcal disease make it an ideal model to
investigate potential new therapies.

Meningococcal disease:

1. Is a severe illness in which outcome can be accurately predicted and its morbidity
readily documented;

2. Is readily recognized and confirmed;
3. Is relatively common;
4. Occurs in previously healthy children;
5. Has well defined pathophysiology;
6. Has standard treatment protocols; and
7. Is well-characterized for disease classification.

Meningococcal infection causes a spectrum of disease from meningitis, with
a case-fatality rate of less than 3%, to septicemia and fulminant shock, with a
case-fatality rate of up to 50%. Most cases occur in children under 5 yr of age.
The overall case-fatality rate for children with meningococcal disease is about 10%.
Up to 50% of children with meningococcal disease have features of septicemia
with evidence of systemic sepsis or septic shock (3).

Several scoring systems have been validated for use in children with menin-
gococcal disease, in order to more accurately predict those who have more
severe illness who would benefit from admission to intensive care units, and
also those with a high risk of death who may benefit from the use of potentially
beneficial but unproven experimental therapies.

Because of these factors, it would appear that meningococcal disease would
be an ideal disease model for the assessment and evaluation of new therapies.
Unfortunately, there have been disappointingly few well conducted studies of
potentially useful treatments for patients with meningococcal disease. There
are many reasons why this is the case, including the failure of many adult sep-
sis studies, the lack of a good animal model for meningococcal disease, and the
fact that most cases of meningococcal disease occur in children.

1.3. Adult Sepsis Studies

There are many examples of failed clinical trials in the field of sepsis and
septic shock in adult patients. These studies have enrolled many thousands of
patients in multi-center, placebo-controlled, double-blind studies to evaluate
new treatment strategies (4). Most of these studies have failed in their aim of
demonstrating a reduction in mortality owing to the use of an experimental
anti-inflammatory treatment. Unfortunately, studies on improving the treat-
ment of meningococcal disease have suffered because of the failure of these
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trials. Only by understanding the reasons for these failures will we be able to
learn how to conduct more successful trials in the future.

Meningococcal disease is a remarkable illness in that it most commonly
affects previously healthy children and adolescents. Adult sepsis studies have
often failed because of the heterogeneous nature of the patients recruited. Usu-
ally, patients recruited in trials of adult sepsis treatments are critically ill for a
variety of reasons. They may be elderly, and have several underlying illnesses
that precipitated their admission to intensive care units, including cancer,
trauma, cardiovascular disease, and post-surgery.

Sepsis and the systemic inflammatory response syndrome (SIRS) (see
Appendix for definitions) is the final common pathway that occurs in many
critically ill patients for a variety of reasons and secondary to a variety of patho-
gens. Many of the failed sepsis studies have evaluated a single therapeutic agent
determined by a variety of in vitro and in vivo experiments. Expecting this
agent to act as a magic bullet that uniformly benefits adult septic shock is a
major challenge.

1.4. Animal Studies

Meningococcal infection is a human disease. Unfortunately, there is no natu-
ral animal host for N. meningitidis. Expecting to extrapolate useful informa-
tion from animal models of septic shock can give misleading and overly
optimistic estimates of the efficacy of new treatment regimens. Apart from the
fact that clinically the time of onset of infection is impossible to evaluate, ani-
mal models use uniform subjects with known nutritional and genetic makeup,
with a specified onset of infection and a timed treatment intervention in rela-
tion to the insult. Many human studies of new therapies follow their successful
evaluation in animal models.

In addition, many of the anti-cytokine studies in human sepsis follow ani-
mal experiments in which pro-inflammatory cytokines are demonstrated to be
centrally implicated in the pathophysiology of sepsis. In these animal studies,
blocking the pro-inflammatory cytokine under investigation leads to improved
survival. Unfortunately, the situation in human septic shock is much more com-
plex. At the time of presentation, patients may have variable levels of endot-
oxin or other bacterial-derived inflammatory factors in their bloodstream,
together with a bewildering array of pro- and anti-inflammatory cytokines and
other factors in their blood and tissues. The relation between blood levels of
these factors and tissue levels, which are likely to be much more relevant, has
yet to be determined. Also, some adult studies have shown a worsening of
outcome following blockade of pro-inflammatory cytokines in patients with
septic shock. This suggests that timing of intervention is critical, as there is a
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delicate balance between pro- and anti-inflammatory host response, which may
be vital for survival.

2. Methods
As alluded to earlier, adult sepsis studies include a heterogeneous mix of

patients with different underlying diseases, different microbiological causes,
and a variety of hemodynamic parameters. These factors and the appropriate-
ness of anti-microbial therapy are major determinants of outcome. It may be
difficult or impossible to control for these variables in large multi-center stud-
ies. Because of this, the trial agent must be highly effective for its effects to be
recognized. Unfortunately, most studies of new therapies for sepsis have been
underpowered to detect positive effects of the agent being studied. In addition,
failure to reach the primary endpoint for the study, which is usually mortality,
leads to rejection of specific agents that may be clinically useful in certain
designated groups of patients. These agents may not be as effective as isolated
modes of therapy, but in combination with other agents they may provide a
significant survival advantage.

2.1. The Need to Study Drugs in Children

Drug studies carried out using adult subjects may not provide adequate
information about relevant effects (either positive or negative) and toxicity in
children. Apart from concerns with respect to toxicity, various other factors
have contributed to a reluctance to carry out drug studies in children. These
include a heightened sensitivity to risks entailed, especially since the thalido-
mide disaster, and a limited market potential. The result has been that children
of all ages have been rendered “therapeutic orphans.” For example, in the
developed world approx 80% of the drugs listed are not licensed for children or
are limited in their use to defined age groups (5). There is, therefore, as a mat-
ter of justice and of concern for their well-being, a crucial need to develop
appropriate drug research in children.

When designing a study in meningococcal infection, several factors need to
be taken into account, as described in the following sections.

2.2. Disease Onset

Despite meningococcal disease being relatively easy to recognize by the
appearance of fever and a hemorrhagic rash, this is confounded by the pres-
ence of nonspecific features in a sizeable proportion of patients. These nonspe-
cific features include flu-like symptoms such as myalgia, sore throat, headache,
vomiting, and rigors, together with a nonspecific rash or no rash in up to 25%
of patients (3). These factors make strict definition of the time of onset of ill-
ness difficult to define accurately. This becomes important in the evaluation of
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agents that are designed to halt disease progression by inhibiting the actions
of endotoxin. The half-life of meningococcal endotoxin is 3–6 h following
appropriate antibiotic therapy, suggesting that, even if an effective anti-endotoxin
treatment existed, if it was evaluated more than 6 h after antibiotics were adminis-
tered, it would be difficult to prove its efficacy (6).

2.3. Disease Classification

Meningococcal disease has a well-documented natural history, with clearly
defined adverse prognostic factors. Several scoring systems exist to identify
severe disease. Many trials in sepsis are designed with entry criteria that must
be present before the patient is able to be entered into a trial of adjunctive
therapy. The promptness of appropriate antibiotic and resuscitation therapy
may make the entry criteria for these trials difficult to meet, despite the pres-
ence of severe disease. This is particularly the case in previously healthy chil-
dren who are able to compensate for the loss of large volumes of intravascular
fluid before suffering hypotension. It is possible that these children are there-
fore much more seriously ill before satisfying entry criteria for interventional
studies, and therefore the beneficial effects of a study agent may not be so clearly
apparent. However, relaxation of entry criteria to allow less sick children to be
enrolled in the study would lead to enrolment of large numbers of children who
have less risk of an adverse outcome, and therefore are more likely to survive. This
dilutes the beneficial effects of the study agent as most children in the study would
be likely to survive whether they received the investigational agent or not.

2.4. Experience of the Disease

Apart from in sub-Saharan Africa, meningococcal disease is a relatively
uncommon disease, affecting about 6/100,000 of the population in the UK. There-
fore, single institutions are unlikely to treat more than a few tens of patients each
year. The recruitment of large numbers of patients into a properly conducted, ran-
domized, placebo-controlled, double-blind phase III study of new treatments for
sepsis needs several hundred patients to be studied to demonstrate a significant
reduction in mortality. Therefore such studies need to be carried out at several
centers. This causes further confounding of the treatment effect of the study drug
owing to possible differences in clinical regimens in each center. While this may be
compensated for by statistical stratification by center, if one center enrolls a size-
able proportion of patients, this may significantly affect the overall result.

2.5. Improvement in Outcome with Experience

The experience of St. Mary’s Hospital, London has demonstrated that
improvement in outcomes may occur during the period of a clinical study, not
owing to the study agent, but owing to improvement in the management of
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patients with meningococcal disease because of familiarity with the disease
and better knowledge of the natural history and appropriate pre-emptive interven-
tion. The improved management of the disease at St. Mary’s Hospital has lead to a
dramatic reduction in mortality over the last 5 yr, despite disease severity remain-
ing relatively constant (7), and has been mirrored to some extent in other pediatric
intensive care units in the UK. Centralization of pediatric intensive care in tertiary
centers is an effective method of improving outcome in all critically ill children,
but is a relatively recent phenomenon not mirrored in adult practice (8). This may
be one reason why the mortality rate for patients >/= 16 yr in the UK has not
changed significantly for the last 5 yr (7).

2.6. Statistical Power

A large sample size in a randomized trial provides the maximum chance of
reliably detecting an overall treatment effect. However, particularly for a rela-
tively rare disease, and for expensive interventions, large trials are extremely
costly in both financial and logistical terms. Attempts to reduce the numbers
required to demonstrate a significant treatment effect are made by enrolling
only those most seriously ill, in whom the primary endpoint (usually signifi-
cant reduction in mortality in septic shock studies) is most likely. Studies of
new therapies for sepsis are usually powered on the assumption that there will
be a 30–50% mortality in the control arm and the investigational agent would
be effective if there was a 50% reduction in mortality in the treatment arm.

In the study of the monoclonal antibody (MAb) against endotoxin (HA-1A)
in children with meningococcal septic shock, the study was powered assuming
a 30% mortality in the control arm and a 15% mortality in the HA-1A arm (9).
It was calculated that 270 children would need to be enrolled to demonstrate
this with 80% power. If the mortality in the control arm of the study were lower
than predicted, then larger numbers of patients would be required to reach the
primary endpoint.

For multi-center studies of expensive treatments in rare diseases, significant
increases in numbers of patients required to be enrolled may be prohibitively
expensive and logistically impossible.

2.7. Clinical Efficacy

Because of the difficulty in demonstrating significant differences in large
clinical trials of experimental agents in adults with sepsis, researchers have
attempted to carry out sub-group analyses to demonstrate patient groups in
whom the treatment may be beneficial, although the treatment may show no
overall benefit. In addition, attempts may be made to make sense of smaller
studies by the use of meta-analyses. However, attempts to use meta-analyses
of multiple small trials as a substitute for well-conducted large studies has
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proven to be a flawed concept from the clinician’s viewpoint. A meta-analysis
may suggest a potential benefit of a certain treatment, which should then be
confirmed by a sufficiently powered randomized controlled trial.

When an investigational agent has been demonstrated to show a significant
treatment benefit, it is important to focus on whether the agent is important for
clinical practice. Clinical trials may show that treatments work, but there is
increasing doubt whether they show if and how these treatments should be
introduced into widespread clinical practice. In addition, financial implications
of potential new therapies should become a routine part of clinical trial design.
That is, a cost-effectiveness analysis and health economic modeling should be
a part of all randomized, controlled clinical trials.

2.8. Ethics

Obviously, there is a need for properly conducted studies to evaluate fully
prospective new therapies. The need for placebo control is clear in the absence
of anything other than conventional therapy. However, owing to technical
advances, conventional therapy may differ according to the intensive care unit
where the patient is admitted. For example, in one unit conventional treatment
of shock may consist of high-dose epinephrine and fluid loading to maintain a
central venous pressure of 15 mmHg. In another unit, conventional therapy
may include a pulmonary artery catheter, a vasoconstrictor agent such as nore-
pinephrine, and an inotropic agent such as dobutamine. Both are standard thera-
pies for the units concerned because evidence does not exist to value one
therapeutic maneuver over the other. Add to this a placebo-controlled trial of a
new therapy and at once the trial is confounded by center.

Another issue concerns whether consent to participate in a trial of a potentially
life-saving therapy is really a coercive offer. The meaning of informed consent
becomes a real concern in all clinical trials in critically ill patients. The attempt
to obtain informed consent from parents or relatives of patients who are, by defini-
tion, close to death, may lead investigators to be exploitative in their efforts to
recruit subjects to the trial. Some preliminary data from our own unit suggests
that parents in this most stressful of times do not really understand the issues of a
placebo group. They remember that the only prospect of being offered a potentially
life-saving therapy is being enrolled in the trial, but often do not recall the mean-
ing of the control group being offered just standard therapy and placebo.

A recent study performed in Australia revealed that of 64 parents questioned
after their child had taken part in a clinical trial, only a small minority realized
that the trial was meant to assess safety as well as efficacy. Of more concern
was the fact that most parents believed that drug trials performed in hospitals
were of low or no risk. Also, many regarded the informed consent as being
unnecessary because parents would routinely do what the doctor advised (10).
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2.9. Financial Considerations

In this era of extremely costly new therapies, it is now extremely unlikely
that studies will be fully funded by charity or governmental bodies; usually an
industrial sponsor is involved. The sponsor will usually offer financial induce-
ments to the investigators to recruit patients. This money is usually spent by
the investigator to enable the study to be carried out at that center, i.e., to
recruit research personnel in order to carry out the study. This alliance between
industry and research makes the role of the Data and Safety Monitoring Com-
mittee (DSMC) even more important. The DSMC is a committee independent
of both the steering committee and any sponsor. Its primary objective is to
assure safety for the patients in the trial. Legal requirements to report serious
adverse events to the regulating authorities (e.g., the Food and Drug Adminis-
tration), which is usually the task of the sponsor (drug company), may be taken
over by the DSMC, which should be the only body that has access to unblinded
data until the trial is completed.

The DSMC, which usually consists of 1–2 clinicians knowledgeable in the
field, 1–2 statisticians, and an epidemiologist, monitors negative as well as
positive results of the trial. Rules for interim analyses should be decided before
the trial starts. In addition, the DSMC must be sure that the overall quality of
the data is adequate for monitoring purposes.

The DSMC is the body that conducts interim analyses on unblinded data and
may recommend early termination of the study, either for strongly positive
treatment effects, or an increased incidence of adverse events in the treatment
group. The DSMC is less likely to recommend discontinuation of a study for
positive effects than for negative effects. It must be certain that early discon-
tinuation does not lead to statistical uncertainty, inasmuch as it may be clear
that the study will never reach a positive result, but in order to achieve a reli-
able result, the DSMC will often recommend continuation until the numbers
recommended by the initial power calculation are achieved.

The sponsor usually covers the costs of the drug during the study. However,
should the drug prove efficacious, the question arises as to who should cover
future provision and costs of widespread drug usage. The role of bodies such as
the National Institute for Clinical Excellence in the UK may prove to be instru-
mental in the decision of whether to allow a drug to be prescribed by the
National Health Service, dependent on a cost-benefit analysis.

2.10. Conclusion

Because of all these aforementioned factors, large, well-conducted, double-
blind, randomized, controlled trials in children with meningococcal disease
have proved difficult to carry out. There have been very few properly con-
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ducted studies of anti-inflammatory or other novel interventions in meningo-
coccal disease. Until the last 5 yr, no pharmaceutical company or grant-
funding body has been likely to fund a study in children of an agent that has
failed to meet its primary endpoint in a large adult study.

Recently it has become clear that therapeutic trials in children with menin-
gococcal disease could provide a much clearer picture of sepsis treatments than
trials in adults with a multitude of critical illnesses, in order to determine agents
that may be beneficial in adults with SIRS and septic shock.

3. Evaluation of New Therapies
Understanding the pathophysiology of meningococcal disease has offered

us hope of interrupting the pathways leading to the disordered physiology char-
acterizing meningococcal disease.

The mortality from meningococcal disease has remained unacceptably high
despite major advances in conventional management (i.e., the development of
powerful antibiotics to counteract the emergence of drug-resistant bacteria and
the improvement of organ-support techniques in intensive care). This has lead
to research into novel methods of therapy aimed at decreasing or neutralizing
the effects of endotoxin, inflammatory mediators, and coagulation abnormali-
ties, or improving organ function.

3.1. Summary of Pathophysiology

It is now clear that meningococci invading the bloodstream from the naso-
pharynx may proliferate in the bloodstream, releasing endotoxin. This causes a
host response characterized by release of inflammatory mediators and activa-
tion of the complement and coagulation cascades. These processes, if not inter-
rupted, lead to effects on end organs and eventually multiple-organ failure and
death. In the case of meningococcal meningitis without sepsis, these processes
occur in the relatively closed system of the meninges leading to cerebral edema,
vascular thrombosis, and eventually raised intracranial pressure, and possibly
cerebral herniation and brain death (11).

3.2. Anti-Endotoxin Therapy (see Table 1)

Endotoxin is probably one of the most important bacterial components
contributing to the inflammatory process. Levels of endotoxin directly correlate
with severity of disease and with elaboration and release of inflammatory media-
tors, including the cytokines tumore necrosis factor (TNF- ) and interleukin (IL-1)
and IL-6 and the complement and coagulation components.

The assumption that these processes are related to the presence of endotoxin
in the bloodstream is based on the findings that much of the pathophysiology
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Table 1
Anti-Endotoxins

Agent Study Outcome Comments Reference

HA-1A 2199 adults with sepsis No effect on 14-d (18)
(Phase III). mortality.

HA-1A 269 children with No significant difference
meningococcal sepsis from placebo. (9)

(Phase III).
rBPI21 26 patients 1–18 yr Safe to administer. Incidental finding of (23)

(Phase I/II). reduction in expected
mortality.

rBPI21 393 children with severe No significant difference Improvement in all primary (24)
meningococcal sepsis in 60 mortality. and secondary endpoints.
(Phase III) Suggestion that efficacy

would be enhanced by
earlier administration

E5 550 adults (Phase III). No significant difference Slight reduction in mortality. (105)
in 14- or 28-d mortality. May need to be given earlier

to make a significant
difference. No increase
in adverse events.

E5531 Rabbits: E. coli Reduction in fever. (106)
endotoxin exposure.

HDL 8 Adult volunteers. Reduced TNF, IL-6, IL-8. (27)
(High density Randomized, double-blind,
lipoprotein) cross-over.

LALF Mice: endotoxin exposure. Reduced amount of biologically (30)
(Limulus Anti- active LPS and reduced
lipopolysaccharide lethality of endotoxin.
factor)
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of Gram-negative sepsis can be reproduced by the administration of purified endot-
oxin or a variety of endotoxin-free inflammatory mediators released by endotoxin.
In addition, most of these effects can be blocked in vitro and in vivo by agents that
neutralize the effects of endotoxin or the inflammatory mediators.

A variety of anti-endotoxin strategies have been proposed, including agents
that bind and neutralize endotoxin, efforts to enhance endotoxin clearance, or
agents that inhibit the interaction of endotoxin with its receptors.

3.2.1. Anti-Endotoxin Antibodies

Since the 1960s, investigators have attempted to produce neutralizing antibod-
ies to the highly conserved elements in the core regions of endotoxin (such as Lipid
A). This is a particularly attractive strategy as it would enable a single product, if
effective, to be useful in all forms of Gram-negative sepsis. Early studies indicated
that passively administered antisera raised to vaccines generated from rough
mutant bacteria (such as Escherichia coli J5) protected against challenge from het-
erologous Gram-negative bacteria (12–15). These rough mutants expose core ele-
ments of endotoxin on their surface. Based on the assumption that the antisera
contained immunoglobulin that bound and neutralized endotoxin, or by anti-Lipid
A antibodies, researchers attempted to develop cross-protective IgM MAbs appar-
ently directed against Lipid A. Two antibodies went into mass production that were
found to bind weakly, but not to neutralize endotoxin (16). Neither of these anti-
bodies was found consistently to neutralize endotoxin in vitro and in animal mod-
els. Each antibody has been subjected to clinical trials. Despite encouraging results
in initial studies, both antibodies were subjected to further, better-controlled
studies. In particular, HA-1A was studied in a randomized, double-blind, placebo-
controlled trial in children with meningococcal septic shock (9). This trial demon-
strated a 33% absolute reduction in mortality in the treatment group. However, this
did not reach statistical significance. The authors concluded that there may be sev-
eral reasons for these findings:

1. There may have been a genuine beneficial effect of HA-1A that was dampened
by nonoptimal timing of intervention (i.e., treatment with an effective anti-
endotoxin therapy is likely to be more effective if given earlier in the disease
course). The median time from initiation of antibiotic therapy to administration
of study medication in this study was 6.4 h with 25% of patients receiving study
medication >9.7 h following antibiotic therapy.

2. The improvement in mortality may have been a chance finding. Since this study
started, in vitro data have suggested that HA-1A is not efficient in binding and neu-
tralizing meningococcal endotoxin. The antibody has low affinity for endotoxin and
no activity against some species of endotoxin (17). It may be that HA-1A was not
the best anti-endotoxin agent to study in clinical trials.
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Other studies in adults with septic shock have failed to demonstrate any
benefit from monoclonal anti-endotoxin antibodies (18,19) (Table 1).

Despite the disappointment of the HA-1A study in children with meningo-
coccal septic shock, what was demonstrated was that a collaborative effort to
determine effective treatment interventions could be efficiently performed in
children with meningococcal disease, and this model could serve as a template
for future studies.

3.2.2. Other Anti-Endotoxin Therapies

There are several promising anti-endotoxin therapies currently under develop-
ment. These are derived from the existence of peptides and proteins in insects
and animal species that have evolved for the purpose of binding and neutralizing
endotoxin.

Endotoxin, which is present in the circulation, forms complexes with circu-
lating proteins and lipoproteins, such as the acute-phase reactant lipopolysac-
charide binding protein (LBP), which facilitates the transfer of endotoxin to its
receptor CD14 and other lipoproteins (20). Endotoxin is also bound and neu-
tralized by several neutrophil granule proteins, including the bactericidal/per-
meability-increasing protein (BPI) and the cationic antibacterial protein
hCAP-18 (a cathelicidin) (21,22).

Only one of these compounds has been the subject of clinical trials in meningo-
coccal disease: a recombinant form of BPI (rBPI21) that consists of 21 amino acids
of the N-terminal fragment of naturally occurring BPI, which has been shown to
kill meningococci and bind to and neutralize endotoxin. This recombinant protein
was the subject of an uncontrolled clinical study in children with severe meningo-
coccal septicemia (23).

The study evaluated 26 children (1–18 yr) with meningococcal septicemia
(GMSPS>8) within 8 h of receiving antibiotics. The study noted a significant
reduction in mortality in the treated patients (only 1 death) compared with his-
torical controls (expected 4–8 deaths). The results of this study prompted a
phase III randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled study of rBPI21 (24).
This study enrolled 393 patients with meningococcal septic shock. There was a
nonsignificant trend towards reduced mortality in the rBPI21 group (7.4 vs
9.9%, p = 0.48). Assessment of all the outcome measures together (both pri-
mary and secondary endpoints) revealed there was a statistically significant
improvement in outcome in the rBPI group compared to placebo. Unfortu-
nately, the study was underpowered to detect a statistically significant improve-
ment in the primary endpoint (mortality) suggesting that a further, larger, study
is required, possibly designed to allow earlier administration of rBPI21 or pla-
cebo. It is likely that any anti-endotoxin therapy will be more effective if
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given earlier on in the disease course. In the meantime, there is much more pre-
clinical and clinical evidence of efficacy of rBPI21 to suggest that further clini-
cal studies of rBPI21 will take place.

Endotoxin is known to bind to lipid-containing particles such as high-density
lipoprotein (HDL), low-density lipoprotein (LDL), and very low-density lipo-
protein (VLDL). These particles appear to be involved in detoxification and
clearance of circulating endotoxin through the reticulo-endothelium (25).
Preparations of HDL that are reconstituted from plasma are able to neutralize
endotoxin more potently than natural lipoproteins (26). These have shown
promising results in adult volunteers challenged with endotoxin in that the vol-
unteers showed reduction in symptoms, pro-inflammatory cytokines, and
endotoxin-induced changes in leukocyte counts (27). A dose-finding study of
reconstituted HDL has just started in children with meningococcal septic shock.

At present, conflicting data regarding the use of recombinant soluble CD14,
LBP, and hCAP18 exist from in vitro and in vivo studies, making it unlikely
that these agents will be studied in clinical trials in the near future.

Several nonhuman anti-endotoxin agents are known to exist. Of these, Limu-
lus anti-LPS factor (LALF), which is present in amoebocytes of the horseshoe
crab, has been shown to bind to endotoxin with high affinity and neutralize the
toxic effects of Lipid A (28). A recombinant version of LALF has been formu-
lated (endotoxin-neutralizing protein, ENP) which, like its original form, pro-
tects animals against endotoxin and Gram-negative bacterial challenge (29). A
recently reported study demonstrated that LALF protected mice from mortal-
ity owing to endotoxin challenge even if given up to 24 h following the insult
(30). However, both the toxicity and immunogenicity of LALF and ENP may
prevent their use in humans.

3.2.3. Endotoxin Removal

Enhancement of the clearance of endotoxin to reduce plasma levels has been
proposed as a mechanism behind the anecdotal use of extracorporeal methods
of endotoxin removal. These methods include plasmapheresis, exchange
transfusion, hemofiltration, and adsorption to charcoal or Polymyxin B-containing
membranes. Despite many anecdotal reports of the use of these methods (particu-
larly plasmapheresis or blood exchange) in meningococcal disease and other forms
of sepsis, there have been no well-controlled studies of their use, and only a small
number of patients have been recruited to these studies (31–34). Despite the
impression of clinical improvement following initiation of therapy in many
reports, properly conducted studies are required to prove clinical efficacy. How-
ever, there is little doubt that whatever the mechanism, there is clinical benefit
following high-volume hemofiltration in critically ill adults. A recent study
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comparing volumes of filtration per hour in acute renal failure patients (only
about 10% of which had sepsis) treated with veno-venous hemofiltration dem-
onstrated a significantly higher survival rate in those patients treated with at
least 35 mL/kg/h of filtration (35). However, another study of 30 patients
(including 8 children) with septic shock, 14 of which were randomized to treat-
ment by plasma exchange showed no difference between the two groups (36).

A study of plasma or whole-blood exchange in meningococcal septicemia
showed transient reduction in soluble TNF- receptors that rebounded follow-
ing exchange. There was no influence on mortality (37).

Although removal of endotoxin and other inflammatory mediators would
appear to be theoretically beneficial in patients with septic shock, there is no
properly derived data to prove it.

3.2.4. Analogs of Lipid A

These are compounds that are structurally similar to lipid A but have absent
or reduced toxicity. They compete with lipid A for binding to LBP and other
endotoxin receptors, thereby inhibiting host inflammatory-cell activation. Sev-
eral analogs have been produced that have demonstrated promising in vitro
and animal data.

E5531 is a synthetic lipid A analog-based on the structure of Rhodobacter
capsulatus lipid A. It is a potent antagonist of lipid A without obvious toxic
activity in mice (38). Monophosphoryl lipid A is a nontoxic lipid A derivative
that is not a potent lipid A antagonist. It induces tolerance to endotoxin if used
prophylactically in human volunteers, and may become a useful adjunct in criti-
cally ill patients, but is not likely to be useful in the treatment of meningococ-
cal disease (39).

Although large, well-controlled studies have so far failed to prove the beneficial
effects of anti-endotoxin therapy, there is much experimental data to support
the further development of anti-endotoxin agents as adjuncts in therapy of
meningococcal disease.

3.3. Anti-Cytokine Therapy (see Table 2)

Sepsis is a clinical syndrome resulting from the host’s response to an invad-
ing pathogen. Activation of the cytokine network triggered by endotoxin is
thought to play a major role in the pathophysiology of meningococcal disease.

Clinical trials with anti-inflammatory therapy in patients with sepsis have
been based on the assumption that excessive pro-inflammatory activity may be
harmful to the host. Numerous studies have been published that demonstrate
increased levels of cytokines in patients with sepsis, including meningococcal
disease (40,41). However, pro-inflammatory cytokines may only be detected



Table 2
Anti-Cytokines
Agent Patient Group Outcome Comments Reference

Corticosteroids Meta-analysis of 9. Randomized, No benefit and potential risk Higher mortality in sickest  patients (102)
controlled trials patients  and in the most rigorous trials.

Ibuprofen 455 adults with sepsis No change in outcome. Improvement in temperature (107)
(phase III). but nothing else.

IL-1 Receptor 696 patients with severe Small but insignificant (108)
Antagonist sepsis or septic shock reduction in mortality.

(phase III).
TNF Antibody 553 patients with sepsis No change in 28-d mortality. Faster reversal of shock. (109)

(phase III).
Platelet-Activating 609 patients with presumed No significant effect on (110)

Factor Inhibitor gram-negative sepsis mortality.
(phase III).

Soluble TNF 141 patients (phase III). No reduction in mortality. Higher doses may increase (47)
receptor: Fc mortality.
fusion protein

Interferon- 9 septic patients. No controls. All patients showed recovery of monocyte (46)
 function and production of TNF- .

Beta Glucan Mice: endotoxin exposure. Suppression of TNF-  and (111)
reduced mortality.

IL-10 16 adult volunteers exposed Inhibition of release of Macrophage (112)
to placebo and endotoxin. inflammatory protein (MIP)- 1 alpha,

 -1  and Monocyte Chemoattractant
 Protein (MCP)-1.

IL-11 Rats: Pseudomonal Reduced endotoxin levels. Reduced (113)
Aeruginosa sepsis.  mucosal necrosis. Improved survival.

Lisophylline Rats Reduced TNF- . Aspirin-induced (114)

mucosal damage ameliorated.

563
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in a subset of all patients with sepsis, whereas anti-inflammatory cytokines and
soluble cytokine inhibitors are detected in most and are also found in healthy
individuals. It has been argued that those patients who fulfill the clinical crite-
ria for SIRS (see Appendix) do not have detectable levels of pro-inflammatory
cytokines in their circulation because they are studied late in the septic process
(42). This may explain why the cytokines TNF- , IL-1 , IL-12, and interferon
(IFN- ), which according to animal models play a central role in the pathogen-
esis of septic shock, are not consistently correlated with disease severity or
outcome in patients with septic shock. In comparison with other cytokines,
IL-6 (a mixed pro and anti-inflammatory cytokine) has been reported most
consistently in patients with sepsis, although actual levels of IL-6 show con-
siderable variation (43).

Induction of anti-inflammatory pathways to inhibit excessive pro-
inflammatory activity can be demonstrated in most patients with sepsis. This has
lead to the concept of “compensatory anti-inflammatory response” (CARS),
following SIRS in time-course (43). For example, the plasma levels of soluble
TNF- receptors and the IL-1 inhibitors, soluble IL-1 receptor II and IL-1 recep-
tor antagonist, increase substantially during the septic process, probably reflecting
an attempt by the host to limit inflammation caused by TNF- and IL-1 . Simi-
larly, severe sepsis is associated with detectable serum IL-10 levels in 80–100% of
patients (44). In addition, shortly after the onset of a septic event, a “refractory
state” develops that is characterized by a relative inability of host inflammatory
cells to respond to usually pro-inflammatory stimuli (such as endotoxin challenge)
(45). The mechanisms for this state remain to be elucidated, but it is likely to be a
purposeful adaptation of the host rather than a generalized hyporesponsiveness.

It is also important to realize that measuring cytokine levels in the circula-
tion may not accurately reflect the situation at the tissue level. Particularly in
generalized infections such as meningococcal septicemia, plasma levels of
cytokines may not reflect the interactions occurring on the endothelial surface.

Clinical trials with anti-inflammatory strategies in patients with severe bac-
terial infection are based on agents that have been studied in animal models
where bacteria or their products are administered as a systemic bolus. In such
circumstances, overwhelming pro-inflammatory cytokine activation occurs
leading to SIRS. In patients with sepsis who are involved in clinical trials, it is
likely that a state of immunological refractoriness is already present by the
time they are entered into the study. This has even led to the performance of
one uncontrolled study in which an attempt was made to stimulate the immune
status of patients with sepsis by the use of IFN- (46).

Unfortunately, most of the clinical trials of anti-inflammatory agents in adult
sepsis have proven to be of no overall benefit with regard to a significant
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reduction in mortality, and in some cases (such as treatment with a soluble
TNF-  receptor-Fc fusion protein) have proven to be deleterious (47).

Despite much evidence regarding the presence of pro-inflammatory
cytokines and their influence in meningococcal disease, there have been no
published studies of the use of anti-cytokine agents in this group of patients.

3.4. Neutrophil/Endothelial Cell Interactions

Many of the pro-inflammatory mediators discussed earlier stimulate adhe-
sion molecule expression on leukocytes, platelets, and endothelial cells. There
is much evidence to implicate the adhesion of neutrophils to endothelial cells
in the tissue injury and multiple-organ dysfunction that occurs during sepsis
(48). However, patients with inherited abnormalities of adhesion molecules
have recurrent, severe infections typically characterized by a marked leucocy-
tosis and may develop systemic sepsis and septic shock (49). This highlights
the important role these molecules have in host defense during infection.
Although there is in vitro data suggesting the importance of these interactions
in meningococcal disease, the inhibition of adhesion molecules in animal and
human studies show results that are consistent with their important role in host
defense; that is, inhibition of adhesion molecules results in either no benefit or
a worse outcome in the treatment groups (50,51).

3.5. Nitric Oxide (see Table 3)
Activation of the inflammatory response results in elaboration of a number

of mediators with direct effects on vasomotor tone. Nitric oxide (NO), brady-
kinin, histamine, and prostacyclin (PGI2) can all decrease vascular tone and
cause hypotension. Hypotension in shock also results from myocardial dys-
function, and decreased cardiac preload, which may occur owing to increased
capillary permeability (11).

NO is formed by the enzymatic action of NO synthase (NOS) on the
guanidino group of the amino acid L-arginine (52). The inducible isoform of
NOS (iNOS) is produced in response to endotoxin, platelet-activating factor
(PAF), IL-1, and TNF- . Glucocorticoids, IL-1ra, PAF antagonists, TNF- ,
tyrosine kinase inhibitors, and dihydropyridine calcium-channel blockers
inhibit iNOS induction (53).

NO is a highly diffusible compound that activates soluble guanylate cyclase
in smooth-muscle cells. This converts GTP to cGMP, which relaxes the
smooth-muscle cell via a protein kinase by promoting calcium entry into the
sarcoplasmic reticulum (54). It appears that iNOS is the predominant source of
the excessive NO production responsible for the hypotension and profound
and refractory vasodilation frequently observed in septic shock.
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Table 3
NO Antagonists

Agent Study Outcome Comments Reference

N(G)-methyl-L-arginine Multicenter, open-label, Reduced requirement for No major adverse events. (115)
hydrochloride(L-NMMA) uncontrolled,  dose range finding. Norepinephrine therapy.

32 adults with sepsis.
N(G)-methyl-L-arginine Multicenter, randomized, Increased mortality in Trial stopped early. Excess (68)

hydrochloride(L-NMMA) placebo-controlled, double blind. treatment group. deaths mainly attributed
797 patients with septic shock.  to cardiovascular causes.

S-methyl-isothiourea Rats: endotoxin exposure. Maintenance of CO and BP (69)
(SMT) and also less organ dysfunction

and lactic acidosis.
Transforming Growth Rats: Salmonella Typhosa Inhibition of iNOS after (70)

Factor- 1(TGF- 1) endotoxin exposure. endotoxin exposure. BP
maintained and reduced
mortality.
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Normally, vasomotor tone is tightly regulated through the generation of NO by
vascular endothelial cells being rapidly inhibited by binding to circulating hemo-
globin in red blood cells. NO is highly soluble in water and may react with the
superoxide ion to form peroxynitrite, which is highly toxic and relatively stable.
This moiety then reacts with water to form nitrites and nitrates, which can be mea-
sured as a surrogate indicator of NO production (53,54).

Other molecules are also highly active in controlling vascular tone. These
include the vasoconstrictors:

• Endothelin 1
• Angiotensin II
• Vasopressin
• Thromboxane A2
• Prostaglandin H2
• Superoxide

and the vasodilators:

• Prostacyclin (PGI2)
• Hydroxyeicosatetraenoic acid (HETE)
• Bradykinin
• Histamine

Endothelin 1 (ET1) is a potent vasoconstrictor that has been implicated in
the vasomotor nephropathy of acute renal failure. ET1 production is inhibited
by NO (55).

Although a variety of factors with opposing actions on the vasculature have
been detected in sepsis and septic shock, NO has been implicated as one of the
most potent and most important that contributes to the production of vasodila-
tation and unresponsiveness to exogenous vasopressors. High levels of nitrates
and nitrites have been detected in sepsis models and patients with septic shock,
including meningococcal disease (56).

The inflammatory response in sepsis, including increased NO production by
iNOS, may result in endothelial cell dysfunction affecting vascular smooth
muscle. The resulting affects on organ perfusion may be instrumental in the
pathogenesis of the multiple organ dysfunction syndrome seen in sepsis and
septic shock, which is associated with increased morbidity and mortality.

The role of iNOS and cGMP in the vasculopathy of septic shock have been
supported by the finding that competitive NOS inhibitors such as L-N monomethyl
arginine (L-NMMA) and N(G)-nitro-L-arginine methyl ester (L-NAME), act as
vasopressors when administered to patients with septic shock (55,57).

In addition to the vasculopathy of sepsis, sepsis induces a state of reversible
biventricular myocardial depression (53). The cause of this is probably multi-
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factorial, including impaired coronary perfusion, inflammatory cell infiltration
of the myocardium and myocardial edema, a direct effect of endotoxin and
inflammatory mediators, and a poorly defined “myocardial depressant factor”
(58).

The increased NO resulting from iNOS induction may contribute to the
myocardial depression and -adrenergic hyporesponsiveness associated with
sepsis. The NO-induced production of cGMP in cardiac myocytes inhibits the

-adrenergic-stimulated increase in the slow calcium channel and decreases
the affinity of calcium for the contractile apparatus. This results in negative
inotropism and increases the relaxation phase of the cardiac cycle (59). NO has
been highly implicated in the myocardial depression of sepsis. L-NMMA has
been shown to block the cardiac myocyte depression induced by human septic
serum, TNF-  and IL-1 (60,61).

The implication of NO in the vascular hyporesponsiveness and cardiac
depression of sepsis supports the hypothesis that blockage or reduction of NO
production will produce clinical benefit in patients with sepsis.

There are many animal models of sepsis in which various inhibitors of NO pro-
duction have demonstrated potential benefit as well as potentially harmful effects.
It has become clear, however, that nonspecific NOS inhibitors cause detrimental
effects secondary to reduced organ perfusion and elevation of pulmonary artery
pressures and renal vascular resistance (62,63). This is probably owing to inhibi-
tion of baseline NO production, which is essential for control of organ perfusion
under normal circumstances. In addition, there are reports of increased capillary
permeability and intestinal damage associated with L-NMMA after endotoxin chal-
lenge, together with a decrease in cardiac index and tissue oxygen delivery (53).
This leads to an increase in lactic acidosis and hepatic toxicity. From animal studies
it appeared that reduction of NO activity is associated with the potential benefit of
treatment of hypotension and vasodilatation at the expense of reduction of cardiac
output and tissue oxygen delivery, with an increase in pulmonary vascular resis-
tance and increased mortality (63,64).

Despite these concerns, human studies have been carried out. All of these
have shown similar effects to those demonstrated in animal models (57,65). In
addition, concerns have been raised over increased activation of intravascular
coagulation (66).

Despite some positive reports in small groups of patients (57,67), a phase III
multicenter study of L-NMMA in adults with septic shock was halted prema-
turely owing to increased mortality in the L-NMMA group (68).

The use of L-NMMA and other nonselective iNOS inhibitors is associated
with indiscriminate vasoconstriction of vital vascular beds, including those of
the brain, kidney, liver, and lung, which result in compromised organ function.
It therefore appears that clinical application of such agents is limited.
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The recent development of selective iNOS inhibitors such as S-methyl-
isothiourea (SMT) and transforming growth factor- (TGF- ), which inhibit
iNOS mRNA, and their application in animal models of septic shock suggest
that these agents may offer the benefits of reduced NO production owing to
iNOS inhibition, without the adverse effects of nonselective NOS inhibi-
tion (69,70).

3.6. Manipulation of Coagulation in Meningococcal Disease
(see Table 4)

One of the hallmark features of meningococcal septicemia is disseminated
intravascular coagulation and purpura, ischaemia, and gangrene of digits and
sometimes limbs, leading to amputation in up to 10% of patients (11). Increased
understanding of the pathological processes leading to the coagulopathy has
allowed several potentially beneficial treatments to be introduced into clinical
practice.

Patients with severe disease have all measurable aspects of coagulation dis-
turbed early in the illness. In addition, reduction in the coagulation inhibitors
antithrombin III, protein C, and protein S as well as tissue factor pathway
inhibitor have been described (71). Severe depression of the levels of these
inhibitors is associated with severe disease. Defective fibrinolysis has also been
documented with low levels of plasminogen and alpha 2 antiplasmin and high
levels of plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 (PAI-1). The finding of the latter
has recently been associated with a polymorphism in the PAI-1 gene which, is
associated with increased mortality (72).

The mechanisms responsible for the coagulopathy are incompletely under-
stood. Endotoxin is a potent inducer of tissue factor expression on endothelial
cells and on circulating monocytes, and the degree of coagulopathy has been
correlated with levels of endotoxin. Congenital deficiencies of protein C and S
are associated with purpuric lesions similar to those found in meningococcal
disease, suggesting that depletion of these inhibitors may be involved in the
pathogenesis of the purpuric lesions of meningococcal infection (73,74). More
recent studies have suggested that loss of the anticoagulant glycosaminogly-
cans heparan sulphate and dermatan sulphate from the endothelial surface may
result in defective thromboresistance owing to a failure to bind and activate
antithrombin III and Heparin cofactor II (75). In addition, preliminary data
suggests that the mechanism to convert protein C to its active form (the endot-
helial protein C receptor) may be lacking in patients with meningococcal dis-
ease (S. Faust, personal communication). A defect in endothelial thrombo-
resistance may therefore coexist with upregulation of endothelial procoagulant
activities and reduction of intrinsic fibrinolytic mechanisms. Microvascular
thrombosis owing to these defects leads to impaired organ perfusion and func-
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Table 4
Anti-Coagulants/Fibrinolytics

Agent Patient group Outcome Comments Reference

Anti-thrombin III 120 adults with sepsis. No overall effect. Septic shock subgroup (84)
showed nonsignificant
reduction in mortality.

Anti-thrombin III 42 adults with severe Safe to use and nonsignificant Meta-analysis of three other (116)
 sepsis (phase II study). reduction in 30 d all cause trials confirms trend towards

mortality. reduced mortality.
Protein C 3 Meningococcal patients. Improvement in global markers Uncontrolled. (80)

Case series. of hemostasis. No adverse
events. Increase in Protein C.

Protein C 12 pediatric Meningococcal Improvement in Protein C levels. Uncontrolled. (79)
 patients. Case series. No adverse events. Better than

predicted mortality.
Activated Protein C 1690 adults with sepsis. Significant improvement in Increased serious bleeding (82)

Randomized, placebo-controlled, all-cause mortality. events in treatment group
Phase III

Heparin 30 healthy volunteers. Significantly inhibited activation (117)
Randomized, double-blind, of coagulation after exposure
controlled trial. to endotoxin.

Tissue-factor 12 TFPI pigs, 20 controls. TFPI attenuated cytokine response. No survival benefit. (87)
pathway inhibitor Peritonitis-induced

bacteremia.
Tissue-factor 16 Adult Volunteers. TFPI inhibits coagulation. No effect on cytokines (118)

pathway inhibitor Randomized, double-blind, or fibrinolysis.
placebo cross-over.

PAI-1 inhibitor Mice: endotoxin exposure. Attenuated increase in PAI-1 and Effect observed after PAI-1 (90)
decrease in Anti-thrombin III. inhibitor given orally for

8 d prior to endotoxin.
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tion, and eventually to multiple-organ failure and death. These findings have
led investigators to examine the role of replacement of the natural inhibitors of
coagulation (heparin, protein C, antithrombin III) and the use of fibrinolytic
agents.

Heparin has been advocated for many years in the treatment of Dissemi-
nated Intravascular Coagulation (DIC). Several small studies were carried
out in meningococcal disease and other forms of sepsis, but there was no con-
vincing evidence of benefit, and some patients experienced hemorrhagic
complications (76,77).

Protein C in its inactive form was found to be effective in reducing inflam-
mation and mortality in a baboon model of septic shock (78). Following these
findings, it has been anecdotally used in human sepsis, including meningococ-
cal disease, with promising results (79–81). However, as mentioned earlier,
the mechanism for converting protein C to its active form may be defective in
clinical sepsis. In addition, this product is extremely expensive and should not
be introduced into widespread clinical use without properly derived evidence
of its effectiveness.

The activated form of protein C (aPC) has recently been developed and has
been evaluated in a phase III adult sepsis study, and a phase II pediatric sepsis
study. The adult study was stopped by the DSMC following an interim analy-
sis following the enrollment of 1690 patients (840 in the placebo group and
850 in the treatment group) (82). There was a highly significant reduction in all
cause mortality at 28 days in the treatment group (30.8% in the placebo group
vs 24.7% in the aPC group P = 0.005). This reduction in mortality rate was
consistent regardless of age, diagnosis, organism and severity of illness and
presence of protein C deficiency. However, this study excluded patients at
significant risk of bleeding (severe thrombocytopenia or other conditions that
increased the risk of bleeding). There was nearly double the number of serious
bleeding adverse events in the aPC group (3.5%) when compared to the pla-
cebo group (2%). This is not surprising considering that aPC is an anticoagu-
lant that inhibits factors Va and VIIIa, and a pro-fibrinolytic agent that inhibits
PAI-1 activity. There is a phase IIIb open-label study in both adults and chil-
dren planned. One major concern regarding the use of aPC in children with
meningococcal disease is the risk of hemorrhagic complications. There is a
clear risk of intracranial hemorrhage in meningoccal disease without the use of
anticoagulant agents. It is possible that this will be made greater by the use of
aPC. Close monitoring of patients being treated with aPC is required before it
is widely used in the treatment of meningococcal disease.

There have been several phase II studies and one phase III study of antithrombin
III in adult sepsis (83,84). These have suggested a reduction in mortality in patients
with septic shock and reduced antithrombin III levels when treated with antithrom-
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bin III replacement. A further phase III study of this agent in adult septic shock is
nearing completion. The tissue-factor pathway is thought to be important in the
pathogenesis of the coagulopathy of sepsis. There have been several studies of anti-
tissue-factor antibodies and tissue-factor pathway inhibitor itself, with encourag-
ing results in animal models of sepsis (85–87).

The finding of a direct relationship between PAI-1 levels and mortality in
meningococcal disease has lead to the proposal of the use of fibrinolytic therapy
for meningococcal disease. There have been some anecdotal reports of the suc-
cessful use of tissue plasminogen activator (tPA) in children with meningococ-
cal disease (88,89). Understandably there are concerns regarding the potential
for catastrophic bleeding in patients with a hemorrhagic diathesis. At present
there are no plans for further studies of this agent in meningococcal disease.

A recent study has demonstrated beneficial effects in mice treated with an
inhibitor of PAI-1. This may be a future direction for research as it is likely not to
be associated with the hemorrhagic complications of fibrinolytic therapy (90).

Because of the recognized interactions between inflammation and coagula-
tion, manipulation of the coagulation cascade would appear to be an attractive
target for new therapies.

3.7. Miscellaneous New Therapies (see Table 5)

Despite the huge advances in our understanding of the pathophysiology
of sepsis and an explosion in potential new therapies, the treatment of sep-
tic shock remains: eradication of the invading organism and support of organ
dysfunction.

3.7.1. Volume Resuscitation

The most important therapeutic maneuver to correct hypovolemia and organ
hypoperfusion in meningococcal sepsis remains volume resuscitation. A
recent meta-analysis of fluid resuscitation in various clinical states has sug-
gested that the use of Human Albumin Solution (HAS) may be associated with
increased mortality (91). We have demonstrated a huge leak of albumin and
other proteins from the circulation in children with severe meningococcal sep-
ticemia, which suggests that replacement with a colloidal solution would be
optimal (92). In our practice, 4.5% HAS has been the primary fluid used to
restore circulating volume, with no obvious adverse effects on mortality. In
fact, using this regimen we have been able to reduce our pediatric intensive
care unit (PICU) mortality to the lowest reported in children with meningococ-
cal septic shock (7). However, the doubts raised regarding the use of HAS have
increased the need for artificial colloid solutions in the resuscitation of chil-
dren with septic shock. Unfortunately, there has never been an adequate study
of artificial colloid solutions in patients with sepsis, although the development



Table 5
Miscellaneous

Agent Patient Group Outcome Comments Reference

Bradykinin Antagonists 504 adults with sepsis (phase II). No significant overall benefit. Gram-negative sepsis group showed (119)
improvement in 28-d mortality.

Polymyxin B Prospective,controlled trial. Significant improvement Endotoxin levels lowered in (120)
Hemoperfusion 37 adult patients with sepsis. in survival. treatment  group and

improvement in cardiovascular
parameters.

Plasmapheresis Multicenter, prospective, Reduction in acute phase No difference in mortality. Trend (36)
randomized, controlled trial. reactants. towards less organ failure.
30 patients (22 adults, 8 children).

GCSF Prospective, randomized, Significant increase in (121)
placebo-controlled. 42 neonates neutrophil concentration.
with presumed bacterial sepsis.

GCSF 160 Rabbits: pneumonia sepsis Significantly greater survival (122)
and rGCSF. Prospective, in those with sepsis induced
randomized, controlled. leukopenia.

Immunoglobulin Prospective, randomized, Significant improvement in (123)
controlled. 55 patients with survival.
septic shock.

Immunoglobulin Systematic review of 27 studies Polyclonal immunoglobulin (124)
in neonates, children and adults reduces mortality in adults
with sepsis or septic shock. with sepsis or septic shock.
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of newer starch solutions that have similar colloidal effects to HAS but with
reduced adverse effects usually associated with starches, may make the use of
these fluids more attractive.

3.7.2. Extracorporeal Membrane Oxygenation (ECMO)

Patients with refractory hypotension who fail to respond to adequate volume
loading and high doses of inotropes are very likely to die. Recent improve-
ments in technology have led to the widespread availability of extracorporeal
cardiac-assist devices for patients who have severe myocardial or pulmonary
dysfunction unresponsive to conventional therapy. Several reports have sug-
gested that successful treatment of the reversible myocardial dysfunction in
sepsis can be achieved using ECMO (93–96). In children with sepsis, survival
is less likely compared with the other usual indications for ECMO (37% sur-
vival in children with sepsis vs 52% with other causes of cardiorespiratory
failure) (94). One study of 12 children with meningococcal septic shock and a
predicted mortality of 72% showed a 33% mortality when treated with ECMO
(95). However, the criteria for selection of these patients included children
with pulmonary failure as well as children with myocardial failure and there-
fore newer modes of ventilatory therapy may have been equally beneficial.
The invasiveness of ECMO, together with the increased risk of adverse effects
in patients with sepsis, do not make ECMO an attractive treatment option for
patients with septic shock (94). However, there is no doubt that in desperation
its use may be lifesaving.

3.7.3. Steroids

There is some evidence that the use of high-dose glucocorticoid adjunctive
therapy in children with meningococcal meningitis may be beneficial. Use of
steroids in Haemophilus influenzae meningitis and pneumococcal meningitis
has been associated with a reduction in neurological sequelae, particularly
nerve deafness, and possibly mortality (97,98). Although the data alluding to
meningococcal meningitis are sparse, it is unlikely that significant differences
exist between the pathophysiology of meningococcal meningitis and other
causes of bacterial meningitis.

Recent studies of meningococcal and other forms of septic shock have
demonstrated abnormalities of control of adrenal corticosteroid secretion over
the course of illness (99–101). Although it is rare to have severe adrenal insuf-
ficiency on admission, a relative deficiency of adrenal steroid secretory func-
tion has been demonstrated in meningococcal disease, often associated with
resistance to high doses of inotropes, suggesting that replacement doses of cor-
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ticosteroids may be beneficial in some patients with meningococcal disease
and refractory shock (101).

The use of high doses of glucocorticoids in adults with septic shock has
been demonstrated in several studies to be associated with a higher mortality in
those patients treated with steroids compared with controls (102).

4. Conclusion
The publication of the human genome will lead to massive advances in

genomics and proteomics in the coming decade. The possibilities for individu-
alized drug treatment of patients with sepsis, related to their genotype, will
become reality. Already, certain genotypes that determine host response have
been associated with more severe meningococcal disease (72,103,104). New
technology may soon allow bedside testing of patient’s genotypes to allow
targeted therapy of even the sickest patient. It is probable that many new agents
will be shortly developed based on the unravelling of the host/pathogen inter-
action. However, until this time we must utilize currently available therapies to
the best of our knowledge.

Despite huge advances, our treatment of meningococcal disease remains as
antibiotics, fluids, and crude methods of organ support. Only with the wide-
spread acceptance that properly conducted trials can and must be carried out in
critically ill children, can we hope to improve the current situation.

There have been only two large properly controlled phase III studies in chil-
dren with meningococcal septicemia. Although these and the many adult stud-
ies to date have not demonstrated a significant survival advantage, there is
much that can be learned from these unsuccessful studies that is relevant to the
design of future sepsis trials. There is now no obvious reason why all children
with meningococcal septicemia cannot be enrolled in double-blind, placebo-
controlled studies to evaluate new treatments. These studies should be large
enough to minimize random error and avoid type II error (or false-negative
result). Definitions for the target population should be explicit, reproducible,
and include illness severity scores. Protocols for both the use of the investiga-
tional agent, and conventional treatment should be standardized. Outcomes
should be clinically relevant and pre-defined, and should include measures of
both benefit and harm. In addition, the analysis of results should be carried out
both on evaluable patients and on intention to treat. Finally, a health-economic
evaluation of the implications of the introduction of ever-increasingly expen-
sive therapies is now mandatory. Only in this way will we be likely to further
influence the unacceptably high mortality rate of meningococcal septicemia,
with the added advantage of limiting the widespread use of extremely expen-
sive new therapies that have been insufficiently evaluated.
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Appendix
Terminology for Sepsis in Adults

Adapted from ref. 125.

Systemic Inflammatory Response Syndrome

2 or more of the following:
Temperature >38°C or <36°C
Heart rate >90 beats/min
Respiratory rate >20 breaths/min
White blood call count >12,000/mm3, <4,000/mm3 or >10% of immature cells

Sepsis

SIRS plus documented evidence of infection (i.e., a positive culture)

Severe Sepsis

Sepsis associated with organ dysfunction, abnormal perfusion, or hypotension.
Evidence of abnormal perfusion includes, but is not limited to:
Metabolic acidosis (usually lactic)
Oliguria
Abnormal mental status

Septic Shock

Sepsis-induced hypotension despite fluid resuscitation plus evidence of
abnormal organ perfusion.

Terminology for Sepsis and Sepsis Syndrome in Infants
and Children

Adapted from ref. 126.

Sepsis

Clinical suspicion of infection and evidence of systemic response to infec-
tion (tachycardia, tachypnoea, hyperthermia, or hypothermiaa)

Sepsis Syndrome

Sepsis plus evidence of altered organ perfusion with at least one of the fol-
lowing: acute change in mental status,b oliguria, hyperlactemia and hypoxemia.

Septic Shock

Sepsis syndrome with hypotension that is responsive to i.v. fluids or phar-
macologic intervention.c
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Refractory Septic Shock

Sepsis syndrome with hypotension that lasts for >1 h and does not respond
to i.v. fluids or pharmacologic intervention and requires vasopressor support.

Multi-Organ Failure

Any combination of disseminated intravascular coagulation, acute respira-
tory distress syndrome, acute renal failure, hepatobiliary dysfunction and cen-
tral nervous system dysfunction. (associated with the acute illness).
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Studies on the Effect of Neisserial Porins
on Apoptosis of Mammalian Cells

Paola Massari and Lee M. Wetzler

1. Introduction
Microorganisms or microbial products have been shown to induce or pro-

tect cells from activation-induced cell death or apoptosis (1–3). Induction of
apoptosis by some bacterial invaders, like shigella, might aid in spread of the
organism (4), whereas inhibition of apoptosis by other microbes might aid in
furthering their intracellular survival (2,3). Viral products have been shown to
inhibit apoptosis by mimicking anti-apoptotic related proteins (e.g., Bcl2,
FLIPS, etc.) (2,3,5). Thus far, most investigators have demonstrated that bac-
teria either have no effect or induce apoptosis of various cell types, mainly
cells that they encounter upon invasion, e.g., epithelial cells, fibroblasts, and
so on. Apoptotic cell death is also a key control mechanism of immune
responses (6), but, to date, there have not been many investigations into the
effect of microbes on apoptosis in immune cells. Dysregulation of immune
cells associated with a lack of apoptosis and abnormal Fas-mediated cell death
have been associated with immune dysfunction and hyperimmune states (7).

In regards to Neisseria, Muller et al. have investigated the effect of intact
gonococci on apoptotic events in the HeLa cell human fibroblast cell line. They
found that in the absence of sera, organisms and crude preparations of neisserial
porin can induce HeLa cell apoptosis as measured by DNA breakdown,
Annexin V staining, and morphology (8). On the other hand, our laboratory,
using murine B cells and B-cell lines, has found that purified porin lacking any
detergent and in the presence of sera, can protect cells from Fas-mediated and
staurosporine-mediated cell death as measured by DNA breakdown, lack of
mitochondrial depolarization, chromium lysis assays, trypan blue exclusion,
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and so on (26). Interestingly, it appears that this anti-apoptotic effect is owing
to a direct interaction of porin with the mitochondrial porin, VDAC, stabilizing
the mitochondrial membrane and preventing depolarization and release of cyto-
chrome c (26). This activity of the mitochondria makes it one of the key con-
trol points of cellular apoptosis (9). The main difference between these two
results is the fact that: 1) Muller et al. used serum-free conditions and serum
starvation is a known inducer of apoptosis (10,11); 2) their porin prepara-
tion had significant amounts of detergent, which can be cytotoxic to the HeLa
cells; and 3) there were differences in the porins and cell types used in the
two studies. The significance of the differences in these findings is still being
investigated.

This chapter will list methods of measuring the effect of neisserial porin
(and other bacterial products) on various parameters associated with apoptosis
including: 1) cell viability by trypan blue exclusion, 2) DNA breakdown by
propidium iodide (PI) staining and by gel electrophoresis, and 3) mitochon-
drial depolarization. Some representative figures will be included describing
experiments performed with purified meningococcal PorB, formed into
proteosomes and lacking all detergent (12). The breadth of this chapter and the
subject of this book does not allow us to discriminate between the findings of
the two groups listed earlier, but various investigators can use their own prod-
ucts and these methods to determine their apoptosis-protective or -inducing
ability.

2. Materials
2.1. Strains of Mice

The following strains of mice have been used for purification of splenic
B cells:

1. C3H/HeJ (see Note 1).
2. C57 black mice.

2.2. Cells

The following cell types have been used:

1. Jurkat cells (human T lymphocyte cell line, ATCC, Cat. no. TIB-152).
2. CH-12 RMC cells (murine B-cell lymphoma, from Dr. R. Corley, Boston Uni-

versity School of Medicine, Boston, MA).
3. HeLa cells (human adenocarcinoma, ATCC Cat. no. CCL-2).
4. Murine splenic B cells, obtained from C3H/HeJ and C57 black mice by standard

protocol (see Ch. 15, in Meningococcal Vaccines, edited by A. J. Pollard and M.
C. J. Maiden, Humana Press) (23,25).
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2.3. Culture Media
1. Bacterial culture medium:

a. Neisserial liquid medium (see Delvig et al., Meningococcal Vaccines, edited
by A. J. Pollard and M. C. J. Maiden, Humana Press) containing isovitalex
supplement (BBL / Fisher B11876).

2. Cell-culture media:
a. RPMI 1640 (Bio-Whittaker, supplied in 500-mL bottles, Cat. no. 12-702F).

The complete RPMI 1640 medium is supplemented with 2.0 mM L-glutamine
(Bio-Whittaker, Cat. no. 17-605E, supplied in 100-mL bottles), 0.05 mM
2-mercaptoethanol (2-ME, Sigma, Cat. no. M-7522, supplied in 100 mL
bottles, 14.3 M stock), 100 mM HEPES (Sigma, Cat. no. H-0887, supplied in
100-mL bottles), 100 U/mL penicillin, 100 mg/mL streptomycin (Bio-
Whittaker, cat. No. 17-602E, supplied in 100-mL bottles) and 10% fetal
bovine serum (v/v) (FBS, Sigma, Cat. no. F7524, supplied in 500-mL bottles).
High concentration stock of 2-ME is prepared (0.0143 M in sterile dd H2O)
and stored at 2–8°C. The complete RPMI 1640 medium is used for CH-12
RMC B-cell line and murine splenic B cells.

b. RPMI 1640 supplemented with 2.0 mM L-glutamine, 100 U/mL penicillin,
100 mg/mL streptomycin, and 5% FBS is used for Jurkat T-cell line.

c. DMEM (Bio-Whittaker, supplied in 500-mL bottles, Cat. no. 12-604F)
supplemented with 2.0 mM L-glutamine, 100 U/mL penicillin, 100 mg/mL
streptomycin, and 10% FBS is used for HeLa cell line.

d. Trypsin-Versene mixture (Bio-Whittaker, Cat. no. 17-161E, supplied in
100-mL bottles).

2.4. Buffered Solutions and Reagents
2.4.1. Buffered solution:

1. NaAcetate solution, pH 4.0 (Sigma, Cat. no. S1492). High concentration stock
solution is prepared in ddH2O.

2. CaCl2 solution, (Sigma, Cat. no. C5670). High-concentration stock solution
is prepared in ddH2O.

3. Tris solution, pH 8.0 (Sigma, Cat. no. T3038). High-concentration stock solu-
tion is prepared in ddH2O.

4. Ethylene diamine tetraacetic acid (EDTA) solution (Sigma, Cat. no. E5134).
High-concentration stock solution is prepared in ddH2O.

5. Sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) run-
ning buffer, prepared as a 10X stock solution containing 144 g of glycine
(Sigma, Cat. no. G7403), 30 g of Tris, and 10 g of SDS (Sigma, Cat. no.
L6026) per liter of solution.

6. Acrylamide gel destaining solution, containing 10% (v/v) acetic acid (Sigma,
Cat. no. A9967), 40% (v/v) ethanol.

7. Phosphate-buffered solution, pH 8.0, containing 93.2 mL of 0.1 M Na2HPO4,
(Sigma, Cat. no. S0876) and 6.8 mL of 0.1 M NaH2PO4, (Sigma, Cat. no. S3139).
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8. Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, Sigma-Fluka, Cat. no. 79378, supplied in
1000-mL bottles).

9. TBE buffer, prepared as a 10X stock solution containing 108 g of Tris base,
55 g of boric acid (Sigma, Cat. no. B6768) and 8.3 g of EDTA per liter of
solution.

10. Agarose gel loading dye, prepared as 10X stock solution containing 15%
Ficoll (Sigma, Cat. no. F-2637), 0.2% bromophenol blue (Sigma, Cat. no.
B-0126), 0.2% xylene cyanol FF (Kodak, Cat. no. T-1579) and 0.1% SDS
(Sigma, Cat. no. L-4390), in ddH2O.

11. Trypan blue (Fluka, Cat. no. 93590) % in 0.81% NaCl (Sigma) and 0.09%
KCl (Sigma, Cat. no. P-4504).

2.4.2. Reagents

1. 2,dimercaptoethanol (Sigma, Cat. no. M3148).
2. Zwittergent 3-14 (Z3-14) (Calbiochem, Cat. no. 693017).
3. Ethanol (Sigma, Cat. no. 21142, supplied in 2-L bottles). 20–80% solutions

are prepared in ddH2O.
4. DEAE resin (BioChemika, Cat. no. T30473).
5. CM sepharose resin (Sigma Cat. no. CCL6B100).
6. Sephacryl S-300 resin (BioChemika, Cat. no. 84937).
7. Acrylammide solution (National Diagnostics, Cat. no. EC890).
8. Coomassie brilliant blue, (Sigma, Cat. no. B1131) 0.4% solution, prepared in

destaining solution (as in Subheading 2.4.1., item 7).
9. D-octyl-glucoside (Sigma, Cat. no. O9882).

10. DMSO (Sigma, Cat. no. D-8779, supplied in 100-mL bottles).
11. Staurosporine (Sigma, Cat. no. S4400). High concentration (1 mM) stock

solution is prepared in sterile DMSO.
12. Rhodamine 123 (Molecular Probes, Cat. no. R-302). High concentration

(1 mM) stock solution is prepared in sterile DMSO.
13. Propidium iodide (Molecular Probe, Cat. no. P-3566, supplied in 10 mL solu-

tion in ddH2O).
14. Rnase A (Sigma, Cat. no. R6513), prepared as 10 mg/mL stock solution in

ddH2O. Stored below 0°C.
15. Proteinase K (Sigma, Cat. no. P8044), prepared as 20 mg/mL stock solution

in ddH2O. Stored below 0°C.
16. Agarose (Biorad, Cat. no. 162-0133).
17. Ethidium bromide (Sigma, Cat. no. E-8751) 5 mg/mL in ddH2O.

3. Methods
Neisserial porins are the major outer-membrane component and can be iso-

lated from organisms utilizing a method originally developed by Blake and
Gotschlich (13) with subsequent modifications (14,15). Gonococcal porin (Por
or Protein I in older nomenclature, two types, PIA or PIB of one allele) can be
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isolated from strains that lack the reduction modifiable protein (Rmp or Protein
III in older nomenclature (16). Meningococci contain two porins in two different
alleles, PorA (class 1 protein in older nomenclature) or PorB (class 2 or 3 protein in
older nomenclature). They also contain a reduction modifiable protein (RmpM),
termed class 4 protein in older nomenclature). Strains have been genetically modi-
fied to allow purification of either PorA or PorB without contamination by the
other porin of by RmpM (17–19). This method will discuss the purification of
PorB from a meningococcal strain lack both RmpM and PorA. Similarly, this
method can be used to purify meningococcal PorA from strains lacking PorB and
RmpM. The reason for isolating these proteins from strains lacking Rmp and other
porins is to improve the purity of the subsequent porin preparation.

3.1. Neisserial Porin Purification
1. Grow 6–12 L of N. meningitidis culture in neisserial liquid media until mid-log

phase at 37°C (15).
2. After 10 h centrifuge the culture for 15 min at 1500g at 4°C and resuspend pellets

of organisms in an equal volume of 1 M NaAcetate, pH 4.0, with 1 mM
2,dimercaptopropanol.

3. Add 6 volumes of 5% zwittergent 3-14 (Z3-14) in 0.5 M CaCl2 to the bacterial
pellet and stir for 1 h.

4. Add ethanol to a concentration of 20% (v/v), for precipitation of DNA and nuclear
and cellular fragments (see Note 2).

5. After centrifugation (as in Subheading 3.1., item 2), collect the supernatant and
precipitate the total protein content with 80% (v/v) ethanol.

6. After an overnight incubation at 4°C , centrifuge the solution at 12,000g for
30 min at 4°C and resuspend the crude Por preparation obtained in 50 mM Tris,
pH 8.0, with 10 mM EDTA and 5% Z3-14.

7. The solution is centrifuged again (as in Subheading 3.1., item 6) and then sub-
jected to chromatography purification on two ion-exchange columns, a DEAE
resin column followed by a CM sepaharose resin column in tandem.

8. Precipitate the protein present in the flow through by the addition of ethanol to a
concentration of 80% (v/v). Resuspend the precipitate in as small a volume as
possible of 50 mM Tris, pH 8.0, with 10 mM EDTA and 5% Z3-14.

9. Centrifuge this solution (as in Subheading 3.1., item 6) and load the resuspended
pellet on a on a gel-filtration molecular sieve column, Sephacryl S-300. Collect
10-ml fractions and analyze by SDS-PAGE to determine the fractions containing
purified Por, which are then pooled and used in further experiments.

3.2. Proteosomes Formation
Proteosomes, pure protein micelles, are prepared from purified Por in order

to remove the detergent (12).

1. Precipitate the chromatographically purified Por the addition of 80% (v/v) etha-
nol. Wash the precipitate once with 70% ethanol and then resuspend in a solution
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containing the dialyzable detergent 10% D-octyl glucoside (w/v) in 10 mM
HEPES, pH 7.2, to a concentration of 1 mg of Por per mL.

2. Dialyze the solution against 4 L of 10 mM phosphate buffer, pH 8.0, with mul-
tiple changes of the dialyzing buffer to remove any remaining detergent. The
pure proteosomes appear as an oily precipitate.

3. Determine the protein concentration by any standard assay (i.e., coomassie blue,
Pierce BCA assay, etc.). Using this procedure to purify Por and form proteosomes
allows for minimal LPS contamination, less than 0.01% as demonstrated by
Limulus lysate assays or silver staining of gels.

3.3. N. meningitidis Porin PorB Protective Effect on Cell Survival
upon Induction of Apoptosis with Staurosporine

1. Culture the cells (as in Subheadings 2.2., items 1–4) at a concentration of 5 ×
105 per mL in 24-wells plates and incubate them for 24 h with medium alone, or
with medium containing 10 µg/mL of PorB proteosomes.

2. After 24 h, add staurosporine at a final concentration of 1 µM for induction of
apoptosis (26).

3. 24 h later, harvest samples of cells and stain with a 0.2% trypan blue solution (see
Note 3). Incubate the cells for 10 min and count a minimum of 100 cells for each
sample. Assays were performed in triplicate.

4. Calculate the percentage of dead cells as a ratio between the number of dye-
retaining cells (non viable) and total number of cells per mL, as determined using
a hemacytometer (Fig. 1).

3.4. N. meningitidis Porin PorB Protective Effect on DNA
Degradation Induced by Staurosporine
3.4.1. Hypodiploid DNA Content

1. Culture cells (as in Subheading 3.3., steps 1 and 2) (26). Harvest cells and wash
once with cold PBS followed by a second wash in PBS containing 2% FBS.

2. Resuspend the cells in 300 µL of the same buffer and permeabilize with 750 µL
of ice-cold ethanol for 10 min at 4°C (see Note 4).

3. Centrifuge permeabilized cells at 1500g at 4°C for 5 min, wash once with cold
PBS and centrifuge again.

4. Resuspend the pellets in 300 µL of PBS containing 50 µg/mL PI and 0.5 mg/mL
RnaseA and incubate for 20 min in the dark. After a final wash with PBS containing
2% FBS, determine the hypo-diploid DNA content by flow cytometry (Fig. 2).

3.4.2. DNA Laddering

1. Harvest cells (as in Subheading 3.4.1., step 1) and wash once with cold PBS.
2. Cell pellets were then resuspended in DNA loading buffer solution containing

1% SDS, 0.5 mg/mL Rnase A, and 5 mg/mL proteinase K and loaded on a 2%
agarose gel (see Note 5).
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3. DNA laddering was visualized by ethidium bromide fluorescence on a standard
ultraviolet (UV) transilluminator (Fig. 3).

3.5. N. meningitidis Porin PorB Effect on Apoptotic Mitochondrial
Membrane Potential ( m) Loss Induced by Staurosporine

1. Incubate the cells (as in Subheadings 3.3., steps 1 and 2) (26) with 5 µg/mL of
rhodamine 123 (see Note 6) for 30 min at 37°C.

2. Wash the cells once in cold PBS, resuspend in 300 µL of PBS containing 2%
FBS and immediately analyzed by flow cytometry (see Note 7) (Fig. 4).

3. Gating was used to exclude cellular debris associated with necrosis.

Fig. 1. PorB does not affect viability per se, and protects from cells death induced
by staurosporine (STS) treatment.

Fig. 2. Percent of cells containing hypodiploid DNA owing to the protective effect
of PorB on staurosporine-induced apoptosis, measured as propidium iodide fluores-
cence of cells treated with medium for 24 h (A), PorB for 24 h (B), STS for
24 h (C), and PorB for 24 h plus STS for additional 24 h (D).
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Fig. 3. Protection of apoptotic induced DNA laddering by PorB. Lane 1, DNA
marker; lane 2, medium control; lane 3, PorB; lane 4, STS; lane 5, PorB + STS.

Fig. 4. Protection from m loss induced by staurosporine owing to PorB incuba-
tion, measured as rhodamine 123 fluorescence. Solid line, medium control. Dotted
line, STS 24 h. Dashed line, PorB 24 h, and STS 24 h.
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4. Notes
1. This strain of mice has been shown to LPS hyporesponsive due to three specific

defects in the cytoplasmic portion of the LPS co receptor Toll-Like Receptor 4
(TLR4) (20–22). TLR4 is essential for transduction of a signal upon binding of
LPS to its receptor CD14 (20,22). The mitogenic response of cells from mice
with defective TLR4 (such as this strain or strain B10SnCCR) responds extremely
poorly to LPS. However, they can respond to other immune stimulators such as
tumor necrosis factor (TNF), interferon (IFN), interleukin (IL)1, and so on and to
other mitogens whose activity is not dependent on TLR like ConA, PHA,
lipopeptides, Muramyldipeptide, and, significantly for this chapter, Por (23,25).

2. Prior to and when precipitating proteins with ethanol at this stage, water-bath
sonication can help with improved purity of the porin preparation.

3. A cell-permeable dye which is rapidly expelled by live cells and only retained in
dead cells.

4. It is advisable to resuspend the cells very carefully, to obtain complete
permeabilization of all the cells.

5. It is preferably to freeze the samples at –20°C and successively centrifuge them
at high speed for 10 min before running them on agarose gel, owing to the viscos-
ity of the whole-cell preparations.

6. Lipophilic cations such as rhodamine 123 (rh123) are transported into the
mitochondria in accordance with the mitochondrial membrane potential, and
concentrate within the mitochondrial matrix of electrically unaltered mitochondria.

7. It is advisable to not let the cells sit on ice for more than 1 h before fluorescence-
activated cell sorter (FACS) analysis.
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Molecular Recognition Mechanisms
of Meningococci

Identifying Receptor-Ligand Pairs Involved
in Microbe-Host Interactions

Mumtaz Virji and Laura Serino

1. Introduction
Neisseria meningitidis is a human specific pathogen and resides primarily in

the nasopharynx of its host. The molecular-recognition mechanisms that oper-
ate at the host-microbe interface to impart such precise host/tissue specificity
are not fully defined. Given the host muco-cilliary clearance mechanisms, an
obvious prerequisite for colonization is the ability of bacteria to make firm and
rapid contact with the nasopharyngeal mucosa. The specificity for the niche
indicates that one or more meningococcal adhesins have evolved an exquisite
level of affinity for particular target molecules. They also exhibit considerable
structural and phase modulations that aid in immune evasion. These properties
have been exploited to derive distinct phenotypes for investigations on the
mechanisms of adhesion. The in vitro investigations that use cell cultures of
human origin or “humanized” cells (created by transfection of animal cells
with human DNA) have identified a number of receptors targeted by meningo-
cocci. Detailed examination of the molecular mechanisms of bacterial ligation
with the receptors will clarify the basis of tissue specificity and tropism and
provide information that may lead to novel strategies to control the disease.
We will describe some of the methods we have implemented over the years for
such investigations.
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1.1. Generation of Distinct Adhesive Phenotypes and Control
of Phenotypic Variation

Meningococcal outer membrane is often, but not always, covered with a
negatively charged capsule, a polymer that has the property of minimizing rec-
ognition of underlying bacterial antigens by host immune system. In addition,
sialylation of lipopolysaccharides (LPS) adds to the negative charge of the sur-
face with a similar effect. Both may also be expected to influence the interac-
tions of outer-membrane adhesins with their cognate receptors. Furthermore,
as is well-known, phase and antigenic variations occur at high frequencies in a
large number of surface molecules of meningococci including the adhesins
pili, Opa, and Opc. Therefore, it becomes imperative that bacterial phenotype
is carefully examined when studying molecular mechanisms of adhesion—at
least with respect to the known surface components. The frequent antigenic/
phase variation in meningococcal ligands (rates as high as 1/500 have been
observed for pili, Opa, etc.) also makes it necessary to apply strict handling
procedures of any isolated strains, variants, or mutants. One advantage of phase
variation is that isolates with distinct surface characteristics can be obtained
with relative ease. Coupled with the fact that some of the adhesins affect bacte-
rial colony morphology, this knowledge can help isolation of adhesion vari-
ants. Although in capsulate phenotypes this method is of limited use, in
acapsulate phenotypes it has been useful for isolation of pilus and opacity pro-
tein variants (1,2). Other methods have used adhesive-cell surfaces or phago-
cytic cells for derivation of variants with distinct characteristics. For example,
to select an invasive phenotype from a blood isolate (invariably capsulate and
inefficient at invasion under most culture conditions), endothelial cells may be
infected with the bacteria and incubated for several hours. Then the extracellu-
lar bacteria can be eliminated by selective methods and intracellular bacteria
isolated. This may yield, for example, acapsulate, L8 LPS (asialylated), Opc-
expressing phenotype because, in asialylated phenotype, Opc is an extremely
efficient invasin for human endothelial cells—the cell entry being achieved via
integrins in the presence of serum (3). Alternately, phagocytic cells may be
used in the absence of opsonins to selectively eliminate acapsulate adhesive
bacteria. Those that survive phagocytic killing are likely to be capsulate or
they may be acapsulate that have no Opa proteins. We used one such strategy
to identify the meningococcal ligand for CEACAM1 (CarcinoEmbryonic
Antigen related Cell Adhesion Molecule-1; [4]), a human cell receptor for
neisserial Opa proteins identified in our laboratory by the use of transfection
technology (5,6). Opa-expressing variants were repeatedly isolated from pre-
dominantly Opa-deficient cultures by selection of adhesive bacteria on
CEACAM-expressing target cells (Fig. 1). Opa proteins were subsequently
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confirmed as CEACAM-binding ligands by co-precipitation methods described
in Subheading 3.2.3.

Selection of naturally occurring variants has enabled us to gain considerable
understanding of the interplay between the surface polysaccharides and
adhesins (7). In addition, specific mutations can be created in genes encoding
the ligands of interest. Deletion-insertion constructs containing kanamycin or
other antibiotic-resistance genes have been used widely. However, if multiple

Fig. 1. Derivatives of meningococci isolated by selection on target cells expressing
CEACAM receptors. Three distinct meningococcal strains were used to establish the
identity of the ligand that recognized human CEACAM1 (CD66a). Inoculated (inoc.)
and adherent (adh+) derivatives of each strain are shown. Primary isolates of strains
C311 and C114 were not strongly adherent because of the presence of sialylated LPS
(L3 immunotype) and/or capsule. C114 and MC58 derivative used were also lacking
Opa proteins. After the enrichment procedure for adhesive phenotype, the derivatives
of each strain were found to lack surface sialic acids (i.e., were noncapsulated and
contained nonsialylated L8 LPS immunotype). In addition, they either retained or
gained the expression of one or more Opa proteins (numbers shown in parenthesis).
Phenotypic analysis was carried out by dot immunoblotting using MAbs as described
in the text. Opa expression was established by Western blotting using MAb B33. Note
that pilus expression was either lost or reduced during this procedure.

*LPS showed no reactivity with MABSM82 (see Note 1).
**The derivative of MC58 used contained mutations in capsule and Opc genes.
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ligands have to be mutated (for example to obtain acapsulate, nonsialylated
LPS derivative that has no Opa proteins), one soon runs out of suitable selec-
tion markers. In this case, the use of a mixture of phase variants and mutants is
inevitable. It is important to note that growth on selective media can some-
times result in altered phenotypes, e.g., in our hands, selection on kanamycin
resulted in predominantly L8 LPS phenotype from a starting culture express-
ing L3 LPS. One final point to note is that pilus expression (not necessarily
pilin expression) is readily lost by nonselective subculture on agar (8). This
method can be used to derive nonpiliated bacteria but, as indicated earlier, the
observation also points to the caution required in handling meningococcal cul-
tures and unnecessary repeated subcultures should be avoided.

1.2. Searching for Target Molecules

The search for host-cell receptors targeted by meningococci has accelerated
with advances in cell and molecular biology and with the availability of cloned
cDNA encoding surface receptors of human cellular origin. In addition, other
direct biochemical and immunochemical approaches (co-precipitations, ligand/
receptor overlay) have also helped in identifying or confirming the identity of
receptor-ligand pairs, and will be described.

1.3. Getting Closer to Understanding Tissue Tropism

When a family of variable molecules such as Opa proteins target a single
receptor, the question arises as to how receptor specificity is determined and
maintained in the face of structural changes that dominate the surface-exposed
regions of Opa proteins. In addition, while maintaining the overall specificity
for CEACAMs, distinct Opa proteins also exhibit preference for certain sub-
sets of the CEA family, which comprises a number of related receptors (4).
Using a range of Opa variants together with transfected target cells expressing
distinct members of the CEA family, truncated receptor constructs or site-
directed mutants of receptors, the molecular basis of receptor specificity and
tissue tropism can be addressed (5,6,9). Procedures that can be used to derive
such reagents have been described in detail in ref. 10.

1.4. Models for Studying Cellular Interactions

The ease with which transformed cell lines can be cultured and their longev-
ity make them a popular choice for studying cellular interactions. Cell lines
such as Chang conjunctiva epithelial cells or HEP-2 laryngeal carcinoma cells
have been used often in meningococcal studies. However, it is important to
bear in mind that many transformed cell lines may have altered receptor reper-
toires compared with their normal counterparts. It is well-documented that
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CEACAM molecules are upregulated in certain cancers, whereas they are
downregulated in others (11). In addition, some primary cells such as human
umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) and certain epithelial cell lines may
not express some receptors under in vitro conditions unless stimulated to do so
by treatment with cytokines. Experiments have demonstrated that both
HUVECs and Chang cells express receptors for meningococcal pili, but there
is a paucity of CEACAM expression. The latter can be upregulated by
cytokines such as TNF (12). For CEACAM studies, we have tended to use lung
carcinoma cells such as A549 or colonic carcinoma cells such as HT29 and
Caco-2; all of which express several CEACAM molecules.

Other in vitro constructed models include humanised cells of animal origin.
These have been used for identification of receptors and examination of target-
ing and signaling mechanisms via a particular molecule. Several animal cell
lines have proved useful for transfection with human cDNA encoding recep-
tors of interest. In the absence of Opc (that targets receptors on untransfected
cells) meningococci do not bind to Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) or African
green monkey kidney (COS) cells, which can therefore be used for transfection
with Opa and pilus receptors.

2. Materials
2.1. Bacterial Strains

Many of the meningococcal isolates in our collection were obtained from
Manchester Public Health Laboratories. Several strains were also donated by
Dr. John Heckels, Professor Jon Saunders, and Dr. Mark Achtman.

2.2. Reagents

1. HBHI: brain-heart infusion (BHI) agar supplemented with 10% (v/v) heated horse
blood. Horse blood (TCS Cat. No. HBO35) is heated at 100°C for 45 min and
then centrifuged at 3000g for 30 min. The clear extract is added to autoclaved
BHI.

2. PBSB: Sterile Dulbecco’s phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) (Sigma Cat. no.
D-8537) containing 0.9 mM CaCl2 and 0.5 mM MgCl2 (Sigma Cat. no. D-8662).
Stored at 4°C.

3. BSA block: 3% (w/v) bovine serum albumin (BSA) (Sigma Cat. no. A-2058) in PBS
containing 0.05% (v/v) Tween-20 (Sigma Cat. no. P-1379) and 0.05% sodium azide
(Sigma Cat. no. S-2002). Prepared in bulk and stored at 4°C.

4. Milk block: 5% (w/v) Skim milk powder in PBS containing 0.05% (v/v) Tween-
20 and 0.05% sodium azide. Prepared in bulk and stored at 4°C.

5. 1% BSA-PBST (diluent for antibodies): 1% (w/v) BSA in PBS containing 0.05%
(v/v) Tween-20 and 0.05% sodium azide. Prepared in bulk and stored at 4°C.

6. TBS (Tris-buffered saline): 0.05 M Tris-HCl, 0.15 M NaCl, pH 7.6, autoclaved
and stored at room temperature.
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7. NaCl-Tween: 0.9% (w/v) NaCl and 0.05% (v/v) Tween-20. 10X stock (9% NaCl,
0.5% Tween-20) stored at room temperature; diluted in distilled water as required.

8. AP buffer (Alkaline phosphatase [AP] substrate buffer): 100 mM Tris base, 100 mM
NaCl, and 5 mM MgCl2 adjusted to pH 9.5 with HCl. Autoclaved sterile stocks pre-
pared in bulk and stored at room temperature.

9. AP Substrates: 5-Bromo-4-chloro-3-indolylphosphate (BCIP) (Sigma Cat. no.
B-8503): 50 mg/ml in N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF); Nitro Blue Tetrazolium
(NBT) (Sigma Cat. no. N-6876): 50 mg/mL in 70% (v/v) DMF. Stored at –20°C.
For use, add 3.3 µL BCIP and 6.6 µL NBT to 1 mL AP buffer just before use.

10. Secondary antibodies for immunoblotting and immunofluorescence: goat anti-
mouse IgG conjugated to AP (Sigma Cat. No A-3688); goat anti-mouse IgG con-
jugated to tetramethylrhodamine isothiocyanate (TRITC) (Sigma Cat. no.
T-5393); goat anti-human Ig Fc conjugated to AP (Sigma Cat. no. A-9544); rab-
bit anti-rat IgG conjugated to fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) (Sigma Cat. no.
F-1763).

11. Primary mouse monoclonal antibodies (MAbs) against meningococci: SM1 (against
Class I pili; [13]; AD211 and U101 (against Class II pili; [14–15]), B306 (against
Opc protein; [16]); B33 (against Opa proteins; [17]); anti-capsular antibodies
against distinct capsule types [18]; SM82 (anti-LPS, [19]) (see Note 1).

All antibodies are diluted in 1% BSA-PBST containing 0.05% sodium azide
(unless used in the presence of viable target cells).

12. Protein A coupled to sepharose CL-4B (Sigma Cat. no. P-3391): 1 g of resin
suspended in 10 mL PBS containing 0.05% sodium azide, stored at 4°C. Wash
3 times with PBS as required before use.

13. OG solubilization buffer: 200 mM n-octyl -D glucopyranoside (OG) (Sigma
Cat. no. O-8001) in 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, containing 1 mM each of CaCl2 and
MgCl2.

14. Protease inhibitors: 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonylfluoride (PMSF) (Sigma Cat. no.
P-7525), 1 µM E-64 (Sigma Cat. no. E-3132), 1 µM pepstatin A (Sigma Cat. no.
P-4265), 100 µM EDTA (BDH Cat. no. 10093).

15. Freezing medium for bacteria: 1% (w/v) Proteose Peptone or Nutrient Broth con-
taining 10% (v/v) glycerol. Autoclaved stocks stored at 4°C.

16. 1% SDS-NaOH (solubilization buffer): 1% sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS) in
0.1 M NaOH. Stored in suitable plastic containers at room temperature.

2.3. Target Cells

1. HUVECs: isolated routinely from umbilical cords as required.
2. Human epithelial cell lines: Chang (conjunctiva), HEP-2 (laryngeal), A549

(lung), HT29 and Caco-2 (colonic), etc: available from ECACC or ATCC (see
Note 2).

3. CHO cells: available from ECACC (Ref. No. 85050302).
4. African green monkey kidney cells (COS-1): available from ECACC (Ref. No.

880311701).
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2.4. Media for Eukaryotic Cells

Many of the tissue culture-grade materials can be obtained from Sigma. All
media use tissue culture-grade water.

1. HUVECs: Endothelial Cell Growth Medium (EGM) (Clonetics Cat. no. CC-3124)
(containing Endothelial Cell Basal Medium [EBM] [CC-3121], Bovine Brain
Extract [BBE] 3 mg/mL [CC-4092], hEGF 10 mg/mL, Hydrocortisone 1 mg/mL
[CC-4035], fetal bovine serum [FBS] [CC4101), gentamicin 50 mg/mL, and
amphotericin-B 50 µg/mL [CC-4081]).

2. COS, Caco-2, HT29: DMEM: (Sigma Cat. no. D-5546).
3. Chang, Hep-2: Medium 199 (Sigma Cat. no. M-2154).
4. CHO: Ham’s F10 (Sigma Cat. no. N-6013).
5. Hanks’ balanced Salt Solution (HBSS): (Sigma Cat. no. H-9269) for washing cells.
6. FBS: (GibcoBRL Cat. no. 10106-169).
7. Growth media (other than EGM) are supplemented with 2 mM glutamine (Sigma

G7513) and 10% FBS. 50 U/mL penicillin and 50 µg/mL streptomycin (Sigma
P-0906) may be added.

8. Freezing medium: Growth medium supplemented with 10% (v/v) dimethyl
sulphoxide (DMSO) (Sigma Cat. no. D-2650) and 20% FBS.

9. Infection medium: Medium 199 supplemented with 2% FBS.

2.5. Other Tissue Culture-Related Items

1. Trypsin/EDTA (Sigma T-4174).
2. Gelatin (Sigma G-1393).
3. Collagenase (Sigma C-5138).
4. Chloroquine (Sigma C-6628): 10 mM in TBS.
5. DEAE Dextran (Sigma D-9885): 10 mg/mL in TBS.
6. Paraformaldehyde: 2% (w/v) in PBSB, pH 7.4.

2.6. Disposable Plasticware

1. Sterile pipets and other standard tissue-culture materials.
2. 96-well Cell-culture plates (Costar Cat. no. 3595).
3. 24-well Cell-culture plates (Costar Cat. no. 3524).
4. 25 cm2 and 75 cm2 Tissue-culture flasks (Corning Cat. no. 25100 and 25110).
5. Blotting trays for nitrocellulose strips (BIORAD Cat. no. 170-3902).

2.7. Equipment

Tissue-culture facilities and equipment for safe handling of meningococci
including:

1. Class II Microbiological Satefy Cabinets.
2. 5% CO2 incubators.
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3. Microscopes: Inverted phase contrast with fluorescence attachment and a camera
attached to a special port or other cell-imaging accessories; dissection-type micro-
scope with sub-stage lighting for examination of bacterial cultures.

4. Centrifuges.
5. Spectrophotometer.
6. Colony Counter.
7. SDS-PAGE and Western blotting apparatus:

a. XCell II™ Mini Cell (NOVEX Cat. no. E10001).
b. Mini Trans Blot Cell (BioRad Cat. no. 170-3939).
c. 10% Bis-Tris Gels (NOVEX Cat. no. NP0303).
d. Dot Blotter Hybri-dot® Manifold (Bethesda Research laboratories Cat. no.

1050MM).
e. PROTRAN® Nitrocellulose Transfer Membrane (Schleicher & Schuell Cat.

no. 10401196).
f. Nitrocellulose disks (0.45 µm) (Sartorius Cat. no. 11306-85-K).

Information on the suppliers of tissue culture-related equipment can be found
in ref. (20).

3. Methods
All studies on meningococci are performed under suitable safety conditions.

3.1. Isolation of Distinct Bacterial Phenotypes

3.1.1. Culture Conditions

Meningococci are grown routinely on HBHI at 37°C in 5% CO2 (v/v) in air.
Frozen stocks are generally established after a minimum number of subcul-
tures.

Bacteria are frozen in 10% glycerol broth and stored in liquid nitrogen. For
experiments, aliquots are scraped out (using sterile flat metal spatulas)
from frozen culture stocks, inoculated on agar plates, and cultures used after
16–18 h of growth.

3.1.2. Preparation of Bacterial Suspensions

1. Grow the strain of interest overnight on HBHI agar plates at 37°C in 5% CO2.
2. Make a suspension of the bacteria in 2 mL PBSB. Remove large bacterial aggre-

gates by centrifugation at 150g for 1 min. Without disturbing the pellet, remove
the homogeneous suspension into a sterile tube.

3. Solubilize an aliquot of the suspension (10–50 µL) in 1 mL of 1% SDS-NaOH
and measure the nucleic acid content by determining the absorbance of the solu-
tion at 260 nm (A260).

4. For N. meningitidis strains, A260 of 1.8 corresponds to a bacterial density of c. 1 ×
109 colony-forming units (cfu)/mL in our laboratory.
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3.1.3. Isolation of Phase Variants by Colony Immunoblotting

This method utilizes MAbs that recognize the native ligand of interest (see
Note 1).

1. Prepare bacterial suspensions as above (Subheading 3.1.2.).
2. Adjust the bacterial density using PBSB and plate out a small volume (50–200 µL)

on 3–4 plates to obtain c. 1000 colonies per plate.
3. After overnight growth at 37°C in 5% CO2, count the colonies (if phase switch

rates need to be determined) and then lift them onto nitrocellulose disks. A sec-
ond colony lift can be carried out from the same plates if required, following 3–4 h
incubation of the agar plates to allow regrowth of colonies. Return plates to the
incubator.

4. Leave the filters to air dry for 20–30 min prior to soaking in Milk block for 2 h at
room temperature.

5. Wash off the blocking solution with NaCl-Tween and incubate with the required
primary antibody (see Note 3) for 1 h at room temperature.

6. After 4 washes in NaCl-Tween, the binding of the antibody is detected by incu-
bating the filters for 1 h with alkaline phosphatase-conjugated secondary anti-
bodies at dilutions recommended by the manufacturer and verified in the
laboratory.

7. After 4 washes in NaCl-Tween, colony blots are developed using NBT-BCIP
substrates (see Subheading 2.2.) in AP buffer.

8. The variant with the required phenotype (e.g., pilin-expressing phenotype in a
nonpiliated parent culture) can be identified by the use of MAb (e.g., SM1) and is
isolated from the original plate the next day and picked with a fine plastic loop or
needle for subculturing. This single colony isolate is normally frozen in 2 vials
containing 10% glycerol broth.

9. Complete characterization of the isolate with respect to other surface structures
is then carried out on bacterial suspensions prepared from overnight cultures
grown from frozen stocks (see Note 4).

3.1.4. Isolation of Distinct Phenotypes by Selection on Target Cells

Tissue-culture conditions (see Subheading 3.2.1.).

3.1.4.1. ISOLATION OF INTERNALIZED BACTERIA (E.G., SELECTION FOR CAP–,
“ASIALYLATED” PHENOTYPES)

1. Culture host cells (HUVECs or Chang epithelial cells) in 24-well tissue-culture
plates. Each well should contain 0.5–1 mL of the appropriate growth medium.

2. If growth media have been supplemented with antibiotics, remove the medium,
and wash the cells three times with HBSS.

3. Inoculate two or more monolayers with bacterial suspension in 0.5 mL of infec-
tion medium at the infection ratio of 200–500 bacteria per target cell.
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4. Incubate for 3 h and then wash the cells twice with HBSS to remove excess
nonadherent bacteria.

5. Add 500 µL gentamicin (200 µg/mL) in the infection medium to each well and
incubate for 1.5 h at 37°C to eliminate any extracellular bacteria. The gentamicin
treatment has been found to be effective against numerous N. meningitidis strains
(see Note 5).

6. After the incubation time, wash off the gentamicin (3 washes with HBSS) and
permeabilize the cells by adding 150 µL of 1% saponin (it permeabilizes target
cells without affecting the bacterial viability). After 10 min mix the contents of
the well with a pipet and plate aliquots (10 100 µL) onto HBHI agar plates. A
preliminary experiment will be necessary to determine the level of invasion so
that appropriate dilutions of the suspension can be plated to obtain reasonable
numbers of colonies on a plate.

7. Analyze the resulting bacterial cultures by colony immunoblotting as described
earlier. In addition, several colonies can be subcultured to establish frozen stocks,
which then allow in depth analysis of their phenotypic nature.

3.1.4.2. ISOLATION OF ADHERENT/NONADHERENT PHENOTYPE

BY SELECTION ON TARGET CELLS

3.1.4.2.1. Adherent/Cell-Associated Phenotype ( Fig. 1)

1. Culture target cells (e.g., transfected CHO cells expressing CEACAM molecules)
in 24-well culture plates and infect as above (see Subheading 3.1.4.1.)

2. After a 2–3 h attachment period, remove unattached bacteria by repeated
washings (4–5 times).

3. Adherent (cell-associated) bacteria are released by the addition of 1% saponin.
These bacteria are grown overnight on HBHI agar plates and used to infect fresh
monolayers the following day.

4. Repeat this procedure several times (3–9 times).
5. Phenotypic characterization of the cell-associated derivatives and the parental

phenotype are determined by immunoblotting.
This procedure was used to identify Opa as a ligand for CEACAMs (5). It can

also be used to obtain piliated bacteria from nonpiliated cultures using HUVECs,
for example.

3.1.4.2.2. Non-Adherent Phenotype

Non-adherent bacteria can be enriched by recycling on a number of mono-
layers on the same day. It involves transfer of bacterial suspension from
infected wells to fresh target monolayers allowing for 1–2 h attachment period
to remove adherent phenotypes. These methods yield “enriched” cultures that
can be used to isolate single “clonal” derivatives (see Subheading 3.1.3.).

3.1.5. Isolation of Mutants by Allelic Replacement

In order to construct insertion mutants in the gene of interest, a kanamycin
(kan) antibiotic cassette is inserted in the gene-coding sequence.
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1. Digest the plasmid harboring the kan resistance cassette, pUC4kan (Pharmacia) with
EcoRI, BamHI, or PstI to yield a 1.3 kb fragment containing the kan resistance gene.

2. Insert a neisserial DNA uptake sequence (10 bp 5 GCCGTCTGAA-3 ) at the
3 end of the gene-coding sequence.

3. Linearize the resulting plasmid by digestion with EcoRI and transform into the
meningococcal strain by the standard plate method.

4. Grow piliated bacterial cultures overnight.
5. Lift a few bacterial colonies (8–10) from the plate and spread over a small area

(c. 1–2 cm2) on a fresh agar plate and incubate for 3–4 h at 37°C in 5% CO2.
6. Add c. 10 µg of plasmid DNA (in a 5–10 µL aliquot) and mix with the bacteria on

the agar surface.
7. After a 4 h-incubation, select for transformed cells on HBHI plates containing

100 µg/mL kanamycin to identify transformants in which a double cross-over event
has replaced the wild-type gene with the inactivated gene containing the Kan cas-
sette. Purify the Kan-resistant colonies and confirm the presence of the Kan cassette
either by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) or by Southern blotting.

3.1.6. Maintenance of Selected Phenotype

Once a clone of interest is obtained from the initial isolate (parent strain), a
stock clonal culture is established and maintained as frozen glycerol stock in
liquid nitrogen. Experiments are carried out on overnight cultures (16–18 h
growth) set up from the glycerol stocks.

3.2. Identification of Receptors on Target Cells

3.2.1. Tissue-Culture Conditions

1. Endothelial cells. Isolation and culture conditions for HUVECs are similar to
those described elsewhere (see Chapter 37). Briefly, endothelial cells are
obtained from umbilical veins by collagenase treatment and cultured in EGM
medium. Cells from passages 1–3 are normally seeded in gelatin-coated culture
plates and used 2–3 d after reaching confluency.

2. Other cell lines. Cell lines are maintained as frozen stocks in liquid nitrogen.
They are cultured in the appropriate media described in Subheading 2.4. For
experiments, cells are seeded in tissue-culture plates at 30–50% confluency and
used when they have reached the desired confluency (see Note 6).

3.2.2. Identification of Receptors by Transient Transfection
of Mammalian Cells

COS-1 cells are transfected with cDNA molecules subcloned into the expres-
sion vectors CDM8 or H3M using the DEAE Dextran method (21).

1. Trypsinize confluent monolayers from one 25 cm2 flask and seed into 96- or 24-well
plates as required.

2. Incubate in a CO2 incubator until cells have reached c. 75% confluency.
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3. Prepare transfection solution: (DNA is normally used at 1 µg/well [96-well plates]
and 6 µg/well [24-well plates] and all volumes can be adjusted according to par-
ticular requirements).
a. 10–15 µg of DNA from the desired construct is dissolved in 150 µL TBS.
b. Add this solution to a double volume (300 µL) of 10 mg/mL DEAE-Dextran

solution in TBS.
c. Add 6.5 mL DMEM + 5% FBS to this mixture to a final volume of 7 mL and add

chloroquine (70 µL of 10 mM stock) to a final concentration of 100 µM. This
DMEM transfection medium should finally contain c. 5% FBS, 400 µg/mL DEAE
Dextran, 1–2 µg/mL of DNA, and 100 µM chloroquine.

4. Wash the cell cultures with DMEM medium without serum and add DMEM trans-
fection medium (600 µL/well in 24-well plate and 100 µL/well in 96-well plates).

5. Incubate the plates for 2–4 h at 37°C.
6. Remove the medium and replace with DMEM containing 10% DMSO for 1–2 min

at room temperature.
7. Wash the cells three times with DMEM and incubate overnight with DMEM

containing 10% FBS.
8. On the next day, change the medium with DMEM containing 10% FBS and allow the

cells to grow for 2–3 d.
9. Receptor expression by transfected cells can be monitored by antibody labeling

and immunofluorescence microscopy (Fig. 2).

3.2.2.1. BACTERIAL ADHERENCE TO TRANSFECTED CELLS

1. Bacterial suspension is prepared as described in Subheading 3.1.2. and the den-
sity adjusted to obtain 1–2 × 108/mL in the infection medium.

2. To a monolayer of transfected cells add bacterial suspension to obtain an infec-
tion ratio of approx 100–200 bacteria per target cell.

3. Incubate at 37°C for 3 h, then wash away unbound bacteria (Subheading
3.1.4.2.).

4. Fix the monolayers with 2% paraformaldehyde solution for 30 min prior to detection
by immunolabeling (see Note 7).

3.2.2.2. IMMUNO-FLUORESCENCE DETECTION OF ADHERENT BACTERIA

AND EXPRESSED RECEPTOR

1. Wash the fixed monolayers three times with distilled water or PBS and block
nonspecific sites for 1 h or more with BSA block.

2. Incubate the fixed monolayers with the specific MAbs to cellular receptors
and bacteria (e.g., mouse MAb against LPS or anti-capsular antibody and rat or
rabbit anti-receptor antibody), diluted in 1% BSA-PBST for 1 h. Wash 3 times in
NaCl-Tween.

3. Add a secondary antibody conjugated to TRITC (e.g., goat anti-mouse IgG) or
FITC (e.g., rabbit anti-rat IgG or goat anti-rabbit IgG) to detect specific binding
of the primary MAbs to bacteria and receptors, respectively (see Note 8).
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Fig. 2. The effect of ligand affinity on co-precipitation and receptor targeting. (A)
Western blot showing different amounts of Opa proteins of meningococcal strains
MC58 (OpaX) and C751 (Opa A, B and D) co-precipitated with CEACAM1. Opa
proteins of meningococci exhibit differences in their affinity for CEACAM1. This
determines the efficiency with which they are co-precipitated with CEACAM recep-
tors from octyl glucoside extracts. If receptors and ligands are pre-solubilized in the
detergent, the efficiency of co-precipitation of the pair is reduced further. Therefore, it
is desirable to let receptor-ligand pairs ligate prior to extraction with the detergent as
described in the text. Immunofluorescence micrographs showing receptor expression
(C) and adherence of capsulate OpaX-expressing meningococci (B) to COS cells tran-
siently transfected with cDNA encoding CEACAM1. High-affinity OpaX is effective
to some extent even in the presence of capsule, especially when the target cells express
the receptor at high density. (B) and (C) represent the same field. Bacteria were
detected with mouse anti-capsular MAb followed by TRITC conjugated anti mouse
antibody and the receptor with the rat MAb YTH71.3 (Serotec) followed by FITC-
labeled anti-rat antibody.
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4. Incubate the plates at room temperature in the dark for 1 h, wash 4X with NaCl-
Tween. Add 50 µL/well of 50 mM TBS, pH 8.5, containing 0.05% sodium azide.
Plates can be stored at 4°C in the dark for considerable periods.

5. Examine the labeled preparations in the plates using an appropriate inverted micro-
scope with fluorescence and camera attachments. Images can be recorded using an
ordinary camera attachment and Kodak Gold (400ASA) or a similar film.

3.2.3. Identification of Receptor-Ligand Pairs by Co-precipitation

Once a receptor is identified, the bacterial ligand involved can be
co-precipitated from detergent lysates of bacteria. We have used soluble recep-
tors such as CEACAM1-Fc manufactured by methods described in transfec-
tion protocol books (10) (Fig. 3). However, it is possible to produce detergent
extracts of transfected or other cells and use antibodies to the native receptor in
order to affinity purify the receptor. The following method can be used for
bacterial ligands that are soluble in octyl glucoside. Other detergents may be
more suitable in some cases (see Note 9).

1. Grow the bacteria overnight on HBHI agar plates at 37°C in 5% CO2.
2. Make a bacterial suspension in PBSB (see Subheading 3.1.2.), adjust to obtain a

density of 1 × 1010 cfu/mL in PBSB.
3. To 100 µL (109 cfu), add 100 µL of purified receptor (1–5 µg) and mix gently for

1–2 h at room temperature.
4. Add equal volume of 200 mM OG solubilization buffer supplemented with pro-

tease inhibitor cocktail for 2 h at 4°C.
5. Remove insoluble material by centrifugation at 10,000g for 20 min at 4°C.
6. If using receptor-Fc constructs, precipitate the receptor-ligand complexes by

incubating for 1 h with protein A-sepharose (50–100 µL of 100 mg/mL slurry). If
using the native receptor, add protein A-sepharose complexed to anti-receptor
antibody. Prepare the latter by incubating protein A-sepharose (50–100 µL of
100 mg/mL slurry) with 200–400 µg/mL antibody for 45 min. Wash 1X to
remove unadsorbed antibody.

7. Collect protein A-sepharose by centrifugation at maximum speed in a
microcentrifuge for 1 min and wash 3 times with 1 mL of 50 mM OG solubiliza-
tion buffer and 3 times with 1 mL PBS.

8. Carefully remove PBS in the final step by using a fine pipet tip and resuspend the
pellets in an equal volume of 2X SDS-PAGE dissociation buffer. Heat the
samples at 100°C for 5 min.

9. Analyze the samples by SDS-PAGE using 10% polyacrylamide gels and detect
by silver-staining (Amersham Silver Enhancement kit) and/or Western blotting
(Figs. 2 and 3).

10. Control lanes should contain material from a parallel experiment carried out pref-
erably using control receptors prepared in a similar manner to the test receptor.
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Fig. 3. Co-precipitation and overlay studies to define CEACAM-Opa interactions.
(A) Diagramatic representation of the structures of Fc chimeric constructs of CEACAM1
used in experiments. (B) SDS-PAGE and (C) Western blot demonstrating co-precipitation
of meningococcal ligand and soluble CEACAM1-Fc chimeric constructs from men-
ingococcal lysates prepared in octyl glucoside. Tracks (1–5 in B and C are identical):
Tracks 1, 2, 3: CEACAM1-Fc (constructs 1, 2, 3 shown in A) track 4: CD14-Fc and
track 5: CD31-Fc. Silver-stained gel (B) shows receptor molecules (High Mr bands tracks
1–5) and a single common protein (Mr c.35 K, arrow) in tracks 1–3 only. The N-domain of
the receptor was sufficient to co-precipitate the protein (track 2). The 35K protein reacted
with the anti-Opa MAb B33 in Western blots (C), establishing its identity as Opa protein.

11. Any unique molecules found in the test sample can be identified by further elec-
trophoresis and excision from gels and sequencing or immunoblot analysis with
panels of MAbs.

3.2.4. Receptor/Ligand Overlay
3.2.4.1. RECEPTOR OVERLAY WESTERN BLOTS

These can be used to identify bacterial ligands interacting with a given
receptor (5). Whole-cell lysates of bacteria are first subjected to electrophoretic
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separation under mild, nondenaturing conditions. Purified receptors are then
overlaid and receptor binding detected.

1. Grow the strain of choice overnight on HBHI agar plates at 37°C in 5% CO2.
2. Prepare a bacterial suspension in PBSB at c. 2 × 1010 cfu/mL and dilute with an equal

volume of 200 mM OG solubilization buffer to prepare extracts. Approximately 108

– 5 × 108 cfu equivalent per track was sufficient for Opa/CEACAM studies (5).
3. Incubate for 1 h at 37°C with gentle mixing.
4. Centrifuge at 10,000g for 20 min at 4°C.
5. Decant the supernatant and apply required volumes per lane to 10% polyacryla-

mide gels without subjecting the lysates to heat and under nonreducing condi-
tions (see Note 10).

6. Transfer the proteins onto nitrocellulose membranes and block overnight at 4°C.
7. Incubate the membranes with the appropriate soluble receptor-Fc chimeric mol-

ecule (2–10 µg/mL) diluted in 1% BSA-PBST.
8. Wash the nitrocellulose membranes and incubate with anti-Fc antibody conju-

gated to alkaline phosphatase (e.g., goat anti-human Ig Fc-AP conjugated).
9. Develop the blots with NBT/BCIP in AP buffer.

10. The ligand of interest can then be identified by the use of MAbs or sequencing
from gels.

3.2.4.2. RECEPTOR OVERLAY DOT-BLOTS

This method can be used to determine the receptor-binding properties of
various isolates and large numbers of bacteria can be screened simultaneously.
It can also be used to determine the features of a receptor (adhesiotopes)
required by a ligand for efficient interactions. Receptor analogs, truncated con-
structs, and mutants have been utilized (9,21).

1. Prepare bacterial suspensions in PBSB to obtain 2–5 × 109 cfu/mL.
2. Apply 3 µL volumes onto nitrocellulose strips or use dot-blotting apparatus and

add 25 µL PBS containing equivalent cfu/well of the dot-blotting manifold.
Nitrocellulose strips are cut to fit into blotting trays.

3. Block in Milk block for 2 h (room temperature) or 16 h (4°C).
4. Overlay with purified receptor (10–50 nM) and detect as above (Subheading

3.2.4.1.) (Fig. 3; see Note 11).

3.2.4.3. LIGAND OVERLAY

This procedure is an alternative procedure to receptor overlay and has been
used to determine the relative binding of variants to truncated receptor con-
structs and mutants (5).

1. Apply 3 µL of the purified chimeric soluble receptors (50–200 nM) onto nitro-
cellulose strips.
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2. Block nonspecific sites using 3% BSA-PBST.
3. Remove the block and apply bacterial suspensions (c. 5 × 108–109 cfu/mL)

diluted in 1% BSA-PBST. Distinct variants or strains expressing distinct Opa
proteins, for example, can be compared by testing several strips in parallel.

4. Remove unbound bacteria by washing the strips 4X in NaCl-Tween.
5. Detect the binding of the bacteria to the receptor by probing with an antibody

directed against a bacterial antigen (e.g., using anti-LPS MAb).
6. Detect the antibody binding by using an alkaline phosphatase-conjugated sec-

ondary antibody and develop as described earlier.
7. Appropriate controls should include strips with receptors incubated with

nonadherent variants as well as those not exposed to bacteria (see Note 12).

3.2.4.4. QUANTIFICATION OF DOT-BLOT ANALYSIS

Experiments should be performed in triplicates. The levels of reactivity can
then be determined by scanning the dot-blots and performing densitometric
analysis using the NIH Scion Image program available from the NIH web site.
Relative color intensity can be expressed by plotting the curve areas in arbi-
trary units.

4. Notes
1. The MAb SM1 reacts with all Class I pili-expressing strains of meningococci

tested to date. The MAbs AD211 and U101 together react with the vast majority
of Class II pili-expressing isolates. The epitopes of the latter two MAbs may
occur individually or simultaneously on Class II pili. B306 is a broadly cross-
reacting anti-Opc MAb. The latter three antibodies were provided by Dr. Mark
Achtman. These antibodies are effective in detecting their respective antigens on
native as well as denatured ligands. The MAb B33 that recognizes all Opa pro-
teins was provided by Dr. Claudia Lammel. It is directed against a buried epitope
in the native protein and can only be used with the denatured antigen, for
example in Western blots. However, it may be used for immunodotblotting if the
ligand is first denatured. SM82 can be used for detection of L3/L9 LPS
immunotype but when LPS is sialylated the antibody reactivity is lost. SM82
does not bind to L8 immunotype that lacks the terminal lactoneotetraose required
for sialylation. It can be used to differentiate L8 and L3 immunotypes as well as
sialylated and nonsialylated L3/L9 immunotypes (7). Thus serogroup B strain
MC58 expressing L3 immunotype that intrinsically sialylates its LPS may con-
tain a proportion of LPS that is not sialylated and is recognized by SM82. Simi-
larly, serogroup A strain C751 that expresses L9 LPS but does not intrinsically
sialylate its LPS, will be recognized by SM82. However, when C751 is grown on
cytidine monophosphate N-acetyl neuramininc acid (CMP-NANA) a substrate
required for sialylation, SM82 reactivity is lost as C751 utilizes CMP-NANA
and sialylates its LPS (2,7). Anti-capsular antibodies recognizing serogroups A,
B, C, and so on were provided by Dr. Wendell Zollinger.
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2. Most cell lines are available from either European Collection of Animal Cell
Cultures (ECACC) or American Type Culture Collection (ATCC). The web sites
offer details on cell lines and culture conditions.
ECACC web site: http://www.camr.org/ecacc.htm
ATCC web site: http://www.atcc.org

3. Antibody concentrations: For immunoblotting, MAbs supplied as ascites are used
at 1�1000–1�5000 dilutions as a rule but higher dilutions can be used for some
antibodies and should be established in the laboratory. For immunofluorescence,
MAbs are used at 1�200–1�500 dilutions.

4. Use of MAbs for isolation of piliated bacteria.
Although pilin isolates will undoubtedly be pilus–, the isolates expressing pilin

may or may not produce assembled pili. Pilin may be incorporated into outer-
membrane and will react with all the available antibodies against pili. (Fig. 4). In
this case, pilin does not mediate bacterial adherence and does not support effi-
cient transformation. Electron microscopic examination is necessary to confirm
the piliation status of an isolate. SM1, AD211, and U101 recognize both pilin
monomers and assembled pili.

Fig. Fig. 4. Pilin+ phenotype of strain C751. Immunoelectron microscopy of a
nonpiliated meningococcal isolate showing pilin monomers located in the outer membrane
some of which can be seen extruding from the bacterial surface. The pilins were labeled
with SM1 and protein A conjugated to 5-nm gold particles.
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For the isolation of piliated bacteria, a better strategy may be to select on
target cells (see Subheading 3.1.4.2.1.)

5. When gentamicin survival assay is used to obtain “internalized” phenotype, it is
necessary to carry out a control experiment to establish that the bacteria isolated
were truly internalized. This is necessary because in some situations, e.g., when
bacteria tend to form large clumps on target cell surface, many may escape the
action of gentamicin. The following control experiment will establish if survi-
vors have escaped the antibiotic action by cell entry or via other means. Host
cells are pre-incubated with 2 µg/mL cytochalasin D (CD) in infection medium
for 30 min prior to infection with bacteria. CD is present throughout the infection
period at 1 µg/mL. Pre-treatment with CD prevents cytoskeletal activity and bac-
teria usually remain externally adherent to the target cells. The subsequent gen-
tamicin treatment should effectively eliminate all bacteria. If a significant number
survives, then the assay cannot be used to study internalization or to isolate an
invasive phenotype.

6. For adhesion and invasion experiments, all monolayers are used at confluency.
For transfection experiments, sub-confluent monolayers are used.

7. For receptor immunolocalization, it is important to maintain immunoreactivity
of antigenic epitopes of the target receptor, therefore the choice of fixative is
important. Paraformaldehyde preserves cell morphology and immunoreactivity
of most antigens and has been used widely for such applications. In contrast,
organic solvents destroy many antigenic epitopes but they may expose buried
epitopes and can be useful in some cases.

8. For double-labeling experiments in co-localization studies, it is necessary to
choose antibodies carefully to ensure no undesirable cross-reaction occurs. Suit-
able pre-adsorbed antibodies are available from many manufacturers.

9. For co-precipitation, antibodies against the receptor may be required. Those
directed against the cytoplasmic domain are most useful but others that bind to
sites on the receptor not targeted by bacteria can also be used. It should be noted
that receptor-ligand complexes of low affinity or sensitive to minor conforma-
tional changes may not stay intact in the presence of detergents (see Fig. 2) or
anti-receptor antibodies.

10. Nonreducing gel conditions employ normal gels but the sample buffer does not
contain mercaptoethanol and samples are not heated prior to loading on gels.

11. If a receptor is present at limiting dilutions, it may be “mopped up” by high-
affinity ligands when both high- and low-affinity ligands are present on the same
nitrocellulose strip. It is therefore advisable to make sure that receptor is present
in excess and distinct ligands should be tested on separate strips also to verify
their receptor-binding properties.

12. In ligand-overlay experiments, the use of unnecessarily high numbers of bacteria
may produce high “background” staining; since phase variants present in any
control nonadherent culture may be drawn to the receptor, which acts as an affin-
ity concentrator.
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Experimental Nasopharyngeal Colonization by
Neisseria meningitidis using Explant Organ Culture

Robert C. Read and Linda Goodwin

1. Introduction
This chapter will describe the use of organ cultures of human nasopharyn-

geal mucosa to study the interaction of Neisseria meningitidis with this com-
plex tissue. Colonization of nasopharyngeal mucosa is the first step in the
pathogenesis of meningococcal disease. Supporting evidence for this is the
correlation between the prevalence of community carriage and the occurrence
of meningococcal disease (1). During nonepidemic periods, the baseline preva-
lence of nasopharyngeal carriage of meningococci is 5–10% but is consider-
ably higher in certain populations such as military personnel (2), and in
households of cases (3). There are a number of influences on the acquisition of
meningococcal carriage; these include smoking (4) but not season (5). It is
possible that coincident viral infections may affect acquisition of meningococ-
cal carriage (6,7). There is good evidence that genetic factors are involved, as
some individuals appear resistant to acquisition of carriage, while others
chronically or intermittently carry N. meningitidis (8). Carriage of the organ-
ism also appears to be associated with secretor status (9). The precise site within
the nasopharynx that Neisseria meningitidis colonizes and invades is not
known. However, during natural carriage, the organism can be isolated both
from the rhinopharynx and from the throat (10).

Organ culture is culture of pieces of tissue derived from animals or humans.
It permits the study of the interaction of Neisseria meningitidis with tissue that
has physiologically relevant cellular and matriceal components. Viable organ
cultures of upper-respiratory mucosa have many relevant functional character-
istics: they have the “normal” population of human epithelial cells and leuko-
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cytes, they will secrete mucus, produce periciliary fluid, and contain a popula-
tion of beating cilia. The disadvantages of human organ-culture systems are
that the tissue is inevitably resected from patients with coincident disease, and
the experiments involved are usually labor-intensive. Unlike experiments with
monolayers of transformed cells, which can often be completed in a single day,
the replicates required to smooth out biological variation among donors of
explants means that a series of experiments may take several months.

The constituents of the epithelium and its underlying mucosa vary accord-
ing to the site within the upper-respiratory tract. The anterior nares are lined by
stratified squamous keratinizing epithelium. The remainder of the respiratory
tract is lined by ciliated, pseudostratified, columnar cells interspersed with
occasional mucus-secreting cells (shown in Fig. 1) except at the following sites:

1. A small zone of stratified epithelium below the pharyngeal fornix,
2. Nonkeratinizing squamous epithelium in the oropharynx,
3. The anterior surface of the epiglottis and the upper half of its posterior surface,
4. The upper half of the aryepiglottic folds, and
5. The vocal cords.

Fig. 1. Transmission electron micrograph showing normal pseudostratified ciliated
epithelium derived from human nasal turbinate. Ciliated epithelial cells are inter-
spersed with goblet cells, one of which has discharged its contents. Bar, 15 µm.
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The midline pharyngeal tonsil is located on the dorsal wall of the nasophar-
ynx and is covered mainly by pseudostratified columnar cells. It may become
quite large in childhood and together with lymphoid tissue near the auditory
orifices, constitutes the adenoids. At the trachea, the stratified squamous epi-
thelium covering the vocal cords becomes ciliated pseudostratified columnar.
Submucosal glands are numerous and are found wherever there is cartilage
within the airway wall. The pseudostratified columnar epithelium that lines the
conducting airways is made up of eight distinct cell types: basal, ciliated,
mucus, serous, clara, dense core granulated (DCG), special type, and brush
(11). The relative frequency of these cells at the different airway levels has not
been investigated extensively in humans (12). There are intense collections of
lymphoid tissue within the tonsils and adenoids. Overlying these areas, the
epithelium tends to be relatively sparsely ciliated compared to other parts of
the upper-respiratory tract. Mucus originates mainly from goblet cells as glob-
ules that gradually coalesce. In addition to trapping inhaled bacteria, mucus
has direct antibacterial activity; it contains some secretory IgA, lysosyme,
transferrin, lactoferrin, and immunoglobulin.

Upper-respiratory tract organ cultures can be derived from nasal turbinates
(the mucosa that overlies the scroll bones within the nasopharynx), the adenoids
(an area within the nasopharyngeal vault in which epithelium-covered
lymphoid tissue projects into the lumen), or tonsils. Nasal turbinates are usu-
ally resected for nonallergic nasal obstruction such as nasal septal deviation.
However, adenoids and tonsils are normally resected in patients who have had
chronic infection of these tissues. Tissue is dissected into conveniently-sized
explants and maintained in culture medium in such a way that the mucosal
surface is exposed and available for interaction with bacteria. Organ cultures
can be maintained in suspension in culture medium (13), or can be immersed in
medium but embedded in a solid phase, e.g., agar, such that their mucosal surface is
oriented appropriately (14,15). Alternatively, organ cultures can be maintained
so that their mucosal surfaces are not immersed in medium, but are exposed
to humidified air. Whether the organ cultures are immersed in medium or cultured
with an “air-interface” appears to alter the behavior of some pathogens with
the surface of the explant; for example, Haemophilus influenzae appears to adhere
with greater affinity to mucus in an air-interface model (16).

Bacterial interaction with explants can be measured in a number of ways. The
simplest measurement is to count viable bacteria in association with homogenates
of the tissue. By immersing explants in a bactericidal solution (such as antibiotic or
sodium taurocholate) prior to homogenization, some estimate of the organisms that
have penetrated the tissue of the explant can be made. Microscopy can be con-
ducted after fixation using light, fluorescence, or electron microscopy (EM). EM
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has the advantage that it can provide useful information on the tropism of bac-
teria for individual cell types and more accurate identification of bacteria.

A number of groups have studied the interaction of Neisseria meningitidis
with human airway mucosa. Using adenoids, Stephens et al. showed that men-
ingococci attached selectively to nonciliated columnar cells, and during this
process microvilli of nonciliated cells elongated and surrounded the organ-
isms. Meningococci appeared to undergo parasite-directed endocytosis and
were later observed in subepithelial tissues adjacent to lymphoid tissue (17).
Using nasal turbinates, Read et al. showed that there was little association of
N. meningitidis with secreted mucus and that endocytosis into nonciliated cells
is observed in only a minority of explants (Fig. 2). Meningococci that have
penetrated the basement collagen membrane were seen dividing within mac-
rophages (18). Some meningococcal virulence determinants have been studied
in these systems. Rayner et al. (19), using human adenoids, showed that men-
ingococcal infection caused epithelial damage, loss of ciliated epithelium, and
ciliary disorganization, which was greatest with piliated variants of the group
B strain MC58. Pili increased adherence of meningococci to nonciliated cells.
This group also showed that there was very little adherence of Neisseria to

Fig. 2. Transmission electron microscopy showing epithelial-cell entry of group B
N. meningitidis after infection of nasal turbinates for 24 hours. Meningococci are seen
within membrane-bound vesicles of a nonciliated cell. Bar, 500 nm.
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mucus. Stephens et al. investigated the effect of loss of the ( 2 8)-linked
polysialic acid capsule on adherence of N. meningitidis to the surface of human
adenoids and found that noncapsulate strains were more adherent to the sur-
face of the adenoid mucosa. Both the wild-type and noncapsulate strain were
internalized by the adenoid mucosa. They noted that capsulate meningococci
were internalized in large vacuoles and nonciliated epithelial cells, whereas
noncapsulate meningococci appeared not to be internalized within membrane-
bound vesicles (20). Read et al. (21) investigated the effect of co-infection
with influenza virus B on subsequent attachment of N. meningitidis to the sur-
face of nasal turbinate mucosa. Influenza virus did not increase association of
an ET-5 strain (K454) with the mucosa even when the explants were pre-treated
with the virus for 7 d prior to superinfection with N. meningitidis.

New technologies are now available for the investigation of Neisseria gene
expression and selection during penetration of human nasopharyngeal mucosa.
The relatively simple techniques of organ culture described here will be
increasingly useful over the next few years as we employ new molecular tools
to elucidate further the pathogenesis of this disease.

2. Materials
2.1. Organ Culture

1. Tissue samples are obtained from patients undergoing surgery by ENT surgeons
(see Note 1). Informed consent is required from the patient for the ex vivo tissue
to be used.

2. Tissue-culture medium: Minimal Essential Medium (MEM; Gibco, UK) con-
tains Earle’s salts, calcium, L-glutamine, and phenyl red; Medium 199 (M199)
(Flow Laboratories, UK) contains Earle’s salts, 20 mM HEPES (N-2-hydroxy-
ethylpiperazine-N -2-ethanesulphonic acid buffer), calcium and magnesium with
glutamine, but without phenyl red. This medium contains higher concentrations of
amino acids and vitamins than MEM. Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS): (0.6 M
Na2HPO4, 0.6 M Kh2PO4, NaCl, 0.9% [w/v]). Antibiotics used to sterilize commen-
sal flora include penicillin (50 U/mL), streptomycin (50 µg/mL), and gentamicin
(50 µg/mL) in combination. These are generally added to MEM or M-199.

3. Petri-dishes: organ cultures are conducted in 3-cm petri-dishes. For interface
models, a 3-cm petri-dish is placed inside a 5-cm petri-dish (Sterilin, UK).

4. Electrophoretic agar (1%) is used to immobilize tissue in petri-dishes (No.1;
Oxoid, UK).

5. Irrigation of air-interface explants can be conducted using strips of sterile filter
paper (e.g., No. 1, Whatman, UK) or dialysis membrane.

6. Miscellaneous equipment required includes a thermostatic waterbath,
microcentrifuges, a pH meter with 5% CO2 in air, UV spectrophotometer, scal-
pels and plastic microbiological loops, and a Class II microbiological hood.
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2.2. Homogenization and Viable Counting

1. Homogenization is conducted by us using a one-shot cell disrupter (Warwick
Instruments, UK), which exerts a pressure of 10 psi across the tissue. After use,
sterilization is conducted using 70% methylated spirits followed by rinsing in
sterile PBS. Viable counting of homogenates requires Eppendorf tubes and PBS
or Mueller-Hinton Broth as diluent.

2.3. Fixation for Histology and EM

1. For preparation of paraffin-embedded tissue, tissue can be fixed in 10% formalin
for 24 h.

2. For fixation for immunofluorescence, tissue can be lightly fixed in 1% paraform-
aldehyde (pH 7.0–8.0).

3. For transmission EM and scanning EM, tissue is fixed in 2.5% glutaraldehyde
and 2% formaldehyde in 0.04 M sodium cacodylate with 5% sucrose and a
0.05% CaCl.

2.4. Cutting and Preparation of Sections for Light Microscopy

1. Dehydration of fixed tissues conducted with ethanol at a range of concentrations
from 70–100% tissue is embedded in paraffin wax at 56°C.

2. Tissue is cut using a standard microtome (e.g., Slee 550, Mainz, Germany).
3. Staining for conventional histology uses hematoxylin and eosin (Surgipath, UK).
4. For immunofluorescence, sections on slides are flooded with primary antibody

(affinity chosen depends upon the microbial target; for meningococcal immunofluo-
rescence, anticapsular, anti-Porin, or anti-TBP antibodies can be used) at a concen-
tration of 1�20 in PBS, for 15 min. Secondary antibody, which again depends on the
species in which the primary antibody is made (good examples are goat anti-rabbit
conjugated to FITC or Cy3), at a concentration of 1�20 in PBS containing 5% block-
ing serum (serum from the species of the secondary antibody, e.g., goat).

2.5. Preparation for Transmission EM

1. Fixed tissue is placed in buffer (0.04 M sodium cacodylate buffer with 5% sucrose
and 0.05% CaCl).

2. Osmium tetroxide is prepared at 1.3% from a stock 2% solution.
3. Resin is prepared using a combination of resin 48 g, HWO 52 g and BDMA 1.78 g

together with an accelerator (benzyl dimethylamine).
4. 2% Uranyl acetate is prepared in 50% ethanol.
5. Propylene oxide is prepared in a 1�1 mixture with resin (all materials available

from TAAB Lab Equipment, Aldermaston, UK).

2.6. Preparation for Scanning EM

1. For critical point drying solutions of acetone and 100% ethanol at equal concen-
trations are made.

2. Sputter-coating is conducted with a commercial sputter-coater (e.g., TAAB 300-S).
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3. Methods
3.1. Preparation of Organ Cultures (see Fig. 3)

1. Transport the mucosal tissue to the laboratory in MEM with antibiotics. Dissect
the tissue to produce convenient-sized explants (e.g., 4 × 4 mm).

2. Cut nasal turbinates in cross-sections, and then place each half-moon shaped sec-
tion on its side. Trim the epithelium away from the underlying cartilage and the
supporting connective tissue. Turn the strips of mucosa on their side and cut into
cubes which have an epithelium on one surface. This process is usually con-
ducted in a 10-cm Petri dish containing MEM with antibiotics. Transfer cubes of
tissue to a universal container containing MEM with antibiotics. Examine the
explants with a dissecting microscope to ensure that they have ciliary activity
(observed as a “shimmering” at the edge of the explant). Place the tissue in MEM
without antibiotics and incubate at 37°C for at least 4h prior to use.

2. Maintain the explant in a 3-cm petri dish containing the tissue submerged in MEM
or M199. In order to position the explant so that its epithelial surface projects

Fig. 3. Dissecting nasal turbinates for organ culture. Cubes of mucosa are produced
by cutting a section of the turbinate, trimming away submucosal tissue followed by
cutting mucosa into cubes of approximate dimensions of 4 × 4 × 4 mm.
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upwards and is continually available for interaction with bacteria, embed the
explant in a seat of 1% agar. Warm the agar to 40°C and allow to cool. At tem-
peratures less than 37°C, 1% electrophoretic agar will set. Place the agar within the
3-cm Petri dish while molten and then position the tissue cut-surface downwards in
the center of the agar. Carefully add additional agar around the edge of the explant
to ensure that cut surfaces are not available for interaction with bacteria.

3. To produce an explant with an air-interface place a 3-cm Petri dish inside a 5-cm
petri dish with a strip of filter paper across the inner Petri dish so that it can bathe
the explant with MEM (7 ml) from the outer Petri dish. Place explants cut-surface
downwards onto the filter paper in the centre of the inner Petri dish and place 1%
molten agar around the explant to fix in position. Irrigate the tissue with 200 µL
of MEM until it is ready for inoculation with bacteria.

4. Grow N. meningitidis cultures up to mid-log phase in Muller-Hinton broth and
wash 3 times in PBS. Prepare 1 × 107 cfu of the experimental strain in 100 µL of
PBS, and drop carefully onto the center of the explant, and allow the infection to
proceed. If an immersed model is being used, simply bathe the explant in its seat
of agar in 1 × 107 cfu in 3 mL of MEM.

5. Over the course of the infection, remove the tissue from the Petri dish, immerse
in 3 changes of PBS, and then either homogenize for viable counting or fix for
microscopy.

3.2. Homogenization and Viable Counting

1. To homogenize tissue, place the explant in the chamber of the one-shot cell dis-
rupter together with 1 mL of Muller-Hinton broth to obtain a suspension. Hold
the probe in place while the disruption cycle (20 s) proceeds. Remove the cup,
and aspirate the contents of the capsule into an Eppendorf. Dilutional counting
can then be conducted.

2. To estimate the number of bacteria that have penetrated the tissue, immerse the
explants in 0.25% sodium taurocholate (bile salts) for 30 s (see Note 7). Immedi-
ately wash the tissue through two changes of PBS in a universal container prior
to homogenisation in the one-shot cell disrupter. This concentration of sodium
taurocholate kills a suspension of 107 Neisseria meningitidis within 30 s. Ex-
plants that have been treated with sodium taurocholate and then washed and ho-
mogenized exhibit no bactericidal activity against N. meningitidis, which suggests
that this substance, as expected, does not enter this mucosal tissue.

3.3. Preparation of Tissue for Histology
1. To produce frozen sections (useful for immunofluorescence) snap-freeze tissue

in liquid nitrogen. Cut sections with a cryostat set at –20°C. This has to be con-
ducted under category 2 conditions.

2. For paraffin wax-embedded tissue, dehydrate formalin-fixed tissue using graded
alcohol immersions of 2 h each at 70, 95, and 100%. Place the tissue in paraffin
wax at 56°C over 2 h and then embed in fresh wax. Cut suitable sections with a
microtome.
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3.4. Transmission EM

1. Following fixation of tissue, remove fixative and replace with buffer and leave
until it is ready for further processing. Conduct the processing in a fume cabinet.
Remove the buffer and replace with osmium tetroxide and roll tissue for 1 h.
Remove osmium tetroxide and replace with 50% ethanol in distilled water. Roll
the tissue for 15 min. Remove the ethanol and stain the tissue with 2% uranyl
acetate. Replace this again with 50% ethanol and continue the dehydration
through graded ethanols. Replace 100% ethanol with propylene oxide for 15 min
(this is a carcinogen and great care must be taken in handling material at this
stage). Place the tissue in a 1�1 propylene oxide/resin mixture and leave in
a fume cabinet overnight in embedding moulds. Take care to exclude air from
the resin. Orientate the moulds containing the tissues using an orange stick for
cutting. Following embedding cut 5 or 6 1 µ sections from the central portion
of each specimen, stain with toluene blue, and examine by light microscopy.
Sections containing appropriately oriented epithelium can then be selected and
placed on a 300 mesh carbon-coated copper grid (Agar Scientific) for examina-
tion by TEM.

3.5. Preparation for Scanning EM
1. Process the fixed explant through gentle buffer washes, 1% osmium tetroxide (in

identical buffer) for 1 h, dehydrate through graded ethanols to acetone, and con-
duct critical point drying in CO2. Mount the tissue on aluminium stubs, and then
sputter-coat with gold using the SEM 300-S sputter-coater.

2. Examine stubs with mounted tissue in an appropriate scanning electron micro-
scope. Set the center of each specimen at 0° tilt, increase magnification to 2.5 K
and examine the features of the surface in a box pattern. This can be done using a
screen graticule. Calculate the percentage of the surface of the mucosa that is
ciliated, nonciliated, covered with normal mucosa or covered with extruded
or stripped (damaged) mucosa. N. meningitidis can usually be easily identified
because of its characteristic shape and it is possible to describe the numbers of
bacteria associated with particular surface characteristics (see Fig. 4).

4. Notes
1. Middle or inferior turbinates are generally approx 5-cm maximum length and

usually contain cartilage unless a submucosal resection has been conducted.
Human adenoids are usually obtained from children and are rarely resected intact
but consist of strands of friable tissue. Human tonsils are usually quite foul, very
bloody, and difficult to handle because of the tendency of the tissue to collapse
on cutting. In the case of nasal turbinates, the tissue is not always suitable for
organ culture. Sometimes the tissue has obvious severe bruising and/or pus. This
material is clearly unsuitable. A good piece of tissue will have a salmon pink
color and be relatively smooth. Note that the anterior tip of a turbinate usually
has squamous epithelium and this should be dissected away. With adenoids, it
can be very difficult to orientate the tissues so that the epithelial surface can be
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placed upwards in the preparation. Epithelial surfaces can be identified using a
dissecting microscope and ciliary activity can be seen. They tend to be a different
color to the adventious tissue, but in diseased tissue it can be very difficult to tell
the difference between the two. In our hands, with both the agar-embedded model
and the air-interface model, control tissue will retain some ciliary activity for at
least 7 d. However, we have noted by this time that there is some loss of integrity
on histology. “Normal” histology is usually retained for at least 48 h of culture.
We tend to use our tissue immediately unless the experiment requires more pro-
longed periods of culture.

2. The inoculum size of N. meningitidis is critical. We use inocula of 1 × 106 cfu or
1 × 107 cfu. With lower inocula than this, the meningococcus does not always
succeed in these models.

3. We have found a wide difference in the success of N. meningitidis between tis-
sues derived from different human hosts. In fact, there can be almost a 1,000-fold
difference in the recovered bacteria between one host and another during experi-
mental infections, but there is consistent retrieval within-host. Therefore,
to power the study, we usually require at least six different donors per series
of experiments, though obviously this depends on the study that is being done.

Fig. 4. Scanning electron micrograph of Neisseria meningitidis is adherent to the
surface of turbinate mucosa. Cell junctions of the nonciliated cells are separating, and
some meningococci are seen between cells.
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Typically, we will compare a wild-type organism with a mutant, though more
than two comparators will require at least 10 different donors for statistical power.
A typical turbinate will yield between 15 and 20 explants only, which limits the
size of the experiments you can perform.

4. Careful preparation for histology and EM is critical. Rough handling of the fixed
explant at any stage will result in stripping of the epithelium. Care should be
taken that the explants are not rolled violently during the preparation steps, and
that air is excluded from tubes containing the explants. A recent trick that we
have used is to immerse tissue in plasma and then add clot activator so that the
tissue can then be fixed and processed inside a protective clot.

5. Scanning microscopy of explants infected with Neisseria can be difficult, but the
experienced eye can easily tell the difference between N. meningitidis and other
objects such as epithelial blebs and mucous globules. Immunogold labeling of
bacteria has been surprisingly difficult as only a small percentage of the organ-
isms seem to become coated with the marker.

6. Transmission EM is also labor-intensive; because the sections are only 1-µm
thin, you do not always cut through a section containing N. meningitidis. We
were only able to identify meningococci by TEM in 40% of infected explants,
whereas we were able to show them in 100% using SEM (18). Therefore with
TEM, we generally take multiple cuts at various points through the center portion
of the specimen in order to capture meningococci and quantify the interactions.
The organisms can usually be seen on the toluene blue-stained sections, in case
you wish to choose ultrathin sections for photography.

7. An alternative method of estimating internalization of meningococci into the tissue is
to bathe the tissue in an antibiotic that penetrates tissue poorly (e.g., gentamicin),
prior to homogenizing tissue for viable counting of bacteria. To estimate the concen-
tration of antibiotic required to do this, the Minimum Bactericidal Concentration
(MBC) of the experimental strains should be measured, in addition to the minimum
length of time required for 100% kill of bacteria in suspension.
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Invasion of the Central Nervous System
by Neisseria meningitidis

Colin Tinsley and Xavier Nassif

1. Introduction
Neisseria meningitidis is an extracellular pathogen responsible for septice-

mia and meningitis. The occurrence of meningitis requires that bacteria cross
the blood-brain barrier (BBB) and induce an inflammatory response within the
subarachnoid space. The mechanisms that lead to the development of cere-
brospinal fluid (CSF) pleocytosis once bacteria have reached the CSF have
been studied using several animal models. These mechanisms are similar
among extracellular pathogens responsible for meningitis (i.e., Haemophilus
influenzae type b, Streptococcus pneumoniae, and N. meningitidis). The in situ
production of cytokines is the primary event leading to transmigration of
leucocytes through the BBB (1–4).

The BBB is one of the tightest barriers in the body, and few bacterial patho-
gens are able to breach this barrier; this strongly suggests that these pathogens
have developed specific attributes responsible for this step. Two factors play a
synergistic role in bacterial invasion of the CSF: 1) high levels of bacteremia,
and 2) the ability of the meningococcus to interact specifically with the com-
ponents of the BBB. For each of the steps of pathogenesis major virulence
factors have been described. The polysaccharide capsule plays an essential role
in the bloodstream survival and the pili are essential in mediating interaction of
the bacteria with the BBB. The role of pilus-mediated adhesion in promoting
the crossing of the BBB in patients has been well-established. However the
precise mechanisms by which pilus mediated adhesion is responsible for the
crossing of the BBB are unidentified, and other bacterial attributes that are
likely to be involved in this step remain to be looked at. This highlights the
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need for suitable models permitting the study of these steps. We will describe
here two different groups of techniques used for the study of these two aspects
of central nervous system (CNS) invasion: the bloodstream survival and the
crossing of the BBB. The former relies essentially on the use of the infant rat
model, and the latter on in vitro models.

1.1. In vitro Model
1.1.1. The Blood-Brain Barrier

The aim of these in vitro models is to provide a tool that mimics the interac-
tion of N. meningitidis with the components of the BBB. An understanding of
the potentials and limitations of the model requires firstly a brief review of the
major characteristics of the BBB.

The barrier between the blood and the brain parenchyma is formed differ-
ently by the endothelial cells and at the choroidal plexus. The brain endothelial
cells differ from those in most peripheral capillaries in two important respects.
Firstly they undergo a very slow rate of fluid-phase uptake as assayed by the
translocation of tracer molecules such as horseradish peroxidase (5). This lim-
its the amount of transcellular flux. Secondly the surfaces of contact between
the cells of the brain capillaries are sealed by tight junctions, which limits the
amount of paracellular flux. The walls of the blood vessels on the surface
of the brain demonstrate a very significant barrier to the movement of ions
because their electrical resistance is at least 1500 cm2 (6). Hence it is the
combination of the limited paracellular and transcellular movement of mol-
ecules and ions that accounts for the existence of the barrier. However the BBB
is now recognized as more than an impermeable barrier; indeed these endothe-
lial cells are very similar to polarized cells. The reason that endothelial cells in
the brain become different from those in the periphery is not fully understood,
but it is clear that astrocytes influence the development of the altered perme-
ability of these endothelial cells (7).

The other components of the BBB are the choroidal plexuses. These are the
major site of CSF synthesis and are located in the ventricles (8). These are leaf-
like structures in the CSF with a central core of blood vessels covered by epi-
thelium. The endothelial cells in the choroidal plexus are fenestrated and have
a peripheral structure. The BBB in this region is formed by tight junctions at
the ventricular surface of the epithelial cells, which form a true polarized epi-
thelium identical to that found in the kidney. These epithelial cells produce the
CSF, which has a very high turnover rate, being replaced entirely every 4–6 h.

The understanding of the crossing of the BBB by a bacterial pathogen
requires the localization of the site of entry into the CSF: is it the choroidal
plexus or the meningeal capillaries? (It is theoretically unlikely that an extra-
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cellular pathogen such as N. meningitidis would enter the CSF by traveling inside
leukocytes.) In addition, clinical observations argue against such a route because
fulminant meningococcemia is often accompanied by an infection of the CSF
before an inflammatory response, or leukocytes, are observed in the CSF. To deter-
mine the anatomical structure where the crossing of the barrier takes place, an
animal model reproducing the human disease should be used. The only animal
model in which N. meningitidis have been shown to invade the meninges is the
infant rat (9). The intraperitoneal injection of meningococci is followed by a bacte-
remia and subsequently by invasion of the CSF. However the specificity of the
crossing of the BBB in infant rats is questionable, because N. meningitidis is only
known to interact specifically with cells of human origin. Recently using material
obtained from a patient who died early during the course of a fulminant meningo-
coccemia, i.e., at a time when N. meningitidis were crossing the BBB, numerous
N. meningitidis were seen strongly adhering to the endothelial cells of both the
capillaries of the choroidal plexuses and the meninges (10), suggesting that both
structures could be traversed by N. meningitidis to invade the CSF.

Though considerable progress has been made in our understanding of its
anatomy and physiology, a major difficulty in the study of the crossing of the BBB
by a pathogen remains the lack of a suitable in vitro model mimicking this barrier.
The ideal model would use a brain endothelial cell line, and a choroidal epithelial
cell line, which make tight junctions in vitro. Some cell lines are available, but none
has the ability to form tight junctions (11,12). More sophisticated models have
been developed but they are laborious and also have the drawback of using animal
cells, and consequently are not very useful in the study of the meningococcus,
which would require human material. On the other hand, it is apparent that the
BBB, both at the level of the endothelium and the choroid plexus, shows many of
the characterisitics of polarized epithelium, a more readily acheivable model. Hence
studies performed with tight junction-forming epithelial cells, for example T84
epithelial cells, may yield information shedding light on the mechanisms of entry
into the CSF (13).

1.1.2. Advantages and Limitations of the T84 Model

This model allows the study of the interaction of meningococci with a mono-
layer of cells forming tight junctions, this being a hallmark of the cells of the
BBB. Using this model, it has been shown that N. meningitidis is capable of
traversing such a monolayer without altering the integrity of the tight junctions
(14,15). No bacteria are seen between the cells, and furthermore no loss of
electrical resistance is observed and there is no delocalization of the proteins
classically associated with tight junctions (e.g., ZO1 and E-cadherin). On the
other hand, confocal microscopy and electron microscopy (EM) have demonstrated
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the presence of bacteria inside the cells. This suggests that meningococci cross a
tight junction-forming monolayer using the transcellular route, and may therefore
transcytose through such a monolayer. However one cannot exclude the possibility
that this organism may be able to cross using the paracellular route without
destroying the junctions. Initially, the adhesion of N. meningitidis is localized,
resulting in the formation of clumps of bacteria on the apical surface of the mono-
layer. The bacteria then spread onto the surface of the cells as the clumps disappear
and are replaced by a monolayer of meningococci covering the cells, a diffuse
adherence in contrast to the initial localized adherence. At this stage, bacteria
adhere intimately and firmly to the apical membrane, and in some places are found
to be intracellular. Pilus-mediated adhesion is probably most critical during the
first step of localized adherence. At the diffuse adherence step, the bacteria have
lost their pili and are intimately attached to the cells. There is evidence that PilT, a
cytoplasmic, nucleotide binding protein, involved in pilus retraction, is required for
the dispersion of the bacteria in moving from the localized to the diffuse adherence
pattern, to induce the loss of piliation, and allow the subsequent intimate attach-
ment (16). Many questions still remain, and this model may therefore be used to
address the cellular mechanisms involved in this trancytosis as well as the screen-
ing of various bacterial mutants deficient in this process.

In using this model, one should always keep in mind that T84 are not derived
from the human brain. However, as mentioned earlier, this is a relatively easy in
vitro model to set up in order to study the tanscytosis of a bacterial pathogen through
a monolayer of human cells. Models for studying the interaction of N. meningtidis
with various human endothelial cells are available and will be reviewed in Chapter 37.

1.2. In Vivo Model

1.2.1. Description of the Model

The procedure is based on the infant rat model of infection by Escherichia coli
(17), adapted for N. meningitidis (9,18). The bacteria are injected intraperitoneally
and the course of infection can be established by determining the number of bacte-
ria in the blood and the CSF at various time points. The major question concerning
this model is that this organism has not been shown to interact with rat cells and
therefore the crossing of the BBB by the bacteria in infant rats may not result from
a specific interaction of the bacteria with the cellular barrier, as in the human dis-
ease, but from the ability of the bacteria to induce a sustained bacteremia. Whether
or not this model can measure the specific interaction of meningococci with the
BBB, it is suitable to assess the ability of the bacteria to multiply in the blood-
stream. The endpoint measured in this model depends on the inoculum, but it can
be either the mortality at 24, 48, or even 72 h, the number of bacteria in the blood or
in the CSF at several time points, or alternatively one may score the number of rats
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that have bacteria in the CSF after 24 h, especially when low inocula are used. For
comparison between mutants, the latter are more sensistive than the assessment of
the mortality, and the number of rats having positive CSF cultures at 24 h correlates
with the ability of the bacteria to survive in the bloodstream.

The virulence of different strains in the model varies and it is neccessary to
start by performing a calibration of the system. This involves inoculation of
different doses of the strain and the definition of the minimum quantity of the
wild-type strain neccessary to induce a sustained bacteremia. The outcome of
the infection is also dependent on the strain of rat used, and consistent results
may be obtained by using litters of inbred rats. A litter of 10 pups is sufficient
for the determination of the minimum infectious dose. When comparing strains,
e.g., to test the effect of mutation of a gene, the number of rats used is the
minimum that will give statistically significant results.

1.2.2. Advantages and Limitations of the Infant Rat Model

Though the properties of the infant rat model are not very clearly defined,
the bacteremia caused by the meningococcus is probably dependent partly on its
ability to scavange iron and to resist the nonspecific immunity of the infant rat. In
this respect, acapsular strains are nonvirulent in the infant rat model, in keeping
with the capsule’s known role in protection against host immunological defenses.
Furthermore, the addition of exogenous, specific anti-meningococcal antibody
results in the clearance of the infection and this has been proposed as the basis for
a comparison of meningococcal antigens as potential vaccine components, screen-
ing monoclonal antibodies (MAbs) for their ability to rescue the rats from infection
by meningococci (9).

It remains to be determined whether the model can be used to study pathogenic
properties of N. meningitidis other than the resistance to serum bactericidal activ-
ity. The unanswered questions, as with the yet imperfectly defined in vitro models
of meningococcal-host interactions, underline the fact that progress in understand-
ing of the pathogenesis of meningococcal disease is achieved in parallel with
developments in the models, which in the future may benefit from transgenic ani-
mals expressing human cellular receptors specific for the meningococcus.

2. Materials
2.1. T84 Model

2.1.1. Quantification of the Interaction with and Penetration
of a Cellular Monolayer

1. Cell line: T84 (ATCC).
2. Culture medium: 1�1 Dulbecco’s minimal essential medium (DMEM): Ham’s

F12 medium (Gibco-BRL Life Technologies), supplemented with 10% fetal
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bovine serum (FBS), 200 mM L-glutamine, 100 U/mL penicillin, 100 µg/mL
streptomycin, 0.25 µg/mL amphotericin B.

3. Infection medium: As culture medium but without the addition of antibiotics.
4. Tissue-culture trays (Falcon).
5. Transwell premeable supports (Costar).
6. Millicell-ERS resistance meter (Millipore).
7. GCB-agar plates (per liter): GCB medium base (Difco) 36 g. Sterilize by autoclav-

ing, then add Kellogg’s supplements and ferric nitrate (19) immediately before pour-
ing plates. Kellogg supplement 1 is (per 100 mL): glucose 40 g, L-glutamine 1 g,
thiamine 2 mg, and is added at a final concentration of 1%. Supplement 2 is 12.3 mM
Fe(N03)3 and is added at 0.1%.

2.1.2. Immunomicroscopic Investigations of the Interaction of Nm with
Cellular Monolayers

1. METM: 50 mM MES, 3 mM EGTA, 5 mM MgCl2, 0.5% Triton X100, pH 7.4.
2. Examples of antibodies and stains are listed in Table 1.
3. Microscopic mounting medium: Moviol (Sigma).
4. EM fixing solution: 0.1 M sodium cacodylate, pH 7.2, 0.1 M sucrose, 5 mM CaCl2,

5 mM MgCl2, containing 1.25% glutaraldehyde and 1.25% paraformaldehyde.

2.2. In Vivo Model
1. Mother and litter of infant rats (inbred Lewis rats), 4 d old at the time of the experi-

ment (see Note 3).
2. GCB-agar plates: Prepared as described in Subheading 2.1.1.
3. GC-phosphate liquid medium (per L): Proteose peptone #3 (Difco) 5.0 g, K2HPO4

(anhydrous) 4.0 g, KH2PO4 (anhydrous) 1.0 g, NaCl 5.0 g. The solution is steril-
ized by autoclaving and Kellogg’s supplements and ferric nitrate (see GCB-agar
plates in Subheading 2.1.1.) are added before use.

3. Methods
3.1. The T84 Model

T84 are human polarized epithelial cells (20). Several human epithelial cell lines
have the ability to form tight junctions in vitro. However T84 are preferred because
they have the ability to form tight junctions having an electrical resistance similar
to that observed in the BBB. The polarization allows us to define an apical and
basolateral surface of cells grown on permeable membrane supports and to study
the directional movement of meningococci across the monolayers.

3.1.1. Quantification of the Interaction with and Penetration
of a Cellular Monolayer

1. Grow cells at 37°C under 5% CO2 in T84 culture medium.
2. For experimental assays resuspend the cells in preheated infection medium (see

Note 1) and seed onto permeable supports of 0.33 cm2 (Transwells) placed in the
wells of a tissue-culture tray, at a density of 5 × 105 per well.

3. After 4 d growth, assess the formation of tight junctions by measuring the
transepithelial resistance (TER) using a Millicell-ERS resistance meter. Monolayers



Table 1
Immunocytochemical Stains and Antibodies

Component Antibody or stain Producer

Bacteria Ethidium bromide, 0.1 µg/mL
Antibody to meningococcal antigens Noncommercial sources

F-actin Phalloidin-alexa488 conjugate Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR.
Tubulin Anti-  tubulin MAb Amersham Life Science Products, Bucks, UK
Cell adhesion molecules Anti-PECAM-1 R&D Systems, Abingdon, UK

Anti-ICAM-1 R&D Systems
Anti-CD44h R&D Systems
Anti-CD46 Serotec, Oxford, UK

Tight junctions Rabbit anti-Z01 Zymed Labs, San Francisco, CA
Adherence junctions Anti-VE cadherin Immunotech, Marseilles, France
Focal adhesion plaques Anti-paxillin Transduction Labs, Lexington, KY

Anti-h-vinculin Sigma
Secondary antibodies to Ig:

Anti-rabbit-rhodamine conjugate Jackson ImmunoResearch Labs, West Grove, PA
Anti-rabbit-Cy3 conjugate Jackson ImmunoResearch Labs
Anti-mouse-Cy5 conjugate Jackson ImmunoResearch Labs
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are ready to be used when the TER has reached between 500 and 2000 ohm.cm2,
which resistivity should be achieved within 5 d after seeding (see Note 2).

4. Harvest the bacteria from GCB-agar plates after overnight growth at 37°C in a
humid atmosphere containing 5% CO2 and dilute into the infection medium to
give around 5 × 104 bacteria per mL. This can typically be achieved by making a
1/1000 dilution of a suspension of OD600 of 0.1, but should be determined experi-
mentally for each strain.

5. Before the assay, remove the medium from both compartments of the transwell.
Refill the lower chamber with fresh, sterile medium, and the upper one with with
5 × 104 bacteria in 1 mL. Leave the bacteria in contact with the cells for 1 h, then
remove the supernatant and gently wash the Transwells three times with 1 mL of
PBS and replace with new infection medium. Every hour from this time until the
times chosen for the measurements of adhesion and invasion (typically 4, 9, and
24 h) transfer the Transwell supports to a new well containing infection medium
and wash the cells in the upper compartment to avoid an excessive growth of
nonadhesive meningococci.

6. To assay the degree of adhesiveness of the bacteria to the cells, remove the superna-
tant containing unattached bacteria and wash the transwells three times with PBS to
remove nonadherent bacteria. Transfer the transwell to a new tissue culture well con-
taining 1mL of 1% saponin in PBS. Scrape the transwells with a pipet tip to suspend
the cells, vortex to dissociate the bacteria. Plate serial dilutions of the supernatant and
cell-associated fractions onto GCB-agar plates in order to enumerate the bacteria.

7. To quantify bacterial internalization, remove the supernatant containing unattached
bacteria, wash the transwells three times with PBS, then add fresh infection medium
containing gentamicin (150 µg/mL), an impermeant antibiotic, in order to kill exter-
nal bacteria. After 60 min of incubation at 37°C remove the medium and wash the
monolayer twice with PBS. Lyse the cells by incubation at room temperature for
15 min in 1 mL of 1% saponin in PBS in order to liberate the internalized bacteria.
Adherence and internalization may be expressed either simply as numbers of bacteria
or as a ratio with respect to the number of supernatant bacteria at 1 h.

8. To study the crossing of the monolayer by meningococci follow the procedure
above, and after 8 h of incubation transfer the Transwells into a new tissue-
culture well containing fresh medium in the lower compartment and incubate at
37°C for one h. Measure the number of bacteria crossing the membrane during
this hour by enumeration of the CFU in the medium of the lower chamber at 9 h
after infection. Contuinue to wash the upper chamber every hour then perform
the same measurement for the 24th h. Verify the integrity of the cell monolayer
by determination of the TER at 9 and 24 h after infection.

3.1.2. Immunomicroscopic Investigations of the Interaction
of N. Meningitidis with Cellular Monolayers

In order to investigate more closely the interaction of the bacteria with the
monolayers, immunofluorescence microscopy may be performed in order to
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visualize for example the retraction of the meningococcal pili or the
relocalization of cellular proteins. A sufficient variety of fluorochrome-
conjugated antibodies are available to allow the simultaneous visualization of
several different mammalian cellular components (see Table 1 in materials
section for examples). Bacterial components are visualized by indirect immu-
nofluorescence using a primary anti-bacterial antibody, and bacterial cells may
also be revealed by staining directly with ethidium bromide.

1. Grow T84 cells as described in Subheading 3.1.1. and infect with N. meningitidis
for the appropriate length of time.

2. Wash the cells six times with PBS then stabilize the cytoskeleton by incubation
with cold METM for 5 s, followed by fixation with 2.5% paraformaldehyde for
20 min. Wash the cells with PBS, neutralize with 0.1 M glycine for 5 min, then
permeabilize with 0.5% triton X100 in PBS for 1 min. Before staining, saturate
the preparations in PBS containing 0.2% gelatin. Use the same buffer for dilution
of all immunological reagents.

3. Incubate the samples with the appropriate dilution of antibody or antiserum
(either follow the supplier’s recommendations or test antibodies to determine the
optimum dilutions) for 30 min at room temperature. After three washes in PBS
reveal the bound antibody with the appropriate anti-species fluorochrome-
conjugated antibody. For a list of some immunological stains, see Table 1.

4. Excise the filters with the labeled cell monolayers and attached bacteria, place on
a microscope slide in mounting medium, and seal under a coverslip with nail
varnish.

5. Observe directly by immunofluorescence microscopy. In order to study the
samples in greater detail, a confocal laser-scanning microscope may be used.
Alternatively, after fixation and embedding, the samples may be stained and
investigated by EM.

3.2. The In Vivo Model

The virulence of different strains in the model varies and it is neccessary to
start by performing a calibration of the system in order to define of the mini-
mum quantity of the wild-type strain neccessary to induce a sustained bacter-
emia or to kill half of the rats.

3.2.1. Definition of the Properties of the Meningococcal Strain (see
Note 4).

1. Grow N. meningitidis on GCB-agar plates overnight in a humid atmosphere con-
taining 5% carbon dioxide.

2. Resuspend the bacteria in pyrogen-free 0.9% NaCl to an OD600 of 1.0, then dilute
serially 10-fold to give suspensions of optical density (OD) 0.1 and 0.01.
Depending on the strain of meningococcus, these will contain around 2 × 108,
 2 × 107, and 2 × 106 bacteria per millilitre.
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3. Mark the infant rats for subsequent identification, with an indelible marker pen,
on both their backs and abdomens. The infant rats will be glabrous at this stage
but may begin to grow hair during the course of the experiment.

4. Anaesthetize the rats with diethyl ether, then inject them intraperitoneally (iP)
with 100 µL of the bacterial suspensions (see Note 5). For example, 3 rats may be
inoculated with the suspension of OD600 of 1.0, 4, with that of 0.1 and 3 with
that of 0.01. Enumerate the bacteria in the suspensions used for inoculation by
plating serial dilutions onto GCB-agar plates.

5. At time points of 1, 3, 6, 9, and 24 h post-infection, make a small nick is the
infant rats’ tail veins and remove samples of blood (5 µL) with a micropipet.
Dilute immediately in tubes containing 495 µL of GC-phosphate for subsequent
enumeration.

6. Bacterial load in the CSF may be measured during the experiment (18), but this is
more easily achieved after killing the animals, for example at 24 h after infection.
Kill the rats by iP injection of phenobarbital, then the remove the skin from the
nape of the neck and the back of the head. Puncture the cisterna magna by insert-
ing a hypodermic needle, avoiding the small blood vessels, and withdraw (typi-
cally) 10–15 µL of CSF (see Note 6). Dilute a portion of this sample 10-fold into
GC-phosphate for subsequent analysis of bacterial counts.

3.2.2. Comparison of the Virulence of Mutant Strains

After the characteristics of the bacterial and rat strains have been determined,
comparison of the virulence of bacterial mutants may be undertaken.

Inject half of each litter with the wild-type and half with the mutant bacteria.
To study the growth in the blood and the lethality of infection, inject the quan-
tity of bacteria, which in the case of the wild-type would kill about 50% of the
infant rats within 24 h. For investigation of the crossing into the CSF, it is
better to decrease the dose so that about 90% remain alive for 24 h, and in this
case the experiment may be continued further to 48 h, sacrificing half the rats
at 24 h and the remaining animals after 2 d.

4. Notes
4.1. The T84 Model

1. All manipulations involving the live T84 cells must be performed using media
preheated to 37°C. Prolonged exposure to low temperatures, for example during
washing, may destroy the integrity of the monolayer.

2. Before and during the experiment, the integrity of the monolayer should be
checked by examination (phase contrast) with a binocular microscope. Failure to
reach the required TER may be caused by contamination, notably with myco-
plasma, which are not visible by routine microscopic observation of the mono-
layer. If such an infection is suspected, the bacteria may be visualized by staining
the cells with ethidium bromide, and confirmed by culture on specialized
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medium (e.g., from Difco). The best course of action is to discard all solutions
and to start again with fresh cells.

During the course of the experiments, meningococci should be visible first,
with difficulty, as single diplococci, then as clumps of bacteria, often demon-
strating a “twitching” motility. Later in the experiment, the clumps spread to
form a layer of bacteria covering infected cells.

4.2. In Vivo Model

3. Consistent results may be obtained by using a large number of outbred rats or a
smaller number (1 or 2 litters of 10) of inbred rats. The rats, a mother and her
litter, are placed in their cage at least 24 h before the experiment in order to give
them time to acclimatize to their new surroundings, and are chosen such that the
infants will be between 4 and 5 d old at the start of the experiment.

4. The virulence of most strains of N. meningitidis in this model is significantly
increased by passage in the infant rat. Hence, for comparison of mutants with a
wild-type strain, it is recommended first to pass the wild-type bacteria twice in
the model, selecting those bacteria most capable of survival in the animal. Use
this rat-adapted strain for making mutants to investigate, for example, the effects
of deletion of a gene.

5. Anaesthesis of the infant rats is performed in a large glass jar, containing a wad
of cotton soaked in diethyl ether and well-separated from the animals themselves.
The animals must be anaesthetized before injection of the bacteria, otherwise
muscular contractions will eject the inoculum. Injection of the bacterial suspen-
sion is best performed using a 1-mL hypodermic syringe and a 25-gauge needle.

6. Because the blood may contain substantial numbers of bacteria, it is important to
avoid contamination of the CSF sample. If, during the taking of CSF, any con-
tamination with blood is noticed as a red coloration in the CSF visible at the
surface, the needle must be withdrawn and no further liquid taken. However sig-
nificant contamination may occur without being visible, and for this reason the
potential contamination should be noted by counting the number of red cells
using a malassez cell. In any case, the relative numbers of bacteria in the two
compartments should indicate whether the results can be explained by contami-
nation of the CSF with blood or if there has been a real crossing of the BBB,
which may be accompanied by a clearance of bacteria from the blood.
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Interactions of Meningococci with Endothelium

Robert S. Heyderman and Nigel J. Klein

1. Introduction
The vascular endothelium forms an essential barrier against invasion by

Neisseria meningitidis from the nasopharynx into the circulation and against
meningococcal invasion from the bloodstream into the brain. In previous chap-
ters, there has therefore been considerable emphasis on techniques designed to
investigate the mechanisms underlying meningococcal interactions with epi-
thelial and endothelial surfaces. The vascular endothelium is also a major tar-
get for the host inflammatory response to meningococcal infection and indeed
the ensuing endothelial damage underlies many of the clinical manifestations
associated with this condition (1,2). For this reason, our work has focused on
understanding the cellular and molecular consequences of meningococcal-
endothelial interactions.

A number of previous studies have provided important clues as to how
meningococci cause endothelial damage (reviewed in 1,2). Of particular sig-
nificance are the histological studies of meningococcal disease, which showed
that cutaneous lesions not only contained large numbers of organisms associ-
ated with the vascular endothelium but also demonstrated the presence of
inflammatory cells, particularly polymorphonuclear neutrophils (PMN) (3).
Initially it became apparent from our studies that bacteria alone rarely cause
marked endothelial disruption but in the presence of inflammatory cells, bacte-
rial structure was a critical determinant of endothelial-cell injury (4). Further-
more, we established that both endothelial and leukocyte activation is required
to cause maximal endothelial damage (4,5). More recently we have investigated
the mechanisms by which the meningococcus initiates this endothelial dysfunc-
tion (6–10). Our studies show that: 1) meningococci are potent inducers of
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endothelial adhesion molecules, particularly CD62E, which are necessary for
leukocyte attachment to the vascular wall; 2) adherent meningococci induce
greater expression of adhesion molecules and pro-coagulant activity than
nonadherent organisms; 3) meningococci activate leukocytes, leading to
changes in adhesion molecule expression, including the beta2 integrin CD11b/
CD18, and facilitating attachment to the vascular endothelium; and 4) the com-
bination of stimulated neutrophils adherent to activated endothelial cells causes
disruption of the endothelial cell-associated extracellular matrix (ECM), lead-
ing to hemostatic and hemodynamic dysfunction.

In this chapter we will concentrate on the methods that can be applied to
study the consequences of meningococcal-endothelial interactions. In our in
vitro studies we have used monolayers of human umbilical vein endothelial
cells (HUVEC) as a model of the post-capillary venule. We will detail below
the methods that we have employed to assess changes in ECM expression,
tissue-factor procoagulant activity and cell adhesion molecule expression in
response to N. meningitidis and a range of other inflammatory stimuli
(4,7,9,11–13). These experiments have been conducted with a range of clinical
and laboratory generated mutant strains of N. meningitidis, which are described
elsewhere (4,7,9,14). We will also set out the immunocytochemical methods
that can be applied to tissues such as skin biopsies and post-mortem material
from patients with meningococcal disease to explore meningococcal endothe-
lial interactions in vivo.

2. Materials
All general chemicals not detailed below were purchased from either BDH

(Poole, Dorset, UK) or Sigma (Poole, Dorset, UK) and were high purity grade.

2.1. Endothelial-Cell Culture (see Notes 1–3)

1. Collagenase: 0.1% collagenase Type II (Cat. no. 17101-015; Life Technologies,
Paisley, UK) is made up in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium (DMEM), with-
out pyruvate, with 4500 mg/mL glucose and 0.04M HEPES (Cat. no. 41965-039;
Life Technologies).

2. Fetal calf serum: (FCS) from Life Technologies (Cat. no. 10106-169) is heat-
inactivated at 56°C for 30 min prior to use.

3. Wash medium: RPMI 1640 with HEPES (Cat. no. 42402-016; Life Technolo-
gies) containing 4 µg/mL gentamicin (Roussel, Dublin, Ireland).

4. Endothelial Primary Culture Medium: MCDB 131 medium (Cat. no. 10372-019;
Life Technologies) supplemented with bovine brain extract (Cat. no. cc-4092
Clonetecs), endothelial growth factor (EGF; cc-4107 Clonetecs), hydrocortisone
(Cat. no. cc-4035 Clonetecs), 2 mM L-glutamine (Cat. no. 25030-024; Life Tech-
nologies), 1% penicillin, and streptomycin (Cat. no.15070-022; Life Technolo-
gies) and 20% FCS.
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5. Endothelial Sub-Culture Medium: Following passage, and at least 48 h before
each experiment we use RPMI 1640 medium with 25 mM HEPES Buffer (Cat. no.
10372-019; Life Technologies, Paisley, UK) supplemented, 20% FCS, and 2 mM
L-glutamine.

6. Cord Dissection Instruments: forceps (Cat. no. 406/0072/04 and 406/0073/04),
Spencer Wells clamps (Cat. no. 406/0056/01) and strong dialysis tubing clamps
(Cat. no. 275/1271/00) were purchased from BDH. Disposable plastic quills were
purchased from Avon Medicals Ltd, Reditch, Worcs.

7. Trypsin-EDTA solution X10 (Cat. no. 35400-027; Life Technologies).

2.2. Endothelial ECM Expression

1. Glass Bond (Loctite, Welwyn Garden City, Herts, UK).
2. IgG1 mouse monoclonal antibody (MAb) raised against the human fibronectin

cell attachment fragment (clone 3E3 from Chemicon, Harrow, Middx, UK; Cat.
no. MAb 88916).

3. Fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-labeled goat anti-mouse IgG F(ab )2 (Cat. no.
F0479; DAKO, Cambridge, UK).

4. Gold conjugated poly-l-lysine (Cationic gold) and silver enhancer were from
Biocell Research Laboratories.

5. Vector shield mounting medium (Cat. no. H-1000; Vector Laboratories,
Peterborough, UK).

6. Heparinase II (Cat. no. H6512) and III (EC 4.2.2.8; Cat. no. H8891) were obtained
from Sigma.

2.3. Endothelial Procoagulant Activity

1. Barbitone-buffered saline (BBS): 6 mM sodium diethyl barbiturate, pH 7.35.
2. Soniprep 150 probe sonicator (MSE, Scientific Instruments, Crawley, Sussex).
3. Water bath.
4. Inosithin 0.5 mg/mL in BBS (Associated Concentrates, New York).
5. Human pooled plasma prepared in house from 10 healthy adult volunteers (see

Note 4).
6. Rabbit-brain thromboplastin as Manchester reagent from Manchester Compara-

tive Reagents Ltd., (Stockport).
7. Murine monoclonal anti-tissue factor (TF) antibody IgG1 (Cat no. 4509) from

American Diagnostica, Greenwich, CT).

2.4. Endothelial Adhesion-Molecule Expression

1. Puck’s A saline (Cat. no. P 2917; Sigma).
2. Wash medium: PBS plus 5% FCS plus 0.02% Na azide.
3. Antibodies: mouse MAbs to human ICAM-1 (CD54; clone 84H10; Cat. no.

MCA532), CD62E (clone 1.2B6; Cat. no. MCA883) and VCAM-1 (CD 106;
clone 1.G11B1; Cat. no. MCA907) were obtained from Serotec (Oxford, UK).
Mouse MAbs to human CD31 (Cat. no. MO823) and irrelevant control antigens
were obtained from DAKO (High Wycombe, UK).
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4. Goat anti-mouse F (ab )2 phycoerythrin conjugate (Cat. no. F0480; DAKO).
5. Formal saline (BDH).
6. Flow cytometer such as the FACSCALIBUR (Becton Dickinson) and appropri-

ate software such as Cell Quest (Becton Dickinson).

2.5. Endothelial Function in Tissue Sections

1. Protease XXIV (HK053-5K; BioGenix Laboratories, San Ramon, CA).
2. Antigen retrieval citrate buffer at pH 6.0 (HDS05, SD Supplies, Aylesbury, UK).
3. Antibodies: mouse MAbs against CD31 (Cat. no. MO823), CD68 (clone PG-M1;

Cat. no. M0876), and neutrophil elastase (clone NP57; Cat. no. M0752) from
DAKO. For antibodies against cellular adhesion molecules, see Subheading 2.4.

4. Primary antibody-binding detection kits: Vector (Universal detection kit, Cat. no.
PK-6200; plus DAB Substrate Kit, Cat. no. SK-4100) or DAKO Envision+ System,
Peroxidase (Mouse; Cat. no. K4006).

5. Mayer’s haemalum (Cat. no. 35060 4T; BDH).
6. DPX mountant (Distrene 80, Dibutyl Phalate and Xylene) (Cat. no. 36029 2F; BDH).

3. Methods
3.1. Endothelial Cell Culture

We use methods based on the original descriptions by Gimbrone and Jaffe
(15,16). In view of the changes in cell morphology/function over time and
passage number, we always use HUVECs from the first subculture passage
and within 72 h of reaching confluence. Poorly growing cells or cultures with a
significant number of fibroblast-like cells are not used.

3.1.1. Primary Culture (see Notes 5 and 6)

1. Collect umbilical cords in sterile bottles containing RPMI wash medium (see
Note 7).

2. Inspect the cords for damage and extrude the blood from the vessels between
gloved fingers (see Note 8).

3. Wipe the cord clean of blood and remove areas of damage.
4. Cut off one end of the cord to reveal a clean surface, identify the umbilical vein,

dilate with forceps, and cannulate with a plastic quill. Secure the quill in the vein
with strong cotton thread. Clamp holes in the cord carefully with forceps.

5. Using a syringe, flush the vein through with wash medium to remove any
remaining blood and to dilate the vein. Clamp the distal end of the cord with a
dialysis tubing clamp.

6. Infuse 10–20 mL of 0.1% collagenase type II in DMEM into the vein. Clamp the
quill using forceps and leave a syringe in place to seal the end.

7. Incubate the cord at 37°C for 8–12 min depending on the batch of collagenase.
8. Collect the digest in a 50-mL conical centrifuge tube containing 2 mL of heat-

inactivated FCS and gently flush the vein with a further 20–30 mL of wash medium
to remove any remaining nonadherent cells.
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9. Sediment the cells at 190 g at 22°C for 10 min. Discard the supernatant and
resuspend the cells in 5 mL of primary culture medium (see Note 9).

10. Seed the collagenase digests into 25 cm2 tissue-culture flasks and incubate at
37°C in 5% CO2 (see Note 10).

3.1.2. HUVEC Sub-Culture (see Notes 11 and 12)

1. Wash confluent HUVEC monolayers in the 25 cm2 flasks with sterile PBS to
remove nonadherent cells and the culture medium (the high concentrations of
serum and calcium in the medium may interfere with the passage procedure).

2. Passage the cells with trypsin-EDTA to either 24-well, flat-bottom, tissue-
culture plates or to gelatinized 13-mm coverslips in 24-well, flat-bottom plates in
RPMI culture medium.

3.2. Endothelial ECM Expression (see Note 13)

3.2.1. ECM Staining (see Notes 14 and 15)

1. Wash confluent HUVEC monolayers grown on gelatinized coverslips in 24-well,
tissue-culture plates in fresh medium.

2. Incubate with the appropriate stimulus (e.g., neutrophils, endotoxin, or cytokines,
or live organisms) in the absence of antibiotics (see refs. 4,5,12). Control cells
incubated with culture medium alone are included in each experiment.

3. On completion of stimulation, wash the confluent HUVEC monolayers three
times with wash medium.

4. Fix in cold methanol (–20°C) for 10 min and then wash in PBS.
5. Mount the coverslips onto glass slides using Glass Bond.
6. Stain the monolayer with the primary anti-FN (fibronectin) antibody for 1 h.
7. Wash with PBS.
8. Detect primary antibody binding by incubating with FITC-labeled goat anti-

mouse IgG for 30 min.
9. Wash in PBS.

10. Visualize anionic sites (heparan sulphate) with a 5 nm gold conjugated poly-
l-lysine probe diluted 1�100 in PBS without calcium or magnesium, pH 1.2 for
60 min.

11. Wash with deionized water and develop with a silver enhancer for 15 min (or
until the intensity of stain is optimal) at room temperature.

12. Mount the coverslips in mounting medium for visualization and photography
with a fluorescent microscope.

3.2.2. Removal of Glycosaminoglycans Component of the ECM
(GAGs) by Enzyme Treatment (see Note 16)

1. Wash live HUVEC monolayers grown on glass coverslips in wash medium.
2. Incubate with 5 U/mL of heparinase II or III in culture medium for 4 h.
3. Fix in cold methanol as before.
4. Stain the ECM as in Subheading 3.2.1.
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3.2.3. ECM Staining in the Absence of Cells

1. Treat confluent HUVEC monolayers grown on glass coverslips with either 2 M
urea or 0.1 M ammonium hydroxide (17,18).

2. Once the cells lift off or lyse, respectively, wash with PBS and fix with cold
methanol as before.

3. Stain the ECM as in Subheading 3.2.1.

3.3. Endothelial Procoagulant Activity (see Notes 17 and 18)

1. Wash HUVEC monolayers grown on 24-well tissue-culture plates in fresh medium.
2. Incubate in duplicate with the appropriate stimulus (e.g., live organisms, endot-

oxin, or cytokines) for 6 h in the absence of antibiotics. Control cells incubated
with culture medium alone are included in each experiment.

3. At the completion of the incubation, discard the cell supernatants and freeze the
tissue-culture plate with the monolayers in situ at –70°C until required for assay.

4. On the day of assay, thaw the tissue-culture plates at room temperature, and add
500 µL of BBS added to each well.

5. Sonicate the cells using a Soniprep 150 probe sonicator at 10 mA for 10 s.
6. Measure total cellular procoagulant activity (PCA) by a one stage unactivated

partial thromboplastin time (UPTT) following relipidation with inosithin (see
Note 19):
a. solublize the inosithin (0.5 mg/mL) in BBS at 37°C for 2 h (this can be stored

at 4°C for up to 2 wk).
b. Relipidate the apoprotein by mixing 50 µL of sonicate with 50 µL of normal

pooled plasma and 50 µL of inosithin at 37°C for 3 min in a glass tube (19).
c. Recalcify the relipidated mixture with 50 µL of 25 mM calcium chloride at

37°C, mixing the solution by tilting the glass tube regularly from vertical to
near horizontal, in and out of the water bath (20).

d. Measure the time to clot formation.
e. Express the results as mean PCA units (MU) derived from standard curves

generated with rabbit-brain thromboplastin where a UPTT of 25 s = an arbi-
trary value of 10,000 MU.

7. Confirm the specificity of the PCA detected by neutralization with monoclonal
anti-TF antibody.

3.4. Endothelial Adhesion-Molecule Expression

1. Wash confluent HUVEC monolayers grown on 24-well tissue-culture plates in
fresh medium.

2. Incubate with the appropriate stimulus (e.g., live organisms, endotoxin, or
cytokines) in the absence of antibiotics (see ref. 7). Control cells incubated with
culture medium alone are included in each experiment.

3. Wash HUVEC with Puck’s A saline and then remove immediately.
4. Harvest HUVEC monolayers by incubation in 0.5 mL Puck’s A saline at room

temperature for 5–10 min (until cell just begin to round up).
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5. Gently dislodge endothelial cells from the plate by gentle mechanical scraping
with a wide-bore plastic Pasteur pipet and then remove to plastic FACS tubes
(max 8 wells at a time).

6. Add 1 mL of wash medium per tube and centrifuge cells at 190g for 5 min.
7. Remove supernatant by tipping the FACS tube to the vertical and blotting excess

medium from the rim with absorbent paper.
8. Add 20 µL of appropriately diluted primary antibody (e.g., anti- ICAM-1,

CD62E, and VCAM-1). Include an irrelevant isotype matched antibody to con-
trol for nonspecific binding of antibodies.

9. Resuspend cell pellet and antibody gently.
10. Incubate at room temperature for 15 min.
11. Add 2 mL of wash medium.
12. Centrifuge cells at 190g for 5 min and then remove supernatant as before.
13. Add 20 µL of appropriately diluted secondary antibody (e.g., goat anti-mouse

F(ab)2 phycoerythrin conjugate).
14. Repeat steps 8–11.
15. Resuspend in 500 µL of 1% formal saline.
16. Analyze staining by flow cytometry using Cell Quest software. Identify endothe-

lial cells by their forward-scatter and side-scatter position and by expression of
CD31. For each sample, collect 5000 within the endothelial gate (see Fig. 1.).

3.5. Endothelial Function in Tissue Sections (see Note 20)

Immunohistochemistry is performed by established methods (21) using either
the peroxidase labelled avidin-biotin technique or a novel polymer-based per-
oxidase technique (see below). All incubations were performed in a humidi-
fied chamber at room temperature.

1. Dewax 4-µm paraffin sections from the appropriate tissue in xylene (incubate
3 times 2–3 min each) and 100% ethanol (incubate 3 times 2–3 min each) to water.

2. Incubate in 3% hydrogen peroxide for 5 min to quench endogenous peroxidase
activity.

3. Antigen-retrieval: not required for all antigens, should be optimized for new
antigens:
Protease digestion: incubate with 0.025% protease XXIV and 0.025% CaCl2 in
Tris-HCl, pH 7.2–7.6 for 5–10 min (see Note 22).
OR
Heat-induced target retrieval: immerse the slides in retrieval buffer and heat in a
microwave (95–99°C) for 10–20 min and then allow to cool for an equal amount
of time.

4. Wash in PBS-Tween 20 (0.05%), remove excess buffer using absorbent paper
and then block slides with either 10% serum from the species from which the
secondary antibody is taken or skimmed milk. Incubate for 10 min at room tem-
perature (see Note 21).

5. Wash and then overlay the section with 40 µL of the appropriate antibody for 1 h
at room temperature.
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6. Wash as before and then visualize primary antibody binding using either an avi-
din/ biotin horse radish peroxidase commercial kit or an enzyme-conjugated poly-
mer horseradish peroxidase commercial kit (see Note 23).

7. Wash in tap water.
8. Counterstain with Mayer’s haemalum for 3–5 min and then dip into a suitable

bluing agent (tap water or 37 mM ammonia).
9. Dehydrate in ethanol, clear in xylene, and mount in DPX in a fume chamber (see

Fig. 2).

4. Notes
1. Sterile plasticware and glassware are used throughout.
2. Collagenase and FCS may be stored in aliquots at –20°C.
3. Endothelial cells are very serum-dependent, requiring 20% serum by volume for

incubation periods longer than a few hours. We have used a variety of media
including DMEM, RPMI 1640, and Iscove’s MEM. We have found that MCDB
131 provides the optimum yield. However, in view of the numerous growth fac-
tors, HUVEC cultures should be grown in RPMI 1640 sub-culture medium at
least 48 h before each experiment.

4. The subjects are venesected using a 23-gauge needle into 3.8% sodium tri-citrate.
The blood is centrifuged at 1200g for 10 min at 4°C. The plasma is pooled, aliquoted,
snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen, and then stored at –70°C. Clotting times checked
at regular intervals did not vary between aliquots, nor over the time of storage (up
to 18 mo).

5. All media should be warmed to 37°C in a water bath or incubator before use.
6. Despite the high risk of contamination of the cords by maternal vaginal and skin

flora, we have had few problems with infection. In the summer months fungal
contamination has occurred. Anti-fungal agents such as amphotericin are not been
employed as they often only suppress the organism rather than clear it from the
culture. Contaminated cultures should be discarded immediately.

7. Successful recovery of endothelial cells may be achieved up to 48 h after deliv-
ery. Cords from known HIV- or Hepatitis virus B-infected mothers are not used.
All manipulations and subsequent cell culture are performed using a strict aseptic
technique in a class II cabinet.

Fig. 1. (previous page) Endothelial flow cytometry showing CD31 and ICAM-1
(CD54) expression in response to purified endotoxin. Confluent HUVEC were stimu-
lated with 100 ng/mL of E. coli 0111�B4 LPS for 6 h. (A) Gating of the endothelial-
cell population based on forward- and side-scatter characteristics; (B) CD31 expression
(shaded area) in comparison to staining with an irrelevant isotype matched control
(dashed line) in resting HUVEC (there was no effect with endotoxin); and (C) ICAM-
1 (CD54) expression in resting cells (solid line), LPS-stimulated cells (shaded area) in
comparison to staining with an irrelevant isotype-matched control (dashed line).
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8. The speed of the procedure is critical for the viability of the isolated HUVECs.
All cell handling is performed with large-bore pipets and kept to a minimum.
Care should be taken not overfill the vein as this has a tendency to cause the
vessel wall to rupture. With experience, the technique produced healthy primary
cultures from 80–90% of cords.

9. Collagenase treatment of the cords yields a small white pellet that is occasionally
contaminated with red blood cells (RBCs). Although great emphasis was placed
on removing all traces of red cells before collagenase treatment in the original
descriptions of this method (15,16), this does not seem to either affect the effi-
cacy of the collagenase or the eventual purity of the primary culture.

10. Visualization of the collagenase digests by phase contrast microscopy reveals
single endothelial cells, HUVECs in sheets, RBCs, and occasionally fibroblasts
and smooth-muscle cells. The fibroblasts and smooth-muscle cells are particu-
larly prominent if the collagenase is left in contact with the vein for too long;
however, they do not persist in these cultures. Although over 90% of the endot-
helial cells derived by collagenase digestion are thought to be viable, only
20–50% adhere to the plastic. It has been estimated that an innoculum of at least
3 × 105 viable cells is required to achieve confluence. The HUVECs sediment

Fig. 2. Immunohistochemical staining of CD31 in formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded
skin. Endothelial staining with anti-CD31 antibody following heat-induced target retrieval.
A range of different-sized blood vessels are shown with little or no nonspecific staining
elsewhere. (Photographs courtesy of Dr. S. Faust.)
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and adhere to the plastic flasks within 2–6 h, at which point excessive RBC con-
tamination can be removed. The cells that are adherent to the plastic form small
clusters, which gradually coalesce to form monolayers in 24–72 h.

11. Gelatin is prepared as a 10% solution in sterile water by autoclaving. This solidi-
fies when stored at 4°C. Gelatinize sterile glass coverslips by incubation in
24-well plates with approx 250 µL of pre-warmed gelatin solution at 37°C for at
least 2 h. Remove excess gelatin by washing twice with warm wash medium.

12. Endothelial cells can be easily recognized by their cobblestone appearance on
phase contrast microscopy. The endothelial nature of the cells can be confirmed
by their positive staining for von Willebrand’s Factor (vWF; DAKO, Cat. no.
A0082), showing characteristic cytoplasmic Weibel-Palade bodies and positive
staining for CD31.

13. More precise quantification of fibronectin (FN) may be undertaken by cellular
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) as described in Daromola et al (6).

14. All incubations were performed in a humidified chamber at room temperature.
15. FN and heparan sulphate integrity is assessed semi-quantitatively by scoring

the presence or absence of staining in 10 high-power microscopic fields. If the fibril-
lar pattern of staining is seen in 8 or more fields, the coverslip is given a score
of three; 5–7 fields scores 2; 2–4 fields scores 1, and staining in 1 field or less
scores 0.

16. Used to distinguish GAGs and fibronectin staining and to establish the nature of
the GAGs detected (see refs. 11,12).

17. HUVEC TF expression in response to endotoxin is maximal between 4–6 h (22),
decreasing to baseline within 48 h.

18. Experiments in which live meningococci are employed should be carried out in
the microbiology laboratory, employing a Class I cabinet where there is a danger
of aerosols. Prior to assay, the cells are thawed at room temperature and the wells
incubated overnight in BBS containing 10% penicillin/streptomycin solution at
37°C and then re-frozen to ensure that all the meningococci are dead. The safety
of this method of bacterial killing has been verified.

19. Pre-warm all reagents including the sonicates to 37°C.
20. All sections should be mounted on poly-L-lysine coated slides.
21. The blocker should be restricted to the wet region of the slide by surface tension

alone; if you have trouble use a hydrophobic marker to restrict the blocker and
subsequent antibodies.

22. There are a variety of different enzymes available for this purpose from compa-
nies such as BioGenix Laboratories, DAKO and Vector.

23. In general, DAB should be developed for 5–10 min but this may depend on the
level of the antigen.
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A Promoter Probe Plasmid Based
on Green Fluorescent Protein

A Strategy for Studying Meningococcal Gene Expression

Steven A. R. Webb, Paul R. Langford, and J. Simon Kroll

1. Introduction
Many bacterial genes are regulated in an environment-responsive fashion,

and from the perspective of a pathogen, the host represents just another envi-
ronment. Many genes that contribute to virulence are differentially expressed
in response to host environments that they encounter during colonization and
invasion (1). Recognition of this has led to the development of selection or
reporter systems that utilize the increased activity of promoters during growth
in vivo to identify genes that are selectively expressed during infection, and,
thus, may contribute to the infection process (2–5). One of these techniques,
differential fluorescence induction (2,3), involves the use of a promoter-probe
plasmid that utilizes a variant of green fluorescent protein (GFP) as its reporter.
The technique has been used successfully to identify novel Salmonella
typhimurium genes that are selectively expressed following exposure to acid
environments (3) and during infection of macrophages (2). GFP reporter sys-
tems have also been used to evaluate in vivo gene expression in other organ-
isms including Staphylococcus aureus (6), Listeria monocytogenes (7), and
Mycobacterium marinum (8). This chapter describes the use of the GFP-
promoter-probe plasmid, pJSK411, which is suitable for the evaluation of dif-
ferential gene expression in Neisseria meningitidis (Fig. 1).

The principle behind a promoter-probe plasmid that uses GFP is the same as
for other reporter genes, such as luciferase or -galactosidase. The plasmid
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contains a cloning site, into which DNA of known or unknown sequence, but
which may contain a promoter, is positioned immediately upstream of a
promoterless reporter gene. The utility of a promoter-probe plasmid arises from
production of the reporter molecule being dependent on the activity of the pro-
moter in response to changes in environmental conditions. In the most favor-
able case, the expression of the reporter gene will reflect the pattern of
expression of the gene(s) normally transcribed by the promoter. Inferences
about the pattern of gene expression can then be made for any environment in
which the reporter gene product can be accurately quantified.

Ideally a promoter-probe plasmid has a broad host range, allowing cloning
and other genetic manipulations to be carried out in Escherichia coli before the
construction is moved into the organism of interest. pJSK411 fulfills this crite-
rion, having been constructed using the broad host-range plasmid pMGC18.1

Fig. 1. Map of pJSK411 demonstrating restriction sites within the multiple cloning
site. The binding site for the 401US primer overlies the XhoI site and the 411DS primer
binding site lies within the coding region of GFPmut3.
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as its base replicon (9). pMGC18.1 is a derivative of the conjugative plasmid pLES2
(10), in which the -lactamase gene has been replaced with a kanamycin-resistance
cassette, and can be conjugated into strains of N. meningitidis from S17-1 pir
strains of E. coli (11). As a reporter, pJSK411 contains a variant GFP gene encod-
ing GFPmut3: a brighter, more soluble, and fluorescence-activated cell sorter
(FACS)-optimized variant of wild-type GFP (12). GFP offers several advantages
compared with other reporter genes. It does not appear to alter the growth or viru-
lence properties of bacteria; detection by its fluorescence does not require the addi-
tion of other substrates; and only a short lag-time occurs between onset of
transcription and detection of signal (12–14). The major limitations of GFP are its
long half-life, which limits its capacity to detect downregulation of gene expres-
sion, and a potentially nonlinear relationship between the rate of transcription
and the magnitude of fluorescence signal (15). GFP-mediated fluorescence can be
detected using ultraviolet (UV) microscopy, fluorimetry, and flow cytometry.

2. Materials
2.1. Amplification, Purification, and Verification
of Putative Promoter Region

1. Qiagen Genomic-tip System (Qiagen, Cat. no. 10243).
2. Oligonucleotide primers. These are specific for each putative promoter region. We

have chosen routinely to incorporate a terminal EcoR I site (5 - GCGCGGATCC. . . .-
3 ) or XhoI site (5 -AGCCGCTCGAG. . . .-3 ) in the upstream primer sequence, and
a terminal BamHI site (5 -GCGCGGATCC. . . .-3 ) in the downstream primer. Prim-
ers are designed to have broadly similar annealing temperatures so that multiple poly-
merase chain reactions (PCR) can be performed using the same thermal cycling
conditions.

3. Tbr DNA polymerase (DyNAzym II DNA polymerase, Flowgen, cat. no. D5-3026)
and 10X optimized buffer (Flowgen, Cat. no. D5-3026), 25 mM dNTP solution,
derived by mixing each of the four individual 100 mM dNTP solutions (Phar-
macia, Cat. no. 27-2035-01).

4. 1% agarose gel for electrophoresis.
5. GeneClean III kit (Anachem, Cat. no. 1001-600) or QIAEX gel extraction kit

(Qiagen, Cat. no. 20021) with Qiavac 6S (Qiagen, Cat. no. 19503).
6. Restriction enzymes and appropriate buffers as determined by sequence of puta-

tive promoter region.

2.2. Cloning and Verification of Promoter Regions
in pJSK411 in DH5

1. EcoRI (Roche, Cat. no. 1175084) or XhoI (Roche, Cat. no. 0899194) and
BamHI (Roche, Cat. no. 0567604), One-Phor-All Buffer PLUS (Pharmacia, Cat.
no. 27-0901-02).
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2. Quick Flow Maxi Kit (Hybaid, Cat. no. RY14020) or Qiagen Plasmid Giga Kit
(Qiagen, Cat. no. 12191).

3. EcoRI (Roche, Cat. no. 1175084), 10X buffer H (Roche), XhoI (Roche, Cat. no.
0899194), 10X buffer H (Roche), 10X One-Phor-All Buffer PLUS (Pharmacia,
Cat. no. 27-0901-02), 1% agarose gel, GeneClean III kit or (Anachem, Cat. no.
1001-600) or QIAEX gel-extraction kit (Qiagen, Cat. no. 20021) with Qiavac 6S
(Qiagen, Cat. no. 19503).

4. BamHI (Roche, Cat. no. 0567604).
5. Calf-intestinal phosphatase (Promega, Cat. no. M1821), 10X One-Phor-All

Buffer PLUS (Pharmacia, Cat. no. 27-0901-02).
6. T4 DNA ligase (Promega, Cat. no. M1801), 10X One-Phor-All Buffer PLUS

(Pharmacia, Cat. no. 27-0901-02), 10 mM ATP (Pharmacia, cat. no 27-2056-01).
7. Competent DH5 cells (purchased from Life Technologies (Cat. no. 18258-012),

or prepared in house), 14-mL Falcon tubes (Marathon, Cat. no. 2059), Luria-
Bertani agar plates (16), Luria-Bertani broth (16), supplemented SOC media (16),
kanamycin (Sigma, Cat. no. K4000), 50-mL skirted tubes (Merck, Cat. no.
91051), glycerol (Sigma, Cat. no. G-6279).

8. Wizard Plus Minipreps DNA Purification System (Promega, Cat. no. A1330) or
QIAprep 8 Miniprep Kit (Qiagen, Cat. no. 27142) with Qiavac 6S (Qiagen, Cat. no.
19503).

9. Oligonucleotides 411US (5 -GCAGTCTCTCGAGCTCAAGCTT-3 ) and 401DS
(5 -CCTCTCCACTGACAGAAAA-3 ), Red Hot Taq (Advanced Biotech, Cat. no.
AB-0406-B), 10X Red Hot Taq buffer (Advanced Biotech, Cat. no. AB-0406-B),
25 mM dNTP solution, derived by mixing each of the four individual 100 mM
dNTP solutions (Pharmacia, Cat. no. 27-2035-01), 25 mM magnesium chloride
(Advanced Biotech, Cat. no. AB-0406-B), 2% agarose-gel electrophoresis.

2.3. Transfer of Defined Promoter Fusions
into N. meningitidis Strains

1. Competent E. coli S17-1 pir cells, Luria-Bertani agar plates (16), Luria-Bertani
broth (16), supplemented SOC media (16), kanamycin (Sigma, Cat. no. K4000),
50-mL skirted tubes, glycerol (Sigma, Cat. no. G-6279).

2. Nalidixic acid resistant N. meningitidis recipient strain.
3. Luria-Bertani broth (16), kanamycin (Sigma, Cat. no. K4000), Mueller-Hinton

broth media (Oxoid, Cat. no. CM405), Vitox (Oxoid, Cat. no. SR0090A).
4. Nalidixic acid (Sigma, Cat. no. N4382), Mueller-Hinton broth media (Oxoid,

Cat. no. CM405), GC agar (Oxoid, Cat. no. CM367), Vitox (Oxoid, Cat. no.
SR0090A), 250-mL conical flask.

5. 0.45 µM nitrocellulose filters (Millipore, Cat. no. HAWP02500), GC agar (Oxoid,
Cat. no. CM367), Vitox (Oxoid, Cat. no. SR0090A).

6. Kanamycin (Sigma, Cat. no. K4000), nalidixic acid (Sigma, Cat. no. N4382),
50-mL skirted tubes (Merck, Cat. no. 91051), Mueller-Hinton broth media
(Oxoid, Cat. no. CM405), Vitox (Oxoid, Cat. no. SR0090A).
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7. Wizard Plus Minipreps DNA Purification System (Promega, Cat. no. A1330),
BamHI (Roche, Cat. no. 0567604), buffer B (Roche).

8. 401US and 411 DS oligonucleotide primers (Red Hot Taq) Advanced Bio-
tech, Cat. no. AB-0406-B), 10X Red Hot Taq buffer (Advanced Biotech, Cat. no.
AB-0406-B), 25 mM dNTP solution, derived by mixing each of the four individual
100 mM dNTP solutions (Pharmacia, Cat. no. 27-2035-01). Restriction enzymes and
appropriate buffers as determined by sequence of putative promoter region.

2.4. Evaluation of GFP Expression from Meningococci
by UV Microscopy and Flow Cytometry

1. Facsfix comprising a solution of 2% formaldehyde (BDH, Cat. no. 10113 6C)
and 2% glucose (Sigma, Cat. no. G-5400) in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS;
Sigma, Cat. no. D8537), propidium iodide (Sigma, Cat. no. P-4170).

2. Round-bottom 6-mL Falcon Tubes, (Marathon, Cat. no. F2054), micro-facs tubes
(Luckham, Cat. no. LP/2).

3. Methods
3.1. Amplification, Purification, and Verification
of Putative Promoter Region

1. Extract chromosomal DNA from a half to a full plate of the meningococcal strain
of interest using the Qiagen Genomic-tip System and resuspend in approx 1 mL
of water.

2. Identify putative promoter regions from annotated genome sequence, with par-
ticular emphasis being placed on transcriptional organization. Design suitable
primers for amplification of putative promoter regions (see Notes 1–4). A 5
extension that includes an EcoRI site is incorporated into upstream primers, and
a 5 extension that includes an BamHI site is incorporated into the downstream
primer. If an EcoRI or a BamHI site is located within the amplified region, alter-
native restriction sites need to be incorporated into the primers. These sites are
incorporated into the primers so as to facilitate subsequent cloning into the corre-
sponding restriction sites in pJSK411 (Fig. 1).

3. The components for 100 µL of PCR mix are 100 pmol each of the upstream and
downstream primers, 2 µL of 25 mM dNTP, 10 µL of 10X DyNAzyme optimized
buffer, 0.5 or 1.0 U of DyNAzyme, 1 µL meningococcal chromosomal DNA solu-
tion, and molecular biology-grade water to the final volume (see Note 5). Depending
on the number of targets being amplified, a master mix strategy can be employed (see
Note 6). Various PCR conditions have been used depending on the thermal cycler
used, but a successful schedule for experiments using a DNA Engine Thermal Cycler
is: 94°C for 5 min followed by 30 cycles of 94°C for 30 s, between 42–48°C for 30 s,
and 72°C for 90 s. A final extension is carried out at 72°C for 10 min.

4. Resolve PCR products using 1% agarose-gel electrophoresis and excise products
corresponding to the predicted size from the gel.
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5. Purify PCR products from the agarose gel using either a GeneClean III kit, or,
when a large number of samples have been generated, using a QIAEX gel extrac-
tion kit, which can process up to 48 samples in parallel (see Note 6).

6. Check for correct PCR amplification of the desired DNA fragment by a restric-
tion digest using an enzyme that is predicted from the target sequence to lie within
the amplified fragment (see Note 7). The identity of occasional fragments that do
not have a suitable internal restriction site can be verified by sequencing.

3.2. Cloning and Verification of Promoter Regions
in pJSK411 in DH5

1. Prepare PCR products for cloning by double digestion with restriction endonu-
cleases at sites incorporated into the PCR primers (e.g., EcoRI and BamHI), typi-
cally undertaken using a total volume of 20 µL with a final concentration of 2X
One-Phor-All Buffer PLUS. A master mix can be used for large-scale prepara-
tions. Digests are performed at 37°C for 2–3 h, after which the enzymes are heat-
inactivated by holding at 85°C for 30 min.

2. Prepare pJSK411 vector from DH5 by use of the Quick Flow Maxi Kit or the
Qiagen Plasmid Giga Kit. We have used a 5000-mL culture volume for the large-
scale preparation of pJSK411.

3. Steps 3–6 describe the preparation of vector for cloning (see Note 8). Digest the
vector with EcoRI for 2 h at 37°C, typically in 100 µL reactions containing 80 µL
of pJSK411 plasmid preparation, 1X buffer H, and 100 U of enzyme. Resolve
this reaction using 1% agarose-gel electrophoresis and excise the linearized prod-
uct, which runs at 7.0 Kb. Purify this product using the GeneClean III and resus-
pend in 100 µL of water.

4. Digest this linearized product with BamHI using 25 µL reactions comprising
18 µL of resuspended product, 5 µL of One-Phor-All Buffer PLUS (2X), and
20 U of BamHI. This reaction proceeds for 2 h at 37°C, and the restriction
enzyme is then heat-inactivated by exposure to 85°C for 30 min.

5. Phosphatase the termini of the double digested plasmid by the addition of 24 µL
of water and 1 µL of calf intestinal phosphatase to each reaction (final concentra-
tion of One-Phor-All Buffer PLUS is now 1X). Incubate the reaction mix for
15 min at 37°C, 15 min at 56°C, and then cool to 4°C for 5 min. A further 1 µL of
calf intestinal phosphatase enzyme is added, and the same incubation process is
repeated. Heat-inactivate the phosphatase by incubation at 85°C for 15 min.
Evaluate each batch of prepared vector prior to use in large-scale cloning (see
Note 9). Small amounts of EcoRI linearized plasmid and nonphosphatased but
double-digested plasmid should be retained for use as controls.

6. Ligate PCR products containing putative promoter regions (step 1), in a directed
fashion, into the prepared vector (step 5). Typically, mix 2 µL of prepared vector
with 10 µL of prepared insert (which contains 2 µL of One-Phor-All Buffer
PLUS), 2 µL of 10 mM ATP, 1 µL of T4 DNA ligase, and 5 µL of water. If
different volumes of insert are used, the volumes of water and/or One-Phor-All
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Buffer PLUS should be adjusted so that final concentration of buffer is 1X (see
Note 10). Master mix solutions can be used for large scale preparation (see Note
6). Incubate this reaction overnight at 14°C and then heat-inactivate the ligase
by incubation at 65°C for 20 min. Control experiments containing single EcoRI
digested vector (for ligase), and double-digested but non-phosphatased vector
(for phosphatase) should be conducted in parallel.

7. Transform competent DH5 cells with ligation reactions (see Note 11). We nor-
mally add 10 µL of ligation mix to 40 µL of competent cells on ice. Incubate this
mixture for 30 min at 4°C, expose to heat shock of 37°C for 90 s, and then cool to
4°C for 5 min. Add each transformation mixture to 1 mL of supplemented SOC
media in a 14-mL Falcon tube, and place in a shaking incubator at 180 RPM for
1.5 h. Transfer this culture to a 2-mL Eppendorf tube, centrifuge at 14,000g for
2 min, and resuspend the bacterial pellet in 60 to 100 µL of residual media. Plate
the resupended bacteria onto Luria-Bertani agar plates containing 50–75 µg/mL
of kanamycin, which are then incubated overnight at 37°C. The average recovery of
transformants is in the range of 10–100 colonies per plate. A control transformation
using intact pJSK411 should be conducted to confirm adequate competence of the
DH5  cells.

8. Sub-culture potential transformant colonies in 10 mL of Luria-Bertani broth con-
taining 50–75 µg/mL of kanamycin. Store an aliquot of 1 mL of culture at –70°C
following the addition of 200 µL of sterile 80% glycerol. The remaining culture
volume is used for plasmid purification using either the Wizard Plus Minipreps
DNA Purification System kit or the QIAprep 8 Miniprep kit with the Qiavac 6S
system which allows up to 48 plasmid extractions to be performed in parallel (see
Note 6). Resuspend extracted plasmid in 50 µL of water. The yield of plasmid
extraction at this stage is not important.

9. Confirm the successful incorporation of an insert by a PCR approach using the 401US
and 411DS primers which correspond to sequence on either side of the cloning
region of pJSK411. The reaction mix consists of 100 pmol of 401US and 411DS
primers, 5 µL of Red Hot Taq DNA polymerase buffer, 4 µL of 25 mM magnesium
chloride, 1 µL of 25 mM dNTPs, 0.5 µL of Red Hot Taq DNA polymerase, 1 µL of
plasmid prepared from potential transformants, and water to a total of 50 µL. PCR
conditions suitable for use in a DNA Engine Thermal Cycler are: 94°C for 5 min,
then 30 cycles of 94°C for 45 s, 50°C for 45 s, and 72°C for 1 min, with a further
extension period of 10 mins at 72°C. Estimate the size of PCR products by electro-
phoresis using 2% agarose gel. Successful incorporation of an insert results in a frag-
ment that is 135 b.p. larger than the original fragment cloned, whereas vector-alone
religation produces a PCR product of 190 b.p. in size (see Note 6).

3.3. Transfer of Defined Promoter:
Fusions into N. meningitidis Strains

1. Purified plasmid that has been demonstrated to contain an appropriate insert
(Subheading 3.2.) is used to transform competent E. coli S17-1 pir cells (see
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Note 11) (11). Add 5 µL of plasmid solution to 40 µL of competent cells, which
are incubated and plated out using the protocol described in Subheading 3.2.
Average recovery in our hands has been in the range of 100 to several thousand
colonies. A single colony is selected (without further evaluation). Sub-culture
this colony in 2 mL of Luria-Bertani broth containing 50–75 µg/mL of kanamy-
cin. Store 1 mL of this culture at –80°C after supplementation with glycerol to
20%, and the remaining 1 mL is used for a conjugation reaction with the recipient
meningococcal strain.

2. Generate a nalidixic acid-resistant strain, which acts as the recipient strain for
conjugation reactions (see Notes 12 and 13).

3. The method of conjugation of plasmid into N. meningitidis strains is based on
previously described methods (9,17). Culture E. coli S17-1 pir donor strains
in overnight broth culture, resuspend at 1�100 dilution in Mueller-Hinton
broth supplemented with Vitox, and incubate without shaking for 1.5 h at 37°C in
5% CO2.

4. Culture the nalidixic acid-resistant recipient meningococcal strain on a Vitox
supplemented GC plate, and harvest from plates into 50 mL of prewarmed
Mueller-Hinton broth to a cell density of ca. 2 × 106 CFU/mL. Incubate this sub-
culture without shaking for 2 to 4 h at 37°C with 5% CO2, in a 250-mL flask,
which allows a high surface-to-volume ratio.

5. Mix approx 107 recipient meningococcal cells (1 mL) and 106 donor cells (100 µL)
in a 2-mL Eppendorf tube. Centrifuge this mixture at 14,000g for 2 min, and
resuspend in 100–200 µL of the supernatant. Pipet this resuspension on to a
0.45-µM filter placed on a GC agar plate supplemented with Vitox, which is then
incubated for 3–5 h.

6. Scrape and/or vortex the filters using 3–5 mL of Mueller-Hinton media in a
50-mL skirted tube. Remove the filter and centrifuge the suspension at 3000g for
10 min, resuspend in 100–200 µL of the supernatant, and then plate onto GC agar
supplemented with Vitox, and containing nalidixic acid (20 µg/mL) and kanamy-
cin (100 µg/mL).

7. Incubate these plates overnight and select single colonies for further evaluation.
Colonies may not appear until up to 18 h after plating. In our hands, average
recovery of transconjugants has ranged from 10 to several hundred colonies per
plate. A donor E. coli strain and the recipient meningococcal strain should be
plated on selective GC plates to ensure that no breakthrough growth is possible.

8. Sub-culture a single potential transconjugant colony by streaking to confluence
on to a GC agar plate supplemented with Vitox and containing kanamycin
(100 g/mL) and nalidixic acid (20 µg/mL). A sample scraped from this plate
should be resuspended in Mueller-Hinton broth with 20% glycerol and stored at
–80°C pending confirmation of successful conjugation.

9. Verify successful conjugation by plasmid extraction and demonstration of intact
plasmid, combined with PCR using 401US and 411DS primers followed by a
restriction digest using the same enzyme that was used to confirm initial success-
ful amplification of the PCR product from chromosomal DNA.
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10. Extract plasmid from potential transconjugant colonies by use of the Wizard Plus
Minipreps DNA Purification System using about half a plate of meningococci as
substrate (see Note 14). Resupend plasmid in approx 50 µL of water. Demon-
strate the presence of intact plasmid by digestion of 20 µL of resuspended plas-
mid with BamHI, determining the size of linearized product using 1% agarose
gel electrophoresis.

11. If appropriately sized plasmid is present, undertake a PCR reaction using 100 pmol of
401US and 411DS primers, 5 µL of Red Hot Taq DNA polymerase buffer, 4 µL of
25 mM magnesium chloride, 1 µL of 25 mM dNTPs, 0.5 µL of Red Hot Taq DNA
polymerase, 1 µL of plasmid prepared from potential transconjugants, and water to a
total of 50 µL. PCR conditions suitable for use in a DNA Engine Thermal Cycler are:
94°C for 5 min, then 30 cycles of 94°C for 45 s, 50°C for 45 s, and 72°C for 1 min,
with a further extension period of 10 min at 72°C.

12. Divide the PCR into two samples and digest one sample with the same restriction
enzyme that was used to verify the original putative promoter region (Subhead-
ing 3.1.). We have found that most restriction enzymes are sufficiently active in
Red Hot Taq buffer for purification or buffer exchange not to be necessary.

13. Resolve digested and undigested PCR products using 2% agarose-gel electro-
phoresis and compare the observed with expected sizes. We have never observed
plasmid instability in an MC58 background, nor chromosomal incorporation of
the construction. About 1 in 30–50 constructions will be found to be incorrect at
this stage owing to the occurrence of a deletion, which in our experience has
always occurred within the E. coli S17-1 pir cells. This has necessitated repeat
transformation of E. coli S17-1 pir cells using plasmid derived from DH5
cells. This deletion has not been observed to occur for the same plasmid during
repeat construction and we believe it to be a random, rather than a construct-
specific, event (see Note 15).

3.4. Evaluation of GFP Expression from Promoter�Reporter Fusions
1. Meningococcal cells are fixed using 1�1 Facsfix and stained using 1�1000 of

1 mg/mL of propidium iodide. This fixation and staining technique is suitable irre-
spective of the environment from which meningococci have been isolated. Fixed
cells should be kept at 4°C, and analysis performed within 3–4 d (see Note 16).

2. Cells can be examined using UV microscopy, for which filter sets suitable for
examination of fluorescein isothiocyanate fluorophores are used.

3. The GFP signal can be quantitated, and the effects of environmental conditions
explored, using flow cytometry. We have experience with evaluation of differen-
tial expression associated with iron-restriction, heat-shock, hyperosmolar states,
growth in acidic conditions, and growth in anticoagulated fresh human blood.
We have assessed fluorescence using a FACSCalibur cytometer (Becton-
Dickinson) using Cellquest software (Becton-Dickinson).

4. Transfer fixed and propidium iodide stained cells into 6 mL round-bottom Fal-
con Tubes or micro-facs tubes (see Note 17). The flow cytometer settings used
have varied but reasonable starting points are as follows: FSC (channel EO2, log
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scale), SSC (log scale, amplification = 556, threshold =398), FL1-H (log scale,
amplification = 674), and FL3-H (log scale amplification = 705). Use low flow
rates at all times.

5. Use the following plots during routine analysis: FL3-H histogram (accepting all
events but gating propidium-stained events: this distinguishes cells [propidium
stains nucleic acids] from debris); FSC vs SSC dot plot (accepting all propidium-
stained events, based on the FL3-H gate but gating on a defined region within the
dot-plot: this serves to ensure that cells of equal size and clumpiness are com-
pared); and FL1-H histogram (accepting all propidium-stained events that are
located within the defined FSC vs SSC gated area: variation in cell size and
clumping can occur between samples and the FL1-H signal increases with
increasing FSC and SSC signal. Thus gating serves to prevent confounding of the
FL1-H signal that would otherwise occur). The mean FL1-H fluorescence of the
population of gated events can be calculated by Stats option (within the Cellquest
software) and represents the quantified GFP expression.

6. Control experiments using wild-type meningococci and meningococci containing
pJSK411 (see Note 18) should be undertaken in each environment assessed, to
ensure that any changes in FL1-H signal do not arise as a direct consequence of the
environment on bacterial autofluorescence. The maximum change in fluorescence
that we have observed for these control strains is 10% of baseline.

7. Figure 2 shows the 4.7-fold increase in fluorescence detected from meningo-
cocci harboring a pJSK411 construction containing the inducible groES/EL pro-
moter before and after a 5-h incubation in whole blood (see Notes 19 and 20).

4. Notes
1. For a given putative promoter region, the downstream primer should be designed

so that the amplified fragment terminates within the ribosome binding site of the
first gene in a transcriptional unit. Location more 3 , within the coding region of
the gene of interest, should generally be avoided as it may lead to the additional
creation of a translational fusion as well as the desired transcriptional fusion. The
location of the upstream primer is to some extent arbitrary, but should extend at
least 300–400 b.p. upstream from the location of the downstream primer. Design
oligonucleotide primers so that the annealing temperature of the binding portion
of the primer is in the range of 55–65°C.

2. In the absence of direct experimental evidence establishing promoter activity in
particular DNA regions, their identification simply by using genome data is to a
considerable extent arbitrary. The accuracy with which regions likely to contain
a promoter are identified improves with experience. An alternative to the directed
approach we have adopted would, of course, be to construct a bank of random
chromosomal fragments cloned in pJSK411, and then to use cycles of FACS
analysis to identify clones that demonstrate differential GFP expression. We have
not pursued this approach because of difficulties associated with performing flow
cytometry with live meningococci.
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3. For large-scale amplification of putative promoter regions, we purchase oligo-
nucleotides that have been packaged in 96-well plates by the manufacturer. This
facilitates the use of a multi-channel pipet for high-throughput PCR, which is
then conducted in thin-wall 96-well PCR plates (Thermofast 96, Advanced Bio-
technology, AB-0700).

4. Initially we did not screen potential promoter primers for mispriming against
other regions of the genome. As a result we had some problems with false prim-
ing, especially when primers were inadvertently located within repeat regions.
We would recommend careful selection of primers to minimize this problem.

5. High-fidelity PCR amplification of putative promoter regions is essential as
single base-pair substitutions may alter function. In this regard, we have found
Tbr to be the most reliable high-fidelity DNA polymerase.

6. For high-throughput work, many of the steps described (including PCR of puta-
tive promoter regions, check internal digests, digests of terminal restriction sites,
ligation of promoter fragments into pJSK411, confirmatory plasmid extractions,
and confirmatory PCR reactions) can be performed in 48- or 96-well formats.
DNA manipulations are undertaken in thin-wall plates, plasmid extractions using
the QIAprep 8 Miniprep Kit with Qiavac 6S, and gel purifications using the

Fig. 2. FL1-H histogram obtained using the described gating strategy derived from
MC58 cells containing pJSK411�groES/EL (which contains the cloned promoter for
the groES/EL heat-shock operon) immediately after exposure to whole blood (shaded
curve) compared with cells that have been exposed to whole blood for 5 h (open curve).
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QIAEX Gel Extraction Kit. The use of these techniques substantially reduces the
marginal cost and effort of constructing additional promoter fusions. We have
not, however, been able reliably to perform transformation reactions in multi-
well plates, and have continued to do these in individual Eppendorf tubes.

7. In our experience, the use of restriction endonuclease digestion at a single previ-
ously identified internal site to produce fragments of the expected size has been
an adequately reliable test for successful amplification of a target sequence.

8. The vector, pJSK411, does not allow selection for, or identification of, success-
ful incorporation of a cloned insert, but the technique outlined in Subheading
3.2., steps 2–5 results in an acceptably low rate of vector-alone religation.

9. Evaluate each batch of prepared vector prior to its use in large-scale cloning by
determining the rate of background religation of 5 µL of vector solution (in the
absence of a suitably prepared insert) and by determining the optimal concentra-
tion of vector (we test with 1, 2, and 5 µL) for cloning in the presence of a suit-
ably prepared insert. A background religation rate of more than 1 or 2 colonies
per plate should prompt a further round of digestion with BamHI. In the absence
of any selection system, large-scale cloning is critically dependent on minimal
rate of background vector alone religation.

10. The use of One-Phor-All Buffer PLUS at different stages of the processing serves
to minimize the need for repurification of DNA and buffer changes. We have
found ligation to occur with high efficiency when performed in 1X One-Phor-All
Buffer PLUS, although the addition of ATP to the reaction mix is critical.

11. We made E. coli DH5 cells competent by a modification of standard methods as
follows. One mL of an overnight culture of E. coli is diluted into 100 ml of Luria-
Bertani media, and incubated for a further 2–3 h. This culture is placed on ice for
5 min, then centrifuged at 2500 rpm for 10 min at 4°C, and then resuspended in
40 mL of “transformation buffer I,” which contains 30 mM potassium acetate,
100 mM rubidium chloride, 10 mM calcium chloride, 50 mM manganese (II)
chloride, and 15% glycerol. After holding for 5 min on ice, this suspension is
centrifuged at 2500 rpm for 10 min at 4°C, and then resuspended in 4 mL of
“transformation buffer II,” which contains 10 mM MOPS, 75 mM calcium chlo-
ride, 10 mM rubidium chloride, and 15% glycerol, with the pH adjusted to 6.5
with potassium hydroxide. Following a further 15 min on ice, this suspension is
aliquoted into 40–400 µL samples and stored at –70°C. Alternatively, we have
purchased competent DH5 cells from Life Technologies (Cat. no. 18258-012).

12. To facilitate selection of transconjugants, the recipient meningococcal strain is made
nalidixic acid-resistant. This is achieved by one-step mutation. Parent meningococ-
cal strains are cultured overnight on Vitox-supplemented GC agar plates. Bacteria
from these plates are resuspended in 10 mL of Vitox-supplemented Mueller-Hinton
broth, to a starting optical density (OD) at 600 nm of approx 0.2. This resuspension is
held in a shaking incubator at 37°C for 8–10 h. At this point a further 10 mL of Vitox-
supplemented Mueller-Hinton broth is added, together with nalidixic acid to a final
concentration of 10 µg/mL, and culture is continued overnight. The following morn-
ing the culture is centrifuged for 10 min at 3000g, and the pellet is resuspended in
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100–200 µL of residual medium. Bacteria are plated on Vitox-supplemented GC
agar plates containing nalidixic acid 20 µg/mL. Single colonies are sub-cultured and
confirmed as meningococci by colony morphology and gram-stain.

13. We have successfully conjugated pJSK411 into serogroup B and serogroup C
N. meningitidis (strains MC58 [B], 8013 [C], and a capsule-deficient mutant of
MC58 [9,18]). Satisfactory transfer and performance of the plasmid and reporter
system should be established experimentally for other strains.

14. Although the Wizard Plus Minipreps DNA Purification System, and the Quick
Flow Midi Kit (Hybaid, Cat. no. RY 13050), are designed for use with E. coli, we
have found them useful for the extraction of plasmid from meningococci. The
only cautionary note is that if bacteria are frozen in resuspension buffer, subse-
quent lysis of cells that occurs on thawing results in substantial contamination of
plasmid DNA with chromosomal DNA.

15. Although we have observed occasional instability of the plasmid during growth
in E. coli S17-1 pir cells, we have not observed instability within the meningo-
coccal strains that we have used. Neither the presence of the plasmid, or GFP
expression, has any measurable effect on the rate of growth in shaking broth
culture, and the plasmid is stable in the absence of kanamycin-selective pressure
for at least 4 sub-cultures.

16. GFP is relatively stable at 4°C but degrades over 24–48 h at room temperature.
We have performed satisfactory flow cytometric analysis as long as 72 h after
sample preparation.

17. Microfacs tubes have the advantage of being capable of being placed in a 96-well
microtiter plate, which facilitates the use of a multi-channel pipet for high-
throughput screening.

18. A transcriptional attenuator is located upstream from the multiple cloning site
of pJSK411. We (and others) have demonstrated transcription through the tran-
scriptional attenuator if a strong promoter is cloned upstream from the atten-
uator. However, the background rate of GFP expression in the absence of a cloned
promoter in pJSK411 is low. Western blots and flow cytometry demonstrate low
levels of expression of GFPmut3 from pJSK411. The mean fluorescence of MC58
bearing pJSK411 is 10–20% greater than the background level of autofluor-
escence observed from wild-type meningococci.

19. Although we have observed unequivocal induction of GFP expression from some
constructions in different environmental models, there is a potential difficulty in
deciding the minimum level of change in fluorescence, which should be inter-
preted as evidence of induction. Our limited experience in evaluating the same
construction repeatedly under the same inducing conditions suggests to us that
an increase in mean fluorescence more than 50% above baseline is likely to be
reproducible and experimentally significant.

20. Our interest in the use of GFP in meningococci has been predominantly as a
reporter gene for evaluation of gene expression. However, innately fluores-
cent meningococci have obvious application for the tracking of bacteria dur-
ing their interaction with cells and tissues. Several stable high-expressing
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meningococcal promoters have been identified that appear to be suitable for
this purpose.
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